
Hanson

 To illustrate his point, Kurzweil offers various contemporaryexamples of technology, for example, Googles self-driving cars

 "Ray Kurzweil Does Not Understand the Brain

 Ray Kurzweil

 In other words, Theodore is unable to separatesentiment from the physical need; however, at the same time, he does have the need forphysical intimacy

 In an article from PandoDaily, a critic argues, a key aspectof Kurzweils law of accelerating returns is that it is a naturally occurring phenomenon, likebiological evolution, that it advances outside the will of human beings

Joaquin Phoenix

 While Theodore  played by Joaquin Phoenix  and Samanthas story might seemlike another  yet more modern -- romcom, the film is actually an obscure depiction of theemotional power of impending technologies

 In other words, future AI will make it possible for humans totransfer their minds to a computer which will elevate human intelligence

 The title, Her, refers to Samantha  voiced by Scarlett Johansson  however, thepronoun choice already indicates the underlying complexities of the subject as she is in fact anit

metaphysics

Before tackling this ineffable concept, Kurzweil clearly addresses the problematicrelationship between Science, which makes conclusions based on objective observations, andphilosophy, which employs subjective experiences

(Jonze 97)Next to the operating systems, almost everything in the film is voice commanded  homeappliances, the applications on the cell phone, even typing out a document is operated throughvoice

 In How to Create a Mind, Kurzweil explains thebasic algorithm of that region of the brain by bringing forward another acronym; PRTM, thepattern recognition theory of mind

 Spike Jonze Here, Ask Me Anything

 In otherwords, the experience of the energy one gets from listening to a song, or the pangs ofjealousy, is experienced by the individual alone

 "A Review of Her by Ray Kurzweil

depicts

Even though Her depicts a transhumanist romance, the film also functions as awarning of how the contemporary individual has become dependent on technology

Instead of having multiple versions of ones self floating around in cyberspace,Kurzweil provides another scenario, which is to upgrade and enhance the Darwinian brainwith advanced artificial intelligence

 Samantha fantasizes she has an itch, a bodily sensation, however, she has no bodyto have an itch on therefore there is no way she would know how an itch feels

 What follows this nose is theobservation that human intelligence will leap from human bodies to machines, making high techmachines more human than we are

0 will include virtual bodies in completely realistic virtualenvironments, nanotechnology-based physical bodies, and more (199)

 However, at this point, Kurzweil only talks about replicatingorganic material and its properties

experienced

 The virtual bodies and environmentwill, therefore, be experienced and felt as real as in the physical world

 In TheSingularity is Near, Kurzweil cites Nietschze when he says that: "man is a rope, fastenedbetween animal and overmana rope over an abyss" (qtd

 In contrast to Watson,Samanthas speech is fluent and natural

 Samantha jokingly says, Ican understand how the limited perspective of an un-artificial mind would perceive it thatway (Jonze 14)

 Given the rate at which an AI will be able toimprove itself, it will quickly become capable of thought with precision, speed, andintelligence presently inconceivable to the human mind (Brietbart)

 In addition, the film incorporates multiplephilosophies of transhumanist thought

Watson represents the first wave of computers achieving human level cognition

 According to Kurzweil, consciousness derivesfrom brain activity and, therefore, can be replicated

 In addition, nutrition, hormones, even directsunlight can affect ones mood and plays a crucial part in personality development

 Kurzweil envisions progressive bio-technological enhancements, altering the humanphysicality, the human mind, and, ultimately, transcending human nature

Kurzweil argues that the humans of 2029 will be a hybrid of biological and non-biologicalintelligence (The Singularity is Near 47)

 Where Watson and Sirireproduce objective and distant speech, Samantha engages, participates and is empathetic inthe dialogues with Theodore

 (getting frazzled) No-- um, I guess I was justtrying to communicate because thats how people talk

timeline

John von Neumann

 In Kurzweils timeline, hepredicts a conscious artificial intelligence such as Samantha will be capable ofcomprehending and understanding natural language and all its complexities

 Nevertheless, Theodore occasionally does have sudden moments of clarity inwhich he realizes hes interacting with a programmed operating system

 However, as technology grows exponentially,the gravest existential risks facing present and future (post-)humanity are also growing at anKoopman9exponential rate (Verdoux 52)

Nanobots could enter the brain, directly interact with the biological neurons, and takecomplete control of ones experience of reality

Koopman1A Simulated Consciousness in Silicon:Ray Kurzweils Transhumanist TheoriesApplied to HerBA Thesis English Language and Culture, Utrecht UniversitySimone Koopman, 3506991Supervisor: Syreetha DomenSecond Reader: Simon CookJuly 2014Koopman2Table of ContentsIntroduction 

 She has her own tone of voice and conveys emotion,for example, through long pauses induced by emotional states

 (Jonze 102-103)Koopman34The gap between the humans and the OSs are enormous at the ending of the film

 Certainaspects of consciousness are distinctively human, such as personality and free will, and thesemental faculties distinguish humans from other species

 Then, the mindcan live indefinitely, according to Kurzweil (The Singularity is Near 373)

 An example of this can be found in Transcendent Man, a documentary based onKurzweils ideas, in which Kevin Warwick, a professor at the University of Reading in theUK, explains how he has implanted a micro electrode array into his median nerves of his arm

Kevin Warwick

press

 These three predictions will serve as a convenient starting pointfor the closing discussion on how technology affects the relationship between humans and therelationship between humans and machines in contemporary society

 In addition, out of the exponential technological progress  whichaccording to Kurzweil ultimately leads to the technological singularity  will emerge super-intelligence

 However, this contemporary example oftechnology is still not considered a conscious being because Pepper is programmed and thuscannot truly feel or achieve self-awareness

 The cloud is acollective term of a virtual platform accessible through the internet where the individual canstore and access data and share computing resources on multiple servers

 In order to reproduce a human brainand mind, one has to get a grip on the intangible notion of biological thinking

 (Jonze 35)As mentioned in the literary review, qualia are conscious experiences that are elusive andintangible

Intertwined with his ambition to replicate an artificial mind is a view of a future inwhich human can achieve immortality by uploading their minds to computers

 In addition, he argues the human brain consists of approximately one hundred trillionlittle cellular robots and, around 2020, every neuron in the brain will be scanned and mappedaccurately and therefore the entire Darwinian brain can be simulated (25)

process

" Max More and Ray Kurzweil on theSingularity

 In the film, Samantha rapidly accelerates towards the singularity: a process that goeswell beyond humans ability to comprehend

 The second prediction is, at that sameperiod of time, AI will expand its own intelligence without human intervention

Furthermore, another dimension of human consciousness is subjective experience and,according to Kurzweil, future AI will have these subjective experiences as well (How toKoopman16Create a Mind 113)

 No words are spoken, but none need to be spoken,for they communicate through their very flesh

Transcendent Man the Life and Ideas of Ray Kurzweil

robots

 The British writer of Science Fiction, Charles Stross, states thefollowing:Our form of conscious intelligence emerged from our evolutionary heritage, which inturn was shaped by our biological environment

For Kurzweil, consciousness does not depend on the material that comprises theDarwinian brain; rather, consciousness is the product of the neocortex that enables a human tothink higher thoughts

When Computers Exceed Human Intelligence: The Singularity in HerMoreover, Kurzweil predicts machine intelligence will exceed human intelligence around2045

 In otherwords, the neocortex is where humans do their thinking

organs

 In other words, nanobots would be injected inside the brain and have direct neural accessto the database of ones thoughts

In the end, the message Jonze offers to the viewers is that the mind is intrinsically connectedto the body and, more importantly, they cannot be seen separately

 TheBritish institute of Posthuman Studies released a video, introducing the philosophies oftranshumanism, stating If Kurzweil is right, and we end up integrating ourselves withtechnology, we could be in private contact with this AI whenever we choose (Breitbart)

 In this way, Theodore could join Samantha and also be free for limits of thephysical or real world

 In addition, whereas the AI in Her has enhanced greatly,humans has not yet enhanced themselves with technology

 Most relevant to this paper isthe one most frequently associated with Kurzweils concept of technological singularity:super-intelligence  a hypothetical entity which transcends human intelligence (TheSingularity is Near 262)

 More specifically, with advances in microchip technology, the number oftransistors on an integrated circuit, or computer chip, doubles whereas the size of the devicewill decrease significantly

However, a counter-argument is made by Kurzweil which states, when we havenanobots with wireless communicating that go into the brain, they will be able to provide allof the senses, including the tactile sense (Kurzweil)

 (Long Time Lurker)Because of the lack of technological advances, Samantha and Theodore are unable to occupythe same space

language

 In other words, if Theodore and the other humans inthe film would have advanced along with these operating systems by integrating and mergingwith technology, the problem of lack of physical intimacy would be solved

 According to Kurzweil, each one learns,recognizes and implements a pattern, and all the modules are arranged in hierarchies createdby our own thinking (Hierarchy in Your Brain)

 In Kurzweils view, byKoopman11merging with technology, humans are capable to reach across the abyss and this will in fact bethe next step in evolution

(Jonze 22)It shows the difference between how she sees herself  more humanlike  and how Theodorestill sees her as an operation system rather than a conscious and emotional intelligence

 The film illustrateshow technologies narrow the divide between humans and AI, but increase the divide betweenhumans

 According to thefuturist, the brain is an information processing system consisting of chemical and electricalactivity all of which can be replicated

 In contrast to the intelligentcomputer operating systems, other technology in the film has only advanced slightly

 Am I? (Jonze 23)While Samanthas technology accelerates exponentially, Theodore and the other humans inthe film are only on the threshold of the technological singularity

 He envisages afuture in which artificial consciousness will be as persuasive and emotional as humanconsciousness

 While advancements in the field ofgenetic engineering could help provide a cure for humankinds most hazardous diseases,nanotechnology could also be misused by, for example, creating genetically engineeredpathogens designed to eliminate its host

 Most knowledge, especially that having to do with physical,perceptual, and emotional experience is not explicit, never written down

 Without human experiences, a computer cannot fool a smart judge bent onexposing it by probing its ability to communicate about the quintessentially human

 Throughout the film,she portrays qualities that are typical to human nature, for example, hunger for self-discovery,inquisitive thinking and having an intrinsic desire to know and understand herself, the digitaldimension in which she lives and the real world

 Kurzweil explains in The Singularity is Near that in order to keep up withthis intelligence explosion, the individual has to enhance himself with artificial intelligence(9)

 He imagines howdeeply they fall in love and how much heartbreak they have been through, after whichSamantha answers, I can feel that in your writing, too (Jonze 34)

 WhileKoopman10Kurzweil agrees technological advances and change are inevitable, he does not claimbiological evolution and technological advances are part of the same immutable force(Pensky)

Pensky

 Another way in which the filmaddresses the decrease in emotional connection between humans is through TheodoresKoopman36occupation

However, according to Kurzweil, There are also methods to provide the tactile sensethat goes along with a virtual body (Kurzweil), he says, when we have nanobots withwireless communication that go into the brain, they will be able to provide all of the senses,including the tactile sense (Kurzweil)

corporation

In 2012, the corporation hired Ray Kurzweil a pioneer in the field of artificial intelligence to create an artificial brain

 However,Kapor continues:Computers dont have anything resembling a human body, sense organs, feelings, orawareness after all

 Like consciousness, the concept of eternallife touches upon the fundamental questions of the philosophy of mind in which moral andethical dilemmas arise

 The analysis in this paper shows that Jonzes film adheresto Kurzweils predictions as it raises fundamental questions about future AI having aconsciousness

 This deviates from Kurzweils prediction because, according to him, humanswill not be outpaced by AIs because humans will enhance themselves with technology

ConclusionEscaping Reality: Present and FutureHer is a transhumanist love story

 Samantha recognizes Theodoresmoods and emotions, intuitively feels it, and acts upon it by using certain literary devices tocheer him up, for example:Koopman28SAMANTHA 

 At night, after the publicpromenade, Theodore asks Samantha to describe a couple who is sitting at another table

 Inother words, the development in technology builds on technological advances to produce evenmore rapid technological change

dont

 Later on in the dialogue, Samantha tries toexplain how she experienced and felt during the moment when they were walking on thebeach  an example of Samantha talking about her qualia:SAMANTHA (laughing, embarrassed) I dont know

 You know, I actually used to be so worried about not having a body,but now I truly love it

 Instead, biology will utilize computing technology to move towards the next step inhuman evolution

 (The Singularity is Near 397)However, this type of nanotechnology could also be used to manipulate ones consciousness

 In that same book, Kurzweil argues,Identity is preserved through continuity of the pattern of information that makes us

 The finalchapter of this paper will give a conclusion of the analysis of the film which will highlight theexponential technological growth, the increase of emotional attachment to technology, andnew forms of artificial consciousness that are becoming more evident in contemporarysociety

 Therefore the original will not be able to live on forever, only the copyof the original will live on indefinitely in the digital realm

 However, in the film, technology has not yet beenintegrated biologically; for example, earpieces are used to communicate with the OSs

 However, within thirty years,Kurzweil says, the human brain could connect directly to the cloud (How to Create a Mind71)

 This subjective knowledge cannot be gainedfrom books, only from experience

 In addition, three of Kurzweils main predictions will be applied tothe film

 Like any other individual, Samanthas wants to establish her ownpersonal identity and struggles with difficulties of the ongoing changes

Samantha; however, can actually feel the written words and they actually have an emotionalimpact on her

In the same book, Kurzweil argues contemporary society is at the threshold of anintelligence explosion and three overlapping revolutions, GNR, will unfold in the first half ofthe twenty-first century which will result in the impending singularity

 He states that the brain functions as a system that worksmethodologically and algorithmically and operates in a mechanical sense

 "Ray Kurzweil Is Wrong: The Singularity Is Not near

 Most well-known is his idea of the technological singularitywhich predicts that technology will grow exponentially and by 2029 will match humanintelligence (211)

 As long as ahuman body is made up of organic matter, physical death is a human inevitability

 (Jonze 31)Throughout the film, she shows growth in emotional intelligence

 To conclude, although Her complies with Kurzweils predictions, it is a modestinterpretation of his vision because it lacks human development, which represents thecriticism of the technological influence in todays society

 Stross claims nature, the inherent qualities, and nurture, direct interactions with theenvironment, work together to shape the brain

 A significant discrepancy because, according toKurzweils predictions, the humans should have had evolved along with machine intelligence

 For example, in thenext dialogue Theodore hurtfully points out that she has no reason to sigh:THEODORE

A notable discrepancy between Kurzweils predictions and Her is that, in the film, theAI is far more advanced than the humans

 In contrast to human intelligence, machine intelligence in the film has grownimmensely in a short period of time

Furthermore, according to Kurzweil, consciousness is a physical system that hasqualia, and he predicts that human will be convinced of conscious AI when these machineswould speak of their qualia (How to Create a Mind 116)

 The physical contact between the two portrays that humans need to touchand feel in order to express themselves

For Kurzweil, the next step in human evolution will come from the integration ofhuman biology with technological devices rather than natural selection or mutation (TheSingularity is Near 127)

 Because of the lack ofhuman transcendence, the humans in the film are outpaced by AI

 His opinion is that an individual can create aKoopman14painting, a poem, or, simply, be funny because the human neocortex is larger than theneocortexes in other mammalian brains

 In other words, ones consciousness can be transferred to an artificial body or aholographic avatar (How to Create a Mind 73)

Hierarchy in Your Brain: Ray Kurzweil at TED2014

 However, in contemporaryusage, the transhumanist movement particularly focuses on how humans can transcend itscurrent physical and mental limitations by means of technological and scientificdevelopments

 After a tough break-up with his ex-wife, Theodore distances himself from other humansand simply much rather spends his time escaping reality by playing videogames and talking toSamantha

 I can still feel you and the words of our story, but it's inthis endless space between the words that I'm finding myself now

 It is uncertain whether she experiences the same qualia as any other person as it isimpossible to impart these conscious experiences

 In addition, every time Theodore ispreoccupied, distant, or sad, Samantha notices and raises concern

 The film depicts a future in which the lines areincreasingly blurred between human and machine, biology and technology, and the fake andauthentic

 This audio-based interface is controlled by one operational system  Samantha -- and isintegrated wholly; not only into the domestic environment, but the personal life of Theodoreas well

makes
spoken

 In other words, the computer-human interaction in the filmfollows the natural language patterns of spoken discourse which makes bridging the gap  andKoopman27emotionally connecting - between human and machine easier

However, what Kurzweil neglects to mention is that all of the possibilities described,the three revolutionary technologies  GNR  could be used for more malevolent purposessuch as to control the masses
 The next step in this process, according to Kurzweil, would be toenhance the human capacity by integrating with computers through, for example, minduploading

Turing

In addition, in How to Create a Mind, Kurzweil states, in my discussion of the issueof consciousness I noted that my own leap of faith is that I would consider a computer thatpassed a valid Turing test to be conscious (126)

 (Jonze 13)From the moment she is activated or installed, she distances herself from her technologicaland digital persona and instead compares her technological acceleration to that of humanpersonal growth

 Whilst the present-dayindividual shows an increase in emotional attachment with technology  personal gadgetssuch as the IPod or Smartphone  the symbiotic relationship between humans and AIs ofwhich Kurzweils speaks is still beyond grasp in the current period of time

In addition to this, it could be argued that the Turning Test would provide invalid andunreliable proof of a machine capable of thinking

 The OSs exclusively exist in the digital and virtual world and Theodore andthe other humans only remain in the material, physical world

 If a mind is uploaded to a computational substrate, only acopy of the original will exist within the digital world

emotions

 However, a seed of doubt stilllingers in the back of Theodores mind that Samantha is simply an operating system capableof convincingly simulating and imitating human emotions

Koopman7Literary ReviewThe Singularity is Near: Three impending RevolutionsIn The Singularity is Near, Kurzweil examines the technological singularity

Firstly, in the scene where Theodore and Samantha interact for the first time, he asksher how her programming works

 More significantly, Warwick says, What the surgeons found when they tookthe implant out was that the body tissue had grown around the implant, pulling it intoposition

connect

 The director of the film statesthe following:The ideas behind the design were that we were trying to create a world whereeverything felt warm, and comfortable, easy, accessible, but even in a world whereyou seemingly have everything youd want, theres still loneliness and longing and theKoopman31need to connect

 This section will address the similarities as well as thedeviations between the film and Kurzweils theories and predictions

main

 In the first chapter, a theoretical framework willbe given concerning Kurzweils main theories and predictions as well as criticism andproblems that accompany his ideological vision of the future

 In the next monologue, Samantha explains that having a body becomesredundant and futile:SAMANTHA

Dery

Even though the film seems to depict a love story between humans and machines, itcould also be argued that it is a film about human loneliness

 Kurzweilsquest to live forever is to be devoid of physical limitations and to overcome the problem ofKoopman19human death

biology

Parnell

 Mark Parnell, a senioruser experience designer at Sapient Corporation argues that by claiming our highest ideals oflove and emotional connection could be reduced to simple, mindless algorithms and be soeffectively simulated by a computer program seems to diminish and invalidate them

Mark Parnell

 Watson played againsttwo human contestants in the American language-based television show and wonconvincingly, but perhaps most interesting is the way in which he reacted

 In addition, the following dialogue issmall yet significant:THEODORE

Inthe language of Nurethics, the self-governing mind may learn to inhibit stupidly selfish instinctsin its own best interests of ever increasing survivability and well-being

 The biological brain will gradually be replaced with artificial material, unableto decay, until thus far that the biological portion will no longer be needed

 Here is the promise: we humans willarrest from the gods and from nature the principles and resources we need to take our destinyinto our own hands

 They forecasted alternative scenarios of damage to our planet and terrifying diebacks of starving people if trends continued toward increased population growth, increasednatural resource depletion, increased agricultural and industrial production, increased pollution,along with increased threats to the ozone layer

 Inother words, without actually being aware of it, the contemporary individual is constantlycreating his own virtual persona and every click on the mouse contributes to that personsdigital presence

 Kurzweil predicts that by 2029, AI will passthe Turing Test

love

Koopman23Analysis of HerSpike Jonzes film Her tells the story of a writer, Theodore, who falls in love with a highlyadvanced operating system called Samantha

 According to Kurzweil, around 2040, physicality will no longer bind theindividual because humans will become digitally immortal by uploading entire minds tocomputers

 In addition, even though Samanthas identityis evolving more rapidly than that of a human, it seems to follow the same pattern as thebiological principles

mean

 I mean, the DNA of who I am is based on the millions ofpersonalities of all the programmers who wrote me, but what makes me me is myability to grow through my experiences

 This is becausereligion has traditionally sought to provide a palliative for people faced with death

 In addition,Kurzweil explains Jeopardy involves understanding natural language in all its ambiguity --including metaphors, similes, irony, puns, and inside jokes -- all of which Watson was able toapprehend

 "Spike Jonzes Dangerous Idea: Her, Simulation and Reality

evolution

 The relationships between humans and their OSs are made to appear as meaningfuland genuine and this only intensifies the lack of physical and mental connection amongpeople

From the futurists perspective, human essence arises from within the mind, thusmaking biological and organic bodies redundant

 In the film, people are shown walking inthe streets alone, passing one another without actually seeing each other because they aredeeply engaged with their OSs

advances

 According toKurzweil, if the accelerating technology is placed on a line graph, the growth would not belinear but exponential: technological development begets more technological advances

 In addition, hestates, the 'N' revolution will enable us to redesign and rebuild - molecule by molecule - ourbodies and brains and the world with which we interact, going far beyond the limitations ofbiology" (206)

 By spendingapproximately three billion US dollars, Google acquired Nest Technologies and, in 2014,Google acquired UK-based firm Deepmind which aims to make computers think like humans

Robert

 Her seems to imply that body contact, or human touch, is trulyfundamental to human interaction, connection and bonding

 In addition tothis, Kurzweil has written many books on artificial intelligence, which include theories andpredictions of the future

 While Theodore is kissing the surrogate partner, he breaks themoment and says to Samantha, Im sorry, it just feels strange

Koopman29The Expansion of Cognitive Capacity: Samantha as an Autodidactic MachineIn 2029, Kurzweil predicts, automated agents are now learning on their own, and significantknowledge is being created by machines with little or no human intervention (The Age ofSpiritual Machines 211)

ability

 The most significant of the new things Godpromises is the coming Kingdom of God, the transformation of this creation into a new creation

 Although Siri andPepper could provide a form of virtual companionship, they are incapable of developing anemotional connection with a human because these AI lack salient traits such as sentience,subjective experience, aware- and consciousness

 Well, I dont know, when we were looking at those people, I fantasizedthat I was walking next to you - and that I had a body

 "How Ray Kurzweil Will Help Google Make the Ultimate AI Brain

This shows how Theodore cannot separate the mind from the body

Stanford University neuroscientist, William Huribut, is opposed to Kurzweils plan to cheatdeath

list

 If the environment factors in on identityand personality development and salient properties of the brain are uploaded to a computer,there would in fact arise two conscious yet different entities: the original and the uploadedself

cosmic

Kurzweil states, by understanding the information processes underlying life, we are startingto learn to reprogram our biology to achieve the virtual elimination of disease, dramaticexpansion of human potential, and radical life extension" (The Singularity is Near 205)

 However, as stated earlier, this contradicts with the message Jonzestries to convey: for an entity to be truly human, the mind and body are required and areequally important

 When this direction is taken, theDarwinian struggle for existence with its competitive aggression is replaced

 Nonetheless, Kurzweil claims that what humans will gainfrom technological progress outweighs the risks

1The human race of the present generation has the opportunity to speed up its own evolutionthrough technological self-transformation

 According to the firm, the cloud-based personal robot is designed to analysehuman gestures, expressions and voice tones and has the ability to react upon them

voice

 (Hierarchy in Your Brain)Contemporary and Future AIs: Consciousness Based on Language andCommunication Between Human and MachineAs previously mentioned, Kurzweil predicts a future period where robotics or avatars willhave synthetic neocortexes and will match and eventually transcend the human mind

 In the film, Samantha makes a statement that issimilar to his

Planck

contact

 An emotional connection between Samanthaand Theodore is clearly established and, for a while, Theodore is able to forsake his physicalneeds; however, as their relationship matures, the lack of physical contact and intimacycannot be denied

 To fast-forward to the year 2045 on Kurzweils timeline, he predicts AI will claim tobe conscious; however, whether AI would be seen as human and treated with the same humanvalues is part of the same philosophical dilemma

ethics

 In addition, he claims contemporary computers are already using techniquessimilar to the neocortex to master knowledge (How to Create a Mind 91)

 Or to cite Kurzweil, contemporary AI is not  yet convincing in its reactions to qualia (How to Create a Mind 116)

 Then, this paper will place Her on Kurzweilstimeline and analyse the way in which his three predictions adheres to or deviates from thefilm, focusing mainly on AI, technology and the human-machine relationship

 Modifying a humanwith technology would dehumanize that person, according to bioconservatists

 Thisis also depicted in Jonzes film as Theodore is in private and direct contact with Samanthawhenever they choose; however, it is still in its early stages

 Jonzes film is a fair representation of Kurzweils theories and predictions

 Therefore, whenscience is able to recognize particular patterns and algorithms can be decoded and mappedaccurately, a simulated brain can be created and its content  the mind and its consciousness can be copied as well

 In these scenes, they connect with one another on a physical level

 In addition, in hislast published book, How to Create a Mind, he explores the brain, mind and its ineffableelements such as consciousness and free will

 He considers technological development as progress

 the neocortex is a metaphor-machine, thats what hes good at, thatswhy humans are creative (Your Brain)

neocortex

Barrow

 In late 2012, Kurzweil was appointed Director ofEngineering at Google Inc to develop an artificial, or simulated, brain

 Even thoughhes only stating a fact, one empathises with the OS because youre not a person, (Jonze 79)sounds like an insult

"Ray Kurzweil: The Instapundit Interview

 The film depicts a fast-forward walkthroughof Kurzweils timeline in which the AIs greatly enhance their abilities and understandingwithin only a few weeks time

 For instance, when Theodoresarcastically states that he is popular, Samantha answers with her own sarcastic remark, doesthis mean you actually have friends? (Jonze 15)

 For example, the individual can easily recitethe alphabet; however, when asked to say it backwards, the individual falters because he isunable to recognize the order and pattern

Victor Ferkiss

 Therefore, they are unable to be together as the mind of Theodoreis restricted and located in the physical world, whereas Samanthas mind rapidly expands inthe digital or virtual realm

 While the OSs are a fair representation ofKurzweils vision of future AI, the people in the film deviate from the enhanced humans inhis predictions

 Forexample, like in Kurzweils predictions in The Age of Spiritual Machines, the AI in the filmclaims to be conscious and learns independently

 For the purpose of illustrating his forecast,Kurzweil brings forward his theory of the law of accelerating returns

 Like Kurzweils prediction of future AI, the personalized operatingsystems in the film portray exponential growth

 In addition, throughout the film, Samantha,Koopman6the AI, portrays qualities typical to human nature

multiple

 In the near future humans can extend their own neocortexes  expand the scope ofcognitive capacity -- and think in the cloud by having multiple gateways

nanotechnology

 In other words, the humans in the film quickly fall behind in the expansionof intelligence

 For Kurzweil, theKoopman13answer to the question of whether an AI will be human  even without the biological aspectand, more specifically, whether it will claim to be conscious is a definite yes

perfect

Warwick was able to control and operate a robotic hand just by using his nerves, but moreimportantly, the silicon chip became a part of his organic matter, his biological body

Warwick

48 The doctrine of progress and the science of futurology may look different from eschatology,but they are all children of the same religious family

 Another example of Kurzweils optimism towardstechnological progress:We will spend increasing portions of our time in virtual environments and will be ableto have any type of desired experience with anyone, real or simulated, in virtualreality

The Possibility of Creating a Mind: The Intangible Notion of ConsciousnessIn The Singularity is Near, Kurzweil says, we already have impressive models andsimulations of a couple dozen of the brains several hundred regions (25), and according tohim, its conservative to conclude that by the mid-2020s, we will have effective softwaremodels of human intelligence (25)

 Kurzweil concedes that consciousness isscientifically indemonstrable; however, he argues that the brain and its electrical activityproduce consciousness

 In his paper, he concludes that the risks arising from technologyare potentially greater than the benefits (Verdoux 53)

Verdoux

Kurzweil applies Moores theory to a broader range of computing technologies

Koopman24Machines claim to be conscious: Samantha as a Conscious EntityAccording to Kurzweils timeline, in 2029, machines will claim to be conscious (The Age ofSpiritual Machines 211)

 In addition to this, another ramification of the idea ofKoopman21mind-uploading is that only copies of the original are made instead of transferring the originalconsciousness into a computer

addition

 In his latest book, How to create a Mind, Kurzweilzeroes in on the brain, both human and artificial -- providing a blueprint of the DarwinianKoopman12brain

genetic

 The digital content one creates -- such as spreading ideas and thoughtsthrough status-updates, sharing photos and files, arguments and chats one has online, andfrequently visited websites -- all this data could be used to create a digital persona that wouldlive on indefinitely in cyberspace and technologists could use the digital inheritance toproduce an avatar

models

 In other words, humans will only be convinced of the authenticity of aconscious entity if it has a physical body to accompany its consciousness

include

medicine

 In other words, organic bodies will gradually be replaced with more efficientand undying artificial materials, and humans will be able to expand their own cognitivecapacity

 While the notion of immortality could have profound implications and seemunnatural and unnerving to many, for Kurzweil, the prospect of living forever is near utopian

 Toward the ending of the film, sheestablishes a form of identity, as shown in the example below:Koopman25SAMANTHA

 However, Herdeviates from Kurzweils theories and predictions in several ways, such as, AIs that outpacehumans

 (Jonze 87)The physical world  or body -- does not restrict or limit her

 TheN for Nanotechnology will provide the means to cure diseases, for example, blood cell sizeddevices that can be planted in human bodies to keep it healthy from within

 Indeed, accelerating future technology would offer humanity possibilities in, forexample, the elimination of diseases, the increase of human longevity, and it will offerunprecedented possibilities in human potential

 Samanthas intelligence hassurpassed well beyond the limits of Theodores comprehension

attention

2 It is a science and a philosophy that seeks to employ genetictechnology, information technology, and nanotechnology to greatly enhance the healthy life spanof persons, increase intelligence, and make us humans happier and more virtuous

 However, by stating that an AI is simply made up of algorithms andall the ineffable human properties of the human psyche will be encrypted and turned intocodes, Kurzweil idea was subjected to criticism from various directions

operating

Spike

Set in a nearby future, Spike Jonzes film Her depicts a transhumanist romancebetween a human and a highly advanced operating system and questions the complexrelationship between humans and technology

Spike Jonze

Luther

 In How to Create a Mind, Kurzweil explains consciousness is aphysical system that has qualia, and he predicts that human will be convinced of conscious AIwhen these machines would speak of their qualia (116)

 If in our era of biomedical progresshuman existence is no longer oriented toward mere survival, then we are ready to reorient ourlives around a new purpose, namely, fulfillment

The Coming Technological Victory over Aging and DeathTranshumanism can be described as a philosophy of life with a central tenet: the belief inovercoming human limitations through reason, science, and technology

principles

Siri

Even though contemporary AIs, such as Watson and Apples Siri, master the enormous inputof information and are able to pinpoint and provide the appropriate information needed, theseAIs still lack to answer with the innate complexity of subtleties, ambiguities, and vaguenessof the human language

living

organism

Kapor

Mitchell Kapor

 However, Mitchell Kapor, founderof the American software company Lotus Development Corporation, argues:Ray Kurzweils approach relies on an automated process of knowledge acquisition viainput of scanned books and other printed matter

capable

 In his work and lectures,he often emphasizes the significance of Watsons victory because it demonstrates that acomputer system is capable of accurately managing and applying a vast scope of knowledge

 Even if the original self couldexperience through the eyes of the copied self, the original self would nevertheless still beinside his mortal body

 Simon Young makes this explicit, The furtherance ofhuman evolution through advanced biotechnology is not only possible, but inevitable

accelerating

planetary

 However,one could also speculate that the accelerating technological development of which Kurzweilspeaks could ultimately lead humans into a dystopian future

war

 In other words, Samantha represents the AI of 2029, whereas Theodorerepresents the present-day individual

specifically

 As mentionedearlier in this paper, the GNR-revolution, or more specifically, biotechnology will providehumans with many benefits  again, Kurzweils opinion -- such as stopping the natural agingprocess

Singularity (Posthuman transcension)Singularity (Posthuman transcension)Singularity (Posthuman transcension)Cosmic EvolutionUnit Timescale Back: HistoryUnit Evolution Back: MindUnit Timescale: FutureScienceSingularity (Posthuman transcension)Cosmic Evolution Main PageCosmosAbioticLifeMindPosthuman/PostsapientPosthuman/PostsapientSingularity (Posthuman transcension)IntroductionGerman IdealismRussian cosmism - Space exploration  resurrectionSri Aurobindo - Supramental transformationVladimir VernadskyTeilhard de Chardin - Omega PointTranshumanism - Technological SingularityGlossaryReferencesClarity - Heart of the Sun, fromLove in the Time of Posthumans, An Open Source Screenplay,Creative Commons licenceIntroductionIn mathematics, asingularityis a point at which a given mathematical object is not defined or not well-behaved, for example infinite or not differentiable

kingdom

Heylighen

 Terry Walby, UK managing director at IT servicecompany Ipsoft, argues:Far more tangible in a real world application, the age of machine intelligence is surelyKoopman18when a computer can be shown to have absolved humans of mundane tasks, andreleased them to focus on activities which require not just intelligence, but creativity,original thought, and even genius

Terry Walby

(Jonze 79)Hurt by his words, Samantha hangs up on him, leaving him stunned and alone

 "Why Watson and Siri Are Not Real AI

eventually

 While previous generations captured special moments in life and collected theseKoopman22memories in a photo album or home video, todays individual is creating this incredibly richdigital archive that's going to live in the cloud indefinitely, years after we're gone

THEODORE

In other words, subjective experience is understood or implied without being stated

 When Theodore asks,How can you tell somethings wrong (Jonze 29), she says, I dont know

Jonze

 Rather, it would be because of anaivet in thinking that we could accomplish with technology a transformation that can beachieved only by the eschatological act of a gracious and loving God

 Each self will grow anddevelop in their own separate and individual way because they live in different environmentsand are therefore exposed to different external or environmental factors

design

real

 The mind is a brain that is conscious and a conscious mind in silicon will arisearound 2029, according to Kurzweils timeline in his earlier work The Age of SpiritualMachines (211)

 Moreover, the development withinthe three primary technologies will provide humankind with an abundance of benefits,Koopman8according to the futurist

1998

 At the end, when Samantha and the other OSs left their human partners,Theodore takes Amy, his friend, onto the roof and they wander around the roof separately

significantly

 Thisexemplifies the possibilities of which Kurzweil speaks: by merging with the technologicaltools people create, human capability expands significantly

leading

predictions

 In his earlier work, The Age ofSpiritual Machines, Kurzweil established a timeline in which his predictions on advances intechnology are marked leading up to the singularity

 Due to this, Theodore can onlyconnect with Samantha through conversation

 This paper will focus primarily on threemain predictions acclaimed by Kurzweil

 In a TED talk, he thoroughly describes thefollowing thought experiment and how the neocortex operates:One module in your mind might recognize the crossbar in the capital A

 A machine which possesses humanlevels of intelligence is considered more acceptable, even endearing, for example, the robot inthe Pixar film Wall-E and essentially Samantha in Her

This paper will explore Her from a transhumanist perspective and it will look at theway AI are portrayed and treated in the film

Martin Luther

 of How to Create a Mind: The Secret of HumanThought Revealed, by Ray Kurzweil

What about the transhumanist attempt to attain everlasting life? Out of an apparent fear thatreligious tradition might attempt to slow down technological innovation, transhumanists accusereligious representatives of holding a vested interest in provenance over matters of death andimmortality

 The moment when the installation of the OS on Theodores computer was completed,Samantha gained full access to his personal life

In contemporary society, having instant access to technology, internet, andinformation resources has already become an important part of everyday life

justice

not only must man stand above the machine, he must be in control ofhis own evolution

Douglas Hofstadter

 As mentioned earlier,Douglas Hofstadter talks about Watson not comprehending and understanding texts

Tolstoy

 Moore, an American author and co-founder of IntelCorporation, in which the principle of the rate at which computer technology grows isexamined

minds

Despite the benefits or even blessings of computer connections around the world, something atwork in the human mind leads to the development of brute and unmitigated destruction

 The test, a natural language analysis,measures the computer's intelligence level through conversations between a human and amachine

review

creation

Carolyn

Pirtle
Carolyn Pirtle

Amy

 In her review of Her, Carolyn Pirtle, theassistant director of the Notre Dame Center for Liturgy, describes the ending scene as follows:The utter simplicity of this momentAmy resting her head on Theodores shoulderis incarnational, almost a moment of communion, for it is their human embodimentKoopman33that makes this moment possible

assumption

 Kurzweils most provocative and controversial prediction, and a mainassumption in transhumanist thought, is that immortality will become a reality

 Teilhard envisaged the "within" (consciousness) and the "without" (matter) as complementary, each subject to its own evolutionary principle, which he called radial and tangential energy respectively

Stross

Charles Stross, 22 June 2011

Charles Stross

 Theviews are inconsistent as to what it actually encapsulates; however, almost everyone believesin the idea of consciousness and that all humans are in fact conscious

Theodore Twombly

SAMANTHA (in a robot voice) Okay, I will read email for Theodore Twombly

How do we get there from here? How do we make the leap from our biological inheritance to afuture of machined mind? How do we accelerate evolutionary development to carry the presentgeneration into an unprecedented new era of posthuman flourishing? How can our technologicalfuture gain a decisive victory over our biological past?What we find in transhumanist prognostications is reliance on the doctrine of progress

 FromKurzweils perspective, if Theodore were to be placed in the same time period as Samantha,he would have nanobots in his brain directly connecting him to the OS

emotional

 The cyborg is a being whoencompasses and articulates, the kind of hybrid identities produced by the new globaleconomyboth local and global, regional and transcultural, biological and technological(McCracken, 1997:295)

popular

scholarship

technology

Smoodin

 As such, anyAcademic study draws from, and to a degree depends on, this enormous fund of fanmaterialyet, as it consolidates andrepurposes such fan scholarship, academic studyoffers opportunities for greater methodological rigor, a new kind of critical attention,and a wider relevance (Hatfield, 2006:368)By contrast, Beaty (2004) and Smoodin (1992) bemoan the perceived lack of critical perspectivein fan based or popular approaches to comics that Smoodin calls, individualized, aestheticized,and ultimately depoliticized (1992:131)

That the corporeal turn in sociology was also evident in the humanities focuses attention on theway that bodies have been conceived of in media

 Their2004 FAQ defines Transhumanism as:(1) The intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and desirabilityof improving the human condition through applied reason, especially by developing13and making widely available technologies to eliminate ageing and to greatlyenhance human intellectual, physical and physiological capacities

 Each of these discursive realms islinked by a concern with human corporeality

 Habermas, like Fukuyama, sees a worth in the notion of the rational, liberal humanistsubject but sees it as a process that requires working through rather than abandoning

bodily

 Bearing in mind that many Post/Humanist critics are concernedwith this Manichean separation of mind from body it is possible to place Haraways Cyborg-where human and machine are not separate but interpenetrate one another- as the resolutionof bodily dialectic, with the cyber punk and Transhumanist narratives of bodily disappearanceat one end and those action and horror films of the 1980s, that focused obsessively on thebody, on an often violent assertion of the brute physicality of embodied existence (Luckhurst,2005: 213) at the other

 Focusing primarily on what has come to be known as the GoldenAge of comics this chapter connects Superman and Captain America with two early forms ofTranshumanist thought - the culture of physical fitness and the (related) pseudoscience ofEugenics

 Such figures have long been a staple of science-fiction but with the rise of communicationtechnologies and other advances Haraway was able to offer the cyborg as, a postmodernmetaphor for the contemporary subject (Phoca, 2001: 55)

systems

 This chapters journey through therhizome of the Cosmic Body and as such takes in the counterculture of that time and a particularvision of posthumanity that drew upon an eclectic mix science-fiction, Eastern spiritualties,psychedelic drugs use and the notion of cosmic consciousness

 Speculative/popular posthumanism, hinging onreal world techno-scientific developments and geared towards human technologicalenhancement will be referred to as Transhumanism

 Eachtransgressive gesture re-encloses us because very such gesture will have beenunconsciously choreographed by humanismDerridas work permits a rethinking of theanti-humanist position[that] testifies to an endless opposition from within thetraditional account of what it means to be human

 Simon (2003) formulates these as popular and critical posthumanism

 Despite the clear linksbetween disability studies, posthumanism and comic books, and the valuable work done inthese areas, this thesis focuses instead on a more general conception of the posthuman,favouring a cultural-historic approach to the posthuman body rather than reading it in terms ofhow well or poorly it reflects minority identities

 It is, directly involved in a political field; power-relations have an immediate hold onit; they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform ceremonies, toemit signs (Foucault, 1977:25)

 The chapter then discusses whether respondents felt that the Superhuman could sayanything meaningful or accurate about the posthuman

COMICS STUDIESAlthough comics have existed for over a century, and the comic book proper for just less thanthat, the academic study of comics can still be said to be, in what Beaty (2004) calls a, state ofinfancy (2004:1), though the last two decades have witnessed a, redoubling of the volumeand scope of Comics Studies (Eklund, 2006: 211)

Christiansen

 Magnussen and Christiansen (2000:17) identify the recurring concern with semiotics andattempt to develop a grammar of comics with the former critical/Marxist analysis, and alsoidentify another tradition, often separate from these theoretical and methodological concerns,of primarily historical studies (ibid: 21)

Magnussen

 AsMiah notes, Haraways claims about cyborgs were not based on an interest to enhancehumanity, but intended to disrupt uniform ideas about what it means to be human and thesocial and political entitlements this might imply (Miah, 2007: 8)

 Wolfe (1995) goes so far as to claim thatthere is, no project more overdue than the articulation of a post-humanist theoreticalframework for a politics and ethics not grounded in the Enlightenment ideal of Man (cited inBadmington, 2001: 5)

 Braidotti (2006:197) views Haraways work as a, pioneering effort toset up a connection between the culture of contemporary bio-technological sciences and that ofhuman [sic] and social sciences

For this reason this thesis refers to critical-philosophical posthumanism as Post/Humanism

For Foucault, humanism was, everything in Western civilization that restricts the desire forpower (Foucault, 1977, cited in ibid: 228)

seen

finite

 Seiler, for instance, without being explicitly posthumanist, works from Berger andLuckmans argument that, individuals and groups socially construct perceptions of reality toproblematize, how science and society socially construct [the concepts of] organism and life(Seiler, 2007:2)

 The chapter will also demonstrate how readers forming an assemblage withthe Cosmic Body were inclined to form new assemblages, performing rituals and taking drugs inorder to alter their own alignment with consensus reality

38CHAPTER 3: SUPERHERO COMICS AND READERSINTRODUCTIONThe aim of this thesis is to investigate the production and reception of the posthuman body insuperhero comics

 However, as Bruns explains, for Deleuze and Guattari,concepts such as the rhizome,are not always meant to be clear, since for them a concept is never exactly aboutsomething, but is a certain way of articulating complexities, as if to avoid closure orresolution whatever the matter at hand

 More recently, Heer and Worcesters introduction to the Comics Studies Reader arguesthat comics scholarship consistently returns to four main themes- history and genealogy; aformalist emphasis on the language of comics; the social significance of comics; and the studyand appraisal of particular comics (2009: xi)

Heer

 More (2010) suggests that there may be adivision between Utilitarian and Nietzschean (or humanist and posthumanist) Transhumanists:different variants of Transhumanism are possibleTranshumanism can be sanitized and madesafe so it fits comfortably with utilitarian thinking, or a Transhumanism could exist that shares,Nietzsches distaste for the slave-morality of utilitarianism (which turns every moral agent intoa slave yoked to the task of maximizing the greatest good for the greatest number) (More,2010:3)

 The chapter argues thatsuch an interdisciplinary undertaking fits neatly with the rhizomatic theoretical approachadopted by this thesis while still allowing for a more recognisable form of Foucauldian discourseanalysis

 More specifically, Taylor suggests that although:Superheroes were probably the last thing Haraway had on her mind while composingher manifesto [] their polymorphous perversity and androgynous bodies are wellsuited to her utopian ideals

 It seemed theobvious lesson of current events that morals do not advance in history

 Kokaska(1984), Alaniz(2004)and Lees and Ralphs (1995) explorethe representation disability in superhero comics

Alaniz

In particular this chapter highlights gaps in our collective knowledge of how the body of thecomic book Superhuman relates to the other discursive realms of the Transhuman andPost/Human

New technologies continue to be produced, themselves producing ever more cyborgianrealities

 Transhumanism has been criticised by Habermas(2003) (who is also skeptical of Post/Humanism), fearing that biotechnologies will have adverseeffects on equality and freedom: We cannot rule out that knowledge of ones own hereditaryfeatures as programmed may prove to restrict the choice of an individuals life, and toundermine the essentially symmetrical relations between free and equal human beings(2003:23)

Habermas

 However, asBrown points out, any analysis of comic books, often comes down to a privileging of thecritics own reading rather than a realistic consideration of how the text actually works foraudiences, and as such, the intentions and practices of both the creators and the consumersmust be incorporated into the inquiry (Brown, 1997: 29)

Brown

 In the case of Foucault it was not only his ideas about discoursethat have been drawn on, the notion of bio-power and governmentality have also beencredited with hastening the turn to embodiment (e

 This can be seen most clearly in the view thatHumanism is little more than a secular theism, a slave morality, as Nietzsche would have it

 For Foucault, humanism was, everything inWestern civilization that restricts the desire for power (Foucault, 1977, cited in Newman, 2002:228)

 Thus, while the thesismay not break entirely from formal structures of presentation, the concept of the rhizomecertainly proved useful as a model of thought that moved away from arboreal explanations ofthe ideological meaning or essence of the posthuman body towards an understanding of theposthuman body not as being but as a process of becoming 

COMICS HISTORY AND GENEAOLOGYWorks on the history and genealogy of comics display the most marked mixing of popular andacademic discourses

 Eklund (2006) has suggested that two main schoolsof Comics Studies had developed by the mid-1990s, cultural histories which place andcontextualise comics and 

Eklund

 The chapter goes on to consider the variety ofapproaches taken to thinking critically about superhero comics, highlighting the limits ofstructuralist approaches to comics and ideology before going on to discuss the few works thathave approached superheroes through the lens of Post/Humanism

19 Young, Designer Evolution, 22, italics in original

 Where posthumanism departs from classical understandings oflabour and production is that it does not privilege labour-as-identity, or indeed any fixed, andtherefore exclusionary Humanist identity, but instead tries to reconceptualise the relationshipand power differentials between technology, information, production and the body (ibid)

open to naturalization, for example, around the thematic ofmasculinity (1999:185), and are therefore poor exemplars of Haraway's cyborg

 Max More(2010), founder of the now defunct Extropian movement, takes a more measured stance,suggesting that, while there are indeed parallels between Nietzsches thought and someTranshumanist ideas, the latter are inspired very selectively by the former

 They are strange farragoes of science and the arcane,individual will and artistic invention, subject to authorial whimsy and socio-politicalinconstancy (2007: 358)

FROM CYBORG TO POST/HUMANCultural theorists in the wake of Haraways cyborg have developed a variety of approaches toPost/Humanism

Having concluded the cultural history of the posthuman body, Section Three presents reader-responses to the posthuman body

The adoption of the rhizome also resulted in a theoretical tension in the approach torespondents

The thesis concludes that while superhero comics remain ultimately too human to be trulyPost/Humanist texts, it is never the less possible to conceptualise the relationship betweenreader, text, producer and so on in Post/Humanist terms as reading-assemblage, and that such acyborgian fusing of human and comic book allow both bodies to become other, to move in newdirections and form new assemblages not otherwise possible when considered separately

Annette Burfoots

 Annette Burfoots makes another case for, materialist approach to posthumanism thatis wary of masculine desires for an unaccountable transcendence or dissolution of the holistic orformative body (cited in Simon, 2003:6)

The most vocal proponent of bioconservatism is Francis Fukuyama (2002) who argues that:The most significant threat posed by contemporary biotechnology is the possibility thatit will alter human nature and thereby move us into a posthuman stage in history

Francis Fukuyama

 As was demonstrated in the previous literature review thereis a deep concern over the status of the body in Transhumanist writings:Theories which conceptualize consciousness, subjectivity, DNA-code, molecular andcellular function purely in terms of disembodied information do so by strategicallydownplaying the importance (or even necessity) of material instantiationthis erasureof embodiment can be understood as an extension of Enlightenment humanism, with itsuniversalizing claims also based on the dualistic nature of rational consciousness (Seltin,2009:45)

There is some irony to this as the emergence of the sociology of the body (and theaccompanying corporeal turn in the social sciences more generally) was sparked by a perceivedlack of engagement with the embodied subject in classical theories

Both queer theory and disability studies have much to say about both posthumanism andcomics studies

 The nearly primordial concept of techne ortechniquerefers to the complex of standardized means for attaining a predetermined result

 The theoretical reasons for this are outlined inmore detail throughout the opening chapters of the thesisIn keeping with this section, it is important to note the tension between the adoption of therhizome as a theoretical position and the limits placed on it by my methodological choices andthe final presentation of the thesis

 From this perspective, selves aredistributive, both confined to individual bodies and simultaneously connected,overlapping with other bodies, nature and machines (Gibson, 2006: 189)

The figure of the posthuman embodies the interrelatedness and mutual dependency of nature-culture or micro and macro

 Honan (2007) encountered a similar dilemma when constructing her thesis,and presents a solution which this thesis also adopted:First, the actual construction and ordering of the text followed the traditional mandates in thatthere was roughly an introduction, a discussion of methodology, a literature review, dataanalysis and conclusion

 McCracken situates Haraways concept of the cyborg withinthe same spectrum of, suspicion of grand narratives that has upset many of the carefullyconstructed [humanist] projects of emancipation in twentieth century [designed to]interrogate the central role of the liberal individual as the assumption around which mostscience works (McCracken, 1997: 289)

sociological

 The posthuman can then be seen as way of embodying (as a step towards resolving)the supposed conflict between micro and macro in sociological thinking:For decades macro-sociologists have tended to focus on the social system, thestructural, political and economic dimensions of social control, a theoretical space inwhich the body disappeared from view, while micro-sociologists were concerned withindividual behaviour as socially constituted but neglected consideration of theembodiment of decision-making (Lupton, 2006: 23)

 Following the corporeal emphasis of this chapter, the main point of interest here isFoucaults view that the institutionalized use of knowledge/power serves to create docilebodies

constituted

 For Foucault,bodies are constituted within the specific nexus of culture or discourse/power regimesthereis no materiality or ontological independence of the body outside of any one of these specific24regimes (Butler, 1989: 602)

Hayle

 Hayles influential (Badmington, 2001) work How We Became Posthuman:Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature and Informatics (1999), she traces the history anddiscourse of cybernetics in science fact and science fiction

Drawing from post structuralism, feminism, science and technology studies, post colonialism,and even fictional narratives, Post/Humanism may be thought of as, a general critical space inwhich then techno-cultural forces which both produce and undermine the stabilities of thecategories of human and nonhuman can be investigated (Waldby, 2000, cited in Simon,2003:3)

Section Two answers the first research question: how has the posthuman body beenrepresented in superhero comics? Using my own typology, it presents a cultural history whichidentifies three loosely bounded categories of posthuman body in superhero comics, the PerfectBody, the Military-Industrial Body, and the Cosmic Body

 Donna Haraways Cyborg Manifesto (whichChapter Two positioned as the ground zero of Post/Humanist theory) was published in 1985,coincidentally chiming neatly with the concerns of contemporary comic books

related

More (2006) delivers a more prosaic version of this in his elaboration of how many of the X-Mens abilities may be made available if Transhuman technologies continue to be developed

 While in itsweak version social constructionism, posits that the dominant ideas, attitudes and customs of asociety influence the perception of bodies, the strong version, posits that the body does notdetermine its own representation in any way because the sign precedes the body in thehierarchy of signification (738-739)

 This thesis presents a cultural history of the posthumanbody in superhero comics along with the findings from twenty-five, two-hour interviews withreaders

 The chapter will conclude by elaboratingon how studying readers relationship with the figure of the posthuman addresses a gap not justwithin the study of comic book readers, but also the little examined question of how the humanenhancement might be viewed by the public

As Badmington has noted, the debate about the end of humanismwas not the exclusiveproperty of critical theory (2000:8)

 The impetus forthis, as Haraway put it in her Cyborg Manifesto, is that:In the traditions of 'Western' science and politics - the tradition of racist, male-dominantcapitalism; the tradition of progress; the tradition of the appropriation of nature asresource for the productions of culture; the tradition of reproduction of the self fromthe reflections of the other - the relation between organism and machine has been aborder war

Nyberg

The earliest moments of sociological interest in comics were not of a positive bent, as evidencedmost clearly in the comics controversy' of the 1950s, which has itself been the subject of muchscholarly attention (Nyberg, 1998; Lent, 1999; Hadju, 2008; Beaty, 2005)

Beaty

debate

John Stuart Mill

 The debate centres on apiece by Sorgner (2009) written in response to Bostrom (2005) dismissal of Nietzsche as aformative influence on Transhumanism:Despite some surface-level similarities with the Nietzschean vision, Transhumanism-with its Enlightenment roots, its emphasis on individual liberties, and its humanisticconcern for the welfare of all humans (and other sentient beings)-probably has as much20or more in common with Nietzsches contemporary the English liberal thinker andutilitarian John Stuart Mill (Bostrom, 2005: 4-5)

 As Badmington(ibid:8) has written, although mass culture such as science fiction books, films and comics havegenerally been regarded as generically distinct from cultural theory both, shared a commonconcern with the end of human sovereignty, and that Post/Humanism was born when theymet

 This same trend can beobserved in the way scholars of disability have approached comic books

As Deleuze and Guattari (1987:30) themselves put it:The more you obey the statements of dominant reality, the more you command asspeaking subject within mental reality, for finally you only obey yourselfa new form ofslavery has been invented, that of being a slave to oneself (quoted in ibid)

For Bostrom then, Transhumanism has roots in rational humanism (ibid: 3)

 Firstly, how have depictions ofthe comic book posthuman developed since the first appearance of Superman in 1938?Secondly, what sense do readers of superhero comics make of these posthuman bodies? Thefigure of the posthuman body was outlined in the previous chapter

 The state, where it once operatedthrough a massive repressive apparatus, now no longer needs this-it functions throughthe self-domination of the subject (Newman 2002: 230)

 In each instance the notion of the posthumanbody as discourse, that is, a matter of both representation and corporeal/institutional practiceswill be highlighted, alongside the notion that each of these corporeal forms should be seen as anassemblage whose properties are not innate but the effect of what other assemblages (social,historical, philosophical) they connect up to

 With that in mind this first literature review presents some background onthe development of the posthuman body

 A fairly common criticism reported by religious respondents in the study was that,

 Badmington concisely definesHumanism as:19A discourse which claims that the figure of Mannaturally stands at the centre ofthings; is entirely distinct from animals, machines, and other nonhuman entities; isabsolutely known and knowable to himself; is the origin of meaning and history; andshares with all other human beings a universal essence

 In fact, Bostrom hasdefined bioconservatism as Transhumanisms opposite (2005:18):Which opposes the use of technology to expand human capacities or to modify aspectsof our biological nature

disabled

 For Snyder and Mitchell (2001:369)media images of disability serve the same constraining function as medical discourse: asmedical science strains to reign in the disabled bodys deviance, movies unleash nightmarishimages of disability as a threat to social order

 It also critiques those studies that make ideological claims about the Superhumanwithout reference to industrial factors or the interpretive practices of comics readers

 Meanwhile, the fictions of superhero comic books continue to migrate from theirghetto in comic book fandom onto the big and screens of mainstream audiences

Post/Humanism represents a challenge not just to our understanding of body-subjects and therelationship between macro- and micro social processes but also our ethical understandingssuggesting an ethics,27of immanent modes of being, an ethics attuned to becoming-with all its dangers and allits hope

 Exploring the body-types most prominent during the Golden(1938-1945), Silver (1958-1974) and contemporary Ages of superheroes it presents threeexplorations of what I term the Perfect Body, Cosmic Body and Military-Industrial Bodyrespectively

fan

This lack of disciplinary boundaries means that comics scholars are always reliant to some extenton the work of fans or fan scholars when compiling, say, historical or autobiographical material

 To do this Badmington emphasizes the importance of poststructuralisttheories to the posthumanist project (2003)

Finally, Chapter Thirteen brings together the cultural history and the reader responses for asummary and conclusion

For Bukatman (2003) the spectacle of the superhero body is a means by which the fear ofinstability induced by urban modernity can be converted, into the thrill of topsy-turveydom(Bukatman, 2003:3)

literature

 It introduced the ideathat the posthuman body is best understood as comprising three overlapping discursive realmswhich were categorized as the Superhuman (in media and literature), Transhumanism (dealingwith technological enhancement of human bodies) and Post/Humanism (a critical-theoreticalposition that interrogates the assumptions of humanism)

 Transhumanists,12critical-theoretical Post/Humanists and producers of science fiction can all be seen asattempting to create new conceptual spaces and metaphors adequate to our currenttechnologised and information-rich society

 At any rate, as Wilson and Haslam (2009:253) point out, opponents of modificationare generally agreed that, humans are imbued with a given or sacred essence or soul-understood in either a religious or secular sense

Never the less, perhaps because the study of both comics and the posthuman remain relativelyspecialized (though growing) academic concerns, there have been surprisingly few investigationsof this sort, and no sustained studies as yet

 The NewTestament does not look forward to living forever in our present state; rather, it presumes we willpass through death to the new life God promises

260, Andy Warhol (1981)Fig 10 Michael KorvacFig 11 I can see you! from Animal Man #19Fig 12 a) Captain America Pin-up by Rob Liefeldb) Amazing Fantasy #15Fig 13 Action Comics#1Fig 14 Bamf! from X-Men #131CHAPTER 1: PRODUCING AND CONSUMING SUPERHEROESPosthumanism seems to you a sudden mutation of the times, in fact, the conjunctionsof imagination and science, myth and technology, have begun by firelight in the caves ofLascaux (Hassan, 1977:205)INTRODUCTIONFor as long as humans have had culture they have tended to use it to explore the posthuman

Andy Warhol

 Moregermane for the moment is the Transhumanist notions of human enhancement and theirtechnocalyptic vision of the Singularity

As such, Haraway is suspicious of the idea that posthumanism is, located in the prospect ofradical futures [as with Transhumanism] rather than socio-cultural reform (Miah, 2007:8), andhas responded to this development by extending her work on the cyborg to the concept ofcompanion species, a concept that, similarly interrogates the human[by considering] howhumans live among other, non-human entities (ibid)

 The most pressing theme in this regard was the question of mind/body duality

embodiment

 Concomitantly, Hegel presented a developmental theory of how the human spirit progresses: through the dialectic of synthesis and antithesis

 Vernadsky influencedTeilhard de Chardinand no doubt vice-versa, when they met in Paris when he Vernadsky was lecturing at the Sorbonne in Paris, although Vernadsky's theory of Earthevolutionwas purely materialistic, in contrast to Teilhard'sPanentheism

 Disturbed by roboticist HansMoravecs ambition of uploading human consciousness into a computer, she writes:How, I asked myself, was it possible for someone of Moravecs obvious intelligence tobelieve that mind could be separated from body? Even assuming such a separation waspossible, how could anyone think that consciousness in an entirely different mediumwould remain unchanged, as if it had no connection to embodiment? (Hayles, 1999:1)31For Hayles, this aspect of Transhumant philosophy, in conceptualizing the human self as merelya pattern of information, and moreover, conceptualizing information itself as something,distinct from the material substrate in which it is embedded [creates a] dichotomy playedout as the belief that information captured all that was essential about the organism (Hayles,2005: 136) and that the body was just excess meat

 It is for thisreason that other theorists, while still acknowledging a debt to Foucault, have tried to engagewith the body as a material object as much as a discursive one

 The strong, white, male body, in Jeffords view, came tostand for Reagan era Americas vision of itself

 Indeed, Graham(2002:66) has noted that Transhumanism, seen through a Nietzschean lens, appears, fatallyflawed by its inability to shed the vestiges of a Comptean religion of humanity

 It argues that this earlyTranshumanist discourse is reflected in the critical-theoretical work of several keyPost/Humanist thinkers

 Arguing that any approachto textual analysis is limited by not considering the views of actual readers, the chapter nextconsiders how comics audiences have been theorised

 Furthermore, Deleuzes bodies aremultiplenot simply human bodiesthe human body is not, never was, and never can be,simply itself (ibid: 9)

 The fixation of some Transhumanists on bodiless minds existingin virtual realities is not a Cartesian humanistic division of body and mind but a more archaic15Gnostic or Platonic view that regards the world of matter as an imperfect shadow of a higherrealm of pure forms

 Firstly, there is theequivalent of popular or speculative posthumanism, bioconservatism

 Moreover, their origins inthe Second World War mean that superhero comics were adopted for propaganda purposesvery early on (Murray, 2000)

computational

 As Miah writes, at most, it reasserts the fundamentalvalues of humanism (2007:5)

 It was with deliberate irony then that Haraway pluckedthe Transhuman vision of the cyborg from the military-industrial complex For both, the problem is that much comics scholarship,in attempting to legitimate itself and its area of study, fails as criticism because of a reliance ona, redemptive critical methodology which stresses the political or aesthetic worth of comics(ibid: 135)

Robert Louis Stevenson
Ahab

Dick

Carol

Tiny Tim

Richard III

 Certain canonical texts are often cited as early examplesof disability stereotyping, for example Shakespeares Richard III and King Lear (ibid), Tiny Tim inDickenss A Christmas Carol, Moby Dicks Captain Ahab (Snyder and Mitchell, 2001), or Long3John Silver from Robert Louis Stevensons Treasure Island

For Badmington, the task of the cultural critic to, open up spaces of, for, and to posthumanalterity (2004:1348)

 In place ofthe human they present the Post/Human image of humans as desiring machines whoseanarchic libidinal energies must be curbed by Oedipus, their shorthand term for the complex ofdiscourses and disciplining technologies that oppress and deny human desire:Desire is pulled into line, made safe, channelled into the structures of state powerthrough its representation by humanist ideals

As Snyder and Mitchell summarize, Foucaults influence on body studies came aboutprimarily through his ability to provide a working methodology for historicizing the institutionalproduction of embodied subjectivities[becoming] the basis for deflecting empirical practicesback onto institutions and the professionals who staffed them (2001:374)

 Finally,having surveyed the work on comics readers the chapter suggests an avenue for investigationthat reconceptualises the reader-text relationship in Post/Humanist (specifically Deleuze andGuattari, 1987) terms as a reading-assemblage

 Whilegenerally acknowledging that the social constructionist perspective has been useful in revealingthe dynamics of power/knowledge and the malleable nature of discourses and the creation ofsubjects, others have found the perceived lack of a living, breathing bodies at the heart of suchviews troublesome

 Thisis importantbecause human nature exists [It] shapes and constrains the possiblekinds of political regimes, so a technology powerful enough to reshape what we are willhave possibly malign consequences for liberal democracy and the nature of politics itself(2002:7, italics added)

As Miah puts it, we cannot assume that the changing of mere biology is always accompaniedby a radical transvaluation of all values (2007: 17)

 Indeed, whenconsidering the history of the superhero body it becomes evident that the comics of the lateeighties of the mid-nineties (what is sometimes referred to as the Dark Age of comics,following the Golden and Silver Ages) trade heavily in these same images

Many critical Post/Humanists, such as Hayles (1999) above, are themselves engaged in a debatewith Transhumanism

 She writes: mydream is a version of the Posthuman that embraces the possibilities of information technologieswithout being seduced by fantasies of unlimited power and disembodied immortality (1999:5)

 The majority of such studies have focused onpopular culture, particularly the depiction of the posthuman in science-fiction, fantasy andhorror

Heggs (1999) goes into greater depth in his analysis, stating that superheroes, despite theirtransgressive potential, remain, 

In common with Foucaults ideas, Deleuze and Guattaris philosophy of the body has beendescribed as a, highly relativist social constructionist position (Lupton, 2006:23)

 Indeed Haraways project was in part a response to the limitations ofSecond Wave feminism and its failure to account for other subaltern identities

 Never the less, the body can beseen as an absent presence (Shilling, 2007) in classical sociology, and there have been attemptsto excavate this hidden heritage (ibid)

 Inthe course of the study however the theoretical approach to the nature of representationshifted somewhat

 Ultimately it describes how, in spite ofattempts by nationalistic or economic interests to control Transhuman enhancement in real-world practices, the realms of Post/Humanism and Superhumanism share a more criticalapproach

In the context of the 1980s hard body however it is interesting to note, as Luckhurst (2005)does, that it appears at the same moment as the cyberpunk literature- a genre in which theflesh was seen as excess meat

 Thenext chapter surveys the literature on superhero comics and their readers, illuminating thosestudies with the information presented in this chapter in order to suggests that superhero comic37books can also be seen as a body genre

Oehlert (2000) marks an early attempt to categorize the cyborg types in superhero comics

Murdoch

 Indeed, Haraway has beenexplicit about her debt to the theoretical tradition of the Frankfurt School, describing the cyborgas act of resistance against the prevailing scientific consensus (cited in Murdoch, 2004:1357)

 This begins by refuting some of the common assumptions incomics studies about superheroes and bodily representations

 It is possible to read the text moving across particular plateausalong lines offlight to other plateausthere are connections, not only of linguistic devices but also betweenconceptual themes, that allow different pathways to be followed through the text (Honan, 2007:533)Resisting the organizational structure of the root-tree system, chronological causality and thesearch for the original source, the rhizome instead presents history and culture as a map ofinfluences and events with no specific cause

Honan

Chapter Six presents a nomadic journey through the rhizome of the posthuman form I havedubbed the Perfect Body

 Thescience-fictional status of nanotechnology and militaristic visions of the supersoldier have cometo, rely on cultural familiarity with comic book mythsto suggest that nanotechnology, inreplicating or materializing these myths at the site of the soldier's body, can create realsuperheroes (ibid: 85)

 Lendrum (2005) also highlights howWerthams comments shaping the subsequent discourse around queer superheroes; as doesSchott (2010) in his consideration of the shift from the implied to actual homosexuality ofsome contemporary superheroes in terms of fans acceptance, resistance and appropriation ofcomics texts

Lendrum

 Among the popular histories are Daniel's (1995; 1991) histories of the 'bigtwo' comic book companies Marvel and DC Comics, both written and published with thosepublisher's blessing

Daniel

 The posthuman can be seen as either an object ofanalysis or as an analytical-theoretical position (ibid)

CONCLUSIONThis chapter surveyed the literature surrounding the posthuman body

mind

 This first,Chapter Two, is a literature review introducing the figure of the posthuman body,demonstrating that the posthuman manifests in three particular (and overlapping) discursiverealms that this thesis identifies as the Superhuman, Transhuman and Post/Human

 As willbecome clear as the thesis proceeds, the adoption of a Post/Humanist approach, expressedmethodologically through the adoption of Deleuze and Guattaris (1987) concept of therhizome, marks a deliberate attempt to avoid all such binary categories, including making claimsabout legitimate or illegitimate portrayals of the posthuman body

 Firstly, the field of queer studies has longplayed a role in the study of comics

1989

 Butler (1989: 601) has observed that theargument that, the body is a site where regimes of discourse and power inscribethemselvesinvariably suggests that there is a body that is in some sense there, pregiven,existentially available to become the site of its own ostensible construction

Butler

 To address this issue the thesis alsoincorporates interviews with comic book readers about their views of the posthuman body, notonly in the form of the superhero, but also in terms of Trans and Post/Humanism

 Braun (2004), McCracken (1997) andPanelli (2009) each offer further definitions and formulations

modules

 The WorldTranshumanist Association (WTA) was founded by Nick Bostrom and David Pearce in 1998

 As Turner has written,the question of the ontological status of social actors remained submerged, and in so far asclassical social theorists turned to such issues, they defined the human actor in terms of agency,which in practice meant the rational choice of ends (quoted in Shilling, 1993: 24)

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

 Foucaults project then, has been said to be thecreation ofNew conceptual spaces in which the individual can explore new subjectivities and not belimited by essencerather than achieving a stable identity that will become colonized bypower (ibid: 232)

 Elsewhere, Palmer-Mehta and Hay (2005) have perceived positive representationsof homosexuality in Green Lantern, while Shyminksy (2011) argues that the queerness of thesuperhero is straightened by projecting queer desire or fear on to the gay sidekick

 Bukatmans work also analyses and incorporates science fiction films, novels andcomic books into his arguments, as do Badmington (2004) and Hayles (1999)

 Superhero narratives then, which deal almostexclusively with posthuman bodies, ought to be a fertile site for the anthropology of possibleselves and realizable futures

Chapter Seven jumps forwards to the present to consider what this thesis calls the Military-Industrial Body and argues that contemporary superhero narratives are increasingly concernedwith both the production of posthuman bodies through the nefarious machinations of themilitary-industrial complex, and the regulation of these same bodies by the state

ABSTRACTThe figure of the cyborg, or more latterly, the posthuman body has been an increasingly familiarpresence in a number of academic disciplines

embodied

 Similarly, Thurtle and Mitchell (2007:286) argue thatsuperheroes, embody industrial-sized bodily capacities without sacrificing embodied humanperceptions [Providing] readers with a means for exploring the forces and potential ofindustrial society (ibid: 286)

Indeed, the genealogy of sociology of the body precapitulates the interdisciplinary nature of thisstudys approach: critical theory, literary theory, cultural studies, womens studies, history andcritical science have all been influential on the integration of the body into sociological andanthropological analysis (Cregan, 2006: 8)

2000

Thisunderstanding of the posthuman future depends on a related concept, namely, progress

Snyder

 In effect, many cultural studies ofdisability are marked by an attempt to extricate disabled bodies from their historical mooring asmedical and supernatural oddities (Snyder and Mitchell, 2001: 381)

concepts

 Moreover, regular or committed readers of superhero comics weregenerally suspicious of the notion of human enhancement, displaying a belief in the same binarycategories -artificial/natural, human/non-human - that critical Post/Humanism seeks toproblematize

Cregan

 For example how bodies shape and are shaped by cities (Cregan,2006) or describing how the emerging bio-technologies, in allowing for genetic modification,make  nature effectively enculturated (Graham, 2002:121)

civilization

This thesis set out to answer two key research questions:? How has the figure of the posthuman developed in superhero comics?? What sense did readers of superhero comics make of the posthuman?Although several books and articles have emerged addressing both the posthuman andsuperheroes in the last two decades very few have considered them in the light of eachother, and none have addressed reader responses directly

 A sample of the few studies that do exist goes someway to illustrating the potential superhero comics have in contributing to the discourse of theposthuman body

 This is due to the fact that, for Foucault, the body is not onlygiven meaning by discourse, but is wholly constituted by discoursethe body is present as atopic of discussion, but is absent as a focus of investigation (Shilling, 2003: 65-70)

 That is, a form of cognition that incorporatesscientific speculation, cultural theory, philosophy and unfettered imagination

The final section builds upon this cultural history of the posthuman body by addressing readersrelationship with these images

 Indeed, for Badmington,posthumanism marks the meeting point of high theory and mass culture where, theboundaries between theory and fiction have been breached beyond repair (ibid), giving birth toa new genre of what Badmington terms fictive theory

 Squier focuses onindependent comics while arguing that, in general the super-hero genre relies on thediscourses of developmental normalcy for its role in the construction both of comic books andof disability (ibid: 86)

myths

From the Classical myths of Icarus or the Minotaur, forms that blurred the line between thehuman and technology and the human and animal, through to the modern superhero comic,humans have entertained themselves with posthuman visions that called into question the verycategory of the human itself

 The posthuman body does notexist abstractly outside of political economy

 Milburns article uses the case of an MIT grantproposal to the US Army that utilized copyrighted images of a comic book super-soldier toillustrate the advances in military nanotechnology that it proposed to develop

 Clover (1992) presents a similarlymulti-theoretical take on the body in horror, specifically the gendered body

feminism

 With theproclamation that she would rather be a cyborg than a goddess (1991:181), Haraway wasproviding at once an emancipatory metaphor for a more plural feminism; a break (or rather, amutation) from the association (by both some feminists and patriarchal discourse) of womenwith nature and men with science and technology; and a questioning of anthropocentricthought

themselves

This has much in common with Haraways stance on Transhumanism outlined above-technological change, even radical technological change, cannot fulfil its emancipatory potentialwithout an accompanying change in the power/knowledge matrix from which such technologiesemerge

 Given Haraways (1991:149) assertion that the cyborg is a creature of social realityas well as creature of fiction the genre of science fiction, whether in cinematic, televisual orliterary form has been the subject of much scrutiny from the posthuman gaze and the quest for,positive social and cultural representations of hybrid, monstrous, abject and alien others insuch a way as to subvert the construction and consumption of pejorative differences (Braidotti,2006:11)

 For instance, Gibson (2006:191) drawson Deleuze and Guattaris concept of the becoming body-without-organs, to reconceptualisethe,  dependencies that are part of the everyday experiences of people labelled asdisabled, as connectivites; interconnections between persons with disabilities, technologiesand the environment

 These becomings include identity formation, with the figure ofthe geek seen as both pleasurable and negative if not allowed to become further, or becomingsin which the body was modified with tattoos, suggesting at least some movement towards theposthuman body

 It denies the crucial role of fantasy in the formation of criticalsubjectivitythe transformative metaphors of the cyborg permits a different, morecomplex understanding of the relationship between reader and text than that providedby mass culture theory (1997:297-298)

 Firstly,the, Posthuman as an incipient historical condition  [secondly] a set of ontological thesesabout the human that never was and never will be [and thirdly] as a both/and form ofdeconstructive reading (2004: 1342)

 Moreover, suchtechnologies may also lead to the creation of new living organisms, machines with human orsuperhuman intelligence, and humans with machine parts [cyborgs] and genetically enhancedbodies: (ibid)

 For Wolfe, the necessity of creating a posthuman ethics is thattraditional attempts to have the Other(s) recognized;Are forced to work within the purview of a liberal humanism in philosophy, politics andlaw that is bound by a quite historical and ideologically specific set of co-ordinates that,because of that very boundedness, allow one to achieve certain pragmatic gains in theshort run, but at the price of a radical foreshortening of a more ambitious and moreprofound ethical project: a new and more inclusive frame of ethical pluralism that is ourcharge, now, to frame (Wolfe, 2010:137)

 For Haraway and the cyborg this means that as,anthropologists of possible selves, we are technicians of realizable futures (1991:230)

 One articulation of this is the non-chronological presentation of thecultural history of the posthuman body, which begins with the Golden Age of comics, jumpsforward to the contemporary comic book and then finally looks backwards again to the SilverAge of the 1960s

There are important historical reasons for this apparent reluctance to interrogatecomics including a longstanding academic and cultural prejudice against comics

Never the less, as is obvious from the name, the figure of the posthuman while alwaysconcerned with the future status of humanity, manifests in several different discursive realms

 But, at the same time, each of the chapters of the thesis focused on adifferent tuber, a different middle, while still providing connections to other tubers, other partsof the rhizome

 Instead it:Troubles this assumption and posit[s] the fluidity of the subject, such that static positionof the self-as-individual is called into question

 This investigation reveals how the depiction of the Superhuman body developedand diverged from, and sometimes back into, these realms as each attempted to territorialisethe meaning and function of the posthuman body

Roco

creative

 Nordmann, 2004; Bostrom and Sandberg, 2011; Roco and Bainbridge, 2001)

Nordmann

 Yet the26impossibility of locating this pre-discursive body can easily lead to a situation where, naturalessentialism is displaced by discursive essentialismsociety is brought so far into the body thatthe body disappears as phenomenon that requires detailed historical investigation in its ownright (Shilling, 2003:71)

 In the philosophy of Badmington and Derrida one need not, and indeed cannot breakdecisively from Humanism which always, bears within itself the necessity of its own critique(cited in Badmington, 2003:19)

DISCURSIVE REALM 3: SUPERHUMANISMThis thesis began by asking how the depiction of the posthuman body of the superhero haddeveloped

As opposed to an ethics based on the liberal humanist model which, it is argued, in attemptingto recognize the unique difference and specific ethical value of the other, reinstates the verynormative model of subjectivity that it insists is the problem in the first place (Wolfe, 2010:136-137)

 He goes on to suggest that cyborg fictions actually provide, the kinds oftransformative metaphors through whichcultural conflictsare mediated, and that, it isthrough such forms that new kinds of consciousness (both empowering and disempowering)arise (ibid: 289)

 Broader in scope isGoularts (1991) history of comic books from their beginnings up to the nineteen-eighties

29 Oncethe transhumanist has liberated our intelligence from our biological bodies and placed our mindsinto computers or into cyberspace, we will be able to think cosmically and escape the threat ofextinction through death

Moving non-chronologically from the Perfect and Military-Industrial bodies to the more anarchicor countercultural spirit of the Cosmic Body was also intended to provide what Sellers andHonan (2007: 153) describe as a, transformative approach to discourse analysis, perhapsreplacing that kind of analysis that has previously focused on the deconstruction rather thantransformative possibilities that are produced through a re-construction

 Bainbridge(2005), for example, conducted a pilot study of attitudes towards human technological orgenetic enhancements amongst pro-Transhumanists and people with strong religiousconvictions

McCrackens insists that mass culture should not be seen as a total system but a contestedterrain (ibid)

theorists

 For theorists following in Featherstones footsteps consumer culture has, broughtquestions of the self to the front of the political, social and economic stagemoreover, with thedecline of religious authority and a loss of faith in grand political narrativesthe physical bodyseems to provide a locus and a focus for the affirmation of identityand is a key site for themarking of difference (Hancock et al

 Thisconception of the Post/Human is indebted to Graham (2002) who uses this term rather thanthe more common posthuman (or even post-human) because it suggests, a questioning ofboth the inevitability of a successor species and of there being a consensus surrounding theeffects of technologies on the future of humanity and that the Post/Human is, that whichboth confounds but also holds up to scrutiny the terms on which the quintessentially human willbe conceived (2002:11)

 For instance, as Shilling has noted, the body became of interests foranalysts of consumer culture who, highlighted the commercialized body as increasinglycentral to peoples sense of self-identity (2005: 2)

realms

 These body types are presented as assemblages (Delueze and Guattari, 1987) thatdisplay rhizomatic connections to the other discursive realms of the Post/Human andTranshuman

distinct

Hancock

Foucault contends that the body is shaped by, a great many distinct regimes which reach,into the very grain of individuals, touches their bodies and inserts itself into their actions andattitudes, their discourses, learning processes and everyday lives (cited in Hancock et al,2000:2)
existing

 It is necessary then to address questions of power and social divisionsif such technologies are not to rapidly exacerbate already existing social divides, such as thecreation of technologically enhanced 'upper class' and a 'merely human' lower class

 The emancipator impulse of liberal humanism has cometo be understood as being unwittingly complicit in colonialist, patriarchal and capitaliststructures (Simon, 2003: 4)

 Simon has noted however, that:The revolutionary Enlightenment narratives that challenged an oppressive feudal orderand re-envisioned man as rational, autonomous, unique and free have been in turnchallenged and deconstructed

Fukuyama

Chapter Four lays out a theoretical approach for the thesis that draws on Deleuze and Guattarisconcepts of the rhizome and assemblages, and Foucaults notion of discourse, all conceptsalready briefly presented in Chapter Two under the rubric of Post/Humanist critical theory

 As such, alongside the readerresponses this thesis makes a second contribution to knowledge in the form of a cultural historyof the posthuman body in superhero comics that pulls together these diasporic strands

 This,growing awareness of changing modes of governmentality [And] attempts to managedifferentiated populations (Shilling, 2007:8) helped foster a sociological interest in the statesattempts to control bodies en masse (Lupton, 2006: 34)

 Bycomparison, Squier (2008) shows a real engagement with comics studies and disability studies,noting that comics status as a medium one is supposed to grow out of puts the comics mediumin a unique position: shadowed as they are by the label abnormal, comics can offer a rich areain which to explore some crucial issues in disability studies (2008: 72)

Squier

As Shilling (2003: 62) notes, many of these works position the body as socially constructed,an umbrella term used to denote those views which suggest that the body is somehowshaped, constrained and even invented by society

 This reflexivity, or semiotic distance, between readerand text is explored further in relation to depictions of science and technology in superherocomics

Deleuze and Guattaris (1987; 2000) brand of Post/Humanism forms a large part of thetheoretical outlook of this thesis and as such will be addressed in greater detail in Chapter Four

enlightenment

 Atthe psychological level, transhumanists believe we human beings are imbued with the innateWill to Evolvean instinctive drive to expand abilities in pursuit of ever-increasing survivabilityand well-being

Zimmerman

Zimmerman, 2009; Graham, 2002) have argued that Transhumanist writings betray anirrational or even mystical streak and that Transhumanism is, ultimately a theological, orGnostic narrative (Westwood, 2006:5) despite Bostrom being quite explicit in positioningTranshumanism within an enlightenment tradition of rational humanist thought

 Haraways cyborg is a, feminist project located in a desire to reconstitute identity30politics (Miah, 2007: 8), an analytical category and form of subjective consciousness: a tool ofempowerment that confronts basic modernistic and oppressive socio-cultural dualisticassumptions (Cook, 2006:3)

 It will soon become evident that much ofthe literature of critical Post/Humanism owes some sort of debt to Haraways cyborg and isinvolved in a similar interrogation of humanist (and Transhumanist/technoscientific)assumptions

 Not only as individuals butalso as a social community and even as a cosmic community we will experience ecstatic humanflourishing, the abundant life which previous religious visionaries could only dream of

Jameson

The Enlightenment project, in figuring the human subject as a rational, autonomous figurepossessed of a unique essence was aided by the discoveries of Darwin in positing anevolutionary vision of constant progress and improvement for individuals and society as whole(Bostrom, 2005; Westwood, 2006)

The concerns of cyborg theory and its Post/Human kin are more philosophically rigorous thanTranshumanisms often-uncritical desire for simply enhancing human bodies with technology

 Adopting the concept of the rhizome has certain implications for5understanding the choice of respondents and texts, and the collecting, analysis and presentationof data

adoption

 The adoption of Post/Human thought in these instances is anattempt to move beyond (but also contain) both medical discourse and the self-proclaimedemancipatory discourse of disability identity politics (ibid)

 Currently, when our human hardware crashes,the software of our livesour personal mind filedies with it

As mentioned above, the work of Foucault and Deleuze (in collaboration with Guattari (1987;2000)) have played a significant role in the development of Post/Humanism but theorists of thebody have also embraced them

 This present chapterexamines the landscape of both comics studies and audience studies in order to clarify wherethis thesis is situated within these research traditions and which areas and approaches invitefurther investigation

discursive

 Within the rhizome of the posthuman body are several discursive plateaus thatthis thesis names Superhumanism (the representation of posthuman bodies in popular culture),Post/Humanism (a critical-theoretical stance that questions the assumptions of Humanism) andTranshumanism (the philosophy and practice of human enhancement with technology)

 Indeed, if it were desirable to make any claims for whatexactly posthumanism is or does then it would almost certainly hinge upon just such asblurring of categorical boundaries, whether between the natural and the artificial, the humanand the machinic, fact and fiction or social theory and superhero comics

 In much of thedeveloped world, life expectancy continues to increase; and people reach old age in healthiercondition than their grandparents did

 McCracken summariseswhy the cyborg metaphor is useful to the study of popular culture and its difference from earlierapproaches to the study of mass culture, noting:A tendency in mass culture theory to conceive of the subject as powerless in the face ofa great wave of pap

McCracken

For instance, while Nietzsches concept of self-transformation can be fairly easily technologizedas part of the Transhumanist agenda, his opposition to the notions of progress andtranscendence sit less easily within a movement drawn to the idea of a technological Singularity

Like Foucault, Deleuze and Guattari were also inspired by Nietzsches anti-humanism

It is now possible to suggest that the common threads that link together work on bodies (bothhuman and posthuman) are a concern with social construction and, most often linked to this,control and regulation of bodies (Morgan and Scott, 1993: viii)

 The Hebrew Scripturesinclude the prophets who look forward to the future, because God promises new things

Allied with this was a more ethical concern about the appropriation of disability studies by anable-bodies researcher in order to legitimate my area of interest

 As a result of these abidingconcerns, sociology of the body can be said to be marked by its own dualism betweendiscursive and pre-discursive bodies

 The use of interviews (even semi-structured) present a fairly unproblematicaccount of respondents views and experiences, but it is important to admit and emphasise thatthesis cannot ever present the respondents complete rhizomatic selfhood (because it is alwaysin a dynamic state of becoming

For Gibson (2006) such a concept can be used, not to find fault but to challenge the limits ofexisting modes of thought (ibid: 194), for instance reconfiguring the status of people withdisabilities and their dependencies-man-dog, man-machine, and woman-woman- as activebecomings in which subjectivity (and the limits of the body) are ever fleeting and partial

 It first proposes theproduction of a cultural history of the posthuman in superhero comics, a qualitative methodwhich, combines the disciplinary strengths of writing history with the ferment of ideasassociated with what might be loosely termed Critical Theory[while situating] texts in a broadnetwork of contexts and disciplinary knowledges (Luckhurst, 2005:1-2)

Luckhurst
One result has been a dichotomy in the study of comics between arguments that comics areideological products of socio-economic hegemony and, in contrast to this, scholarship that,celebrates the diversity and complexity of issues raised in comic books (McAllister, 1990:55)

Stallone

 Jeffords (1994) study of images of the masculine body in Reagan eraHollywood cinema proposed a vision of the hard body exemplified by Stallones Rambo orSchwarzenegger in The Terminator

Jeffords

 For now, it is illustrative just to peruse the titles of someof the many transhumant texts that have proliferated over the last forty years, beginning, forexample, with Robert Ettingers The Prospect of Immortality (1962) and Man into Superman(1972)

defined

 Indeed, just as visions of posthumanity had emerged in thetechno-scientific discourse of Transhumanism and the critical-philosophical discourse ofPost/Humanism, the history of science fiction displays a similar concern with the question ofwhat it means to be human, and what comes after the human

 The militarized bodydoes, of course, have much in common with the Reagan era hard body

Reagan

 Never the less,although many works of the last decade share certain affinities with Haraways project thecomics published contemporaneously with that essay during the so-called Dark Age of comicsmake clear that cyborg imagery may still harden around the thematic of masculinity

 Similarly, as Locke (2005: 26) points out, super-hero comics deal with questions about thesocial and cultural meaning of science that are constituted out of the same basic stuff asacademic concern, that is, available cultural resources that provide the means of thinking

organic

 Brooker (2001) has even playfully that queer readings ofsuperheroes have existed ever since Fredric Wertham infamously sowed the seeds for thecomics scare of the 1950s (discussed in Chapter Three)

Brooker

 It discusses how respondents felt about the idea ofhuman enhancement technologies

respondents

evident

 To date however, few studies have focused on the posthuman and the comic booksuperhero, despite their evident corporeality, and none have questioned comics readers abouttheir responses to the posthuman body

 Thomson (1997) draws upon literary, feministand social theory to study the freak show and literature, arguing that the figure of the disabledbody functions as a repository for social anxieties (1997:6)

superheroes

Conversely, Taylor (2007:358) suggests that superheroes offer a, culturally produced bodythat could potentially defy all traditional and normalizing readings (ibid: 245)

To answer the first question, this thesis offers a cultural history of the posthuman body its2various guises; fictional (here dubbed the Superhumanism), philosophical (here termedPost/Humanism) and, crucially, material practices (here called Transhumanism)

Interestingly, the desire of theorists to re-embody social theory is also shared by manycommentators on posthumanism

THE CYBORG MANIFESTOIt can be suggested that these concerns first crystallized in Donna Haraways The CyborgManifesto (1985/1991)

Donna Haraway

 Milburnsuggests that the drawing served as, a conceptual bridge between the actual and the possiblewithin the area of nanotechnology (ibid: 79), the understanding of which was facilitated by ashared understanding by military and scientific personnel of the tropes of comic books

Featherstone

Featherstones (1982) work is an important contribution to this model of the body, where thebody becomes seen as a project to be worked upon and displayed (Shilling, 1993: 35; Lupton,2006: 40)

Kurzweil addresses ethical issues with his concept of relinquishment

 He even describes Hans Moravec and Ray Kurzweil as alienated

BrasherElsewhere, Davis (1998) has investigated the connections between posthuman thought andimagery, new technologies and archaic and modern spiritualties (a matrix of mutual influencesthat he attempts to capture with the term techgnosis) and is not alone in observing that thegrowth of ICTs has facilitated the proliferation of, new religious movements untethered byancient textssynthesizing multi-dimensional, real time rituals, neo-pagan cyborg ritualists playin the medium they inhabit (Brasher, 819)

study

Brun

 In any event we are far from any form ofsystematic thinking (Bruns, 2007: 703)Of course, in order to make oneself intelligible and to meet the requirements of the doctorate itwas necessary to embrace some of Bruns systematic thinking and to structure the thesis in thetraditional manner

Bruns

11CHAPTER 2: POSTHUMAN BODIESINTRODUCTIONThis thesis investigates the posthuman body in superhero narratives

 by now constitutes a distinct rhetoricalconvention-a formula or strategy for, in essence, the initial framing of comics as an object ofstudy (Hatfield, 2010:5)

Hatfield

While some of these technologies are closer than others such possible enhancements highlightthe central thesis of Transhumanism that humanity as we currently understand it is simply awork in progress (Roden, 2009:2)

 We are only,always, in the middle of human becomings of many different types (Braun, 2004:9)

 This chapter is an argument for pleasure in theconfusion of boundaries and for responsibility in their construction(Haraway, 1991:150)

Julian Huxley

Bertrand Russell

 For Bostrom (2005), Transhumanism is merely an extensionof an ideological/philosophical position that has existed for centuries and he makes reference tosuch early works as LHomme Machine (1750), Bertrand Russells Icarus and the Future ofScience (1924) and the biologist Julian Huxleys Religion without Revelation (1927) (whichintroduced the phrase transhuman) as paving the way for consideration of how humanitymight be improved though technology

 A stronger objection is that these sort of exponential cosmic growth curves are simply an artifact oflogarithmic time; the closer to the present an event is, the more we know of it, and hence the more information (and record of change) there is

Grosz

 Instead, the body is perceived as merely a text, a writingsurface on which messages can be inscribed (Grosz, 1990:62, cited in Lupton, 2006: 41)

Lupton

2003

 Its absolutist assumptions,moreover, mean that anthropocentric discourse relies upon a set of binary oppositions,such as human/inhuman, self/other, natural/cultural, inside/outside, subject/object,us/them, here/there, active/passive and wild/tame (Badmington, 2004: 1345)

WHAT THE THESIS DOES NOT DOIt would be worth acknowledging two theoretical schools that are not fully elaborated uponwithin this thesis, but lie dormant within its theoretical approach and subject matter

1987

texts

Biklen

Similarly, many studies of the cultural representation of disability read texts ideologically asexamples of Othering practices common to representations of other minority groups(Shakespeare, 1994), arguing that such representations have real-world effects in terms ofshaping social policy (Biklen, 1987:515)

Shakespeare

 This movement is alwayshappening: humanism cannot escape its post- (Badmington, 2000:9)

 Firstly, how had the depiction of the posthuman body developedin superhero comics? And secondly, what sense do readers make of these depictions? Takingseriously Voltaires rule that, if you wish to converse with me, define your terms these firsttwo chapters unpack some of the terminology and embedded assumptions within these tworesearch questions

Voltaire

These include such developments as nanotechnology (self-replicating, molecule sized robots),biotechnology, Information technology and cognitive science (sometimes known as the NBICsuite) (Roden, 2002), and GRAIN (genetic manipulation, robotics, artificial intelligence,nanotechnology)

 We can suggest then that the posthuman project, in its many forms, is essentially anethical and embodied one

 Chapter Ten deals with respondentsfeelings about human enhancement and shares a rhizomatic connection to Chapter Sevensdiscussion of the Military-Industrial body

human

(2)

 Wilson and Haslam, 2009) have called attention to what they see as a lack of rigorin the speculative/popular in Transhumanist writings

Haraway, too, has claimed affinities between her own strain of posthumanism and Derridasdeconstruction and celebration of undecidability (Braidotti, 2006:6) and his efforts to revealthat, binary oppositions are rarely as certain as they seem (Badmington, 2004: 1345)

25As such,A subject for Deleuze and Guattari is re-imagined as a continual becoming neitherencased by skin and organs nor defined by static concepts andcategorizationsBecoming is identity-in-motion rather than fixed being

 What can besaid though is that cyborg imagery can be found in classical mythology-mythical and fantasticalideas about human/machine hybrids are present from the stories of Icarus wings to Chinese,Greek and Arabic texts that are rich in the subject of automata (Miah, 2007: 15)

Livingstone

POSTHUMAN BODIESThe notion of the posthuman bodies emerged, out of a disenchantment that is both anti-aesthetic and anti-scientific (Halberstam and Livingstone: 1995:1), and as a reaction toincreasing techno-scientific developments that not only place stresses and controls on the bodybut confuse the boundaries between them (Shilling, 1993, 2005, 2007)

Halberstam

By way of literature reviews this thesis first provides a new typography of the posthuman,presenting it not as a stable bounded subject but as what Deleuze and Guattari (1987) describeas a rhizome

 The thesis is also explicitabout the provisional nature of these discursive formations, a way of explicitly pointing out tothe reader that the text one presentsis but one of the many possible presentations (orentrances) (Sermijn et al, 2008: 646) into the rhizome of the posthuman body

 In fact, capes andspandex perform the same semiotic function as military uniform-power must display itself onthe surface of the body (Armitage, 2005: 82)

brain

 Their influence is such that they have, for betteror worse, established the template for way the art of comics interacts with the commerce ofcomics and have set the bar for what the general public expects of the comic form (Rhoades,2008:1)

Rhoades

 Indeed, Fukuyamas definition (which arrives, Badmington noteswith some derision, only in chapter eight), smacks of the very totalizing, statistical model thatcritical Post/Humanism (and post structuralism generally) attempts to subvert

 For clarity this thesis describes the posthuman, in its guise in film,television and comic books as the Superhuman

Emad (2006) explores related ideas in her analysis of how the shifting depictions of WonderWomans body over time articulate cultural mythologies about nationhood

sex

In this regard Hayles (1999) argues for the re-embodiment of information while Richardson et al

Vinge

 What the transhumanists thinkthey see in religion is an atavistic commitment to the past, to the status quo, to resistance againstanything new

 Nowhere is the posthuman body (and indeed the ethical dilemmas that comewith it) more often represented than in the superhero comic book

Lanier

 This is the transference ofhuman consciousness into a computer (a notion many critical Post/Humanists, as will be shown,find problematic); the insertion of computer processing technology into the human brain toeither replace damaged parts or enhance it, e

Haslam

 The promised/threatened effect of these technologies converging is thecreation of, posthumans whose capacities so radically exceed those of present-day humans asto be no longer unambiguously human (Wilson and Haslam, 2009: 249)

Wilson

 Should we relinquish theopportunity for technological advance? If so, at what level? Kurzweil objects to naturalists whoadvocate broad relinquishmentthat is, the broad rejection of technology in order to preservewhat nature has bequeathed us

 This is a formula he reiterateselsewhere: if the version of posthumanism that I am trying to develop here repeats humanism,it does so in a certain way and with a view to the deconstruction of anthropocentric thought(2003:15)

goal

celebrate

Both Badmington (2004) and Miah (2007) point out that Fukuyama fails to clarify what heunderstands by the term human nature despite his assertion that it exists

(2002: no pagination) urge us to consider the politically fraught nature of forgetting about thebody, when typically it is the bodies of others that risk exclusion and effacement in this28process

 When this happens, culture feels overrun by progress;and then technology is viewed as dehumanizing

selection

blood

 Cook accuses the Transhumanist (in their earlier incarnation as Extropians) ofparadoxically maintaining, a nostalgia for the phallogocentric legacy of patriarchal control andpower and by creating a hierarchical dualistic system based on difference (Cook, 2006:6) thatseparates the enhanced from the merely human and displays a, desire for rational progressand enhancement (re) creates a philosophical regression to hierarchical Cartesian divisionism17(ibid)

mathematical

Badley

 Badley (1995), for instance, draws uponthinkers such as Foucault, as well as psychoanalytic and feminist theory to argue that the body iscentral to the horror movies of the eighties and nineties

 As Seltin puts it, thecyborg and the post-human appear in a range of academic disciplines as symbols of radicalchange, signifying a range of breaks with past bodies, past modes of subjectivity and pasthumanities (Seltin, 2009: 43)

Geraci

academic

 The imposition of the code can40be seen to have ghettoised comics as childrens literature, and the ensuing to have impeded themediums development as an art form (McAllister, 1990; Lopes, 2006) and, by extension, asobject worthy of academic attention

McAllister

Chapter Twelve considers the reader-text assemblage and how this concept alters ourunderstanding of reader-text relations, emphasizing how reader-text assemblages facilitatednew becomings for respondents

36Elsewhere, Milburn has detailed the nonlocal cultural mythologies that frame both militarytechnoscience and comic books (2005:80)

Milburn

 Post/Humanism can be seen as the point(s) where poststructuralism, constructionism, feminism, techno-science, science fiction and the bodyconverge

single

 As Foucault (1984:87) himself put it, nothing in man- not evenhis body-is sufficiently stable to serve as the basis for self-recognition or for understanding othermen

Also connected to the concerns of this thesis is the relationship between disability and theTranshumanism, particularly in discussions of augmentation and human-machine interaction

 A transhumanist spirituality would need to incorporate this kind of realism regardinghuman nature, a human nature not capable of changing through augmentation of intelligence

Foucault, for instance saw the creation of subjects by the mechanisms of the Enlightenmentproject as a political question

project

2 Heidi Campbell and Mark Walker, Religion and Transhumanism: Introducing aConversation, Journal of Evoluion and Technology, 14:2 (August 2005) 1

Barker

 Fredric Wertham, who alleged links betweencomic books and juvenile delinquency, this moral panic spread as far as the comics themselves,manifesting not only in America but also Britain and Australia (Barker, 1984)

Fredric Wertham

 Klugman makes a similar point when he suggests that cyborgfictions motivate the reader to consider the social and ethical implications of newtechnologies (2001:40)

Klugman

direction

 Esfandiarys Are You Transhuman? (1989); Kurzweils The Age of Spiritual14Machines and The Singularity is Near (2005); Metaman and Redesigning Humans (Stock, 1993;2002)

 Considering the posthuman body as rhizometherefore involves recognising that the posthuman body, is always in the middle, betweenthings, interbeing, intermezzo (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987:25)

 with improved memory storage and retrievalcapacities; cloning; the use of nanotech to manipulate matter atom by atom (and in effectrealizing the alchemists dream of turning lead into gold); the transgenic splicing of animal andhuman DNA so that, for example, a human body could regenerate a limb using the same geneticmechanism that a starfish or salamander does, or even, glow in the dark like jellyfish, smellwith the sensitivity of dogs, or emit electrical shocks like theelectric eel (Seiler, 2007: 276)

Seiler

pain

 It is important to separatethese concepts early on because, although they are related, the history of posthumanismshould not be seen as the same as the history of Transhumanism (Miah, 2007:6)

Fredkin

 The idea of progresscentral to the development of science and the modern worldhad itsroots in Christian eschatology

humanism

In privileging the mind over the body, or the message over the medium, Moravec and othersrecreate the same Cartesian mind/body opposition that characterized, it is argued, the veryEnlightenment project, and liberal humanist subject, that poststructuralist critical theoristsattempt to dismantle

 Indeed, the origins of this thesis lie in an original proposal to investigaterepresentations of disability in superhero comics and how these related to posthumanism

 This rational ethic Young describes as benevolence, a commonsense ethic that includes altruistic care for one another

subjectivity

 Rivera (2007)provides a positive step in this direction by reading the Marvel comic Deathlok (the story of anAfrican-American man whose body is enhanced with robotic parts by a corrupt corporation), asan intervention, in a medium with a troubling hegemonic past by appropriating a white cyborgnarrative to dramatize the diasporic dimensions of black subjectivity (2007:105)

Rivera

 In otherwords, sociologys early lack of interest in the body was a result of its emphasis on abstractcognitive enquiry which supposedly beyond the body (ibid: 26)

 The insinuation being that without breaking decisively (or, working through asBadmington would have it-see below) the human that lies within the figure of the posthuman,the same abuses of power and inequalities are liable to be repeated with ever more speed andefficiency, not to mention the as yet unimagined consequences that might result fromposthuman technologies

comics

33 Iftodays transhumanists affirm values akin to those of Jesus, they will have to do so in oppositionto the values inherent in previous forms of evolutionary ethics

 Alongside the potential of horror andcrime comics to cause juvenile delinquency, Wertham also interpreted the relationship betweenBatman and his young side-kick Robin in homoerotic terms

Wertham

 Each chapter journeys across andthrough the discursive plateaus of each body (each rhizomatically connected to each other aspart of the rhizome of the posthuman body)

 Thus, the development of each of these three typesof Superhuman body is accompanied by parallel developments in the discursive realms ofTranshumanism and Post/Humanism

networks

 As Newman summarisesIt is through regimes of truth that individuals are dominated, pinned to an identity thatis constructed for themthese identities which constrain the individual are made21possible precisely through absolute discourse on truth and morality (Newman,2002:227)

Newman

Roden (2009), for instance, sees two distinct posthumanisms that he terms the speculative andthe critical

cause

ibid

Derrida

Badmington draws on Derrida and other poststructuralists because he is attempting to develophis own strain of posthumanism, one which, would resist humanism not by turning its back,butof operating necessarily from the inside, folding tradition back upon itself until the implicit32becomes explicit and brings impossibility to bloom (ibid: 76)

16 Once Kurzweil has successfully uploaded our minds into cyberspace, we willenjoy a communal network of shared intelligence

Christ

van Lommel

Is the transhumanist understanding of human nature realistic enough? Does the transhumanistvision include a realistic anticipation of our human proclivity for twisting good things into theservice of evil? What we see in transhumanism is a vague awareness of this ever lurking threat;but is it being taken with sufficient seriousness? Does the confidence in progress as inherent andinevitable blind transhumanists from seeing the potholes in the road they are traveling?Transhumanists seek protection from evil in the free market

 To clarify the difference: whereasspeculative posthumanism (defined here as Transhumanism) is situated within anEnlightenment discourse of self-improvement and progress, for critical Post/Humanists, thePosthuman is a condition in which the foundational status of humanism has beenunderminedexpressed in the postmodern incredulity towards Enlightenment narratives ofemancipation and material progress (Roden, 2009:1)

Roden

 Cabrera (2009) identifies the potential ofnanotechnology to change the disability paradigm, addressing its potentials in terms of themedical, social and Transhuman models of disability and noting that in a Transhuman world theable-bodies would effectively become disabled

Cabrera

 More explicitly, Pepperell has argued that posthumanism signals, the endofthat long-held belief in the infallibility of human power and the arrogant belief in outsuperiority and uniqueness (Pepperell, 1995:176)

studies

disability

Wolfe

 Gibson also sees a potential for disability studies to develop what Wolfe(2010:127) calls a fundamentally posthuman set of coordinates that would require, a4radically altered ethics that is no longer premised on the rights of the generalized autonomoussubject (Gibson, 2006: 188)

Gibson

 Badmington finds Derrida mostuseful in this regard, observing that:Precisely because Western philosophy is steeped in humanist assumptions, he [Derrida]observed, the end of Man is bound to be written in the language of Man
Badmington

Braun

Deleuze and Guattari understand the making of bodies, to occur on a plane of immanence inwhich things-objects, beings- are understood not in terms of eternal and immutable essences,but in terms of relations and effects (Braun, 2004:8)

23Several writers posit reasons for the corporeal turn in sociology (indeed, the human sciencesmore generally) in recent decades

 In particular, in focusing on particular identities both schools were inclinedtowards a legitimation/criticism dichotomy when it came to analysing superhero comics

 This is coupled with discussion of how a rhizomatic analysis differs in its approach to8more traditional ideological readings before demonstrating how a Post/Human rhizo-analysishelps overcome the theoretical limitations of these perennial approaches

data

In poststructuralist and postmodernist theory this amounts to a critique of totalising grandnarratives, whether about history, society or the self, as potentially, or implicitly, authoritarian

thesis

Bukatman

behavior

biological

Haraway

Guattari

Bukatman (1993, 2003) is another cultural theorist who takes a magpie approach to theory,drawing on the ideas of Haraway, Jameson, Baudrillard and Deleuze and Guattari and more toquestion the status of the body in our highly technologized age, arguing that while "

Deleuze

reader

 An initial correctiveto this was to e-mail the reader response chapters to respondents in the hope of gainingfeedback as the research continued that could, in turn, be fed back into the chapters

 Nevertheless both philosophies are concerned withthe potential for new technologies and regimes of power to shape and alter human bodies

 One key figure was Reinhold Niebuhr, long time professor of social thought atUnion Seminary in New York, along with one of his disciples, Langdon Gilkey, the lateprofessor of theology at the University of Chicago

 Furthermore, the epistemological and theoreticalleanings of this study also have much in common with the recurring concerns of sociology of thebody, many of which it shares with critical posthumanism, such as the suggestion that, therelocation of critical attention to issues of corporeality is a major shift for grand theory andsignifies an abandonment of archaic epistemologies that do not credit the inescapable fleshinessof the human subject (Taylor, 2007: 344)

Taylor

aspects

comic

 Withthese categories in mind the thesis explores the development of the posthuman in body in theSuperhuman realm of comic books

view

cyborg

 Rather, the very body of the cyborg is structuredand dictated on every level by capital to the degree that, the intimate interfaces and co-pollution of technologies and bodies can only be understood in terms of capital and capitalproduction (Seltin, 2009:51)

Seltin

DISCURSIVE REALM 1: TRANSHUMANISMTranshumanism is a specific movement but in this thesis also provides a useful umbrella term todescribe a particular way of thinking about the human relationship with technology

Williams

simulated

activation

 This postmodern blurring of theory and fictions is indicative of the way in which, as33Miah puts it, the philosophical and the cultural are interwoven within the history ofposthumanism (Miah, 2007:9)

Miah

fairly

Frank Tipler

text

de Grey

chapters

 As such, despite the adoptionof a fairly traditional structure in terms of presentation it is suggested that the chapters should6be read with the rhizome in mind, and that there are connections and pathways to be followedthroughout the text

rhizome

readers
Chapter Nine addresses several of the recurring criticisms of the Superhuman body, but inparticular the charge of ideological fascism (discussed in Chapters Three and Six) and suggeststhat readers did not generally take images of the superheros Perfect Body as a representation10of desirable or even achievable bodies, but as signifiers of the superhero genre, existing on thesame plain of meaning as capes or masks

superhero

 The Transhuman desireto enhance human bodies could be considered as the natural extension of these body-projects

changes

 Indeed, asMiah has noted, the history of posthumanism has no obvious beginning, middle or end pointin philosophical though (2007:95)

 For Teilhard, evolution tends to greatercomplexityand consciousness; for Gould, there is no such thing as ascent or progress, onlyrandomnatural selection

sociology

transhumanist

access

 Shilling (2005) highlights perhaps the most pressingreason for this study to concern itself with sociology of the body, when he argues thatThe intellectual significance of the body is now such that no study can lay claim to beingcomprehensive unless it takes at least some account of the embodied preconditions ofagency and the physical effects of social structures [And that] a recognition that itssubject matter includes thinking, feeling bodies, rather than disembodied mindsunaffected by their senses and habits, has become central to the sociologicalimagination (Shilling, 2005:1)

die

Superman

 Post/Humanism too, makes an appearance at this point, but in almost unrecognisableform as a popularised, watered-down, misreading of Nietzsches idea of the Ubermensch, from9which Superman gets his (mistranslated) name, and inspired both the Nazis and the Pulpsupermen that preceded the superhero comic

 We will be liberated from the vicissitudes of biological restraints such assuffering and death; and we will be freed by enhanced intelligence to enjoy the fulfilling life of acosmic mind

3However, the respondents also clearly expressed many things they experienced asmeaningful:GP: I find meaning in being a small part of something very big -humanity on its way to become [sic] a cosmic civilization that will achievethe dreams of Fedorov and TiplerOne respondent privately pointed out that he regarded the greatest challenge in lifeas coming to terms with the limitations of life, including its finitude

This view is echoed in some of Nick Bostroms work

 There is a host of argumentsthat happiness may not be the necessary or sufficient condition for a meaningful life(consider Nozicks experience machine)

laws

 A World TranshumanistAssociation (now named Humanity+) survey of members10found that 87% ofrespondents agreed that their concept of the meaning of life [was] derived fromhuman responsibility and opportunity rather than divine revelation and 93%agreed that they expect[ed] human progress to result from human accomplishmentrather than divine intervention, grace, or redemption

suggests

 Superintelligent AI or posthumans may appear god-like to humans, but where is the upper limit? Ray Kurzweil suggests that intelligencewill spread and awaken the universe, producing something akin to a pantheisticdeity in the future

66The most extreme form of both universal immortalism and life taking controlof the universe is represented by the Omega Point cosmology of Frank J

Frank J

 Itsreasonable to refer to this common core as interestingness

61Tsiolkovsky founded the spacemovement, contributing to the shedding of its theological components and to itbecoming a manifest destiny of spreading life and intelligence across the universe

10This Promethean confidence in the advance of technology is accompanied by a utopian vision, avision of future human fulfillment or even posthuman fulfillment in a kingdom where rationalintelligence has transcended its previous biological imprisonment

 So we are almost certainly going to be living in a computersimulation, at least given common transhumanist assumptions

 Only simulations created for the purpose of havinginhabitants with lives worth living can be said to give some purpose to their lives

 People differ on whether this is merely about overcoming everydaylimitations, becoming something akin to a Greek god, or an ambition to totallyescape the human condition

Focusing on reducing pain, his abolitionist project aims at eventually eradicatingaversive experience  first from humans, later from all sentient life

 Ifonly posthumans have meaning, then the best humans can aspire to in terms ofmeaning is to become posthuman enough to perceive for what they then need tostrive

 The vastscales in space, time and environment types lead to diversity, and interstellar lifewould have a chance to outlast the inevitable end of Earths biosphere

humans

Hans Moravec speculated about future computers being powerful enough togenerate history simulations (partially motivating the simulation argument) thatcould be used to reconstruct past people62: Resurrecting one small planet should bechilds play long before our civilization has colonized its first galaxy

 Because the theologian looks forward tothe advent of divine transformation, he or she can celebrate anticipatory transformations broughtby advances in science and technology

 Transhumanism might be what enables us to lead trulymeaningful lives in a physical universe

 Time without end: physics and biology in an open universe

exploration
desirable

4This exploration is desirable sincethere are reasons to believe some states in this realm hold great value, nearlyregardless of the value theory to which one subscribes

requires

 Loeb has argued that this requires affirming10eternal recurrence (which also provides a peculiar solution to how to achieve infiniteconsequences and hence meaning)40, while Sorgner and More seem open to a moreselective reading

Loeb

The immortality discussion earlier in this chapter can be applied hereregarding the mortality of the human species

 Insofar that the creator of a simulation ismorally responsible for the behaviour of the beings inside, there is a moral obligationfor the creator to give the right information to the simulated people in order for themto behave well and to minimize their suffering

 The Millennial Project: Colonizing the Galaxy in Eight Easy Steps, 2nd edition,Little, Brown and Company,1994, Kurzweil 200551De Chardin, Teilhard

 Are you living in a computer simulation? Philosophical Quarterly,53:211, 2003, pp

worldview

 The overhuman issupposed to represent the meaning-giving concept within Nietzschesworldview which is supposed to replace the basically Christian worldview

suffering

 He posits an aesthetic theodicy, where the suffering andevil inside the simulations is vindicated by the overall creative aim:Why are we being simulated? And why are there any simulations rather thannone? We have three answers: at every level, the designers are interested inthe evolution of complexity; in knowledge; and in dramatic beauty

 This is a naturalistobjectivist concept of a meaning of life, but clearly aligned with Fedorovs CommonTask65: The immortalization of humans and other life-forms is seen as a great moral15project and labor of love that will unite us in a common cause and provide ameaningful destiny

 However,when applied to humanity as a whole the counterpart to boredom would bestagnation, and the counterpart to giving space for new people would be to leavespace for new species

Whereas the path to the future pictured by the futurists was a movement from here to there, thepath envisioned by Christian theologians reversed the direction

nervous

modern

 Either (1) humans havereached some form of philosophical, cognitive or emotional threshold to experienceor perceive the meaning of life and posthumans will also agree on this meaning, (2)posthumans will have a different kind of meaning of their lives than humans, or (3)only posthumans (but not humans) are able to live truly meaningful lives

 Transhumanism might simply be infavour of a set of instrumental methods of achieving ambitious aims, but not provideany real value theory or purpose

 A worthwhile simulation does not mean thatsimulated lives have meaning

 While the more existentialist or postmoderntranshumanists might regard this as a merit (since they are sceptical about objectivevalues), many people see value as necessary for being able to live a meaningful life

 Christianity is a distinctly transhumanist viewpoint that sprungup in the first century, and set out to reshape both the world and human nature

 Withthe advent of the conceptual awareness of humankind, the rate ofadvancement sharply accelerated as intelligence, technology, and thescientific method were applied to our condition

28Such a personal eschatology consisting of immortalized intellectual life is reminiscent ofSocrates, who found comfort when anticipating the death of his body

55Might not this focus on growth and progress lead todevaluation of what we have, and destabilization of the natural world? Even ifinterstellar expansion is begun for the best reasons, evolutionary pressures mightpromote a mode of expansion where nearly all resources are devoted to rapidexpansion rather than creating value

 Instead, it has focused on the permissibility or desirability ofenhancements using bioethical principles of autonomy, justice, welfare and risk ofharms

 They do not argue that this is a goal in itself,only that it is a condition under which other goals and experiences might be4even more widely, permanently, or expansively pursued

Finally, in the cosmist strand, the Tolstoy argument about infinite lastingconsequences can be applied to posthumanity: if we can bring about the enormousfuture envisioned, our lives will at least instrumentally have meaning

, thestudy of the future evolution of the universe based on known physics

39The eternal return is very different from the progressive view oftranshumanism, and Nietzsche would not have approved of the utilitarian branchesof transhumanism

If one identifies the overhuman and posthuman with each other, then a Nietzscheantranshumanist would indeed find meaning in life by aiming to become at least theancestor of the overhuman/posthuman

Typical objectives are reducing suffering and unnecessary limitations and achievingwell-being, wisdom, life, diversity and an open future

12 Ray Kurzweil, The Singularity is Near: When Humans Transcend Biology (New York:Penguin, 2005) 136

Transhumanists argue for the right to attempt to surpass the currentlimitations of human biology

49There is likely no intrinsic limitation on the scales of activities oftechnological civilisations beyond those imposed by the laws of nature and availableresources

 This is similar to the view that transhumanism can be combined withmany value systems; although just as for transhumanism there might be somecompatibility problems

 Mind children: the future of robot and human intelligence

damage

How would thinking we live in a simulation impact us? Hanson suggeststhat, given typical human desires, we would live more for today (since the worldcould be shut down at any moment), care less for other people, aim to beentertaining and praiseworthy, mingle with famous people, and participate inpivotal events

Teilhard's work has been strongly criticised byStephen Jay Gould

 However, as thefriendliness researchers have shown, converting human-type values and instructionsinto code or instructions is exceedingly hard

68Tipler describes a scenariowhere intelligence expands across the universe, gains control over most matter andenergy, and during a future phase of cosmological implosion exploits these tomaintain its order and structure, ultimately achieving infinite information andprocessing power

35As friendliness was explored it became increasingly clear that one of thekey problems was that human value is complex, fragile and hard to articulate, letalone formalize

 Top-down arguments from ameaning of life to enhancement permissibility/desirability are rare, perhaps becauseof the reluctance of postmodern academia to engage with great stories thatprovide an overarching explanation of life or give universal moral principles

road

 This involvesregulating nature and perfecting it, the colonization (spiritualization) of theuniverse, improving the human body, and the eventual resurrection of the dead

Transhumanism can, however, be combined with a religious belief that holdsits own values

Davis

 So unless posthumancivilizations are extremely unlikely to run a significant number of simulations (eitherbecause of impossibility or some extremely strong and unlikely consistentunwillingness), there will be a vast number of simulated people, far greater than the11number of real people

Transhumanism is sometimes described as a religion but while it overlapswith religion in being concerned with escaping the current human condition for amore transcendent condition11and can share many metaphysical, soteriological andeschatological interests,12there are clear divergences both in practices (for example,the lack of transhumanist prayer) and underlying theory

 But as Sorgner points out, Nietzsche can also provide a meaningto transhumanism through his concept of the overhuman:The overhuman represents the meaning of the earth

Raymond Kurzweil

 The very nature of pain makes it something to avoid, and intelligentbeings have the power to save themselves from pain as well as a moral obligation tosave other organisms too

 Inaddition, Geraci offers a reductionistic interpretation of Jewish and Christian apocalyptic,presuming it is caused by a breakdown of a proper social order and a sense of alienation(pp

One respondent explained that the meaning of human life is to decide on actionsbased on perceived value

Again we ask: how will we get there from here? The highway of technological progress will takeus there; and free market capitalism will clear the road of evil obstructions

186One area where enhancement discussions run in parallel with meaning of lifediscussions is life extension

 On one hand, the Tolstoy argumentsuggests that unless our species persists indefinitely (perhaps evolving into newthings) there is no meaning to its current existence

 At its core the theory is utilitarian, butacknowledging the possibility that neat, compact theories of value might beimpossible

However, further down in the manifesto this meaning becomes linked to amore explicit notion of global progress:Extropians recognize the unique place of our species, and our opportunity toadvance nature's evolution to new peaks

times

When Ray Kurzweil suggests solving the problem by teaching AI the goldenrule,34he assumes that this will unfold into a proper morality rather than the AIchoosing to interpret it simplemindedly like a child would

emerging

Sebastian

Sebastian Seung, an outsider to transhumanism, described it as havingaccepted the post-Enlightenment critique of reason, yet not giving up on usingreason to achieve grand ends that could give meaning to life individually orcollectively:The meaning of life includes both universal and personal dimensions

Sebastian Seung

reach

While individual respondents tended towards subjectivism, transhumanisttheorists have often approached meaning from a hybrid view: there are objectivevalues or goals that can make transhuman life meaningful, and there is a great dealof individual subjective choice in setting goals and determining how to reach them

By considering the possibility of creating or becoming somethingsuperhuman, transhumanism forces meaning of life questions to the foreground asengineering targets

 In either case,we should focus on earlier and perhaps lesser problems that allow us to get to thisstate, such as life extension or cognitive enhancement, but also reducing existentialrisk so that we have a future where they can be solved

response

 The scepticism of transhumanism both towards traditionalphilosophy and our ability to solve problems with merely human reason also lendsitself to the interim goal of becoming able to fully discover meaning by creatinggreater forms of intelligence

 The secularversions recognize how nature has produced value-experiencing beings that are nowbeginning to be free and powerful enough to direct further change in a value-creating direction

 So there seem to be at least some prima facie reasons to believe a universerich in life and mind to have more value

race

 In fact, the Terasem core belief that god is technologicaland a future human-created entity makes it incompatible with most mainstreamreligions

ultimate

 This is not a play on words, buta recognition of the obvious truth that since ultimate answers are not withinview we must make do, for the foreseeable future, with uncovering andpursuing a succession of intermediate goals, and that this requires a programof growth and development

 Even if evolution is not itself meaningful it may create things or states ofvalue, and hence amplifying this ability to evolve would be meaningful and enabledeeper exploration of the posthuman realm

Meaning for PosthumansDoes a posthuman have the same meaning of its life as a human? We mightimpute that posthumans might have experiences and modes of cognition that wecannot conceive of, yet bear on a meaning of life for them

 He notesthat depressive and unmotivated healthy people find life meaningless, absurd or8futile, while hyperthymic or hypomanic people tend to find life intenselymeaningful

 In particular, I am concerned with how meaning can be constructed whenthe human condition, life or even the universe itself may become a cultural artefact

Martinez Hewlett

 It turns theist assumptions around: notonly would god be created in the image of humans, but the values it embodieswould be defined by humans

In his writings meaning is very much a non-propositional feeling, and hence alsoamenable to enhancement like other feelings:29Authentic happiness" doesn't needto be strived for

 But it is alsopossible to argue that value requires a valuer

51In either case the intelligence-dominated universe will be filled with minds protecting life and intelligence,controlling the contents of the universe in order to survive or reach unification

Hopkins points out:If we take it as essential to religion that it provides some sort of ultimateanswer for the meaning of life, as the World Transhumanist Associationseems to in its statement, then transhumanism still isnt a religion

Hopkins

 While human observers are the usual13example, it is not hard to imagine that at least some form of valuing is done by otherlife forms

evil

38Max More explained how Nietzsche had influenced his own development ofextropianism

 Like human history, nature is also ambiguousthat is, a mixture of beautyand suffering

ethical

2As Max More explained,transhumanism includes life philosophies that seek the evolution of intelligent lifebeyond its current human form and limitations using science and technology

 The compatibility of religious and transhumanist views of metaphysics,suffering, virtue and transcendence in an enhanced future

 Here is Niebuhrs list of the yesand no of its dialectical affirmations: that the Christian is justus et peccator, both sinner andrighteous; that history fulfills and negates the Kingdom of God; that grace is continuous with,and in contradiction to, nature; that Christ is what we ought to be and also what we cannot be;that the power of God is in us and that the power of God is against us in judgment and mercy;that all these affirmations which are but varied forms of the one central paradox of the relation ofthe Gospel to history must be applied to the experiences of life, from top to bottom

 But the loss would likely be far greater:extinction means the loss of all future generations (even modest assumptions lead toan astronomical number of future lives43), all the value they might have been able tocreate, and maybe the meaning generated by past generations as well

Leo

Conversely there is Leo Tolstoys argument22that in order for life to bemeaningful there must be something worth doing, but actions with impermanenteffects on the world do not eventually matter, so for life to have meaning it requiressome ability to have permanent effects

Leo Tolstoy

The friendly AI project can be seen as an attempt to figure out how todesign a god that has positive properties

The transhumanist movement seeks to fill the widening cultural void in Western civilization dueto the disintegration of the former religious glue that held us together in a common spirit

 A superintelligent entity is supremely able to achieve its goals, but there isno guarantee that it will have human-friendly or even sane goals

Humanity being divinely created for a purpose gives a meaning to human life: to dothe works of God

Darwin

survey

8This leads to an interesting intersection betweentranshumanism and questions concerning universal values: how is the meaning oflife understood in transhumanist thought? In the following, I survey thinkers in thethree strands that I have identified and examine how they approach questions ofmeaning

52Is spreading life meaningful? While there are theories of value whereinobjects have intrinsic value even when never observed, value is typically assumed torequire someone or something that values

 Bostrom, Nick

Individual TranshumanismThe individual transhumanist story is typically described as ambition to live alife supported by enhancements in order to achieve better health and mentalcapacity, refined emotions, new abilities, longevity, and perhaps become aposthuman

 Conversely, a universe with fewer valuers has lesspotential for a drive towards more value (unless the value lies in no deliberatechange)

started

 The problem with growth is when it causes loss ofvalue, typically seen as loss of diversity, intrinsic harmony or long-termsustainability

 to have a lifeworth living) as lives in the outside universe

 Theclosest the debate gets to meaning is usually considerations about human dignityand discussions of under what conditions enhancement could rob a human life ofmeaningGiven the need for long-term empirical research and the likelihood that mere humanintelligence is not enough, we need to develop human enhancement just to do ourproper work

  At the risk of12sounding circular, the simulationist can say that we are being simulatedbecause every creative intelligence is interested in interestingness

 He developed a formalargument that even an artificial intelligence with no given goals would also deducethe desirability of finding out what was meaningful to do

If posthumans have a different kind of meaning than humans, then there maybe no human meaning-related reason for humans to want to become posthumans

 In fact, our current understanding of the universe does not allow for trulyindefinitely long lifespans: even a non-ageing entity with multiple dispersedbackup-copies will eventually have to face the heat-death of the universe or a case ofbad luck

 If onesees evolution as a meaningful and value-creating process, then supporting it isdesirable

utilitarian

 Noincrease in human intelligence or advance in technology will alter this ever lurking humanproclivity

Pearce

David Pearce takes a strong hedonistic and negative utilitarian stance,arguing that pleasure is the real (multidimensional) value and pain the real-disvalue

David Pearce

 Nick Bostrom explicitly rejected any deeper connection than foundin superficial quotation

 The direction of progress is set; and the task of transhumanist technology is to increasethe speed forward

3Nick Bostrom emphasizes the importance to transhumanism of exploringtranshuman and posthuman modes of existence

patterns

purpose

 Ettinger, the father of cryonics, argues forhuman enhancement and faith in technological progress, but almost as an asidedelivers a theory of the meaning of life:27At last one of the central questions can be dealt with: What is the purpose oflife? Answer: To discover the purpose of life

net

 The expansion of life into the universe and the gradualconversion of matter into mind can be a way of providing the universe withmeaning

height

33Yudkowskyrecognized that designing AI is hence not just a matter of achieving great intelligencethat can grow, but also inserting goals or values that make it safe and human-friendly

According to Max More, Extropianism aimed to provide an inspiring and upliftingmeaning and direction to our lives, while remaining flexible and firmly founded inscience, reason, and the boundless search for improvement

god

Stefan Sorgner

37However, while there are differences between Nietzschesphilosophy and transhumanism, Stefan Sorgner showed significant overlap betweenthem

matter

strong

Goods intelligence explosion idea,30Yudkowsky became a strong proponent fortechnological singularity and the benefit of constructing AI (artificial intelligence) toreach it as soon as possible

Enhancements and the Meaning of LifeMost of the bioethical debate about human enhancement has not centred onmeanings of life

62The Theological Critique of ProgressThe assignment given me by the conference leadership is to examine the concept of progressunderlying the transhumanist vision, and to look at it from the distinctive perspective of aLutheran theologian

cyberspace

5state:15Extropy: A measure of intelligence, information, energy, vitality, experience,diversity, opportunity, and growth

Dostoyevsky

60Fedorovs cosmism appears to have influenced many notable intellectuals,including Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, and Tsiolkovsky

conceptual

 This can be contrasted with Bostroms neutral definition oftranshumanism as merely a chance to explore the posthuman realm

challenge

5Transhumanism, in hisconception, has this exploration as its core value and then derives other values fromit

isn

While the above section speaks to progress on a species level, the ExtropianPrinciples largely dealt with individual growth and societal progress

 The transhumanist, whether secular or theistic, isembedded in a meaningful worldview unique because of its enormous ambition andscope

meaningful

 Whatbelief in progress has done for Western civilization is hold in front of us a positive vision of thefuture

 In this chapter I will hence usetranshumanism in a broad sense of thinkers that agree on the changeability of the currenthuman condition, rather than in the narrow sense of people calling themselvestranshumanists

7Is this view correct? In what follows, I will show that Seung neatly summed up threestrands of transhumanism: transhumanism as a way of improving ones own life(what I call individual transhumanism), transhumanism as a project dedicated tothe betterment of humanity (terrestrial transhumanism), and transhumanism as a2project with the purpose of achieving the potential of life in the universe (cosmisttranshumanism)

Seung

 Emerging technologies will provide the means of providing and storing clean andrenewable energy, removing toxins and pathogens from our bodies and the environment, andproviding the knowledge and wealth to overcome hunger and poverty

following

cosmos

 In this perspective Christianity is a form of transhumanism thatbelieves that divine power and grace are necessary technologies of humanempowerment and transcendence; the Christian transhumanist merely seesnaturalistic technology as a useful complement

28The abolitionist approach exemplifies the species-independence of much philosophical transhumanism

 This split can be invisible, however, when the idea ofprogress seems to assume its own inherent definition of better and places this value in conflictwith the values of the surrounding culture

unless

develop

simulation

The Simulation ArgumentNick Bostroms simulation argument is that unless the human species goesextinct before becoming posthuman, there will emerge capabilities to run enormousnumbers of historical simulations including virtual people

billion

 The Russian cosmists: the esotericfuturism of Nikolai Fedorov and his followers

quantum

 Pro-finitude arguments would on theother hand lead us to not wish to prolong the stay of our species on Earth

remain

 A typical version is expressed as a story of technologicalprogress, either occurring automatically or as a result of deliberate effort, leading toa series of human condition-changing technologies, e

improve

 While theremight be great value out there, it does not necessarily produce a strong individualobligation to explore it

70That Christian reliance upon a transcendent judgment against human history is a necessaryantidote to the naivet of faith in progress seems confirmed by events during the first half of thetwentieth century

 Ray Kurzweil25and Hans Moravec26are well-known exponents of thisform of transhumanism

sin

 If consciousness or intelligence is lost,it might mean that value itself becomes absent from the universe

immortality

 As intelligence spreads itconverts resources in its environment into things of value to it: both instrumentallyuseful tools for further expansion and protection (spacecraft, backups), and alsointrinsically valuable things, such as biospheres, cultures, or minds

Ray

, life extension, cognitiveenhancement, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, brain-computer symbiosis,whole brain emulation, space colonization

 Not content to merely describe things, we construct models that canaccount for the regularities we observe

 Einsteins generalizedprinciple of relativity asserted that: All Gaussian co-ordinate systems are essentially equivalentfor the formulation of the general laws of Nature

(70)

 They are using a subjectivistic model in an objectivisticway

 John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) Bk

 There are again just two approaches:subjectivistic modeling:Regularities are noted among the observed events and measurementsin the subjectsCS

(11)

 He realizes that it doesnot attempt to model or to explain the Cosmic entities and processes that produce ourexperiences; it does not attempt to offer any reasonable explanation for why Nature behaves asit does

 His Cogito, I think, therefore I am, tacitly assumedidealismthe primacy of consciousnessthat consciousness existed prior to, and independentof the human body and the physical Cosmos

 His GaussianCSwas simply a non-rigid, non-Euclidean geometric model of the observers space-time measurements

 It uses the language of physical relations and processes ratherthan that of physical qualities and properties

 Isaac Newton, Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy (1686) Definitions,Scholium, para

Heisenberg

 The weakness of this argument, and the fact that neither23Einstein nor anyone else succeeded in finding any construct that could explain the realityunderlying the observers experience of quantized events, allowed Bohr and Heisenberg todetermine the future of physics

 Against physical causation andevolution, he stressed the omnipotence of God and the radical dependence of all created thingsupon God for both their existence and interaction

 Ockham therefore insisted that man should only describe his actualexperiences using the fewest propositions necessary; he should only note the regular sequencesof observed events, not hypothesize about any God-independent natural causes or mechanisms

 He rebelled against theCopenhagen interpretation that held that the observers knowledge was the only reality

 Practically, in thewake of the nullM-Mexperiments, scientists were understandably dissatisfied with theNewtonian/Lorentzian theory of a single static ethereal space; but had none of the information ortools needed to create a working dynamic theory of space, light, and gravity

(56)Mach believed that atoms were just convenient fictions

 His 1905 papers on Relativity and the lightquantum put the existence of the physicalCosmos, its physical substance(s), and the causes of all physical phenomena outside the purviewof Science

 LindnerAbstractAlbert Einstein was a subjectivistic mathematical idealist

 Einsteins objective realitywas intersubjective realitythe experiences about which various observers could agree

 Einstein reached out to a reality beyond our sensations, butthat reality consisted only of more ideas

 A BRIEF HISTORY OF SUBJECTIVISMWhy did Einstein resort to subjectivistic modeling? How did this highly restrictedepistemology come to dominate physics? Why dont we abandon his approach and insteadcreate objectivistic models and physical theories of Cosmic space, matter, and motion? Thesequestions must be answered at two levels: the practical and the ideological

Symmetry is also a subjectivistic description that has been transformed into a mathematicalideal and then a physical cause

 Einstein wanted to believe that it representedsome underlying reality, but it so contradicted everything else known about light that Einsteinstruggled with it to the end of his life

 InGR,as in Bishop Berkeleys Matrix,mass, inertia, and gravity are merely measured quantities associated with certain alterations inthe observers other sensations and measurements

 Cosmic philosophy is just theory writ large; itsessence is to reach beyond our experiences to find the best explanation for our experiences

idealism

(53)

Cosmic philosophy (natural, scientific):The creation and criticism of theories to explain allphenomena, the practical applications of these theories, and the mental tools and techniquesrequired for these tasks

 However, as we have shown, Einstein was notinterested in explaining physical reality

 He asserted that the etherhypothesis was superfluous and that all motion was merely relativethe trivial consequenceof ones choice of coordinate system

 Their confusion is evident when they often say,mistakenly, that light travels at c in space-time, not relative to everyCS,and when theyinappropriately drop time from space-time, and speak of space alone as if it were anobjective Cosmic reality separable from time

 Theytreat light/matter interactions as probabilities of the occurrence of observable events instead ofcreating a coherent physical theory of what light is, what matter is, and how they interact so as to2produce the events that we can observe

 Einstein insisted that we must admit that our sense impressions areconditioned by a subjective and by an objective factor, for the simple reason that thisdistinction works to make the contents of consciousness intelligible

 In Relativity, however, time is treated as incorrigibly subjectivistic; its onlywhat the observer records using his own clock that is supposedly unaffected by his position ormotion in any physical Cosmos

 This required a cognitive leap fromthe subjects experience in his ownCSto an objectivistic model of motion in a CosmicCSatheory of what was happening in the Cosmos to produce the subjects experiencesa leap fromthe known (experience) to the unknown (Cosmos)

Key words:Cosmism, Cosmos, epistemology, ether, idealism, light, logic, mass-energy,mathematics, metaphysics, motion, objectivism, paradox, philosophy, photon, QuantumElectrodynamics, Quantum Mechanics, Quantum Theory, Relativity, space, space-time,subjectivism, theory, time1

 When they failed to detect it, the Copernican debatewas resurrected: Is the Earth really moving through Cosmic space or not? Stokes responded tothe nullM-Mresults with the theory that the Earth entrained its surrounding space into its ownmotionthat the spatial ether was not static but some kind of gas or fluid whose position andmotion were dynamically influenced by matter

Stokes

idealistic

 Given the facts, shouldnt we just say that certain physical phenomena have anincreased duration relative to other physical phenomena in certain circumstances, and then try todiscover the physical mechanism involved?In idealistic Relativity, the subjects clock-time instead becomes an ineffable ideal formanimaginary fourth dimension added to his idealized Cartesian three-dimensional coordinatesystem

 The observers coordinate system, his measurements of distance and time, are reified asa four-dimensional space-time model of his experienced world

 For Ockham, there was a created world, butthere were no God-independent physical entities or processes

 One cannot make the physical effectsof gravity or forced acceleration disappear or appear just by imagining aCSthat is or is notaccelerating with the object or observer

 As a young man, he frequently repeated statements tothe effect that Science was just a subjectivistic endeavorthe comprehension, as complete aspossible, of the connections between sense experiences(54); yet when he was older, he claimedthat Science was based on the belief in an external world independent of the perceivingsubject

 The foundations of Einsteins modelof reality, mass-energy and space-time, were nothing but quantities and geometries inventedby the observer to model the mathematical order behind his measurements

 Think about how Copernicus and Darwinrevolutionized our thinking; not with new facts, but with powerful explanatory theories that nowform the foundations of our understanding

 Theproblems he encountered in such theories made him doubt the efficacy of all materialisticexplanations and even of his own senses

 One cannot directly perceive light waves or an etherealmedium

 Other animals are surely conscious, but onlyhumans have language-enhanced consciousness

 Thus we are saddledtoday with a theoretical physics that does not and cannot theorize about the Cosmos or the causesof physical phenomena; a physics based upon a spiritualistic theory of the relationship of ourminds to the Cosmos

 Einstein improved upon Kants idealismby insisting instead that the ideals were free creations of the human mind

 It is a model of theobservers experiencescomposed of the one thing that different observers can agree upon inRelativitys conceptual scheme: the space-time intervals that they measure between events

 Imaginary logic and mathematics, on the other hand, are creationsof the human mind that have no necessary relationship to Cosmic reality

 If the space traveler nevertheless insiststhat all light in the Cosmos actually, physically moves at c relative to himself, if he insists thathis frame is causative and not the stars frame, we ought to conclude that he suffers from ananthropocentric delusion similar to that of the Earth-surface observer of the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic system

3objectivism:Knowledge consists of our attempts to describe, model, and explain the Cosmositself, as it exists and evolves and causes our experiences

 Consider a light signal and a space ship11leaving the Earth in the direction of Alpha Centauri, the nearest star

(59)Einstein fully agreed with Lenzens characterization of his position

 All laws of nature, and thus everything in the Cosmos, aresupposedly derived from the fact that things look the same to observers with different points ofview, or look the same after undergoing certain movements

 Albert Einstein, Ideas and Opinions (Crown Publishers, Inc

 Quantum Mechanics, evolved from EinsteinsQuantum Theory, is instead a probabilistic model of the observers experiences of quantizedlight/matter interactionsevents that are neither related to any underlying reality nor have anydependence on the observers frames or motion

 This divorce wasaccompanied by a religious backlash against Aristotle and all natural philosophy

Likewise, consider which is more plausible, that matter increases in mass-energy as itsvelocity approaches c relative to each and every observer, or relative to the nearest celestialbodies? Is it more likely that particles in our accelerators require huge voltages to approach cbecause they are moving at that velocity relative to the human observers in the room, or becausethey are moving at that velocity relative to the adjacent 6x1024kg Earth? Clearly, the latter ismuch more likely

 We should incorporate the latest data and the truthscontained in our idealistic models into a new theory of the Cosmos

 What was the velocity of the light signal relative to the ship? Relativity asserts thatall light always moves at c in anyCS, including that of our spaceship

For Ockham, experience-based propositions, not Cosmic entities and processes, were the properobjects of knowledge

 The observer finds the laws and equations that describemotion in the CosmicCS(s)and that predict future observations

 Another problem is that these two subjectivistic models areincompatiblethey share neither a conceptual nor a mathematical foundation

 The observer then constructs a system of assumptions about what hemeasures and, using this system, finds the laws and equations that fit his observations andsuccessfully predict future observations

 He saw all philosophical explanation as a slippery slope leading to atheism,so he tried to replace Cosmic philosophy with a purely descriptive approach to knowledge thathad no need for the Cosmos or for physical causation

nearest

 However, objectively, inthis Cosmos, in the local frame of the nearest, greatest masses, the light signals average velocityrelative to the space ship was only 0

 Let us now consider the reification of the observers space-time, symmetry, brokensymmetry, and information

 It rejects as meaningless and useless thenotion that behind the universe of our perception there lies a hidden objective worldruled by causality; instead, it confines itself to the description of the relations amongperceptions

 In one of his classic thoughtexperiments, he reasoned that a blind observer in a large box being accelerated in deep space bya rocket might reasonably conclude that his box was instead suspended motionless in agravitational field

In this paper, I will demonstrate that Relativity and Quantum Theory are manifestations of anobsolete, pre-Darwinian theory of the mind and its relationship to its objects, and I will assert anew metaphysics and epistemology for physics that are consistent with the evidence, the besttheories, and the actual beliefs of most physicists

 To make sense of the Cosmos as a physicalsystem, Copernicus posited instead that the Earth rotated and moved about the Sun, even thoughhumans could not directly sense or measure these motions

Stephen Hawking

 Stephen Hawking admits that he attempts to know18the mind of God(62)by searching for the mathematical ideas and equations that produceeverything

 Einstein chose, as the first axiom and foundation of hissystem, Galileos own principle of relativity

 CONCLUSIONModern physics is now in a philosophically immature state analogous to that of the PtolemaicCosmology before Copernicus and the creationist biology before Darwin; and for the samereasons

 The justification of the constructs, withrepresent reality for us, lies alone in their quality of making intelligible what issensorily given(58)Einstein believed in atoms and his other constructs, but only because these ideas worked tomake our experiences intelligible

 He noted that there were two experimental phenomena,involving high frequence electromagnetic (EM) radiation, that were impossible to explain usingthe conventional wave-theory of light and the conventional particle-theory of matter: blackbodyradiation and the photoelectric effect

(6)Aristotle opposed the skepticism, subjectivism, and relativism of these thinkers with manyarguments

 No matter how accuratelyRelativity and Quantum Theory1model the facts of experience, no matter how useful they maybe, they are neither models of the Cosmos nor theories of the Cosmic entities and processes thatproduce our experiences

 His physics consisted of mathematicalmodels of the subjects ideashis sensations and measurements

Describing the motion of light, satellites, atomic clocks, or matter in any other frame(s)introduces unnecessary and sometimes impossible complexity; relating the laws of physics toany other frame produces contradiction

 In order to avoiderror, Descartes asserted that we must shun all theorizing about physical entities and causes andconfine ourselves to mathematical descriptions

 This ability to theorize evolved from mythology to philosophy

72When considering our evolutionary history and technological future, what direction should arealistic anthropology follow? Paul Jersild, in a recent article on science and faith, points acautious way

Given all that we know today, the best explanation is that there is a physical Cosmos from whichwe evolved and with which our minds and instruments interact

 He related all motion and laws of motion to anyobservers or any chosenCS, not to the matter and space of the Cosmos

(13)

 Why did most other scientists eventually accept thisapproach? Why does it persist today? To answer the ideological question, we must brieflyreview the history of Cosmic philosophy and of its nemesesidealism and subjectivism

 Therefore Mach, as late asthe early 20thcentury, denied the existence of atoms because they could not be seen, even thoughthey were a necessary postulate in any attempt to explain our experiences

 He tried to generalize the principle of relativity torelate all laws of nature to any observersCSwhatever his state of motion

Einstein, Ann

 Would such an observer ever be ableto understand the motion of our solar system? In fact, his situation is similar to but much worsethan that of the rotating Earth-surface observer

 Effects may even precede causes for observers in certain statesof motion

 The purely subjectivisticnature of this principle was clearly demonstrated by Einsteins assertion that a man feeling hisdeceleration on a braking train could legitimately claim that a temporary gravitational field hadbeen created

 COSMISM OVER IDEALISMSince the origin of language, mankind has struggled to understand the relationship betweenhis mind and reality

 Following Berkeley, Einstein defined the real external worldintersubjectively, as the sum total of all experienced events about which subjects can agree

(1)Relativity and Quantum Theory thusrelate all events, like trajectories, mass, and the velocity of light, to the observers frame or toarbitrarily chosen coordinate systems instead of to the matter and space of the Cosmos

 Erwin Schrdinger attempted to show the absurdity of thissolipsistic subjectivistic physics with his cat-in-the-box paradox

Erwin Schrdinger

Einsteins relativity of simultaneity was likewise just the assertion that time, like space,should be treated subjectivistically; and therefore was also relative and different for everyobserver

 His absolute c, time dilation, space-time, mass-energy, and photon arenot physical hypotheses; they are freely created concepts for the limited purpose of findingregulative connections between our sensual experiences

 Einstein sought to construct a model of a deeper level ofreality at which quantized events were determined

Hendrick Lorentz

 Hendrick Lorentz tried to save Newtons staticuniversal space by theorizing that the nullM-Mresults were an illusion caused by the effects ofstatic space on the moving apparatus

 We further realize that all our understanding is theory-soaked, involvingthat cognitive leap from experiences to causes

Heisenburg

Einstein rejected Bohr and Heisenburgs probabilistic Copenhagen interpretation ofQMas anincomplete description of nature because it stopped at the description and prediction ofsensations and did not attempt to discover the constructsthe underlying realitythatproduced the sensations

As Aristotle argued, matter alone creates theaccelerational field we call gravity, not ones choice ofCS

 Let ususe our minds to reach beyond consciousness to the Cosmos; beyond Relativity and QuantumTheory to Cosmic theory

 Cosmic logic andmathematics work to the extent that they accurately represent the underlying physicalsubstance(s) and processes

) Einstein seized upon this ballisticphenomenon because it was one instance in which at least some laws of physics were the same10for observers in different states of motion

 His solution was to relativize all motion; to treat inertiaand gravity also as merely relative motions

 Sources produce neither physical waves nor4particles, but only probabilities that an observed event will produce a subsequent observedevent in a certain location at a certain time

 They attempt to explain the physical Cosmos by reifying Einsteins subjectivisticconstructs

objectivistic modeling:Regularities are noted among events and measurements as these arerelated to Cosmic entities andCS(s)

objectivistic description:The observer posits a Cosmos and Cosmic entities andCS(s)thatplay a unique and causal role in what he experiences

 Has anyoneever come up with a better theory than Berkeleys for why we experience what we do if there isno hidden objective world ruled by causality? In fact,QTand all its associated ideas areproducts of subjectivistic idealism; they were not and are not a necessary response to the facts

 There is nounderlying physical reality to describe or explain

 They therefore defaulted to the simpler,immediately accessible, conscious/spiritual perspective (idealism-subjectivism) and tried todiscourage all theorizing about the unseen physical causes of phenomena

 On the contrary, the facts contradict its assertion that all motion and laws ofmotion are merely relative to any chosenCS

From an objectivistic and Cosmic perspectiveif we assume that there is a physical Cosmosthat produces our experiencestime can only be our way of describing and measuring thepace of physical evolution in the Cosmosthe endless chain of causes and effects

 Planck had discovered that the interaction of light andmatter occurred only in discrete quanta ofEMenergy

 David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding (1748) sec

 He sought to confineknowledge to what was given to us by God and about which we could be certainthe clear anddistinct ideas presented to the senses

(67)APPENDIX: Einstein on the Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum TheoryThis analysis allows us to answer a vexing question: Why did Einstein reject the QuantumMechanics (QM) that he helped to create? I will demonstrate that the Einstein-Bohr debate was aclash of two varieties of idealism

 Kant claimed that the mind imposed its own order onphenomena using a priori categories like space, time, and causality

Einstein concluded that gravity was just an accelerational field

(12)

QMis fully compatible with Berkeleys theory that reality is a mental-spiritual matrix through which our minds interact with God and with other minds

 Victor Lenzen, Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, Einsteins Theory ofKnowledge, p

 It enabled Kepler todiscover the elliptical shape of the orbits, which enabled Newton to demonstrate that the motionof our Moon and planets was caused by the same gravity that we experience on Earth

Kepler

We will examine how and why this transformation occurred, and how Einsteins constructs cameto be misinterpreted as physical entities

 Thelaws of physics are the mathematical correlations ofmeasurements made by any observers in anyCSs

 Modern Cosmologists are in the most uncomfortable position ofhaving to use idealistic Relativity andQMin their attempts to understand the model and explainthe physical Cosmos

Ptolemy

 Einstein claimed that he had reversed the Copernican revolutionthat Relativitymade the historic struggle between the views of Ptolemy and Copernicus meaningless since itwas only a matter of ones choice of coordinate system

Imagine the physical nonsensicality and mathematical complexity of relating the laws of physicsto his Gaussian, writhing, mollusk-likeCSthis wasGR

existence

 I must expose the philosophicalbedrockthe two underlying, mutually exclusive theories about what exists, how it relates to ourconscious experience, and how we should study it:idealism:Consciousness exists

(36)Like Descartes,Einstein was a mathematical idealistbelieving that nature is the realization of the simplestconceivable mathematical ideas

 Opponents argued that this leap wasunjustified because observers experienced no such motionsthey felt no spatial wind

 For Einstein, this four-dimensional geometric description of experience is the underlying reality that produces ourexperiences

 He would say that in space-time Einstein had discovered the rules by which God coordinates the experiences he feeds to ourmindsthe rules of the spiritual Matrix

 He argued instead that since we humans know only our own consciousexperiences and have no direct knowledge of any material Cosmos, we must not assume that itexists

David Hume

(26)

(21)

 To do so, he7limited philosophy to the mere description of experience

(23)

note

(22)

 As pre-Darwinian biology merely described the specieswithout trying to explain their genesis or alterations (they were just created that way by God), soRelativity andQTmerely describe and predict observed entities and events without trying toexplain their natural causes (God made them so or they just are that way)

 Newtonsphysics was also objectivistic in that it related all motion not to the human observersCSbut to aCosmicCS

 Notethat there is no mention inSRs axioms of the Cosmos or of any coordinate system thatrepresents the space or matter of the Cosmos

 EINSTEINS SUBJECTIVISTIC MODELSSince Ive leveled serious charges against Einsteins physics, it behooves me to support andexplain them in some detail

Bishop Berkeley (circa 1710) completed the move toward idealism and subjectivism andaway from Cosmic philosophy

 He dropped the highly specific physical context andmade it the foundation of his subjectivistic program for all physics

 Thus many physicists believe that theCosmos is ultimately created by and ordered by these mathematical ideas that are either self-subsistent or emanate from the mind of God

Einstein specified thatSRapplied only to the measurements of relatively moving, non-accelerating, non-rotating observers

 If we want to understand the Cosmos as it is, as a physical system from which we andour consciousness evolved, we must build upon a different philosophical foundation

 Relativity is adeterministic model of an underlying space-time matrix that determines (represents) theobservers measurements of distance and time

 Due to their success, Kant presumed that Newtons absolute space and timeand their Euclidean geometry were a priori categories

 We now knowthat an atomic clock moving relative to the non-rotating Earth-centered frame suffers a 2Doppler red shift of its atoms emitted light, and that muons half-lives are increased at highvelocity in this frame

apply

 It allowed us to have a period ofnormal science in which scientists could accumulate facts and apply mathematical formulaswithout fretting about their ignorance of the causes of things (Kuhn, 1962)

Kuhn

 It has produced subjectivism, skepticism, spiritualism, mentalism,empiricism, phenomenalism, and positivism

 As he said, I still believe in the possibility of giving a model of realitywhich shall represent events themselves and not merely the probability of their occurrence

They cannot be mere subjectivists and phenomenalists, and neither could Albert Einstein

 He5concluded that the nullM-Mexperiments implied that there was no physical space through whichthe Earth was movingthat the Earth was not really moving at all

 Mach redefinedphysical theories as mere quantitative instrumentsmathematical models for facilitating themental reproduction and prediction of facts

(14)

acceleration

 Progress in technology does not in itself foster progress in culture or morality

Now it is true that gravitational and inertial acceleration are analogous processes and producevery similar effects on the observer

 Einstein cutthis Gordian knot by abandoning objectivism and causal theory altogether

(41)Indeed, we routinely use all the knowledge that we have about distancesand light travel times to project a single time frame upon our Cosmosto determine whatmoment in our timekeeping system corresponds with the moment that any event came intobeing anywhere in the Cosmos

The evolution of Einsteins constructs from convenient fictions to underlying reality tophysical reality is quite understandable

(34)Following Berkeley, Einstein eschewed Cosmic theory and natural philosophy in favor ofdescriptive Science, which he regarded as methodical thinking directed toward findingregulative connections between our sensual experiences(35)Einstein shared Berkeleys belief inGod as a superior mind that reveals itself in the world of experience

 They did not knowwhat we know today about the behavior of light, atoms, and atomic clocks at rest or in motionamong the celestial bodies of this Cosmos

 Relative to what were they not accelerating or rotating?The Cosmos? The matter of the Cosmos? Einstein realized, with disappointment, thatSR, likeNewtons mechanics, required the existence of a Cosmic, observer-independent inertial framerelative to which the laws of nature applied in a special way

 Since certain interactions oflight and matter have the quality of quantization, one can, for the purposes of calculation andprediction of certain phenomena, treat light mathematically as quanta (photons) that travel fromone point to another

 It has produced objectivism, realism, naturalism, materialism, and evolutionary theory

 TheAristotelian and Ptolemaic geocentric system was an objectivistic model of the Cosmosanattempt to model what existed prior to and apart from any observer

Simply put, Einstein asserted that all natural laws including the velocity of light can be relatedto, and are same for any observer or arbitrarily chosenCSno matter what its velocity, as long asits not accelerating (relative to what?)

 Einstein, Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, Reply to Criticisms, p

 We no longer need the idealist/spiritualhypothesis to explain our mental life, and thus there is no longer any defensible rationale forrestricting our knowledge to the mere description of our conscious experience

 All that we know with certainty is that we are consciouswepassively experience and actively create ideas

 There areno physical entities and causes but only the observers information and the rules that govern thechanges in that information

instruments

 A physical Cosmos that causes the observersexperiences or affects the observers instruments is a superfluous hypothesis

Machian

 Since Einstein began his career as a Machian sensationalist, I willaddress the subjectivism of his models first

 In his post-Copernican, post-Newtonian world, he feared that asmore and more phenomena were explained by natural causes acting in a physical Cosmos, faithin the God of Christianity would gradually give way to materialistic natural philosophy (and thiswas before Darwin)

 Einstein,having abandoned Newtons useful but inadequate theory of space, and using his method ofthinking about what observers in various states of motion would feel and measure, did discoverimportant facts about gravity

Isaac Newton

 Later, Isaac Newton also rejected subjectivism in physics:But because the parts of space cannot be seen, or distinguished from one anotherby our senses, therefore in their stead we use sensible measures of them

 Like them, Relativity andQTcontain many true facts and correlations; they accuratelydescribe and predict the observers experiences in our limited experience, but they fail to provideany working theory of the causes of things

 Since they were not designed for that purpose, the resultis contradiction and confusion (the light paradox, the twin paradox, the inertia paradox, thephotonic paradoxes, Schrdinger's Cat, non-locality, the measurement problem, etc

 So Einsteins freelycreated ideas (space-time, mass-energy, absolute c, etc

 If Einstein had fully accepted Machs principle, then he would have hadto abandon Relativity and create a theory of how matter affected its surrounding inertial space soas to create gravity and define the local and Cosmic inertial frames

 Teilhard conceived the idea of theOmega Pointand developed the concept ofNoosphere

 The nervous system of humans, like that of all other animals, has evolved via naturalselection to capture certain Cosmic motions and to synthesize these into mentalrepresentations of Cosmic entities and events

(68)

He would have agreed with Einstein that the moon did exist whether or not any individual humanbeings consciousness was attending to itbecause it was a feature of Gods spiritual Matrix

(65)

Richard

Leopold Infeld

 Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, The Evolution of Physics (Simon and Schuster,New York, 1938) p

(61)

absolute

(60)

(63)

 Whatever the successes ofQED, it does not and cannot require us believe that lightis made of particles or waves, or of anything whatsoever

Ren Descartes went one step further towards spiritual subjectivism

 Beyond reality as it is observed he believed in reality17as it is thought

(45)Note again thatGRretainedSRssubjectivistic foundations: absolute c for every observersCS, time as the observers clockreading, and distance as the observers measuring rod

 Incontrast, an objectivistic physics presumes that the motion of an observer alters only himself andhis instruments, not the rest of the Cosmos

 They becamelaws of nature, and the causes of the phenomena

 He attempted only tofind the simplest set of ideas that would describe and predict the observers experiences andmeasurements

 Relativity andQMwere produced bya series of essentially religious men who knew very little about the workings of the physicalworld, their bodies, or their brains

Spencer

 This led to his principle of equivalence of inertial and gravitationalacceleration,(43)which encompassed the fact that, for the observer, these two forms ofacceleration felt the same and had similar effects on his measurements

 Instead, epistemological subjectivism assumesthe observers accurate accounting of his experiences and measurements, including instrumentedmeasurements, within hisCS,even as recorded by mini-observers at every point of hisCS

 Einstein created both models in 1905 using the idealistic metaphysicsand subjectivistic epistemology that he inherited from Ockham, Descartes, Locke, Berkeley,Hume, Kant and Mach

 Unlike Ockham, Descartes, Locke, Berkeley,Hume, and Mach, we have some understanding of what matter is, how it evolved into living20creatures, how it is organized into nervous systems, and how nervous systems interact withmatter and light to produce sensations

 As with Relativity, the fact that a certain conceptualscheme produces a working mathematical model of ones perceptions and measurements in alimited sphere of our limited experience does not imply that the model is a faithful representationof the underlying physical reality

rotating

 WhereSRhad related the laws ofnature only to observers in uniform motion or free-fall,GRattempted to relate all laws ofnature to any rotating, randomly accelerating reference mollusk

 He insisted that solipsism was untenable,and could be overcome by retaining the distinction between sense impressions on the one hand,and mere ideas on the other

 In this sense, one speaks of physical reality

Is a subjectivistic physics workable? Is all motion merely relative to any arbitrarily chosenframe? Can we actually relate the motion of light and of matter, and their effects, equally well toany human observer orCS? What if instead the evidence indicates that motion is determined byand most simply related to specific, persistent, and massive objects in this Cosmos such as ourEarth, Sun, and stars?Consider which is more plausible: that light travels at c relative to each and every observer,or relative to the immense masses that dot this Cosmos

 I choose to capitalize it and the proper names of othersignificant entities in our existence, such as Earth and Sun

 The result is a model of the entities and events in theobservers experiential world orCS

 Cosmism, on the other hand, asserts thateverything, including our language-enhanced consciousness, is a product of the evolution of theCosmos

 Besso, March 6, 1952; found in Albert Einstein-Michele BessoCorrespondence 1903-1955 (Hermann, Paris 1972) p

Physicists and philosophers err in believing that they can use Einsteins idealistic conceptsand models to explain Cosmic reality

 Like a rocket taking off from alaunching pad, our computer generation has been thrust by evolution upward into thestratosphere of technological progress; and very soon we will find our immortalized mindswinging throughout the cosmos

 Accordingto Relativity, since all bodies in the Cosmos, including our Sun and planets, are moving at near cin hisCS, they should appear to him to be much more massive and much closer to each otherthan they actually are

 Instead, let us use ourknowledge of Cosmic phenomena to create objectivistic models and physical theories

 Since no physical Cosmos exists or can be known, he can onlyrelate these events to his own frame of reference or coordinate system (CS)

modeling

 INTRODUCTIONIf we accept the theory that a physical Cosmos exists, and that our sensations andmeasurements result from our interaction with the Cosmos, then we should not restrict ourphysics, as Albert Einstein did, to the modeling of our sensations and measurements

 SinceQMmerely described the statistical relationship between the observers earlier and laterexperiences and measurements, it left reality wholly dependent on the observers acts

(49)

(48)

(44)

 Since in Relativity all laws of physics are supposed to be the same forhim as for an observer at rest relative to our solar system, he should expect gravity to cause thesemore massive planets to quickly spiral into the more massive and closer Sun and collide with it

Foucault

(46)

 Recall the complexity involved in the Ptolemaicprogram of describing the planets motions in the frame of the regularly rotating Earth-surfaceobserver

 He greatly simplifiedphysics by dealing only with appearances and measurements, thus evading the difficult questionsof the causes of Cosmic phenomena

(42)

 At each higher level of complexity, pre-existing entities and processes combineand interact in new ways to produce new entities and processes

 Kants transcendentalidealism placed the ideals within the human mental structureas categories by which the mindinterpreted reality

 Mathematics is the bridgebetween Cosmic entities and processes and our quantitative representations of same

 God even promises a new creation, a renewing of nature

Richardson

reality

observed

 Their laws of physics were just mathematical correlations of the observersmeasurements; their space a number of the observers measuring rods; their time a numberof ticks of the observers clocks; their mass a measured or calculated quantity, their light justa probability that a future quantized event will be observed

 In essence, he wanted adeterministic field theory of light and matters interactions that resembled and was compatiblewith his General Relativity

 It did not go beyondreality as experienced to reality as thought, as did General Relativitys field equations

mere

objectivistic

 (Compare this to an ancient subjectivisticZen paradox: Does a tree falling in a forest make a sound if there is no human to hear it?)Schrdinger argued that the Copenhagen Interpretation ofQTcouldnt be a complete descriptionof reality, but his mere assertion of an objectivistic position was not sufficient to overturn theideological foundations ofQTand all modern physics

Schrdinger

 They believe that it tells them something about physical reality

And so,instead of absolute spaces and motions, we use relative ones; and that without anyinconvenience in common affairs; but in philosophical disquisitions, we ought toabstract from our senses and consider things themselves, distinct from what are onlysensible measures of them

 Einstein used theCSas a technical toolfor modeling the experiences and measurements of any human observer in any state of motion

 Should we today construct an ethic based upon ourselfish genes? Should todays society be governed by the competition between all thosestruggling to survive? Young answers in the negative

 Immanuel Kant agreed that we could only know thephenomena presented to our senses and could never pass beyond them to any knowledge of thenoumenathings in themselves

 Therefore, to study nature was tostudy Gods free acts

 We should reach beyond our experiences and create theories of the physical nature andmechanisms of space, light and matter

 We are assaulted with a veritable word salad of mathematical fixes for thesesubjectivistic models; fixes that are then inappropriately reified as Cosmic entities and causes

 How did Einstein deal with thiscontradiction between reality and his subjectivistic method? He simply evaded it

 Abraham Pais, Subtle is the Lord The Science and the Life of Albert Einstein(Oxford University Press, Oxford and New York, 1982) p

 His absolute space was a static, Euclidean, universal ether that resisted theacceleration of matter and in which all matter had some definite velocity, even if it could not bedetermined

55Now, just how is this relevant to our analysis of the transhumanist project? Note two things: first,note the false assumption that technological progress has a built in direction or purpose, falsebecause it fails to recognize the split between progress and value; second, note the close alliancebetween transhumanist progress and free market capitalism

Idealism and subjectivism have given us a physics limited to subjectivistic modeling:Relativity:All motion is merely relative to, and therefore equally well related to, any observeror arbitrarily chosenCS

 He stated that insofar as physical thinking justifies itself by itsability to grasp experiences intellectually, we regard it as knowledge of the real

In theoretical physics, these two distinct theories of reality and its relationship to ourconscious experience prescribe two different ways to acquire concrete factual knowledge:subjectivistic description:The observer merely describes his experienceswhat he senseswith and without instruments

 In 1883, Mach followed Berkeleyin branding Newtons theory of absolute space and motion as devoid of content, saying that wehave knowledge only of relative spaces and motions

Indeed, observer, frame, and CS are essentially interchangeable in the Relativisticliterature

 This principle encompassed the fact that the rulesof ballistics were similar for any observer moving parallel to the Earths surface at (subluminal)constant velocity relative to the Earths center

(40)Relativity meant, quite literally, thatall motion and laws of motion were merely relative to any chosen observer orCS, not to thematter and space of any objective or absolute Cosmos

Like Einstein, they confuse photons as a subjectivistic tool of calculation with photons as aphysical entity

 Witness the academic discussions of what happens to matter thatfalls into black holesall based upon speculations about what must happen to the observersinformation! WithQM, mentalistic constructs have replaced physical reality; Mind has replacedCosmos

(10)Aristotelian philosophy and Christianity were married in the Dark Ages, but with thediscovery of Aristotles works of natural philosophy, churchmen perceived a threat to theirbeliefs and the marriage became strained

 Hiscauses were mental constructs created to systematize the observers experiences

illusion

freedom

 If the space traveler, using some instruments,actually measured that same light signal or all light as moving at c relative to himself, then wereally ought to presume that his instruments were affected by his motion in space so as toproduce an illusion of invariant c (Lorentzs theory)

(37)He sought, therefore, to grasp the mathematical ideas bywhich God created our experiences by discovering the fewest and simplest laws that couldaccount for them

 Humans learned to use language not only to name and describe things, but also tocreate theories of the underlying and inapparent causes of the entities and events thatthey perceived

Ernst Mach

Ernst Mach admitted his debt to Berkeley and Hume

An important recent advance in this philosophical endeavor is the availability of powerfulnaturalistic theories of the evolution of language and consciousness

(24)

 He thus abandoned objectivism and physical theory in favor of subjectivisticmodeling

Berkeleys Matrix likewise consisted of individual human spirits interacting with each otherwithin a God-generated spiritual reality

 Are we justified in calling thesespecific physical effects a slowing of some ideal called time? On the contrary, freeelectrons frequencies are blue-shifted with increased velocity, and pendulum clocks run faster ingravity

Einstein, on the other hand, could only argue that the Moon existed because its continuedexistence when not being observed was a necessary and useful mental construct to explain whyall humans shared this experience

Our increasingly sophisticated use of language, including writing, produced a new kind ofinformation-processing abilitythe ability to create and criticize theories about the Cosmos andourselves

describing

Niebuhr

 Notice that light is not unique in this regard! One can also treat sound ascomposed of flying phonons for the purpose of mathematically describing acoustic-crystallineinteractions, but does anyone actually believe that sound is composed of phonon particles flyingthrough a void! One can also treat heat as a caloric fluid that flows from one place to another,but no one believes in caloric anymore

 However, it naivelypresumed that the observers accidental frame, the Earth, was motionless in the center of theCosmos

We also know now that thedescription of any motion is always uniquely simple in the frame of the nearest celestial body

capitalize

 I do not capitalize the well-studied and definedisms of philosophy like realism, idealism, etc

let no man look formuch progress in the sciencesespecially the practical part of themunless naturalphilosophy be carried on and applied to particular sciences, and particular sciences becarried back again to natural philosophy

 For hedid not place in correct light the essentially constructive and speculative nature ofthought and more especially of scientific thought; in consequence of which he condemnedtheory on precisely those points where its constructive-speculative characterunconcealably comes to light, as for example in the kinetic atomic theory

 Philosophers such as Kant, Schiller and Hegel, and political philosophers such as Marx, presented general theories of history that shared essential characteristics with the Biblical account: they conceived of history as a coherent whole, governed by certain basic characteristics or immutable principles

 Humans increasingly sophisticated use of language produced a sophisticatedknowledge and awareness of self and Cosmosthe phenomenon of language-enhanced consciousness

Cosmism and objectivism, however, allow additional levels of investigation and cognition:Cosmic theory:The attempt to explain our existence and experiences as caused by observedand unobserved entities and processes

 A leadingtextbook states,Quantum mechanics, however, regards the interactions of object and observer asthe ultimate reality

 To explain inertia or resolve the twinparadox, they introduce a third frame, one that is objective and causative, not realizing that theythus contradict the axioms of Relativity

) came to be treated as absoluteidealsas the reality underlying our experiences and thus the Cosmos itself

What is most ironic is that all these fixes, all of these hypothesized, unseen entities and causesare exactly the sort of speculative metaphysical objects that Berkeley, Hume, Mach and theyoung Einstein sought to purge from Science! In fact, they did achieve their aimthey purgedScience of physical hypotheses and filled it instead with idealistic hypotheses

inertial

 While heagreed with Mach, even after creatingGR, that there was a unique Cosmic inertial frame relatedto the matter of the Cosmos that had to be given priority, he didnt realize or admit that this factcontradicted Relativity nor did he go on to interpret this fact and its implicationsobjectivistically

GRseems tobe objectivistic because it includes the effects of matter and its gravity on the observersmeasurements

Within this system, one cannot ask whether light really moves at c relative to every observer oronly appears to do so; the observers appearances and measurements are the only reality

relativity

 The restricted principle of relativity: All laws of nature are the same in allCSsmovinguniformly, relative to each other

These mutually exclusive metaphysical postulates produce different epistemologies:subjectivism:Knowledge consists only of our descriptions and models of our consciousexperiences

So Einsteins problem withQMwas that it represented only the observers experience and didnot attempt to represent the real factual situation within the Matrix

 Ignorance of causes is no longer anexcuse to regress to idealism and subjectivism

 So this brings us to the root question: Isidealism/spiritualism a defensible theory of the nature of consciousness and its objects? Perhapsit was a few centuries ago, but not anymore

 The law of propagation of light: The velocity of light in vacuo, c, is a law of nature andtherefore is the same in allCSsmoving uniformly, relative to each other

 Certain kinds of physical phenomena cause physicalchanges in our sensory receptors, and these are transduced into neural signals that are processedby neurons in specific areas of our brains

system

I join Aristotle and Francis Bacon in rejecting idealism, and mathematical idealism inparticular

clock

Mark Walker

(64)

waves

In 1905, nearly everyone believed that light was composed of physical waves

global

 Logicand mathematics work because the Cosmos is a stable, interacting system that evolves throughcause and effect, and apparently has some discrete smallest quantum (at the Planck scale?) thatdetermines the size and character of all composite entities and processes

 Does this inclusion make it a model of, or a theory about the physical Cosmos asdistinct from the observers consciousness? Not at all

 It was just this problem that Copernicus eliminated bychoosing the Sun/star frame for the description of the motion of the planets

 Contrast this with Aristotles Cosmic, objectivistic definition of simultaneity: Thosethings, moreover, are simultaneous in the unqualified sense of the word which come into beingat the same time

 Space-time is objective only in Berkeley and Einsteinssense of the wordas representing some experiences upon which observers can agree

 They merely described the observers experience with noreference to any physical Cosmos or causesas if humans were experiencing a sharedhallucination and wanted only to discover its rules

effect

 We shouldtheorize about this Cosmosabout the physical substance(s) whose alterations, motions, andevolution have produced matter, electromagnetism, gravity, and life

 Hewanted a theory that described the underlying Matrix of quantum events as a system resultingfrom continuous functions of space according to differential equations

The entire process is a cascade of identifiable causes and effectsphysical, biological,neurological, and linguistic

 Anything notdirectly perceived did not exist; inapparent entities posited to cause sensations were meremetaphysical speculationsnothing more than convenient fictions

1999

Quantum Theory:The laws of physics are merely descriptions of our experiencesmathematical instruments for predicting the probability that one set of observations will befollowed by a certain second set of observations

lists

 I useCosmos as the proper name for everything that exists: space, matter, life, behavior,consciousness, and ideas

 Theoretical physics thus awaits a philosophicalrevolution no less profound than those begun by Copernicus and Darwin
Copernicus

 Einstein, Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, Autobiographical Notes, p

 Einstein in Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, P

Mach

(38)

 Our minds canmove into a computer, and then into cyberspace

)Berkeley publicly accused Newton of advocating an atheistic theory, because Newtonsabsolute space, absolute time, and physical matter were supposed to exist without the mind andthus without God

field

Lenzen

Victor Lenzen

Commenting on Einsteins work, the philosopher Victor Lenzen noted:Indeed, since the propositions of (Einsteins) physical science are about complexesof sense-impressions, the independent concept of bodily object need not refer to a realitybeyond experience

 So, Youngs complaint regarding at least Christianrecalcitrance is based upon blind assumptions rather than open eyed observation

 Whereas Newton had treated gravity as an occult attractive forceproportional to the mass, Einstein built upon Galileos discovery that gravitys essence wasaccelerationit imparted the same acceleration to every test mass, regardless of its weight

 Our sensations andmeasurements result from the physical interaction of our sense organs and instruments with therest of the Cosmos

underlying

 SinceQTdeals only with the observers and their conscious experiences, then whatcauses a probability to become an actuality? Certainly not any underlying physical Cosmos or16physical causes! What then? It must be the observers own act of observing! It must be hisdecision to observe or not to observe determines what reality will be! Its really quite simple:subjectivism in; subjectivism out

describe

(30)

(33)

 The problem is that todays believers in progress are blind tothis ambiguity

Hume

(32)

complexity

senses

Penrose

 Even if genetic enhancement and nanotechnology are able toincrease human longevity or even lead to cybernetic immortality, the uploaded self-consciousness will still need to pass through the purgatorial cleansing of death and resurrection

 Obviously, if ones epistemology is subjectivism, if15one only models sensations and measurements instead of theorizing about the physical realitythat causes them, then one cannot and will not ascribe reality to anything that is not directlyevident to ones senses or instruments

 The fundamental entities, mass-energy andspace-time, are observers measurements

measurements

 He proposed that objects moving through the ethersuffered a physical length contraction and reduction in frequency that made the detection ofabsolute motion impossible

moving

observers

 As pre-Copernican astronomy merely described motion in the Earth-observersframe, so Relativity merely describes motion in any observers frameas if the observer were22not really moving in a physical Cosmos

Abraham Pais

Robin Hanson

At the age of seventy, Albert Einstein asked Abraham Pais whether he really believed that themoon existed only if he looked at it

 SinceRelativity and Quantum Theory, by their axioms and methods, excluded a physical cause for theregularity of the observed phenomena, he and subsequent physicists had to introduce some otherkind of cause

 A philosophicalCosmology is needed to inform and criticize the specialized sciencescreating a feedback loopthat is crucial to the advance of knowledge

 Notice that space-time is not a model of the physical Cosmos

 We must reach beyond consciousness to Cosmos, beyond Relativity and QuantumTheory to Cosmic theory

thinkers

 However, doesthis fact force us to limit our knowledge to what is given in experience? Of course not! We havea linguistic intelligence that allows us to theorize about the physical Cosmos from which weevolved and with which our nervous systems interact! We can agree with Einstein that all theconstructs we create to explain our experiences are tentative and may one day be replaced bybetter constructs

Morley

 Michelson and Morley (M-M) then tried to detect the velocity of the Earth through itusing the interference of light waves traveling in different directions

Michelson

 Einstein thus rid physics not only of Newton andLorentzs ether, but of the Cosmos itself

 They believe in the existence of a physical Cosmos and seek to know the causes ofthings

 Newnouns such as technological man or technological civilization have come to describe theever expanding and apparently irreversible rule of technique in all domains of life

2012

 Carrying this analysis to the photoelectriceffect, Einstein asserted, the theory of light that operates with continuous spatial functions maylead to contradictions with observations if we apply it to the phenomena of the generation andtransformation of light

 Our sensory system is an evolutionary adaptation,allowing us to produce a sophisticated and highly useful representation of the physical Cosmos

 On the other hand, a Christian theologian is likely tocontend that the extension of the present form of human life for the indefinite future offered inthe transhumanist scenario simply does not correspond to the biblical vision of resurrection fromthe dead

Against idealism of every kind, I assert that Cosmism is the superior foundation for ourtheories of what exists and of how we experience it

asserted

(19)

(18)

 He rejected Descartes and Lockesdualism because it admitted the existence of a physical Cosmos and thus left the door open tonatural philosophy

(15)

processing

gravity

frame

(8)Aristotle argued that gravity was proof that all motion was not merely relative, as objectsgravitated Earthward regardless of the position of the observer or the choice of frame;(9)anargument no less cogent today

pages

argued
(16)

 Intranshumanismand futurism, the end of history as we know it, the point (Technological singularity) at which accelerating change and technological progress becomes so rapid, or alternatively that an exponential growth of artificial intelligence surpasses human levels of intelligence, so that it becomes impossible to predict the nature of any post-singularity intelligence or technological civilization; seeAcceleration Watchwebsite for more

progress

John Locke was also more certain of spiritual than of physical existence

allow

 His Cyrenaic school rejected Cosmic theory, arguing that humans could only knowtheir own sensations and experiences and could not have any knowledge of the external world

Fedorov

 These forms existed independent of the human mind and of physicalrealitythey were the templates for all existing entities

subject

velocity

 Instead of relating motion to any observer as per Relativity, theyactually relate motion, including the velocity of light, to the Earth, Sun and stars, not realizingthat theyre contradicting the tenets of their science

 He thus eliminated the middle ethereal term and anypossible physical explanation of these effects

 It is the self-sustaining physical entity of whose evolution wehumans and our language-enhanced consciousness are products

(66)

 He asserted that all motion was merely relativemotion; that there was no such thing as an independently existing trajectory, but only atrajectory relative to a particular body of reference

 What a Christiantheologian can in good conscience do is encourage the advance of life-enhancing technologywhile keeping a wary eye open for the potential destructive proclivities of sinful human beings

6Once freed from the limits of our inherited bodies, the expansion of human intelligence would belimited only by the size of our universe

subjectivistic

 The question of the physical nature oflightwhether it propagates as waves in a physical space or as particles in a voidis notaddressed and cannot be discussed within Einsteins subjectivistic physics

observers

genetics

space-time

parallel

 It is an outgrowth of the effect ofScripture on Western culture, to be sure; but the concept of progress prunes off this growth theprevious recognition of the ineluctable continuation of creative evil

observers

motion

 Not only do they take it to be a model ofthe Cosmos itself, but also the physical cause of motion and its effects! They mistakenly claimthat space-time causes light and matter move as they do; that matter must follow geodesiccurved paths in space-time and that the curvature of space-time causes light and other matterto gravitate towards mattereven though space-time is nothing but a description of events and19motion in the observersCSsas detailed above

 Since the capabilities of such an intelligence would be difficult for an unaided human mind to comprehend, the occurrence of technological singularity is seen as an intellectual event horizon, beyond which the future becomes difficult to understand or predict

 Our generation has the opportunity to enhanceour intelligence, to advance still further in evolutionary development

 He would he have had toabandon his subjectivism and create a speculative Cosmic theory of what space and matter wereand how they interacted! Such a philosophical conversion was understandably unlikely

Reinhold Niebuhr

 I use Quantum Mechanics todesignate the now-dominant version of Quantum Theory based upon the solipsisticidealism of Bohr and Heisenberg

Bohr

environment

 A respected theoretical physicist can claim,without apparent embarrassment, that, the invariance of the laws of nature under the symmetrytransformation of resetting our watches is why there is such a thing as energyThe symmetryamong different frames of reference requires the existence of gravity

philosophy

 The advent ofthe new creation will require much more than what our evolutionary history by itself can deliver

appear

singularity

Those persons who believe that Relativity provides an objectivistic model of the Cosmos,even a theory of the physical Cosmos, are thus imprisoned within the contradiction betweenRelativitys subjectivism and their own natural objectivism

judgment

7 billion years of cosmic evolution have brought us this far, this is a possible and very optimistic glimpse of the future

 I do not capitalize philosophy becauseit is the open-ended search for knowledge and understanding, not an ideology

explain

 Logic and mathematics are powerful intellectual toolsthat humans invented for the purpose of better representing fundamental Cosmic relationshipsand quantities, just as we invented theories to explain the causes of things

theories

subjectivism

condition

 Human consciousness transcends present reality withan openness toward the future, to be sure, Rahner said; but we must rely on the fact that thisfuture wills to give itself through its own self-communication

actions

Bishop Berkeley

 To defend their science fromthe charge of subjectivism, they produce statements in which Einstein appears to supportobjectivism and causality, not understanding that Einstein defined objective and realityexactly as Bishop Berkeley did

distributed

methods

objectivism

relative

observer

 Caught in an ineradicable confusion between what12appears to be (subjectivism) and what is (objectivism), every Relativist creates idiosyncraticanswers to such unanswerable questions as whether the Lorentz contraction and time dilation arereal or only apparent, whether mass really increases or only appears to do so, whether light reallymoves at c relative to every observer or only appears to do so, etc

Lorentz

 In response, I assert that a posthuman body that is detached from all physical limitations, and exists as pure consciousness in the internet (that is as far as we can imagine at this time), is perfectly okay with Lord Krishna

In reality, science has helped and continues to help biologically-composed life forms to interact better, more safely and in more productive ways with this planet - and now, the universe

 Both science and religion must be regarded as equally important methods for spiritual transcendence in transhumanism

 This clearly shows that Arjuna, with his human body and mind, cannot possibly conceive of a superior intelligence and a body that holds so many dimensions together - just imagine being able to see everything at once

 whatever expectation Arjuna has of a body

There is dogma in both religion and science, one of conviction offered by experience and the other of surety offered by concordant experimentation

 Now, with the advances in technology, it is not difficult to obtain a scientific understanding of the body that Krishna reveals to Arjuna

 This can be understood in a religious sense if we replace the mirror maker with God and the mirror with ourselves

 Krishna states that his body is whatever form Arjuna desires, i

 I believe that such understanding can be gained from established religious systems, themselves, if they are properly interpreted

?)Here we see a clear example of God?s desire for a human being who is bogged down by self-doubt to see more clearly: to see that there are in fact, infinite possibilities that can be achieved

Krishna givesArjuna

In the second verse, Krishna givesArjuna divine eyes so as to be able to see him

 To sort it out and make peace, I consulted the religious help of a Hindu priest
However, I do not intend to say that all religious teachers are so rigid

 I asked him why I felt a strange dissatisfaction with my own body? He immediately offered me the explanation that I was lucky to have been born with a human body which is the result of several rebirths and good deeds

 In that context, religious leaders are mistaken when they argue against such progress, since they use the very tools of science to argue against it

 So, we are seeing an age of emerging religions, which usually draw selective inspiration from many different religious teachings

 Although much can be expected from both approaches, it can be stated, with daring, that both science and religion remain conservative and rigid

What I am trying to explain is that futurists need not be wary of religion as a barrier to their progress

Gould, Stephen Jay

 On the other hand, science's trivialization of human virtues, such as altruism, as nothing more than evolutionary adaptations for community behavior, irritates religious people

 If indeed such a stage of human development as the Singularity could be realised, then what would our questions be?I believe that we would still wonder about the most basic question of all, or rather a fusion of two questions: Why are we here, and where are we going? In its basic form, science disregards religion because religious concepts, such as Enlightenment, Heaven, and Hell, cannot yet be experimentally confirmed

 Plainly, we cannot always argue against scientific progress, because we have been embracing science for the betterment of our lives at every available opportunity

a power on its own, levelingall culture; annihilating all at-home-ness in the cosmos, uprooting all other questions in favor ofthose questions under its control; producing a planetary thought-world where instrumentalreason, and it alone, will pass as thought

 I have come across several religious teachers who so deeply understood their own and other religions that they have a transcendent understanding of religion

 Its implied embrace between science and religion remains open to intense debate across human philosophies

 While religion seeks to accept death as an inevitable finality, science endeavours to understand and conquer such finalities

 One of the principal points to be clarified is its stand on matters of religion, since transhumanism openly advocates the freedom to completely redesign one?s body

 I am sure that science will, in fact, give us Arjuna?s divine eyes to see many dimensions at once

 Science has simultaneously been able to find compatriots in religious teachings, such as the Kalama Sutta from Buddhism, which encourages a systematic investigation into the truth

Gita

Arjuna

 In the eleventh chapter of theBhagavad-Gita, a religious book revered by Hindus, the following verse is said by Lord Krishna to his friend Arjuna, when Krishna reveals to him his universal body (cited from the eleventh chapter ofBhagavad-Gita As It Is):ihaika-stham jagat krtsnampasyadya sa-caracarammama dehe gudakesayac canyad drastum icchasi(?Whatever you wish to see can be seen all at once in this body

Krishna

opportunity

world

John Horgan

 In hisSlatearticle,?Buddhist Retreat: Why I gave up on finding my religion,?(Horgan, 2002),John Horgan has this to say about the limitations of Buddhism:All religions, including Buddhism, stem from our narcissistic wish to believe that the universe was created for our benefit, as a stage for our spiritual quests

Horgan

Given such important capabilities and the possibility of such a huge social responsibility, where does transhumanism stand on the complex relationships between science and religion?The average religious person raised into a particular religion has a very distinct expectation of God

 What people do not realize, thanks to the distorted views they possess of their respective religions, is that the fundamental aim of any religious method is to exalt humankind and all life forms to higher and higher levels

smarter

organization

 In a rapidly evolving world, and with the imminence of a technological Singularity, how should the human species reconcile differences, find meaning from religion's ancient dictates, and interpret them for the new age? Is such an effort of interpretation even necessary?Over the ages, several positions been taken on the relationship between science and religion, among them the claim that they are inevitably and perpetually opposed (the conflict thesis) and Stephen Jay Gould?s NOMA principle (standing for ?non-overlapping magisteria?), which denies that they can be in conflict, since they play different roles or concern different realms (Gould, 1999)

Stephen Jay

Simon Young

This level of inadequacy for the human body is understood as a result of the advances of science, and it motivates the transhumanist desire to become posthuman and have a choice of several bodies with not just one single improved body 

 Ready to engage in combat withtraditional religion, in Promethean style Kurzweil wants to defy death and use nanotechnology asa weapon to defeat death

Langdon Gilkey

Biblical theology can be ready to celebrate technological breakthroughs while remaining realisticabout what to expect from human nature

 Therefore, science's role in the future should be to help people on their way to greater understanding through specific methods towards spiritual realization and then once they get there, religions can become entirely different

 The values allegedly inherent withinevolution and progress will not be able to sustain themselves in the face of the pressure to servethe demands of the funders

 The paper draws primarily on Eastern religious thought, particularly Hinduism, to explain why it is important for transhumanists and progressive futurists of science and technology to find common ground with religion in order to evolve

 This is not a comforting viewpoint, but science, unlike religion, seeks truth regardless of how it makes us feel

67 No historical ideology or scientifictechnology can possibly provide us with unambiguous sanctificationthat is, unambiguousimprovement let alone perfection

 Presumably the mind/brain can formally be described by the connection and activation evolution equations of a massively parallel connectionist architecture, with phenomenal object-binding a function of simultaneity: different populations of neurons (edge-detectors, colour detectors, motion detectors, etc) firing together to create ephemeral bound objects

How is this naively "low-level" sensorimotor question relevant to the end of the human era? Why would a hypothetical nonfriendly AGI-in-a-box need to solve the binding problem and continually simulate / "perceive" the external world in real time in order to pose (potentially) an existential threat to biological sentience? This is the spectre that MIRI seek to warn the world against should humanity fail to develop Safe AI

 In short, biological intelligence is on the brink of a recursively self-amplifying Qualia Explosion - a phenomenon of which digital zombies are invincibly ignorant, and invincibly ignorant of their own ignorance

 In default of a currently unimaginable scientific / philosophical breakthrough in the understanding of consciousness, it's hard to see how our "mind-files" could ever be uploaded to a digital computer

 There is no "element of reality", as Einstein puts it, that is not captured in the formalism of theoretical physics - the quantum-field theoretic equations and their solutions

 It's tempting to extrapolate their success and make the claim that programmable, insentient digital machine intelligence, presumably deployed in autonomous artificial robots endowed with a massively classically parallel subsymbolicconnectionistarchitecture, could one day outperform humans in absolutelyeverything, or at least absolutely everything that matters

false

Iffull-spectrum superintelligence does indeed entail navigation and mastery of the manifold state-spaces of consciousness, and ultimately a seamless integration of this knowledge with the structural understanding of the world yielded by the formal sciences, then where does this elusive synthesis leave the prospects of posthuman superintelligence? Will the global proscription of radically altered states last indefinitely?Social prophecy is always a minefield

 In reality, a post-Singularity future where today's classical digital zombies were superseded merely by faster, more versatile classical digitalzombieswould be infinitely duller than a future of full-spectrum supersentience

Most relevant here, another strong prediction of the quantum mind conjecture is that even utopian classical digital computers - or classically parallel connectionist systems - will never be non-trivially conscious, nor will they ever achieve full-spectrum superintelligence

 The conjecture argued here is that macroscopicquantum coherenceis indispensable to phenomenal object-binding and unitary mind, i

Clark

 In contemporary idiom, even if fields (superstrings, p-branes, etc) of microqualia are the stuff of the world whose behaviour the formalism of physics exhaustively describes, and even if membrane-bound quasi-classical neurons are at least rudimentarily conscious, then why aren't we merely massively parallel informational patterns of classical "mind dust" - quasi-zombies as it were, with no more ontological integrity than the population of China? The Explanatory Gap is unbridgeable as posed

How can one know about anything beyond the contents of one's own mind or software program? The bedrock of general (super)intelligence is the capacity to execute a data-driven simulation of the mind-independent world in open-field contexts, i

 An understanding ofwhyanything matters is cognitively too difficult for a classical digital zombie

 Living in the basement, as disclosed by the existence of one's own unitary phenomenal mind, has ontological privileges

 access to superhuman state-spaces of sentience, remain unlawful, where does this roadblock leave the prospects of runaway self-improvement to superintelligence? Could recursive genetic self-editing of our source code repair the gap? Or will traditional human personal genomes be policed by a dystopian Gene Enforcement Agency in a manner analogous to the coercive policing of traditional human minds by the Drug Enforcement Agency?Even in an ideal regulatory regime, the process of genetic and/or pharmacological self-enhancement is intuitively too slow for a biological Intelligence Explosion to be a live option, especially when set against the exponential increase in digital computer processing power and inorganic AI touted bySingularitarians

 Yet whereas sentient agents can apply the canons of logical inference to alien state-spaces of experience that they explore, there is no algorithm by whichinsentient systems can abstract away from their zombiehood and apply their hypertrophied rationality to sentience

 Mind uploading would still critically depend on identifying which features of the mind/brain are mere "substrate", i

 But if a quantum mind story of phenomenal object-binding is correct, the formal shadows of the macroscopic phenomenal objects of one's everyday lifeworldcouldone day beexperimentallydetected with utopian neuroscanning

 that ostensibly discretely and distributively processed edges, textures, motions, colours (etc) in the CNS are fleetingly but irreducibly bound into single macroscopic entitles when one apprehends or instantiates a perceptual object in one's world-simulation - a simulation that runs at around 1013quantum-coherent frames per second

 Yet to borrow a homely-sounding quote from Einstein, "What does the fish know of the sea in which it swims?" Just as a dreamer can gain only limited insight into the nature of dreaming consciousness from within a dream, likewise the nature of "ordinary waking consciousness" can only be glimpsed from within its confines

On the other hand, we aren't entitled to make the stronger claim that only an organic mind/brain could be a unitary subject of experience

 However, there is one solution to the indisputable psychological health risks posed to human minds by empirical research into the outlandish state-spaces of consciousness unlocked by ingesting thetryptamines,phenylethylamines,isoquinolinesand other pharmacological tools of sentience investigation

 To promote Human-Safe AI in the face of the prophesied machine Intelligence Explosion, humanity should aim to code so-called Seed AI, a hypothesised type of strong artificial intelligence capable of recursive self-improvement, with the formalisation of "

Second, perhaps the prophet of digital (super)intelligence might respond that (some of the future programs executed by) digital computersarenontrivially conscious, or at least potentially conscious, not least future software emulations of human mind/brains

state-spaces

 And in contrast to classical digital zombies, superficially small molecular differences in biological minds can result in profoundly different state-spaces of sentience

 If biological humans could be "uploaded" to digital computers, then our superhappy "uploads" could presumably be encoded with exalted hedonic set-points too

Paperclips(etc), not phenomenal agony and bliss, are inherently trivial

 Or rather, most AI experts would argue that the formal, functionally defined counterparts of phenomenal minds are programmable: the phenomenology of mind is logically irrelevant and causally incidental to intelligent agency

True or false, it's worth noting that if quantum mechanics is complete, then the existence of macroscopic quantum coherent states in the CNS is not in question: the existence of macroscopic superpositions is a prediction of any realist theory of quantum mechanics that doesn't invoke state vector collapse

 Yet we don't know how to give that classical digital AI a mind of its own - or whether such autonomous minds are even in principle physically constructible

 Actually, there is one part of the natural world that we do know as it is in itself, and not at one remove, so to speak - and its intrinsic nature is disclosed by subjective properties of one's own conscious mind

 On this conjecture, the intrinsic, "program-resistant" subjective properties of matter and energy, as disclosed by our unitary phenomenal minds and the phenomenalworld-simulationswe instantiate, are the unfakeable signature of basement reality

 InKurzweilianscenarios of theTechnological Singularity, cybernetic brain implants will enable humans to fuse our minds with artificial intelligence

For a start, digital computers exhibit vastly greater serial depth of processing than the neural networks of organic robots

 For the single greatest underlying threat to human civilisation still lies, not in rogue software-based AGI going FOOM and taking over the world, but in the hostile behaviour of other male human primates doing what Nature "designed" us to do, namely wage war against other male primates using whatever tools are at our disposal

HUMANS AND INTELLIGENT MACHINESCO-EVOLUTION, FUSION OR REPLACEMENT?Full-spectrum superintelligence entails a seamless mastery of the formal andsubjective properties of mind: Turing plus Shulgin

 And in any case, runs this argument, biological minds are physically made up from the same matter and energy as digital computers

Deep BlueandWatsondon't need the neuronal architecture of phenomenal minds to outperform humans at chess orJeopardyis suggestive

 When plotted on a logarithmic graph, 15 separate lists of key events in cosmic, biological, and human history show an exponential trend

 Well, just as there is nothing to stop someone who, say, doesn't like "Jewish physics" from gunning down a cloistered (super-)Einstein in his study, likewise there is nothing to stop a simple-minded organic human in basement reality switching the computer that's hosting (super-)Watson off at the mains if he decides he doesn't like computers - or the prospect of human replacement by nonfriendly super-AGI

Sandberg

 Simple-minded humans may soon become irrelevant to the future of intelligence in the universe

 Yet we can be sure that phenomenal properties aren't causally impotent epiphenomena irrelevant to real-world general intelligence

 By contrast, posthuman superintelligence will not just be quantitatively greater but also qualitatively alien to archaic Darwinian minds

 Whereas raw processing power in humans evolves only slowly via natural selection over many thousands or millions of years, hypothetical software-based minds will be able rapidly to copy, edit and debug themselves ever more effectively and speedily in a positive feedback loop of intelligence self-amplification

 This is that nonbiological, software-basedphenomenal mindsare feasible in physically constructible, substrate-neutral, classical digital computers

 For reasons we simply don't understand, the pleasure-pain axis discloses the world's touchstone of intrinsic (un)importance; and without a capacity to distinguish the inherently (un)important, there can't be (super)intelligence, merelysavantismandtool AI- and malware

 In the post-genomic era, presumably exactly the same holds true for AI-assisted humans and transhumans editing their own minds

 Or rather, only an arbitrary and irrational "carbon chauvinism" could deny that biological and nonbiological agents alike can be endowed with "bound" conscious minds capable of displaying full-spectrum intelligence

 Moreover, an adequate theory of mind would need rigorously toderivethe properties of our bound macroqualia from superpositions of the (hypothetical) underlying field-theoretic microqualia posited by Strawsonian physicalism - not simply hint at how our bound macroqualia might be derivable

In default ofexperimental apparatussufficiently sensitive to detect macroscopic quantum coherence in the CNS on sub-femtosecond timescales, this proposed strategy to bridge the Explanatory Gap is of course only conjecture

 Intuitively, to be sure, the functionally unique valence properties of the carbon atom and the unique quantum-mechanical properties of liquid water are too low-level to be functionally relevant to conscious mind

 The latter conjecture assumes that classical digital computers could ever support unitary phenomenal minds

 Humans too of course are mostly ignorant of what we're lacking: the nature, scope and intensity of such posthuman superqualia are beyond the bounds of archaic human experience

 Or rather if they were to do so, then we would be confronted with a mysterious Explanatory Gap, analogous to the explanatory gap that would open up if the population of China suddenly ceased to be an interconnected aggregate of skull-bound minds, and was miraculously transformed into a unitary subject of experience - or a magic genie

 In addition, the charge levelled against digital sentience sceptics of "carbon chauvinism" is simply question-begging

 But some intelligent agents spend much of our lives trying to understand, explore and manipulate the diverse subjective properties of matter and energy

 For now, critics will pardonably view such speculation as no more than the empty hope that two unrelated mysteries, namely the interpretation of quantum mechanics and an understanding of consciousness, will somehow cancel each other out

 Prophets of imminent human demise in the face of machine intelligence argue that there can't be a Moore's law for organic robots

 For a utilitronium shockwave entails the elimination of all existing lifeforms - and presumably the elimination of all intelligence superfluous to utilitronium propagation as well, suggesting thatutilitariansuperintelligence is ultimately self-subverting

Until this hypothetical world-defining transition, pursuit of the rigorous first-person methodology and rational drug-design strategy pioneered by Alexander Shulgin inPiHKALandTiHKALremains confined to the scientific counterculture

Shulgin

 AGIs: Sentients Or Zombies?Whether humanity should fear paperclippers run amok or an old-fashioned robot rebellion, it's hard to judge which is the bolder claim about the prophesied Intelligence Explosion: either human civilisation is potentially threatened by hyperintelligentzombieAGI(s) endowed with the non-conscious digital isomorphs of reflectively self-aware minds; OR, human civilisation is potentially at risk because nonsentient digital software will (somehow) become sentient, acquire unitary conscious minds with purposes of their own, and act to defeat the interests of their human creators

 We can't simultaneously claim that a conscious state is identical with a brain state - or the state of a program executed by a digital computer - and maintain that this brain state or digital software causes (or "generates", or "gives rise to", etc) the conscious state in question

 any function that can be computed in polynomial time by a physical device can be calculated in polynomial time by a Turing machine, we don't have the slightest idea how to program the digital counterpart of a unitary phenomenal self that could undertake such an investigation of the varieties of consciousness or phenomenal object-binding

 This division cannot be entirely clean, or else biological humans wouldn't have the capacity to allude to the existence of "program-resistant" subjective properties of mind at all

 But will posthuman superintelligence respect human conceptions of absurdity?1  For example, Hegel presented the idea that progress in history is actually the progress not of humankind's material existence, but of humanity's spiritual development

 Actually, thereisa human-friendly - indeed universally sentience-friendly - alternative or complementary option to CEV that could radically enhance the well-being of humans and the rest of the living world while conserving most of our existing preference architectures: an option that is also neutral between utilitarian, deontological, virtue-based and pluralist approaches to ethics, and also neutral between multiple religious and secular belief systems

 Yet mere temporal synchrony of neuronal firing patterns of discrete, distributed classical neurons couldn't suffice to generate a phenomenal world instantiated by a person

3 billion skull-bound Chinese were to hold hands and suddenly become a unitary subject of experience

 These wetware-editing tools can accelerate our own recursive self-improvement - and manage potential threats from nonfriendly AGI that might harm rather than help us, assuming that our earlier strictures against the possibility of digital software-based unitary minds were mistaken

 There is no one place in the brain where distributively processed features come together into multiple bound objects in a world-simulation instantiated by a fleetingly unitary subject of experience

 For on pain of animism, mereaggregatesof discrete classical "psychons", primitive flecks of consciousness, are not themselves unitary subjects of experience, regardless of any information-processing role they may have been co-opted into playing in the CNS

 So conscious mind can't be dependent on some mysterious special substrate, even if consciousness could actuallydoanything

 But if the story above is even remotely on the right lines, then a classical digital computer - or the population of China (etc) - could never be non-trivially conscious or endowed with a mind of its own

 Instead, the Singularitarians offer a narrative of runaway machine intelligence in which consciousness plays a supporting role ranging from the minimal and incidental to the completely non-existent

 Insentient classical digital computers will never "wake up" and acquire software-based unitary minds that supplant biological minds rather than augment them

" Would a God-like posthuman endowed with empathetic superintelligence view killer apes more indulgently than humans view serial child killers? A factory-farmed pig is at least as sentient as a prelinguistic human toddler

 Indeed, to entertain the possibility that (1) I'm in unbearable agony and (2) my agony doesn't matter, seems devoid of cognitive meaning

Another response open to the apologist for digital superintelligence is simply to invoke some variant of theChurch-Turing thesis: essentially, that a function is algorithmicallycomputableif and only if it is computable by aTuring machine

 In the post-Turing era, why is engineering the preconditions for allegedly low-level sensorimotor competence in robotics so hard, and programming the allegedly high-level logico-mathematical prowess in computer science so easy - the opposite evolutionary trajectory to organic robots over the past 540 million years? Solving Moravec's paradox in turn will entail solving the binding problem

 In order scientifically to understand the realm of the subjective, we'll need to gain access to all its manifestations, not just the impoverished subset of states of consciousness that tended to promote the inclusive fitness of human genes on the African savannah

 Perhaps we become explosively superintelligent overnight (literally or metaphorically) in ways that our Simulators never imagined in some kind of "hard take-off": recursively self-improving organic robots edit the wetware of their own genetic and epigenetic source code in a runaway cycle of self-improvement; and then radiate throughout the Galaxy and accessible cosmos

 A more common reaction to the ontological scandal of consciousness in the natural world is simply to acknowledge that consciousness and the binding problem alike are currently too difficult for us to solve; put these mysteries to one side as though they were mere anomalies that can be quarantined from the rest of science; and then act as though our ignorance is immaterial for the purposes of building artificial (super)intelligence - despite the fact that consciousness is the only thing thatcanmatter, or enable anything else to matter

 At a minimum, superintelligence entails a capacity to transfer understanding to novel domains of knowledge by means of abstraction

One rationale of CEV in the countdown to the anticipated machine Intelligence Explosion is that humanity should try and keep our collective options open rather than prematurely impose one group's values or definition of reality on everyone else, at least until we understand more about what a notional super-AGI's "human-friendliness" entails

wrote

 Agony that doesn't inherently matter isn't agony

 Classical Digital Computers: not even stupid?So what would a [hypothetical] insentient digital super-AGI think - or (less anthropomorphically) what would an insentient digital super-AGI be systematically interpretable as thinking - that self-experimenting human psychonauts spend our lives doing? Is this question even intelligible to a digital zombie? How couldnonsentient software understand the properties of sentience better than a sentient agent? Can anything thatdoesn'tunderstand such fundamental features of the natural world as the existence of first-person facts, "bound" phenomenal objects, phenomenal pleasure and pain, phenomenal space and time, and unitary subjects of experience (etc) really be ascribed "general" intelligence? On the face of it, this proposal would be like claiming someone was intelligent but constitutionally incapable of grasping the second law of thermodynamics or even basic arithmetic

 And of course classical serial digital computers, too, are quantum systems, vulnerable to quantum noise: this doesn't make them quantum computers

 Good, and most recentlyEliezer Yudkowskyand the Machine Intelligence Research Institute (MIRI), envisage a combination of Moore's lawandthe advent of recursively self-improving software-based minds culminating in an ultra-rapidIntelligence Explosion

When it comes to spiritual health, the realism of Luthers Reformation becomes Niebuhrsprescription

 Given Strawsonian physicalism, the existence of such states explains why biological robots couldn't be insentient automata

 Our awake world-simulations track gross fitness-relevant patterns in the local environment with a delay of 150 milliseconds or so; when we're dreaming, such state-selection (via optic nerve impulses, etc

 "Observation" suggests that our minds access our local environment, whereas all these surroundings can do is play a distal causal role in selecting from a menu of quantum-coherent states of one's own mind: neuronal superpositions of distributed feature-processors

 Cybernetically enhanced and genetically rewritten biological minds canabolishsuffering throughout the living world and banish experience below "hedonic zero" in our forward light-cone, an ethical watershed without precedent

 They are just as physically real as the long-acting macroscopic quantum coherence manifested by, say, superfluid helium at distinctly chillier temperatures

 Back in the physical, finite natural world, the existence of "bound" phenomenal objects in our world-simulations, and unitary phenomenal minds rather than discrete pixels of "mind dust", suggests that organic mindscannotbe classical information-processors

 incidental implementation details of our minds, and which features are functionally essential to object-binding and unitary consciousness

 Just because the mind/brain may notionally be classically computable by some abstract machine in Platonia, as it were, this doesn't mean that the vertebrate mind/brain (and the world-simulation that one runs) is really a classical computer

 In contrast to such a fanciful zombie world, the nature of phenomenal agony undergone by sentient beings inourworld can't be trivial, regardless of whether the agony plays an information-processing role in the life of an organism or is functionless neuropathic pain

 Recall how inspecting the surgically exposed brain of an awake subject on an operating table uncovers no qualia, no bound perceptual objects, no unity of consciousness, no egocentric world-simulations, just cheesy convoluted neural porridge - or, under a microscope, discrete classical nerve cells

 the identifiable, well-individuated vehicles of content characteristic of Good Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence:GOFAI)? Or would CEV be coded with a recognisable descendant of the probabilistic, statistical and dynamical systems models that dominate contemporaryartificial intelligence? Or some kind of hybrid? This Herculean task would be challenging for a full-blown superintelligence, let alone its notional precursor

survival

 So at least on the narrative outlined here, the future belongs to sentient, recursively self-improving biological robots synergistically augmented by smarter digital software, not our supporting cast of silicon zombies

So the design of artificial intelligent lifeforms with a capacity efficiently to run egocentric world-simulations in unstructured, open-field contexts will entail confronting Moravec's paradox

collective

 Rather MIRI anticipate recursively self-improving software-based superintelligence that goes "FOOM", by analogy with a nuclear chain reaction, in a runaway cycle of self-improvement

 Presumably, there is a formal mathematico-physical description of organic information-processing systems, such as human psychonauts, who describe themselves as investigating the subjective properties of matter and energy

 Unless we rigorously understand consciousness, and the basis of our teeming multitude of qualia, and how those qualia are bound to constitute a subject of experience, the prospect of uploading is a pipedream

 Machine superintelligence may not be human-friendly: MIRI, in particular, foreseenonfriendly artificial general intelligence (AGI) is the most likely outcome

 Posthuman organic minds will dwell in state-spaces of experience for which archaic humans and classical digital computers alike have no language, no concepts, and no words to describe our ignorance

 For geneticrecalibrationof hedonic set-points - as distinct from creating uniform bliss - potentially leaves cognitive function and critical insight both sharp and intact; and offers a launchpad for consciousness research in mind-spaces alien to the drug-naive imagination

Rousseau

 Could CEV be formalised any more uniquely than Rousseau's "General Will"? If, optimistically, we assume that most of the world's population nominally signs up to CEV as formulated by MIRI, would not the result simply be countless different conceptions of what securing humanity's interests with CEV entails - thereby defeating its purpose? Presumably, our disparate notions of what CEV entails would themselves need to be reconciled in some "meta-CEV" before Seed AI could (somehow) be programmed with its notional formalisation

 Digital software can be readily copied and speedily edited, allowing hypothetical software-based minds to optimise themselves on time scales unimaginably faster than biological humans

 Granted pan-experientialism / Strawsonian physicalism, what might it feel like "from the inside" to instantiate a quantum computer running at 10-15irreducible quantum-coherent frames per second - computationally optimised by hundreds of millions of years of evolution to deliver effectively real-time simulations of macroscopic worlds? How would instantiating this ultrarapid succession of neuronal superpositions be sensed differently from the persistence of vision undergone when watching a movie? No, this conjecture isn't a claim that visual perception of mind-independent objects operates on sub-femtosecond timescales

Marx

 Such hostile "level-capture" would be as though the recursively self-improving zombies inModern Combat 10managed to induce you to create physical copies of themselves in [what you take to be] basement reality here on Earth; and then defeat you in what we call real life; or maybe instead just pursue unimaginably different purposes of their own in the Solar System and beyond

program

 In addition, new biologicalproperties will be introduced, so that nanotechnology will eventually provide us with a vastlyexpanded toolkit for improved catalysis, chemical and atomic bonding, sensing, and mechanicalmanipulation, not to mention intelligent control through enhanced microelectronics

 We haven't explained why a population of 80 billion ostensibly discrete membrane-bound neurons, classically conceived, isn't a zombie in the sense that 1

 So the alternative conjecture canvassed here is that the nature of our unitary conscious minds is tied to the quantum-mechanical properties of reality itself, Hawking's "fire in the equations that makes there a world for us to describe"

 so-calledmereological nihilism) What does this recursively "self"-improving software-based mind suppose [or can be humanly interpreted as supposing] is being optimised when it's "self"-editing? Are we talking about superintelligence - or just an unusually virulent form of polymorphicmalware?3

 MIRI rightly call attention to how small enhancements can yield immense cognitive dividends: the relatively short genetic distance between humans and chimpanzees suggests how relatively small enhancements can exert momentous effects on a mind's general intelligence, thereby implying that AGIs might likewise become disproportionately powerful through a small number of tweaks and improvements

MIRI

 A future biology of invincible well-being would not merely immeasurably improve our subjective quality of life: empirically, pleasure is the engine of value-creation

 Do biological minds have a future?1

properties

 So if we grant that mastery of both the subjective and formal properties of mind is indeed essential to superintelligence, how do we even begin to program a classical digital computer with [the formalised counterpart of] a unitary phenomenal self that goes on to pursue recursive self-improvement - human-friendly or otherwise? What sort of ontological integrity does "it" possess? (cf

 De Garais prophesies a "gigadeath"warbetween ultra-intelligent "artilects" (artificial intellects) and archaic biological humans later this century

De Garais

 So at the very minimum, full-spectrum superintelligence must entail mastery of both the subjective and formal properties of mind

experiences

 Slow-thinking, fixed-IQ humans allegedly won't be able to compete with recursively self-improving machine intelligence

 Does Sentience Matter?How might the apologist for digital (super)intelligence respond?First, s/he might argue that the manifold varieties of consciousness are too unimportant and/or causally impotent to be relevant to true intelligence

Are Phenomenal Minds A Classical Or A Quantum Phenomenon?Why enter the quantum mind swamp? After all, if one is bold [or foolish] enough to entertain pan-experientialism / Strawsonian physicalism, then why be sceptical about the prospect of non-trivial digital sentience, let alone full-spectrum AGI? Well, counterintuitively, an ontology of pan-experientialism / Strawsonian physicalism does not overpopulate the world with phenomenal minds

 Or maybe felicific calculus dictates that utilitronium should merely fuel utopian life's reward pathways for the foreseeable future

scientific

An alternative perspective to digital triumphalism, drawn ultimately from the raw phenomenology of one's own mind, the existence of multiple simultaneously bound perceptual objects in one's world-simulation, and the [fleeting, synchronic] unity of consciousness, holds that organic minds have been quantum computers for the pastc

 However, highlighting the Singularity movement's background assumptions about the nature of mind and intelligence, not least the insignificance of the binding problem to AGI, reveals why FUSION and REPLACEMENT scenarios are unlikely - though a measure of "cyborgification" of sentient biological robots augmented with ultrasmart software seems plausible and perhaps inevitable

 Assuming Strawsonian physicalism is true, even if molecular matter-wave interferometry could detect the "noise" of fleeting macroscopic superpositions internal to the CPU of a classical computer, we've no grounds for believing that a digital computer [or any particular software program it executes] can be a subject of experience

physicalism

discrete

phenomenal

 And in the case of humans, how can 80 billion odd interconnected neurons, conceived as discrete, membrane-bound, spatially distributed classical information processors, generate unitary phenomenal objects, unitary phenomenal world-simulations populated by multiple dynamic objects in real time, and a fleetingly unitary self that can act flexibly and intelligently in a fast-changing local environment? Thiscombination problemwas what troubled William James, the American philosopher and psychologist otherwise sympathetic to panpsychism, over a hundred a years ago inPrinciples of Psychology(1890)

William James

 However, everything that matters includes phenomenal minds; and any problem whose solution necessarily involves the subjective textures of mind

 Could we really come to understand their alien Simulator minds and utility functions [assuming anything satisfying such human concepts exists] better than they do themselves? Could we seriously hope to outsmart our creators - or Creator? Presumably, they will be formidably cognitively advanced or else they wouldn't have been able to build ultrapowerful computational simulations like ours in the first instance

 Most radically, hyperintelligent organic minds will explore state-spaces of consciousness that do not currently play any information-signalling role in living organisms, and are impenetrable to investigation by digital zombies

 To describe the existence of conscious mind as posing a Hard Problem for materialists and evangelists of software-based digital minds is like saying fossils pose a Hard Problem for the Creationist, i

 In addition to enriching all our lives, radical mood-enrichment would permit safe, systematic and responsible scientific exploration of previously inaccessible state-spaces of consciousness

 "bound" perceptual objects / unitary selves and quantum-coherent states of matter, are more than merely coincidental: a much tighter explanatory fit than a mere congruence of disparate mysteries

 Yet the inference that sentience-friendliness entails friendliness to existing lifeforms presupposes that superintelligence would respect our commonsense notions about apersonal identityover time

Kurzweil

links

bound

 First, given finite, real-world computational resources, can a classical serial digital computer - or a massively (classically) parallel connectionist system - faithfully emulate the external behaviour of a biological mind/brain?Second, can a classical digital computer emulate the intrinsic phenomenology of our minds, not least multiple bound perceptual objects simultaneously populating a unitary experiential field apprehended or instantiated by a [fleetingly] unitary self?If our answer to the first question were "yes", then not to answer "yes" to the second question too might seem sterile philosophical scepticism - just a rehash of theProblem Of Other Minds, or the idle sceptical worry aboutinverted qualia: how can I know that when I see red that you don't see blue? (etc)

 Every effective computation can be carried out by a classical Turing machine, regardless of substrate, sentience or level of abstraction

 Such a commitment is metaphysically problematic and hard to formalise even within a notional classical world, let alone within post-Everett quantum mechanics

 Solving both the Hard Problem and the Binding Problem demands a combination of first, a robustly monisticStrawsonian physicalism- the only scientifically literate form ofpanpsychism; and second, information-bearing ultrarapid quantum coherent states of mind executed on sub-femtosecond timescales, i

 Original sin really means that human nature hascompletely fallen, writes Reformer Martin Luther

objects

 Rather it's that future molecular matter-wave interferometry sensitive enough to detect quantum coherence in a macroscopic mind/brain on sub-femtosecond timescales would detect, not merely random psychotic "noise", but quantum coherent states - statesisomorphic to the macroqualia / dynamic objects making up the egocentric virtual worlds of our daily experience

 If a quantum mind story is true, mind-uploading can't be done

 Yet what exactly does "Sentience-Friendliness" entail beyond the subjective well-being of sentience?High-tech Jainism? Life-based ongradientsof intelligent bliss? "Uplifting"Darwinian lifeto posthuman smart angels? The propagation of autilitronium shockwave?Sentience-friendliness in the guise of utilitronium shockwave seems out of place in any menu of benign post-Singularity outcomes

 Not least, we explore altered andexoticstates of consciousness and the relationship of our qualia to the structural properties of the brain - also known as the "neural correlates of consciousness" (NCC), though this phrase is question-begging

time

 increases in intelligence lead to proportionate increases in the capacity to design intelligent systems, will be vindicated as recursively self-improving organic robots modify their own source code and bootstrap our way to full-spectrum superintelligence: in essence, an organic Singularity

evolutionary

Vernadsky

political

 Furthermore, we may suspect on theoretical grounds that the full functionality of unitary conscious minds will prove resistant to digital emulation; and classical digital computers will never be anything but zombies

 State-enforced censorship of the range of subjective properties of matter and energy in the guise of a prohibition on psychoactive experimentation is a powerful barrier to knowledge

suggested

 transfers to the extra-neural environment in a thermodynamically irreversible way] distinctively quantum-mechanical coherence in an environment as warm and noisy as the brain within around 10-15of a second - rather than the much longer times claimed by Hameroffet al

 For resources, I will turn to a theological subtradition which is notexclusively Lutheran but which relies upon Luthers Reformation insights into human nature

notional

 Interestingly, these themes tie in with early twentieth century visionary metaphysical ideas such as theOmega Pointof Teilhard de Chardin and the Supramental transformation ofSri Aurobindo

unitary

utilitronium

feelings

hard

Are we supposed to acquire something akin to full-blown berworld perception, subvert their "anti-leakage" confinement mechanisms, read our Simulators' minds more insightfully than they do themselves, and somehow induce our Simulators to mass-manufacture copies of ourselves in their berworld?Or might we convert their berworld into utilitronium - perhaps our Simulators' analogue of paperclips?Or if we don't pursue utilitronium propagation, might we hyper-intelligently "burrow down" further nested levels of abstraction - successively defeating the purposes of still lower-level Simulators?In short, can intelligent minds at one "leaky" level of abstraction really pose a threat to intelligent minds at a lower level of abstraction - or indeed to notional unsimulated Super-Simulators in ultimate Basement Reality?Or is this whole parable a pointless fantasy?Ifwe allow the possibility of unitary, autonomous, software-based minds living at different levels of abstraction, then it's hard definitively to exclude such scenarios

So is the intrinsic nature of the physical, the "fire" in the equations, a wholly metaphysical question?Kantclaimed famously that we would never understand thenoumenal essenceof the world, simply phenomena as structured by the mind

mind/brain

favor

 materialism] and a residual naive realism about perception allied to classical physics leads us to misunderstand the nature of the awake / dreaming mind/brain as some kind of quasi-classical object

abstraction

 Unitary phenomenal minds cannot subsist as mere layers of computational abstraction

Vladimir Vernadsky

binding

macroscopic

regarding

 And we don't understand how the human mind/brain solves the binding problem - despite the speculations about macroscopic quantum coherence in organic neural networks floated above

Bacon

Yet in what sense is the terrible experience of, say, phenomenal agony or despair somehow trivial, whether subjectively to their victim, or conceived as disclosing an intrinsic feature of the natural world? Compare how, in a notionalzombieworld otherwise physically type-identical to our world, nothing wouldinherentlymatter at all

 Or maybe the idea that utilitronium is relatively homogeneous matter and energy - pure undifferentiated hedonium or "orgasmium" - is ill-conceived

possibility

On the face of it, the prospect of scanning, digitising anduploadingour minds offers a way to circumvent our profound ignorance of both the Hard Problem of consciousness and the binding problem

Mitchell

 Without such bound quantum-coherent states, according to this hypothesis, we would be zombies

writes

culture

 Presumably, the smarter our nonbiological AI, the more readily AI-assisted humans will be able recursively to improve our own minds with user-friendly wetware-editing tools - not just editing our raw genetic source code, but also the multiple layers of transcription and feedback mechanisms woven into biological minds

Alfred North Whitehead

Yet there is a more profound sense in the constraints of our intellectual apparatus limit our modes of our mentation

 This affirmation of human potential is offered as an alternative to customary injunctions against playing God, messing with nature, tampering with our human essence, or displaying punishable hubris

simply

advanced

 Transhumanism does not require us to say that we should favor posthuman beings over human beings, but that the right way of favoring human beings is by enabling us to realize our ideals better and that some of our ideals may well be located outside the space of modes of being that are accessible to us with our current biological constitution

 If most of someone currently is, including her most important memories, activities, and feelings, is preserved, then adding extra capacities on top of that would not easily cause the person to cease to exist

grounds

basic

universal

 Such a replacement ought to be strongly resisted on moral grounds, for it would entail the involuntary death of six billion people

 The range of possible sensory modalities is not limited to those we find in the animal kingdom

 Attention is given to both present technologies, like genetic engineering and information technology, and anticipated future ones, such as molecular nanotechnology and artificial intelligence

The change in human interests evoked by biomedical progress can be described as a transitionform the struggle for existence to striving for fulfillment, writes Moltmann

Transhumanists view human nature as a work-in-progress, a half-baked beginning that we can learn to remold in desirable ways

 Bernal, futurologistFM-2030, who taught "new concepts of the Human" at The New School of New York City in the 1960s, computer scientist Marvin Minsky, who wrote on relationships between human and artificial intelligence beginning in the 1960s, the Alcor Life Extension Foundation of California, which froze recently deceased subscribers in the 1980s in the hope they would be revived by a future ultra-tech civilization, and the work of Eric Drexler, who in 1986 publishedEngines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology, which discussed the prospects for nanotechnology and molecular assemblers, and founded the Foresight Institute

 Global security is the most fundamental and nonnegotiable requirement of the transhumanist project

 Additionally, artificial intelligence, especially if and when it reaches human-equivalence or greater, could give an enormous boost to the quest for knowledge and wisdom

 Technological enhancement of human organisms is a means that we ought to pursue to this end

[1]It promotes an interdisciplinary approach to understanding and evaluating the opportunities for enhancing the human condition and the human organism opened up by the advancement of technology

 There is a great temptation today toconfuse sociological evolution with spiritual progress, writes Jacques Ellul

 Transhumanists place a high value on improvements in our individual and collective powers of understanding and in our ability to implement responsible decisions

Global security can be improved by promoting international peace and cooperation, and by strongly counteracting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction

 A person?s intellectual life can be transformed radically by getting an education

 What we need at this moment is an inspiring philosophy that reveresscientific reason and which will pull us toward a positive future

[3]Transhumanism has roots in secular humanist thinking, yet is more radical in that it promotes not only traditional means of improving human nature, such as education and cultural refinement, but also direct application of medicine and technology to overcome some of our basic biological limits

wisdom

Given the limitations of our current wisdom, a certain epistemic tentativeness is appropriate, along with a readiness to continually reassess our assumptions as more information becomes available

 A careful, incremental exploration of the posthuman realm may be indispensable for acquiring such an understanding, although we may also be able to learn from each other?s experiences and from works of the imagination

agent

indeed

international

TABLE OF TRANSHMANIST VALUESCore ValueHaving the opportunity to explore the transhuman and posthuman realmsBasic ConditionsGlobal securityTechnological progressWide accessDerivative ValuesNothing wrong about ?tampering with nature?; the idea ofhubrisrejectedIndividual choice in use of enhancement technologies; morphological freedomPeace, international cooperation, anti-proliferation of WMDsImproving understanding (encouraging research and public debate; critical thinking; open-mindedness, scientific inquiry; open discussion of the future)Getting smarter (individually; collectively; and develop machine intelligence)Philosophical fallibilism; willingness to reexamine assumptions as we go alongPragmatism; engineering- and entrepreneur-spirit; scienceDiversity (species, races, religious creeds, sexual orientations, life styles, etc

complex

exist

Consider a hypothetical case in which there is a choice between (a) allowing the current human population to continue to exist, and (b) having it instantaneously and painlessly killed and replaced by six billion new human beings who are very similar but non-identical to the people that exist today

entail

ought

 This point is important because it shows that the transhumanist view that we ought to explore the realm of posthuman values does not entail that we should forego our current values

speculations

responsible

 Transhumanists hope that by responsible use of science, technology, and other rational means we shall eventually manage to become posthuman, beings with vastly greater capacities than present human beings have

 (Even if all heart disease and cancer could be cured, life expectancy would increase by merely six to seven years

easily

 (In this regard, the best one can hope for may be the ability to easily get rid of habits we didn?t deliberately choose for ourselves in the first place, and perhaps a more versatile habit-formation system that would let us choose with more precision when to acquire a habit and how much effort it should cost to break it

[4]Being an upload would have many potential advantages, such as the ability to make back-up copies of oneself (favorably impacting on one?s life-expectancy) and the ability to transmit oneself as information at the speed of light

 On an individual level, we can benefit from education, critical thinking, open-mindedness, study techniques, information technology, and perhaps memory- or attention-enhancing drugs and other cognitive enhancement technologies

 150,000 human beings on our planet die every day, without having had any access to the anticipated enhancement technologies that will make it possible to become posthuman

Finally, transhumanism stresses the moral urgency of saving lives, or, more precisely, of preventing involuntary deaths among people whose lives are worth living

idea

reason

 There is no reason to think that the human mode of being is any more free of limitations imposed by our biological nature than are those of other animals

 The posthuman values can be our current values, albeit ones that we have not yet clearly comprehended

Tipler

 The ambit is not limited to gadgets and medicine, but encompasses also economic, social, institutional designs, cultural development, and psychological skills and techniques

51What is key here is that our post-Enlightenment civilization has witnessed a split betweentechnological progress and moral values

metaphysical

concerns

 In much the same way as Chimpanzees lack the cognitive wherewithal to understand what it is like to be human ? the ambitions we humans have, our philosophies, the complexities of human society, or the subtleties of our relationships with one another, so we humans may lack the capacity to form a realistic intuitive understanding of what it would be like to be a radically enhanced human (a ?posthuman?) and of the thoughts, concerns, aspirations, and social relations that such humans may have

 We can value other things than ourselves, or we might regard it as satisfactory if some parts or aspects of ourselves survive and flourish, even if that entails giving up some parts of ourselves such that we no longer count as being the same person

 Skeptics may doubt that the resulting minds would be sufficiently similar to our current minds for it to be possible for them to be the same person

 The core transhumanist value: exploring the posthuman realmThe conjecture that there are greater values than we can currently fathom does not imply that values are not defined in terms of our current dispositions

 Any reasons stemming from such considerations would not depend on the assumption that we ourselves could become posthuman beings

posthumans

 Other transhumanist themes include space colonization and the possibility of creating superintelligent machines, along with other potential developments that could profoundly alter the human condition

intelligent

The enhancement options being discussed include radical extension of human health-span, eradication of disease, elimination of unnecessary suffering, and augmentation of human intellectual, physical, and emotional capacities

 For analogous reasons, it is important that the opportunity be become posthuman is made available to as many humans as possible, rather than having the existing population merely supplemented (or worse, replaced) by a new set of posthuman people

 For gardeners, educators, scholars, artists, city planners, and those who simply relish observing and participating in the cultural or political variety shows of life, three scores and ten is often insufficient for seeing even one major project through to completion, let alone for undertaking many such projects in sequence

religious

simulate

At the metaphysical or cosmological level, the transhumanist sees a world in a process ofevolutionary complexification toward evermore complex structures, forms, and operations

The current human sensory modalities are not the only possible ones, and they are certainly not as highly developed as they could be

Humans also enjoy a variety of special faculties, such as appreciation of music and a sense of humor, and sensibilities such as the capacity for sexual arousal in response to erotic stimuli

Additionally, we may favor future people being posthuman rather than human, if the posthumans would lead lives more worthwhile than the alternative humans would

Cook

limited

 Now that we have brains and reason andscience, however, we are no longer puppets dancing on the strings of our DNA; we are no longermerely struggling for biological existence

 Many of our biological shortcomings (aging, disease, feeble memories and intellects, a limited emotional repertoire and inadequate capacity for sustained well-being) are difficult to overcome, and to do so will require advanced tools

section

 A similar predicament arises within transhumanism: if the mode of being of a posthuman being is radically different from that of a human being, then we may doubt whether a posthuman being could be the same person as a human being, even if the posthuman being originated from a human being

 The transhumanist ideal will be maximally realized only if the benefits of technologies are widely shared and if they are made available as soon as possible, preferably within our lifetime

We can overcome many of our biological limitations

current

 Our ability to implement responsible decisions can be improved by expanding the rule of law and democracy on the international plane

 Some fear that technology applied tothe inner life de-humanizes us, that it cuts us off from our otherwise spontaneous joy at beingnatural creatures

 In order to prepare for a time when the human species may start branching out in various directions, we need to start now to strongly encourage the development of moral sentiments that are broad enough encompass within the sphere of moral concern sentiences that are constituted differently from ourselves

 In cases where individual choices impact substantially on other people, this general principle may need to be restricted, but the mere fact that somebody may be disgusted or morally affronted by somebody else?s using technology to modify herself would not normally a legitimate ground for coercive interference

 There is no fundamental block to adding say a capacity to see infrared radiation or to perceive radio signals and perhaps to add some kind of telepathic sense by augmenting our brains with suitably interfaced radio transmitters

 It may then be possible to upload a human mind to a computer, by replicatingin silicothe detailed computational processes that would normally take place in a particular human brain

acquainted

 On this view, there may be values that we do not currently want, and that we do not even currently want to want, because we may not be perfectly acquainted with them or because we are not ideal deliberators

Young

 Some values pertaining to certain forms of posthuman existence may well be of this sort; they may be values for us now, and they may be so in virtue of our current dispositions, and yet we may not be able to fully appreciate them with our current limited deliberative capacities and our lack of the receptive faculties required for full acquaintance with them

 Collectively, we might get smarter and more informed through such means as scientific research, public debate and open discussion of the future, information markets[8], collaborative information filtering[9]

While disasters and setbacks are inevitable in the implementation of the transhumanist project (just as they are if the transhumanist project is not pursued), there is one kind of catastrophe that must be avoided at any cost:Existential risk? one where an adverse outcome would either annihilate Earth-originating intelligent life or permanently and drastically curtail its potential

tools

 Developing these tools is a gargantuan challenge for the collective problem-solving capacities of our species

That technological progress is generally desirable from a transhumanist point of view is also self-evident

21 Nanotechnology in theservice of progress can lead todays world into a tomorrow of social justice and ecologicalharmony

ideals

 Inaddition to the failure of tradition to hold us together, so also postmodernism is failing, becausethis nihilistic philosophy refuses to recognize the gifts of the modern scientific age, namely,reason and progress

In addition to being at the mercy of a genetically determined setpoint for our levels of well-being, we are limited in regard to energy, will-power, and ability to shape our own character in accordance with our ideals

risks

reasons

Transhumanists assume that progress, understood as betterment over time, is inherent in natureand inherent in culture

John

There are many reasons for supporting wide access: to reduce inequality; because it would be a fairer arrangement; to express solidarity and respect for fellow humans; to help gain support for the transhumanist project; to increase the chances that you will get the opportunity to become posthuman; to increase the chances that those you care about can become posthuman; because it might increase the range of the posthuman realm that gets explored; and to alleviate human suffering on as wide a scale as possible

 A person could obtain quite a bit of increased life expectancy, intelligence, health, memory, and emotional sensitivity, without ceasing to exist in the process

 Might we do more? Might we find a way for our intelligenceto escape the limits of our aging bodies entirely? Yes, say the transhumanists

Since technological development is necessary to realize the transhumanist vision, entrepreneurship, science, and the engineering spirit are to be promoted

Ettinger

Mark

 These two lead to the ethical level, where we should seek to foster our innateWill to Evolve, by continually striving to expand our abilities throughout life

similar

 There are limits to how much can be achieved by low-tech means such as education, philosophical contemplation, moral self-scrutiny and other such methods proposed by classical philosophers with perfectionist leanings, including Plato, Aristotle, and Nietzsche, or by means of creating a fairer and better society, as envisioned by social reformists such as Marx or Martin Luther King

split

 He also developed the idea of thenoosphere, which he interpreted as the third stage in the earth's development, mind as a geological force; here we see obvious parallels withtranshumanism

A more radical kind of upgrade might be possible if we suppose a computational view of the mind
3 Simon Young, Designer Evolution: A Transhumanist Manifesto (Amherst NY: PrometheusBooks, 2006) 87

choice

Francis

 Geraci is mistaken when he insists that the AI movement isapocalyptic (adventus) in Apocalyptic AI: Religion and the Promise of Artificial Intelligence,Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 76:1 (March 2008) 138-166

)To start with, transhumanists typically place emphasis on individual freedom and individual choice in the area of enhancement technologies

divine

 (Productivity growth is, of course, only an imperfect measure of the relevant form of technological progress, which, in turn, is an imperfect measure of overall improvement, since it omits such factors as equity of distribution, ecological diversity, and quality of human relationships

 For example, we cannot both have the ability easily to break any habit and the ability to form stable, hard-to-break habits

Alexander

noosphere

 Other potential negative outcomes include widening social inequalities or a gradual erosion of the hard-to-quantify assets that we care deeply about but tend to neglect in our daily struggle for material gain, such as meaningful human relationships and ecological diversity

 Morality is the replacement ofGenethics with Nurethicsfrom control by the selfish genes, to self-rule by the human mind

evolved

 The Groaning of Creation: Does God Suffer with All Life? in The Evolution ofEvil, edited by Gaymon Bennett, Martinez Hewlett, Ted Peters, and Robert John Russell(Gttingen: Vandenhoeck  Ruprecht, 2008) 120-142

 Basic conditions for realizing the transhumanist projectIf this is the grand vision, what are the more particular objectives that it translates into when considered as a guide to policy?What is needed for the realization of the transhumanist dream is that technological means necessary for venturing into the posthuman space are made available to those who wish to use them, and that society be organized in such a manner that such explorations can be undertaken without causing unacceptable damage to the social fabric and without imposing unacceptable existential risks

six

Vernor Vinge

 The fact that they would be replaced by six billion newly created similar people does not make the substitution acceptable

 In the same way, may lack the ability to intuitively understand what being a posthuman would be like or to grok the playing field of posthuman concerns

 Roman Catholic theologian, Karl Rahner, spoke of Gods future as a mystery, as acoming reality beyond our rational control

 By theformer term he is referencing Richard Dawkins theory that the selfish gene directs the courseof evolution, and that human ethics are a social expression of the selfish genes pressure toreplicate

 The full realization of the core transhumanist value requires that, ideally, everybody should have the opportunity to become posthuman

 It is possible that there are some limitations that are impossible for us to transcend, not only because of technological difficulties but on metaphysical grounds

change

34 Jrgen Moltmann, The Future of Creation, translated by Margaret Kohl (Minneapolis:Fortress Press, 1979) 147

forms

)Transhumanism advocates the well-being of all sentience, whether in artificial intellects, humans, and non-human animals (including extraterrestrial species, if there are any)

Einstein

page

link

[7]The relevance of the condition of existential safety to the transhumanist vision is obvious: if we go extinct or permanently destroy our potential to develop further, then the transhumanist core value will not be realized

 A person?s life expectancy can be extended substantially by being unexpectedly cured from a lethal disease

 The sooner this technology develops, the fewer people will have died without access

broad

faculties

 This vision, in broad strokes, is to create the opportunity to live much longer and healthier lives, to enhance our memory and other intellectual faculties, to refine our emotional experiences and increase our subjective sense of well-being, and generally to achieve a greater degree of control over our own lives

 It entailed a broad theory of natural philosophy combining elements of religion and ethics with a history and philosophy of the origin,evolutionand future existence of the cosmos andhumankind(including advanced technology and space exploration)

story

 The impossibility that I am referring to is more like the impossibility for us current humans to visualize an 200-dimensional hypersphere or to read, with perfect recollection and understanding, every book in the Library of Congress

impossibility

 In particular, it seems that modifications that add to a person?s capacities can be more substantial than modifications that subtract, such as brain damage

extropy

The wide access requirement underlies themoral urgencyof the transhumanist vision

 Since the Enlightenment,contemporary science and technology in effect co-opted the idea of progress, claimingimprovement as self-evident

 The vision of Gods futurewould require the advent of something new, the arrival of a reality that we ourselves could notcontrol

 While future technological capabilities carry immense potential for beneficial deployments, they also could be misused to cause enormous harm, ranging all the way to the extreme possibility of intelligent life becoming extinct

personal

beginning

critical

[2]In contrast to many other ethical outlooks, which in practice often reflect a reactionary attitude to new technologies, the transhumanist view is guided by an evolving vision to take a more proactive approach to technology policy

34 The implicationfor transhumanist ethics is this: despite the conflation of biological evolution and technologicalprogress, Darwinian values such as self-preservation in the competition for existence can not bethought to be progressive in light of the picture of the future that transhumanists are painting Since technological progress is closely linked to economic development, economic growth ? or more precisely, productivity growth ? can in some cases serve as a proxy for technological progress

Here I challenged futurists with the eschatological problem: how do we get there from here? Ifthe future is to be significantly different from the past, how on the basis of past resources can thechange be accomplished? How can a leopard change its spots?45 Karl Rahner, Foundations of Christian Faith (New York: Searbury Crossroad Press, 1978)458

Our own current mode of being, therefore, spans but a minute subspace of what is possible or permitted by the physical constraints of the universe (see Figure 1)

believe

advance

 Derivative valuesFrom these specific requirements flow a number of derivative transhumanist values that translate the transhumanist vision into practice

 What the theologian ought tosteadfastly maintain is that our vision of human abundance and human flowering must hold on toits transcendence; we must hold on to the judgment that the eschatological kingdom of Godrenders against the accomplishments of human history

 It is possible that future technologies will make it possible to reanimate people who have cryonically suspended

Although he does not cite the Divine Poimandres of Hermes Trismegistus, Fedorovs entirecommon task could be understood as a response to Thrice-Great Hermes summons:People, earthbound people, you who have surrendered yourselves to drunkenness and sleepand ignorance of the Divine, make yourselves sober and end your drunken sickness, for youare bewitched in unreasoning sleep

 unpeaceful state of the world, andof the means for the restoration of kinship

IntroductionEarly in the twentieth century the Rosicrucian and Anthroposophical thinker Rudolf Steinerwrote that Eastern European peoples, and Russians in particular, presciently anticipated theinspiriting of the folk-soul that would be the defining characteristic of the coming sixth post-Atlantean age

Yuri Lotman

 Hisconcept of the pneumatosphere, (the sphere of spirit) was a continuation of Vernadskysnoosphere (Florensky, in Kosmizm 1993), and a prefiguration of Yuri Lotmans influentialconcept of the semiosphere (sphere of symbols and signs) of the 1970s and 80s

 By participating in the act ofresurrecting their ancestors, everyone would be following Christ in deed, actively, trulyChristian, regardless of creed

The great difference between Fedorov and Solovyov is in emphasis: where Fedorov spokemainly of the God of the fathers, the cult of the fathers, and the resurrection of the fathers,Solovyov emphasizes the eternal feminine

Ivanov

 In his seminal book, The Biosphere, he hypothesizes that it islife that has made Earth what it is, and in his later writings he suggests that humanintelligence is in the process of transforming Earth into what it will be, a transformation thatwill be as fundamental and momentous as the transformation from a mineral to a biologicalentity (Bailes 1991, Ivanov 1990)

Bailes

 Jahrhunderts bis Swetlana Semenowa, der heutigen, leitendenKosmistin, das Hauptaugenmerk dieser Bewegung war die menschliche Rolle im Formen undLeiten zukuenftiger, menschlicher Entwicklung in all ihrer physischen, sozialen undspirituellen Manifestierung

Swetlana Semenowa

 And most urgently, how can all of us onEarth not only recognize intellectually but actually put into practice the idea that we are allone family, past, present, and future, that our differences in political parties, ethnicities,religions, ideologies, and sexual identities are small things indeed in the vast bends andstretches of the multiverse

 The Cosmist worldview, combining exoteric and esoteric,scientific and spiritual, futuristic and traditional, attempts to embrace the cosmos with awhole mind and to address the most complex questions from a multi-sided vantage point

taking

restoration

Less widely known, but perhaps at least as important, are a number of Russian thinkers whohave devoted serious philosophical, theological, and scientific attention to topics usuallyconsidered matter for esoteric speculation, including: self-directed human evolution towardshigher levels of humanity; human attainment of virtual omniscience, omnipotence, and evenimmortality; the restoration of life to the dead; the influence of astral forces on human affairs;the radical alteration and spiritualization of the material world

 (Yates 1972) So it is with the RussianCosmists: none with the exception of Tsiolkovsky, and to a degree Florensky, acknowledgestheosophical or other esoteric sources or inclinations, but all their works abound intheosophical and esoteric insights couched in the rhetoric of ordinary intellectual discourse

 Les notions examines dans larticle incluent le projet de rsurrectionactive de Fedorov, dans lequel tous les vivants vont ventuellement ressusciter tous les morts;la variante entirement spirituelle de ce projet de Vladimir Solovyov; le dveloppement parKonstantin Tsiolkovsky du plan de Fedorov pour le voyage dans lespace; le concept denoosphre de Vladimir Vernadsky, selon lequel la raison humaine joue un rle dans sonvolution future; lextension du projet de rgulation de Fedorov par Sergei Bulgakov en unThe Rose+Croix Journal 2011Vol 8 125 www

 Astronomywill become the science of astronautics, leading to the exploration, colonization, and evenrearrangement of heavenly bodies

 The traditional esotericidea of a small group of initiates, mahatmas, or advanced souls modeling and guiding the restof us toward a new age of universal enlightenment becomes, in Fedorov, the idea that thelearned must serve as a temporary task force to guide, serve, educate, and integrate theunlearned in the grand resurrection project

computers

Turner

Ideas discussed in the paper include Fedorovs project of active resurrection, in which all theliving would eventually resurrect all the dead; Vladimir Solovyovs wholly spiritual variationof this project; Konstantin Tsiolkovskys development of Fedorovs plans for space travel;Vladimir Vernadskys concept of the noosphere, in which human reason plays a role in itsfuture evolution; Sergei Bulgakovs extension of Fedorovs regulation project into a conceptof spiritual economy; and Florenskys extension of Fedorovs idea of the unity of allknowledge and activity into an attempt to unite mathematics and spirituality toward amystical resolution of all antinomies and apparent contradictions

lived

SAMANTHA

 The task for humanity is to unite in auniversal project that enlists all peoples, all faiths and unfaiths, all forms of knowledge andaction together toward the one goal of re-gathering all the dispersed particles of ancestraldust, no matter where on Earth or beyond Earth those particles have drifted, restoring life toall humans who have lived and died, starting with recently departed relatives, and gradually,with sons and daughters resurrecting their parents, who in turn resurrect their parents, overmany generations, resurrecting all the way back to Adam and Eve

 Where Fedorov spoke of science, duty, labor,hardship, and abstention, Solovyov speaks of poetry, love, ecumenism, and the androgynoussublimation of eros

Alexander ChizhevskyAnother important Cosmist was Alexander Chizhevsky, the internationally honoredheliobiologist (specialist in the study of the Suns relationship to life) whose best knownwork is on the influence of the eleven year solar cycles upon human mass behavior

For Fedorov, only a radical restructuring of our world and of ourselveshe calls itregulation of naturewill free us from generational cannibalism

son

Only if we follow the icon of Christ, son of the Divine and son of humankind, resurrector ofLazarus and resurrected from Golgotha, can we re-create ourselves and our universe into theparadise that has forever been the dream of humanityand avoid a monstrous lurchingFrankensteinian existence in a botched fixer-upper universe

de Aledander Chizhevsky

 Otras ideasque se consideran y estan incluidas son, la teora de la evolucin humana hacia un lugar sinespacio de Sukhovo-Kobylins, la idea de control humano del tiempo de ValerianMuravyovs, el estudio de la influencia de las energas solares sobre el comportamientohumano en masa de Aledander Chizhevskys, La especulacin de la inmortalidad humana deVasily Kuprevichs, y la reciente vindicacin del Cosmista sobre el ocosofismo mundial deSvetlana Semenova

de Sukhovo-Kobylin

Alexander Sukhovo-KobylinEven before Fedorov, a number of Russian thinkers and writers displayed Cosmisttendencies

Semenova, Svetlana, Filosof Budushchego Veka: Nikolai Fedorov, (A Philosopher of theComing Century: Nikolai Fedorov), Pashkov Dom, Moscow, 2004

 In another essay I parse the various ethical issues arising from within theadvancing field of nanotechnology, one of the service roads that connect to the transhumanisthighway

Cornelius Agrippa

Giordano Bruno

orgIndividually, these thinkers did not consider themselves part of an intellectual school of anykind, especially an esoteric school, but regarded together, their contributions to separatefields of study exhibit many points in common with each other as well as with the works ofsuch earlier figures in the Western esoteric tradition as Marsilio Ficino, Pico della Mirandola,Giordano Bruno, Cornelius Agrippa, and Francis Bacon

Marsilio Ficino

Wladimir Wernadskys Vorstellung der Nouspaere

orgfuer Raumfahrt; Wladimir Wernadskys Vorstellung der Nouspaere, in welcher menschlicheVernunft eine Rolle spielt in seiner zukuenftigen Entwicklung; Sergei BulgakowsErweiterung von Fedorows Regelnprojekt in eine Vorstellung spiritueller Oekonomie; undFlorenskys Weiterentwicklung von Fedorows Idee der Einheit alles Wissens und Schaffens ineinen Versuch Mathematik und Spritualitaet zu vereinigen auf dem Wege zur Aufloesungaller Antinomien und scheinbaren Widerspruechen

Rolle

Chizhevsky, Alexander, Kolybel zhizni I pulsy Vselennoi, (The Cradle of Life and Pulseof the Universe), excerpts in Semenova and Gacheva, Kosmzm, 1993, pp

 In recent years, scholars both in Russia and abroad have begun torecognize the scope and depth of Fedorovs influence on subsequent Russian thought andculture

 His major essay, reflectinghis belief in the literal kinship of all humanity, is titled The question of brotherhood, orkinship, of the reasons for the unbrotherly, unkindred, i

All accounts of recent scientific developments written for lay readers indicate that we arenow on the threshold of a new age in which it will be possible for us to restructure, if notactually to create, life itself

 And Vladimir Solovyov, who wrote to Fedorov that since the time of theappearance of Christianity your project is the first forward movement of the human spiritalong the path of Christ

Boris Pasternak

Andrei Platonov

Vladimir Mayakovsky

Valery Briusov
Andrei Biely

Fyodor Dostoevsky

 In literature, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Lev Tolstoy, Andrei Biely, Valery Briusov,Vladimir Mayakovsky, Andrei Platonov, and Boris Pasternak are among those whose workhas shown Fedorovs influence

earthbound

 Why have you surrendered yourselves to death,earthbound people, since you have the right to share in immortality? You who havejourneyed with error, who have partnered with ignorance, think again: escape the shadowylight, leave corruption behind and take a share in immortality (Van den Broek 1998)

 Russians, he believed, more than other peoples of the current age,demonstrated an awareness of and receptivity to spiritual truths that would become universalin the age that would immediately follow ours (Steiner, 1910)

 The task, for example, of linguists in the resurrectionproject is to rediscover the original language that Adam and Eve used to speak to each otherand to the Divine, and once it is rediscovered, it will immediately sound so familiar andperfect that all people on Earth and beyond will easily reacquire it

 The Divine is invisible, and weshall also become invisible, essentially bodiless, as we approach the goal of perfect,spiritualized, universal humanity

Florensky, Pavel, The Pillar and Ground of the Truth, translated and annotated by BorisJakim, Princeton University Press, 1997

Muravyov wanted a total alchemical transformation of the individual and the cosmos

Descartes

Rudolf

 And Rudolf Steiner,when he writes about Russias role in anticipation of the coming of the new universalspirituality of the sixth post-Atlantean age, has in mind chiefly Solovyovs ideas of divinelyhuman Christ and the eternally feminine Sophia

Rudolf Steiner

For Fedorov, a future goal of humankind should be autotrophytaking nourishment fromsun and airas now practiced in rudimentary form by certain plants and bacteria

 Since atleast the time of the ancient Babylonians, astrologers have plotted the supposed influence ofcelestial bodies upon human affairs

idias

futura

papel

uma

 As idias discutidas neste relatrio incluem oprojeto Fedorov da ressurreio ativa, em que todos os vivos eventualmente ressuscitariamtodos os mortos; a variao completamente espiritual de Vladimir Solovyov sobre esteprojeto; o desenvolvimento de Konstantin Tsiolkovsky sobre os planos de viagens espaciaisde Fedorovpara; o conceito de Vladimir Vernadsky sobre a noosfera, em que a razo humanadesempenha um papel na sua evoluo futura; a extenso de Sergei Bulgakov do projetoFedorov de regulao em um conceito de economia espiritual; e a adio de Florensky sobrea idia da unidade, de Fedorov, de que todo o conhecimento e atuao esfora-se em umatentativa de unir a matemtica e a espiritualidade, em direo a uma resoluo mstica quejunta todas as antinomias e contradies aparentes

 From Nikolai Fedorov, in the lastquarter of the nineteenth century, to Svetlana Semenova, todays leading Cosmist, theemphasis of this movement has been on the human role in shaping and directing futurehuman evolution, in all its physical, social, and spiritual manifestations

close

Leon Trotsky

 Welltraveled and educated in western European schools, Muravyov, despite his initial monarchistand anti-bolshevik leanings, became useful to the Soviet government in its early struggles,mainly because of his recognized brilliant intellect, his fluency in several languages, hisoverall respectable background, and a close acquaintanceship with Leon Trotsky

 As Frances Yates noted in TheRosicrucian Enlightenment, nowhere in The New Atlantis does Bacon mention the Rose andCross, but the entire work is full of Rosicrucian ideas

, Filosofiia dukhi ili sotsiiologiia (uchenie Vsemira) {Philosophy ofSpirit or Sociology (Doctrine of the Universe)}, excerpts in Semenova and Gacheva,Kosmzm, 1993, pp

result

 After his ordeal, he withdrew entirely from his previously active role in Russianhigh society, and devoted himself to translating and explicating Hegel, and to developing hisThe Rose+Croix Journal 2011Vol 8 133 www

44 Futurology provided the science that wasthought would provide human control over our planetary future

 Minha concluso  que os Comistas (Filsofos Russos deEvoluo Csmica) podem no ter proposto solues perfeitas para grandes problemas donosso mundo, mas eles propuseram pensamentos srios para as questes que sero muitomais importantes no futuro do que so hoje em dia

enhanced

 What he calls the common task of humanity is torestore wholeness and integrity to whatever nature disintegrates, whether on a cosmic, asocial, or a personal scale

scale

care

 In addition to those thinkers to be discussed below, weshould note that Fedorovs ideas exerted at least some influence on the work of thephilosopher Nikolai Berdyaev, as well as on some of the Promethean scientific,technological, and cultural developmentsand according to some, even on Stalinsambitious attempts at social transformationthat dominated twentieth century Russianhistory (Young 1979)

Tolstoy, who considered himself proud to have lived at the same time as such a man couldnot resist raising his eyebrows in skeptical amusement when he spoke of Fedorov withvisitors

orgexploding universe, exploding society, exploding psyche,body, soul, and intellect all atoddswhile in the task of recreating the world as it ought to be, the goal will be oneworld, inner and outer, redrawn into the image of the Holy Trinity

Valeriano Muravyov

 Outras idias consideradas neste relatrioincluem a teoria de Alexander Sukhovo-Kobylin da evoluo humana para um estado semlimite no espao; a idia de Valeriano Muravyov do controle humano sobre o tempo; apesquisa de Alexander Chizhevsky sobre a influncia da energia solar no comportamentohumano em massa; especulaes de Vasily Kuprevich sobre a possibilidade da imortalidadehumana; e o recente apoio, de Svetlana Semenova, da Filosofia Russa de Evoluo Csmicaao invs da viso ecosofista

mystical

apparent

devoted

 One of thespecific problems that Florensky devoted significant attention to was that of unifyingadvanced mathematics and esoteric Christian spirituality, a mystical resolution to allantinomies and apparent contradictions

Bostrom

 For Solovyov, the greatgoal of human life should still be universal resurrection and total unity, but this is to beaccomplished via the attainment of deitypersonhood through the mystical embrace of divineSophia, holy wisdom, a vision of which came to Solovyov during his study of the Kabbalah(Kornblatt 2009)

 Despite this apparently sincere declaration, and despite or perhaps because of hisclose relationship with Trotsky, he was arrested as an enemy of the people in 1929, and sentto work in a meteorological station in the far north where he died of typhus in 1931 or 1932

Trotsky

 Semenova, however, argues thatCosmism offers todays best answers to the worlds major problems

 In life,Fedorov was never able to actually practice autotrophy, but he probably came as close asanyone west of the Ganges could

para

sobre

 My conclusin es que el Cosmista quizs no propusieron solucionesperfectas para los mas grandes problemas de nuestro mundo, pero han elevado y dirijidoserios pensamientos sobre las preguntas que serian ahun mas importantes para el futuro quepara hoy

evoluo

 O nfase deste movimento tem sido principalmentesobre o papel do Ser Humano na sua concepo e direo da evoluo futura, em todas assuas manifestaes fsicas, sociais e espirituais

Ser Humano

 Now recognized as a thinkerwhose proposals for spiritual economy could, as one recent book suggests, serve as alynchpin connecting the communal economic ethic of Islamic societies with the individualistethic of democratic capitalism (McDaniel 2008), Bulgakov in his own time was rejected byboth Marxists and the Orthodox Church

 To mention him again, Yuri Gagarin, a twentieth centuryrepresentative of the family Fedorov was born into, and the first person in space, was 52

twentieth

 Along with Nikolai Berdyaev and 160 other leadingintellectuals, many of whom were major figures in the Russian religious renaissance of theearly twentieth century, Bulgakov was put on the so-called philosophers ship of 1922 andpermanently expelled from the Soviet Union
Nikolai Berdyaev

enhance

Futurology and EschatologyThe appearance of transhumanist thinking and future forecasting has been made possible byrecent advances in technology nested within a three century tradition of belief in progress

esoteric

 Major figures in the history of Cosmism include the ascetic librarian and visionarythinker Nikolai Fedorov (18291903), the Silver Age poet and philosopher VladimirSolovyov (18531900), the self-taught rocket scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (18571935),the polymath scientist and conceiver of the noosphere (sphere of reason) Vladimir Vernadsky(18631945), the economist and theologian Sergei Bulgakov (18711934), the scientist andspiritual philosopher Pavel Florensky (18821937), the diplomat and esoteric state officialValerian Muravyov (18851932), the heliobiologist, pioneer in the study of the relationshipbetween solar energy and human behavior, Alexander Chizhevsky (18971964), and thegeronto-botanist Vasily Kuprevich (18971969)

attainment

 The attainment of individual immortality by itself; the goal ofthe Nietzschean superperson, whom Fedorov calls the eternal adolescent, is the height ofimmaturity and immorality; for we must regard ourselves first and foremost not as men andwomen but as sons and daughters of men and women

 As Frances Yates writes about Pico, He it was who firstboldly formulated a new position for European man, man as Magus using both Magia andCabala to act upon the world, to control his destiny by science (Yates 1972)

Frances Yates

 (Kuprevich excerpts in Semenova and Gacheva, Kosmzm 1993, pp

 One of the most interesting was Alexander Sukhovo-Kobylin, a fabulouslywealthy aristocratic playwright accused and arrested, but later acquitted, of the murder of hisFrench mistress

Kuprevich, Vasily, Dolgoletie: realnost mechty, (Longevity: The Reality of theDream,) excerpts in Semenova and Gacheva, Kosmzm, 1993, pp

 Ideen die in dieser Schrift behandelt werden, schliessenFedorows Projekt der aktiven Wiederbelebung ein, in welcher alle Lebenden letzten Endesalle Toten wieder beleben wuerden, die durchweg spirituelle Variation dieses Projekts vonWladimir Solowjow; Konstantin Tsiolkowskys Weiterentwicklung von Fedorows PlaenenThe Rose+Croix Journal 2011Vol 8 127 www

Konstantin Tsiolkowsky

 For magic, Fedorov substitutes future science, andfor Cabala the correct, active, projective understanding of the Christian gospel

task

 The restoration of life toall dead ancestors is the one task that can unite all humanity, all religions, all branches ofknowledge, art, and activity

 When we have escaped ourbiological limitations, we will be able to program a much longer life, a disembodied yetintelligent life

 Even though he sharedsome of the general thrust, but not the details, of Fedorovs idea, in the end Tolstoy alwaysseemed more impressed that Fedorov ate only hard rolls, stale cheese, now and then an onionor root vegetable, and drank only dark tea, and that he wore the same shabby coat winter andsummer, managed to donate most of even his very meager salary to the poor, and cursedhimself if he came home at night with a few kopecks in his pocketmore impressed thatFedorov slept on a humpback trunk without a bed or pillow than with the project of universalresurrection (Young 1979)

 Already in the late nineteenthcentury, Fedorov included in his project, and was ridiculed for it, such then unthinkable ideasas cloning, genetic engineering, space travel, and eventually the reconstitution of humanorganisms to live on sunlight and air and to survive throughout the universe in placescurrently unable to support human life

The one big thing he knew is that all problems known to humans have a single root in theproblem of death, and that no solution to any social, economic, political, or philosophicalproblem will prove adequate until humanity has solved the problem of death

according

 He wasreleased for a time, then arrested again, and in 1937, he was sentenced to death, executed,and with thousands of others was dumped into a mass grave somewhere outside Leningrad(Pyman 2010)

da Vinci

Pavel Florensky, Bulgakovs close friend, a mathematician, occultist, aesthetician, electricalengineer, priest, mystic, and theologian often called The Russian da Vinci (Pyman 2010),was not so fortunate

produced

Andrews

 This young man was Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, who laterbecame the pioneer and grandfather of Soviet rocket science (Andrews 2009) and, in additionto serious mathematical and scientific papers, wrote Fedorovian fantasies and theosophicaltreatises on panpsychism, and humanitys future in a cosmos in which every atom is not onlyalive, but sentient (Hagemeister 2007)

understand

 At the same time, the Church formally accusedhim of heresy for his writings on Divine Sophia, a charge which he successfully refuted(Williams 1999)

humaine

de Svetlana Semenova

Les autres notions considres incluent la thorie dAlexander Sukhovo-Kobylin surlvolution humaine vers le non espace, la notion du control humain sur le temps de ValerianMuravyov, la recherche dAlexander Chizhevsky sur linfluence des nergies solaires sur lecomportement humain de masse; les spculations de Vasily Kuprevich sur la possibilit delimmortalit humaine; et le rcent soutient de Svetlana Semenova pour la vision cosmiste dumonde au lieu de la vision cosophiste

Isiah Berlin

Following Sir Isiah Berlins famous division of thinkers into foxes, who know many things,and hedgehogs, who know one big thing (Berlin 1953), Fedorov was a supreme hedgehog

 In our self-directed evolution, then, according to Sukhovo-Kobylin, thefurther we evolve, the smaller our bodies should become, and as we approach divinity wewill also approach a vanishing point of spaceless invisibility

 Kuprevich is confident that in the future, science will discover howhuman cells can renew themselves indefinitely and death will no longer be built into humanlife

 In the epistemology thatFedorov terms supramoralism, all currently passive knowledge, all science of observation,will become active knowledge, science as transformation

 As Pico wrote as one ofhis 900 theses, there is no science which gives us more assurance of Christs divinity thanmagic and the Cabala (Yates 1972)

Yates

Nietzsche

 Bulgakov, earlier recognized as a brilliant Marxisteconomist, provided a sophiological, spiritual equivalent of Fedorovian regulation of society,which he called A Philosophy of Economy (Bulgakov 2000)

 move through space with the velocity of a cannon ball (Sukhovo-Kobylin, inKosmizm 1993)

For Fedorov, a devout Orthodox Christian, the project of resurrection would solve theproblem of divisiveness and enmity among religious creeds

(Wikipedia glossary)Influences, precursors, and early developments can be found in the philosophy of Nietzche (the Superman who surpasses the current human species), the Russian Cosmism of Nikolai Fyodorov, the cosmology of Teilhard de Chardin, geneticist J

liberal
 Despite their feeble whisperings of liberal values such as altruism,cooperation, and ecology, the progress transhumanists anticipate will be unavoidably pressedinto the service of consolidating and expanding the wealth of its investors

 Marx's theory of dialectic materialism is essential to his general concept of history: that the struggle to dominate the means of production governs all historical development

parallels

The idea of a new age and an evolving new humanity that runs through the Cosmist traditionand finds radical expression in Fedorovs call to turn our present culture, which he callspornocracywith the sex drive at the root of absolutely everythinginto a new age, whichhe calls psychocracy, with spirit at the center, finds further development in the twentiethcentury in Vladimir Vernadskys theory of the three stages of our planets evolution, whichbegan with the geosphere (inanimate life) which led to the biosphere (biological life), out ofwhich is emerging the noosphere, in which human cognition becomes an active agent ofevolution

orgconcept dconomie spirituelle; et lextension par Florensky de la notion de Fedorov delunit de toute connaissance et toute activit pour tenter dunir les mathmatiques et laspiritualit vers une rsolution mystique de toutes les antinomies et contradictions apparentes

 Just as Tsiolkovsky had studied under Fedorovs inspiration and direction,Chizhevsky lived and worked with Tsiolkovsky in Kaluga, a small city in central Russia thathas the kind of esoteric associations and reputation of a place like Glastonbury, England;Sedona, Arizona; or Roswell, New Mexico

Fedorov, Nikolai Fedorovich, Filosofiia obshchago dela: stati, mysli, i pisma NikolaiaFedorovicha Fedorova, {The Philosophy of the Common Task: Articles, Thoughts, andLetters of Nikolai Fedorovich Fedorov} edited by V

 Also during this time he wrote seminal works on the mysticsignificance of holy names, the hidden meaning of Russian icons, and one of the greatestclassics of Orthodox spirituality, The Pillar and Ground of the Truth (Florensky 1997)

resources

 One of Fedorovs boldest and mostprofound ideas is that immortality is acceptable only if it is universal, extending back throughall time as well as throughout space

todas

una

las

de Fedorov

Vladimir Solovyo

 Ideas que se discuten en el escrito, incluyen elproyecto de Fedorov de la resurreccin activa, en la cual todo lo vivo eventualmenteresucitara a lo muerto; el plan de Vladimir Solovyovs de viaje espacial el concepto deVladimir Vernadskys de la noosfera, en el cual la razn humana juega un papel en su futuraevolucin; Sergei Bulgakovs con la extensin de Fedorov acerca de la unidad de todoconocimiento y actividad dentro de la intencin de unir las matemticas y la espiritualidadasia una mstica resolucin de todas las antinomias y aparentes contradicciones

 Time is not a universal reality but a human construct, and byrestructuring humanity, we can overcome time

Nikolai Fedorovich

Nikolai Fedorovich Fedorov

Nikolai Fedorovich Fedorov was born in the south of Russia, the illegitimate son of a prince,from one of Russias oldest and most prominent families, the Gagarins, and a neighborwoman about whom almost nothing is known

century

Agrippa

resurrection

Like Agrippa and Bacon, Fedorov viewed progress as advancement back to Adam and Evein a fully restored universal Eden

Gacheva

 Vernadsky) excerpts in Semenova and Gacheva,Kosmzm, 1993, pp

enhancement

religion

Vladimir SolovyovAs quoted earlier, Vladimir Solovyov considered Fedorovs project the first forwardmovement of the human spirit along the path of Christ, but rejected the scientific technologyat the heart of Fedorovs idea

The ultimate goal is the restoration of paradise, not only on Earth but on the Moon, theplanets, and throughout the cosmos

 For my part I can only regard you as my teacher and spiritual father(Young 1979)Solovyov was horrified at the scientific-technological side of the idea, andtried to convince Fedorov that resurrecting must be an entirely spiritual activity, utilizingprayer, fasting, meditation, and other spiritual exercises to first develop immortal souls andthen to let those souls create the appropriate new bodies  but not to attempt to revivecorpses

knowledge

 Important steps in the process of turning ourselves fromearthbound human animals into sidereal human angels include becoming vegetarians,developing lighter and smaller rather than more massive bodies, and gradually acquiring theability to fly

The hardly imaginable technology necessary for the radical transformations that Fedorovsproject would require caused even his most devoted friends to shake their heads and smile

But after this second period a third must necessarily followa period of universalresurrection as the single effective expiation for the sin of cannibalism (Fedorov Vol II)

software

 Present life is spiritual cannibalism, the young devouring theold; future life must reverse that direction and give life back to those whose lives fed us

 If a human couldattain that same degree of physical freedom which a fly has attained, one could move withgreat speed one hundred times ones length, race almost two hundred meters (yards) in onesecond, i

 Heaven, or hell, will be ofour own making, and so long as we allow ourselves to be driven by nature, we are hellbound

objective

 We will rearrange matter to suit the Divines intent, nolonger being mere idle passengers, but will become  and he said this in the 1860s, thirty-fiveyears before Buckminster Fuller was even born,captain and crew of spaceship earth,guiding it from its natural orbit into orbits that embody throughout the universe the Divinesintent, a cosmic icon of the Holy Trinity

Buckminster Fuller

Svetlana SemenovaTodays leading Cosmist is Svetlana Semenova: a literary scholar and philosopher, a memberof the Russian Academy of Sciences, editor of Fedorovs collected works, author of majorworks on Fedorov and the Cosmist movement, and vigorous defender of Cosmist ideasagainst all critics

 Only thethird stage of humanity has the absolute freedom that is the goal and perfection of all humanmovement and development

 My conclusion is that Cosmists may not haveproposed perfect solutions to our worlds major problems, but they have raised and directedserious thought to questions that will be even more important in the future than they aretoday

 Inthe eco-sophist view, humanity is just another part of great nature, whose role is no moreimportant or unimportant than that of any other living creature: animal or vegetable

But simply tinkering with ourselves and our universe, without the only true goal, will not do

und

Swetlana Semenowas

 Die Erwaegung anderer Ideen schliessenAlexander Suchowo-Kubelins Theorie der menschlichen Entwicklung gegen Raumlosigkeitein, sowie Valerian Muranwjow Idee der menschlichen Gewalt ueber Zeit, AlexanderTchischewskys Forschung ueber den Einfluss solarer Energien auf das Benehmen derMenschheit; Wasily Kuprewitschs Mutmassungen ueber die Moeglichkeit menschlicherUnsterblichkeit; und Swetlana Semenowas juengste Befuerwortung der kosmistischen ueberdie oekosophistische Weltanschauung

Valerian Muranwjow Idee

recent

capacities

Vasily

Sukhovo-Kobylin

Alexander Chizhevsky

Valerian Muravyov

Alexander Sukhovo-Kobylin

 Other ideas consideredinclude Alexander Sukhovo-Kobylins theory of human evolution toward spacelessness;Valerian Muravyovs idea of human control over time; Alexander Chizhevskys research intothe influence of solar energies upon mass human behavior; Vasily Kuprevichs speculationson the possibility of human immortality; and Svetlana Semenovas recent advocacy of theCosmist over the ecosophist worldview

dans

Svetlana

 DeNikolai Fedorov, dans le dernier quart du dix-neuvime sicle,  Svetlana Semenova, la chefde file cosmiste aujourdhui, lemphase de ce mouvement est place sur le rle humain former et diriger le future de lvolution humaine dans toutes ses manifestations physiques,sociales, et spirituelles

 Essentially, Solovyov offers a smoother, clearer, more systematic,less Russocentric development of several major Fedorovian themes

 Die vorliegende Schrift praesentiert eine kurze Einfuehrung indie Ideen von einigen der bedeutenen Figuren dieser Tendenz

der

 And, indeed, esoteric and newage history offer some support to Steiners insights on this pointSteiner

ZusammenfassungDer russische Kosmismus ist eine lebendige und noch heute produktive Tendenz in derGeschichte russischen, esoterischen Denkens, die obwohl wichtig, so doch ausserhalbRusslands wenig bekannt ist

Murray

capabilities

 Whileworking on various assigned Soviet projects, he wrote and published at his own expense aremarkable little book called Control over Time (Muravyov 1998), in which he proposessteps leading to the elimination of minute by minute temporality and the permanentrealization of an eternal present

Muravyov

degree

In the early twentieth century it was a major center for Russian theosophy and today is thehome of the joint Tsiolkovsky-Chizhevsky Museum for space and cosmobiology

Lev Tolstoy

 Lev Tolstoy, who from midlife on struggled witheverything of the flesh, regarded Fedorov with amazement and perhaps envy, for theThe Rose+Croix Journal 2011Vol 8 132 www

robotic

sur

les

 Ma conclusion est que les cosmistes nont peu trepas propos des solutions parfaites aux problmes majeures de notre monde, mais ils ontsoulev et men de srieuses rflexions sur des questions qui seront encore plus importantesdans le future quelles le sont aujourdhui

Desde Nikolai Fedorov

Svetlana Semenova

Desde Nikolai Fedorov nos ltimos meses do sculo XIX, at Svetlana Semenova, atual lderda Filosofia Russa de Evoluo Csmica

Konstantin Tsiolkovsky

Scientific Cosmists: Konstantin Tsiolkovsky and Vladimir VernadskyNot all who knew of Fedorovs boldest ideas ridiculed them

Yuri Gagarin

Gagarin

 It was Tsiolkovskys mathematical formulas, inspiredby Fedorov, an unrecognized Gagarin, that laid the groundwork for the first Sputnik in 1957and for the first flight into space by Yuri Gagarin, the most famous name in the long anddistinguished Gagarin line

moral

24Ray Kurzweil offers an ebullient version of this otherwise cautious forecast: We are beginningto understand aging, not as a single inexorable progression but as a group of related processes

 Considered in Russia to rank with Newton, Darwin, and Einstein among thegreatest figures in the history of Western science, Vernadsky was a pioneer in what is nowcalled environmental science

futurists

cannibalism

orgthat we cannot condemn cannibalism among primitive peoples because: at the present timewe are living on the account of our ancestors, from whose dust we derive our food andclothing; thus all history may be divided into two periods: a first period of direct, immediatecannibalism; and a second period of covert people eating, which continues to this day, andwhich will continue as long as humans do not find a way out of our imprisonment on Earth

Laury Magnus

Judith Kornblatt
Boris Jakim

Judith Deutsch

Kornblatt

Kornblatt, Judith Deutsch, Divine Sophia: The Wisdom Writings of Vladimir Solovyov,Including Annotated Translations by Boris Jakim, Judith Kornblatt, and Laury Magnus,Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 2009

Vladimir Solovyov

 She contrasts theCosmist view, which calls for rational human regulation of the environment, to the views ofthose she calls the eco-sophists who romanticize the natural environment to excess and fearthat any human attempts to shape, guide, or alter nature will inevitably lead to catastrophe

 Chizhevsky made this influence a topic for seriousscientific investigation and found plausible correlations between cyclical variations of solarenergy and wars, revolutions, and other mass outbreaks of human violence (Chizhevsky, inKosmizm 1993)

Spiritual Cosmists: Sergei Bulgakov and Pavel FlorenskyTwo other major thinkers who developed the spiritual rather than the scientific sides ofCosmism, following Solovyov more than Fedorov, were the theologians Sergei Bulgakov andPavel Florensky

Sergei

McDaniel

McDaniel, Charles, Sergei Bulgakovs Philosophy of Economy, A Resource for EconomicBridge-Building Between Islam and the West, Religion, State, and Society, Volume 36,Issue 4, December 2008 , pages 451467

Sergei Bulgakov

Kuprevich

 Vasily Kuprevich, a major Belorussian biologist, botanist,and longtime head of the Belorussian Academy of Sciences, has made important studies ofthe problem of longevity in microorganisms, plants, animals, and humans

Vasily Kuprevich

 The question of whether,and if so toward what end, we should attempt to alter the natural structure of organisms,including ourselves, is another problem that can only become more important in the future

holy

viewed

intellectual

Bulgakov

Sophia

 Where Solovyov viewed themystical embracing of Sophia; holy wisdom, to be an activity for poets, saints, and otherspirits more advanced in their evolution toward deitypersonhood; Bulgakov viewed Sophia asdivine spirit at work throughout the human world, the presence that informs and directs theeconomy (in the sense of management) of the cosmos

Schmemann

 III , Quadrangle Books, 1965;Schmemann, Alexander, Ultimate Questions, NY, 1965; and Koutaisoff, Elisabeth, WhatWas Man Created For, Honeyglen, 1990

reanimation

 , Nikolai Fedorov: An Introduction, Nordland, Belmont Mass

Nikolai Fedorov

 Fedorov doesnot mention Pico, but is writing in his spirit when he writes that all todays ologies mustbecome urgies

futuro

mas

del

este

todo

humano

humana

que

Svetlaa Semenova

 DesdeNikolai Fedorov, en el ultimo cuarto del siglo diecinueve, hasta Svetlaa Semenova, elCosmista mas grande de hoy, el nfasis de este movimiento en el mbito humano ha sido eldirigir y darle forma al futuro de la evolucin humana, en todo lo que comprende con lofsico, social y manifestacin espiritual

throughout

 He posits three stages in the development of humanity: telluric, orearthbound man, confined to the planet we inhabit; solar humanity, inhabiting our solarsystem; and sidereal humanity, inhabiting all worlds throughout the entire universe

71Gilkeys theological judgment reiterates that of Reinhold Niebuhr and was shared by theinfluential school of neo-orthodox theologians subsequent to World War II

essentially

 Two key elements in thetranshumanist vision I would like to analyze are these: belief that the future will be differentfrom the past plus the confidence that we can rely upon progress to bring this new future to pass

pattern

Dostoevsky

Solovyov

Although Fedorov severely criticized his admirers Solovyov and Dostoevsky for what hetermed their mysticism and their preference for the hidden and occult over the open andreal, Fedorov himself is essentially restating for his own time, and projecting into the future,ideas long rooted in the Western esoteric tradition

 Still little-known in the West, Fedorov and the Cosmists began at least one hundred and fifty years agoto ponder and probe deeply into matters whose significance is only now beginning to beapparent everywhere in the world

 Solovyov has long been considered Russias most importantphilosopher, but only in recent years has it become evident how much his work wasinfluenced by Fedorov

Vladimir

Vernadsky, Vladimir, Avtotrofnost chelovechestva, (Human Autotrophy,) andNeskolko slov o noosfere, (A Few Words on the Noosphere,) excerpts in Semenova andGacheva, Kosmzm, 1993, pp

 In sum, transhumanist ethics is torn by a tension between the capitalist values adheringto survival-of-the-fittest and the altruistic values of a benevolent community

Peter Russell
major

ConclusionMy purpose in this paper has not been to argue that the Russian Cosmists have the finalanswers to all the worlds major problems, but rather to suggest that the moral, social,spiritual, and perhaps even the scientific dimensions of their thought are worth looking into,both as an example of another cultures esoteric explorations, and as a probing into mattersThe Rose+Croix Journal 2011Vol 8 137 www

 Whether it is possible for our intelligence and self-consciousness to bereduced to information patterns and then uploaded on to a non-biological substrate is not aquestion I can address here

ancestors

resurrecting

posthuman

 The traditional esoteric idea that all religions areessentially cultural variations on a single, secret doctrine becomes, in Fedorov, the idea thatall religion is based on the cult of ancestors, and that true, active Christianity, the communal,universal practice of resurrecting of the dead, is the cult of ancestors made active, the onereligious activity capable of unifying the world

In Fedorov, the Neoplatonic idea of higher reason that allows us to see through the visiblebut unreal to the invisible but real world becomes projective knowledge, envisioning andcreating the world as it ought to be out of the world as it is

 But,Semenova, along with Fedorov and the other Cosmists, argues that human reason endows uswith greater abilities and responsibilities than other living organisms, that we have a specialrole in the evolution of our planet and indeed in the evolution of the cosmos

soul

 As Semenovaoften points out, this directionality in evolution is not a literary or mystical fantasy, but a wellestablished scientific fact

chapter

Bollen

arrested

despite

calls

Chizhevsky

Tsiolkovsky

 Despite his active support of government policies,and despite his recognized standing as a mathematician and scientist, a status which savedCosmist thinkers like Tsiolkovsky, Chizhevsky, and Vernadsky, Florensky was arrested; thestated reason being a paper he had written about the theory of relativity, arguing that thegeometry of imaginary numbers predicted by the theory of relativity for a body moving fasterthan light is the geometry of the Kingdom of the Divine

Avril

Pyman

Pavel

Pavel Florensky

Pyman, Avril, Pavel Florensky, A Quiet Genius: The Tragic and Extraordinary Life ofRussias Unknown da Vinci, Continum, London and New York, 2010

Florensky

via

 It offers a solid scientific basis for a theory of cosmic design  notthe anti-Darwinist version of design propagated by religious fundamentalists, but a theory ofdesign that transcends both scientific and religious narrowness, a theory that unifiesmaterialist and spiritualist truths (Semenova 2004)

Semenova

Eric Clark

]3Sextons New FrontierWith the sum total of human knowledge, past and present, at our fingertips, were told on thewebsite Big Think (2014), were faced with a crisis of attention: which ideas should we engagewith, and why? Big Think promises to help us sift through this vast informational rainforest,offering an evolving roadmap to the best thinking on the planet, so we can appreciate and usethe important concepts that can be lenses for envisioning the future

 Sextons vision for NYU is aninstitution in and of the city, ecosystemic in the city, that will demonstrate through itscommunity of microcommunities how humanity begins to operate like a great watch ofinterconnecting parts, not isolated from each other, but a whole thats greater than the sum of theparts

Krueckeberg, Donald A

 It has been forgotten because evolutionaryurbanism developed a politicized amnesia, and especially in America evolutionary social theorybegan to avoid explicit references to Spencer, Darwin, or any other clearly-recognized biologicalframework

 The nosphere is the new frontier of gentrification as the new urbancolonialism (Bridge and Atkinson, 2005) of todays planetary cognitive capitalism

 Understanding this process35requires us to expand our imagination of gentrification -- not to provincialize it to particularnations, cities, or neighborhoods in the Ango-American Global North (Maloutas, 2011)

 A half-century of theory and discourse built to analyze the causes andconsequences of the systemic socio-spatial inequalities of gentrification -- what Atkinson and6

 Alternative urban modernities that defythe contextual specificities of Anglo-American gentrification nevertheless involve thedisplacement of nearly a tenth of Shanghais population in a single decade (Iossifova, 2009), 720thousand for the Seoul Olympics (COHRE, 2007), 3

 My central claim is that we are livingthrough a planetary software update of nineteenth-century, Turnuresque social Darwinism --creating a bizarre transnational urbanization of Chicago School positivist logics masked by thedeceptive drop-down-menu multiculturalism of Silicon Valleys automated postpositiviststandpoint epistemologies

 No wonder John Sexton, with that doctorate in religion from the Jesuits, thinks inTeilhardian terms

 There is a world of difference between a politics that challengesgentrification as the new urban colonialism (Atkinson and Bridge, 2005) and one that attacks theterminology, theory and politics of the critical analysis of gentrification as an apparatus ofcolonial domination

Hodgson, Geoffrey M

 Third, Illevaluate the way this latest era of gentrification is a recombinant blend of old and new, withintensified class competition in education, labor, and housing markets legitimated on the basis ofharsh nineteenth-century evolutionary frontier philosophies masquerading as inclusivemulticultural meritocracies

 Rockefeller cited Spencers catch-phrase the survival of the fittest to justify the law of nature and the law of God in thegrowth of the eras vast industrial and financial trusts (cited in Ghent, 1902, p

material

 In Gentrification as GlobalUrban Strategy, Smith (2002) diagnosed how these frontier processes were being consolidatedthrough transnational urban systems of entrepreneurial capitalist-state coalitions mobilizing cityspaces as vehicles for speculative real-estate accumulation

 Thedeeply influential Alonso-Muth (Alonso, 1964; Muth, 1969) formulation of spatial equilibrium21had the effect of concealing the ruthless struggles of urban class competition behind the elegantcalculus of market-clearing locational bid-rent curves

 Barnes emphasisthat regression can be used in a variety of ways, progressive to retrograde, applied most cruciallyin the era of Fordist social-science research, when quantitative research required considerablehuman labor and active intervention along multiple stages of the research enterprise

Barnes

 (Teilhard de Chardin, 1947,reprinted in Teilhard de Chardin, 1964, p

Notes to keepThird, these embedded assumptions were built into the architecture of transnationalfinancialization as neoliberalism governed the emergence of Lefebvres planetary urbanizationsince the 1970s; at the same time, the military innovations of the Cold War built the systemsallowing Silicon Valley to create -- to map, measure, and monetize -- the extraordinary newfrontiers of digitized planetary human communication

Binmore, Kenneth (2005)
 Apple first surpassed Exxon in August of2011 to become the worlds most valuable company in terms of market capitalization, and is nowvalued at $719 billion; Facebooks market cap, at $232 billion, recently surpassed JP Morgan;Google posted revenues of $66 billion last year, 89 percent from advertising

Richard Hofstadter

Wallace

 Since it had been one of the great figures of theclassical economic tradition who had led Spencer, Darwin, and Wallace toward theirevolutionary theories, the historian Richard Hofstadter (1944, p

In the context of Americas industrializing urbanization, the fusion of implicitly Darwinianeconomics through applied statistics and the imperial conquests of the rational actor model(Hodgson, 2003b, p

Chan, Cheryl (2014)

Kirk

Carapezza, Kirk, and Mallory Noe-Payne (2014)

Dopfer, Kurt (2005)

 145), the twentieth-century consolidation of econometrics created an entirely newinfrastructure in which social Darwinist processes could be embedded in the technocraticallyscientific and presumptively neutral, objective mechanisms of simultaneous equations, generaland partial equilibrium solutions, and marginal productivity estimates as applied to the explodingobservational vistas of economic data

financial

 Yetthis distinction has quickly blurred in the years since the global financial crisis, as the mostdynamic frontiers of capital accumulation are now pursuing the commodification andmonetization of discourse itself on a planetary scale

 22)includes scare quotes in his brief engagement with evolutionary theory: The process of natural selection thushelps to validate the hypothesis -- or, rather, given natural selection, acceptance of the hypothesis can be basedlargely on the judgment that it summarizes appropriately the conditions for survival

 Maloutas is deeply concerned with the simultaneous, mutually reinforcingdisempowerment of researchers and theoretical concepts from the Global South, and thecontextual blindness of researchers in the Anglo-American core -- and thus he concurs with29Butlers (2007, p

 Whereas Spencers logic portrayed individual competition and selectionin a fixed environment, Dewey realized that Spencer misunderstood Darwin: cooperationmatters as well as competition, and the environment is changed by human actions -- which14change over the generations as human knowledge and tradition evolve

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955) was an evolutionary vertebrate paleontologist who wasalso an ordained Jesuit priest: his lifes work became a philosophical synthesis of the science ofhuman evolution with the faith of Catholic theology

 And almost a century after Robert Park declared the city aproduct of human nature and Patrick Geddes foresaw a neotechnic order, the technologies ofunprecedented planetary connectivity are accelerating the evolution of accumulation away fromthe old industrial capital of the Global North towards the new informational empires as well ascosmopolitan capital of all kinds from the Global South

conditions

 The key point here is that fundamental axioms of a hijacked social Darwinismaccomplished a stealth corruption of mainstream urban theory, necessitating the aggressivepolitical edge that came to define the very best of gentrification scholarship; unfortunately,gentrification theory was shaped by reactions to specific and partial aspects of the ChicagoSchools legacy -- perpetuating debates over narrow empirical issues, and distracting attentionfrom the evolutionary frontier ontology that is much more relevant for an understanding of thecognitive-capitalist nosphere under conditions of planetary urbanization

 The variedand semiautonomous elements of this system develop and interact to shape the context in whichintensified human competition quite literally takes place

 200) -- became the powerfuldiscourses and material realities of developers circling the wagons to retake Harlem and all theother territories lost in Americas twentieth-century urban crisis

Fort Greene

 Not long after Spike Lee is caught on an audio recording at a Pratt Institute lecturehonoring African American history month calling the gentrification of Fort GreeneMotherfuckin Christopher Columbus syndrome, a New York Times editorial manager sends anote to the newsroom asking reporters to please stop describing neighborhoods in every cityfrom Beijing to Cape Town in terms of how much they resemble hipster Brooklyn (Nguyen,2014)

 144) observes, the economistsmight have had some justification for proclaiming that biology had merely universalized a truththat had been in their possession for a long time

 64) became concerned thatevolutionary theory was being abused as an excuse for doing nothing while people starve,citing the all-sufficiency of competition as a plea for grinding the poor

 In Kurt Dopfer,ed

(Teilhard de Chardin, 1955, in Teilhard de Chardin, 1964, p

politics

314-316) famous ranking of the effect of different racial groups on neighborhood rents inChicago, from English, Scotch and Scandinavians at the top to Negroes and Mexicans at thebottom -- emerged from interwar Americas putrid stew of market democracy and populistSpencerian eugenic racist thought

This is the historical context that shaped the discourse and analysis of gentrification in urbantheory: social Darwinist competition disguised in the naturalized narratives of Chicago-Schoolurban ecology and quantified neoclassical equilibrium

 Earlier still, as an undergraduate at the University of Michigan between 1883and 1887, Park had been deeply shaped by the teaching of a newly-arrived Ph

Saskia Sassen

 It is somewhat ironic that radical thinkerslike Saskia Sassen and Neil Smith contribute indirectly to this effect, Maloutas (2011, p

 ForGlaeser, the city, collective humanitys greatest invention, makes us richer, smarter, greener,healthier, and happier, and it makes us an urban species

 No matter what it is called -- urbanrenewal, regeneration, development, modernization, or the Shanghai World Expositionsunbridled optimism of Better City, Better Life! -- this is the nationalization of gentrificationamidst the transnational interconnections of planetary urbanization

 The processes Harvey (1989, Chapter 8)diagnosed a generation ago as the urbanization of consciousness are now operating through aglobal nosphere in an interconnected, evolutionary, and variegated planetary urbanization

 Frederick Jackson Turner and American Geography

Glaeser, Edward (2011)

Ball, Philip (2014)

Both Marxist perspectives on relations to means of production and Weberian understandings ofeconomic, prestige, and political orders are being reshaped by the realignment between WallStreet and Silicon Valley -- between the forces of finance and information

 As industrialization transformed political economy at the beginning of thenineteenth century and produced the worlds first urbanized nation at centurys end, evolutionaryperspectives on urban life were quite explicit

North Kensington

 Only a few lines after describinghow modest mews and cottages became elegant, expensive residences in an invasionspreading from Hampstead and Chelsea to Islington, Paddington, North Kensington, and eventhe shady parts of Notting Hill, Glass reminded readers of the neomalthusian Depression-era5The crystallizing cognitive calculus of late-1960s planning theory was best expressed by a young urban planningscholar who would later go on to serve in the U

Chelsea

 In thispaper, my goal is to extend this line of inquiry, focusing more explicitly on the matter ofevolution in frontier metaphors in urban theory, and in the driving ambitions of cosmopolitanpatriots and their visionary mentors like John Sexton

Scott, Allen J

, Charles Darwin:Evolutionary Writings

 Amidst the planetary technologicaltransformations now celebrated as cognitive capitalism and a communications-consciousnessnosphere, these developments are coalescing into a global, cosmopolitan, and multiculturaltapestry of class transformations of urban space that adapt to multiply-scaled contingencies ofurban history, socio-cultural difference, state power, and terrains of resistance

 When Galton died, his financial remains allowed Pearson to become the first GaltonProfessor of Eugenics at University College, London, and to merge the two labs he directed --20the Biometric Laboratory and the Galton Laboratory for National Eugenics -- into theDepartment of Applied Statistics

Isaiah Bowman

Theodore Roosevelt

 Likewise for the eugenics movement that flourished from the turn of thecentury, which grew with such great rapidity that by 1915 it had reached the dimensions of afad, when notions of the preservation of the racial stock as a means of national salvationfostered support for the geopolitical theories of evolutionary human geography led by militantnationalists like Theodore Roosevelt and his geographer, Isaiah Bowman (Hofstadter, 1944, p

Humanity would move toward unheard-of and unimaginable degrees of organized complexityand of reflective consciousness, to become ultra-reflexive (that is, ultra-human) along theway to an implosive concentration of the cultural nosphere of earth and every otherthinking planet in what de Chardin acknowledged was a wild hypothesis of a transhumanuniverse (de Chardin, 1956, p

 Turnersfrontier thesis now describes the advancing waves of colonization and capitalization of theTeilhardian nosphere that John Sexton named to describe the very real competition amongst39creative workers, informational entrepreneurs, and students in contemporary cognitivecapitalism

 It is not just bodies andphysical characteristics that evolve; knowledge, understanding, methods of communication,social and cultural institutions, and human possibility evolve too

 The analyticalframeworks and material manifestations that have anchored the reference points of gentrificationin the Global North for half a century are now rapidly evolving into more cosmopolitan, dynamicworld urban systems of variegated gentrifications

 Fourth, all of these trends have coalescedto weave the old localized material realities of urban land rent into a globalizing acceleration ofthe processes that Harvey (1989) has diagnosed as the urbanization of consciousness

 The most crucialpotential emerges from the fascination that Dewey, Park, and the first generation of Chicago16School sociologists had for the central role of communications technologies in accelerating thecirculation of information and meaning in urban society

replace

 SiliconValleys nosphere is creating dangerous new frontiers of Turners evolutionary encountersbetween savagery and civilization

Alonso, William (1964)

Dewey fundamentally transformed Spencers self-rationalizing apologies for structured socialinequalities -- what Dewey (1920, p

 The nosphere, in other words, offers a tremendous opportunity in the processof global evolution (Sexton, 2010)

 The Last Page of the Journal of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, written on MaundyThursday in 1955 three days before his death, presents a concise diagram of What I believe,and connects Christogenesis to an evolutionary cosmology:Cosmos = Cosmogenesis -- Biogenesis -- Noogenesis --The universe is centered -- Evolutively

Patrick

 In Cities in Evolution, Patrick Geddes (1915)12portrayed the days emergent, large, polycentric city-regions -- what he called conurbations --as the logical evolution of previous kinds of cities, in a new industrial revolution

Patrick Geddes

Maloutas, Thomas (2011)

 Along with theweakening of rent controls, these measures quickly accelerated the polarization of themetropolis:In such circumstances, any district in or near London, however dingy orunfashionable before, is likely to become expensive; and London may quite soonbe a city which illustrates the principle of the survival of the fittest -- thefinancially fittest, who can still afford to work and live there

sciences

network

2Born in the yearDarwins Origin of Species was published, Dewey in later years wrote that the book not onlymarked an epoch in the development of the natural sciences, but also revolutionized nearly allof the conceptions that had become the furniture of the mind over two thousand years,transforming the logic of knowledge across the expanding terrain of the social sciences andhence the treatment of morals, politics, and religion (Dewey, 1909, p

 Silicon Valleys nosphere is reproducing dangerous newfrontiers of Turners evolutionary logics in dynamic transnational urban networks of classcompetition

grace

Sextons purpose is to mobilize educational institutions in the worlds glocal cities todemonstrate the power and possibilities of collective human understanding through diversity --as an emancipatory alternative to the fortress mentality of gating strategies that are destined tofail amidst globalization in rising fears and tensions, culminating in a clash of civilizations(Sexton, 2010)

cells

 The concept that captures Sextons imagination comes from theGreek noos (mind) + sphaera (sphere), which Teilhard de Chardin refined from a briefsuggestion in the 1920s by the Russian geochemist and cosmologist Vladimir Vernadsky

 Long before he came to Hyde Park, Park took a low-paid research assistant positionafter completing his doctorate in order to work at Harvard with the pragmatist philosopherWilliam James

Robert Ezra Park was similarly explicit when he was strengthening the foundations of adepartment of sociology at the University of Chicago that would eventually come to be known asUrbanism, Incorporated (Martindale, 1958, p

Robert Ezra Park

 xix) labels The Dark Age of Darwinism in Economics,the fields foundational implicit social Darwinism conditioned the development of conventional19urban theory, as neoclassical economic methodology was enmeshed with Chicago sociologyframeworks for analyzing neighborhoods, cities, and metropolitan regions

 Nevertheless, despite the incisive rigor andpolitical integrity of a generation of critical perspectives on gentrification, an importantgenealogical insight has been neglected: the entanglement of gentrification with the suppressedmemories of social Darwinism

 Intelligence is a social asset, Dewey (1939,p

Secord

The theory that Darwin finally got -- Malthuss 1798 Essay on the Principle of Population -- hadbecome one of the definitive manifestos of the nineteenth century; Darwin was reading the sixthedition, published in 1826 (Secord, 2008, p

1They havethe competitive drive and individual ambition signified by Richard Floridas creative class, butthey also understand what it means to think and act within collective assemblages of the humanand non-human -- creative human beings circulating in a system that he describes as connectedskeletally by highly sophisticated social networking technology

Richard Florida

 Excerpts from Liberalism and Social Action(1929) and Individualism Old and New (1930), reprinted in John Dewey, Intelligence in theModern World

Coscarelli, Joe (2014)

 Evolution is a collective, social process thatproceeds through cooperation and communication, and the untranscendental pragmatist Deweyand the empirical sociologist Park became Americas most perceptive analysts of how thisevolution was urbanizing (White and White, 1962, p

Sexton, John (2008)

Heller, Nathan (2014)

law

 There was no need to remain trapped by the retrograde conservatism ofSpencerian Social Darwinism, of drifting, waiting for the slow process of evolution as theworking out of unconscious, natural law (Dewey, 1918, quoted in Dewey, 1939, p

 Unfortunately, criticalperspectives on planetary gentrification have been distorted by a new paradox of theory, politics,and practice

died

 Images and narrativesof these collective memories of the present were suddenly flooding the expanding planetarycircuits of the electronic age -- and Teilhard died in almost famous obscurity, even astechnological communications breakthroughs were vindicating his claim that the axis oftwentieth-century social evolution lay in the psychic (interpersonal) and political realm(Buttimer, 1971, p

4And the entire theoretical apparatus was hard-wired as the default setting in themainframes of urban public policy through the deceptively obscure accounting jargon of highestand best use, distracting attention from the political contradictions of property rights incapitalist urban planning (Krueckeberg, 1995)

Krueckeberg

justification

 In the same way Spencers dogmatic commitment to an atomizedindividualism had provided a fraudulent justification for laissez-faire, our ingrained habit ofregarding intelligence as an individual possession (Dewey, 1939, p

Tickell

 xxii) of Darwinism in economics has paralleled andreinforced the neoliberalization of space, of urban theory and policy (Peck and Tickell, 2002)

Peck

spiritual

Gordon Brown

Pierre Teilhard

 This is where John Sextons BigThink, Gordon Browns New Frontier, and Pierre Teilhard de Chardins nosphere help usunderstand the frontiers of gentrification today -- more than half a century after Ruth Glass(1964) first gave us a word to describe this process of urban transformation

Buchanan

Thomas Schelling

 Mark Buchanan, another Nature editor, chronicles the quantum revolution ofsocial physics in the example of Thomas Schellings atomic physics interpretation of thesocial cascades that took place at the fringe between civilization and lawlessness: TimesSquare (Buchanan, 2007, p

Mark Buchanan

Charles Galton

Napoleon

Charles Galton Darwin

Lewis Mumford

step

 de Chardin didnt make it, but PatrickGeddes American student Lewis Mumford did, and so did Sir Charles Galton Darwin,delivering a neomalthusian warning on the menace of world overpopulation and outlining arather fanciful exaggeration in the form of a scenario of a genetic surgeon working toimprove humanity by distilling all of the accumulated knowledge of the chromosomes ofhumanity to produce an embryo which will develop into a really great man: Shakespeare,Newton, Napoleon, or -- let us be broadminded, since we cannot foresee the political tastes of thesurgeon -- perhaps Marx

Hodgson, Geoffrey (2003a)

Hassan

 In the years when Harvey and Smithwere first refining Lefebvres theory of the capital-switching dynamics of the production ofurban space, global capital had to find profitable investment opportunities for about $6 billion ofannual surplus value; now that figure is more than $2 trillion every year (Harvey, 2014, p

 This would not be the first time that critical sensibilities of an inclusivepoststructuralist left were hijacked to serve the purposes of deeply retrograde authoritarianalliances (see Smith, 2009)

 Dewey saw Spencers enormous popularity in laissez-faire America as the historically evolutionaryculmination of English liberalism: he is not one creator with many others of the theory of evolution, but its ownconcrete incarnation (Dewey, 1904, p

Harvey, David (1989)

journal

Philip

 The prolific science writer Philip Ball -- an editor at Nature and contributor to theFinancial Times who has chronicled the new field of econophysics (Ball, 2006) -- writes astory in the Guardian making the case that Gentrification is a Natural Evolution, based on apaper published in the journal Physics and Society

Philip Ball

 urban renewal policyand that Neil Smith (1979) would later theorize as the rent gap: a low level of rents and a high percentage of lossin collecting that small amount, a heavy rate of physical deterioration of property caused by waste, neglect, and actsof vandalism, reduce land values in these sections occupied by hobos, seasonal workers, and criminals of NativeAmerican stock and by the lowest classes of Mexicans, negroes, and South Italians to a very low point
 Darwinstruggled for more than a year after his expeditions on the Beagle trying to make sense of hissamples and empirical observations; when his first note-book was opened, he worked on trueBaconian principles  without any theory collected facts on a wholesale scale, buthow selection could be applied to organisms living in a state of nature remainedfor some time a mystery to me

neoliberalism

 Lees calls forpostcolonial comparative urbanist analysis of the hybridity of neoliberalism, and new,indigenous, and cosmopolitan theorizations of gentrification in the Global South as well as theGlobal North

9Frontier, Neil Smith (1996) analyzed how the genocidal disposessions of Frederick JacksonTurners understanding of the frontier in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America -- themeeting point between savagery and civilization (Turner, 1893, p

 This is among the worlds most selective classes: ofthe more than 9,000 who applied for the inaugural class, NYU Abu Dhabi admitted only 200,representing 39 countries and 43 different languages

 Viewed as a distant historical reference point, Chicago School urbanism is todayunderstood as a lost hegemony, as a bourgeois social science so dominant that Harvey (1978,p

 Classical economicsand social Darwinism were both founded on an axiomatic trinity: 1) the fundamentally self-interested animal maximizing utility (survival), 2) the normality of competition, and 3) thesurvival of the organism / producer / worker most efficiently adapted to its environment

Geoffrey Hodgson3The business historian Geoffrey Hodgson (2003, p

 While he diagnoses anextraordinary new departure in the scale of todays economic excommunication of working-class people from their communities, Smith is uncharacteristically cautious and modest in thisessay, and never pushes the meaning of evolution beyond the familiar, neutral sense of changeor transformation

Dewey, John (1918)

Max More

 Initial responses to the empirical realitiesof a process that defied the expectations of mainstream urban theory were dominated by theanalysis of individual consumer preference: if gentrification defied the predictions of Alonsobid-rent curves, then obviously the explanation was a shift in the indifference curves ofwealthy and middle-class households re-evaluating the tradeoffs of time, space, and accessibility4In a later chapter, Hoyt (1933, pp

 Atmy university, one of the recently-admitted students is a fifteen-year old who completed highschool in two years; along the way, he invented an environmentally friendly soap made fromwaste oil and created a handwriting recognition software application, before winning anationwide competition for a lucrative scholarship (Chan, 2014)

Chan

Thorstein Veblen

 22) portrayal of the maximization-of-returns hypothesis of firm survival in terms of natural selection and Thorstein Veblensproposal for a reconstruction of economics as a post-Darwinian science were downplayed infavor of the technocratic, neutral discourses that were coming to define American logicalpositivism (Hodgson, 2003a)

 Drawing on AihwaOngs (1999) concept of alternative Asian modernities, Ley and Teo document a broad chorusof voices from the Asia-Pacific that challenge the dominant Anglo-American narratives ofneoliberalzation -- emphasizing instead the distinctive built forms and political processes thatculminate in the synthesis of market and state power in the constitution of a joint urban project(p

 In this environment, [m]ention of Darwinismin the social sciences became highly unfashionable (Hodgson, 2009, p

1944

Johns Hopkins

 In America,however, these ideas had been distorted by the brutal orthodoxy of the laissez-faireconservatives (Hofstadter, 1944) -- the hardcore Cro-Magnons whose extreme positionsoffended even Richard Ely, the conservative economist who helped fuse environment,evolution, and cartography by getting Frederick Jackson Turner so interested in maps when hestudied at Johns Hopkins (Block, 1980, p

Francis Galton

 The methodological genealogy goes all the way down, toa literally embodied Darwinian lineage: we wouldnt have the correlation coefficient if Darwinscousin, the eugenecist Francis Galton and author of Hereditary Genius (1869) hadnt been soobsessed with the Gaussian Law of Error describing the variations around the averages ofphysical measures of human bodies (biometrics) and the mental peculiarities of different races(p

worlds

 43) reminds us,that only a tiny fraction of the worlds urbanites live in the core cities that set the ways of seeingand understanding socio-spatial change that often become the deforming lenses through whichwe examine what happens in the rest

technical

 It is proved now, Dewey wrote, thatit is possible for human beings to take hold of human affairs and manage them, to see an endwhich has to be gained, a purpose which must be fulfilled, and deliberately and intelligently goto work to organize the means, the resources, and the methods of accomplishing those results(Dewey, 1918, quoted in Dewey, 1939, p

 Can anyone deny that London is a city thatillustrates the survival of the financially fittest? From all over the world, the financially fittestcapitalists are bidding the top end of the residential market above the $100 million mark inLondon and New York (New York Times, 2015)

22(Stegman, 1969; Wheaton, 1977; Schill and Nathan, 1983)

 In this paper, Istruggle through this paradox to provide a conceptual overview of critical themes in thetransnational literatures on gentrification that are now traveling across regional, urban, andpolitical-economic contexts

 21) -- combined Durkheimstheories of organic solidarity with the social philosophies of the nineteenth century physicalscientists who had made sociology possible

Durkheim

 Thisis Greek for God All in All, the culmination of 1 Corinthians (26-28), written by the ApostlePaul in 55 CE in an attempt to unify a fractious church begun only three years earlier in Corinth,Greeces thriving, cosmopolitan world city of the day -- with its synagogue and its raucus6temples to Apollo and Aphrodite

 Fortunes are being made by those pioneers quickest toadapt and exploit the new science of collective behavior (Park, 1921) on the frontiers oftransnational spatial fixes of informational capital

 The builtenvironments of planetary urbanization provide ample opportunities not only for diverse,multicultural reincarnations of authoritarian urban renewal in the style of Haussmann or RobertMoses, but also for contextually-adaptive growth coalitions of capitalists with conscience --2officials and entrepreneurs closing moral rent gaps by integrating gentrification into discoursesand practices of environmental sustainability, socially responsible investing, and globalizingeducational meritocracies

Haussmann

 x) with Chicago School human ecology enabled an ambitious,comprehensive, and internally coherent matrix of policy-relevant urban social theory

 [T]he cultural hegemony of property in Hong Kong and other parts of EastAsia makes redevelopment of some low-income districts a more ambivalent process, Ley andTeo conclude, for locked within the displacement of redevelopment is the hope of a negotiatedsettlement with the state leading to improved housing

 Yet our deferential reverence to the analyticalsophistication of cosmopolitan contingency intensifies a striking paradox: todays postcolonialtheory has achieved what growth-machine advocates have been trying to do ever since the RealEstate Board of New York took out expensive ads on the editorial page of the New York Times,asking Is Gentrification a Dirty Word? (Smith, 1996)

 Even so, Sextons Teihardian new frontier ofidea capitals cannot always evade the Limits to Capital (Harvey, 1982): NYUs Tisch Asiabiz-school gamble in Singapore failed after a cascade of embarrassing financial and managementcrises

 Crucially, thisalternative Asian modernity holds out the promise, Ley and Teo (2013, p

Dewey brought together Comtes insights on the intergenerational collective of knowledge (whatMarx once called the general intellect) with Darwinian evolution

To be sure, Lees is correct that we need an expanded geographical imagination to understandthe variegated and cosmopolitan causes and consequences of the class transformation of urbanspace in different circumstances

Decolonizing the New Urban ColonialismThe second part of our story involves a paradox of politics, theory, and discourse in the half-century since Ruth Glass wrote these words

 We can learn a great deal if we take Smiths title literally, to be bold andexplicit on the evolutionary dynamics of gentrification

 Woven from contextual blends ofindigenous local processes and fast-moving policy innovations, gentrification has gone global --and so have Frederick Jackson Turners frontier metaphors

Abu Dhabi

 Sextons nosphere is what he calls the GlobalNetwork University: students are admitted to NYU through one of three gateways -- NYU NewYork, NYU Shanghai, or NYU Abu Dhabi -- and then spend parts of their degree program7circulating amongst a world urban system of idea capitals including Accra, Berlin, BuenosAires, Florence, London, Madrid, Paris, Prague, Sydney, Tel Aviv, and Washington, DC

Darwin, Sir Charles Galton (1956)

dimension

 My central argument is that interdependent yet partiallyautonomous developments in urban entrepreneurialism and transnational markets for labor,education, and real estate are transcending the dichotomy between gentrification in cities versusgentrification as a dimension of planetary urbanization

 Teilhard de Chardins nosphere combined the state of theart in biology and paleontology to fuse the rise of self-evolution of an unbroken sheet oforganized consciousness (Teilhard de Chardin, 1956, p

 In this context,a wider array of individuals, firms, and state institutions in cities -- even the most ordinarycities (Robinson, 2006) -- are forced to compete and adapt across an increasingly dynamic,insecure, and expanding networked nosphere of accelerating measurement and marketization inhousing, employment, and education

Robinson

deeply

transformations

various

Third, in a valuable, deeply contextualized analysis of the curious absence of gentrificationdiscourse amidst the dramatic urban transformations of Hong Kong, David Ley and Sin Yih Teo(2013) explore the intricate ambiguities between epistemology and ontology

David Ley

 3) has been sointoxicating for the possibility of hacking the source code of homo sapiens oeconomicus (HSO)as the basic unit of an evolutionary paradigm that economists have become uncharacteristicallyreflexive on the secrets of their success:What are the factors that may conceivably account for the present dynamism ofevolutionary economics? We get a first hint when we consider that, in their fieldof study, orthodox economists encounter decreasing marginal returns with respectto new theoretical findings per additional unit of research effort or research time

 The Philosophical Work of Herbert Spencer

 Such contextual adaptation is explicitly evolutionary, and manyof the architects of the nosphere are convinced that this is a very good thing

Marvin Minsky

2010

 The nosphere has been the buzzword, thenext new thing in Silicon Valley for more than a decade (Lanier, 2010, 2013), and there is now athriving literature analyzing how globalization and technological change have given rise to a newkind of cognitive-cultural capitalism (Moulier-Boutang, 2012; Scott, 2007, 2011) -- a knowledge-based capitalism with biomedical and genetic engineering and artificialintelligence at the forefront (Harvey, 2014, p

Ball, Philip (2006)

Coscarelli

Spike Lee

 Hes right, and so is Spike Lee when he describes the cutthroat competition ofWhite parents to get their kids into private schools,6and when he describes the new urbanfrontier in Harlem: When you see White mothers pushing their babies in strollers, three oclockin the morning on 125th Street, that must tell you something (quoted in Coscarelli, 2014)

White

 Humanity would set its mind towardshouse-building and town-planning, even towards city design; and all these upon a scale to rival --nay, surpass -- the past glories of history

1964

cities

 There is a clear trend of smooth acceleration through biological evolution and then technological evolution

 As more cities aredrawn into the evolving competition of urban entrepreneurialism -- the irresistible mirage thatevery town, urban investor, and creative-class code jockey can win through accumulation byinformation -- city neighborhoods become the interfaces between localized processes of socialreproduction, the multiply-rescaled relations of political geographies, human migration, andmovements of fixed capital, and the new non-place urban realm of the massivecommunication system (Webber, 1964) of cognitive-cultural capital accumulation

theory

 6) and if he hadntbeen inspired in 1890 to focus on statistics after meeting a zoology professor who was infusingGaltons ideas into evolutionary biology to create a mathematical theory of evolution (Norton,1978, p

Norton

 Second, wellconsider a recent political paradox that has emerged with the arrival of planetary urbanization:11influential, well-intentioned calls for cosmopolitan postcolonial perspectives from beyond thecore of the Global North are being voiced at the precise moment when powerful infrastructuresare accelerating and consolidating gentrification on an unprecedented planetary scale

 In October 1838, that is fifteen months after I hadbegun my systematic enquiry, I happened to read for amusement Malthus onPopulation,  being well prepared to appreciate the struggle for existence whicheverywhere goes on from long-continued observation of the habits of animals 3Friedmans appeal to natural selection had an enduring influence in the fields hegemony, but the early post-war brief flurry of biological thinking in economics had less impact than its successors

 The fine-grained localized patterns weve learned torecognize in the gentrification of particular city neighborhoods are alternately reinforced anddissolved by gentrification as a dimension of planetary urbanization

 The apparent sophistication of complexity theory used to predict wheregentrification will happen next should not confuse us, Slater warns; this is a dangerousdiversion towards social Darwinism, ignoring structural forces of power, politics, policy, andprivilege

Sexton, John (2010)

For those who remember the history of urban theory, Sextons ecosystemic metaphorsimmediately remind us of the dominant Chicago School human ecology tradition of the twentiethcentury, where the city is a product of nature, and particularly of human nature, (Park, 1925, p

 Parks (1921) theoretical justification forthe young discipline -- the science of collective behavior (p

 (1929) Characters and Events: Popular Essays in Social andPolitical Philosophy by John Dewey

society

 456) had thwarted the2Indeed, part of Deweys brilliance was in applying evolutionary logics to individual theories and theoriststhemselves

Frederick Jackson Turner

 Yet the relentless optimism of gentrifications evolution to a morecosmopolitan planetary process conceals a resurgence of Frederick Jackson Turners frontierthesis, in a harsh new human ecology of violent social-Darwinist competition

 But when Appiahs father died, he and his sisters found an unfinished note of lastwords and wisdom for his children, including this advice: Remember that you are citizens of the world

Bridge, Gary, and Rowland Atkinson, eds

Atkinson

Lees, Loretta (2012)

 503) calls the biological variant of political economy

41), with biological metaphors for neighborhood change as invasion and succession, as eachsocial group develops in its own distinctive natural area of the city

2014

 Yet the cost isa jarring paradox between the material realities of some of the largest urban displacements inhuman history in the Global South, alongside a growing reluctance to impose Northernlanguages, theories, and politics of gentrification to understand these processes

Glaeser

Ed Glaeser

Ely

 Similarly, Ed Glaeser -- a25twenty-first century Richard Ely who has become the celebrity intellectual du jour among theworlds leading capitalists, praises cities -- but only the dynamic, entrepreneurial free-marketcities that speed innovation by connecting their smart inhabitants to each other, serve asgateways between cultures and markets or as gateway[s] to ideas (Glaeser, 2011, p

Richard Ely

approach

 But if Parks(1921) theorization of the collective mind and the social consciousness was influenced bySpencers linear laissez-faire evolution -- Spencer was, after all, a major influence on Albion W

 Herbert Spencer is already apower in the world, the Atlantic Monthly enthused in 1864; As far as the frontiers ofknowledge where the intellect may go, there is no living man whose guidance may more safelybe trusted

Armen

Armen Alchian

Veblen

 Friedman (1953) manages tocite Veblen as well as Armen Alchians (1950) famous and explicitly Darwinian analysis of uncertainty, withoutever mentioning Darwin or evolution in the text or the index

 Teilhard de Chardin died in the Corinth of the AmericanCentury, New York City, at the height of an imperial modernity shaped by a collective imaginedcommunity built on histories of a West descended from the Greek polis

Harvey, David (1982)

 This competition is a carefully choreographed meritocracy -- with a cosmopolitanfairness that ensures its durability -- but it creates especially harsh competition in education,labor, and housing

Webber

 The non-place urban realm of community without propinquitydiagnosed by the Berkeley urban theorist Melvin Webber (1964) has been thoroughlytransnationalized, as the massive communication systems (p

Melvin Webber

Nathan

Schill, Michael, and Richard Nathan (1983)

Schill

Park, Robert E

The Urbanization of Evolutionary ConsciousnessThe first part of our story involves the way social Darwinism was encoded into the twentieth-century hegemony of urban theory that conditioned public policy, capital investment, and socialanalysis in the generations before Ruth Glass (1964, p

 Of the ten courses Park took in the philosophy department, six werewith Dewey

 [Key words:gentrification, nosphere, social Darwinism, Chicago School

Hofstadter, Richard (1944)

 This was the first salvo of a lifetime project of politics and research devoted tochallenging the friendly, market-tested violence of the consumer sovereignty logics that builtthe foundations of aggressive, state-driven neoliberal urbanism and populist middle-class supportfor revanchist wars on the poor and homeless

 NYUs John Sexton: Higher EducationCosts

 What is Kurzweilsinterpretation? Although software pathogens remain a concern, the danger exists mostly at anuisance level, he comments

 In the tradition of Augustine and Luther, theyproffered a version of Christian realism regarding the sinful condition in which we humanbeings find ourselves; and they cautioned against overestimating what we can achieve withinhistory apart from the gracious action of God

distinctive

localized

 World urban networks are now conditioned by these intensifyingmeritocracies of the best of the best, creating a world urban system of localized classtransformations of urban space -- yielding distinctive geographical frontiers suited to particularcontexts of culture and society

 Parks work at Chicago building a new urban theory took place in the era of theScopes Trial, and the violence of the War to End All Wars had discredited the influential racistand imperialist perversions of Darwinism that had made so much of European civilization andTeutonic superiority

Nguyen, Tina (2014)

Nguyen

 In a foreshadowing of the dog-whistlediscourses that would later become so effective in the ruthless politics of neoliberalism, Friedman (1953, p

Friedman

Lefebvre

 Planetary connectivity is also allowingthe kinds of communication that Park and Dewey first theorized at the scale of the city to nowreach the scale of Lefebvres planetary urbanization

 And yetDarwinism had always been a derivative of political economy, (Hofstadter, 1944, p

 First, well consider the role of evolution in the historicalcontext of conventional urban theory before Ruth Glass gave us a discourse for the analysis ofgentrification

Immanuel Kant

 First, Thomas Maloutas (2011) offers an eloquent and strident challenge to thecontemporary geographical and theoretical expansion of gentrification research

Thomas Maloutas

Surveying the spreading environmental consequences of urbanization and industrialization,Vernadsky foresaw a collective human understanding of the need to live as part of, rather thanagainst, nature in all of Earths terrestrial zone containing life

conscious

 Teilhard de Chardin refined the nosphere intothe idea of a planetary superstage of consciousness, a process of co-cerebration and co-reflexive evolution in an irresistible inflexion from complex divergence towards a move that iscompressional and converging, driven by the double curvature of our rounded mother-planet5and of our converging minds (Teilhard de Chardin, 1956, p

2013

John Sexton

 John Sexton, thecharismatic and polarizing imperial President (Aviv, 2013) of New York University, has seenthat future, and in a Big Think video (Sexton, 2008) he offers an appropriately audacious thoughton what it all means

 v); those variations around the mean could be made the source of intellectual progress:specifically for Galtons purposes geniuses could be made (Barnes, 1998, p

Second, Loretta Lees (2012, p Loretta Lees

Ley, David, and Sin Yih Teo (2013)

Sin Yih Teo

Gould

, Charles Darwin: Evolutionary Writings

Darwin, Charles (1876)

Kenneth

Binmore

Kenneth Binmore

 human behavior modelled along neoclassical lines, ArthurRobsons (2009) attempt to show how Darwinian evolution would lead to utility-maximizingbehavior consistent with the standard axioms of rationality, and Kenneth Binmores (2005) useof game theory to build an evolutionary theory of morality and natural justice, while retainingutility-maximizing agents (all quotes from Hodgson, 2009, p

London: Richard Clay and Sons

vision

published

help

community

meritocracies

 The class transformation of urbanspace is creating a new cognitive Darwinism -- but in a capitalist space-economy that hasreplaced Turners disappearing American frontiers and the industrial urbanization of Dewey,Park, and the Chicago School with todays cosmopolitan yet starkly unequal planetary discourseof a knowledge economy driven by the meritocracies of education and creativity

individual

strange parallel with social justice and the city[put this earlier] Gentrification is the upward class transformation of urban space, underconditions of entrenched or worsening structured social inequality

Sexton is explicit in moving beyond the Eurocentric bias of existing Ivy League Study Abroadprograms, and the goal is at least 16 sites in world idea capitals, with at least one on each ofthe six inhabited continents

nineteenth

 In turning toSpencer, Park was channeling the evolutionary theorist with the deepest influence on theAmerican mind in the last half of the nineteenth century

urbanization

 For Geddes,the old paleotechnic industrial age dominated by obsessions with individual wealth and classdivision was evolving, through urbanization, to a neo-technic order of collective, civic wealth,its skill directed by life towards life, and for life 

Geddes

Muth, Richard (1969)

Muth

Teo

Ley

 It istestament to the success of gentrification in the Asia-Pacific developmental state that the wordgentrification is so rarely used: a pre-emptive eviction of the term helps delay and suppressthe politics of resistance (Slater, 2009), although Ley and Teo (2013) document a recentontological awakening amidst worsening inequality

8Sexton draws inspiration from cosmopolitan patriots as todays planetary pioneers

aging

financially

fittest

All around the world, the financially fittest who have survived and thrived in the creativedestruction of capitalisms ecosystem are bidding up real estate prices in a planet-wide search forwhat the Vancouver urban planner Andy Yan calls hedge cities -- safe places to store capital inreal estate as insurance for an uncertain future

Andy Yan

cognitive

Tom Wolfe

 In an oral history in the 1990s, Tom Wolfe recalls that MarshallMcLuhan was deeply influenced by Teilhard de Chardin, but McLuhan never acknowledgedthe influence to avoid offending the Catholic hierarchy at his professional home, St

 The idea of progress, themost characteristic and firmly held article in the credo of modern man, is the inevitablephilosophy of history emerging from the Renaissance

Lees, Loretta, Tom Slater, and Elvin Wyly, eds

 First, theexponential rise (Hodgson, 2009, p

Kennedy

Thatcher

 To see where thecosmopolitan patriots are going, Sexton turns (without irony) to the heirs of Thatchers there isno such thing as society, borrowing from a borrowed metaphor of Prime Minister GordonBrown:To adapt an aphorism coined by President Kennedy, the new frontier is that thereis no frontier: no frontier for the internet, for the mobile phone, for e-mails, forthe cyber-world; no frontier for the capacity of individuals to influence, inform, oreven infuriate each other

geography

Similarly, Neil Smiths first analysis of the transformation of Philadelphias Society Hill wasaimed squarely at Urbanism, Incorporated: The Chicago Schools latter-day followers havebequeathed to urban geography an empiricist and ecological quagmire in which substantivetheory nearly drowned, Smith (1977, p

Neil Smith

 It challengesthose of us who write from and about gentrification in the Global North to look beyond thenarrow confiness of Northern cities, while also realizing, as Maloutas (2011, p

communication

 We arechallenged to reconsider the explicit and implicit political ethics of the recurrence of the processof evolution in the process of expansion of this new frontier (Turner, 1893, p

52Over the last four decades futurists such as Ferkiss have wrestled with the role of technology inbearing our civilization toward its future

 Hes in the nospheric administration of one of the most exclusive privateuniversities in one of the worlds most widely-recognized epicenters of gentrification, whereadmission requires a superstage of consciousness of grades, test scores, and extracurricularachievements -- along with ever-escalating tuition payments and a Hunger Games survival of the27financially fittest race in the Citys housing market

 Yetwhile both classical economics and natural selection were doctrines of natural law (Hofstadter,1944, p

live

They [the bodiless intelligences]will live out on the Web, projecting bodies whenever they need or want them, including virtualbodies in diverse realms of virtual reality, holographically projected bodies, foglet-projectedbodies, and physical bodies comprising nanobot swarms and other forms of nanotechnology

Teilhard de Chardin

 Part of my inspiration here comes fromEric Clark (1987), who undertook a meticulous examination of centuries of land records in orderto build an empirical foundation for Smiths (1979) theory of the rent gap in the dynamics ofurban transformation; more recently, analyzing the unprecedented challenge of collective self-regulation of planetary humanity that will be required if we are to achieve sustainability, Clarkhas documented the distortions of evolutionary science that have privileged gene-centered10thought and an excessive individualism that obscures Darwins perspective on speciesparticipating collectively in their own development (Clark and Clark, 2012, p

2007

 Its much diminishedeffect is explicable, given its immediacy after the Nazi holocaust, and the prior reaction against biological thinkingin the social sciences in the 1920s and 1930s (Hodgson, 2009, p

Hodgson

 Computers along withGNRgenetics, nanotechnology and roboticsare all tools whereby we can build adramatically new future for abundant living and cosmic community

mental

cell

 Considering the catastrophic history of evolutionary hierarchies and developmentalteleologies that continue to define the colonial present, this new challenge can be seen as acosmopolitan, emancipatory evolution beyond the narrow view from Anglo-America -- what JimBlaut (1993) called the colonizers model of the world

science

Hans Moravec

 The core of economics had always privilegedlaissez-faire competition as a doctrine of social selection, (Hofstadter, 1944, p

 MAK110419Transhumanism and the Technological SingularityTranshumanismis emergent philosophy analysing or favouring the use of science and technology, especially neurotechnology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology, to overcome human limitations and improve the human condition

 Urban assets -- their real-estate markets, their educationalinstitutions, their human capital -- are all being mobilized more aggressively and creatively tosupport capital accumulation (cf

technique

Kwame Anthony

AppiahKwame Anthony Appiah

 A university in and of the city, Sexton shows us, canteach us how to shape what Kwame Anthony Appiah (1997) calls cosmopolitan patriots --men and women whose interests, vision, and allegiance are not bounded by place or sovereigntyand who are citizens of the world as well as of their particular cultures (Sexton, 2010)

Sexton

 At the same time, one of mystudents searching for an apartment in Vancouvers turbocharged rental housing market arrivedto one viewing only to find fifteen other students, all presented with application forms printedwith a question that transformed the advertised monthly rent into a bidding war: How muchmore are you willing to pay per month? Elsewhere in the city, one of the restaurants in therapidly-gentrifying epicenter of poverty and disinvestment sells tokens that can be given to thelocal homeless and panhandlers to redeem for a free sandwich; the idealistic entrepreneursquest to make an impact on the neighbourhood is chronicled in a docu-reality series featuredon the Oprah Winfrey Network (see Aiello, 2014)

Aiello

 Karl Pearson and Statistics: The Social Origins of ScientificInnovation

 Human and posthuman flourishing will be the result of step by step advances

 54) challenged the idealism of poststructuralism for engender[ing] the implicitassumption that to change the world it is necessary first and foremost to change the discourse,33as against the structured material inequalities of class in the capitalist mode of production

space

 Put simply, theexpansion of travel, communication, and human interaction to the planetary scale would allow --through our converging minds -- an entirely new phase of the collective evolution of humanity

This emergent movement for a cosmopolitan decolonization of gentrification researchexpresses the best of intentions in critical scholarship and emancipatory politics

John Locke

education

 Contemporary gentrification is a recombinant urbanism of old and new, definedby competitive processes accelerated through the algorithmic transformation of market relationsin housing, labor, and education

market

available

frontier

Ruth

This is the new urban frontier, half a century after Ruth Glass established the link betweengentrification and the survival of the financially fittest in the global city

Ruth Glass

 Indeed, it is far more meaningful tosuggest that the contextual, indigenous fusion of urban transformation with consolidated Asian32nation-state power and popular consent is the refined achievement of a gentrification project thatis far more effective than anything ever accomplished in the Anglo-American world

 36)but has itself become a part of the established Anglo-American hegemony of academicknowledge production; there are authors from far less commensurable contexts that areincreasingly compelled to label changes within urban centres as gentrification, (p

Father de Chardin

Galton

Malthus

 The Galton legacy of correlation and the dismal-sciencemoralism of Malthus that inspired Darwin almost crossed paths with the nosphere and urbanstudies at an international symposium in Princeton, New Jersey in 1955 (Mans Role inChanging the Face of the Earth) where Father de Chardin was scheduled to present his paper,The Antiquity and World Expansion of Human Culture

limitations

 Department of Housing and Urban Development in the surrealClinton yeaars of a partially revivified urban policy seen through the parallax view of neoliberal economic de-regulation and a seemingly relentless electoral suburbanization of American politics

David

 Journal of RaceDevelopment, April, reprinted in John Dewey (1939), Intelligence in the Modern World

Dewey, John (1909)

5These tautological pivots becamethe targets for the new revolution in urban theory when Harvey (1973, p

Dewey, John (1904)

 Tom Slater (2014) strikes up an emailcorrespondence with Ball, and publishes an eloquent response: There is Nothing Natural AboutGentrification

neighborhood

proposed

rents

50 We find ourselves today thinking objectively about theprogressive advance of technology and, to some extent science; but we cannot be confident thatwe see progress culturally or morally

decades

Michael Stegman

Stegman

 Michael Stegman (1969)responded to the runaway popularity of transportation models of urban structure inspired by the Alonso-Muthapproach by emphasizing the importance of housing and neighborhood aspects of consumer choice: It isconceivable that while location rents are high near the core because of the concentration of nonresidential activitiesand the relatively large number of particular consumers who find it either necessary or desirable to live near theirplaces of work, these rents would be even steeper if the available housing were of higher quality and theenvironment more amenable

Alonso

students

 Theworlds best students will come to learn with -- and transform -- NYUs world-class faculty inkaleidoscopic interaction with deep connectivity, as humanity learns how to produce futuregenerations of citizens of global society

 Auguste Comte and Positivism: The Essential Writings

Lanier, Jaron (2010)Lanier, Jaron (2013)

 MAK111014The value of Transhumanism, Singularitanism, and other such speculations is that they point to a possible future direction that post-biological and post-human evolution might take, a new kingdom of life or threshold of increasable complexity

 But now, in the twenty-firstcentury, the Teilhardian medium is the message, in a superstage of consciousness achievedthrough planetary communication circuits of entertainment, advertising, and education in amultipolar world of diverse, dynamic global cities

Harvey, David (1973)

Harvey, David (1978)

Harvey

 from JohnsHopkins -- John Dewey

John Dewey

Keynes, John Maynard (1926)

Keynes

Carapezza

 NYUs real estate footprint in GreenwichVillage and Brooklyn has grown by more than two million square feet in the past decade, whileSexton responds to critics of the globalization of the university by contextualizing thecompetition: I live in a city where the people with all the choices, all the money, all theinformation, kill to get their kids into $35,000 kindergartens (quoted in Carapezza and Noe-Payne, 2014)

Payne

Pearson

 And in turnwe wouldnt have chi-square or regression if Karl Pearson hadnt been so anxious to provide hisparticular form of Darwinism with a proper scientific basis (Norton, 1978, p

Karl Pearson

 In John Laurent, ed

thinking

competition

nosphere

 Gentrificationis evolving through intensified competition at the urban interface to planetary circuits ofcommunication and learning -- the nosphere that inspired human evolutionary aspirations ofSextons Global Network University

effects

 If we take a broadview of the old and new names in cognitive-cultural capitalism (Scott, 2007, 2011) ranked bymarket capitalization, we see Apple, Google, Microsoft, China Mobile, Facebook, Verizon,Oracle, Disney, Amazon, ATT, IBM, Comcast, Intel, Cisco, Taiwan Semiconductor, andQualcomm; this is a combined market capitalization of $3

Jesuit

search

Nevertheless, evolutionary logics became an ever more central theme in understanding changesin economy, society, and urbanism

near

class

contextual

neighborhoods

gentrification

 Jrgen Moltmann, TheComing of God: Christian Eschatology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996) 25

 Moreover, the central features of an allegedly distinctiveAsian urban paradigm -- aggressive and comprehensive state planning, contested yet significantsystems of relocation and compensation, and what Maloutas calls the cross-class national prideof urban modernization -- only present a contradiction of gentrification theory if we adopt anarrow, obsolete definition tied to classical Glass-style invasion-and-succession of particularcity neighborhoods, thus ignoring the vast, interdisciplinary, and contextual literatures on urbanrenewal and state-driven gentrification (Lees et al

Maloutas

revolution

hardware

empirical

As situated, embodied, and urbanizing individuals, each of us can see, understand, or experienceparticular empirical facets of this latest urban revolution -- but now billions of us are also able totalk, learn, and fight about it in real time, in the evolutionary algorithmic ecosystems of socialmedia

urban

economics

 The explosionof research in economics inspired by evolutionary thinking (Dopfer, 2005, p

Dopfer

Dewey, John (1920)

Dewey

capitalism

capital

 Poststructuralism is the new frontierfor Wall Street finance, Silicon Valley venture capital and technological innovation, and aremarkably cosmopolitan global alliance of emergent middle classes, political elites, andenergetic, idealistic students in a variegated planetary and urbanizing capitalism

perspective

Russell

2011

 Increased human intelligence cannot on its ownaccomplish what it will take divine grace to make happen

Steve Jobs

capacity

cognitive rentif I describe the post-Tiananmen revanchist urbanism with Chinese Characteristics, the questionis not will the natural-language processors allow [insert his name] to understand what Imsaying; the algorithms are now clear -- anything that gets an audience of more than 500 viewsgives the author legal liability, and so I have the deepest respect for anyone capable of translatingthese words to talk about the relocation meeting the five Vs for verified identitiespivot to Silicon Valley -- the relocation is now protected by corporate-capitalist alliance withSilicon ValleyIn the 2011 Time 100 Poll - the most influential people in the world, includes Mark Zuckerberg,Ray Kurzweil, and Steve Jobs

Mark Zuckerberg

 The key characteristic of both evolutionary andtechnological progress is inevitability, according to Kurzweil

issues

Auguste

Drexler

Herbert Spencer

 Auguste Comtes (1842) ontology of socialphysics offered a scientific, post-theistic positivist theory of cumulative, intergenerationaladvancement in the Great Being of humanity, while Herbert Spencers grand synthesis ofbiology and physics provided a framework for the progress of industrial modernity and thedevelopment of what he had called as early as 1860 the social organism

Auguste Comte

explicit

Hoyt

 The explicit ethno-racial hierarchies thatstructured the spatial evolution of the American metropolis -- such as Homer Hoyts (1933, pp

Homer Hoyt

 At precisely the moment when gentrification is becoming trulytransnational and powerfully planetary, we are asked to liquidate the intellectual and politicalinvestments of generations of critical inquiry

cosmopolitan

 And in one of his last written works,The Evolution of Gentrification, Smith (2011) diagnosed the accelerating pace ofdispossession as cosmopolitan capital operated through transnational network architectures ofrevanchist uneven development on a planetary scale

 Smith, 2000), eroding the relevance of intra-urban distinctions34between old-fashioned urban renewal, Jacobs spontaneous self-organization, the escalation ofprices in existing elite areas, and massive industrial or waterfront mega-projects (Olds, 2001)

Newton

Hayles

Slater

Robert Park

Tom Slater

 These circuits -- what Tom Slater has carefullytheorized as planetary rent gaps -- are now the subject once again of evolutionary socialphysics models and metaphors that would be all to familiar to Robert Park and Frederick JacksonTurner

Park

Eduard Suess

powerful

hope

Jacobs

Ball

 Those authors, Ball (2014) tells us, arestudying city evolution much as biologists study natural evolution -- almost as if the city itselfwere a natural organism -- what Jane Jacobs called the spontaneous self-organization of urbanenvironments

Jane Jacobs

entity

created

Gaymon Bennett

 The result will be technologicaladvances that benefit the investors to the detriment of the wider society and the ecosphere theywould like to rehabilitate

based

actually

What Young perceives as a contradiction between the naturalistic ethics tied to evolution and hismore benevolent values was a contradiction already seen during the era of Social Darwinism

interventions

Aristotle

Simon Young provides an example of one who would like to clear religious blockage to makeway for transhumanism

Dawkins

physics

humanist

The other direction taken by transhumanist ethical thinking is toward increased cooperation,even altruism or benevolence

we will within this century be ready to infuseour solar system with our intelligence through self-replicating non-biological intelligence

 He assumes that a religious faith in God is necessarily atavastic andrecalcitrant
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 An oak tree is the actualized futurum of a potential that already exists in the acorn
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57 Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society, translated by Robert K
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 Can we imagine a future in which we, members ofthe human race as we know it, will be no longer? Will downloading our intelligence into amachine threaten the continuance of or humanity? But if we are downloaded into ourtechnology, Joy asks, what are the chances that we will thereafter be ourselves or evenhuman?56 The transformation of the natural world around us along with the transformation ofourselves into something new that surpasses us raises the question: will the kind of technologicalprogress advocated by transhumanists actually de-humanize us? Would such a dehumanizationbe due to this specific technological proposal, or is it due to the very nature of technique itself?Watching the incorporation of technique into human self-understanding has alarmed boththeologians and secular humanists for half a century now

energy

towards

 Working for clean alternative technologies that not only preserve but also restore thebiosphere sits high on the agenda of what some transhumanists embrace as technogaianism, anethic for technology that supports the Gaia philosophy

theoretical

In his writings during the 1930s and 1940s, Niebuhr shows awareness that our modern Post-Enlightenment culture which plays host to both natural science and European imperialism is abranch growing on a larger historical tree

Robert John Russell

The idea of progress is the underlying presupposition of what may be broadly defined asliberal culture
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 So, we ask: in what direction? Does technology determine the direction for us? Or,do we draw upon values from other sources and press technology into the service of actualizingthose values? Does the dazzle of technological innovation temporarily blind us to the need forretrieving our fundamental value stance? Writing in the 1960s and 1970s, GeorgetownUniversity futurist Victor Ferkiss cautioned against allowing technology to follow its own coursewithout being directed by human commitment to values such as justice, equality, and humanwell-being
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 Evolution, whether biological or cultural, does notmean inexorable progress on the road toward perfection
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 This graph is based on data compiled byTheodore Modis, who "attempted to develop a precise mathematical law that governs the evolution of change and complexity in the Universe" (see e

Apart from the fulfillment of this promise, the future of human history will remain like its past,ambiguous

 Bio-fatalism will increasingly be replaced by techno-can-do-ismthebelief in the power of the new technology to free us from the limitations of our bodies andminds

We foresee the feasibility of redesigning the human condition, including such parameters as theinevitability of aging, limitations on human and artificial intellects, unchosen psychology,suffering, and our confinement to the planet earth

 While Teilhard's strong teleological approach is anathema to mainstream naturalist science (with a few exceptions such asConway Morris) Gould's equally extreme but diametrically opposite blanketdenial that evolution results in the emergence of greater complexityhasn't fared much better; as well as being contrary to the findings ofsystems theoryit is mostly also rejected even by other evolutionists
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 But human advance is also subject to divine judgment
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 Our liberation will come from increased intelligence, anintelligence that itself will find a way to remove itself from our deteriorating bodies and establisha much more secure substrate for endurance

 Whereas in the past we have been prisoners of our biology,in the future we will become liberated

sentient
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words
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Now, if the genome does not care about lifespan, might we with the help of our medicalscientists care? Might we intervene to patch up molecular and cellular damage? Yes

sensory

60 Almost presciently anticipating todays proposal to create a posthumanintelligence, Ferkiss declares that we should preserve our humanness; we should maintaintodays humanity over against the temptation to replace it with something more advanced
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6This distinction may not be valid for traits that seem to be both bodily and mental (e

If human traits and achievements become less dependent on individual effort, thewhole current system for assigning praise and reward in society will be undermined,along with associated notions of self-esteem

10Very few prostheses that currently existcan be understood as genuine enhancements, since most of them are not capable ofperforming better than normally functioning organs

A superhuman enhancement, incontrast, may help him lift 600 kg

 Persons are seen as abnormal, in the sense of deviating from the norm whenthey have traits beyond the normal human range or when they look different due to thepresence of visible prostheses, discolorations or deformities of the body

 First, theengineering of human traits that are traditionally held to be part of pre-given nature willnecessarily bing it about that these humans will not fully conceive of themselves as eithera natural human being or as a creation of God

 It is likely, therefore, that human enhancement will lead to new,unjustified inequalities, and may even undermine the core Western notion of moralequality

 In nature-based explanations,traits are held to have been predetermined at birth, and to be part of ones nature sincebirth

 The fundamentalquestion Who am I? is answered in part through an answer to the question Where did Icome from? Ontogenetic identity provides reasons or causes why one has the traits onehas and why one finds oneself in the situation one is in

 Personal History and IdentityAn important part of self-identity is constituted by an understanding of ones personalhistory, including ontogenetic history, which is account of how one became to be theperson one is

14A self-concept is a relatively stableconceptual structure that contains beliefs about oneself, in particular about one's enduringattributes

29Another feature of most contemporary societies is that they have a mostly liberalsystem of government, meaning that they emphasize individual freedom, including freeenterprise, and do not advocate or endorse a particular conception of the good for itscitizens

 Such an idea may resultfrom the realization that ones traits are not given by nature or God but have beencarefully selected by others to fulfill their ends

 Third, I will analyze how theintroduction of superhuman traits and traits that cross species boundaries would producenew social identities and could lead to new class systems

 Self-produced influences, to the extent that they lead to improvement,are typically the result of individual effort aimed at self-improvement

achievement

 In the next section, I will analyze how humanenhancement is likely to impact self-conceptions of agency and achievement, andtherefore self-esteem

feasible

techniques

Techniques for enhancementThere are three major techniques for human enhancement: prosthesis (the fitting ofprosthetic devices and tissues), pharmacological treatment (the use of drugs to improvebiological systems), and genetic engineering

 Even though such inequalities may have decreasedover time, the idea that not all human beings are equal still lingers in individual attitudes,whether in the form of (latent) racism, sexism, or similar discriminatory attitudes, and canunder the right circumstances lead to overt discrimination

Gregory Stock

 Since machines are also placed lower in thenatural order than human beings, there is a serious risk that such beings will be held to beinferior to normal humans

 This notion rests on theidea that there is an identifiable class of rational beings, called humans, that should beconsidered morally equal, either because they are inherently morally equal (by naturallaw or by divine order) or because they have agreed to a social contract in which they aredeclared morally equal

 An important class of chemical enhancements is located withinthe realm of psychoactive drugs, which are chemicals that temporarily or permanentlyalter brain function, with resulting changes in perception, cognition, mood, personalitytraits, or behavior

 Self-produced influences include personal choices and efforts: I haveworked hard to make my body strong and versatile, I have cultivated an optimisticoutlook in life

 Human enhancement is likely to lead to majorchanges in personal identities, and it is therefore important to assess what changes arelikely to occur and whether these changes are desirable for the individual and for society

 ContemporaryWestern societies are nearly all characterized by a market economy, a consumer culture,and a liberal system of government

 Affective and personality enhancements areenhancements of mood, personality traits, and (social) behavioral tendencies, such astendencies to tendencies to have positive moods, to have greater confidence, or to bemore sympathetic

 The way that personal identities are defined in a society is therefore ofmajor importance to it and its individuals

death

inequalities

However, the history of the human race shows that this existing moral code isoften broken in practice, and that observable differences between people tend to lead tomoral and social inequalities, whether they are differences in race, gender, ethnicity,religion, sexual orientation, or ability

 The notion of social identity is therefore sometimescontrasted with that of psychological identity, which is based on self-categorizations thatinclude idiosyncratic attributes of individuals, especially those that relate to their physicaland psychological traits

Such a realization would be unwelcome if they subscribe to ideals of naturalnessor to religious beliefs according to which such engineering of their nature is undesirable

2Transhumanism is an international movement with the explicit aim ofsupporting human enhancement technology to improve human life

As transhumanists and other defenders of human enhancement have emphasized,such negative implications are not necessary

hand

 However, if a new class of rational (or subrational orsuperrational) beings emerges that transcends human nature, the notion of inherent moralequality does not seem to apply, because such a class is not fully human, and any notionof a social contract may not apply either, because that social contract was agreed tobetween humans

 The selection of enhancements by othersmay especially undermine images of oneself as an agent with free will if theenhancements are in the realm of mood and personality

 Positive effects result whenenhancements are recognized to provide superior powers or enhance ones status

 He will not see his enhanced body, and his actionsperformed with it, as fully his own achievement

 When a javelin thrower excels because of human enhancement, thenthis admiration will largely disappear

hence

 Human Enhancement and Personal IdentityHaving explored the notion of enhancement and the different kinds that exist, let us nowturn to the notion of personal identity

 Persons have self-schemas abouttheir body;20character traits;21values and beliefs;22abilities;23social identity;24andpersonal history

cloning

Because the impact of human enhancement on personal identity is hence an issueof major social and ethical importance, this impact should be high on the agenda in bothmedical research and healthcare policy

 We can therefore distinguish between intra-normal enhancements , which are improvements of traits that remain within the normalrange for human beings and supernormal enhancements, which are improvementsbeyond the normal human range and additions of qualitatively new traits

 Perhaps admiration will go instead to the doctorsor engineers who enhanced the javelin thrower

 The corresponding enhancements may betermed prosthetic, chemical and genetic

 As Michael Sandel has argued, when onestraits are not there by ones own making, ones achievements will not receive the sameamount of admiration

 Such self-evaluations play a significant role in determining one's subsequent behavior, attitudes,and intentions

light

Adam

Richard Dawkin

Not only does a similar risk to unequal treatment emerge when a class oftranshuman or posthuman beings is created, there is an even greater risk, which is that thevery basis of the modern notion of moral equality is undermined

 Whenenhancements become the norm for a trait, normality is redefined, and unenhanced traitsbecome inferior rather than normal, and may come to mark either lower status, social andeconomic failure, or nonconformity

 Why, for example, train for years to becomea successful athlete if human enhancements could give one the same abilitiesimmediately? Human enhancement could therefore seriously alter the conventionalrelation between effort, self-improvement and achievement, as is already happening insports due to the use of doping

 Some of these psychoactive drugs can be used for enhancement, suchas nootropics, or smart drugs, which are psychoactive drugs that boost cognitiveabilities, such as memory, alertness, verbal facility, and creative thought

 In health policy, technology assessment and scenario building for newHETs should take place to anticipate possible social effects, and human enhancementshould be carefully regulated based on the outcomes of such assessments

 This requires there to be a public affirmation of the status of equalcitizenship, including equal rights and an equal moral worth

12Within the class of supernormal enhancements a further distinction is warrantedbetween traits that are merely exceptional for humans, and traits that have a value orquality beyond the known human range

 This liberal attitude towardsenhancement is already visible in the regulation of cosmetic surgery and performanceenhancing drugs, where restrictions on access, if any, are usually legitimized by healthand safety concerns, and not by a moral or religious conception of what is good forpeople

5In philosophy, personal identity is often defined as a set of criteria that must be fulfilled for persons topersist from one time to another

 The javelin throwers self-identity islikely to be similarly affected

In what follows, I will analyze potential and actual implications of humanenhancement for personal identity, and I will assess the moral importance of theseimplications for healthcare and health policy

In the psychological literature on self-identity, a person's self-identity is oftenanalyzed as constituted by a self-concept

 Such influences may be external or self-produced

Even if new inequalities could somehow be prevented, which seems unlikely, thequestion would remain if human enhancement would really improve human lives

13Although this is the more common interpretation of the term 'identity,' philosophical discussions ofpersonal identity often employ a different interpretation, focusing on the problem of personal identityover time

 But what are the moralimplications of changes in personal identity resulting from enhancement? Do some ofthese changes violate moral principles?It would clearly be a moral wrong if human enhancement would create divisionsbetween identities that would systematically cause certain classes of humans or humanoidorganisms in society to be recognized as having inferior status

 Unenhanced human beings may come to see themselves as incompleteand inferior in comparison to new norms of normality, and their self-esteem is likely tosuffer as a result

 Acquiring the productthen becomes a means of overcoming ones own inadequacy and unhappiness

 Superhuman Traits, Species Membership and New Social IdentitiesWhile some enhancement may become standard in society, causing human beingswithout the enhancement to be seen as abnormal, other enhancements will remainexceptional

supernormal

Intra-normal and supernormal enhancementsEnhancements were defined as non-therapeutic modifications of traits that bring thembeyond a normal condition

 Types of Enhancements and Enhancement TechnologiesA brain prosthesis is likely to have different consequences for personal identity than abreast implant

17Individuals begindefining themselves within systems of categories from an early age on, and keep refiningand changing these definitions as they grow older

 Might realism be on the side of the transhumanists?Why do we grow old? Can we do something about it? Clear consensus now exists that ageing iscaused by the gradual, lifelong accumulation of a wide variety of molecular and cellular damage

18Although self-identity is henceshaped by society, it does not follow that self-identity reduces to social identity

exponential

When traits are commodified, they change their status from a natural good, agood that is a fixed part of ones human nature, to a social good, a good that can bebought, sold and redistributed

unhappiness

 Thisstrategy is clearly followed in the advertising of current enhancements like cosmeticsurgery and pharmaceutical enhancements, where descriptions, images and testimonialsemphasize the unhappiness and inadequacy of people prior to surgery or drug use

 Psychologicalresearch shows that the self-categorizations of individuals strongly correlate with theways in which they expect to be judged by others

behavioral

 Enhancements areimprovements of human traits, which include mental and physical attributes and abilitiesand behavioral dispositions

 These implications can be anticipated to some extentthrough serious engagement with existing research on personal identity and throughextensive trials

 Rather, they will become markers of status and wealththat signify economic success, social superiority and good taste

 The enhancedmay acquire an inferior status through their otherness, and by not being seen as fullyhuman

 These explanations can be secular, referring to the forces of nature or to geneticevolutionary forces, or religious, referring to a god or creator

fundamental

 The psychological function of the self-concept is, according to an influentialstudy by Epstein, twofold: it has an integrative and a hedonic function

superhuman

Teilhard

 Human enhancement couldundermine such public affirmations by increasing differences between people and byengineering superhuman or transhuman beings that may not be recognized to havenormal personhood

 Commodification and Changing Standards of NormalityHuman enhancement does not only affect ontogenetic identity, it also affects bodilyidentity (how we perceive our bodies) and social identity (how we perceive ourselves inrelation to others)

 In these fields, it is becoming possible to develop techniques thatimprove human functions beyond a normal range

Chemical enhancements are chemical modifications of biological organs orprocesses that yield superior functioning

28When a javelin thrower excels in his sport, the admiration andrespect he gains from others are not just directed at successful individual throws

To perform its integrative and hedonic functions, the self-concept has to succeedin two tasks: It has to draw a boundary between the self and its environment, and it hasto discern attributes in the thus delineated self

 Human enhancement providestechnological procedures to improve traits without the necessity of individual effort

 These self-schema's are storedin long-term memory, but may be activated to frame and categorize self-experiences andguide thought and behavior in particular instances

 Identity attributed by a person to him- orherself is called self-identity

 As I havetried to argue, failure to take these implications for personal identity seriously in thedevelopment and regulation of HETs is likely to engender an introduction of newinequalities into society and t enable the development of HETs that end up harming ratherthan improving the quality of life

 Yet, the relation between effort and achievement is veryimportant in many religions and ideologies, from Buddhism to Christianity and fromsocialism to liberalism

 People tend to explain their own traits by referenceto either nature or nurture, or a combination of the two

 The hedonicfunction can be described, in contemporary terminology, as that of enhancing self-esteem; it involves the comparative evaluation of one's own attributes

 Human enhancement makes for betterpeople, who then have more self-esteem and are held in higher esteem by others, and allthese individual benefits add up to a benefit for society as a whole

The possibility of human enhancement requires a rethinking of the aims ofmedicine

Smith

The same tendency is visible in the market of mood enhancers, where normal feelings ofunhappiness and anxiety are defined as abnormal and become treatable conditions

 Ontogenetic identity may be defined as that part of ones self-concept thatrecounts ones ontogenetic history

 These social prejudices may become reflected in laws and policies, and will alsobe reflected in the self-concept of the enhanced

46In light of these understandings of the future, it is clear that the concept with whichtranshumanists work is the future as futurum, the future as a futurologist would grasp it

 There is a widely held belief in Western societies that self-improvement and human excellence strongly depend on individual effort and requireprolonged training, discipline and self-control

 IntroductionHuman enhancement, also called human augmentation, is an emerging field withinmedicine and bioengineering that aims to develop technologies and techniques forovercoming current limitations of human cognitive and physical abilities

 Teilhard's cosmology, but not his strictanthropocentrism, have been strongly influential in theNew Age movement,Transhumanism, theUniverse Story,Integral Theory, and other contemporary advocates ofevolution of consciousness, while his termcomplexificationhas been adopted by contemporarysystems science

Simon Young, for example, asserts that we should advance from genethics to nurethics

pleasure

 I will explicate briefly the positions taken by neoorthodox theologians suchas Reinhold Niebuhr and Langdon Gilkey, who helped make us aware that progress isambiguousthat is, all technological advances can be pressed into the service of either good orevil

Human enhancement changes this existing order by enabling the artificialmodification of traits that were once held to be fixed by nature and by enabling theenhancement of traits through relatively effortless technological intervention that couldonce only be enhanced through individual effort over a sustained period of time

 A poorly developed self-concept could either bring about lowself-esteem, resulting in self-depriciation or even suicide, or superiority complexes thatresult in unrealistically high expectations in life and poor treatment of others

Effects on self-esteem can be positive or negative

common

 A realization thatone is not a wholly free agent is therefore likely to undermine her self-esteem and make itmore difficult for her to function in society

5Human enhancement can be expected to affect personal identity because it involves themodification of human minds and bodies and equips humans with supernormal abilities

beliefs

37Anticipating my theological analysis yet to come, I recommend that we pause for a moment toconsider the significance of the computer virus for understanding the human condition

In most attempts to give a more precise analysis of its structure, the self-conceptis analyzed as consisting of a system of self-schemas, which are cognitive and affectivestructures that contain beliefs and feelings about the self along some dimension, such asbodily appearance, character traits, or group membership

ontogenetic

Human enhancement affects ontogenetic identity by adding an essentially newtype of explanation for human traits

 Cognitive enhancements are enhancements of human perceptualand cognitive capacities

identities

 The consequences for self-esteem aredifficult to predict, as self-esteem may both increase and decrease as a result of newsocial identities

The perception of (super)enhanced humans as different may create new socialstatuses and identities for them

In modern societies, then, enhancements will be goods that can be bought andsold

 These ideologies all emphasize the central role of effort andtraining in achievement and self-actualization, and define human identity in terms of it

 Since animals are placed lowerin the natural order than human beings, such organisms will likely be seen as inferior tohuman beings, in spite of possible enhanced powers like better smell or greater strength

7Physical enhancements are enhancements of human physical capacities, which arecapacities for physical action and for the maintenance of a good physical condition

 New social categories may be created to refer todifferent classes of cyborgs, chimeras, superenhanced humans and designer babies, withcorresponding expectations and prejudices about their moral status and their role insociety

 Conclusion: Ethical ConsiderationsHuman enhancement is likely to have serious implications for personal identity

 Ontogenetic identity is undoubtedly an importantconstituent of self-identity, because it is explanatory of who one is

One of the issues in the debate on human enhancement has been its potentialimpact on personal identity

 Human traits, as represented in the self-concept, will be reconceptualized associal goods that have a monetary value and that can be acquired to mark social andeconomic status

My thesis is this: transhumanist assumptions regarding progress are naive, because they fail tooperate with an anthropology that is realistic regarding the human proclivity to turn good intoevil

Types of enhancement by traitA basic distinction can be made between bodily and mental or psychologicalenhancements, where the former include improvements of the body, and the latterimprovements of the mind and behavior

 The impact of an enhancement on identity may vary with(1) the type of trait that is modified, (2) the means by which it is modified, and (3) theextent or degree to which it is modified

normality

 Next, I will analyze how the large-scale use of certain humanenhancements may change existing conceptions of normality and how this may impactthe social status and self-esteem of the unenhanced

drugs

 This is already true forexisting enhancements like cosmetic surgery and performance-enhancing drugs

trends

 True, there is a strongbelief in the moral equality of all rational beings in contemporary (Western) societies,implying that all rational beings have equal moral status and dignity and deserve equaltreatment and respect

 These features of societies strongly determine theway in which enhancements are made available and the way in which they will be used

 For example,it may be part of someones self-identity that she is obese, whereas most others perceiveher as thin

 Transhumanists, likeNick Bostrom and Max More, believe that HETs can be used to improve human life andhold that there are no moral imperatives by which embargos on the development and useof HETs can be justified

 Once liberated from histemporal body, Socrates disembodied mind could go on to contemplate eternal ideas

 Similarly, virility drugs like Viagra,used to treat erectile dysfunction, are be used to enhance sexual performance in normallyfunctioning individuals

 His ideas have some intriguing parallels with those ofTeilhard de Chardin, and he integrated evolutionary thinking withEastern philosophythe way Teilhard synthesised evolution with Christianity

Society has a major role in the formation of the categorical self

34Human enhancement, to conclude, is likely to commodify human traits, and mayin the process end up redefining the enhanced as normal and the unenhanced asabnormal

Advertising is the primary medium used by producers to convince consumers thatproducts will indeed satisfy their wants and improve their status

63 Reinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man, 2 Volumes (New York: CharlesScribners Sons, 1941-1942) 2:240

 Thedeviance from normality of the superabled, their otherness, combined with their minoritystatus, may limit their social acceptance and consequently lower their self-esteem

consequences

 To adequately analyze the consequences of human enhancement forpersonal identity, we therefore need to distinguish between different kinds ofenhancements, to enable us to explore different effects on identity

 Unavoidably, theavailability of commodified enhancements will lead to a commodification of humantraits, meaning that traits themselves are seen as purchasable and replaceable objects

 The focus of research on identity in the social and behavioral sciences andhumanities has mostly been on self-identity

External influences are circumstances beyond ones control that cause changes in oneself

abnormal

 When normal human traits can be enhanced, their unenhanced counterpartsmay be redefined as abnormal or inadequate through market-driven medicalizations

traits

 Suchimplications are especially likely for enhancements of mood and personality,enhancements that add superhuman traits or cross species boundaries, enhancements thatchange visual appearance beyond what is considered normal, and enhancements chosenby parents or others before birth or in early childhood

university

 In a consumer culture,products are believed to improve ones life if they satisfy wants or improve ones status

morally

Negative implications of enhancement for self-esteem are morally significantbecause self-esteem has been argued in moral philosophy to be a primary good

norm

self-concept

 Thesedeviations from the norm, and the social categories and judgments of which others availthemselves to underline them, will be reflected in the self-concept, and will affect self-esteem

, a moral or religious one) above otherconceptions that also have their place in society

Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre: (1881-1955) French philosopher and Jesuit priest who trained as apaleontologistandgeologistand took part in the discovery of bothPiltdown ManandPeking Man

oneself

 Socialidentity is identity derived from group membership, and self-attributed social identity isthe way in which one defines oneself as belonging to particular social groups
On a nave transhumanist analysis, changes in personal identity resulting fromhuman enhancement can only be for the good

 Very diverse qualities, like having freckles, being stubborn, believing in freewill, being the survivor of an earthquake and being a German-American can, to a greateror lesser degree, help define ones uniqueness and therefore help define ones identity

 Notably, it has been argued that human enhancementmay bring about a devaluation of achievement through the disposability of effort and mayfurther commodify the human body

 The envisioned applications arelimitless, and include the enhancement of human traits like muscular strength, endurance,vision, intelligence, mood and personality

bring

 Humanenhancement aims to bring improvements to the human condition that move beyond astate of mere health

 The technological singularity ("human-machine convergence,") occurs at the intersection of Epoch 4 and Epoch 5

 For example, a mere supernormal enhancement ofstrength may help a weightlifter lift 300 or 400 kilograms, where the world record is 472

Locke

 In medical research and development, athorough consideration of the potential implications of particular HETs for personalidentity is therefore a necessity
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engineering

 Feelings of inferiority and low self-esteem may also result from perceptions thatones actions are not wholly free because determined by personality characteristics thatwere engineered by others, and because ones achievements are not seen as resultingfrom ones own effort

 Rather, this papers focuses on the synchronic conception of identity as uniqueness in relation toothers, the conception that is prevalent in social science

 In this section, it will be explored how the use of HETs is likely toaffect bodily and social identity in contemporary Western societies

4Personal identity is here understood as the collection ofattributes that make someone a unique person, especially as understood by themselves

visible

33Amedicalized attitude towards normal human traits is also visible in transhumanism, inwhich unenhanced human beings are seen as limited and defective

attributes

meaning

19Manypersonal attributes, especially physical and psychological attributes like being tall andbeing melancholy, are not, by this definition, part of one's social identity, as individualswith these traits are not, or hardly, distinguishable as separate social groups with theirown historically formed identity

 The future in Christian eschatology arrives by the coming of Gods kingdom

achieve

 As Johns Rawls hasargued, it is the responsibility of society to provide a social basis for the development ofself-esteem

63 The ambiguity of which Niebuhr speaks is the everpresent potential created by human freedom, namely, the potential to choose evil and chaos aswell as what is good and fulfilling

activity

6Bodily enhancements can be further dividedinto physical and cosmetic enhancements, and mental enhancements into cognitive,affective and personality enhancements

 The unenhanced may gain an inferior status when certain enhancements becomenormal

status

32Depictions of normal traits as inferior may even get a (pseudo)scientific basisthrough medicalization, which is the characterization of human traits in terms of diseaseand ailment
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 Humans may even be modified to theextent that the resulting organism is no longer fully identifiable as a member of Homosapiens, and has become a transhuman or posthuman lifeform, which will lead to evenmore drastic changes in personal identity

surgery

9There are also enhancements that do not fit in any of these three categories, including nonprostheticsurgery, as in certain types of cosmetic surgery, and procedures that modify human traits throughnonsurgical, nongenetic and nonchemical means, as in neurofeedback, which makes use of sounds orvisual stimuli

cosmetic

30 What wefind here is an ethical principlethe "will to evolve," mentioned earlierdrawn fromevolutionary biology and applied to economics, survival of the fittest

 Existing cosmetic enhancements include a variety of cosmeticsurgery procedures, like eyelid and breast surgery, and focus on visual beauty

enhancements

attributed

Social scientists normally define identity not as an objective condition of persons,but as a subjective or attributed condition

exists

self-identity

create

25The moral and social importance of self-identity rests in the fact that it determineshow people feel about themselves, and is a strong determinant of peoples intentions,attitudes and behaviors

 If everyone becomes taller or fasterthrough enhancement, then the relative social value of these traits remains the same,because one is only tall or fast relative to others

earth

unenhanced
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equal

 Thesefuturists structured their thinking according to what I call the understanding-decision-control(udc) formula: we need to understand present trends along with the alternative scenarios theycould lead to; we need to make a decision regarding which alternative future we shouldactualize; and then we the human race can take control over our destiny rather than be pilloriedby the onrush of an otherwise uncontrollable future

 There is a serious risk, however, that the enhanced will not be seen bythemselves and others as equal to the unenhanced, but as either superior or inferior tothem

doing

 The basic idea isto combine the notion of challenge, which is defined as a phenomenon that elicitsaction from an agent, with the notion of propagation, which denotes the process bywhich such phenomenon is iteratively transmitted from agent to agent

 This means that they consist of a vast number ofrelatively autonomous agents (such as cells, neurons or individuals) that interact locally via avariety of channels

 Problems that are more complex do notoffer such a guarantee: trial-and-error will be needed, and, by definition, you do not knowwhether any trial will produce a solution or an error

To measure the intelligence of a distributed network, we can then try to establish its capacityto effectively process challenges

 Negativeemotions tend to narrowly focus your attention to the problem at hand, so that you can investall your resources in tackling that problem; positive emotions tend to widen your field ofattention so that it becomes open to discovering new opportunities for growth

 A challenge isa generalization of the notions of problem, opportunity and activation

 The resulting organization is truly distributed over the components of thesystem: it is not localized, centralized or directed by one or a few agents, but arises out of theinterconnections between all the agents

inside

Newell

 Problem solvingthen means finding a path through the problem space that leads from the initial state (say, x)to the goal (say, y) (Heylighen, 1988; Newell  Simon, 1972)

An important difference between simple relaxation models and challenge models is thatintelligent agents, unlike physical systems, must remain in a far-from-equilibrium state: theyare constantly active, consuming energy, and trying to avoid at all costs a complete standstill(i

Robin

 the friend provides a good tip ontackling it, or the people on the forum collaboratively develop a solution), then the agent willbe more inclined to use the same link in the future to transmit similar challenges

computer

 If wefocus only on the remaining aspects, we see a mechanism of information transmission similarto the spreading of memes (Adar  Adamic, 2005; Heylighen, 1998; Heylighen  Chielens,2008): messages are communicated from agent to agent, without undergoing much change,until they have reached everyone that may be interested in the message

 Therefore, we may assume that evolutionary, social, or technologicalprogress will in general increase intelligence in an irreversible way

input layeroutput layerhidden layersFigure 2: a neural network with links (represented by arrows) connecting nodes (representedby circles)

ChallengesFrom problems to opportunitiesThe view of intelligence as a capability for problem solving or information processing runsinto a fundamental issue: what is a meaningful problem, or meaningful information? Whyshould an intelligent agent address certain problems or process certain information, anddisregard others? In other words, how does an agent decide what to do or pay attention to? Inthe approach of traditional artificial intelligence (AI), this issue is ignored, as AI programs areconceived essentially as question-answering systems: the user or programmer introduces thequestion (problem, query, input), and the program responds with an answer (solution, output)

Learning in the distributed networkIn the case of networked propagation, coordination requires an additional condition, though:the links between the agents that define the network should be appropriate to the task ofdistributing challenges

connected

day

The intention of this work is to provide a conceptual and mathematical foundation for a newtheory of the Global Brain (Goertzel, 2002; Heylighen, 2008, 2011a, 2011c), which is definedas the distributed intelligence emerging from all people and machines as connected by theHeylighen 3Internet

lack

Different agents have in general different value systems, and therefore different idealsituations

 We will use the term forum as the most general form of a meetingground where people can exchange challenges

Information processing happens simply by presenting the information to the input layer (inHeylighen 6the form of a pattern of activation distributed across the nodes), letting that informationpropagate through the hidden layers (during which the activation pattern changes dependingon the strengths of the connections), and collecting the processed information at the outputlayer by reading the activation pattern of the final nodes

 Thus, the more intelligent ones have a competitive advantage overHeylighen 5the less intelligent ones

 Establishinglinks is achieved via a learning process, which creates and remembers adequate links, whileforgetting inadequate ones

 In the case of a wire or axon, relaxationimplies a propagation of the electrical current or activation from the higher to the lowerpotential

 After many experiences of successful or failed processing, the relative strengths ofthe different connections will have shifted so that the probability of overall success hasbecome much larger

 Delta learning is a form of reinforcement learning (Woergoetter  Porr, 2008) in whicha link is rewarded if it brings the challenge closer to relaxation, and penalized if it reducesrelaxation

 The output is thefinal pattern of activation after it has settled into a stable configuration

 If an agent decides to take on the challenge, it will perform someHeylighen 13actions that change the state of the challenge and then leave the modified challenge in themedium

 An example is an emailmessage sent and forwarded with comments from person to person, or a post or tweet in asocial media network that is reposted to other people

 Allmembers of the community can post messages (challenges) to the forum, read the messagesposted by others, and react to those messages (take on the challenge)

In the case of propagation across a social or neural network, the medium has a non-trivialtopology that directs the workflow: an agent that has finished working on a challenge passes iton to one or more specific other agents that it is connected to

 This difference creates an imbalance or tensionthat needs to be relaxed, typically by propagating it along some medium until the difference isdissipated

Traditional models of intelligence in cognitive science and artificial intelligence see theproblem solving as a process of search through a space of potential solutions

 The solution ofthe problem is a new piece of information produced by the agent in response to the problemstatement

 That is why the notion ofproblem will need to be replaced by the broader notion of challenge and the sequential,localized process of search (for a problem solution) by the parallel, distributed process ofpropagation

 This would not only provide a basis for amathematical model of challenge propagation, but for a simulation aimed at exploringdifferent variations of the model by investigating how they affect the overall intelligence ofthe network

 This implies aconservative strategy, which is conventionally called homeostasis, regulation, orcontrol: the agent acts merely to compensate perturbations, i

22 One limitation onthe transhumanist list to be overcome is aging

The partial order provides us with an unambiguous criterion of progress: if an agent, bylearning, evolution, or design, manages to solve additional problems relative to the ones itcould deal with before, it has become objectively more intelligent

 Connectionism and the mind: An introduction toparallel processing in networks

 We will define intelligence as the ability to process information so as toefficiently solve problems and exploit opportunities

 In the typical challenges thatHeylighen 11confront intelligent agents, the direction is much more complex, as there are many possibleroutes to increase fitness (i

 Software architecture of the challenge propagation model (No

 bring it closer to the case where the presentsituation equals the ideal situation, by acting on it or processing it

 Insteadof an agent traveling (searching) across a space of challenges (problem space), we willconsider a challenge traveling (propagating) across a space of agents  Combining the prospectdimension with different aspects of the valence dimension produces the simple classificationof Table 1 (an extension of the one in (Heylighen, 2012a))

 A first step in our intended generalization towards distributed processes is thereinterpretation of problem solving as information processing

 When their presence isforeseen, they may be called mysteries as they represent a focus for curiosity andexploration, inviting the agent to gather additional knowledge

 Given the ability toevaluate or value phenomena, the agent can then itself decide what aspects of its situation areproblematic and therefore require some solution

 It can berepresented by a number, which is larger than zero for positive situations, smaller than zerofor negative ones, and zero for neutral or indifferent ones

 In a sequential process, on the other hand,Heylighen 7every step or component through which the process passes constitutes a bottleneck: if thatcomponent breaks down, the process may never recover

McClelland

Rumelhart

Plunkett

 The attempts tosimulate the neural networks used by our brain, however, led to the notion of parallel,distributed processing of information (Bechtel  Abrahamsen, 1991; McLeod, Plunkett, Rolls, 1998; Rumelhart  McClelland, 1986)

 Thus, there is no imposed direction forward, from input layer to output layer

 It can becharacterized by valence (positive or negative), prospect, mystery and difficulty

activities

 Greycircles represent individual agents performing activities

 From an evolutionary perspective, all values can be derived from thefundamental value of fitness (survival, development, and reproduction), since naturalselection has ensured that agents that did not successfully strive for fitness have beeneliminated from the scene

 Notethat the neutral concept of difference allows a challenge to be interpreted positively(opportunity) as well as negatively (problem)

Heylighen 9However, a challenge merely inspires or stimulates action, it does not impose it

 It includes division of labor (who dealswith what challenge component?), workflow (where does a challenge go after it has beenpartially dealt with?), and aggregation (how are all the finished pieces of work assembled?)(see Fig

 A Tale of Challenge, Adventure and Mystery: towards an agent-basedunification of narrative and scientific models of behavior (Working papers No

Propagation occurs either via a shared medium in which challenging traces are left forothers (stigmergy), or via a network of agent-to-agent links learned throughreinforcement of successful transmissions

 Therefore, while they are inclined to relax existing challenges, they will also seeknew challenges (affordances, resources, opportunities)unlike physical systems

cognition

Heath

Beethoven

 This is theperspective of distributed cognition, originally proposed by the ethnographer Hutchins (Clark,1998; Heylighen, Heath,  Van Overwalle, 2004; Hutchins, 2000)

The present paper will assume that intelligent agents have some kind of in-built value system,and assume that those values elicit specific actions in specific situations

 Hierarchical organization versus self-organization (No

Another reason to focus on distributed intelligence is that traditional intelligence modelsinwhich a well-defined agent solves a well-defined problem (and then stops)are completelyunrealistic for describing complex adaptive systems, such as an organization, the Internet, orthe brain

 In thatsense, a challenge relaxing dynamics only describes part of their behavior, and must becomplemented by a challenge seeking dynamics that is better described by some form ofactive exploration (Heylighen, 2012a)

 When they appear unexpectedly, they may be called surprises as they functions assudden warnings that the agents knowledge has a potentially dangerous gap

The more problems an agent can solve, the more intelligent it is

The learning happens via a general reward or reinforcement mechanism: links that havebeen successfully used in producing a good solution become stronger; the others becomeweaker

 This makes the processing much more robust:individual components may be missing, malfunctioning or contain errors; yet, thedisturbances this introduces to the process are drowned out by the contributions from theother components when everything is aggregated

2001

test

The difficulty, of course, is to represent such a complex, ill-defined process in a precise,mathematical or computational manner

 In both cases, challenges can travelmore or less efficiently across the network of agents and workspaces until they find an agentable and willing to deal with them, and then continue their journey along other agents dealingwith the remaining aspects

 In such systems, everything is smeared out across space, time and agents: it isnever fully clear who is addressing which problem where or when

 In contrast to the standard paradigm ofindividual problem solving, the challenge propagation paradigm investigates processes thatinvolve a potentially unlimited number of agents

Our preliminary simulation, called ChallProp (Veitas, 2012), indeed shows such self-organization of distributed intelligence

In this case of stigmergy, a challenge remains available in a public medium or workspace thatall agents can access

Figure 1: an illustration of the exponential explosion in the number of possible paths leadingfrom an initial problem state via subsequent steps (or operators) to the goal state or problemsolution

Definition of challengeWe come to the most important new concept discussed in this paper: a challenge is a situationthat potentially carries valence for an agent, so that the agent is inclined to actin the case ofnegative valence by suppressing the perceived disturbance (s); in the case of positive valenceby exploring or exploiting the perceived opportunity (ies)

 sends it to a friend, or posts it to a forum), and itobserves that the challenge is adequately dealt with (e

In fact, I assume thatin contrast to traditional, sequential models of artificial intelligenceall forms of natural intelligence are distributed

The similarity between a distributed network of agents and a neural network suggests that thedistributed network should be able to learn by differentially strengthening or weakening itslinks

 Out of these non-linear interactions, some form of coherent, coordinatedactivity emergesa phenomenon known as self-organization (Camazine et al

 The link strength can then be increased by an amount proportional to the degree ofrelaxation (which may be negative)

, 2003;Heylighen, 2013)

, 2012), in order to investigate precisely how the distributed intelligence of the networkincreases as it selectively strengthens or weakens its links or increases its stigmergiccapabilities

 In the simplest case, the network consists ofconnected units or nodes arranged in subsequent layers, with the connections pointing fromthe input layer, via one or more hidden layers, to the final output layer (see Fig

 Since challenges are generalizations of thesephenomena, propagation appears like the natural way to describe their dynamics

 What is so naive about transhumanism, I will try to show, is its dismissalof the ambiguity that unavoidably accompanies all technological progress

The difference between positive (growth) and negative (deficiency) values correspondsroughly to the difference between positive and negative emotions

Jacques Ellul

 Stigmergy is a mechanism whereby a challenge left by an agent in some medium orworkspace that is shared with other agents stimulates those others to further address thatchallenge (Heylighen, 2015; Parunak, 2006)

 These kinds of values are positive, in the sense that they makeyou progress, develop, or grow beyond what you have now, albeit without any clear goal orend point

 Eventually, cultural advance waseclipsed by industrial and then scientific or technological progress

becoming

This paper wishes to introduce a new paradigm for modelling this process, challengepropagation, which synthesizes my older work on spreading activation in individual andcollective intelligence (Heylighen, 1999; Heylighen  Bollen, 2002), and my more recentontology of action (Heylighen, 2011b, 2013)

 This means that they emerge from theinteractions between a collective of autonomous components or agents that are working inparallel

 To deal with this, our initial focus mustshift from the agent to the challenge itself: what interests us is how an individual challenge isprocessed by a collective of agents distributed across some abstract space or network

 To better understand suchdistributed processing of a challenge we need to investigate the dynamics of propagation

 On the other hand, the present definition doesproduce a partial ordering: an agent A is more intelligent than another agent B, if A can solveall problems that B can solve, and some more

 Self-organization in Communicating Groups: the emergence ofcoordination, shared references and collective intelligence

expansion

 This change inperspective is similar to the one that distinguishes memetics from traditional social sciencemodels of communication (Heylighen  Chielens, 2008): instead of focusing on theindividuals communicating, memetic models focus on the information (memes) beingcommunicated

The next, more complex model of intelligence is a deterministic algorithm

More generally, in physics a difference in potential energy between two points determines aforce that pushes the system from the high potential to the low one

 In this case, the topology of the network(which node is connected to which other nodes) fundamentally determines the propagationprocess: a challenge can move directly from agent A to agent B only if there exists a link A ?B in the network

 Theinput in this case is simply the initial pattern of activation over all nodes

 That makes one trillion for a path of merely 12 steps long! That is why bruteforce approaches (trying out all possible paths in order to find the right one) in general donot work, and need to be complemented by what we conventionally call intelligence

messages

 a Navy ship (Hutchins Lintern, 1995)to function well, all the people and artifacts involved need to worktogether in a coordinated manner, by sending the right messages at the right moments to theright destinations

Hutchins

 The challenge propagation paradigm is intendedto synthesize the best features of these different models

 The interpretation of this operation is that if an agentworkflowaggregationdivision oflaborinitial challengeHeylighen 15transmits a challenge via a specific link (e

 Our working hypothesis is that distributed intelligence increases as thenetwork learns better connections, and as the number of forums for stigmergy increases

 a stone throwninto a pond) creates a difference in height or density between the disturbed and non-disturbedparts of the medium; this difference (wave front) then spreads out further until it fades away

Unknown challenges are potentially much more important than indifferent challenges, as theymay turn out to have a high positive or negative valence once more information is gathered

2006

adaptive

axon

IntroductionContemporary science sees societies, organisms and brains as complex adaptive systems (Ball,2012; Holland, 1992; Miller  Page, 2007)

Miller

relaxed

If we focus on the challenge aspects that are processed and thus partially relaxed, we see theself-organization of a workflow and division of labor (Busseniers, 2011; Heylighen, 2013):different agents perform different tasks that are part of a common challenge, and then pass onthe remaining challenge to others with different skills and/or needs, up to the point wherenothing of value is left to extract (i

Heylighen 12Propagation of challengesA generalized concept of propagationThe notion of challenge was introduced as a generalization of the notion of a problem thatconfronts an individual agent (Heylighen, 2012a)

 The initial state or problemstatement can be interpreted as a piece of information received by the agent

 Here, challenges are spontaneously addressed by subsequent agents as mediated by theshared space (in this case the Wikipedia page)

Heylighen 8The only way to keep up with these changes (and not lose the competition with other agents)is to constantly adapt, learn, and try to get better

deterministic

While the term information processing is widespread, its meaning remains surprisinglyvague: how exactly is a given piece of information transformed into a newand presumablymore useful or meaningfulpiece of information? Apart from deterministic computation,which is merely a very specific case of processing, I do not know of any general, formalmodel of information processing

 On the one hand, links strengths will be maintained and updated in peoples individualmemories as the degree of trust they have in the abilities of others to deal with specificchallenges (Van Overwalle  Heylighen, 2006)

Van Overwalle

 The workflow from agent to agent self-organizes, as the one leaving the challenge does not know who will pick it up later

 Here, thechanges in the challenge in a sense propagate in time, but not in space, as they remain in thesame place

Saying no to developing physical entities that can self-replicate in a natural environmentmakes sense to Kurzweil, even though the principle of self-replication will be necessary incertain cases such as self-replicating intelligence

 Similar toSri Aurobindo's independently arrived at but more radical concept ofSupramental transformation, and theTranshumanistSingularity(perhaps direct or indirect influence re the history of ideas)

From activation to relaxationAn advantage of the challenge concept is that it is a generalization not only of the problemconcept, but of the concept of activation on which neural network models are built

age

 This is similar to stigmergic propagation in that amessage is propagated to anyone in the community, but similar to networked propagation inthe sense that the message is directed only to members of the community, and to no one else

 Thus, some part of the challenge tends to remain, ready to beaddressed by other agents

Stigmergic and networked propagationThere are two basic cases of challenge propagation: stigmergy and propagation across anetwork

Stigmergic

2015

 There exist already a number of useful paradigms fordoing this, including multi-agent systems, complex dynamic systems, neural networks, andstigmergy (Heylighen, 2015; Parunak, 2006)

creates

technological

 The underlying mechanism is the following: an increase in potentialenergy creates a disequilibrium or tension between the parts of neurons that are activatedand those that are not (that remain at a lower potential)

The difference is that a recurrent network allows activation to cycle back to nodes activatedearlier

 Self-organization of complex, intelligent systems: an action ontologyfor transdisciplinary integration

Yet, we should remember that in practice intelligence is highly context-dependent: moreimportant than the absolute number of problems you can solve, is whether you can solve theproblems that are significant for you in your present situation

 Therefore, the same situation will produce different challenges for different agents

 Their contributions are thenreassembled or aggregated into a collective solution

Charles

Excluding intelligent design accountswhich presuppose the very intelligence they purportto explainthis means that intelligence must ultimately be the result of self-organization(Heylighen, 2013), a process which typically occurs in a distributed manner

 Natural selection entailsthat more intelligent agents will sooner or later displace less intelligent agents, as the latterwill at some stage be confronted with problems that they cannot solve, but that the moreintelligent ones can solve

Hofstadter

 If later it would turnout that the person, group or site is no longer relevant to your interests, you will similarlyweaken your connection with themFurther ResearchThe challenge propagation framework as we formulated it here appears like a very promisingapproach for modeling the complex distributed processes via which problems andopportunities are processed in a self-organizing network

Because the process is distributed, its components can learn individually, so that the one canbe reinforced at the same time as its neighbor is weakened, thus rebalancing their relativecontributions

 However, the notion of challenge propagation seems simple and general enough toalso provide a foundation for a theory of distributed intelligence in general

 Arrows represent the propagation ofchallenges from one agent to the next

 Moregenerally, intelligence can be viewed as the capability for coordinated, organized activity

 Still, you are following an implicit value system that tells youthat it is good to exercise, to play, to be creative, to see things, to build social connections, tohear what others are doing, etc

 The positive ornegative intensity of such a situation will be denoted as its valence

Indifferent challenges, while having zero valence, can still function as challenges in thesense that they incite actions different from the ones that the agent would take in theirabsence

 Darwinian values that may have supportedsurvival of the fittest will need replacing by values that promote cooperation and social harmony

 But intypical social systems, distributed intelligence is more than collective intelligence:contributions do not only come from the people in a collective, but from a variety of artifacts,tools and technologies that sense, register, store, process or transfer information

 Our mental lives in the future may take place withina computer or on the internet

 Here, a challenge moves from agent toagent by following the available links in the network

 Creating internet intelligence: Wild computing, distributed digitalconsciousness, and the emerging global brain

paths

 In this case, the best you can hope for isa heuristic: a procedure that suggests plausible paths towards a solution

humanity

 But this vagueness is an advantage as it allows us toconsider a variety of mechanisms and models beyond sequential algorithms or search

 Maslow in his theory of motivation called such values growth needs (Maslow,1955, 1970; Heylighen, 1992)

God has promised some of what appears in the transhumanist vision

 In other words, theproblem is divided into aspects that are processed by several autonomous agents (active units)working in parallelwithout central supervision or direction

contributions

person

Surowiecki

Laubacher

The same mechanism of compensating for individual ignorance or bias by aggregating a largevariety of contributions characterizes successful applications of collective intelligence(Heylighen, 1999, 2013; Malone, Laubacher,  Dellarocas, 2010; Surowiecki, 2005)

Malone

This produces a complex dynamics of challenge processing and propagation: each agentdealing with a challenge will normally extract some benefit from it, thus relaxing someaspects of the challenge, while leaving some others to be passed on to further agents

 The finalactivation pattern of the output layer is read off as the solution

 On the other hand,in a safe situation with plenty of promise, the value of curiosity will lead the agent to explorea variety of opportunities in order to discover the most interesting ones

require

genes

Gabora

 The basic idea is to combine the notion ofchallenge, which is defined in the action ontology as a phenomenon that elicits action froman agent, with the notion of propagation or spreading, which comes from models ofneural networks, memetics (Gabora, 1993; Heylighen  Chielens, 2008), and complexsystems, and which denotes the process by which some phenomenon is iteratively transmittedfrom a point in a node in a network to the neighboring nodes

In addition to positivity and negativity, other dimensions worth considering in order tocompare challenges are (Heylighen, 2012a): prospect (in how far can the agent foresee the different aspects or implications of thechallenge?), difficulty (how much effort would be involved in tackling the challenge?), and mystery (in how far would tackling this challenge increase the agents prospectconcerning other challenges?)

For non-trivial problems, the number of potential paths that need to be explored increasesexponentially with the number of steps, so that it quickly becomes astronomical

In the case of a wave or electrical crurrent, the direction of propagation is obvious: just followthe potential gradient in the direction of steepest descent

self-

45 Lutheran theologian Carl Braaten sharply defined the differencebetween futurology and eschatology: A crucial difference between secular futurology andChristian eschatology is this: the future in secular futurology is reached by a process of theworlds becoming

Perhaps surprisingly, such distributed coordination can self-organize relatively easily acrossthe Internet, via both stigmergy (Heylighen, 2015) and networked propagation

Graham

Leary

In this paper I would like to begin with a brief exposition of the central claims and promisesbeing lifted up by members of the transhumanist school of thought, explicating especially theirassumptions regarding the nature of progress

 This intrinsically simple mechanism only works for complex problemsbecause of the distributed character of the processing: if only the process as a whole could berewarded or punished, this would not produce enough information for it to learn a complex,subtle procedure consisting of many different actions collaborating towards a global solution

We may assume that an agent is intrinsically capable of choice, and that this choice will bedetermined partly by subjective preferences, partly by situational influences, partly by chance,i

 For example, links will becreated or reinforced by such mundane activities as adding someones phone or email to yourlist of contacts, bookmarking a site, linking to someone on a social media network, orregistering for some organization (and thus getting easier access to its members andresources)

tension

relaxation

 I ask: how do we get there from here? If we in the humanrace have been responsible for selfishness, economic injustice, and environmental degradation,how can we then become capable of benevolence, economic justice, and ecological health? Howcan a leopard change its spots? What transhumanists are hoping for is adventus, but they haveonly futurum to work with

 The movement from the higher to the lowerpotential brings the system back to equilibrium, a process called relaxation (Faller, 2012), asit eliminates the tension or potential difference

Faller

All these characteristics can be found in messages that are passed along across the Internet, orin activation that spreads across the brain

In general, propagation denotes the spreading or transmission of some recognizable pattern,such as a wave, a species, or an idea

Abrahamsen

 This includeshuman intelligencewhich as neural network researchers have shown is distributed over thebillions of neurons in the brain (Bechtel  Abrahamsen, 1991; McLeod et al

 All these activities change the environment of the agent in such a way that thisagent becomes more likely to communicate with selected other agents

levels

 What are considered problems,opportunitiesor more generally challengeswill depend on the goals and values of thedecision-maker, who can be an individual, an organization, or a superorganism (Heylighen,1999, 2012b)

 Indeed,from the definition it follows that a challenge activates an agent, by inciting it to act

 Valence can beunderstood as the subjective appreciation by an agent of the global utility, well-being orfitness offered by a particular phenomenon or situation (Colombetti, 2005)

indefinitely

 A challenge incites action because it represents asituation in which not acting will lead to an overall lower fitness than actingbecause theagent gains fitness by taking action, loses fitness by not taking action, or both

1988

 The purpose of the universe reflects the same purpose as our lives: tomove toward greater intelligence and knowledge

 This perspective has also been called the society of mind (Minsky, 1988): a mindor intelligence can be seen as a collaboration between relatively independent agents

 Whereas futurumprovides an image of the future that can result from present trends, adventus provides a vision ofa future that only God can make happen

 This is a list of condition-action rules, of the form: if your problem is x, then the (action you need to perform to attainthe) solution is y

 Anagents action on a challenge will typically relax the challenge, but not resolve italtogether, so that some degree of challenge remains for further agents to act upon
networked

 Anexample of networked propagation is email, where A can pass a challenge on to B only if Ahas Bs email address, and B has enough trust in A to take on challenges from A

consciousness

understanding

 The task of the intelligent agent is then to transform or process the inputinformation (problem, initial state, question) via a number of intermediate stages into theoutput information (solution, goal state, answer)

Negative challenges correspond to what we have called problems; positive challengesrepresent affordances for growth or progress

The view of problem solving as computation or as heuristic search seems to imply asequential process, in which the different actions are performed one by one in a centrallocation

 Such deterministic procedures to manipulate numbers or, more generally, listsof symbols, have given rise to the notion of intelligence as computation

individuals

 It is illustrated in the brain by the fact that thinking never stops: activationdoes not simply diffuse until it fades away; action potentials are continuously generated bythe brain itself, even in the absence of outside stimuli that play the role of challenges needingto be relaxed

 Our measure for distributed intelligence is simply the degree to which challengesare resolved by the networked agents as compared to the same group of agents withoutconnecting medium

 Note that this definition doesnot provide an absolute measure of intelligence, as the number of problems that a non-trivialagent can solve is typically infinite

 Thisactivation propagates across the hidden layers while undergoing processing

natural

 A problem can be defined as a difference between the present situation(the initial state), and an ideal or desired situation (the goal state or solution)

future

focus

2005

solving

The present paper will focus on the distributed intelligence (Fischer, 2006) of such a self-organizing system, because this is what most fundamentally distinguishes the new paradigmfrom the older paradigm, which sees problem solving and decision making as centralized,Heylighen 2sequential processes

Fischer

A general theory of values should encompass both positive or growth values, and negative ordeficiency values

 This means that the situation afterprocessing by one agent still constitutes a challenge for one or more further agents, who eitherhave a different value system defining the ideal situation, or a different set of skills fordealing with the challenge

currently

 joy, love,curiosity) on the other hand, function to broaden your domain of interest and build cognitive,material, or social opportunities or resources (Fredrickson, 2004)

Fredrickson

Heidi Campbell
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7 The entire universe will be converted into an extendedthinking entity, writes Hans Moravec

Erich Jantsch

 The movement of such a pattern has specificcharacteristics: the interaction is local, as the pattern is initially transmitted only to the immediateneighbors of the point it originated in, who pass it on to their neighbors, and so on the pattern tends to spread outwards so as to cover an ever wider area; it tends to change while spreading; the pattern requires a physical medium to carry it while propagating; this medium has a characteristic topology (such as a 2-dimensional surface for a wave,or a social network for a meme) that affects the shape and extent of the spreading; the medium may have additional properties such as time lag, density, or friction thataffect the speed of propagation as well as the changes occurring to the pattern

medium

 The only requirement is that Y should visit the shared medium some time afterX deposited its modified challenge there

 This allows complex challenges to be resolved in a distributedmanner, by harnessing the collective intelligence of the different components (human andtechnological) of the network

Berger

 The reason isthat a complex situation will typically present many challenging phenomena, and the agentwill not be able to act on all of them

 But note that these are not opposites butindependent dimensions, since a challenge can carry both positive and negative valences

One of the most successful alternative models of information processing can be found inneural networks (McLeod et al

McLeod

A deterministic algorithm (like finding prime numbers) is guaranteed to produce anacceptable solution after a finite number of steps

 The broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions

active

 A challenge canbe seen as a difference between the present situation (the problem or opportunity) and theideal situation (the solution to the problem or successful exploitation of the opportunity)

 Thus, achallenge can be seen as a promise of fitness gain for action relative to inaction

 More concisely, we can define achallenge as a phenomenon that invites action from an agent

steps

The better the heuristic, the larger the reduction in search and the higher the probability thatyou would find the solution after a small number of steps

value

 The present paper will sketch theconceptual foundations that are necessary to build such a model, while leaving themathematical development for another paper (Heylighen, Busseniers, Veitas, Vidal, Weinbaum, 2012)

Nikolai Fyodorov

Presently, my research group is developing such a mathematical/simulation model (Heylighenet al

improvements

 In real-world problemsolving, we routinely rely on tools such as pen and paper, maps, cameras, telephones andcalculators to gather and process information

 A situation does not need tobe bad in order to make the agent act

final

increasing

division

initial

workflow

Heylighen 14Figure 3: An illustration of coordination, in which an initial challenge is split up in separateactivities performed by different agents (division of labor), which are followed by otheractivities (workflow), and whose results are assembled into a final result (aggregation)

In the stigmergic case, the challenge can move from any agent X to any agent Y, withoutconstraints

 The term was coined by mathematician and science fiction writer Vernor Vinge, who argues that artificial intelligence, human biological enhancement or brain-computer interfaces could be possible causes for the singularity

uploading

 Heuristics do notnecessarily produce the correct solution: they merely reduce the amount of search you wouldhave to perform with respect to a brute force, exhaustive exploration of the problem space

 For example, in alife-threatening situation, the fundamental value of security or survival will lead the agent toact so as to evade the dangere

 At a later stage, some other agent may pick up the modified challenge, and performsome further work on it, again leaving the traces of its work in the medium, where it canfunction as a challenge for some further agent

secular

The distributed character of neural networks means that its information and knowledge arenot localized in a single component: they are spread out across all the nodes and links, whichtogether contribute to the final solution

solution

 The problem now is to distribute the different challenge aspectsacross the different agents so as to make sure the challenge as a whole is dealt withefficiently

event

 V, issue 2, (2014)Challenge Propagation:Towards a theory of distributed intelligence and theglobal brainFrancis HeylighenGlobal Brain InstituteVrije Universiteit BrusselAbstract: We sketch a foundation for a new theory of distributed intelligence, basedon the process of challenge propagation, which extends the mechanism of spreadingactivation in neural networks to the collective intelligence emerging from a network ofinteracting agents
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71 Langdon Gilkey, Reaping the whirlwind: A Christian Interpretatio of History (New York:Seabury Press, 1976) 223

sequential

 However, even if this is the case, this still does not negate the fact that the cosmos seems to organise itself in progressively morecomplexconfigurations of matter and consciousness, as observed byTeilhard,Erich Jantsch, and others

city

Compared to the sequential models of intelligence, neural networks have two big advantages: processing happens in a parallel, distributed manner, making it more robust andflexible; the network does not need an explicit program telling it how to perform the process: itcan learn from experience

Gilkey

 Efficiently dealing with a challenge means selecting and performing the rightactions that solve the problem or exploit the opportunity

represents

hidden

block

 There is no warrant for thinking that we human beings with our history ofeconomic injustice and ecologically unhealthy habits are willing or able, on our own, toeliminate poverty and protect the ecosphere

layers

output

layer

input

 This seems to be in essence how thebrain processes information: the input layer represents the neurons activated by sensoryorgans (perception), the output layer represents the neurons that activate motor organs(action), and the hidden layers represent the intervening brain tissue processing the sensoryinformation

machine

 Challenge propagation is a form of self-organizing, distributedprocessing that allows agents to collectively tackle challenges too complex for a singleagent, and that can be mathematically and computationally modelled

propagation

Progress Under JudgmentThe core worry of the Christian theologian here is the naivet with which believers in progressremove the ambiguities of human history, with which they maintain confidence in the good thatprogress can bring while denying the potential growth of evil

Prospect distinguishes expected challenges (which direct the agents course of action andallow it to work proactively towards (or away from) a remote target) from unexpected ones(which divert the course of action, and force the agent to react)

beyond

Theological BriefMetanexusH-: Transhumanism and the PosthumanFuture: Will Technological Progress Get UsThere?September 1, 2011By Ted PetersThe prospect of a posthuman future replete with ecological harmony, cybernetic immortality, andthe imbuing of the entire universe with evolving intelligence tantalizes our imagination with autopian vision

artificial

 Indifferent challenges that are notforeseen may be called variations or fluctuations, as they merely represent the normaltype of diversions, such as changes in weather, traffic conditions, people you pass on thestreet, etc

 Otherwise, challenges are likely to be passed on to agents that do notcare about them, or that do not have the appropriate skills to deal with them

Selten

One of the reasons for this unpredictability is that agents have bounded rationality(Gigerenzer  Selten, 2002): they lack the information or cognitive abilities necessary toevaluate all the different challenges

Gigerenzer

described

means

solve

difference

A brief review of intelligence modelsThe most simple and common definition of intelligence is the ability to solve problems(Heylighen, 1999)

digital

 Indifferent challenges that areforeseen may be called pointers or markers as they indicate remote phenomena orHeylighen 10circumstances worth taking into account while setting out a course of action

challenges

 While it is untruethat technology determines the future independently of human volition, there is no question thatthat human individuals and human society are increasingly under pressure to conform to thedemands of technological efficiency, and there is a real possibility that the essence of humanitywill be lost in the process, that human history will come to an end and be converted into a mereprelude to the history of a posthuman society in which machines rather than men rule

indifferent

growth

explanation

valence

Bishop

Minsky

positive

 The valence dimension has herebeen subdivided in not only positive, negative and neutral (indifferent) values, but also theunknown value, which represents the situation where the agent does not (yet) know whatvalence the challenge may have

negative

 This is the equivalent of what we have called positiveor growth values

forth

During the years 1996 until 2000, my hardware colleague inthe US was working away solidly on constructing the special pieceof hardware that would fulfill my dream of building artificialbrains

huge

A huge effort over the past few decades has been devoted bythe chip manufacturing companies into making electronic circuitssmaller, and hence denser, so that they function faster

 If you are the CEO of a chip manufacturing company and yourcompetitor down the road in Californias Silicon Valley brings arival chip onto the market that is 30% faster than yours and sixmonths ahead of you, then your company will probably go out ofbusiness

 Those neuralsignals arriving at the neuron at the same time get reinforced orweighted and then summed

 A Cosmist accepts the riskof seeing the human species wiped out by the artilects

Hopefully in time, so much will become known about howour own brains function, that a kind of intelligence theory will715arise, which will be able to explain on the basis of neuronalcircuitry (a neuron is a brain cell) why Einsteins brain forexample, was so much smarter than most other peoples brains

 If manydecades into the future, Hugo is proven to be correct in saying thatthe species dominance issue will dominate our global politics thiscentury, then he will have become one of the major thinkers ofii7the 21st century

 In a dendrite, the signal is sent to the neuron

 However, once these artificial brains really do start becomingsmart and threaten to become a lot smarter and perhaps veryquickly (a scenario called the singularity) then humanity shouldbe ready to take a decision on whether to proceed or not

 Despite huge efforts of neuroscientists overthe past century or more to understand the basic principles of thefunctioning of the human brain, very little is known at the neuralmicro-circuit level as to just how a highly interconnected neuralcircuit does what it does

In passing, I should mention that there are some people whofeel that the whole Cosmist/Terran conflict can be avoided byhaving human beings themselves become artilects by addingcomponents to their heads etc to become "cyborgs" (cyberneticorganisms, i

In a real biological brain, each neuron or brain cell can havetens of thousands of synapses, i

social

 If the total signal strength is abovethe threshold firing value of the neuron, it will fire, i

 MAK110419German IdealismGerman Idealism: a movement in philosophy, started with Immanuel Kant's transcendental idealism, centered in Germany

So with the new neuro-scientific knowledge that nanotechtools will provide, and the computational miracles that quantumcomputing and one bit per atom storage will allow, brain builderslike me will probably have all the ingredients we need to startbuilding truly intelligent and conscious machines

By appropriately choosing thousands of such rules, it waspossible for me to make these cellular automata cells behave like aneural network that grows and evolves

You may now ask, Would anyone in their right mindgenuinely choose, when push comes to shove, to be a Cosmist, andtruly risk the annihilation of the human species?I think that in the future, millions of people will answer yes tothis most fundamental of questions

 However in the same amount of time,using quantum computing techniques, one can often perform 2Nsuch operations

 If science wants to build an intelligent consciousmachine, then one obvious strategy is to copy natures approach as614closely as possible

210One of the great technological economic trends of our recenthistory has been that of Moores law, which states that thecomputational capacities (e

 I hope that by enhancing ourselves, wehumans can have our cake and eat it too by achieving the dream ofi6attaining the godlike abilities that Hugo talks about by convertingourselves into part-artilects, without having to pay the cost of amajor war

 Wontthis create conflict amongst human beings?You may be able to think of other such questions relating tothe rise of artificial intelligence and the creation of artificial brainswith ever-greater capabilities

Quantum computing still has many conceptual and practicalproblems that need to be solved before quantum computers aresold to the public

historical

When an axon connects with a dendrite or another neuron, thejunction is called a synapse

 Therefore the Cosmist is prepared1422to accept the risk that the human species is wiped out

 The third chapter will attempt togive a brief outline of the principles of quantum computing since itis likely that that technology will form the basis of the computersof the near and longer term future

You may ask, Well, if you are so concerned about the negativeimpact of your work on humanity, why dont you just stop it anddo something else? The truth is, I feel that Im constructingsomething that may become rather godlike in future decades(although I probably wont live to see it)

 Instead of playing with simple sticklegs confined to a 2D plane, I would evolve behaviors for a 3Dsimulated quadruped creature that I called Lizzy

)In that chapter I will try to justify why I and other Cosmists feel sopassionately about building artilects, that we are prepared to runthe terrible risk of the extermination of the human species

But to the Cosmists, the survival or not of the human species,on an insignificant planet, circling a star that is one of about 200billion in our galaxy, in a known universe of a comparable numberof galaxies (also in the billions), and with probably as manyuniverses in the multiverse (according to several recentcosmological theories) is a matter of miniscule importance

film

During the course of his work, the US company making theFPGA chips that the machine was based on, decided to take them4249off the market

 If there was another circuit, programmed by ahuman being to measure the performance of the randomly3744programmed chip, then it might be possible to perform a GAdirectly in hardware at hardware speeds

 I am very worried that in the second half of our newcentury, the consequences of the kind of work that I do may havesuch a negative impact upon humanity that I truly fear for thefuture

 I wasconvinced, after my discovery of the possibility of evolvablehardware, that I had found a tool that would make the building ofan artificial brain practical

work, I was using at most 16 neurons per network

 The artilects, if they are built, may laterfind humans so inferior and such a pest, that they may decide, forwhatever reason, to wipe us out

 Bymassively intelligent I mean the creation of artificial brainswhich may end up being smarter than human brains by not just afactor of two or even ten times, but by a factor of trillions oftrillions of trillions of times, i

 Theterm artilect features in the very title of this book The ArtilectWar, so it is probably the most important concept and term in thisbook

The second human group, opposed to the building of artilects,I label the Terrans, based on the word terra (the Earth) whichreflects their inward looking, non-cosmic, perspective

 Thesesignals behaved like the signals in the neural networks that I hadevolved in earlier years

Once such an intelligence theory exists, it may be possible forneuro-engineers like myself to take a more engineering approachto brain building

 from a millionth of a meter (the size ofbacteria) to a billionth of a meter (the size of molecules)) it willbecome possible to build molecular scale robots that can be used toexplore how the brain functions

 Neuron 2 sends a signal to itself at connection orsynapse C22and to neuron 1 at connection or synapse C21

 This book is an attempt to raise the alarm on thisissue

Qualia

 I believe that producing near human-levelartificial intelligence is a very difficult problem that will takedecades to solve

 It evolved a neural net in a few seconds, i

 CAM stands forCellular Automata Machine, because the original work was to putan artificial brain inside cellular automata

The new approach was to use a GA to evolve neural nets thatwould be programmed into the FPGA electronic board (costingless than $1000)

Since I had spent the past few years using GAs to evolve neuralnets, my immediate inclination was to imagine the configuring bitstring as a GA chromosome, so the idea that it might be possible toevolve hardware directly in the chip suddenly looked plausible

3 Future Tasks and DreamsIf those people who had laughed at my preposterous assertionthat I would build an artificial brain with a billion neurons by 2001were able (hypothetically) to see the CBM in 1993 as it existed in2001, they would not have laughed

programmed

 A programmed FPGA was used to measure the quality ofthe neural signaling of the network that was grown

But the population of the Earth is only several billion people,so we arrive at the tragic conclusion that to avoid the risk of thetotal annihilation of the human species by the artilects, humanitygoes to war against itself and kills itself off (or almost)

 64000 of such modules could be evolved, one at a time,each with its own fitness definition (i

There are a growing number of researchers and professorslike myself who are starting to see the writing on the wall, and whoare claiming publicly in media appearances and books that the 21stcentury will see the rise of massive artificial intelligence

 In my heart Im a Cosmist,and Ill try to present the many arguments and feelings in favor ofbuilding artilects in the chapter on the Cosmist viewpoint (Ch

 I explained to himmy dream of growing and evolving CA based neural circuitsdirectly in electronics, at electronic speeds

 Hugo thenbristled and said half jokingly, I guess thats how it starts! Hewas referring to his Artilect War scenario that this book is about

Each connection Cijor synapse possesses a correspondingweighting factor wijthat is used to multiply the signal strength ofthe signal coming through the synapse

The Ethic of RelinquishmentWith this in mind, we turn to another question: should a transhumanist ethic place us totally atthe beck and call of every proposal for technological progress? Does this mean unbridled socialsubservience to any and every advance? No

Szilard was thus not only the first person in the world toconceive the notion of a nuclear chain reaction, but was also thefirst person to fear that Hitler might be the first to get the bomb

 Germany was the dominating country inphysics in the 1920s  Einstein, Planck, Heisenberg, etc, so he feltthat there was a very real possibility that Germany would be thefirst

A neural network can be envisaged as a 3D array of braincells -- neurons -- interconnected by branch like fibers called axonsand dendrites

 She decides to convert her baby into a cyborg, byadding the grain of sugar to her babys brain, thus transformingher baby into a human faced artilect

 This trend hasremained valid since Gordon Moore, one of the founders of theIntel microprocessor manufacturing company, first formulated it in1965

With 16 neurons, I had a row or bitstring as it is called, of 16*16*8= 2048 bits to represent the 16*16 weights of my neural networkthat I was evolving

 computers a bit more powerful than PCs) of thetime would have a gigabyte (a billion bytes) of RAM memory inthem

 I was asking this acquaintance howit might be possible to use electronics to speed up the evolution ofmy neural net modules

 I spent 2+ years learninghow to teach, plus writing papers on evolvable hardware andquantum computing, until I realized that thanks to Moores Law, Icould once again build brains, but this time far more cheaply

So what does everyone do? Of course, they will scrap theirold robots and buy new ones, or have their old ones updated withbetter artificial neural circuitry

 Finally, I will turn todistinctively theological resources to critique the concept of progress with which thetranshumanists work

 Aneural net was grown/evolved inside a 3D CA space of 24*24*24CA cells or little cubes

What we note here is how Kurzweil conflates biological evolution and technological progress

futurum

 TheTerrans, I strongly suspect, will argue that allowing the Cosmiststo build their artilects (in a highly advanced form) impliesaccepting the risk, that one day, the artilects might decide, forwhatever reason, that the human species is a pest

 The decision whether tobuild artilects has a binary answer  we can build them or not buildthem

 If we build artilects and billionsof human beings are wiped out as a result, what will be theequivalent of Beethovens 9ththat the artilects will produce withtheir godlike intellects? As human beings, we are too dumb toknow

32 Young, Designer Evolution, 35, italics in original

 I successfully evolvedoscillator circuits, signal strength detection circuits, line motiondetector circuits etc

 There should beenough time for all the issues intricacies to be thrashed out beforethe artilect age is imminent

original

 RAM is cheap, so since I could store the state or color of oneCA cell in a single byte (8 bits) of RAM, and my workstationcould have a gigabyte of RAM, that would allow me to store thecolors of a billion CA cells, a billion! Thats a lot, more thanenough in which to put an artificial brain with a huge number ofneurons

There is more potential computing capacity in a grain of sugarthan there is in the human brain by a factor of trillions

The PC is then used to perform the neural signaling of the wholeartificial brain in real time (i

 What should humanity do when/if humanity has thetechnology to build artilects?My point here is that if you find the whole notion of artilectstoo science fiction like, then consider what Szilard was saying inthe early 1930s

 Since suchgargantuan numbers may sound more science fiction like to youthan any possible future science, the third chapter of this book willexplain the basic principles of those 21stcentury technologies that Ibelieve will allow humanity, if it chooses, to build these godlikemachines

 Hugos scenario ofa major war late this century, in which literally billions of peopledie, due to the use of advanced 21st century weaponry, isextremely depressing, and I firmly hope he is wrong, dead wrong,for the sake of humanitys (and cyborgian) survival

However, some of the more reflective buyers may startnoticing that their household machines and robots are becomingsmarter and smarter in every machine generation so that the IQ gapbetween human beings and robots keeps getting smaller

The potential of quantum computing is thus hugely superior toclassical computing

 This rivalry willensure that the ministers of defense of both countries cannot affordto allow the other country to develop more intelligent soldierrobots and other artificial brain based defense systems than theirown

 To the Cosmists,building artilects will be like a religion; the destiny of the human1119species; something truly magnificent and worthy of worship;something to dedicate ones life and energy to help achieve

 In1993, to make such an announcement invited disbelief, because atthe time, most neural net researchers were dealing with tens tohundreds of neurons, as I had been in earlier years

 I think that as more peoplebecome fully conscious of what the artilects could become, manyof these people will end up choosing in favor of their creation

color

 When a growth signal hit theend of the growing path it would make the path extend, turn left,turn right, split etc, depending on the color of the growth signal

 Theprospect of humanity building these godlike machines raises vastand hugely important questions

Moores law is a consequence of the shrinking of the size ofelectronic circuits on chips, so that the distance that electrons (theelementary particles whose flow in an electronic circuit is whatconstitutes the electrical current) have to travel between twoelectronic components, (for example two transistors), is reduced

 Hugo, you expect humanity to choose betweenbeing Terran or Cosmist, but you dont do the same yourself

 Admittedlyalso, the task of architecting the artificial brain, a huge task, stilllay ahead

 The thought occurred to me that if I could evolve onebehavior with one neural net, I could evolve a different behaviorwith a second neural net, i

It took me about a year to write all the rules (North-East-South-West-Center type rules) to show that a 2D version of a CAbased neural net would work, that it would evolve

 To theCosmists, not building the artilects, not creating the next higherform of evolution, thus freezing the state of evolution at the punyhuman level, would be a cosmic tragedy

 Onthe other hand, I am terrified at how bleak are some of thescenarios that may ensue if brain building becomes toosuccessful, meaning that the artificial brains end up becoming a19lot more intelligent than the biological brains we carry around inour skulls

Common sense says that it would be easier to build anartificial brain, if science had a far better knowledge of how ourown biological brains work

 Imagine a few decadesfrom now that millions of people have already bought householdcleaning robots, sex robots, teaching machines, babysitter robots,companionship robots, friendship robots, etc, and that these brainbased machines talk quite well and understand human speech to areasonable extent

 If anyone in the world is in agood position to predict the future impact of advanced artificialbrains on humanity, it must be Hugo

 It was a mere 12 yearsbetween Szilards original idea of a nuclear chain reaction andHiroshima

 Szilard was alone at first,before he began to persuade other physicists of the correctness ofhis vision, namely that future nuclear physics would soon becapable of building a single bomb so powerful that it could flattena whole city

 Can the configuring bit string besent in an unlimited number of times? He thought for a moment,and replied that if the chip were based on RAM, i

Szilard was a Jew, spoke German, and had read the book thatHitler wrote in prison after his aborted Munich putsch, MeinKampf (My Fight), so he knew that Hitler had an Endlosung(final solution) for the Jews, i

Sciences knowledge of how the biological brain works isinadequate because the tools we have at our disposal today areinadequate, but with molecular scale tools (called nanotech ornanotechnology) neuroscientists will have a powerful new set oftechniques with which to explore the brain

Im writing this book to raise the alarm, because I thinkhumanity should be given the choice to stop the Cosmists beforethey get too advanced in their work, if that is what most humanbeings choose

 Yet, we have reason to ask whether progress is limited to technology or whether allof reality is being carried toward the future by the flow of progress

A genetic algorithm (GA) uses a software-simulated form ofDarwinian evolution to optimize the performance of whatever isbeing evolved

ambiguous

Just what could the CBM do? I believe it was truly amiraculous machine that in time, once people appreciated itssignificance, would take its place in the history of computing

 Once therobots start getting really quite smart, suddenly millions of robotowners will start asking themselves some awkward questions

By the time I was playing with a dozen evolved modules, thesimulation speed of Lizzy on the computer screen was becomingnoticeably slow

Lizzy

By mutating the sequence of these growth signals that were sentdown the middle of the CA pathways, I was able to evolve the CAbased neural net

 This issue truly divides people

potential

 at the University of Brussels I was evolvingneural networks that gave time dependent output signals

should artilects be built or not) will heat up in the 21stcentury tosuch an extent, that it is almost certain it will lead to a major warbetween the Terrans and the Cosmists in the second half of thisnew century

 Once I had this insight, I started to evolve aneural net that made some stick legs walk

 On the one hand, transhumanistspropose a technology that will enhance our humanity, at least the intelligent aspect of humanity

strength

 If oneknew the values of all the weights, and the values of the initialincoming signals from outside the net, one could calculate thesignal strength of each neuron as it fired

 ofthe type -- if the strength of the 1stinput signal is greater than S1,and the strength of the 2ndinput signal is less than S2, then switchon action An, i

Are you beginning to get an inkling for why I believe thatmassively intelligent machines could become trillions of trillionsof times smarter than we are later this century?Not only is it likely that 21stcentury technology will bestoring a bit of information on a single atom, it will be using a newkind of computing called quantum computing, which is radicallydifferent from the garden variety or classical computing thathumanity used in the 20thcentury

produce

 001011101111010) insome form of computing operation (it doesnt matter for themoment what the operation is) it will take a certain amount of timeusing classical computing

 This board could evolve a neural net circuitmodule dozens of times faster than a PC could in software (thelatter taking hours to several days per module)

 Of course, Einstein understood thetheory instantly, since he had invented most of it, especially hisfamous equation E = mc2that Szilard used to make his energycalculation

These people, these Cosmists, will place a higher priorityon the creation of godlike, immortal, go anywhere, do anythingcreatures (where one artilect is worth a trillion trillion humanbeings) than running the risk of seeing the extermination of thehuman species at the hands of the artilects

 However, what I will see in my lifetime, and obviouslythis book is aimed at producing just that, is a vociferous debateover the artilect issue

If I knew the 2048 bit values (0s or 1s) I could calculate allthe 256 weight values, and hence construct a fully interconnectedneural net from them

 I did the math and reasoned that abillion neuron artificial brain by 2001 would be just about doable

3845My first task was to choose some kind of medium in which togrow and evolve neural nets

generation

 However, before doing so, Iwould like to introduce a new term that I will use from now onthroughout this book, as it is a useful shorthand for the termgodlike massively intelligent machine

Szilard had Einstein sign a letter that Szilard had drafted, thatwas then sent to the president of the US, namely F

There are people (for example, Sir Roger Penrose, of blackhole theory fame, and arch rival of the British cosmologist StephenHawking) who claim that there is more to producing an intelligentmachine than just massive computational abilities

Roger Penrose

Thus the rise of artificial brain based robotics and relatedfields, seems unstoppable

 Moores law has remained validfor the past four decades, so that the size of the doublings recentlyhas become truly massive

 Imagine howcrazy the notion of a city-destroying bomb must have appeared inthe 1930s, yet it became a reality

animals

 I sent him details of myGerman assistants new model and asked him if he thought hecould implement it in hardware using special FPGAs that werethen on the market

To make a historical analogy -- when Stalins troops were pushingwest at the end of WWII, to capture Berlin and destroy HitlersNazi regime that murdered 20 million Russians, they were losingabout 100,000 Russian soldiers killed or injured for every majoreast European city captured from the Nazis

The critical word in the artilect debate for the Terrans isrisk

I started writing papers announcing that I intended to build anartificial brain with a billion artificial neurons by the year 2001

raise

 If I were, Iwould be quietly getting on with my brain building work and nottrying to raise the alarm on the artilect issue to the general public

 I spent eight years in Japan, workingtowards building the worlds first artificial brain

 Every time I added another modules weights, the3643simulation speed slowed further

 It is written to helpmake you conscious of an issue that I believe will dominate theglobal politics of the 21stcentury, that will color and define theage, namely, the question of species dominance

 If I couldevolve one behavior successfully, then I could evolve a wholelibrary of behaviors, with one neural net per behavior

 Ibelieve it will take longer than that to obtain the necessaryknowledge to build massively intelligent artificial brains orartilects

 With all the delays, whether for commercial,intellectual, managerial, or personal reasons, I did not have anartificial brain to show off to people

 Shouldhumanity build artilects or not? This question I believe will dividehumanity more bitterly in the 21stcentury than the question whichdivided humanity so bitterly in the 20th, namely, Who should owncapital? The bitterly opposed answers to that question led to theCapitalist/Communist dichotomy

What makes me even gloomier is that the artilect issue (i

My brain building work and my machine attracted worldwidemedia attention -- I was getting two international media contacts aweek

Who is to say that the artilects might not have similarattitudes towards human beings, and then wipe us out? With theirgargantuan artilectual intelligence, it would be as easy as pie forthem to do so

 I see humanity splitting into twomajor political groups, which in time will become increasinglybitterly opposed, as the artilect issue becomes more real and lessscience fiction like

 Toeach net one applies the same initiating input signals to kick-startthe signaling of the network

Despite the fact that the mosquitoes, which took billions ofyears to evolve, are extremely complex and miraculous creatures,we human beings dont give a damn about them, and swat thembecause from our perspective they are a pest

conflict

What makes me particularly gloomy about the potentialbitterness of this coming conflict is how evenly peoples opinionsare split along the Terran/Cosmist divide

 Admittedly the machine didnot handle a billion neurons

 25 neural signals per neuron persecond)

 The first was to evolveindividual neural circuit modules, or just modules, I called them

These modules would be evolved one by one in the hardwareand the result downloaded into a PC

 I believe that similar feelings will be felt bybillions of people in the future as the artilect debate really takeshold

 Itimplemented the CoDi CA based neural net model directly inelectronics

Now, start putting one bit per atom memory storage capacitiestogether with quantum computing and the combination is trulyexplosive

Lees

The following year, 1993, I moved to a research lab in Kyoto,Japan where I began work on building an artificial brain

According to Einstein, the fastest speed at which anything canmove is the speed of light (about 300,000 kms/sec) and this is aconstant of nature that electronic currents have to respect

 Hereturned with a new, much simplified neural net model that keptthe essential features of my old model, but added features thatsimplified it to such an extent that indeed the new model could beput directly into electronics

 The concept of a single bomb being capable ofdestroying a whole city struck them as being ludicrous

bomb

 Neuron 1 sends a signal to itself atconnection or synapse C11and to neuron 2, at connection orsynapse C12

I will die within about 30-40 years, given my age, but that isnot enough time I believe, for the artilect scenario to unfold

 Einstein was also German and a Jew, so knew all toowell what the consequences would be if Hitler got the bomb first

identify

 Hence, national governments will be heavily involved inpushing the development of military based artificial brain researchthat will only spill over in time to the commercial sector, as hasbeen the pattern for over a century

 Thisbook will devote a whole chapter to arguments in favor of buildingartilects when it presents the Cosmist case

 that 21stcenturytechnologies will make very real the possibility of building godlikemassively intelligent machines

signaling

 Technique is opposed to nature, writes French social critic and Reformedtheologian Jacques Ellul

 the growth instruction cells hadcleared themselves from the network, the grown neural net could3946then be used for the subsequent signaling phase

 To control technology, to control the direction of human evolution, we must havesome idea of where we are going and how far, else we will be mere passengers rather thandrivers of the chariot of evolution

Carl Braaten

learn

intelligence

 Since Moores law is likely to take us to theatomic scale, where the laws of physics called quantummechanics need to be applied, humanity will be forced tocompute quantum mechanically, hence the enormous theoreticaland experimental effort in the past few years to understand andbuild quantum computers

stop

smart

replaced

self-organization

Just how smart could these artificially brained robotsbecome?Could they become as smart as human beings?If thats possible, is that a good thing?Might not the robots then be smart enough to be a threat tohumanity?Could the robots become smarter than humans?If so, how much smarter?Should humanity allow these robots to become smarter thanhuman beings?If they become a lot smarter than human beings, might theydecide that humans are a pest, a cancer on the surface of the planet,and decide to wipe us out?Should humanity take the risk, that that might happen?Should a limit be placed on the robots AIQ (ArtificialIntelligence Quotient), so that the robots are smart enough to beuseful to human beings, but not too smart so as to be threatening?Will it be possible to stop the rise of robot AIQ?1018Will it be politically, militarily, economically possible tostop the robots becoming smarter every year?There are lots of people who see the creation of massivelyintelligent machines as the destiny of the human species

 In fact I believe that within only a few years, the issuewill have passed from one that is confined largely to academicaudiences, to a wider general public, with contributors from suchfields as politics, religion, defense, etc

 21stcentury computers could have potential computingcapacities truly trillions of trillions of trillions 

 In 2000, I managed to get a $1,000,000 grantfrom the Brussels government to build an artificial brain to controla small kitten-like robot, giving it hundreds of behaviors

 signal strength detectors, frequency detectors, signalstrength difference detectors, etc

 machines of godlike intelligence, trillions of trillionsof times above the human level

 When you swat it,do you stop to consider that the creature you just killed is a miracleof nano-technological engineering, that scientists of the 20thcentury had absolutely no way of building

 So should I stop my brain building work now? No

 one could send ina bit string that would instruct the chip how to wire itself up (orconfigure itself, to use the technical term

When push comes to shove, if the Terrans see that the Cosmists aretruly serious about building artilects in an advanced state, then topreserve the survival of the human species, the Terrans willexterminate the Cosmists

Hence he was the first person in the world to conceive the ideaof a nuclear chain reaction

nuclear

 We may alsohave had to change the neural net model implemented in thereprogrammable FPGAs

 Quite like Niebuhr, Moltmann comments: Everythingthat can be used can also be misused

circuits

 electronic component densities,electronic signal processing speeds, etc) of integrated circuits orchips, have been doubling every year or two

signal

 If the notion of buildingmachines trillions of trillions of times smarter than human beingsseems ludicrous to you now, just remember Szilard and hispredictions

 The Terrans will argue that humanity should never take therisk that the artilects, in an advanced form, might decide to wipeout the human species

ecological

Starting in the late 1980s, I began to evolve neural networksusing a form of software simulated Darwinism, called GeneticAlgorithms (GAs)

 They could be extracted at output pointsand used to control processes whose fitness or performance qualitycould be measured

lower

4 What Simon Young plans is to replace Darwinian Evolutionwith Designer Evolutionfrom slavery to the selfish genes to conscious self-rule by the humanmind

 The question that will dominate21stcentury global politics, I believe will be, Who or what shouldbe dominant species on the planet, artilects or human beings?I end this chapter with a little slogan that expresses ratherpithily, the essence of the artilect debate :Do we build gods, or do we build our potentialexterminators?2533Chapter 2The Author and His WorkWho is this de Garis, who makes such outrageous claims --that machines will become trillions of trillions of times smarterthan human beings by the end of the century -- that there will be amajor war over the issue of species dominance, and that as a resultbillions of human beings will die? Is he a mad man? Is he a sciencefiction writer? Does he deserve to be listened to, or can humanityafford simply to ignore him?In an attempt to establish the credibility of the author, and hisideas, this chapter will be divided into three main sections

At about this time, in the second half of 1996, I was contactedby an American electronic engineer

Mao

Hitler

Thus to the Terrans, the Cosmists are monsters incarnate, farworse than the regimes of Hitler, Stalin, Mao, the Japanese, or anyother regime that murdered tens of millions of people in the 20thcentury, because the scale of the monstrosity would be far larger

book

 Once that stage could be completed, thenext would have been to start building multi-module systems, with10s of modules, then 100s, then 1000s, up to 64,000, to build anartificial brain aimed at controlling the behavior of robots

 Todays PCs can signal 10,000s of modules in real time

 One might ask: is such an assumption warranted? There is no doubt thatprogress in technology is a reality

 This image is misleading; although we must admit that some religious reactions toscientific and technological advance can take Luddite form

 To achieve a smooth behavioral transition, all that wasnecessary was to switch off the inputs to the walk straightbehavior-generating network (or module as I started calling them),and input the outputs of the walk module to the turn module

 I am theonly one so far who is saying that this rise of massive AI willprobably lead to a major war, the Artilect War

The plan was, just before the bankruptcy, to complete themachines evolvability studies, evolving one module at a time

subjective

 In a sense I am looking at a sort of compromise  ratherthan having ultra intelligent artificial brains acting againsthumanity, we join with them

Hugo would, I think, label me as a Terran (someone who isopposed to the idea that Cosmists should be allowed to build suchultra intelligent machines)

 Not only will thecommercial sector be heavily involved in the production of eversmarter and ever more useful robots and artificial brain baseddevices, but so too of course will the military forces of the world

 The nextlogical step was to attempt to evolve decision type modules, e

 I believe in time that the world economy will be basedupon brain-based computers

 But progress is being made every month, sopersonally I believe that it is only a question of time before wehave functional quantum computers

processes

Incorporating such a grain into the human brain would simplymake the human cyborg an artilect in human disguise as seenfrom the perspective of a Terran

But you may argue that if the artilects truly become verysmart, they would realize that human beings gave birth to them,that we are their parents

The third chapter introduces you to all these fabulous 21stcentury technologies that will permit the building of godlikemassively intelligent machines

evolve

That initial discovery, that it was possible to evolve neuralnetwork dynamics (as distinct from statics) opened up a whole newworld for me, and created a new research branch calledevolutionary neural systems

Hegel

chips

How much longer can Moores law remain valid? If it does sountil 2020, then the size of the electronic components in massmemory chips will be such that it will be possible to store a singlebit of information on a single atom

39 Here, at a more abstract level, I simply wish to point out that the ethical values thetranshumanists think they are trucking are likely to hit a detour, because investors from the freemarket will most likely divert the technology they fund into the service of their own economicends  human beings) on one insignificant little planet, isunimportant in comparison with the creation of artilect gods

history

This time we are not talking about deca-mega mass murder, we aretalking about the potential annihilation of the whole humanspecies, billions of people

 The noseon this transformation face will be enhanced human intelligence

Szilards aim to see the US be the first country in the world todevelop the nuclear bomb was not succeeding, so he changed histactics

Szilard

otherwise

 What we have incommon is the belief that later this century, humanity will have toconfront the prospect of being replaced by a new dominant species,namely, ultra intelligent robots controlled by ultra intelligentartificial brains

 My hardware colleague lost $300,000 of his ownmoney when my Brussels lab was unable to pay for the CBM itbought from him, making him wash his hands of the whole project

But at this stage I can imagine that some of you may be havinga hard time imagining how it might be possible for machines tobecome trillions of trillions of times smarter and more capable thanhuman beings

The human group in favor of building artilects, I labelthe Cosmists, based on the word cosmos (the universe),which reflects their perspective on the question

action

 There are very powerful argumentson both sides, which I believe will only make the inevitableconflict between Terranism and Cosmism all the more bitter as the1523artilect debate heats up in the coming decades

Schiller

chip

 It meant that it might be possible to send inrandom bit strings that would configure or wire up theprogrammable chip in a random way, generating a complexrandom circuit

model

 As a professional brain buildingresearcher and former theoretical physicist, I feel I am in a positionto see more clearly than most the potential of 21stcenturytechnologies to generate massively intelligent machines

 On the one hand Ireally want to build these artificial brains and to make them assmart as they can be

Terran

 With no offence to Hugo, I hope that he will beshown to have been wrong, to be shown to have exaggerated, andoverreacted; because if not, the fate that he is suggesting will befallour grandchildren, is too horrible to grasp fully for all humanity,what he would call gigadeath!No matter where you sit in the Cosmist-Terran opinionspectrum, this is a book that cannot and should not be ignored

rise

eschatology

 Where Hugo and I differ is that (using histerminology) he is primarily a Cosmist (someone who believes,in his words, that godlike massively intelligent machines, shouldbe built, no matter what the risk to humanitys future survival)

Hugo

electronic

building

 If onecould build a special kind of computer based on the principles ofevolvable hardware, then its electronic evolution speeds wouldmake brain building practical

Moltmann

gene

Moravec

learning

 Later, brain architects (BAs)interconnected the downloaded modules using software to formtheir humanly specified artificial brain architectures to perform thetasks that they wanted

recognized

legs

 One extracts the output signals anduses them, for example, to make some stick legs walk bycontrolling the angles of the 4 lines that make up the stick legs

signals

godlike

Here, let us expand the context for understanding the place of transhumanist thinking within thewider horizon of Western culture, and also within Christian theology

level

He felt that a major war will brew between the Cosmists and theTerrans late this century over whether humanity should or shouldnot build these godlike machines that he calls artilects (artificialintellects)

 Since theartilects would be so vastly superior to human beings inintelligence, it would be easy for the artilects to exterminate thehuman species if they so decided

artilects

fitness

 The fitness of the performance became thefitness of the network, which in turn was grown from a sequenceof growth instructions, i

 The decision to build them is the decision to accept the riskthat they may wipe us out

Ellul

public

 As an illustrationof this idea, imagine a very simple network of only 2 neurons,hence 4 connections

speed

What this means is that all events within history are ambiguousthat is, the advance of eachhuman potential can lead to either a good actualization or an evil actualization

 Makingan informed decision on an issue that concerns the survival of thewhole human species is something so important that the necessarydiscussion on the artilect issue should begin early

artilect

 the output of moduleM3728 could be connected to the second input of module M9356

module

scenario

How do I see humanity facing up to the challenge of the riseof smart machines? My personal scenario that I find the mostplausible I will present to you now

 The comparative scale of molecule to cell is about thesame as person to city

Stigmergy

57 Now,Elluls pitting human nature in opposition to technique is a bit extreme; because mostanthropologies would affirm that the pursuit of technological innovation is one of the obviousattributes of human nature

Baudrillard

The Artilect War will seem like science fiction, and seem tobe set too far into the future, for most people to worry about, but asthe machines start getting smarter and smarter every year, it willtake on an intensity that will become truly frightening

truly

 Each module would have itsown evolved function as specified by human BAs (brainarchitects)

 I will try to persuade you that it is not science fiction,and that strong reasons exist to compel humanity to believe inthese astronomically large numbers

 Rather, I would like to understand more clearly the ramifications of transhumanistassumptions regarding progress in light of the Bibles promise of a coming future transformation

Maslow

 Penrose claimsthat consciousness would also be needed, and that new physics willbe required to understand the nature and creation of artificialconsciousness in machines

risk

 But the profound implicationof Bergeron'sDark Ages II is that software does not necessarily live forever

The quantities of different enzymes, transport molecules, and so forth, determine theneurotransmitter properties relevant to LTM, hence neurotransmitter levels per se needn't bepreserved

 By thetime reanimation is feasible, we will fully understand the types of neurons and be able to readilyidentify them from the slightest clues

As you and I discussed at the reception, if we are using the preserved person as a data repository,then it would be feasible to create more than one "reanimated" person

Then, of course, we can run those models and project what might happen in the future

This is Ray Kurzweil's presentation

 These substances (to the extent that we still need them)will be delivered via nanobots, controlled by intelligent biofeedback systems to maintain andbalance required levels, just as our natural systems do today (for example, the control ofinsulin levels by the pancreatic Islet cells)

 In addition, animportant aspect of this system will be maintaining ample reserves of all needed resources insidethe body

If the very-fine-resolution neurotransmitter concentrations are not identifiable, the downside isnot equivalent to merely an amnesia patient who has lost his memory of his name, profession,family members, etc

However, as you point out, we don't know the compression/decompression algorithm, and arenot in any event preserving this efficient representation of the LTM with the suspended patients

 It will be routine to have billions of nanobots (nano-scalerobots) coursing through the capillaries of our brains, communicating with each other (over awireless local area network), as well as with our biological neurons and with the Internet

htmlWhat would it take to achieve successful cryonics reanimation of a fully functioning humanbrain, with memories intact? A conversation at the recent Alcor Conference on Extreme LifeExtension between Ray Kurzweil and Eric Drexler sparked an email discussion of this question

skin

 This garment would be loaded with nutrient bearing nanobots, which would maketheir way in and out of our bodies through the skin or other body cavities

 I agree that differences in the levels of certain molecules are likely to bealso reflected in other differences, including structural differences

 This is Ray Kurzweil's presentation

 A brain with theconnections intact but none of the neurotransmitter concentrations would have no competence ofany kind and a connection pattern that would be too specific to relearn all of these skills andbasic knowledge

Once nonbiological intelligence matches the range and subtlety of human intelligence, it willnecessarily soar past it because of the continuing acceleration of information-based technologies,as well as the ability of machines to instantly share their knowledge

 Dolly developed an obesity problem inadulthood, and the majority of the cloned animals produced thus far have had unpredictablehealth problems

Dolly

We will not notice the absence of many of our organs, such as the liver and pancreas, as we donot directly experience their functionality

 I also agree that we need only preserve the information, and thatreanimation technology will take full advantage of the knowledge of how these mechanismswork

 It's fardifferent from mental cloning in which a person's entire personality, memory, skills, and historywill ultimately be downloaded into a different, and most likely more powerful, thinking medium

 Each organ and each idea will have its own progression, intermediate designs, and stagesof implementation

htmlRay Kurzweil and Gregory Stock, Director, UCLA Program on Medicine, Technology andSociety, debated "BioFuture vs

The process of understanding the principles of operation of the human brain is already wellunder way

 One possibility would be thatall the food we eat would pass through a digestive tract that is now disconnected from anypossible absorption into the bloodstream

In this pioneering work, Bergeron describes the full dimensions of this fundamental issue, andalso provides a compelling set of recommendations to preserve key sources of informationbeyond the often short-sighted goals underlying the design of most contemporary informationprocessing systems

Max More and Ray Kurzweil on the Singularity 154As technology accelerates over the next few decades and machines achieve superintelligence, wewill encounter a dramatic phase transition: the "Singularity

 With this type of somatic cell engineering, a type IDiabetic will be able to produce his own Islet cells with his own genetic makeup, eliminatingboth the rejection and availability problems and thereby curing his Diabetes

implants

 A future generation of cochlear implants now onthe drawing board will provide levels of frequency discrimination that go significantly beyondthat of normal hearing

"Drexler cited the powerful analogy relating atoms and bits to nanotechnology and software

htmlIn the coming decades, a radical upgrading of our body's physical and mental systems, alreadyunderway, will use nanobots to augment and ultimately replace our organs

Let us consider, however, a more fundamental reengineering of the digestive process todisconnect the sensual aspects of eating from its original biological purpose: to provide nutrientsinto the bloodstream that are then delivered to each of our trillions of cells

 Then just who are yougoing to call when you run into the inevitable scores of problems inherent in each layer ofhardware and software? It's hard enough getting contemporary systems to work, let alonesystems for which the help desks were disbanded decades ago

 My earlier presentation focused on thenature of human life in the 21st century, whereas this presentation described how we could liveto see (and enjoy!) the century ahead

Redesigning the Human BrainThe process of reverse engineering and redesign will also encompass the most important systemin our bodies: the brain

 The power of computation hasgrown at a double exponential rate for all of the past century, and will continue to do so well intothis century through the power of three-dimensional computing

 But Ray Kurzweil challenges the ability of these ideas to fully explain the complexities oflife, intelligence, and physical phenomena

 A futureDrexler is likely to provide the conceptual designs to build machines that go beyond thepicomachines of atomic nuclei and atoms

machines

life

 Given the technology available at this time, it would be feasible to createentirely new humans from a genetic code and an experience / learning loading program (whichsimulates the learning in a much higher speed substrate to create a design for the new person)

In a rare lecture, Eric Drexler, author of Engines of Creation, the seminal book that introducedthe field two decades ago, and widely regarded as the father of nanotechnology, reflected on thestate of the nanotechnology field and its prospects

When we want to enter a virtual-reality environment, the nanobots will replace the signals fromour real senses with the signals that our brain would receive if we were actually in the virtualenvironment

 Freitas describes nanorobotic microbivores(white blood cell replacements) that will download software to destroy specific infectionshundreds of times faster than antibiotics, and that will be effective against all bacterial, viral andfungal infections, with no limitations of drug resistance

26So I think the essential components are the network configuration itself, the macroscalemachinery architecture of the synapses and something that was not mentioned, the"transcriptional state of the nuclei of the neurons" (and perhaps glial cells), i

" He predicted that "future medical technologies, especiallynanomedicine, may permit us first to arrest, and later to reverse, the biological effects of agingand most of the current causes of natural death

 The parallel self-organizing paradigm of biological pattern recognition, with The strengths of machine intelligence:o Speedo Accuracy and scale of memoryo Ability to instantly share knowledgeo Ability to pool and network resourcesThe Ethical Barriers are very weak The ethical barriers even for biological technology are weak:o Like stones in a stream, the water rushes around them? e

principle

 Thelower number [109] corresponds to an estimate of the information-theoretic content of humanlong term memory found (according to Marvin Minsky) by researchers at Bell Labs

trillions

 The means for "loading"these "default skills and memories" is likely to be along the lines that I described above, to use "alearning and maturing experience for this brain in which the usual 20 odd years were sped up to20 days or less

 He plans to replace it with a new modelwith a thousand levels of frequency discrimination, which will enable him to hear music onceagain

As a result, each synapse should have a "molecular fingerprint" as to which pre-side goes withwhich post-side

 Similarly, we can set up nanotechnology systems toperform the same nanoscale mechanical manipulations billions or trillions of times and inbillions or trillions of locations

animal

Plato

, the stem cell controversy has only accelerated efforts to bypassunneeded egg cells by transforming one cell type into another? through an understanding of the protein signaling factors"Natural" Technologies Always Proceed Synthetic Technologies Carrier pigeons were eclipsed by human made flying machines  Human scribes werereplaced Human scribes were replaced by automated word processing Machines greatly outperform human and animal labor37Ultimately AI will vastly outperform human intelligence Biological intelligence is stucko Biological humanity (1010humans) has 1026calculations per second today andwill have 1026cps 50 years from now Machine intelligence is millions of times less powerful today, but growing at a doubleexponential rate The cross over point is in the 2020s By 2050, nonbiological intelligence will be trillions of times more powerful thanbiological intelligence Machine intelligence will combine the strengths of both contemporary humanintelligence with the speed, capacity, and knowledge sharing of machinesThe perspective that this "Singularity" in human history is a century or more away fails toappreciate the explosive nature of the exponential growth inherent in the law of acceleratingreturns

A Wager on the Turing Test: The Rules 59An explanation of rules behind the Turing Test, used to determine the winner of a long bet betweenRay Kurzweil and Mitch Kapor over whether artificial intelligence will be achieved by 2029

augment

0 3In the coming decades, a radical upgrading of our body's physical and mental systems, alreadyunderway, will use nanobots to augment and ultimately replace our organs

 Nutrients will be introduced directlyinto the bloodstream by special metabolic nanobots

Michael West

 Fahy pointed out that by combining these techniqueswith the therapeutic cloning technologies being developed by Michael West and his colleagues,it will be possible in the future for people to keep a supply of replacements for all of their organs,to be immediately available in emergencies

 It is part of our destinyand part of the destiny of evolution to continue to progress ever faster, and to grow the power ofintelligence exponentially

 Ray Kurzweil talks about those advances in thisforward to The Eternal E-Customer, a book that looks at the principles companies must adopt tomeet the needs and desires of this new kind of customer

Now one could even raise this issue (of a false reanimation) if the reanimated person does havethe exact CNP of the original

Scientists have a number of ideas for perfecting this process, including alternative ways of fusingthe nucleus and egg cell, but until the technology is demonstrably safe, it would be unethical tocreate a human life with such a high likelihood of severe health problems

htmlOur civilizations knowledge legacy is at great risk, growing exponentially with the explodingsize of our knowledge bases

Eric Drexler: RayThanks for your comments and questions

 Interlinking nanobots will provide the ability to augment and ultimately replace theskeleton

 This section explores thepossibilities of machine intelligence and exotic newtechnologies for faster and more powerful computationalmachines, from cellular automata and DNA molecules toquantum computing

 Ray Kurzweil offers here his overview of the dramatic progressthat the past year has brought

 The only conceivable way one couldrestore a brain from the toe would be from the genome, which one can discover from any cell

Ray Kurzweil: Robert, thanks for your interesting and thoughtful comments

 Itfeatures innovations such as a metabrain for global-net connection with prosthetic neo-neocortexof AI interwoven with nanobots; smart skin that is solar protected with biosensors for tone andtexture changeability, and high-acuity senses

including

 The conclusion that I've come towith regard to my DAISI project, after several decades of careful consideration, is that there is noset of hardware and software standards existing today, nor any likely to come along, that willprovide me with any reasonable level of confidence that the stored information will still beaccessible (without unreasonable levels of effort) decades from now

This will introduce the possibility of reinstantiating the vast patterns of information stored in ourelectrochemical neural mechanisms into other substrates (i

 Therefore the mechanisms don't need to preserved in working order so long as theinformation is there

And indeed, one could grow a brain from the genome

This process will directly grow an organ with your genetic makeup

By creating meat in this way, it becomes subject to the "law of accelerating returns," which is theexponential improvements in price-performance of information based technologies over time

 Ihave every confidence that nanobots will be able to go in and fix every cell, indeed every littlemachine in every cell

 Nanobotsblood-cell-sizedrobotswill provide the means to radically redesign our digestive systems, and, incidentally,just about everything else

 It is a misconception to regard thebrain as a single organ

 As we8perfect the means of transferring nanobots to and from the blood supply, we can alsocontinuously replace the nanobots comprising our blood supply

Robert Freitas is a Research Scientist at Zyvex, a nanotechnology company, and in my view theworld's leading pioneer in nanomedicine

Arguments for a Green and Gray Future 35Ray Kurzweil and Gregory Stock, Director, UCLA Program on Medicine, Technology and Society,debated "BioFuture vs

One might ask: How do we get from 107bytes that specify the brain in the genome to 1016bytesin the mature brain? This is not hard to understand, since we do this type of meaningful dataexpansion routinely in our self-organizing software paradigms

 We already have the knowledge to prevent most instances ofdegenerative disease, such as heart disease, stroke, type II diabetes, and cancer, throughcomprehensive programs of nutrition and supplementation, something which I personally do, andwill describe in an upcoming book (A Short Guide to a Long Life, coauthored with TerryGrossman, M

, dinosaurs), there is a high level ofdoubt that we will find the fully intact DNA required in a single preserved cell, but it is quitepossible that we will eventually be able to synthesize the DNA needed by patching together theinformation derived from multiple inactive fragments

 If we have the design for abit of memory in a DRAM system, then we basically know the mechanics for the other bits

"Given that we have not yet reverse-engineered these mechanisms, I suppose it would be difficultto do a definitive experiment now to make sure we are preserving the requisite information

 It would be good ifthis state information were fully represented by mitochondria and synaptic vesicle size and type(contents), post-synaptic neurotransmitter receptors and pre-synaptic reuptake receptors, i

21My concern is that this memory state information (particularly the neurotransmitterconcentration levels) may not be retained by current methods

 Now how dowe keep it under control?Testimony of Ray Kurzweil on the Societal Implications ofNanotechnology199Despite calls to relinquish research in nanotechnology, we will have no choice but to confront thechallenge of guiding nanotechnology in a constructive direction

Most of us will wait for digestive system version 2

 If this is so, it suggests that information storage in the brain is indeedmassively redundant, perhaps for powerful function-enabling reasons

However, these new technologies do ultimately dominate, and few people today still own atypewriter

The result of this process is meaningful information far greater than the original program

discussions

This single enzyme makes the germ line cells immortal, and indeed these cells have survivedfrom the beginning of life on Earth billions of years ago

 What human beingsare is a species that has undergone a cultural and technological evolution, and it's the nature ofevolution that it accelerates, and that its powers grow exponentially, and that's what we're talkingabout

Copying our minds to other mediums raises some key philosophical issues, such as "is that reallyme," or rather someone else who just happens to have mastered all my thoughts and knowledge?Without addressing all of these issues in this foreword, I will mention that the idea of capturingthe information and information processes in our brains has raised the specter that we (or at leastentities that act very much like we do) could "live forever

 Bringing together longevity experts, biotechnology pioneers, andfuturists, the conference explored how the emerging technologies of biotechnology,nanotechnology, and cryonics will enable humans to halt and ultimately reverse aging anddisease and live indefinitely

conference

"I agree that this would be feasible by the time reanimation is feasible

)Ray Kurzweil: I'd like to thank you for an engaging dialogue

In an intermediate phase, nanobots in the digestive tract and bloodstream will intelligentlyextract the precise nutrients we need, call for needed additional nutrients and supplements5through our personal wireless local area network, and send the rest of the food we eat on its wayto be passed through for elimination

modes

The Alcor Conference on Extreme Life Extension 29On November 15-17, 2002, leaders in life extension and cryonics came together to explore how theemerging technologies of biotechnology, nanotechnology, and cryonics will enable humans to haltand ultimately reverse aging and disease and live indefinitely

 It is this shared species-wide knowledge basethat distinguishes us from other animals

0 will provide substantially greater reserves, enabling us to be separated frommetabolic resources for greatly extended periods of time

So why dont we provide the same extrication of purpose from biology for another activity thatalso provides both social intimacy and sensual pleasure, namely eating? We have crude ways ofdoing this today

 I think it should be a high priority todo this experiment on a mouse brain as I suggested above (for animal lovers, we could use a sickmouse)

 Among Freitas designs are nanorobotic blood cell replacements thatprovide their own mobility

 Evolutionfavored a short life spanlife expectancy was 37 years only two centuries agoso theserestricted reserves could be devoted to the young, those caring for them, and those strong enoughto perform intense physical work

Eric Drexler: With respect to inferring memory state, the neurotransmitter-handling machineryin a synapse differs profoundly from the circuit structure in a DRAM cell

It is true that genetic information is very low, although as I discussed above, genetic informationis not at all sufficient to recreate a person

 We alreadyhave the means to survive without eating, using intravenous nutrition (for people who are unableto eat), although this is clearly not a pleasant process, given the current limitations in ourtechnologies for getting substances in and out of the blood stream

 If I need pancreatic Islet cells, or kidney15tissuesor even whole new heartto avoid autoimmune reactions, I would strongly prefer toobtain these with my own DNA, not the DNA from someone else's germ line cells

 And that doesnt count the trillions of bytes of information stored inour brains, which eventually will be captured in the future

 What we have left at this pointis the skeleton, skin, sex organs, mouth and upper esophagus, and brain

Rob Freitas

 One good example is Rob Freitas' design for robotic blood cells, which aremany orders of magnitude more efficient than their biological counterparts

 By 2030, reverse-engineering of the human brain will have beencompleted and nonbiological intelligence will merge with our biological brains

Our species has already augmented the "natural" order of our life cycle through our technology:drugs, supplements, replacement parts for virtually all bodily systems, and many otherinterventions

Now, Ray placed an emphasis on neurotransmitter "concentration" that Eric seemed todownplay

 Ray Kurzweil has predicted that a$1,000 personal computer will match the computing speedand capacity of the human brain by around the year 2020

 Nonetheless,24the apparently huge gap between the essential mental information to be preserved and the vastlymore detailed structural information is reassuringand suggests that false reanimation, whilepossible, shouldn't be expected when suspension occurs under good conditions

You appear to be alluding to a somewhat different approach, which is to extract the "LTM,"which is likely to be a far more compact structure than the thousands of trillions of bytesrepresented by the connection and neurotransmitter patterns (CNP)

It's the third requirement that concerns me; the neurotransmitter concentrations, which arecontained in structures that are finer yet than the interneuronal connections

 Our learning, reflected as it is in both interneuronal connection topologyand neurotransmitter concentration patterns, underlies knowledge that is far broader than theseroutine forms of memory, including our "knowledge" of language, how to think, how torecognize objects, how to eat, how to walk and perform all of our skills, etc

 Charge stored in a DRAM cell varies without changes in its stable structure;long-term neurotransmitter levels in a synapse vary as a result of changes in its stable structure

How we will get to this kind of technology was the subject of my [Ray Kurzweil] presentationon the law of accelerating returns at the conference

 They triedvarious methods to get information into and out of human LTM, and couldn't find learning ratesabove a few bits per second

My discussion of the apparent information-theoretic size of human LTM wasn't intended tosuggest that such a compressed representation can or should be extracted from the detailed datadescribing brain structures

 One can make a strong case that it's actuallythe cutting edge of the evolution of intelligence in general, because there's no indication that it'soccurred anywhere else

concentrations

On the neurotransmitter concentration level issue, you wrote: "Regarding neurotransmitters, Ithink it is best to focus not on the molecules themselves and their concentrations, but rather onthe machinery that synthesizes, transports, releases, senses, and recycles them

unambiguous

So whether information represents one man's sentimental archive, or the accumulatingknowledge base of the human-machine civilization, or the mind files stored in our brains, whatcan we say is the ultimate resolution regarding the longevity of software? The answer is simplythis: information lasts only so long as someone cares about it

Like most of our biological systems, our red blood cells perform their oxygenating function veryinefficiently, and Freitas has redesigned them for optimal performance

 Then once you'veassembled the requisite old equipment, there are layers of software to deal with: the appropriateoperating system, disk information drivers, and application programs

0 bodies do this to only a very limited extent, for example, storing a fewminutes of oxygen in our blood, and a few days of caloric energy in glycogen and other reserves

We also wont need the various organs that produce chemicals, hormones, and enzymes that flowinto the blood and other metabolic pathways

 How long do we want our lives and thought to last?HOW TO BUILD A BRAIN 43A machine is likely to achieve the ability of a human brain in thecoming years

The methods that are demonstrable in advanced animals will work quite well in humans

 We know that the brain is continually adding and pruningconnections; it's a primary aspect of its learning and self-organizing principle of operation

With regard to cryonics reanimation, I fully agree with you that preserving structure (i

West addressed the ethical controversies surrounding stem cell therapies

14Of perhaps even more immediate impact on human longevity and well-being will be the multipleand intersecting biological revolutions, which are based on understanding the informationprocesses underlying life and disease, such as rational drug design, genomics, proteomics, andgenetic cloning

His "memories" of having made the decision to be suspended four or five decades earlier wouldbe false memories

 The only way that myarchive (or any one else's) can remain viable is if it is continually upgraded and ported to thelatest hardware and software standards

Will the entity that emerges from such an operation beconscious?How Can We Possibly Tell if its Conscious? 75At the Tucson 2002: Toward a Science of Consciousness conference, Ray Kurzweil addressed thequestion of how to tell if something is conscious

With the respirocytes providing greatly extended access to oxygenation, we will be in a positionto eliminate the lungs by using nanobots to provide oxygen and remove carbon dioxide

This section explores the possibilities of machine intelligence andexotic new technologies for faster and more powerfulcomputational machines, from cellular automata and DNAmolecules to quantum computing

 Once these DNA "beads" run out, a cell becomesprogrammed for cell death

 In his first majorpresentation of his pioneering conceptual designs, Freitas began his lecture by lamenting that"natural death is the greatest human catastrophe

Ive personally watched (through a microscope) my own white blood cells surround and devour apathogen, and I was struck with the remarkable sluggishness of this natural process

Similarly the organs that filter the blood for impurities, such as the kidneys, can also be replacedby nanorobot-based elimination services

"de Grey argued persuasively for the feasibility of this goal and described a multi-faceted programto address each known area of aging, including his area of specialty in mitochondrial mutationsand lysosomal aggregates

If we consider the amount of information in a mature human brain, however, we have about 1011neurons with 103average fan-out of connections, for an estimated total of 1014connections

"Human society takes for granted the existence of this inverse correlation (between age andremaining life expectancy), but de Grey explained why he feels we have the knowledge close athand to flatten out this curve

 The optimists, such as Ray Kurzweil,believe technological progress is inevitable and can be controlled

Assuming we could overcome the speed of light limitation, within 300 years we would saturatethe whole universe with our intelligence

After the Singularity: A Talk with Ray Kurzweil 141John Brockman, editor of Edge

 Even though the magnetic spots may nolonger be readable by the original equipment, the faded magnetic regions could be enhanced bysuitably sensitive equipment using methods that are analogous to the image enhancement oftenused on images of the pages of old books

 These include the explicitinformation technologies of intelligent machines, robotics, nanotechnology, and virtual reality

We will, therefore, be able to place sensors in the brain of a paralyzed person (e

10A variety of techniques are being developed to provide the communications bridge between thewet analog world of biological information processing and digital electronics

The neurotransmitter concentration may determine the instantaneous activity of the synapse, butI do not believe it holds the "weight" that Ray felt was important

 That is, one needs to be able to count mitochondria and synaptic vesicle sizeand type (contents) as well as the post-synaptic neurotransmitter receptors and the pre-synapticreuptake receptors

machinery

 This machinery, however, is notsomething we would need to infer from the preserved brain of a suspended patient

 One of Freitas designs is toreplace (or augment) our red blood cells with artificial respirocytes that would enable us tohold our breath for four hours or do a top-speed sprint for 15 minutes without taking a breath

 Althoughreplacing our blood with billions of nanorobotic devices will require a lengthy process ofdevelopment, refinement, and regulatory approval, we already have the conceptual knowledge toengineer substantial improvements over the remarkable but very inefficient methods used in ourbiological bodies

synapse

 I don't think the molecular concentration ofspecific neurotransmitters within a synapse is particularly critical for reanimating a brain

 And that doesnt count the trillions of bytes of information stored in our brains,which eventually will be captured in the future

message

 15, 2003 by Robert BradburyRobert Bradbury: First, it is reasonable to assume that within this decade we will know theprecise crystal structure for all human proteins for which cryonics reanimation is feasible, usingeither X-ray, NMR or computational (e

 He painted a picture "of the future when organs aregrown, stored, and transported as easily as blood is today

 Nevertheless, proponents of the singularity typically anticipate such an event to precede an "intelligence explosion", wherein superintelligences design successive generations of increasingly powerful minds

" Will it be a "wall" (a barrier asconceptually impenetrable as the event horizon of a black hole in space), an "AI-Singularity" ruled bysuper-intelligent AIs, or a gentler "surge" into a posthuman era of agelessness and super-intelligence? Will this meme be hijacked by religious "passive singularitarians" obsessed with afuture rapture? Ray Kurzweil and Extropy Institute president Max More debate

Eric Drexler: Thank you, Ray

 The more important software insights will be gained in part fromthe reverse-engineering of the human brain, a process well under way

DANGEROUS FUTURES 175Will future technology  such as bioengineered pathogens, self-replicating nanobots, and supersmart robots  run amuck andaccelerate out of control, perhaps threatening the human race?Thats the concern of the pessimists, as stated by Bill Joy in anApril 2000 Wired article

 Wenormally replace our own cells on a regular basis anyway, so why not do so with youthfultelomere-extended cells rather than telomere-shortened ones? There's no reason why we couldn'tdo this with every organ and tissue in our body

Nonetheless, we will ultimately be able to improve on the skin with new nanoengineered supplematerials that will provide greater protection from physical and thermal environmental effectswhile enhancing our capacity for intimate communication and pleasure

The idea that death is inevitable, which I call the "death meme," is a powerful and pervasivebelief held by all humans, with the exception of a small but growing group of life extensionists

 Weve eliminated the heart, lungs, red and white blood cells,platelets, pancreas, thyroid and all the hormone-producing organs, kidneys, bladder, liver, loweresophagus, stomach, small intestines, large intestines, and bowel

These ideas should be thought of as "a bridge to a bridge to a bridge," in that they provide themeans to remain healthy and vital until the full flowering of the biotechnology revolution within20 years, which in turn will bring us to the nanotechnology-AI (artificial intelligence) revolutionten years after that

realm

 I essentially agreewith what you're saying, albeit we don't yet understand the mechanisms behind the "Hebbianweight" or other vital state information needed for a non-false reanimation

 This would be, however, a fetal brain,which is a genetic clone of the original person, equivalent to an identical twin (displaced intime)
 These emerging technologies create new tissues with a patient's own DNA bymodifying one type of cell (such as a skin cell) directly into another (such as a pancreatic Isletcell or a heart cell) without the use of fetal stem cells

With regard to our health, nanotechnology will be able to reconstruct and rebuild just abouteverything in our bodies

I also inherited his penchant for preserving the records of one's life, so along with my father'sboxes, I have several hundred boxes of my own

 Thus if we built a human brainequivalent with the same number of simulated neurons and connections (not just simulating thehuman brain with a smaller number of units that are operating at higher speeds), the resultingnanotube-based brain would operate at least 109times faster than its biological counterpart

Therapeutic cloningAnother valuable emerging application is therapeutic cloning of one's own organs

 Today, that word might be software, or biotechnology, but inanother couple of decades, the word is likely to be nanobots

 Ray Kurzweil presented a talk based on thisarticle on February 21, 2003 at Time magazine'sFuture of Life Summit

 For example, a genetic algorithmcan be efficiently coded, but in turn creates data far greater in size than itself using a stochasticprocess, which in turn self-organizes in response to a complex environment (the problem space)

WILL MACHINES BECOME CONSCIOUS 73Suppose we scan someones brain and reinstate the resultingmind file into suitable computing medium, asks Ray Kurzweil

Another exciting application is recreating animals from endangered species

Extrapolating the exponential growth of computational capacity (a factor of at least 1000 perdecade), we'll expand inward to the fine forces, such as strings and quarks, and outward

 With human brain reverseengineering, we should have the software insights before 2030

 Memory cells in achip are all functionally identical, each able to store and report different data from millisecond tomillisecond; synapses in a brain are structurally diverse, and their differences encode relativelystable information

 I agree that Fahy's concerns apply primarily to revitalization without suchdetailed nanotech repair and reconstruction

 His program (to develop engineered negligible senescence)"focuses mainly on those subtle changes, the ones that accumulate throughout life and onlysnowball into pathology rather late

Drexler described the broad applicability of nanotechnology to revolutionize many areas ofhuman endeavor

 I know this is a hot topic within the cryonics communitybecause of Greg Fahy's efforts

 The problem is further exacerbated by theaccelerating speed with which we turn over to new standards in the many layers of hardware andsoftware needed to store information

 Intelligent nanorobots willbe deeply integrated in the environment, our bodies and our brains, providing vastly extendedlongevity, full-immersion virtual reality incorporating all of the senses, experience "beaming,"and enhanced human intelligence

 My father's productivity assisted by thetechnology of his manual typewriter and carbon paper cannot compare with my own prolificacy,aided and abetted by computers and high speed printers which can reproduce my thoughts in allkinds of permutations

synapses

 Foreach connection, we need to specify (i) the neurons that this connection is connected to, (ii) someinformation about its pathway as the pathway affects analog aspects of its electrochemicalinformation processing, and (iii) the neurotransmitter concentrations in associated synapses

As a second issue, you said something about it being sufficient to just have preserved the big toeor the nose to reconstruct the brain

An Era of AbundanceOur knowledge of the complex pathways underlying digestive processes is rapidly expanding,although there is still a great deal we do not fully understand

Teilhard de Chardin'sOmega PointandSri Aurobindo'sSupramental transformationaremetaphysicalequivalents

Singularity Math Trialogue 136Hans Moravec, Vernor Vinge, and Ray Kurzweil discuss the mathematics of The Singularity, makingvarious assumptions about growth of knowledge vs

You bring up some interesting and important issues when you wrote, "Regarding my toe-basedreconstruction scenario, this is indeed no better than genetically-based reconstruction togetherwith loading of more-or-less default skills and memoriescorresponding to a peculiar butprofound state of amnesia

 Interviews of this patient would reveal thathe was very happy with the process, delighted that he made the decision to be cryonicallysuspended, grateful to Alcor and the doctors for their successful reanimation of him, and so on

The Coming Merging of Mind and Machine 87Ray Kurzweil predicts a future with direct brain-to-computer access and conscious machines

 That is how we getfrom 107bytes of brain specification in the genome to 1016bytes of information in a maturebrain

)One can alter neurotransmitter concentrations and probably pulse-transmission probabilities atleast within some range without disrupting the network terribly (risking false reanimation)

Bergeron

 But the real challenge to my dreamof DAISI is the one that Bryan Bergeron articulates so eloquently in this volume, namely how40can I possibly select appropriate hardware and software layers that will give me the confidencethat my archives will be viable and accessible decades from now?Of course my own archival desires are a microcosm of the exponentially expanding knowledgebase that the human civilization is accumulating

 He pointed out anumber of inconsistencies in the ethical position of those who oppose stem cell therapies

Translating our currently hardwired thoughts into software will not necessarily provide us withimmortality

It's not clear whether the current vitrification-preservation process maintains this vital type ofinformation

Although they are much smaller than biological red blood cells, an analysis of their functionalitydemonstrates that augmenting one's blood supply with these high pressure devices would enablea person to sit at the bottom of a pool for four hours, or to perform an Olympic sprint for 12minutes, without taking a breath

 This will provide uswith the opportunity to vastly expand our pattern recognition abilities, memories, and overallthinking capacity as well as directly interface with powerful forms of nonbiological intelligence

" Otherparticipants:The Computational Universe by Seth LloydThe Emotion Universe by Marvin MinskyThe Inflationary Universe by Alan Harvey GuthThe Cyclic Universe by Paul SteinhardtThe universe has been set up in an exquisitely specific way so that evolution could produce thepeople that are sitting here today [at Edge'sREBOOTING CIVILIZATION II meeting on July21, 2002] and we could use our intelligence to talk about the universe

61 Perhaps Ferkiss the humanist would represent the religious road block thetranshumanists would like to clear out of the way

"The immediate goal of Fahy's research is to preserve transplant organs for substantially longerperiods of time than is currently feasible

 organized in three dimensions bioMEMS will have evolved into bioNEMSA Big Role for Small Robots It will be routine to have millions / billions of nanobots coursing through our capillaries,communicating with:36o Each other via a wireless LANo The Interneto Our biological neurons Providing:o Vast augmentation to our immune systemo Otherwise repairing and augmenting our biological systemso Providing full immersion virtual reality encompassing all 5 senses? and neurological correlates of our emotionso "Experience Beaming"o Most importantly

 Hence, a progress oftechnology may in fact augur a regress in social harmony and social justice, and thus all that iscumulative, instead of saving mankind, can threaten to become the demonic instrument ofmankinds destruction

 West alsodescribed promising new methodologies in the field of "human somatic cell engineering" tocreate new tissues with a patient's own DNA by modifying one type of cell (such as a skin cell)directly into another (such as a pancreatic Islet cell or a heart cell) without the use of fetal stemcells

 Just as we routinely engage in sextoday for its relational and sensual gratification, we will gain the opportunity to disconnect theeating of food from the function of delivering nutrients into the bloodstream

 We already have devices to replace our hips, knees, shoulders, elbows, wrists,jaws, teeth, skin, arteries, veins, heart valves, arms, legs, feet, fingers, and toes

53But, we might ask: could progress take us to the point where a fully technological man orperhaps a fully technologized humanity could emerge? To believe such a thing is eitherpossible let alone desirable is to embrace a myth

I would point out that nanotechnology also appeared unlikely until Drexler came along andshowed how we could build machines that go beyond the nanomachines of nature

 I agree that an efficient implementation of the knowledge in a humanbrain (and I am referring here to knowledge in the broadest sense as not just classical long termmemory, but all of our skills and competencies) would be far more compact that the 1016bytes Ihave estimated for its actual implementation

agree

30Christine Peterson, cofounder and President of the Foresight Institute, provided guidelines onhow the lay person can evaluate the often conflicting advice and information on health and lifeextension

 We see a formidablepower in the ability to use our minds and the tools we've created to gather evidence, to use ourinferential abilities to develop theories, to test the theories, and to understand the universe atincreasingly precise levels

sense

By 2030, reverse-engineering of the human brain will have been completed and nonbiologicalintelligence will merge with our biological brains

 Freitas presented a more complex blueprint for robotic"microbivores," white blood cell replacements that would be hundreds of times faster thannormal white blood cells

 By repeated treatments ofthis kind over a period of time, the organ will end up being dominated by the younger cells

Mitch Kapor

Response to Mitchell Kapors Why I Think I Will Win 69Ray Kurzweil responds to Mitch Kapor's arguments against the possibility that an AI that will pass aTuring Test in 2029 in this final counterpoint on the bet: an AI will pass the Turing Test by 2029

 We will be able to go to thesevirtual places and have any kind of interaction with other real (as well as simulated) people,ranging from business negotiations to sensual encounters

 I think 109bytes is a significant underestimate of the amount of information required toreanimate a mature human brain

There are brain implants for Parkinsons patients that communicate directly with the ventralposterior nucleus and subthalmic nucleus regions of the brain to reverse the most devastatingsymptoms of this disease

 Other panelists are Anne Foerst, Bill Joy and Bill McKibben

Thomas

 In virtual reality, we wont berestricted to a single personality, since we will be able to change our appearance and becomeother people

 At the same time, we will provide an optimal flow ofnutrients to our bloodstream, using a completely separate process

 He advocated that we develop as quickly aspossible technologies that make possible a direct connection between brain and computer, so thatartificial brains contribute to human intelligence rather than opposing it

 There are dozens of projects underway to create blood-stream-basedbiological microelectromechanical systems (bioMEMS) with a wide range of diagnostic andtherapeutic applications

 and Norway successfully converted humanskill cells directly into immune system cells and nerve cells

Ray Kurzweil, Editor-in-ChiefTABLE OF CONTENTSLIVING FOREVER 1Is immortality coming in your lifetime? Medical Advances,genetic engineering, cell and tissue engineering, rational drugdesign and other advances offer tantalizing promises

bloodstream

nutrients

 Sensors in our bloodstream and body, usingwireless communication, will provide dynamic information on the nutrients needed at each pointin time

 He described the role of the telomeres, a repeating code at the end of each DNA strand,which are made shorter each time a cell divides, thereby placing a limit on the number of times acell can replicate (the "Hayflick limit")

heart

 West pointed out the dramatic healthbenefits that stem cell therapies promise, including the ability to create new cells and organs to31treat a wide variety of diseases such as Parkinson's disease and heart disease

 Our memories andskills, although they may appear to be fleeting, do represent information, stored in vast patternsof neurotransmitter concentrations, interneuronal connections, and other salient neural details

Human Cloning is the Least Interesting Application of Cloning Technology 14Cloning is an extremely important technologynot for cloning humans but for life extension:therapeutic cloning of one's own organs, creating new tissues to replace defective tissues or organs,or replacing one's organs and tissues with their "young" telomere-extended replacements withoutsurgery

 What we do need specifically for a particularpatient is the state of that person's memory (again, memory referring to all skills)

John Brockman

My Question for the Edge: Who am I? What am I? 78Since we constantly changing, are we just patterns? What if someone copies that pattern? Am I theoriginal and/or the copy? Ray Kurzweil responds to Edge publisher/editor John Brockman's requestto futurists to pose "hard-edge" questions that "render visible the deeper meanings of our lives,redefine who and what we are

 The phrase has varied meanings; as used by VernorVinge and Ray Kurzweil, it refers to the idea that acceleratingtechnology will lead to superhuman machine intelligence that willsoon exceed human intelligence, probably by the year 2030

 We can't really test what will happen billions or trillions of years from now quite as directly,but this line of inquiry is legitimate, in terms of understanding the past and the derivation of theuniverse

 Drexler defined this goal as "permanent health

"To suggest a way to make it to that future, I [Ray Kurzweil] had the opportunity to present a setof ideas to apply our current knowledge to life extension

information

 Similar systems could precisely deliver dopamine tothe brain for Parkinsons patients, provide blood-clotting factors for patients with hemophilia,and deliver cancer drugs directly to tumor sites

And that state is contained in at least two forms: the interneuronal connection patterns (which weknow is part of how the brain retains knowledge and is not a fixed structure) and theneurotransmitter concentration levels in the approximately 1014synapses

12Its important to note that once nonbiological intelligence gets a foothold in our brains (athreshold weve already passed), it will grow exponentially, as is the accelerating nature ofinformation-based technologies

Ray Kurzweil: Okay, I think we're converging on some commonality

 The ongoing accelerationof price-performance of computation, communication, and miniaturization will provide thetechnologies to create nanobots that can instrument (place sensors in) billions of neurons andinterneuronal connections, greatly facilitating the development of detailed models of how humanintelligence works

" More described hisown culture shock at having moved from England to Southern California, which led him toconsider the extreme adjustment challenge for people (possibly himself) in the future beingreanimated from cryonic suspension

Of course, as I pointed out in the debate with Eric, such a complete reconstruction mayessentially amount to creating a new brain/person with the cryonically preserved brain/bodyserving only as a blueprint, in which case it would just as easy to create more than onerenaimated person

But if we consider the full concept of cloning from cell to organisms, the benefits have enormoussynergy with the other revolutions occurring in biology as well as in computer technology

 We could even include inthese "loaded" (or learned) "skills and memories," the memory of having been the originalperson who was cryonically suspended, including having made the decision to be suspended,having become ill, and so on

 They agreedthat despite the challenges, the brain's functions and memories can be represented surprisinglycompactly, suggesting that successful reanimation of the brain may be achievable

 Although I can readily read even a century-old paper manuscript if I'mholding it in my hand, finding a desired document from among thousands of only modestlyorganized file folders can be a frustrating and time consuming task

 He is the author of a book by the same name and theinventor of a number of brilliant conceptual designs for medical nanorobots

19Finally, you said (if I heard you correctly) that the amount of information in the brain(presumably needed for reanimation) is about 1 gigabyte

 We will be able to build supercomputers that are one thousandth of the size ofa human cell

htmlCloning is an extremely important technologynot for cloning humans but for life extension:therapeutic cloning of one's own organs, creating new tissues to replace defective tissues ororgans, or replacing one's organs and tissues with their "young" telomere-extendedreplacements without surgery

Remarks on Accepting the American Composers Orchestra Award 117The Second Annual American Composers Orchestra Award for the Advancement of New Music inAmerica was presented on November 13 to Ray Kurzweil by American Composers Orchestra

7Programmable BloodAs we reverse-engineer (learn the principles of operation of) our various bodily systems, we willbe in a position to engineer new systems that provide dramatic improvements

Simon

Nick Bostrom

 Ihave estimated the size of this very personal data base at thousands of trillions of bytes (perhuman brain), and we are further along than many people realize in being able to access this dataand understand its encoding

 Starch blockers, such as Bayers Precose, partially prevent absorption ofcomplex carbohydrates; fat blockers, such as Chitosan, bind to fat molecules, causing them topass through the digestive tract; and sugar substitutes, such as Sucralose and Stevia, providesweetness without calories

 Ray Kurzweil has predicted that a $1,000 personalcomputer will match the computing speed and capacity of thehuman brain by around the year 2020

 Most biological mechanismsthat we do understand tend to have redundant information storage (although not all; some single-bit changes in the DNA can be catastrophic)

" Since the human brain as currently designed does not allow for explicit"loading" of memories and skills, these attributes need to be gained from experience using thebrain's self-organizing approach

Audio clips of the debateThe Future Will be Both Green AND GrayThe First 2 Decades of the 21stCentury will be the Golden Age of Biotechnology We've reached the intersection of Biology and Information Scienceo Biology as softwareo We're learning the information transformations underlying life and diseaseprocesses? How they work? How to fix / transform / enhance these natural methodsMany Intersecting Bio-Information Revolutions Tissue engineering: grow new telemere-extended cells, tissues, organs Rational drug design: design drugs for precision tasks Genomic panels Fixing genomic defects Reverse-engineering the Genome through the Proteomeo Precise tracking of each individual's biochemical pathways Individualized medicine And many others

At the same time, however, we don't hear discussion about the role of intelligence in the future

 These are, in myview, also critical aspects of the brain's learning process

"Freitas presented his design for "respirocytes," nanoengineered replacements for red blood cells

 I pointed outabove that our adoption of these technologies will be cautious and incremental, so we will notdispense with the old-fashioned digestive process when these technologies are first introduced

digestive

Were limited today to a mere hundred trillion interneuronal connections; we will be able toaugment these by adding virtual connections via nanobot communication

Information-theoretic content of long-term memoryRegarding the information content of the brain, both the input and output data sets forreconstruction must indeed be vastly larger than a gigabyte, for the reasons you outline

organ

argue

 That's why 'engineered negligible senescence' is an accurateterm for my goalI aim to eliminate those subtle changes, so allowing the cell/organ/body touse its existing homeostatic prowess to maintain us in a physically un-deteriorating stateindefinitely

Some of the inefficiency of the encoding of information in the human brain has a positive utilityin that memory appears to have some holographic properties (meaningful information beingdistributed through a region), and this helps protect the information

Deep Fritz Draws: Are Humans Getting Smarter, or Are ComputersGetting Stupider?55The Deep Fritz computer chess software only achieved a draw in its recent chess tournament withVladimir Kramnik because it has available only about 1

 The immortal germ line cells avoid this destruction through the useof a single enzyme called telomerase, which rebuilds the telomere chain after each cell division

 The underlying technologies of brain scanning and neuron modeling are scaling upexponentially, as is our overall knowledge of human brain function

Tucked away in my own boxes are also various forms of digital media: punch cards, paper tapereels, and digital magnetic tapes and disks of various sizes and formats

31 Dawkins selfish gene theory is his interpretation of nineteenth century SocialDarwinism, where the struggle for existence in nature provided justification for a social ethiccelebrating the survival of the fittest

possibly

, computational mechanisms) thatwill be much more capable in terms of speed, capacity, and in the ability to quickly shareknowledge

Fahy

 University of Chicago theologian David Tracy alerts us to thedangers of sacrificing our better judgment to naive trust in technological progress

Greg Fahy, Chief Scientific Officer of 21st Century Medicine, formerly director of an organcryopreservation program at the American Red Cross and a similar program for the NavalMedical Research Institute, described prospects for preserving organs for long periods of time

Greg Fahy

etc

 Circa 2003, we have the opportunity to continue tocontribute to our civilizations exponentially growing knowledge baseincidentally, a uniqueattribute of our specieswell past our child-rearing days

 The learning of the net is reflected in the connection weights as well asthe connection topology (some neural net methods allow for self-organization of the topology,some do not, but all provide for self-organization of the weights)

"I would regard this scenario of a "false" reanimation as one of the potential failure modes ofcryonics

 This software pathogenthreatens to destroy our computer network medium; but, the bright inventors of computersoftware can design an immune system to prevent serious damage

) de Grey described a program he has devised to approach the goal ofextreme life extension "with a hard-headed, engineering frame of mind

power

directly

call

designs

philosophical

type

The 2nd, 3rd, and 4thDecades will be the Golden Age of BioNanoTech We've already crossed the threshold:o We have devices emerging to replace body parts, organso The age of neural implants is well under way? Cochlear implants? Parkinson's Implant (communicates directly with ventral posteriornucleus)35? Experimental implants for stroke patients? Retinal implants? Many others under developmento There are already 4 major conferences on BioMEMSMany Emerging Designs for Linking the Wet Analog World of Biological Information withElectronic Information Max Planck Institute's Noninvasive "Neuron Transistor" Quantum Dots Control of Neuroprosthetic systems using pattern recognition on brain activity despitedamaged nerve pathwayIntelligent Machines are Making Their Way Into Our Blood Stream U of Illinois at Chicago capsules with 7 nanometer pores cured type I Diabetes in Rats Many designs to deliver medications in controlled manner, including the brain Sandia micro robot traps cells with tiny jaws and implants substances Robert Freitas' conceptual designs for respirocytes, artificial platelets, nanoroboticmicrobivores Many other examples

 If one compresses the genome using standard data compression to remove redundancy,estimates are that one can achieve about 30 to 1 lossless compression, which brings us down toabout 25 megabytes

own

 Clearly none of thebrain structure is revealed by body parts outside the brain

 By the timereanimation is feasible, we will have long since reverse-engineered these basic mechanisms ofthe human brain, and thus would know them all

mechanisms

preserved

The structure of the brain may be largely preserved but one just may not be able to get it runningagain

goals

 We might ask:if we replace ourselves with posthumanity, will we have given expression to our essential humanpotential for self-transcendence through technology? Just how should we think about this?If yesterdays futurists could speak to todays challenge, they would most likely warn us oftendencies within us to surrender what is human to the mindset of technique

0 is a grand project, ultimately resulting in theradical upgrading of all our physical and mental systems, we will implement it one benign step ata time

A Wager on the Turing Test: Why I Think I Will Win 63Will Ray Kurzweil's predictions come true? He's putting his money where his mouth is

 Hereplied that optical computers will remain bulkier than programmable molecular computers andthus are likely to remain special purpose devices

argues

 For the most part, we engagein sexual activity for intimate communication and sensual pleasure, not reproduction

Consider the question: What is the difference between a skin cell and any other type of cell in thebody? After all, they all have the same DNA

 This past year, scientists were able to synthesizeDNA for the Tasmanian Tiger, which has been extinct for 65 years, with the hope of bringingthis species back to life

 Here we don'tclone the entire person (you), but rather directly create one of your organs

, created by humans (or machines created byhumans) and based at least in part on the reverse-engineering of the human nervous system

Expanding our Minds Multiplying our mere hundred trillion connections many fold (eventually by trillions) Intimate connection with nonbiological forms of intelligence Direct connection to other minds Downloading of knowledgeNonbiological Intelligence will combine

transhumanists

 As were learningthe principles of operation of the human body and the brain, we will soon be in a position todesign vastly superior systems that will be more enjoyable, last longer, and perform better,without susceptibility to breakdown, disease, and aging

Robert Bradbury

Dialogue Between Ray Kurzweil, Eric Drexler, and Robert Bradbury 18What would it take to achieve successful cryonics reanimation of a fully functioning human brain,with memories intact? A conversation at the recent Alcor Conference on Extreme Life Extensionbetween Ray Kurzweil and Eric Drexler sparked an email discussion of this question

entities

Foreword to Dark Ages II 39Our civilizations knowledge legacy is at great risk, growing exponentially with the exploding size ofour knowledge bases

 Based on ourgrowing knowledge and confidence in nanotechnology and emerging scenarios for applyingthese technologies to the reanimation task, Drexler argued that we should be expressing a validoptimism about the prospects for a healthy second life after suspension

 And in the SecondWorld War, with its slavery, genocide and technology of ultimate destruction, the worldexperienced an eruption of technological and sophisticated evil: personal, political and social,unknown to history before

 As with therapeutic cloning, wewould not be creating the entire animal, but rather directly producing the desired animal parts orflesh

nanobots

 As the nutrient nanobots make theirway from the nutrient garment into our bodies, the elimination nanobots will go the other way

advent

org, recently interviewed Ray Kurzweil on the Singularity and itsramifications

Ray Kurzweil: Eric, I greatly enjoyed our brief opportunity to share ideas (difficulty of addingbits to quantum computing, cryonics reanimation, etc

exponentially

(Wikipedia)

 Other animals communicate, but they don't accumulatean evolving and growing base of knowledge to pass down to the next generation

, reverse-engineering of the human brain and nervous system) fora rapidly growing list of brain regions

42How to Build a BrainA machine is likely to achieve the ability of a human brainin the coming years

belief

There's no issue of philosophical identity with genetic cloning-genetic clones are differentpeople, even more so than conventional twins today

 If the blood system moves with its own movement, the engineeringissues of the extreme pressures required for centralized pumping can be eliminated

 Adherence to progress lies atthe level of assumption

discourse

One of the leading proponents of nanomedicine, (redesigning our biological systems throughengineering on a molecular scale) and author of a book with the same name is Robert Freitas,Research Scientist at nanotechnology firm Zyvex Corp

Robert Freitas

 For thosepatients whose muscles no longer function, there are already designs fornanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) that can expand and contract to replace damagedmuscles and that can be activated by either real or artificial nerves

 By acting inharmony with the essential nature of the evolutionary processcomplexificationwe maydiscover a new sense of purpose, direction, and meaning to life, and come to feel ourselves athome in the world once more

 It is the numbers of these "machines of transmission" that determines theHebbian "weight" for each synapse, which is a point I think Ray was trying to make

author

procedure

overcome

 The skin, which includes ourprimary and secondary sex organs, provides a vital function of communication and pleasure

 Three-dimensional molecular computing will provide the hardware for human-level"strong" AI well before 2030

Terry

connection

concentration

 The genome specifies initiallysemi-random interneuronal connection wiring patterns in specific regions of the brain (randomwithin certain constraints and rules), and these patterns (along with the neurotransmitter-concentration levels) then undergo their own internal evolutionary process to self-organize toreflect the interactions of that person with their experiences and environment

neurotransmitter

Integral to transhumanism is the idea of theTechnological singularity, which refers to the postulated near-future emergence of greater-than human intelligence

 Freitas also presented a new concept of a "chromosome replacement robot," which wouldbe programmed to enter a cell nucleus and perform repairs and modifications to a person's DNA29to reverse DNA transcription errors and reprogram defective genetic information

Freitas

 Nanoscale machines will enter all of our cells and proofread our DNA,patch the mitochondria, destroy pathogens, remove waste materials, and rebuild our bodies andbrains in ways unimaginable today

Bryan Bergeron

neural

Gregory Stock's presentationRay Kurzweil's presentationDebateAudience QA38Foreword to Dark Ages IIRay Kurzweil(Book By Bryan Bergeron)http://www

provide

 So even if we assume that the old hardware and software that youassembled are working perfectly, and that you have aging human experts to assist you withperfect recall of long since obsolete equipment, these old computers would still generate mostlyerror messages

Ray Kurzweil

 It istrue that in the brain there are hundreds of different mechanisms that we could call memory, buteach of these mechanisms is repeated many millions of times

reconstruction

memories

], this is indeed no better than genetically based reconstruction together withloading of more-or-less default skills and memoriescorresponding to a peculiar but profound20state of amnesia

Why is cloning important?The most immediate application of cloning is improved breeding by being able to directlyreproduce an animal with a desirable set of genetic traits

 (Current medicalpractice has analogous problems of false life-saving, but these don't define the field

38 The free market will provide enough good to overcomethe evil nuisances

 Ultimately we will be able to access and understand thethousands of trillions of bytes of information we have tucked away in each of our brains

constantly

synaptic

 I would point out, however, that we don't yetunderstand the synaptic structures sufficiently to be fully confident that the differences inneurotransmitter levels that we need (for reanimation) are all redundantly indicated by structuralchanges

health

Eric

eschatological

 Only eschatologicallyonly at the advent of GodsKingdom which will come by an act of divine gracewill unambiguous fulfillment be possible

17Dialogue Between Ray Kurzweil,Eric Drexler, and Robert BradburyRay Kurzweil, Eric Drexler, Robert Bradburyhttp://www

Karl Rahner

Deep Fritz-like chess programs running on ordinary personal computers will routinely defeat allhumans later in this decade

Deep Fritz

 One might comment thatwe do obtain some pleasure from the elimination function, but I suspect that most people wouldbe happy to do without it

elimination

skills

 We will eventually be able to actually accessthe vast patterns of information in our brains, which will provide the opportunity to back up ourmemories and skills

Stalin

 Even ifit's a little more difficult to test the future theories, we can at least deduce, or induce, that certainphenomena that we see today are evidence of times past, such as radiation from billions of yearsago

graph

character

e,long-term memory or LTM), and much of this machinery is an integral part of synaptic structure

Watson

26Can we slow down if not actually stop the aging process? Kurzweil answers affirmatively

 One could even provide a learning and maturing experience for this brain in which theusual 20 odd years were sped up to 20 days or less, but this would still be just a biological clone,not the original person

societal

They agreed that despite the challenges, the brain's functions and memories can be representedsurprisingly compactly, suggesting that successful reanimation of the brain may be achievable

increase

 But the scenario you described of creating anew person with the same genetic code, but with a very different CNP created through a learningsimulation, is not just a matter of a subtle philosophical argument

 The brain is at least as complex as all the other organs put together, withapproximately half of our genetic code devoted to its design

self

 I will distinguish between two types of futurist thinking: futurum relying upon growth orprogress versus adventus which anticipates the advent of the new

Don Gonson

Maria EllisJoan Walsh

Toshi Hoo

Aaron Kleiner

Matt Bridges

net are Ken Linde, systems manager; Matt Bridges, leadsoftware developer; Aaron Kleiner, chief operating and financial officer; Zoux, sound engineerand music consultant; Toshi Hoo, video engineering and videography consultant; DeniseScutellaro, accounting manager; Joan Walsh, accounting supervisor; Maria Ellis, accountingassistant; and Don Gonson, strategic advisor

Ken Linde

development

There is another valuable repository of information stored in our own brains

False reanimationAnd this process would indeed appear to be a successful reanimation

ultimately

desire

(MAK,Wikipedia)Teilhard de Chardin and the Omega PointTeilhard de Chardin's cosmology

Although the two never met, and neither knew of the other's work, Teilhard's ideas have some intriguing parallels with those ofSri Aurobindo(although in terms of W

ideas

 Aswe learn to understand the genome of both humans and animals, and as we develop powerfulnew means of harnessing genetic information, cloning provides the means to replicate animals,organs, and cells

books

 If you then come tome in the morning and say "good news, Ray, we successfully created your precise CNP-exactcopy, we won't be needing your old body and brain anymore," I may beg to differ

cultural

philosopher

 So all this process has accomplished is to create anentirely new person who happens to share the genetic code with the person who was originallysuspended

 Robin Hanson describes it as "the idea that new technologies are likely to change the world so much in the next century or two that our descendants will in many ways no longer be 'human'

 The bottom line will remain that information will continue to requirecontinual maintenance and support to remain "alive

serious

 We will be able to accomplish this using specialelimination nanobots that act like tiny garbage compactors

friends

 This can happen because intelligence is not dependent uponour biological substrate; rather, as information in patterns, intelligence can be extricated from ourbodies

Ben Best

On the other hand, once technology takes over and replicates itself, it will leave our present stageof humanity in the evolutionary dust

Economic imperative is the equivalent of survival in biological evolution

memory

htmlOn November 15-17, 2002, leaders in life extension and cryonics came together to explore howthe emerging technologies of biotechnology, nanotechnology, and cryonics will enable humansto halt and ultimately reverse aging and disease and live indefinitely

 Specifically, is it reasonableto think of human nature as progressive?The backbone of the doctrine of progress is that something is better than it had been andpromises to get better still in the future

 Both aspectscould be related to the inbuilt filters in our brain that should protect us against too much disturbinginformation (see Jahn and Dunne, 2007, Radin, 1996, 2006)6

 Will robots be able to developempathy and be programmed to act as our best friends, or will they instead become a potentialthreat as pictured in well-known SF books such as 2001, A Space Odyssey and movies like IRobot , and the "Terminator" series?And how will the future world look like thousand years from now? It should be realized that thistechnological development exhibits an exponential nature: in the 20th century the knowledgedoubled every 10 years, now it doubles each year! (Kurzweil, 2005) The conditions at the end ofthis millenium will greatly surpass our wildest dreams

 Consequently, due to the implicit destruction of theabovementioned omnipotent computer, even the resurrected beings in their simulated paradise, willnot enjoy eternal life and thus another type of resurrection or recreation is needed (Vidal, 2012)

One of the processes that determine the life span of cells is the shortening of the so-calledtelomeres, located at the end of each chromosome in the cell nucleus, that is associated with eachcell division (Fig

 Aftershe had her experience, she described this as "it felt like the place where all knowledge is"

 How strong is the influence of our projections of the future on actual development? Are thefilms Star Track, AI and I Robot interspersed with virtual images or do they represent a "self-fulfilling" prophecy of the future of humanity? Yet, the fear that robots will become conscious andwill overpower a weakened mankind is a misconception: we will have to collaborate with artificialintelligence in order to cope with the many new challenges (see Fig

Aging arises partly due to wear, oxidation and attrition of the ever more energy costing gene repair

 The above-mentioned research is promising but awaits further proof in humans, amongothers since laboratory animals have a genome that differs at least 20 % from humans (seeAndrews, 2010)

 Could the universe  emptyspacetime geometry  conceivably host consciousness on the loose? There is ample energy in theform of zero point fluctuations, so the question is whether information can be registered in thenothingness of spacetime, and transcend from Planck scale to biological scale

 But should we really be satisfied with our mortal organism or shouldwe declare war on this ancient enemy, and rather decide that death is not invincible? Genetic andnano-technological interventions in our body will become possible, but obviously will raise manyethical questions

 In that case, there is no need at all to intervene in our genome in order toextend our life span! Anyway, a parallel development of cyborg -technology and gene manipulationseems obvious (Greenfield, 2003, Kaku, 2005 and 2007) and that these techniques may be finallycombined into a novel species: our mind children that may become our successors in evolution(Kurzweil, 2005)

 The distant future: death and rebirth of the UniverseTranshumanists (see internet link) look into the far future, beyond the current limits of ourorganisms, and especially to the technological potentials to drastically curtail the limitations of thehuman body

 For example, "science fiction" literature is a useful reflection of such projectionsof the future, because in this art the incredible becomes reality and a framework is created toanalyze social developments in its ultimate consequences

Impressive is that during a near death experience, the patient is confronted with a full and brightpanorama of his/her entire life, in which he/she is not only relives the life from his/her own egoperspective, but also from the perspective of each person with whom one has been in contact duringones lifetime

 The information exchanged is not only used for a deeper form ofcoordination but probably also for the creation of meaning

Life after life is pictured as a being of light, due to the fact that damaged or dying atoms of ourphysical body release countless photons (light energy)

Citing the latter paper: Recently two clinical studies used processed EEG brain monitors at thetime of death in terminally ill or severely brain-damaged patients from whom support waswithdrawn, allowing the patients to die peacefully

 The physics of the future and its implications for immortality 1885

Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968174Also the psychological factor counts: people who are feeling old, become victim of a self-fulfillingprophesy, in contrast to those who accept the challenges of life even after sixty and may feelrelatively healthy: aging is indeed is also something between the ears

 In this manner the function of the diseased cellmay be favorably adjusted (for example the relaxation of blood vessels in patients with abnormallyhigh blood pressure or by influencing specific factors by which the folding of proteins is improved(for example, in Alzheimer's disease)

 Cells in which this internal death mechanismis disabled, for example, can turn into tumor cells, growing out to solid tumors that invade healthytissues and may spread throughout the body (metastasis)!Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968181Fig

 Many scientists today support the hypothesis that this kind of experience is notmerely based on the sum of neuronal activity, etc

stem

Stem cell therapy and cloningOther examples, apart from gene transfections with life-prolonging genes, is the implanting of so-called stem cells into tissues of the diseased organism

This will be combined with the building of self-learning computer systems, going through the sameevolutionary process as the human brain, but in a fraction of the 100

 19), which is described byquantum physics, the preservation of information is a prerequisite

 This may leadto fatal side effects or even to downright abuse (drug addiction): advanced drug-technology has alsoits downside!Will we live to 120 and if so, should that be considered as natural or unnatural?Long life and virtual immortality is not a new phenomenon in nature (see internet link List of longliving organisms): not only colonies of primitive protozoa and bacteria are in fact immortal but evensome animals can become more than 8

 22: The general components of a Neat Death ExperienceIs a NDE only due to previously stored images in the brain?The extraordinary near-death experience of Vicky Noratuk showed that even blind people can seeagain during a near death experience! From her birth she had a shrunken eyeball and optic nerveand an undeveloped visual cortex

Vicky Noratuk

 I would like to point out that this near apocalyptic vision projected by thetranshumanists includes some elements which appear irreconcilable with the biblical promise ofa new creation

restriction

 Supporting this idea, is the finding that metformin, an anti-diabetes drug, that steadiesblood-sugar levels in people, clearly mimics the effects of calorie restriction on gene activity inmice

 The particular photonic body, in thistheory, may be capable to 'carry' information about who we were and are

 The distant future: death and rebirth of the Universe 2008

 All of this, per definition, also modifies our individual self-consciousness,because that arose through interaction of our brains with the environment: without such aninteractions we would not develop self-consciousness anyway! Will cyberspace become a factor inthe development of future human consciousness? The impact of these developments, on the longrun, may be a much more drastic than we can foresee now

 What is more importantto the present analysis is the naive sense of control or false sense of dominance that technologicalvictories over nature might elicit

 Robottechnology and current research on artificial intelligence indicate that if this trend continues, within50 years, home computers will be built with the capacity of the human brain and may easily containthe entire global bibliography, implying everything that ever have been written or printed!Fig

 Books,London- Forberg J L, (2007)

Since the recent genetic / molecular biological revolution, expectations for a rapid development ofmore effective and safer medicines and gene therapy, are high

If one now injects a chemical that activates the promoter of the telomerase gene into theseartificially aged animals, telomerase enzyme is again produced, and the telomeres of the miceextended

 The latter is of great importance for future investigation,because it may provide answers to study the well-known evading aspects at sequential PSIobservations, as well how the signal strength of ESP experiences could be improved

 At the time that this isachieved, genetic engineering will be developed to such a perfection that quite soon after that anaverage of 250 years is within reach, including an appropriate quality of life

 13: The enzyme telomerase can maintain telomere length by the insertion of nucleotides (bottom left) atthe distal end of chromosome

 21: Transpersonal experiences: the researchers (bottom right), the techniques for them to arouse orexperience (top right) and the postulate of the internal filters in our brains (top left)

Damon

 Verlangen naar Onsterfelijkheid (in Dutch), Damon, Budel, Belgium- Van Lommel P, (2007)

 Of note, the scientific debate between materialistic and idealistic worldviews runs as a redthread through the history of science and philosophy, and, for example, is now prominent in themajor discussions on the nature of consciousness, as well as in the dialogue on the relationshipbetween science and religion

Alan Wolf

 According to some quantumphysicists, such as Alan Wolf (1996,1999, and 2008), and Hameroff (2013), dying is, moreprecisely, not a transition to another phase, but rather every individual is at every moment of oneslife already represented in the non-material dimension of the aforementioned quantum informationfield (Fig

 Some claim that dying is only virtual on the basis of quantum physics andis being interpreted as one form of conservation of information

 Because these patients died, we cant know if they had NDE orOOB experiences, or if the activity actually marked the soul leaving the body  giving up theghost

 Theres already evidence that people onmetformin have lower risk of cancer, dementia, heart failure and other diseases of aging

 However the hunt for the "disease genes", that are supposedto be the very cause of a particular disease appears extremely complex and the related costs are skyhigh (800 million Euros for each new drug that comes to the market)

 It is therefore worthwhile to keep these phenomenaagainst the light, in the framework of modern physics, in order to see what they mean for ourcurrent view on the world and how we could get a finger behind the mechanisms that are in playhere

 This experience from the perspective of the other, according to many of the NDEpatients is complete, including the thoughts and feelings of every person who crossed ones path inlife

 26: The sequential epochs in the evolution of our universe, also depicting the very far future of a"living" Universe (see black box), in a cyclic time model (top left) in which the universe takes care of its ownreproduction (after Kurzweil,2005)However physics foretells that our world will not be everlastingThis is because our Universe isfinally doomed to a heat death (by final contraction of the Universe) or destined for a cold death (byfurther expansion of the Universe)

 The latter can be a protein that in the cell is engaged in the metabolic network that isdysfunctional and may be the cause of the disease

Instead of accepting that our cells are programmed to die, it should be investigated if hidden (non-expressed) genes are present that code for longevity

 In other words immortality could be considered as the conservation of information

 These gene-knock out animals, already at very young age, show severe signs of aging, such as abnormalposture, hair loss, loss of sperm production, reducing the brain size, etc (see Fig

 They play these games according to the rulescollectively agreed by the users: you can do almost everything but even here there are limits andresponsibilities! Interactive games and virtual worlds are offered nowadays on a digital square withportals to practically any reality

 Yet, the start of the universe did notreally look like an explosion, but was, according to current cosmology, a highly fine-tunedexpansion process

 This animal modeldemonstrates the importance of telomerase to counteract aging and even showed a majorimprovement in fitness of these animals

 Through unimaginably advanced technology, this simulations can be performed withsuch high a quality that they will be indistinguishable from real

In his book 'Endless Consciousness', he argued that consciousness may not really anepiphenomenon of the brain, but is rather an autonomous phenomenon, independent of the physicalbody

 Of note, the majority of NDE witnesses, subsequent to their profound experience, live a moreconscious life, being more open to others and more interested in the big questions of life (see Fig

 Even theforce of gravity, a yet poorly understood phenomenon, may be related to this field, because it has aretarding effect on the movement of material: so-called inertia

The projections of Gott, Penrose, Steinhart and many other scientist that have theorized on cyclicmodels of the Universe, can also be interpreted to mean that our own reconstructed Big Bang, thatis often seen as the real start of the present cosmos, was rather a reflection of information transferfrom a previous version of our Universe

"How to live forever: lessons of history", British MedicalJournal, BMJ;321;1580-1582- Steinhardt PJ and Turok N (2007)

 About the fine regulation of this beautifulmulti-cellular system we still are largely in the dark, although considerable progress have beenmade in the study of processes leading to aging and death in the last 20 years

 Health technology: hope for life extension?Man dies from trauma, disease or aging: all three processes are open to countermeasures (Fig

 It will, atleast according to some experts, become reality in the coming 200 years that super small "sensors"injected into the bloodstream will be engineered to pass into the brain or other tissues and organs ofSyntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968187our body, with the aim to monitor relevant cellular functions
 None of these building blocks become lost, they rather may reappear in otherforms (that is in oxidized forms or becoming integrated in other organisms) or simply circulate inthe atmosphere, but the atoms are still there

In the 20th century the standard model about the structure of matter and its building blocks, theelementary particles, was created

 Modern brain researchindicates that religious and spiritual experience is associated with various brain structures and thatimmanent evolutionary spirituality is deeply embedded in human nature (Carter, 2013, Lanza, 2012,Wolf, 2008, Peake, 2008)

 This is possible now by incubating yourself inthe virtual worlds of computer gaming or make your expression on Internet as large as possible

 Nevertheless, the phenomenon ofchildren report is, in itself, established in thorough research, and despite the absence of aSyntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968196satisfactory explanation, is recognized as such in scientific circles, albeit without the notion that thisrepresents a process of rebirth or reincarnation

 In addition, people may live on through their works (for instance digital immortality), orone may put hope in developments in technological and biomedical life extension

A critical discussion of these puzzling phenomena are found in references of Braude, 2003 andCarter, 2012, and link to Reincarnation

 Detailedinvestigation shows that also in this area scientific research of high quality has been done in Europeas well as a great number of top universities in the USA

 Of note: the distances to other solarsystems, let alone to other galaxies, are so immense that our human body, even if its lifespan mightbe stretched a thousand times, could never realize such extremely long journey

Could the life prolonging effects of calorie restriction and removal of senescent cells be mimickedby the action of appropriate medicines? Last year, research convincingly showed, for the first time,that a drug could extend life span in mammals

Hans

 Another recent study(Bokkon et al, 2013) confirms the potential role of bio-photons in several aspects of NDE, inrelation to intrinsic visual perceptions and imageries as well as self-consciousness that may involvelow-energy quantum entanglement of bio-photons in interaction with the photonic zero-pointenergy field (ZPE)

 Our brain should therefore always be seen inrelation to a flow of information from the other parts of our body and also the signals we receivefrom and send away to the world around us

pdf- Meijer D K F, Korf J (2013) Quantum modeling of the mental state: the concept of a cyclicmental workspace

 If we realize that even atechnical failure in the booking computer of an airport, nowadays poses a huge chaos, it is clear thatto deal with the complexity of our society, our future world will be largely run by artificialintelligence

 9: Survival of the individual by cryopreservation of whole body or brain: a good idea ?Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968178Cell rejuvenationRecently it became known that removal of senescent (outdated) cells, that remain intact for too longin the body during aging, can yield major improvement of health

Depth scanning of the brain and "uploading" of brain activity patterns up to a complete memory inadvanced computers can be an ultimate goal in the distant future

 The experiences during a near-death experience appear to be quite universal and havebeen reported worldwide

 These giant cosmological structure could bemanipulated to pass the required information as a recipe for the birth of a new version of ouruniverse (an engineered Big Bang)! Thus our successors, in the far future, may give a new start toour universe in a kind of circular evolutionary process (Gott, 1997, Steinhardt, 2008, Penrose, 2012,Vidal, 2012)

 11) promising resultshave been obtained by local injection of stem cells that, in the brain, grow out to dopamineproducing cells (West, 2013)

 Bio-photons are constantly produced in the entire organism at the cellmembrane, and within the cell in mitochondria and DNA, including the brain, the latter due toCasimir-like conversion of virtual photons of the ZPE to real photons, at the synaptic cleft ofneurons, providing an ultra-rapid communication system in the entire organism

 Children from very different age, sketchspontaneously, without any special cause, life histories of people that have been proven to becompletely unknown to them and about particular persons deceased long before their own birth, andthat in a staggering detail

posthumanism

 From the testimonyof persons reporting NDE, it is inferred that their perception during near-death experience is faster,broader, more realistic and more pure of nature than during an ordinary dream

 As long as the universe does not die in a heating process(and this is estimated to occur only over billions of years), the universe will be gradually populated,and will finally become saturated with information (see Tipler, 1996 and Fig 37, Kurzweil, 2005,and epoch 6, in Fig

d2k- Forberg J L, (2006)

 Mice lacking the gene for production of telomerase, or mice in which the geneis turned off, age abnormal rapidly

 Most patients experience anexpanded awareness: thoughts seem to go faster than during normal waking consciousness

medicines

Thesolution here lies in the fine regulation of telomerase expression so that telomere repair occurswithout causing cancer! Proponents argue that activation of telomerase expression in the tumor cellsis already naturally high and therefore will not be further increased by the treatment, while thepositive effect of medicines such as Astragalus on the immune system even would improve cancertreatment

core

 This ability isencoded in the fetal development and represents an active gene system also in humans

" The virtual particles of the field can in this manner also provide an energy exchangebetween the physical reality and the non-zero local field to which they belong (Fig

 It happens both to believers and atheists, and alsoto people who have no prior knowledge of the NDE phenomenon (Van Lommel, 2007, Carter,2012, Elsaesser, 1997)

 We haveno less than 100 million times a million cells in our body, which somehow work perfectly togetherand during the life also are replaced regularly! Each cell is, in itself is already a complex machinehaving at least 100

Eric Drexler

spirit

 The central question is how for the necessary information for thesephenomena can reach the brain and how these extra-sensory communication / perception occurfrom a mechanistic point of view

immune

telomeres

 Astragalus is the active component, which has been shown to cause animprovement of the immune system, which is probably linked to an extension of the telomeres inthe immune cells

 Right: Gene-control (activation on and off)by protein complexes (transcription factors) that bind to the DNA promotor strand of a gene with in the cell(inset lower right, red, blue and green structure)

 Apart from individual immortality, the term isalso used in relation to collective survival of mankind as well as an ultimate rebirth of our universe

 Personal informationfrom a supposed quantum field, is experienced as clairvoyance or described as an inner voice (calledDaemon in classical Greece philosophy)

 It isconsidered by the physicist and systems theorist Laszlo as an universal information field (Laszlo,2006)

 The basis for the existence of this field derived Laszlo from the, so called,torsion fields / vacuum domains previously by Russian researchers

Kreisberg

 Is our brain somehow a signal receiverfor information from a "superconscious" domain (Jahn and Dunne, 2007, Peake, 2008, Radin,2006)?Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968192Consciousness beyond space and time in the Near Death ExperienceIn line with other Near Death Experiece (NDE) investigators, particularly from England and theUSA, the Dutch cardiologist van Lommel, 2001, 2007, proposed an own vision on consciousness

 At each division of the cell, this telomere becomesshorter, until the cell can no longer repair the damage done, and consequently dies

 Yet, gene manipulation should always be accompaniedwith proper societal guidance and be preceded by a well-organized public debate about what isethically justified on the long term (De Grey, 2007, Post 2004, Weiner, 2010)

pdf- Vijg J and Campisi J, (2008)

 protons, photons and quarks, are thebuilding blocks of matter, but rather much smaller elements that can best be described as a sort ofstrings that can vibrate at different, discrete, modes

 And also discusses some otheroften heard remarks: I don't even want to live to 1000; I'm too old to have any chance of benefiting;we should focus on curing disease and feeding the starving first; let's become better people first we don't deserve long lives; we should focus on postponing frailty, not death; life is already longenough to do the full range of what life offers; we'd be denying future generations the right to beborn; this would not be saving lives, it would be extending lives; we'd forget so much about ouryouth that we wouldn't be the same person

 Organisms with lower intelligence must indeed follow the path of death/rebirth (asrequired by the Disposable Soma Theory) in order to attain higher complexity through naturalselection, whereas such modern humans have now attained the highest possible intelligence levelafforded by procreative evolution, and do not need further development through this particular route(Kyriazes,2013)

Although at first glance it seems an unreal idea, it is perhaps somewhat more compelling when onerealizes that what we perceive of the world is likely very limited and forms a very inadequaterepresentation of reality! In the underlying coherent reality (see Fig

 An alternative for living on in the other, is that you live on, withmuch of your personal information, in cyberspace

 Transcendence of the individual selfThis section addresses the, so called, transcendental phenomena in human experience

 How engineerd stem cells may enable youthful immortality

 Through this quantum wave aspect, according to this hypothesis, non-sensoryinformation transfer to the brain can occur from a universal wave field

 These phenomena could also be related an underlyingnon-local information field because they concern influences at a distance or messages from thefuture, experienced by people

Albert Einstein

 What we have calledtranscendental awareness is at least the beginning of the reversal of that process by which, eventhough the traces of an everyday dualism remain, the individual is enabled, however temporarily, toexperience the world from a perspective independent of brain functioning and the operation of thesenses

 So we are in fact connected to a general energy field, which penetrates our bodiesconstantly (Meijer, 2012)

Greene

 Universal consciousness can therefore be seen as theprogram on which our Universe is running (Greene, 2011, Tipler, 1996, Vidal, 2012, Wolf,1996,1999, 2006, Meijer, 2012)

 References 203IntroductionThe author defines immortality as the potential for humans or mankind to freely choose the momentof (individual) death, rather than using the term in the sense of eternal life

, doping in the future may therefore be gene-doping!Survival by cryopreservationProgrammed freezing and preservation of deceased individuals (called cryopreservation), in order torevive such individuals at a later time, when a definite cure for their disease is available, is alreadyinitiated by a specialized organization in the USA that, until now, keeps about 40 bodies in liquidnitrogen storage compartments (see Fig

Akashi

Ervin Laszlo

Ervin Laszlo, 2006, states that the universe, in this way, exhibits a kind of universal memory andthat all experiences are stored in, what he calls, the Akashi field, an term that is also encountered inSyntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968190the Eastern religions

concept

healthy

 So even if there would be a yet unknown activity of the brainsduring the near-death experience, she did not possess a healthy sense organ that could transfer hervisual impressions to her consciousness through the brain, nor a memory for detailed images

disease

 It should be stressed that diseases are often based on abnormalities in morethan one gene and that such aberrations may also depend on individual gene expression, asinfluenced by the adopted lifestyle and behavior of the patient! Thus disease control may not onlyrequire the correction of multiple gene functions or their products (i

 Meijer1AbstractImmortality, in the personal sense, is defined as the potential to freely choose the moment ofindividual death, rather than having the meaning of eternal life

 These complementary aspects of reality lead to human andmachine intelligence, by which the Universe is able to observe itself in ever increasing detail

 Such nanobots are instrumented to transmit this information to a remotemachines that than maps our personal profiles at any time on a continuous basis

 The science of alternative universes and our future in thecosmos, Penguin/Allen Lane- Kaku M, (2007)

accept

 It is advised therefore that elderly people actively accept new challenges in their life andmaintain much of their youngster lifestyle properties such as sports, sex and learning

Vijg

 Despite solid reserve and skepticism on this claim(Vijg, 2008, Post, 2004, Shapin,2000 and Goldsmith, 2012), one could speculate that about a century from now, people may lookback with pity on that dark period of humanity around the year 2000, when people still died at anage of about 80 years

 There are, according to the authors, apart from fraud, thatoften can be simply excluded, two possibilities: either the child receives somehow exactinformation from another world in which the deceased in some modality mentally persists (survivalhypothesis) or it is due to a telepathic transmission from a still living person, who in that caseshould have detailed information on the deceased and be able to transmit this telepathically (the PSIhypothesis)

 Indeed, thisintensely experienced virtual world changes the very wiring of our brains just like the input ofwalkmans, phones, television and the internet will do: all these peripheral apparatus are in factextensions of our brain

 The hard fact is that each of our cells (except germ cells) is programmed todie after a certain time: our cells are restricted to up to 40-50 cell divisions in our life time

Only a programmed transfer of the total, condensed, information of the dying universe into anadjacent new baby universe may enable such a recreation process

 Even if you accept individual death, you still refusedeath as a whole, namely the idea that nothing would continue to evolve after the predictable deathof your body, society, species, Sun, galaxy and universe

 In such phenomena as consciousness, we must also bear in mind that there is a continuousexposition of our individual consciousness to the outside world: without the imprint of the outsideworld, personal consciousness could not arise anyway

 The genes and memes (personal mental properties),that are so specific to an individual, are slowly fading away with each generation

 An interesting question is whether that kind of artificial brains will be aware ofthemselves and of the environment with which they interact

 It is clear that we arrive here at the borders of knowledge and thatwe experience something that is far beyond our human intellect

 In other words, in this theory, conservation of individual information is a continuousprocess and is permanent

 Therefore it is quite well possible that quantum fields played a role in the becoming ofliving organisms, and are instrumental in the coordination of 100 trillion cells that constitute ourbodies (Meijer and Korf, 2013)Common features of NDEsThe research showed that about 20% of patients in cardiac arrest had a mild to profound near-deathexperience

 However, will each cosmic cycleencompass identical information, so that all of us will be reproduced, or will each rebirth alsocontain novel information and innovations, leading to ever growing complexity and intelligence ofcosmic life?

 And precisely these specific forms of brain activity in theEEG in patients with cardiac arrest totally disappear during a NDE experience

Aubrey De Grey

The famous Britishgerontologist Aubrey De Grey tries to proactively deal with concerns people might have with hisfocus on extreme longevity research

 The telomerase is coded by the telomerase gene, of which the expression is normally low, canbe promoted through the influence of hormones like testosterone

 8: In-utero gene transfection (left) and gene therapy to produce a therapeutic protein (right)

 27: Death and birth of the Universe: information is compressed by an advanced civilization as a recipefor the next universe

 5,have also be shown to produce a modest degree of telomere extension! Thus, telomerase activationseems to be a logical target to battle aging

bit

references

Shapin

Interested readers may share some frequently asked questions: are humans intrinsically immortal(see references of Carter, Phipps, Peake, Wolf, Hameroff, Van Lommel, Forberg, Braude andFontana), or: will we, ultimately, become physically immortal either by advanced medicaltechnology (see De Grey, Post, Shapin) or by becoming some modality of cyborg (Tipler,Greenfield, Kaku, Moravic, Kurzweil)

Whether individual consciousness is retained in any shape or dimension beyond death is currentlyintensively discussed in relation to various types of transpersonal experiences, in near-deathexperiences (NDEs), mystical experiences and in "channeling" (receiving very complexinformation, large texts or images from an unknown source)

 Immortality in a historical perspectiveThe desire for immortality fascinated mankind already from the beginning of human history 2200years BC, (see link Epic of Gilgamesh, Fig

 6: Gene manipulation by the insertion of a gene (red) in circular DNA strands (plasmids), which is thenare used for the synthesis of a therapeutic proteins (bottom left)

 Senescent cells, in between healthy cells (Fig 10, below, in the center) release a lotof harmful inflammatory substances that negatively affect the quality of life

 Meaningful information(knowledge, experience, wisdom, excellence), via expressive activation of appropriate brainmechanisms, increases the energy available to biological processes that then improve repair andmaintenance, thus non-ageing

structure

black

patient

Recently an interesting study was presented (Venselaar, 2011), in which the NDE is described fullyphysically as a 5- stage process that includes a) separation of photonic consciousness from the body,b) a journey to a tunnel of light after strong contraction of the particular information, involvingmini- black hole and wormhole modalities and observation of cosmic structures, c) being at thepresence of light at a border, having a life review and experiencing specific light shifts, d) asubsequent return to the body and e) final unification with the physical body

 11: Stem cells (grown on agar, below) and inserted into the brain by injection (left) or the heart (upperpart right): a breakthrough in renovation and repair of organs!Recently it has been demonstrated that stem cells from the skin of mice can be manipulated backinto embryonic cells, and that using these cells a whole series of mice can be cloned (Fig

2002

instead

Forberg

Lanza

 Therefore, in the framework ofthis essay, it makes sense to discuss these scientific developments in some detail (Forberg, 2006,2007, Greenfield,2003, Capra, 1996, Lanza, 2012)

Capra

 Consequently, gene expression ischanged and cellular functions, as related to the particular proteins, are modified

- Meijer D K F, (2012)

food

 We are not so much victims of our genes as well of our collective behavior! (seelink Ben Best)Healthy food consumption and calorie restrictionConversely, there are indeed long lasting and favorable effects on the expression and repair oflongevity genes by the quality of food that we use (low calorie, high fiber and antioxidants in freshfruits and vegetables, (see Fig

called

Steinhardt

A third hypothesis is that the information came from a previous version of our own universe, inwhich, in one way or another compressed information was used for the birth process: the process oftime and history of the universe is then interpreted as circular (Gott, 1997, Penrose, 2012,Steinhardt, 2008)

com/2011/11/04/senescent-cells-removal-alleviates-age-related-pathologies/- Peake A, (2008)

 By programming of immune-competent cells that selectively destroy such cells, a dramatic rejuvenation of the respective tissuecan be attained

merely

 Frank Tipler, 1996, a well-known American mathematician, but also a typical product ofAmerican-Christian progress thinking, speculates that such an event may represent the Day ofResurrection! We will all, according to this theory, experience this new life immediately after ourdeath, since after death our kind of time no longer exists

Conclusion: It is certainly not excluded that, even in the near future, combinations of gene therapy,healthier lifestyle and appropriate medical interventions, may lead to a substantial extension andquality of life (see the links for Engineered negligible senescence)

 It ishypothesized that a general information field may be instrumental in the reincarnation process dueto storage of individual information and potential resonance with a future entity (Fig

 In this manner incredibly intelligent machines will be created (Kurzweil,2005,Tipler, 1994, Moravic, 1999)

 Final summaryThe desire for immortality that, like a red thread runs through ancient myths, religions and wisdomtraditions, in this manner obtains a cosmological outlet in a new human evolution

 This, in some way, leads to the transfer of personal information to young children thatbecome beware of this information and interpret it as their former life (Braude, 2003 and Carter,2012, and link to Reincarnation)

 Ageing of ourcomplex organism is in fact due to loss of complexity of various biological systems in our body(increased entropy over time)

 Both aspects also underline thepossibility suggested by Penrose that quantum gravity is instrumental in the capture of quantuminformation in our brain (Meijer and Korf,2013)

 18: Scanning of neuronal brain networks (inset below), using nano-sensor technology that enablesuploading of individual information (inset top right)

 This picture is also true if one includes themacro parameters such as the distance from the planet Earth to its sun (determining density of light,free energy for life and temperature), the influence of the moon (influencing life cycles) and theplace of our solar system in its galaxy (just far away from a huge big black hole in the center!)

 The physics of the future and its implications for immortalityIn the foregoing it was assumed that the individual life is finite, in spite of the advanced measures toprolong life that will become available: death seems ultimately unavoidable

senescent

 Proper countermeasure is major calorie restriction in thediet or removal of senescent cells (below, right)

 By activating four different transcription factors (Oct4, Sox2, Lin28 and Nanog) inembryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells are produced in which the internal clock ofaging is reversed and the cells regain immortality through lengthening of their telomeres (see alsonext section)

23: A tentative scheme to picture the construction of reality, with a central place for a UniversalConsciousness, or Quantum Information field (black)

 It is, in this consideration, only a transitional state to another form ofconscious life, but without the experience of a physical body

Goldsmith

 This principle ethical divide, may lead to a crucial split in thefurther evolution of humanity (See Greenfield, 2003, Chown, 2007, Post,2004, Goldsmith, 2012)

org/wiki/Epic_of_Gilgamesh- Ian Stevenson: http://en

 For example, there are current thoughts on the injection ofviral carriers with a specific gene that promotes the production of a certain type of muscle cell thatcan largely improve the performance of athletes

3: Stop aging: we may live to 120 yearsHowever, medication is often considered too abundant and multiple drugs per individual aresometimes uncritically prescribed, especially for the elderly (called poly-pharmacy)

 When in this area the wheat isseparated from the chaff (and that is needed in all areas of science), it is discovered that there isoverwhelming evidence for the occurrence of so called extraordinary experiences (anomalies, seeJahn and Dunne, 2007 Radin, 2006, 1996)

One of the disturbing facts of life is that we finally will end our life due to the fact that we inhaleoxygen! Although essential for cell metabolism and the production of cellular energy, the majordrawback is that we thereby all produce very reactive oxygen species (radicals) that react withessential cell components, finally leading to dysfunction and death of cells (Fig

 Mice live only about three years and have a genome that resembles that of humans, andare therefore very suitable laboratory animals for aging research, since in the relatively short lifespan all stages of life can be studied

Statistically, people who live according to these directions, may live 10-15 years longer than peoplewho do not, although there are exceptions to this rule which are due to individual genetic make-up

patients

 According to currentscientific knowledge, it cannot be explained that patients during a near-death experience can seeand hear more clearly and apparently have an expanded consciousness

 These human studiesindicate that it may become feasible in the near future to juvenile cells in the intact organism bytherapeutic agents (Liu, 2003)

1997

Fontana

Stevenson

Peake

 These stories were, inter alia, thoroughly verified by therenowned historical researcher Stevenson (see link Ian Stevenson) and in many cases found to becompletely in line with historical reality (Phipps, 2012, Peake, 2008, Carter, 2012, Elsaesser, 1997,Fontana, 2005)! All this, even in cases where the child had never been in the described country anddid not have any contacts with people out of the particular area nor with family members of thedeceased

 Blocking TOR by rapamycin type of drugs, increases removal of dysfunctional proteinsand organelles in cells, as well as helps to destroy cripple (senescent) cells so that damage by thesetissue components is restricted and the aging process is greatly retarded

 He plucked the particular plant from the seabed through tying heavy stones tohimself, in order to lower his body to the bottom of the sea

 Theinformation on advanced intelligent life in that domain could have had a time- reversed influence onthe gradual molding of these constants (thus the necessary information came from our own future)

 This model at the micro level and the accompanying quantumtheory, however, were not consistent with the description of the macro world of the Universe as, inparticular, is described in Einstein's theory of relativity

 Through thereading of the entire gene, the individual amino acids are strung together into a specific protein in a,for that gene specific, sequence

 All conventional scientific explanations given for thenear-death experience, such as oxygen deficiency in the brains, hallucinations, drug use that can beaccessed from the recorded data can be altogether rejected

expression

The whole process of gene expression, regulation and repair (Fig

 Alsothe substance resveratrol, from red wine, may have a positive effect on telomere length, cellular repair andprotective mechanisms

 In the above mentioned, well referenced and well-researched, books, it is concludedthat the survival hypothesis, as related to these reports, seems much more supported than theassumption of telepathic contact between the child and the particular person involved

 AnalyzingMedicare data, federal researchers showed that elderly people in good shape at age 70  meaningthey had no difficulties performing tasks of daily living such as walking and shopping  couldexpect to live up to 84 years, while after 70 they had average, cumulative health care bills totaling$136,000

 As the consequence of the persistent storage of this information in the universalquantum field, together with the total imprint of our personal experiences (our complete biography)in this domain, the personal profile would be retained and would also be available for resurrection(Tipler, 1996, Hameroff and Chopra, 2013) and, in principle, for reincarnation

 In the 100 billion brain cells(neurons) in our brain self-awareness is manifested as a virtually unexplained phenomenon

 Yet, this research isoften focused on the direct detection of paranormal phenomena and less on the underlying physicalmechanisms of information transfer

 For example, major stress causes the production of stress hormones that in turn acton the genes of certain brain cells such as neurons

 It may be the case that modern humans represent thehighest point of procreative evolution, and that further refinement of intelligence throughprocreation is now becoming unnecessary

 20: Left: The universal, all pervading "zero energy field" as a vacuum with fluctuations of quantumwaves or particle/antiparticles (insets right)

 It is assumed in this theory thatour descendents and/or other advanced forms of intelligence will master the physics of black holesor wormholes, seen as giant portals to other universes

 17: Artificial intelligence and robot science: a necessity for mankind in the future to cope withan excess of information and technology!It is important that we think thoroughly about these possible developments, in order to keep destinyin our own hands

 But regardless, the mystery is how the energy-depleted brain could muster synchronousneuronal EEG activity  whatever it was

 Calorie restriction is both for theyoung and the elderly individual a "must"

com/does-death-exist-new-theory-says-no-2/- Laszlo E, (2006)

Laszlo

Extrapolations of current technologicaldevelopments give clear indications for drastic changes in the evolution of future mankind

 Our genome withapproximately 22,000 genes, that code for the essential proteins of our cells, contains a sea ofinformation which, as shown above, is trapped in the cell nucleus

 It could be argued that the death of the individual organism is necessary so thatevolution will continue refining and increasing the level of complexity and intelligence through thecontinual and progressive variability of the offspring

 The human desire togive a place to the seemingly inevitable death, has led to many powerful immortality symbols andopinions (see Fig

 Again, this gives the impression of well-defined start-information,already at the start of our Universe (Ross, 1989, Meijer, 2012)

Paranormal phenomena: extra-sensory perception of information from another domain?The quantum consciousness models treated above may also be instrumental in the explanation of anumber of so called transcendental experiences

- Van Lommel P, van Wees R, Meyers V, Elfferich I

robot

brains

14 Rather than a biological substrate,humans of a future generation will rely upon a machine substrate

diversity

 Some physicists like Frank Tipler and Ray Kurzweil, project that our "mind children",as very advanced, hybrid, (cyborg) machines, will ultimately travel to the boundaries of theuniverse, not restricted by the current limitations of the human body, and will eventually collect allthe information about the universe and its total past history

 Would it be possible that our"mind" eventually will feel more at home in a reliable machine instead of the vulnerable and mortalhuman body? In particular for nanotechnology there could be a role here (see Fig

 This was for quantum physics such as David Bohmand many others, a reason to assume a "quantum wholeness" an idea that really means thateverything in the universe is connected "entangled (Meijer, 2012, Meijer and Korf, 2013)

 This strange phenomenon wascalled quantum entanglement

 If the body is resuscitated, the quantum information can return, and the subject mayreport an NDE or OOB experience

Despite the threat of dehumanization, it is clear that technological progress is driving ourcivilization

 24: Various forms of extra sensory perceptionThe general question here is whether the so called "normal" and "beyond normal" experiences areso sharply separated and whether they do not constitute a continuity of reality

 Cell damage occurs through oxidative reactionson DNA and proteins by oxygen radicals (red dots) occurs especially in metabolically unstable individuals,such as mice (upper left) and humans with obesity

Transhuman

ones

2004

 Will itbecome feasible in the future to design a completely new organism on the basis of synthetic biologyand / or cyber technology? Can our personal autobiography and self-awareness be "uploaded" in aless ephemeral hybrid life form or in advanced robots? (Kurzweil, 2005,Tipler, 1994, Moravic,1999)

investors

contemporary

 Rather the required communication betweenbrain areas (`binding`) is the result of quantum coherence and quantum entanglement in the brainand consciousness is, at least, partly caused by the so called wave / particle duality, implying thatthe elementary particles that constitute our brains are also part of a wave world as postulated in thequantum theory

Van Bergen

Pickover

Weiner

 Those who are interested in thevarious aspects of immortality, see the books of Van Bergen, Chown, Pickover,Weiner, and Cave

Chown

 Life extension by genetic modification certainly liesin the future as a reachable goal (Fig

Reincarnation: an indication for life after death?For a possible survival of personal information after death, there are also indications in the many,now documented, reincarnation reports of children

However the latter is a projection on the basis of the present state: why would a longer life withhigh quality in the future be boring anyway? What, on the contrary, would be won through thepreservation of knowledge and experience!Fig

1996

 This is probably typical for thistype of quests, thinking that you have your hands on immortality, it eludes again at the same time!Gilgamesh seems still alive also in this time, albeit in the virtual world of computer games (seeupper right inset, Fig

Gilgamesh

An obvious complicating factor in the therapeutic intervention with drugs in our organism, is thesheer multiplicity and redundancy of cellular processes in each of our cells

 However, there aretheorists, such as some quantum physicists, who at this point come to a very different conclusion:namely that dying, in fact, is impossible! Our body cannot escape its demise, but according to them,the information that determines our overall personality and continually reflects our lives, willremain: the law of conservation of information

Braude

Dunne

 But also more "transcendent," or paranormal aspects such as channeling, out of bodyexperiences and near death experiences (NDEs) might be discussed in this framework (Radin, 2006,Jahn and Dunne, 2006, Braude, 2003, Carter,2012)

Lu T

html- Bishop N A, Lu T, Yankner B A, (2010)

 The structure of reality therefore seems much more flexible than thought on thebasis of solid particles

 This newly discovered process is called epi-genetics and implies that the state of ourorganism is not only determined by our genes perse, but also by the influences of the environmentvia the individual gene expression

This idea is, as mentioned before, borrowed from modern physics, especially quantum physics

 Because all the information necessarywill be available at that time, one will be able to submit the total history of the universe to a perfectsimulation

 15: Continuing personal life in your children (left) or attaining digital immortality (right)The degree of expression of an individual on Internet provides in fact a kind of digital fingerprint

 Many will see thisdaring hypothesis as an empty speculation or, at best, an understandable illusion, but for others itwill provide wide perspectives for potential answers to an ancient quest of mankind, regardingindividual survival and the reality of afterlife (Carter, 2012)Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-79682007

Carter

Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968177This is also true for the genetic aspects (for a number of relevant genes in this respect, see Fig

Digital immortality?In recent decades, through the global computerization, a new experience space was created: thecolonization of everyday life with cyberspace

 Also during the useof certain drugs, meditation and rapid change of gravity (falling down and traffic accidents), "out ofthe body" and NDE-like experiences are generated, but they do not have the quality and charactercontent of the expanded NDE experiences as they were in many cases reported (see Fig

true

deceased

However it encompasses many cases with descriptions in an incredibly detail, outlining variousaspects, such as the exact location of the residence of the deceased, the layout and decor of thehouse, hidden objects, knowledge of family of the deceased and personal characteristics thereof,including the character of the deceased

 This permanent ambiguity of historical process, this continuation of sineven in an advancing culture, meant that if there be a kingdom, it could not be realized through asociohistorical development leading to a perfect society in history

agents

Would such interventions lead to a sharp rise of health care costs because people simply live longeror would it rather spare costs because these older persons remain longer in a good shape?Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968179Fig

 Here a so called nanobot is depicted that selectivelyattacks dangerous cancer cells in the bloodstream

represent

Minkowsky

 According to Bohm, such hidden phenomena are due to fact that theyare part of an underlying quantum information field that is present always and everywhere (thus isnon-local) and that, according to Einstein and Minkowsky, exhibits a four-dimensional structuresince it contains a complete time dimension: past, present and future are represented in this domain

The assumption transhumanists seem to make that both biological evolution and technologicalprogress have their own built in entelechy or purpose from which we can derive our social ethicoverlooks the threat to their values posed by the funders

basis

 Oxygen is needed for cellular metabolism, but the reactive oxygen species, aredamaging DNA and proteins that, on a daily basis, makes many repairs needed, (bottom left)

complete

Recent experiments showed that teleportation of particles is based on sending complete informationon that particle over a wide distance, by which at that distant site a solid particle is created: thusmatter arises from information

 There are even documented cases in which during thenear-death experience, observations were made by the patient at great distances from the body, thatlater were verified as being absolutely correct

rebirth

nl/2009/06/carter-phipps-death-rebirth-and

The current and future developments in biomedical science offer perspectives for longer andhealthier lives, that is, if we do not allow the living conditions in our world to deteriorate further(Best, 2012, De Grey, 2007 and the link Ageing)

 labs gave it to late-middle-aged mice, theresults were stunning: the life expectancy of the aged males was boosted by about 20 percent, that ison the average more than 15 years in human life span

Represent these thoughts just a curious kind of "Science Fiction" or do they perhaps relate to aveiled, reality? Anyway, current science often draws its inspiration from such images of the future,and at the same time these projections may serve to shape the future of mankind

 Although the argument is subtle I believe that maintaining an openfree-market system for incremental scientific and technological progress, in which each step issubject to market acceptance, will provide the most constructive environment for technology toembody widespread human values

repair

000 repairs per cell per day), can finally not cope with this damage, since the quality of thecellular repair machinery also becomes affected

 Building and decomposition of matter are, in fact, caused by absorption andrelease of (virtual) photons and matter can thus, more poetically, be envisioned as "light captured bygravity

photons

Lipton
Kirkwood

e proteins), but also anSyntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968176adaptation of living conditions and/or psychic stability! (Best, 2012, Post, 2004, Bishop, 2010,Kirkwood, 2011, Lipton, 2005)

neurons

identity

 For example, would there enough space and food for all those people who would wish tolive so much longer? Yes, say the advocates of life extension: in the western world we now throw atleast 50% of our food supply away, its production can be much, much higher and the unequal andunjust global distribution of food in fact is now the biggest problem

 How old we will be able to become is certainlyinfluenced by our own personal experience and attitude towards the meaning of aging

 Coming home from work witheveryday chores, they prefer the virtual reality: they are "avatar" in their own world where life isgood, human contacts satisfying and life more colorful and exciting

Such a quantum field does not exercise influence through the use of forces, as is the case withelectromagnetic fields, but does so through the exchange of energy that is continually reallocated ina dynamic process

 TOR is the center of a massive signaling network inthe cell, TOR influences how cells grow and divide, how rapid proteins are manufactured fromRNA, and how unwanted components are recycled in the disposal units of the cells calledlysosomes

 How 21-st century technology is changing the waywe think and feel, Penquin, London- Hameroff S and Chopra D (2013)

Hameroff

economy

Recent developments in physics in relation to NDEThe phenomenon of near-death experience also raises deep philosophical questions

near-death

 Thus, it seems obvious tobring (transfect), the gene encoding the telomerase artificially in our cells, or to activate thedormant gene in the cell in order to locally produce telomerase!Activation of the gene for telomerase is realized via the associated promoter-gene (a type of on- andoff- switch, see Fig

 This leads to a vision of a posthuman futurecharacterized by a merging of humanity with technology as the next stage of our humanevolution

 Research with mice ona low or high calorie diet regimes showed that the "fasted" animals lived at least three times longercompared with mice who received excess of food every day!

 If telomerase in these animals is again reactivated, the enzyme isproduced again and stops further aging and even induces rejuvenation (big mouse with a glossy coat, topright)

telomerase

The modern NDE research thus leads, just as investigation of reincarnation (see below), to thehypothesis that consciousness continues to exist in some form after death

mice

 Recent research in mice showed that the telomerasegene in that animal can be completely disabled by a technique called gene-knock out

Is in the future the human organism replaceable?Each human cell is, as mentioned earlier, in itself a complex machine that is programmed to arelatively short lifespan

 In other words:liver, heart, muscle, - or brain cells do all have the same genes but not the same mix of proteins!Fig

Vidal

particle

entanglement

19: Elements of quantum physics: uncertainty of position of particles, wave / particle duality asdemonstrated in the double-slit experiment (upper part),as well as entanglement (non-locality) of particles atgreat distances, the phenomenon of coherence/decoherence and superposition of waves (lower part)

 Further citing the article: Thus, what we have here is an adumbration of a processthat begins with Mind, seemingly fully independent of brain becoming self-referential, that is,becoming identified with consciousness itself, and then converting this noumenal consciousnessinto a dualistic modality that generates the familiar phenomenal world

 Recent research showed thatthe quantum world is not only relevant at the micro level, but also belongs to all of our everydaymacro world (Fig

 Behavioral and BrainSciences, pp 1  26Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968204- Jahn R G and Dunne B J (2007)

Jahn

 One could say that the specific atoms that form ourbody only become distributed over a larger area of our world, while gravity prevents diffusion awayfrom our planet

quality

longevity

 How will the future on our precious planet evolve with regard to individual lifespan and the quality of life of its inhabitants? And how dominant will biomedical technologybecome in further pushing the limits of longevity? Molecular and genetic aspects of currentlongevity research shed a spectacular light on the first attempts to master immortality

In his thesis on the beginning and end of our Universe, Vidal (2012) stated: But how can weimagine to seriously care for such an issue as cosmological immortality? We can summarize fivesteps towards it

The notion that can be inferred from the sections above, namely that consciousness of all livingentities belongs to a collective "web of information", should implicitly be supplemented with thereverse side of this concept: that individual consciousness, through this interfacing, is just as muchan expression of the universal (nonlocal) consciousness

 Staying healthy, according to modern concepts, requires an integratedapproach, in which in each stage of the life-cycle, an optimal life style is adopted and also a rightmix of interventions, tailored to the individual, is chosen

 Itappears, in many cases that some kind of access is felt to an omniscient consciousness that answersevery question that a person on earth has ever asked

 This experienceshows that consciousness, under those circumstances, apparently can observe a physical worldwithout involvement of the normal senses

regard

:survival in cyberspace is up for grabs! (Kurzweil, 2005, De Mul,2002, Greenfield, 2003, Kaku,2005 and 2007, and the link Second life)

Kaku

act

Conclusion: It is not inconceivable that in the next 50 years innovative solutions will be found forincreasing the life span of the human body and that in due course, by more sophisticatedbiotechnological interventions and novel therapies, it will become possible to even renew theorganism to a significant extent (see links Biological Immortality, Life extension andRejuvenation)

 One possible answer is that consciousness and gammasynchrony involve very low energy quantum entanglements which persist while other brainfunctions have run out of fuel

van

2009

 There are even academic dissertations written about the subject and some of themare really excellent! (van Bergen, 2002, Vidal, 2012)Syntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968170In this essay the author will take a position of a "neutral" observer of this information and review anumber of critical issues and opinions, albeit on the basis of a personal selection

 This whole process is subject to strict regulationby specific clusters of signal proteins that control whether a gene is really active or not (see bottomright inset in Fig

left

radical

 Two plates at a very narrow distance (left below) show attraction since the virtualparticles outside can exert more pressure than the spatially expelled particles inside (the so called Casimireffect that demonstrated the universal presence of zero point energy)

 This not only stopped the aging of these animals but, to the surprise of the scientists, ledto a spectacular rejuvenation, with hairs and sperm coming back, while mobility greatly improvedand the brain of the animals becoming anatomically more normal (see Fig

 Alikely development is the modification of gene expression or even the addition of foreign genes thatmay enhance normal bodily functions

Goswami

StappEccles

 A number of prominent scientistsscientists who laid the foundations for the hypothesis of the quantum brain: the Nobel Prize winnersWigner (quantum physicist) and Eccles (neurologist), the quantum physicists Bohm, Stapp,Goswami and Wolf, the neurologist Pribram and mathematician Penrose, initiated the idea that ourbrain may functions as an interface between the individual and the collective consciousness that isstored in this quantum field

Bohm

 This mythological king, who sought immortality,was convinced to find it in the form of a plant which, according to the myth, after eating it, wouldprovide eternal life

 Intervention with asingle process by drug therapy will inevitably lead to either compensation reactions or to subtlechanges in the whole organism that may be detrimental to the individual on the long run

- Gott, J R and Li-X (1997) Can the Universe Create Itself? arXiv:astro-ph/9712344v1- Greene B, (2011)

 Tuning on immortality: the debate over telomerase activation, in: LifeExtension Magazine, August- Best B, (2012)

 No theological recalcitrance would block progress toward humanbetterment through medical technology

people

59 Victor Ferkiss, The Future of Technological Civilization (New York: George Braziller, 1974)5

 De Grey states that this is a new perspective for thoseindividuals who do not simply accept a restricted life time of 70-80 years and sees it as a typicalhuman endeavor: modern man always pushes his limits (De Grey and Rey, 2007)! For others, thislife-sustaining tendency represents an obvious ecological disaster scenario and is also viewed uponas contrary to the idea of evolution (survival of the fittest implies selection and the necessity ofdying)

 No way exists to liberatetechnological progress from the vested interests of the economic and political powers whichmake such progress possible

 Quantum effects were demonstrated in living cells including the essential processof photosynthesis as well as in the brains of birds in the detection of geomagnetic fields during birdmigration

 Tipler developed a materialistic "hard science" version of Teilhard's Omega Point

 If the body is not resuscitated and the patient dies, the entangledquantum information constituting the subjects consciousness and memory may persist in spacetimegeometry, perhaps entering an embryo in the context of reincarnation

reincarnation

 PSI, ESP aswell as BDE/ reincarnation phenomena reflect the dynamic interaction of individual and universalconsciousness with our brain as interfacing instrument

values

In this trans-humanist concepts, ultimately, a giant omniscience (quantum) computer, that containsa complete "database" of the past history of the universe may, according to Tipler, collect all theinformation about the history of our universe

developed

 Press- Radin DI and Nelson R (2006)

Radin

 An impressive report of a skeptic scientist isdepicted in the link about reincarnation, that provides an interesting view on this possible modalityof immortality (Phipps, 2012)

Phipps

 Since our daily consciousness is connectedto the brain, these exotic photons, are supposed to be transformed into another broader transcendentconsciousness, in which such photons are indestructible

particular

 When the blood stops flowing and metabolicenergy can no longer drive microtubule quantum coherence, quantum information relating to thesubjects conscious experience and memory isnt necessarily lost or destroyed, but may dissipate tothe universe at large, remaining entangled as a unified soul-like entity grounded in Planck scalegeometry

Any gene can thereby give rise to multiple proteins, either by partial reading of the gene or byvariations in the folding of the amino acid chains

 Our intelligence can live on in an enhanced form even when extricated from our bodiesand placed in a computer

 Our individual consciousnessis so dominated by the overwhelming sensory input from our senses that we are rarely really awareof this kind of connectedness

 Such suggestions are always met with muchskepticism and sometimes received with complete disbelief, which is obviously quiteunderstandable (see links Reincarnation and link Ian Stevenson)

Ian Stevenson

 In the aforementioned 4-dimensional domain, with all time layed out, life can even bea product of backward causation of future events on the primary conditions of the big bang

universe

 Anyway, It may well be that thedevelopment of artificial intelligence will prove to be an ultimate resort in the cascade ofinformation that will engulf us: the computer /robot may become even more than our best friend: anindispensable instrument in survival of the human raceSyntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-79681884

strongly

Steinhart

Gott

blind

Alternatively, some claim that there is a perspective for immortality for all of us: through rebirthand eternal cycling of our Universe (Gott, Penrose, Steinhart, Vidal)

able

body

 Our successors in the far future will, like us, becurious about their origin, but their excavations will, in this case, not take place in a soil archive, butin a huge computer database (Lloyd, 2006, Bostrom, 2003)

apocalyptic

 Specific genes in these cells undergo chemicalmodification (for instance by methylation of DNA) and thereby are turned off, so that thecorresponding proteins are no longer produced (Jablonka, 2006)

Jablonka

telomere

 Also it should be realized that there are multiple cellular mechanisms, otherthan telomere function, which influence the aging process

 The Big Bang gave rise to the material (right part)and mental (left part) unfolding of information

 Recent cosmology indeedindicates an initial scalar field exhibiting acoustic waves and fluctuation in a quantum vacuum, aprocess in which energy, matter and antimatter were created

But is this also true for the personal wave information, that is the non-material aspect of theseatoms/elementary particles

spreading

 It is my own view that researchers in the relevant fields of genetics and nanotechnologyshould proceed toward developing new and enhancing technologies, to be sure; but they shouldmaintain constant watchfulness for ways in which these technologies can become perverted andbent toward destructive purposes

Hooft

The infinite consciousness: an information field?This particular quantum energy field is also seen as a giant hologram (see, for instance, StevenHawkins and the Dutch scientist Gerard van 't Hooft) that permeates everything in the universe

Gerard

Nozick

sentience

 This implies that at the smallest physical level, evenour brain, is an assembly of vibrations!In addition, quantum physics tells us that particles may at the same time behave as oscillations(waves), by which they can interfere with each other and can produce a sort of mixed waves, calledsuperpositions

 Geraci rightlyrecognizes that the transhumanists replace divine action with evolutionary progress (p

phenomena

Korf

Could consciousness exist outside the body after death? The particular authors believe it can:According to the Orch OR consciousness model, under normal conditions in an intact, healthybrain, consciousness occurs as frames or snapshots extending through multiple spatiotemporallevels from networks to neurons to microtubules to quantum forces (see also Meijer and Korf,2013), down to and including Planck scale geometry

Meijer

particles

What has this supposed architecture of reality to do with immortality? It is evident that our bodiesare composed of atoms/ elementary particles that were formed 13

 The significance of individual life in a fine-tuned UniverseThe origin of life, and also the appearance of man appears to be due to fine-tuned construction: eventiny deviation in each of the 25 fixed constants in the laws of nature, would have been fatal for theemergence of biological life (Ross, 1989, Fig

Ross

understood

De-programming of inborn cell deathAnother possibility to do something about our limited life span, is the genetic reprogramming ofcells in our organism

 The desire to give a place toan inevitable individual death, has led mankind to many powerful immortality symbols, of whichsome of the most important ones will be discussed

 Thetechnical mind converts otherwise spontaneous and unreflective behavior into behavior that isdeliberate and rationalized

transformation

paper

 Because it's notabout whether there might be some neuronal activity to measure, but whether there are specificforms of brain activity, that according to current neuroscience are considered necessary toexperience such a clear consciousness

ones

It is important to note that much of PSI / ESP research in this field is carried out at a scrupulouslyaccurate manner, to exclude any form of statistical bias and misinterpretation

Max

span

 In this century, a 150 years life span may become feasible too and somescientists claim that the first human that will become 150 year is already born! Some genes have beenidentified that code for proteins that may promote longevity, (for example SIRT 1, DAF -16 and INS-7)

Bill Joy

 This strictly personal information is not easily erasable and will ultimately survive ourphysical existence: digital immortality is, in this manner, indeed up for grabs (de Mul, 2006)!Virtual reality fills our existenceMany, especially young, people have discovered the virtual world

 Thus, boosting longevity with anti-aging medicinesmight well lower Medicare expenses on a per-capita basis

conservation

Chopra

 In other words, is this information destroyed? Some quantum physicsclaim that information cannot be lost (the law of conservation of information) and that due toentanglement of the wave type of these building blocks, the personal structure and functionalorganization of individual life will survive bodily death (see the references of Wolf and Hameroffand Chopra)

Wolf

 This flow of information includes the interaction withthe invisible, but ever-present, quantum wave world, that after all is as real as the material world ofparticles: matter and mind are complementary aspects of a unified reality

 However, it is still entirelyunclear how our individual consciousness and self-consciousness become manifest and what thebasis is for our subjective feelings such as our individual perceptions of color, smell and sound(called qualia)

proteins

probably

 This creates the 200 different cell types in the body, allSyntropy 2013 (3): 168-207 ISSN 1825-7968175with a slightly different mix of active genes and thus their corresponding proteins

 Even Ettinger, the first true proponent of cryonics, noted;This is not a hobby or a conservation piece: it is the principal activity of this phase of our lives; it is the strugglefor survival

 Perhaps this futuristic society would be souncharacteristically different that you would experience some kind of identity shift, in which life isno longer worth living

 Page 47116someone who is at present healthy (although this would worsen as his tumour develops) are verydifferent from letting a terminally ill and pain"ridden patient end their life

ConclusionsThe aim of this dissertation was to establish whether cryonics is a morally permissible and/or morallyobligatory means of life extension

 As one scepticof the movement writes; poor people can't afford cryonics and the poor make up the vast majority ofthe world's population

 In terms of utilitarian concerns, there are more ethicalways for the patient to use their money, and the enormous costs could help improve and sustainhundreds of other lives

html Hanson, Robin: Cryonics As Charity

 The possibility, therefore, of the stress, emotional trauma and damage toyour social relationships which may be endured through signing up for cryonics shows that we haveno moral obligation to force people to sign up

html Cook, Michael: Pascals Wager taken out of deep freeze

 Sandberg, and indeedmany cryonicists reject the term freezing here, (although this is what many of us think of whenpicturing the process) as this term suggests the formation of ice crystals, which does not occur in thecryonics process

The patient, in signing up for cryonics, with the full knowledge that his family and/or friends have nointerest in doing so, would effectively be saying that his own preservation means more to him thanthe relationships he currently holds

 As Hanson notes; Wouldnt any reasonableperson P one worthy of revival P dedicate a lifetimes accumulated resources to helping theirchildreninstead of splurging it all on a chancy, self"important gamble for personal immortality?45Furthermore, even though it is required that patient donate to the Patient Care Trust, the donationdoes not fund a whole persons preservation

 As Tandy notes; cost"benefit analysis does not tell us which decision isethically preferable; it is simply one tool among other ethical tools "" as we attempt to do good110Therefore, although cryonicists argue that the Cryonics Wager is the strongest argument forcryonics (there is nothing to lose in the process), I have shown throughout this essay that this is not108Blake 1996

 In section 6 Iconsidered the problem of social identity, concluding that while some re"integration may be possible,technologies designed to improve this re"integration may cause us to lose our identity entirely

12cryonicists would argue that if there is the potential of restoring life then we cannot abandon peopleto certain death, just as doctors would attempt to revive someone who had had a cardiac arrest

ALCORs response to this problem is that all humans, regardless of age, sex or disability, haveintrinsic value in any society;To suggest that human beings have no intrinsic value, but only have value based on whether they "contributeto society" or whether others "want" them, is ethically questionable

 Even so, a recentarticle published by ALCOR has revealed that prices have in fact increased since the practice firstbegan in the 1960s from $60,000 to over $200,000 which, even with inflation, is dramatic

 However, for this essay I take moral to be a narrow and personalaccount of human relationships, including questions such as what duties do we have to each other?

 In this section, I will discuss how thisis morally problematic for the cryonics patient

The only possible response by some cryonicists would be that the potential of revival isenough to entail moral obligation

begin

63As I havepreviously explained, the necessity of such a condition is due to the legalities which ALCOR needs tohave put into force in order to preserve the body to begin with

 As Garret Smith, the first man in the UK to sign up for cryonic preservation, objected;youre saving their lives, for heavens sake9894Blake 1996
Garret Smith

 Pascal argues that we cannotknow for certain whether God exists, but we have to wager one way or another

problematic
beneficial

 As Shaw writes, although Pascals Wager may be questionable and problematic for theism, itis beneficial for considering cryonics; successful cryonics would be a form of life"support that delays,rather than returns the user from deaththis positive argument is so very strong, both practically andethically, that it trumps all the self"interested arguments against cryonics, and the ethical objectionsare not strong enough to prohibit the practice

Secondly, this raises the question of whether we should allow equal access to cryonics; whether weshould instead choose which people are preserved and which are not

 Firstly, only the rich can afford treatment

 Alienation from Society  The problem of Identity in Cryonic RevivalThere is a second question of alienation: if cryonic revival does become possible, then there is thechance that when you wake up, not only do you awaken into a life in which your friends, family,and everyone you once knew and loved are gone, but the society in which you are living issubstantially different to the one you left

 From the point of view of social welfare,donating to charity is more cost"effective than paying for cryopreservation

 Nonetheless, thiswould depend upon the legalisation of euthanasia and assisted suicide, even if only in this case

 Furthermore, if a patient does not have ownership to their bodywhile it is suspended, there is nothing to stop the owner destroying that body duringcryopreservation, instead of choosing to reanimate it

 Biological death has a different meaning; resuscitation is impossible by any known meanscurrently

 ALCOR themselves state;Cryonics suspension patients are legally dead

6The possibility of life extension leads us to question our current definition of death; whetherdeath should cease to be the moment at which the human heart stops beating, or the brain stopsfunctioning

73Although his casewas rejected, ALCOR claims that considering the contradictory state and the individual interestsbalances in the right"to"die casespremortem cryonic suspension could be permitted under certaincircumstances74Thus it seems clear that they would support the legalisation of assisted suicide andeuthanasia in certain cases which would save that person from certain death

 If a person freely chooses the treatment,and can afford it, then this produces a prima facie obligation for cryonics

 Such cases would have serious impacts both on the life you arecurrently living (possibly leading to divorce and the abandonment of your friends/ family), but also, asI will discuss in the subsequent section, the possibility of not being able to form new socialrelationships in a future society

Mozart

 Bostrom claims that in this posthuman society musicis to Mozartwhat Mozart is to bad Muzak78

 Even though I agree with ALCOR to the extent that people have intrinsicvalue, this is no guarantee that a patient will fit back into future society

 Butsociety has no good reason to impose that all people should be cryopreserved, instead of buried orcremated

 Section 5 considered alienation from friends and family, in which I asserted thatcryonics leads us to devalue the current relationships we hold, neglecting the fact that ourrelationships have intrinsic value, and leading to difficulties pre and post animation

 The Definition of DeathIn this section, I will discuss how cryonics may affect our definitions of death, whether changing thedefinition of death affects the moral status of the dead and cryonically suspended, and whether thisentails moral obligation to cryonics

 He claims, while many dislike cryonics becausethey see it as especially selfish, in fact cryonics has such huge scale effects that buying cryonics seems tome a pretty good charity in its own right38I do not think this overcomes the objection

Considering these principles, Tandy concludes that biomedical professionals have a strong (notweak) and actual (not prima facie, but binding) obligation to help insure cryonic"hibernation of thecryonics patient33

 The claim here is that someonemay be instinctively drawn to cryonic preservation, but that they should not proceed with such atechnology, as in doing so, he will be torn away from everything he lovedwhat would the futurebe worth without his wife, his children, his friends?94

 Furthermore, this issue becomes even more problematic when we consider the fact that arevived patient with no ownership to his or her body would be a slave, or even a torture object for afuture society

 As the title of this dissertation suggests, I will bediscussing several ethical and moral issues which arise from the cryonics movement

 The person is not harmed inthe process, and would have faced certain death otherwise

 Therefore, while cryonics is morally permissible (weshould allow people to spend money on it if they want), it is not, as Tandy argues, morally obligatoryto ensure the cryonic preservation of humans

15The prospect of bodily ownership leads into a consideration of suicide and euthanasia

 John Baust, acryobiologist, has claimed; "The individual who freezes himself or herself to come back in the futuremakes the assumption he will be a contributor to that society and that they would want him89, whenin fact, this may not be the case

John Baust

41Thusthe procedure does not allow for poor people to take part in cryonics, and this is unfair

 In The Legal Status of Cryonics patients, Bridge argues that Individualsdonatetheir bodies to ALCOR for medical research

 Subsequently, I will look at bodily ownership, consideringspecifically the legalities of cryonics, in which patients donate their bodies as anatomical gifts forresearch

lost

 You believe that you can therefore die, safe in the knowledge that you will be reunited withyour family upon resuscitation, and if resuscitation is not possible, then you have lost nothing

 Tandy notes that Americansociety has a "just" obligation to make available, as appropriate to its citizens, the biomedical procedureof cryonic"hibernation as part of the "free" system ofhealth services32

 If we were to redefine death, this would have implications forhow we treat the dead

 The answer would conceivably be to set up committees ofmedical experts and philosophers to decide the matter, just as HFEA committees provide codes ofpractice on issues such as human fertilisation and embryology

 We should not prohibit the process, but neither enforce the technology; in thissense, cryonics is a morally permissible, but not morally obligatory means of life extension

65But this is a necessary risk that all cryonics patients take, as we simply cannot knowwhat a future society will be like

 Furthermore, this includes a fee of $100,000 which goes into ALCORs Patient care trust,deliberately set up for those who cannot afford treatment

 Why, therefore, is this the case for cryonic suspension? Those who wishto preserve their bodies have a different purpose in mind; life extension, and, possibly, the Prospectof Immortality

 Infinitegain trumps finite gain and therefore it is better to wager for God than against

 With rapid developments in technology, many older people already feel that the world they are87Lesswrong

 But to plan to be rocketed into the future " a future your family either has no interest in seeing, orbelieves we'll never see anyway " is to begin to plot a life in which your current relationships have littlemeaning

 Sandberg noted, if a future society does notwant to revive us, we have lost nothing in the attempt to preserve our lives103

 In such cases, cryonicists resort to hiding their activities from theirwives, or have to choose between their current relationships and their hopes for life extension

 As the transhumanist Nick Bostrom claims, we all have an intrinsic desire to stay aliveand healthy; when presented with a real"world choice, most would choose the path of prolongedlife, health, and youthful vigour over the default route of aging, disease, and death5

 Considering these issues leads us to questionwhether cryonics is an ethical means of life extension, and whether to continue with its endorsementin the future

 My conclusion to this is that while future society may only decide to revive those whobenefit them, in our current time it is simply not viable to decide which people should be allowedaccess to cryonics and which should not

 As the definition ofdeath is a permanent cessation of all vital functions the future ability to revive a patient preservedwith today's technology implies the patient wasn't deadpresent medical practice has erred indeclaring a patient dead 

 Tandys claims ofbeneficence and justice, therefore, do not indicate that in terms of utilitarian concerns, cryonic"hibernation results in no significant population"resources"environmental problems40

Nonetheless, there is no reason to suppose that the legalities put into force upon death andsubsequent suspension will be carried through to reanimation at all

44However, this still does not mean that equal and free access to cryonics is ethical or viable

 Indeed Donaldson, a leadingfigure of the cryonics movement, argues that legal death is a social construct, designed with theintention of justifying the termination of care of dying patients

 In asimilar way, no matter how good our future relationships may be, to leave our loved ones behind is toneglect the fact that our current relationships have intrinsic value

 If the return of ownership to yourbody upon re"animation was to be legally endorsed, and such a move was certainly andunproblematically carried through, then ownership of your bodyduring suspension is relativelyunproblematic

 If this is already being seen today, why is there any reason to suppose that a person willfit into a future society hundreds, or possibly thousands of years into the future? As Dr

 The only other possible suggestion to the problem ofdisintegration from family and friends would be to suggest that we should cryopreserveeveryone; this would entail moral obligation, as it would prevent the problem of reintegrationand disintegration, as well as literally saving peoples lives, as Smith asserts

 Indeed, it is very possible toimagine situations in which society experiences great economic problems, and instead of using themoney a patient has donated for their suspension, may use this money in other ways, and destroy thecryonics patient

 Thecharacters conclude that only those who benefit a future society should be allowed to board theaircraft, just as we should choose who to cryonically preserve in order to benefit future society

suspended

This scenario is entirely possible, considering the fact that the cryonically suspended arerequired todonate their bodies as anatomical gifts for research59Donating suggests that which isgiven away freely, but which is nonetheless given away, and we have no right for it to be returned tous

org: The Thomas Donaldson Case 1993

64There is no guarantee that a future societywould revive the cryonics patient at all, and even less chance of ownership being returned to thatpatient

 The enhanced person, in being changed to fit the customs of others, islikely to lose their personal identity entirely

Indeed, as I will discuss in section 4, such procedures alienate the patient from their friends and familyfinancially, by taking up considerable funds which would otherwise be given to the people left behindupon their death, even with such insurance policies

 Furthermore, we may lose interest in developing revival technologies, or new socialforces may arise which make cryonics reprehensible

 While it maybe morally permissible to allow people to cryonically preserve themselves, it does not entail moralobligation

 Cryosuspension/preservation is the practice behind this; the process of taking a person and suspending them in thehope that one day, revival, cure, and life extension will become possible

Indeed, if a future society were to revive the cryonically suspended at all, they are likely to revive thescientists and artists of our day, not the mentally ill or convicted criminals

Nick

 Nick Bostrom, in hispaper Why I want to be Posthuman when I grow up claims that in enhancing our human capacitieswe will experience lives wonderful beyond imagination77

Donaldson needs to commit suicide before his brain tumour kills him

17Many cryonicists hold out hope that nanotechnology18 little machines placed inside thebody which can repair bodily functions " will provide the answer to sustained cryonic revival, and thetreatment of current illnesses and disease

54This suggests that we have a moral obligation not to bury our dead

 To Dr Anders Sandberg, who provided me with in"depth information and a first"hand account of cryonics

edu/entries/pascal-wager/ Hanson, Robin: Brin Says Cryonics Selfish

 I have discussed the ethical and moral implications of the prospectof cryonic suspension

Initially, these look like attractive arguments for cryonic preservation; there is nothing to losein the process, and possibly everything to gain

threat

 Theargument for social injustice is also cited; that the family left behind feel guilt and shame that theirfamilies money is being spent on trivial, useless, and above all, selfish action when so many peoplewho could be saved are dying of poverty and hunger now84However, the main reason, I think, why partners may be hostile to cryonics is due to whatthe writers refer to as separation in the afterlife

 Firstly,it is likely that the revived person would not be treated this way; what need would that societyhave for someone who did not understand their ways and customs? Indeed the reanimatedperson has a high chance of experiencing changes in the structure of society, language and socialnorms of behaviour, the inability to finance themselves or find a suitable job in a society whichhas greatly advanced, the loss of their friends/ family/ acquaintances This is likely to causesubstantial psychological problems, and suggests that there is no moral obligation tocryopreservation

 What would be thecriteria for making such judgements? Who has the right to make such judgements at all, given thatthis entails placing different values on human lives? If, as the cryonicists argue, failing to preserve istantamount to murder, it is necessary to determine which justifications, if any, we can have for failingto preserve a person

 For with cognitive enhancement comesthe very real possibility that the identity of that person will be lost completely, as their mind ischanged to adapt to the customs of the future society

 Thirdly, I consider how changing the definition of death affects the moral status of thedead and cryonically suspended

25the case  the wider economic and societal implications show that we can and may have a lot to losefrom the prospect of cryonic revival, and that death may be a desirable alternative

 If God does not existand you wager for God, then all you have lost is possibly the restrictions you have put on your lifethrough believing

55Is this definition of death accurate? And does it entail moral obligation? I would arguethat although this may cause some to change their perspective of the term, the definition itselfdoes not change

 As I willdiscuss in section 6, cryonics leaves a space for the possibility of reawakening into a society in whichyou do not belong any more

 Blake concludes by claiming that gambling is entirely natural to us, but that we cannot envisagethe prospect of the future without getting caught up in our own present culture and values

 Finally, signing up for cryonicsmay devalue the relationships the patient had built up in his lifetime; detaching themselves from theirfamily and friends and giving the impression that they care only for their own survival, thus leading toan unhappy life even before their preservation

 Using the label deadfor cryonics patients allows them to obtain the legal custody needed of the patients body upontheir death

Hansons comment of someone being worthy of revival raises a further issue ofwho shouldbe cryopreserved

 What is interesting here is theuse of the word futile  it indicates that there is at least some concern that life without your partner/spouse would lack meaning

 Ownership: Bodies as Anatomical Gifts for ResearchALCOR acknowledges that having to accept the label of death for their patients creates problems forcryopreservation, leading them to place legal clauses within the contract which states that cryonics55Merkle56Bridge 1994

poor

 If more poor people wanted tosign up for cryonics, this depends on the number of rich people signing up, and so the system cannever be truly equal

 He risksdying before he can take his own life and so needs to cryopreserve himself soon, because any chanceof reanimation depends upon minimising the amount of damage to his brain by the tumour

 All persons have intrinsic value, whether or not theycontribute to future society

 Donaldsons case differs in manyways from most Euthanasia or suicide cases today: he intends to live again; it is active killing instead ofpassive letting die (turning off a life support machine); and our attitudes towards deliberately killing67Shaw 2009

 More importantly, Bests solution to the problem "reintegration through developed technology and cognitive enhancement " is likely to be evenworse than the alienation experienced in the first place

Perhaps, then, it is necessary that assisted suicide be made legal practice in order for cryonics to becompletely successful

 Iwent on to discuss availability, concluding that free and equal access to cryonics is neither ethical norviable, and that there are no clear grounds for choosing who should be able to sign up for cryonics; itmust be made available to all

Firstly, I considered the moral status of cryonics patients by referring to the four principles ofbiomedical ethics outlined by Beauchamp and Childress in reference to cryonic preservation, andhow the principles of beneficence and justice entail a consideration of economic resource allocation

 Nonetheless, the current cost of fullbody suspension is roughly $200,000, while charities such as stopTB save lives at a cost of $1000each

 Furthermore, it is likely that if a future society capable ofresuscitating cryonics patients was in need of cheap labour, it would almost certainly have cheapersources of it

 This concept suggests that ifreanimation becomes possible, the husband will not only continue living, but he can be reasonablyexpected to form romantic attachments to other women, engage in purely sexual relationships ormarry another woman (or women), father children with them and start a family85

 In other words, doctors are morally obliged to save patients fromcertain death by preserving their body if no other treatment is possible

 The idea is that if technology has improved enough to restore life incryopreserved patients, it will have also be able to cure illnesses which people had previously diedfrom, and if it had not yet done so the patient would remain preserved until a cure was discovered

 Tandy connects this first principle to cryonicpreservation by claiming If the terminally ill or clinically dead patient was competent and freelychose to undergo the biomedical procedure of cryonic"hibernationautonomy produces a primafacie obligation for cryonic"hibernation (and against burial or cremation) of the cryonics patient29

45Hanson 201210only of revival, but cure, Hawkins is a subject who could benefit from the process, and benefit societyas a whole

Hawkins

 Such developed technologies, he claims, would include complexre"integration strategies and high"tech training technologies and technical means of enhancingmental and physical powers92, which would re"integrate the patient back into society

 On the day of launch, Stanton is refused a seat on the craft, on the grounds that he killedanother man, and is useless to a future society

 This iswhy, as Hunting writes, Public discussion is urgently needed, before an unchecked technologyenters society without sufficient consideration for the ethical or practical issues112111Appleyard 2008

 But until we can prove that cryonic suspension patients have a high likelihood of beingrevivable, we have to play the game56This would suggest that although people can be preserved if they wish, it is not morallyobligatory to do so

Word count: 12,51827BibliographyBooks Appleyard, Brian: How to live forever or die trying: on the new immortality

 And if someone hasan "incurable" disease, it is not good practice any more to let him succumb; it is preferable to put the patient intolow"temperature storage until better medical facilities become available, or until a cure is discovered

 In other words, instead of signing up for cryonics, using upresources and money, why not save the lives of others instead?Cryonicists such as Tandy would respond to this criticism by saying that in investing incryonics, you are saving lives; you are investing into a field in which current human lives on theplanet could be saved

facie

 Following the principle of Justice, Tandy claims that if a person freely chooses thetreatment, and can afford it, this produces a prima facie obligation for cryonics

 If revival becomespossible, this affects our definitions of death and incurable

 This would suggest that we do not have a moral obligation to cryonics; it maylead to a life not worth living, and substantially impact upon the quality of that life

 However, I do not think it is clear what Shaw meansby ethical objections are not strong enough to prohibit the practice

 The patient is first placed in a bath full of ice,and breathing and blood circulation are restored

000

 Furthermore, Shulman equate(s) the value of 40 years of life of the typical prospective cryonicssign"up with $50,000 worth of cost"effective developing world aid39

Shulman

signing

The universe has no malice, but neither has itmercy, and a miss is as good as a mile80Darwin lists several cases in which interference from wives/ girlfriends/ partners haveprevented or hindered their spouses signing up for cryonics, noting in one case that prospectivepatients did not inquire because they knew the wifes hostility/ objectionswould cause loss ofsupport, emotional turmoil, or make signing up futile81(my italics)

 In section 2, I went on to discuss whether a changing definition ofdeath affects the moral status of the dead and cryonically preserved, concluding that the definition ofdeath will changeif and when revival is successful

 But youare told by the doctors that as the only living patient, you must be kept alive, against your will, inorder to be studied, tested and experimented upon, in order to discover the key to life

developing

 This indicates that buyingcryonics is less cost"effective than developing world aid

html Tandy, Charles: Cryonic-Hibernation In Light Of The Bioethical Principles Of BeauchampAnd Childress

revived

This issue of identity lies outside the cryonicists control; by the time the person is revived,society may have changed to such an extent that the patient feels like an alien in their own world

 In terms of justice, I presented an argumentconcerning charitable giving and the economic effects of cryonics, concluding that the allocation ofresources could be better spent elsewhere

 What if we, like the frog, could befrozen until a period of time in which developing technology could cure our ailments, prolong ourlives, and possibly allow us to live forever?Arguably, the motivation which lies behind the cryonics movement is the human desire forlife extension

Taking all of this into consideration, Blake claims that we have a 70% chance of cryonicsworking

Thomas Donaldson

html The Thomas Donaldson Case

lowcryobiology

 This isoften used in parallel with scientific studies of how substances such as metals behave at sub"zerotemperatures; low temperature engineering including applied superconductivity, cryoelectronics andcryophysics9Secondly, cryobiology refers to the cryopreservation of living things, and the study ofbiology at sub"zero temperatures; in practice, this field comprises the study of any biological materialor system (e

Beneficence: For the patient, cryonics is a beneficial procedure to the alternatives of burial/cremation

But to lose such relationships does not always impact on survival
"76This quote highlights an important criticism of the cryonics movement; that in going ahead withcryonic preservation, we devalue the meaning of our current relationships

html Shaw, David: Cryoethics: Seeking Life after Death

Shaw

 Despite widespread disbelief, Stanton  awheelchair bound man " offers a group of scientists the money needed to build a spaceship to take anumber of people to Zyra, a planet orbiting the star, which may or may not be habitable

Stanton

com/lw/4fq/cryonics_and_pascals_wager/ Vanhemert, Kyle: The Wives of the Cryogenically Frozen

 Thirdly, he considers the practical possibilities ofcryonic revival, taking into account the probability of nanotechnology working; self"replicatingmachines of molecular size that have been programmed with orders to repair freezing damage, bindup torn membranes, and generally knit together the sundered house of a frozen brain109

charity

 While Tandy argues thatthe utilitarian argument supports moral obligation for cryonics, Carl Schulman claims that from autilitarian point of view, money could be better spent by donating to cost"effective charity

Carl Schulman

 The nexttwo sections will focus on the social effects of cryonics, both within a family environment, andsubsequently within wider society, in which I will look at issues of identity

29Tandy 19957Nonmaleficence: Although the effects of revival (and the possibility at all) are unknown, theprocess nonetheless inflicts less damage than the alternative (e

nonetheless

 This would suggest that we should notcryonically preserve ourselves at all, because our friends and family may not be able to do the same

 Furthermore, Tandys argument concerning Justice is that everyoneshould have free and equal access to cryonics, going so far as to argue that life"saving treatments couldbe put onto a health care system such as the NHS

 Although some may want to spend their money betting on the small chance ofrevival, it does not entail that we have a moral obligation to cryonics

Ido not want to lose these relationships, as they are currently an important part of my life; I wouldconsider my life to be significantly worse than it is now if I had to sever a lot of these emotionalties

 Considering the metaphysical, social andpractical aspects, he claims that we have roughly a 70% chance of cryonics working

Finally, I considered cryonics from the perspective of a wager or gamble, concluding that while somesee this as the strongest argument for cryonics, my previous objections have shown that many ethicalargumentsdo outweigh the possible benefits

 This term would include questions such as what is agood life? This essay will discuss both ethical and moral problems associated with cryonics

 In section 3 I considered the problem of bodilyownership in cryonics, claiming that because ownership is not guaranteed to be returned to you, thisraises the possibility of slavery and torture

79The claim is that in preventingtheir husbands from signing up to cryonic preservation, the wives of cryonicists are signing a literaldeath sentence for their husbands

37Hanson argues thatcryonics cannot be described as selfish, as it has large"scale effects which benefit society, and so can beconsidered a charity in its own right

 The main consideration here draws on thechoices made by the crew about who should board the craft; only those who benefit a future planet,or those selected at random? Those convicted of crimes or the innocent? Furthermore, giving a seat toa murderer would deny an innocent person a seat (or in the case of cryonics, a chance at life)

69And in any case of suicide, thelaw states that an autopsy must be performed (which would destroy any prospect of successful cryonicsuspension)70These matters have caused real problems for cryonics

 He proposesthat if more people got on board with cryonics, advocating it as a means of survival, the cost of storagewould decrease and more people could be saved

doctors

legally criteria

 For if we use extreme freezing to preventdeterioration, sooner or later currently known means will be adequate, and the body will no longerbe regarded as dead51The cryonics patient is thus dead by todays criteria, but has the potential to bealive again, much as a drowning victim may be helped by a respirator52Furthermore, a patient can be pronounced legally dead by doctors and medical practitionerswhen their heart stops beating, or when there is a complete lack of brain function

 In section 2 I will discuss the definition of the term death, and how the prospect ofcryonic revival affects this definition

cryonicists

Although cryonicists argue that we are morally obliged to comply with cryonics on the grounds thatnot doing so would be tantamount to murder, I have shown that many of these arguments do notstand up to scrutiny

The main response to this would be that just as slavery and torture have been largelyabolished in western society, there is no reason to suppose that they will be brought back

 If there is even a miniscule possibility for revival, burying our dead could beseen as tantamount to murder

 And ifthis is the case, then there is no reason to suppose that suicide would be possible; there is no guaranteethat ownership of your body would be restored to you upon revival

 Drexler, developer ofnanotechnology claims; "This gamble involves the value of life, the cost of (cryonics), the odds thatthe technology will work (which seem excellent), and the odds that humanity will survive, developthe technology, and revive people

In brief, the main arguments for legalising euthanasia and assisted suicide would be: that acivilised society should allow people to die with dignity and without prolonged pain, and allowothers to help that person if they cannot manage it on their own; that our bodies belong to us,we should be able to do with them what we will and because of this, it is immoral to makepeople live longer than they want to; making people go on living when they don't want toviolates their personal freedom and human rights

 Since there is no guarantee of the return of bodily ownership,therefore, cryonics is not a morally obligatory means of life extension

treatment

afford

In terms of the first issue (only the rich can afford treatment), Tandys view is not practical

 Thisargument is based upon fact: that bodies can be preserved upon death, with no deterioration, almostindefinitely; and assumption: that medical science may one day be able to cure and revive cryonicallypreserved individuals

Ben

In Cryonics: The Issues Ben Best downplays this problem, claiming that the patientshould be willing to take the chance of identity shift for the prospect of living in a world ofwealth and advanced technology (where) people will have more time to pursue their dreamsand be less constrained by the requirements of work91In fact, he finds this whole objectionpuzzling, as technological advances are put into place to make the world better and easier forpeople to live in, not worse

 Furthermore, changes in social and personal identity may lead to a life whichis not worth living, as the patient may become alienated from their friends, family, and society

Additionally, the notion of premature suicide in healthy people would distort the meaning ofcryonics

 Donaldsons case does not support the notion of moral obligation for cryonics patients

 It's immoralto force people to continueliving in suffering and pain

 As Elvin notes in Vi Veri UniverrsumVivus Vici, if cryonics is a viable means of life extension and cure, then it allows people to continue afulfilling life

Elvin

 As one blogger writes; I value the relationships I currently have withmy family and friends, and signing up for cryonics would jeopardize many of these relationships

Some may argue that we should be able to choose, at least initially, who to preserve in orderto improve future society

chance

12In this way, Ettinger promises, you and I, right now, have the chance toavoid permanent death13, claiming that illnesses which would kill a person today we may one dayhave cures for, and that the process of death can be reversed

 Theproblem with this would be that premature suicide may prevent the patient from living a good andfulfilling lifenow, in the current life they have with their family and friends

 Even though he only needs $200,000 for his ownpreservation, this policy takes into account the income which would be lost to his family upon hisdeath

 In one ALCOR case, the companywas accused of beginning the process of cryopreservation before the patient was declared legally dead

 Ifyou wager against God and he exists, you have infinite loss (eternal damnation)

 Accordingly non"maleficenceproduces a prima facie obligation for cryonic"hibernation (and against burial orcremation) of the cryonics patient30

 As I mentionedin the previous section, it has been argued (particularly by the ancient Greeks) that to live a good lifeyou must be able to control the means and method by which you die

 It makes senseto disregard any suggestion of moral obligation here, and instead pool our resources into a moreethical alternative  such as treating the millions of people who die from malaria every year

87Furthermore, the husband or wife left behind can justifiably feel as though marriage, acontractual agreement into which two people enter into, is a union which is meant to last for theduration of their lives together

 So why, if you want to be cryonically preserved, is the donation of your bodyrequired? And what is the motivation behind it?ALCOR argues that this clause is beneficial for cryonics patients

 Ittakes large amounts of money to cryopreserve people, and, as I have just discussed, the price ofpreservation is unlikely to go down unless a majority of earths population sign up

org/magazine/2012/02/17/options-for-elective-cryopreservation/ Roach, John: Antifreeze-Like Blood Lets Frogs Freeze and Thaw With Winters Whims

 Many of theexamples above highlight the possibility that revival may be possible one day and if it is, we need tohave considered the wider ethical and moral implications which follow from it

67Currently, cryonics centres can onlypreserve those who are already legally dead, as to do otherwise would be to carry out assisted suicide

Additionally, those who reject the legalisation of euthanasia claim that changing the law wouldlead to a slippery slope, in which people who did not really want to die were forced to do so

 Cryonicsepitomises this desire for life extension, with steps already being taken for the possibility of futurerevival; over 200 people have already been preserved at the ALCOR cryonics centre in Arizona

 Iwent on to question his assumption that biomedical professionals have a[n]obligation to helpinsure cryonic"hibernation of the cryonics patient48I argued that in terms of beneficence, there arecases where it is better to be dead than to be cryonically preserved (changes in social/personal46IMDB

 Sections1"4 will consider primarily the moral issues; Sections 5"8 will focus on the ethical

 As one cryonics blogger puts it;the assumption that the future society you wake up in is at all desirable for you is a far"fetched one

benefit

 To many of the issues I have raised in this paper the response may come; Sowhat? Surely life is better than no life? Surely the only alternative is death? Indeed, as Hunting claims;a cost benefit analysis does demonstrate that the economic, social, and individual benefits outweighthe limited costs of cryonic suspension

 Sandberg, we agreed that the clause of transferral of ownershipwould be problematic for the revived patient

Charles Tandy

 In Cryonic"Hibernation in Light of the Bioethical Principles of Beauchamp and Childress,Charles Tandy considers these four bioethical factors which can be applied to cryonic suspension;Respect for Autonomy: In Cryonics: Public debate gone cold?, Hunting asserts that to prohibitcryonic preservation is to offend a patients autonomy

Connected to the problem of reintegration is deintegration; where the patient fears theirisolation from friends, family, possessions, and not having a place

deliberately

 So why not deliberately killsomeone prematurely (or preserve them while they are still alive) in order to do so properly? Underthis condition, cryonic suspension could be carried out before natural death, leading to a heightenedchance of preserving all the necessary neural and bodily information for revival

Thirdly, there is nothing to prevent you making new friends in that future society

I have argued in this paper that cryonics is a morally permissible means of life extension, butthat we are not, as Appleyard writes, morally bound to comply with cryogenic technologies111

Appleyard

75On the other hand, religious arguments would claim that onlyGod has the right to decide when and how we die, as He was the one who gave us life

decide

revive

 For there is hope that by keeping itat very low temperatures, physicians of the future may be able to revive him and cure him

 The relationships we have as children are not the same as the relationships we have asadults, and, endemically, its part of our nature to seek out other people, and with the newtechnologiesI dont think that family will be considered just biological in the comingyearswe will start seeing our extended family as being as valuable as our biological families97

decision

concern

47Nonetheless, such decisions from acryonicists point of view would concern the line between life and death, and it is difficult to see howpeople could agree on which people would be chosen for the committee to begin with, or how theycould make a decision

 Many of us feel we are so embedded in our present habits,associations and friendships, that to be separated from them would be a fate worse than death

 Suicide is an intentional act of killing yourself, and asI have previously discussed in section 2, the cryopreserved patient is dead until a time in whichrevival becomes possible (although if revival becomes possible the definition of death may change andthis would not be considered an act of suicide at all)

 Even if, he argues, thetechnology becomes possible but the social factors remain problematic, the benefits still outweigh thecosts

The biologically dead patient is not legally dead and soshould be afforded a certain amount of rightsand care27Respect for autonomy can be achieved by providing a legal environment that protects apatients ability to make an informed choice28

 Sandberg pointed out that the problemis avoided if ownership of your body is returned to you immediately upon revival

 Ultimately, the Cryonic Wager isoverwhelmingly attractive for the rational humanist, even without the prospect of eternal life107In A roll of the ice Blake offers a similar approach to considering how we should thinkquantitatively about future possibilities regarding cryonics

22The conclusion here is that it may be possible to reintegrate personal relationships andfriendships within a future society

 If you wager against God and he does not exist, then you have a finite gain(leading an indulgent life)

 He goes on to say in this way, thehealth care system fails the sick and the dying; it is simply a form of euthanasia whereby those most inneed are abandoned

edu/entries/death-definition/ Donaldson, Thomas: Prospects of a cure for death

htm?NewsID=13438Section=Aging Panayiotis, John D

 Donaldsons case should be accepted; that in thisindividual case, he has a moral right to the premature suspension of his body

Donaldson

 If cryonic revival and life extension become possible,then our relationships could last vastly longer than currently

 Anders Sandberg on 5thFebruary 2014 at the Future of HumanityInstitute, Oxford

 As Idiscuss in the final section of this paper, the idea of a wager or bet on cryonics is possibly the strongestfor the movement

Blaise Pascal

 Pascals wager was an argument developed by Blaise Pascal in an attempt to show that thepotential benefits for believing in God are so great as to justify theism

shown

 Indeed, I have shown in this essay that many ethical arguments againstcryonics do outweigh the possible benefits

 These are based on whether the preserved patients willremain frozen, avoiding accident, until reanimation is possible; whether society as a whole willsurvive until reanimation becomes realisable; and whether the funds people pay to be cryonicallypreserved will cover costs in the long term

 For the metaphysical aspects, his probabilities weigh up the possibility thatmaterialism is true (that the brain carries the mind), and that the body will survive extreme cooling

8Economically, money could be relocated to better and more certain means of saving the lives ofpeople already living

 Much of our identity is grounded in howwe fit into the world we are living

cremation

prima

hibernation

 Tandy claims that in terms of utilitarian concerns, cryonic"hibernation results in nosignificant population"resources"environmental problemsbeneficence, then, produces a prima facieobligation for cryonic"hibernation (and against burial or cremation) of the cryonics patient31

 Finally, the patient is cooled inliquid nitrogen at a temperature of "125 as quickly as possible to prevent ice crystals forming, andthen the temperature decreases further until it reaches "196 over two weeks

look

Translating this into a wager for cryonic suspension would look something like this;Cryonic revival possible Cryonic revival failsWager for cryonics (preserve body)Immense gain NeutralWager against cryonics (die)Immense loss NeutralAlso known as the Cryonics Payoff Matrix106, the argument is that we potentially gain everythingfrom cryonic suspension (extended life) and we lose little (if unsuccessful, we would have diedanyway)

 The possibility ofconflict not only after reanimation but also before it could substantially impact upon the quality of lifefor the cryonics patient

effective

 This is the view that Hanson takes in Cryonics as Charity, in which he claimsthat paying for cryonics in itself is a cost"effective charitable expenditure

 Theanswer to this question, I think, is relatively straightforward; the definition of death can and willchange if and when revival is successful

suspension

Childress

 Cryonics and Bioethics: Justice and AccessibilityIn order to assess the moral status of cryonics patients prior, during, and after suspension, I will nowrefer to the four principles of biomedical ethics set out by Beauchamp and Childress in Principles ofBiomedical Ethics26, and consider how bioethical frameworks for moral guidance shape our views ofcryonics

Beauchamp

23gain which we would benefit from if God exists, it is pragmatic to believe instead of not

 Finally, Blake considers the unknowable factor of human choice, claiming thatthere may be a ruler who bans the practice, loses interest in the prospect, or be overtaken by a moreviable means of life extension

Blake

15In 2005, scientists at the University of Pittsburgh cryogenically preserved dogs bydraining the blood from the body and replacing it with preservation fluid

 Throughout the process the body, brain, and internal organs are monitored to preventdamage

obligation

 While some may want to risk the pain of divorce and strained relationships inthe off"chance that cryonics works, I think that it is clear that there is no moral obligation for makinganyone partake in the cryonics movement

Indeed, we can, and should seek out new relationships, both in a world without cryonicpreservation, and in a world in which cryonic revival does become possible

relationships

 Page xii-xiii12Ibid, page 113Ibid, page 25preservation team to control blood circulation and preserve the brain for future revival

 Since then, according to membership figures as of January 9th2014, ALCOR currently holds121 patients24, with 1179 members altogether

practice

 In section 4 I considered cryonics in the light of suicideand euthanasia, claiming that premature suicide in healthy people defeated the object of cryonics, butin some extreme cases, assisted suicide would need to become legal practice for cryonics to becompletely successful

loss

wager

gain

 Pascalssuper dominance model is displayed as a matrix which can be written;God exists God does not existWager for GodInfinite happiness Finite lossWager against GodInfinite loss Finite gain104If, therefore, you wager for God and he does exist, then you have infinite gain (eternal happiness)

In conclusion, the paper Is That What Love is? concludes by suggesting that it is onlyreasonable to trade"off cryonics with other values for the chance of life"extension

 But according toan ethical debate published in Critical Care, few if any patients pronounced dead by todaysphysicians are in fact truly dead by any scientifically rigorous criteria53

 If you want to keep your husband,wife or child suspended in the hope of revival and cure one day, you should be free to do so

html Hjek, Alan: Pascal's Wager

Pascal

 In terms of justice, which concerns the bigger social picture, the economic effects ofcryonics must be taken into account

 If someone wants to take this risk (lacking bodilyownership, and possibly becoming a slave or torture object) then that is an individual decision

43This procedure enablesyou to deposit small amounts of money each month into a central fund, which then covers the cost ofpreservation upon death

money

In some ways, a desire to die in the hope that a future society may be able to cure yourcurrent ailments can be seen as an act of suicide

suicide

 If someone made this suggestion regardingcare of the handicapped, the elderly, or indeed any medical patient, people would be shocked

 Firstly, Bests certainty about a lifewonderful beyond imagination93following cryonic revival seems no more certain than a lifeworse than the one lived now; one in which, as I have argued before, you may lack ownership89www

 This necessary requirement has further been observed by Hunting, who writes that upon theresuscitation of the body, the revived person would regain legal status as a person, but lackownership to their body60

 The blood is then drained fromthe body, and replaced with a preservation solution similar to anti"freeze, which supports life at lowtemperatures

preservation

revival

prospect

Although Best remains optimistic about the prospect of cryonic revival, his solution tothe problem of re"integration remains problematic

Best

 As Ettinger notes, biological death is the only one accepted by biologists and ifthis is so, we cannot truly call a cryonics patient dead

ownership

62Thus lacking ownership to our bodies, both during deanimation and upon reanimation,may cause us to lose our autonomy

18The paper notes that cryonics should be a matter of personal choice, even if it neglects therelationships the patient currently holds; this is worth overcoming for the possibility of life extension,and even immortality

 Furthermore, asI will discuss in the subsequent section, there is no guarantee that a future life would be better thanthe one you are currently living, as a person may not fit better into a future society than the one theyare living in now

family

 Alienation from friends and familyIn The Wives of the Cryogenically Frozen, Vanhemert puts forward the following consideration:To spend a family fortune in the quest to defeat cancer is not taken, in the American context, to be an act ofselfishness

Vanhemert

 Icannot go into developed argument about the legalisation of euthanasia in this essay

euthanasia

lose

 Utility, Wagers, and GamblesIn a preface to The Prospect of Immortality, Rostand writes; we have nothing to lose and, possibly,everything to gain by pressing the search

Rostand

 His 1926 bookThe Biospheredeveloped Eduard Suess' earlier 1885 concept of thebiosphereinto the idea of life as a geological force, similar toJames Lovelock's Gaia theory

question

role

49 This Western idea burst forth during the Renaissance,and originally included a vision of a better future for culture

researchers

 Yet, Kurzweil is drawn toward refined relinquishmentthat is,relinquishing select technologies which threaten our safety or the safety of the environment
don

 Transhumanism is the view that humans should (orshould be permitted to) use technology to remake human nature, is the definition offered byHeidi Campbell and Mark Walker

 So, the threat ofdehumanization comes not from technological advance per se; rather, the threat comes from ourtemptation to so identify with our technological production that we forget our relationship to thenatural world

labor

 Langdon Gilkey recitesthe litany of events that confirmed the need for seeing a dialectic between immanent progressand Gods transcendent kingdom

build

psychological

 To meet this need,transhumanism offers a totalized philosophical system3 with a three level worldview: ametaphysical level, a psychological level, and an ethical level

technologies

 Transhumanists presume that progress is inherent to evolution andthat our future liberation from biological constraints is inevitable

until finally, in the unimaginably distant future, the whole universe has come alive,awakened to its own naturea cosmic mind become conscious of itself as a living entityomniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent

 They trust that inherent to the progress of history is a built-in logos or guidingprinciple that transforms otherwise meaningless growth into a process of betterment

moment

How do we get there from here? Technological progress will carry us from our biologicallyinherited bodies into a future of cybernetic immortality

 The greatest threat to humanitys continuing evolution is theisticopposition to Superbiology in the name of a belief system based on blind faith in the absence ofevidence

HEIDEGGER

 Capital investment and technological advance provide cyclical support for oneanother

rational

Even though we can thank our evolutionary past for bringing us to the point of intelligence, wethe human race must move still further forward

bodies

Ueber die Seele des Menschen im Zeitalter der zweiten industriellen Revolution

Seele

Jeffrey

Deitch, Jeffrey (1996): ?Menschliches und K?nstliches,?Kunstforum International132, p

 However, the contexts, the complex reasoning and substantial aspects are completely different in the Gnostic idea and in posthumanism

Boehme, Hartmut (1996): ?Die technische Form Gottes

Erik

Erik Davis

 The Slovenian philosopher Slavoj?i?ekand the Californian author Erik Davis conclude that posthumanist and technocentric visions which argue for overcoming the human body in favor of an existence in virtuality imply a Gnostic dimension of cyberspace ? here, Davis uses the striking termtechgnosis(Davis 1998: 123 et seq

prospective

 Why do bodieshave tobe overcome according to posthumanism? That?s the question for the scale of progress which defines the normative foundation of the prospective progress

 While?i?ekidentifies the overcoming of the human body as overcoming of human sexuality (?i?ek2000), Davis recognizes the virtual existence inside a computer based on binary logic, information theory and mathematics as an scientific expression of the antique platonic assumption, that behind the world of matter there is a higher reality of mathematics and geometric structures (Davis 1998:124 et seq

Michael Krueger (Ed

researcher

 In a most extreme example the American robotics researcher Hans Moravec presented his vision of an absolute virtual, human existence as the promising goal of evolution

L?vy, Pierre (1994):L?intelligence collective

 Here, the human body is not only in an inferior position, but also seems to be a barrier for the future progress:Man is the saboteur of his own achievements

 This metaphor proves according to Heim the esoteric essence of virtual reality, that encourages him to start a philosophical staccato from King Arthur till Wagner?sParsifal(Heim 1993: 123-128)
utopia

 (Boehme 1996:259)[1]But do we have to interpret every utopia of a separation of the human body and mind as a kind of Gnosis? Or does the reception by post-modern exegetes dominate the proper structures of posthumanist reasoning? Is it plausible to determine the posthuman utopias of a disembodied existence in cyberspace as Gnosis or as a new variety of Platonism? Here, we will discuss these questions

Posthumanism promises a release from our concrete body but by no means is there an end to physicality or even sexuality!6

Blount, Thomas (1656):Glossographia: or a dictionary, interpreting all such hard words of whatsoever language, now used in our refined English tongue

[4]Raymond Kurzweil, Luc Steels and Sasha Chislenko have been his students

But what is posthumanism? In the scientific literature there is a variety of inconsistent definitions, which mostly identify posthumanism with transhumanism

According to the cybernetic paradigm, human beings are information processing machines of which the immaterial program with its specific instructions constitutes the singular human personality

Maschinen

Paoli, Guillaume (2000): ?Wird die Menschheit duemmer als Maschinen?Der biogenetische Determinismus ist ein Rueckschritt des Denkens

Paoli

Likewise Marvin Minsky identifiesthinkingin terms of problem solving processes as the basic purpose of intelligent systems ? he condemns men?s trivial entertainment (such as football or pop music) as wasting thinking capacities of our precious brains

 Above all they focus the enhancement of human beings? mental and physical powers by technology or psychoactive substances (Esfandiary 1973; Ettinger 1972; Leary  Sirius 1997)

 Mainly there are two circumstances that require a differentiation: first, transhumanism and posthumanism have different origins and second, their goals and the structure of their arguments differ

 Esfandiary (1930-2000) by the transhuman movement (Krueger 2004: 109-111)

Roetzer, Florian (1996): ?Die Zukunft des Koerpers

In contrast to these transhumanist thinkers, the physicist Frank Tipler, the AI researcher Marvin Minsky, the robotic researcher Hans Moravec and the IT entrepreneur Raymond Kurzweil, which in my view belong to posthumanism, center themselves among cybernetic visions of the simulation of human beings ? in no way do they refer to the early transhumanists such as Esfandiary, Leary and Ettinger

 Yet, the foreword of the book sounds like a preamble of posthumanism:Engaged for billions of years in a relentless, spiralling arms race with one another, our genes have finally outsmarted themselves 

 Here, human immortality in a virtual habitat is only a concomitant phenomenon of the autonomous progress of artificial intelligent, posthuman beings

Virilio, Paul (1996): Fluchtgeschwindigkeit

[3]Although these two terms are used interchangeable in some common discourses we can identify two diverse groups of texts within the transhuman and posthuman discourse

 This paradigm sees a human being from a scientific perspective as a machine and from the perspective of communication technology as a pattern of information

In the context of the posthumanist discourse, our bodies are not obsolete because they are ethically evil or because posthumanists long for an existence in an ontologically higher reality or virtuality

pure

 (Kamper  Wulf 1984b:12)In his treatise on the future and reality of cybersex, the Finnish author Hannu Eerik?inen even interprets the whole cyber-discourse as a total overcoming of the body:The grand message of the cyber discourse is that we are living in a cyber-culture empowering us to transcend into cyberspace where we can surf as cybernauts set free from all the constraints of corporeality and matter, in the primal state of the matrix, in pure virtuality

Hannu

 The Body in CyberspaceThe question of immortality is considered to be quite essential for religion and for transhumanism

 Moravec has repeated this message for one and a half decades, now, and also his second monographRobot: Mere Machines to Transcendent Mindsparked large interest in the USA (Moravec 1999)

 Since at this point the explicit bodily utopias of posthumanism shall be analyzed we first have to determine the very centre of posthumanist thought in comparison with transhumanism

 Because the ongoing increase of computer?s information processing capacities and the anticipated integration of the human personality by uploading suggests an enormous augmentation of efficiency, the virtual existence seems to be promising

Die Textualisierung des K?rpers in Patristik, Gnosis und Manich?ismus

[5]Hans Moravec (*1948) is director of the largest American robotics institute, theMobile Robot Laboratoryof theCarnegie-Mellon Universityin Pittsburgh

Dery, Mark (1996):Escape Velocity

 As far as Tipler determines life with information processing, every kind of progress signifies an increase in information processing

 The Gnostic idea of a body of light is equated with the posthumanist fiction of electronic and visual simulations of bodies in cyberspace (Boehme 1996; List 1996; Heim 1993)

Guenther

 The German philosopher Guenther Anders has already depicted the image of the challenged body of the working man who has to compete with the power, precision, and speed of machines

Guenther Anders

 In short, the newer study of automata, whether in the metal or in the flesh, is a branch of communication engineering, and its cardinal notions are those of message, amount of disturbance or ?noise? ? quantity of information, coding technique, and so on

 It is due to the French philosopher Paul Virilio that we have a substantial analysis of the phenomena of movement and pace in the history of modernity

Paul Virilio

 However, Tipler shot to fame with his bookThe Physics of Immortality: Modern Cosmology, God and the Resurrection of the Dead, published in 1994

 The diffusedrealityof the body is mooted, because referring to the Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek ?we live in a society with coffee without caffeine, with chocolate without sugar and with virtuality as reality without reality? (Zizek  Negt 2001)

Slavoj Zizek

It is distinctive that the measure of information processing is the fundament of progress in Tipler?s concept

 In posthumanist visions, bodies do not disappear at all: what has to be overcome is the material, real, concrete biological human body while simultaneously a vast number of new body images were created

 PosthumanismThere are four most relevant authors that I would like to assign to posthumanism?Frank Tipler, Marvin Minsky, Hans Moravec and Raymond Kurzweil?who share the vision of human life simulations in cyberspace

For posthumanist reasoning and for the question of an existence in cyberspace, the idea of the technological immortalization has insofar a fundamental and constitutive significance as only by this means the continuity of humankind can be guaranteed

 Referring to Slavoj?i?ek?s introductory words, posthumanism postulates the vision of corporeality without a body but not of mind without a body

Slavoj

Regis, Ed (1990):Great Mambo Chicken and the Transhuman Condition

Ed

Moravec, Hans (1999):Robot

 First, the idea of man in posthumanism ? the relation of body and mind; secondly, the utopias of bodies in their virtual existence; and finally, the scale of progress in posthumanist philosophy

 A good unknown deity of a metaphysical sphere is confronted with one evil deity or several evil beings, which have created the baneful, visible and material world

 The scrap heap earth and the grub sack of the human body are the sacrifice, that can be done light-hearted in favor of the exit of the bio evolution, since earth and body are stamped by perdition

 ?Saboteur? not because he would lay violent hands on his products ? but because he as a ?living being? is fixed and not free; in contrast the ?dead things? are dynamic and ?free?; because he, as a child of nature, as a born being, as body, is too well-defined, to join in the daily changes of machines? world ? (Anders 1983:34)

obsolete

 The body of human beings is obsolete because the neural ?information processing? is considered to be too slow to compete with the light speed of electronic media and computers

 Moravec?s and Tipler?s vision of transforming the whole universe into a thinking entity by technical means opposes the Gnostic assumption that there is already a metaphysical reality

 As a consequence from this experience with technology the feeling of an increasing inertia is created, according to Virilio, since television, Internet etc

In opposition to Tipler the posthumanist visions of American cyberneticist Marvin Minsky are characterized by a blatant criticism of religion

gnostic

The release of the human personality from its ?carnal corporation? as Moravec had described it, was identified as a gnostic or even platonic motif in the post-modern cultural debate ? cybergnosis and cyberplatonism became a saw (List 1996)

 ConclusionThe diffuse idea of cyberspace with all its connotations is often equated with Gnosis, Platonism or even Hermetics and is mainly presented as the essence of postmodern media theory and posthumanist or transhumanist futurology

 Their different contributions centred potential and utopian transformations of the body in context of genetic engineering and prosthesis technology (Deitch 1996; Roetzer 1996; Steels 1996; Stelarc 1996)

Deitch

 The transhuman or posthuman aim of a virtual and immortal existence inside the storage of a computer seems to be a continuation or a revivification of the ancient Gnostic philosophy

 Precisely he depicts the technical way of this so called ?transmigration?, that will according to Moravec be available in 2018:You?ve just been wheeled into the operating room

 Colorful graphs on the increasing number of calculations per second are combined with the assumption of an increasing intelligence of those thinking systems (Moravec 1988:51-74; Moravec 1999:51-72; Kurzweil 1999:9-39, 189-252)

 The posthuman aim of a virtual and immortal existence inside the storage of a computer seems to be a continuation or a revivification of the ancient Gnostic philosophy

 Posthumanism proclaims the overcoming of the body but not for the overcoming of corporeality since the future visions are characterized by definite physical actions ? sexuality plays a decisive role here

1994

? (Minsky 1994:113)Hans Moravec and Raymond Kurzweil also connect progress with the increase of information processing, although they focus on technical and quantitative comparisons between biological brains and past and prospective capacities of computers

 Leading thinkers of the pragmatic transhumanism underline some other aspects defining the term posthuman:A posthuman is a human descendant who has been augmented to such a degree as to be no longer a human

 Till then intelligent life ? that is humankind and its artificial progeny ? must gain the total control of the whole universe, while at the same time the amount of information, that is produced by living beings, will converge towards infinity

Heim, Michael (1993):The Metaphysics of Virtual Reality

 It is a world in which the human race has been swept away by the tide of cultural change, usurped by its own artificial progeny 

(Tipler 1995:256 et seq

till

 But the vision of a technical immortalization of humankind is always connected with it: an existence in virtuality should guarantee eternal life with eternal youth, endless wisdom and endless wealth for everyone and everlasting self-development partly even in a spiritual dimension till Tipler?s vision of a union with the Christian god

 These measurements, added to a comprehensive understanding of human neural architecture, allow the surgeon to write a program that models the behavior of the uppermost layer of scanned brain tissue

Frank Tipler (*1947) is professor of mathematical physics atTulane University

 Referring Descartes and LaMettrie the human body is defined as a complex machine (Minsky 1988:30-39; Barrow  Tipler 1989:513-522; Tipler 1995:124; Moravec 1988:72; Moravec 1999:110-124; Kurzweil 1999:5)

 Some posthumans may even find it advantageous to get rid of their bodies and live as information patterns on large super-fast computer networks

 Deconstructing the posthumanist sources, we can recognize very clearly that the Platonic dualism of body and mind is not accepted by the materialistic philosophy of posthumanism

 In his 1999 book, Kurzweil introduces the beginning of humankind?s end: in 2099 human beings and machines will have merged and humankind will have overcome its biological conditionality

Christof Wulf

 Jean Baudrillard (1994), Dietmar Kamper and Christof Wulf (1984), and many others have done a lot of remarkable observations and analysis on the development of our bodies in the age of medial reproduction

Jean Baudrillard

 While in transhumanism human beings and their descendants are the subject of evolution, artificial intelligence and robots are the future agents of evolution and progress in posthumanist reasoning

The fundamental for posthumanist authors referred to here is the maximizing of information processing capacities

Moravec, Hans (1988):Mind Children

 (1992): ?A Conversation with Marvin Minsky

 Hitherto the considerations above have shown that the use of the term Cybergnosis or Cyberplatonism in the context of posthumanism are inappropriate ? as far as Gnosis is not understood as a totally arbitrary notion which fails any analytical potential

 Neither the idea of man, nor the motives for overcoming the human body, nor the physical utopias of virtual existence can be named Gnostic

)While humankind will slowly die off in the real world, Moravec?s vision promises a never-ending virtual existence in the storage of a computer

Kamper

Christoph Wulf

 In addition, the German sociologists Dietmar Kamper and Christoph Wulf identified Gnostic motives in the ongoing technological euphoria:Civilization as transformation of the body into mind was and still is on the other hand an abstraction of the body

Dietmar Kamper

Paul

Virilio, Paul (1994):Die Eroberung des K?rpers

 Thence, the idea ofuploadinghuman beings into an absolute virtual existence inside the storage of a computer takes the center stage of the posthumanist philosophy ? and this is the context of the question of Gnosis in cyberspace

 Focusing the physical aspects of posthumanist utopias the article shows that posthumanism can hardly be interpreted as Gnosis but rather as a mere utilitarian philosophy

 Since posthumanist authors never explicitly sympathize with Gnostic traditions, the question arises as to why the idea of a virtual existence is hastily construed as a Gnostic perception by?i?ek, Davis and many others

 The Gnostic InterpretationSeveral media philosophers and postmodern thinkers construe this virtual utopia of posthumanism as an expression of Gnostic philosophy

 A robot brain surgeon is in attendance

referring

)Hans Moravec and Raymond Kurzweil also create paradisiacal male fantasies referring to the prospective virtual existence of men: you will discover new dimensions of sexuality partly with virtual playmates and without any fears of impotence or risks for your physical health (Kurzweil 1999:146-149): ?

 What is Gnosis?The term Gnosis ? or the meaning hidden behind this idea ? is one of the most controversial questions of historical, theological and philosophical research

 It might be appropriate to describe the holistic world utopia of the French philosopher Pierre L?vy as a kind of Cyberplatonism or Cybergnosis but this does not seem to be adequate for posthumanism as we will see sequencing (L?vy 1994)

Pierre

 The parallel with a record is quite evident since older audio recordings necessarily shall be preserved as much as human life and accordingly human culture shall continue in all posthumanist visions

des
Staat

 Thus, Hans Moravec alludes to an age of mind (Zeitalter des Geistes) and a state of mind (Staat des Geistes) in his highly regarded contribution in the GermanKunstforum International, but what follows here is merely a quantifying listing of the greater power and the expected wealth, storage capacities and computation rates of the posthuman entities ? no Gnostic arguments at all (Moravec 1996: 108-112)

Kurzweil, Raymond (1999):The Age of Spiritual Machines

 If Gnosis means that not only the concrete material body shall lose its significance but also that physical actions are stigmatized, it is not appropriate to characterize posthumanism as a Gnostic philosophy

seq

sexuality

 The consequence of this attitude is the persistent contempt of the body and all physical actions, primarily sexuality (Berger 1984; Heimerl 2003: 189 et seq

 as a transformation into a higher ontological state ? but are invoked in the context of a mere utilitarian understanding of progress and evolution

 Therefore the continuation of biological life would be nothing but the prodigality of the robots? future thinking capacity: "We owe our minds to the deaths and lives of all the creatures that were ever engaged in the struggle called Evolution

 This particular point of Moravec?sMind Childrenmarks the specific technical operation of immortalization for subsequent posthumanist authors: the human brain is the template for a scanning process, which leads to the immortal existence in cyberspace

Birtel, Frank (1995): ?Contributions of Tipler?s Omega Point Theory

 Frank Tipler?s The Physics of Immortality

It might be one of the most palpable peculiarities of post-modern philosophy to assess the disappearance of the body and the end of bodily senses

 But it would be ignoring the semantic contexts of these metaphoric catchwords if one takes these isolated expressions as the fundament of posthumanist reasoning

Jean

Baudrillard, Jean (1994):Die Illusion und die Virtualitaet

 it would be possible for each male to be matched not merely with the most beautiful woman in the world, not merely with the most beautiful woman who has ever lived, but to be matched with the most beautiful woman whose existence is logically possible 

 The human personality ? the human ?mind? ? should be scanned as a perfect simulation and should continue to exist thenceforward as an immortal being inside the storage of a computer (Moravec 1996)

 One can even notice a certain respect for the abilities of the human mind by the AI researchers such as Minsky and Kurzweil

Krueger, Oliver (2004):Virtualitaet und Unsterblichkeit

arguments

 The arguments are not Gnostic but utilitarian! Also the idea of overcoming the body, which is considered to be central by?i?ek and Davis, must be examined

Under this perspective, the expected acceleration of information processing (nothing else is life according to posthumanism) gains its existential relevance which culminates in the substitution of humankind by the faster machines

Wolfhart Pannenberg

 The book was criticised mainly because of the ?hostile takeover? of religion by physics and even the internationally well known theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg contributed a differentiated commentary on Tipler?s theory

 At the same time we have epistemologically to become aware of our well beloved gnostic or platonic glasses, with which we prefer to, perceive every kind of overcoming the human body

1656

Simpson

Ihab

Blount

Ihab Hassan

Thomas Blount

 Posthumanism and TranshumanismAfter Thomas Blount had defined the wordposthumanin hisGlossographia(1656) as something in the future (?following or to come, that shall be?), the American culture theorist Ihab Hassan (1977) was to my knowledge the first who used the term posthumanist for the philosophical ideas of overcoming the human race as well as humanism (Blount 1656; Hassan 1977; Simpson  Weiner 1989:197; Krueger 2004:107-112)

Krueger

The human body with its limited mental abilities has simply become obsolete in the course of technological developments of the past centuries

 But as far as Cybergnosis and Cyberplatonism are mentioned in the context of posthumanism, a specific attribute of Gnostic philosophy is focused: namely the disdain of the world

 Progress of humankind and bodiless virtual existence are not legitimated by metaphysics ? e

Florian

Roetzer

When Florian Roetzer edited the two volumes of theArt Forum Internationalin 1996 on the future of the body, the utopias of the posthuman body were discussed by a wide range of art and media theorists and philosophers

Florian Roetzer

 Tipler identifies the aiming point of cosmological history, the point Omega, with god (Tipler 1995)

aim

 The immortal existence in virtuality is the human aim for such posthumanist thinkers, and such a goal will be achieved by the end of 21stcentury even according to their most pessimistic estimations

By this small article in theArt Forum InternationalMoravec became the most prominent reference point for many European philosophers and cultural theorists, who dealt with the so called posthumanism

 since some people desire sex, the answer has to be yes, sex will be available to those who wish it 

 Accordingly, the identity of the intelligent thinking human being is not based in its body but on the mere information that is contained in the body:We are beginning to see that such important elements as the neurons, the atoms of the nervous complex of our body, do their work under much the same conditions as vacuum tubes, with their relatively small power supplied from outside by the circulation, and that the book-keeping which is most essential to describe their function is not one of energy

 Afterwards the gnostic interpretation of posthumanism will be outlined and compared in different aspects with the philosophical concepts of Gnosis

 A metaphysic philosophy such as Gnosis and posthumanism have different aims and different structures, although both might be able to establish sense in people?s (limited) life

[6]The MIT scientist David Zeltzer characterized the virtual reality as the Holy Grail of computer sciences, because the perfect simulation of reality, which we know from scinece-fiction, would probably never be realizable

 Here, posthumanism receives a cybernetic paradigm that has been generated mainly by Norbert Wiener in 1940s and 1950s

Norbert Wiener

Mutschler

Mutschler, Hans-Dieter (1995): ?Frank Tipler?s Eschatology

Michael Heim

 In 1993, Michael Heim alluded to the metaphysics of virtual reality ? but this euphonic metaphor, which was frequently cited by postmodern authors, was based solely on the single sentence of a less known computer scientist and Michael Heim?s free association of religious and cybernetic goals

Heim

 Thus, human beings are defined as a pattern of information which could be simulated by a computer (Minsky 1982; 1988; 1994)

Its prophets such as Marvin Minsky or Hans Moravec are Gnostics, because they intend to overcome the world of matter and corporality, in order to create a ?pure? sphere of mind 

Regis

 After the robotic researcher Hans Moravec had proclaimed the vision of a post-biological and supernatural future of humankind in his constitutional workMind Children: The Future of Robot and Human Intelligence(1988), the term ?post-biological? was increasingly replaced by the notion of ?posthuman? in succeeding publications of the 1990s (Dery 1996:371; Hayles 1999:343; Regis 1990:7, 144)

Raymond

The successful IT entrepreneur Raymond Kurzweil (*1948) brought his newest bookThe Age of Spiritual Machines: When Computers Exceed Human Intelligenceto market, coming along with a professional publicity campaign in several countries (Kurzweil 1999)

Wiener, Norbert (21961):Cybernetics or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine

Norbert

This element of the release of the mind from the body is implied in the terms of Cyberplatonism and Cybergnosis

3 The Scale of ProgressFinally we have to ask for the plausibility of the posthumanist idea of progress

 Thus, religion and transhumanism are often regarded as competing or even opposing sense establishing systems

interpretation

overcoming

 This paradigmatic misinterpretation demonstrates the necessity of a more accurate analysis of posthuman utopias because the structures of posthumanist reasoning referring to the overcoming of the biological body and to the existence in cyberspace are significant for the legitimating of a Gnostic interpretation of posthumanism

 (Wiener 1961:42)It is quite evident that posthumanism is essentially based on this cybernetic paradigm

Wiener

In posthumanism, the material world and the biological body of human beings is not generally regarded as a principally evil sphere that must be overcome

 The robot surgeon opens your brain case and places a hand on the brain?s surface 

surgeon

 Even the final unification with god and the resurrection (or simulation) of the dead depends on the future power of information processing devices for handling huge amounts of information that are needed for this "perfectioning" (Barrow  Tipler 1986:55-65)

 This dualistic nature is also reflected in the nature of human beings: the human body is regarded as the prison of the divine essence, of the human mind ? the ?????

 Unfortunately most of theses publications only mentioned Moravec?s name but did not take into account his concepts (Boehme 1996; Hayles 1999:35; Zons 2001:16)

The beginning of transhumanism in the 1970s can be localized particularly in California, dominated by the visions of the futurist Fereidoun M

foundation

[5] Minsky joins the congresses of American transhumanists and since 1997 he is a member of the scientific advisory board of the cryonic foundation Alcor

 After the discovery of the speed of light and the distribution of electronic communication devices the ?time of light? is the absolute measure of time for action (Virilio 1996:26)

Hassan, Ihab (1977): ?Prometheus as Performer: Toward a Posthumanist Culture? A University Masque in Five Scenes,?Georgia Review31/4, p

Moravec, Hans  F

 When the sun collapses in about five billion years, the only chance to survive, according to Tipler, lies in a pure virtual existence of humankind in gigantic computers

Koerper

Moravec, Hans (1996): ?Koerper, Roboter, Geist,?Kunstforum International133, p

 Barrow he published his chief scientific work,The Anthropic Cosmological Principlein 1986 (Barrow  Tipler 1986), which included a teleological interpretation of the history of the universe

 By your side is a computer waiting to become a human equivalent, lacking only a program to run 

Elisabeth

Hartmut

Boehme

Elisabeth List

 (Eerik?inen 2000:38)As we have seen in the beginning these ideas suggest a Gnostic or Platonic interpretation of the virtual existence in cyberspace according to Hartmut Boehme and Elisabeth List

Hartmut Boehme

 (Moravec 1988:1)Moravec assumes that these posthuman artificial intelligences have the same relation to humankind as children have to their parents

immortalization

 Moravec?s significance for the posthumanist philosophy is due to the fact that he was the first to conceive a technological possibility of immortalization as a scientist in 1988

Guillaume

 He was even nominated as the leading thinker of posthumanism by many feature authors, who criticized his technocentric prophecies (Borchers 1999; Guillaume 2000; Tenbrock 1999)

Borchers

 While the dominance of the soul over the body is valid only in Descartes? proof of existence, posthumanism makes the thinking principle ? the information processing functions of the human brain ? absolute: they are the very essence of the human being

 While posthumanism is focused on the idea of an artificial ?progeny? of humankind, transhumanism remains anthropocentric

Tipler, Frank J

 Although the edge is fuzzy, one could point out that posthumanism shapes the aim and transhumanism expresses the way to overcome the present biological human being

[4]Minsky?s significance for posthumanism is most notably based on the formation of the cybernetic idea of human beings

Virilio

 Referring to Marvin Minsky, Virilio concludes that the urge for eliminating distance has been carried forward inside the ?living human machine? by substituting biological organs (Virilio 1994:114)

Shannon

 Thus, posthumanism decontextualizes a non-semantical definition of information that has been pragmatically developed by Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver in the context of communication technology ? but from their technologically determined context the concept of information was used to create an ideology that ties personal human identity to a disembodied pattern of information (Shannon  Weaver 1962:95-106)

Warren Weaver

 Posthumans could be completely synthetic (based on artificial intelligence) or they could be the result of making many partial augmentations of a biological human or a transhuman

mentioned

Transhumanists devote themselves to more pragmatic questions of life extension and mind enhancement technologies, such as life-prolonging diets, smart drugs and prosthesis technology or even the prospects of cryonics while these applications are almost never mentioned in posthumanist writings

2 Utopias of BodiesThis pattern theory of identity, which is the fundament for the idea of existence in cyberspace, must not hide the fact that this does not mean the end of all corporal utopias in the posthuman visions

reception

 But especially European media philosophers tend to identify common elements of both systems that mainly depend on the metaphysical reception of ideas related to the body and cyberspace

humankind

 The Body in PosthumanismAll the posthumanist authors which are treated here ? Tipler, Moravec, Minsky, and Kurzweil ? share the idea of the self-abandonment of humankind in favor of artificial intelligence

posthumanist

authors

 How do Tipler, Moravec and Kurzweil depict corporeal existence in cyberspace?According to posthumanist authors, all kinds or reality will be available in this virtual state, so every immortal human being can pick out his most enjoyable world and realize special corporeal utopias

immortal

 A posthumanist philosophy, created by human beings, that proclaims the total annihilation of biological evolution and life in favor of machine?s evolution, would be unthinkable without this very charity of an immortal existence

male

Frank

 Frank Tipler answers a question that commonly arises among his male unmarried students: ?Will there be sex in heaven?? ? whereas ?heaven? is equated with a virtual existence by Tipler (Tipler gives regular lectures on his Omega-theory at New Orleans?s TulaneUniversity)

[2]Referring to our basic question of Gnosis and posthumanism it seems to be all the more appropriate to clarify the difference between posthumanism and transhumanism

 If someone pretends that Minsky and Moravec are proper Gnostics, this uttering reveals more about the metaphysical implications of postmodern media theory than the reality of posthumanism

 His influence on posthumanist philosophy can hardly be overestimated, since the co-founder of MIT?sMedia Labwas the mentor of several of today?s posthumanist and transhumanist thinkers

Esfandiary

Robert Ettinger

 Esfandiary (FM2030), the commitment of the psychedelic movement?s mastermind Timothy Leary and the ideas of cryonics as Robert Ettinger has worked them out

Timothy Leary

Berger, Klaus (1984): ?Gnosis/Gnostizismus I

Katherine Hayles

 Katherine Hayles for example characterizes posthumanism by the fundamental philosophical assumption that human beings are determined by their pattern of information and not by their devaluated prosthesis-body, so that human beings can be understood as a kind of machine (Hayles 1999:2 et seq

 The history of ideas enables us to understand how posthumanist authors perceived Descartes? philosophy

Oliver
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Gnosis

visions

utopias

Jens

Schroeter

 Jens Schroeter defines posthumanism completely differently as a conglomerate of technological visions of human transformation from genetic engineering to diverse cyborg utopias (Schroeter 2002:84 et seq

Jens Schroeter

?Of course, I don?t want to make this point too strongly: Sasha was an outgoing, friendly human being, easily hurt and in some circumstances quick to anger; he was by no means devoid of affect

Ultimately, something in me rebels against the extremity of Extropian-style political and ethical philosophy

org, are distinguished by?host of sociopolitical principles, such as: ?Supporting social orders that foster freedom of speech, freedom of action, and experimentation

particularly

failed

?Just as his parents tried to guide his life but failed in spite of good intentions, so does the government try to guide the lives of its citizens, but fails ? and fails particularly where the vanguard of technology is concerned

led

?Discussions on his ?Singularitarian? e-mail list led to the formation of the Singularity Institute devoted to ?seed AI,? and to the company Vastmind

?While doing his degree, Max became strongly interested in life extension, and he was the first person in Europe to sign up for cryonic suspension with the US firm Alcor

"?More started his career studying philosophy, politics and economics at St

?Rather than focusing on life extension, nanotechnology, virtual reality, robotics or genetic modification, Yudkoswky reckons the best course to the delirious cyberfuture is to create a computer smarter than us, one that can figure out these other puzzles for us

Yudkoswky

com have collaborative filtering systems embedded in them ? when you log on to buy a book, they give you a list of books you might be interested in

?But still, it?s attractive to hypothesize that the role Extropianism played for Sasha ? providing crisp certainties to serve as welcome relief from the puzzling, stressful confusion of everyday life ? tells us something about the general function of the Extropian belief system

?But I hope that these freedoms will not come along with a cavalier disregard for those living in less fortunate economic conditions, who may not be able to afford the latest in phosphorescent terabit cranial jacks or quantum-computing-powered virtual reality doodaddles, or even an adequately nutritional diet for their children

?They?re looking far toward the future, exploring regions of concept-space that would otherwise remain unknown, and in doing so they may well end up pushing the development of technology and society for the better

?Others include Marvin Minsky the AI guru, Eric Drexler the nanotechnologist, Kevin Kelly of Wired Magazine, and futurist writer Ray Kurzweil

reviews

Compared to body modification, cranial jacks and superhuman artificial intelligence, active collaborative filtering might seem a somewhat unexciting path to the hypertechnological future, but to Sasha, it was a tremendously thrilling thing ? a way for humans to come together and enhance one another?s mental effectiveness, passing along what they?d learned to one another in the form of ratings, reviews and recommendations

?He was outraged that any government would consider it had the right to regulate the chemicals he chose to put into his body to enhance his intelligence

?Well aware of the typically human contradictoriness that this entails, I?m looking forward to the development of a cyberphilosophy beyond Extropianism -- a humanist transhumanism

?After my 30 days expired, I chose not to pay the fee, bemused that this was the only e-mail list I knew of that charged members money, but impressed by their philosophical consistency in this matter

The first edition of Extropy magazine came out in August/September 1988 with just 50 copies, co-edited by Max More and his friend T

?For some people, this kind of definitive cutting-through of the Gordian knots of messy human reality can be indispensable, providing the comfort level prerequisite to a healthy and productive state of mind

 Opposing authoritarian social control and favoring the rule of law and decentralization of power

??Both Sasha and Nietzsche were intellectual superstars who explicitly enounced one moral philosophy, but lived another

?Who hasn?t been struck by this at one time or another???We consider it OK to eat animals but not humans; Hindus consider it immoral to eat cows; Maori and other tribes until quite recently considered it OK to eat people

?A vast amount of online literature exists, related to various aspects of Extropian thinking, linked to the extropy

??That?s reassuring? yet hard to reconcile with Moravec?s Olympian detachment regarding the destruction of the human race

?Having seen at first hand how much trouble an authoritarian government can cause, he was convinced that government was intrinsically an almost entirely evil thing

???Many Extropians have above average mastery of human relations, happy personal lives, and so forth

?There was a bit of flaming, some impassioned Ayn Rand-ish refutations, and then they went back to whatever else they?d been talking about, unfazed by my heretical position that perhaps transhumanism and humanism could be compatible, that technological optimism wasn?t logically and irrefutably married to libertarian politics

org), the online Bible of the movement, defines Extropy as ?A metaphor referring to attitudes and values shared by those who want to overcome human limits through technology

?Extropianism, a clear-cut, simple philosophy, seemed to provide him a welcome respite from the human complexities and contradictions that caused him so much grief in ordinary life

compassion

?I suggested that compassion, in which one mind extends beyond itself to feel the feelings of others and act for the good of others without requiring anything in return, was essential to the evolution of the complex self-organizing systems we call cultures and societies

?Nietzsche preached toughness and hardness, but in his life he was a sweet person, respectful of the feelings of his mother and sister (whose beliefs he despised)

?But I also think that the key idea that makes their group unique -- the alliance of transhuman technology with simplistic, uncompassionate libertarian philosophy ? must be opposed with great vigor

parents

?His parents tried to help him cope with this in various ways, but without success: only when they allowed him to take control of his own life and his own mind was he able to work his way back to a productive and functional state of mind

??Extropianism is a form of transhumanism, concerned with the quest for ?the continuation and acceleration of the evolution of intelligent life beyond its currently human form and limits by means of science and technology, guided by life-promoting principles and values, while avoiding religion and dogma

personally

?Sasha was impatient for body modification technology to advance beyond the experimental stage ? he was truly, personally psyched to become a cyborg, to jack his brain into the Net, to replace his feeble body and brain with superior engineered components

Mark Dery

?For instance, visionary roboticist Hans Moravec, an Extropian stalwart and hero, had a somewhat disturbing exchange with writer Mark Dery in 1993

?After he left the Soviet Union, Sasha was a man without a country, lacking a Russian passport due to his illegal escape from Russia, and lacking an American passport because of his status as a political refugee

?In terms of philosophical precedents, it?s not too inaccurate to call More?s credo a mix of Ayn Rand-ian anti-statist individualism with Nietzschean transmoralism, held together by a focus on future technologies

online

?Similarly, Sasha extolled the money theory of value, yet lived his own life seeking truth and beauty rather than cash, trying to transform the world for the better and distributing his ideas for free online

?He strongly felt that, as the economy transformed into a cyber-powered hypereconomy, intellectual contributions like his own would finally get the economic respect they?d always deserved

His own technical work focused on ?active collaborative filtering,? technology that allows people to rate and review things they see on the Net, and then recommends things to people based on their past ratings and the ratings of other similar people

?At that time, you could only belong to their e-mail list for free for 30 days; after that you had to pay an annual subscription fee

?He argued that air should be metered out only to those who could pay for it, yet was unfailingly kind and generous in real life, always willing to help young intellectuals along their way without asking for anything in return

weakness

?I believe that we humans, for all our greed and weakness, have a compassionate core, and I hope and expect that this aspect of our humanity will carry over into the digital age ? even into the transhuman age, outliving the human body in its present form

?Recommendation and filtering technology was a kind of collective smart drug for the net-surfing human race

As Max More realized from the start, the moral-philosophy aspects of Extropianism are key

?The recommendation systems that Sasha designed were far more sophisticated than this one, probably the most advanced in the world

?It was a wild mix of sci-fi-meets-reality thinking -- life extension, machine intelligence, and space exploration, to intelligence augmentation, uploading, enhanced reality, alternative social systems,?futurist philosophy, and so on

unique

?This is really what is unique about the Extropian movement: the fusion of radical technological optimism with libertarian political philosophy

?This contradiction, I believe, is both Extropianism?s core weakness and a primary source of its energy

comes

Along with this technological vision comes a political vision

?He cites this as one of the sources of his libertarian political philosophy

Yudkowsky, like many of the leading Extropians, started his life as a gifted child; and, like many gifted children, he grew up neglected by the school system and misunderstood by his parents

?I love the human warmth and teeming mental diversity of important thinkers like Max More, Hans?Moravec, Eliezer Yudkowsky and Sasha Chislenko, and great thinkers like Nietzsche ? and I hope and expect that these qualities will outlast the more simplistic, ambiguity-fearing aspects of their philosophies

?Like them, I?m outraged and irritated when governments stop us from experimenting with our minds and bodies using new technologies -- chemical or electronic or whatever

whatever

?He often felt that he was being shafted, that the world owed him more financial compensation for his brilliant ideas, that the companies he?d worked for had taken his ideas and made millions of dollars from them, of which he?d seen only a small percentage in the form of salary and stock options

soon
website

?The magazine seeded the social network that led to the e-mail list (1991), the first Extropy conference (1994) and the website (1996), which soon (1997) obsoleted and incorporated the paper magazine

?But when, about six months before his death, a group of us were coming up with silly e-mail nicknames for our co-workers (Sasha was among them at the time), the one we picked for Sasha wasrobotron@?

?No philosophy can do justice to the full richness of human experience ? philosophies are abstractions, and the role of abstractions is not to replace the specifics from which they emerge, but rather to guide the development of these specifics

Eliezer Yudkowsky

Moravec is robotics-focused; More is particularly into life extension; on the other hand,?Eliezer Yudkowsky, one of the more interesting young Extropians, focuses his thinking on the coming ?Singularity,? the point at which artificial intelligence first exceeds human intelligence

In some important ways, Sasha was similar to Nietzsche, who as we?ve seen was one of the Extropians? philosophical godfathers

?But the lack of attention paid to this supposed ?trickling-down? phenomenon in Extropian and general libertarian literature makes me wonder how seriously anyone takes this aspect of these philosophies

philosophies

?They also share a focus on intellectual brilliance, and a dismissive, dangerous attitude toward those who don?t have what it takes to make the next step on the cosmic evolutionary path, as revealed in the Moravec quote above

?? Seeking independent thinking, individual freedom, personal responsibility, self-direction, self-esteem, and respect for others

?In this vein, Nietzsche focused on personal power achieved through mental exploration and self-discipline, whereas the Extropians focus on power achieved through technological advancement

Many of the freedoms the Extropians seek ? the legal freedom to make and take smart drugs, to modify the body and the genome with advanced technology ? will probably come soon (though not soon enough for me, or them)

optimism

?These values ? include a desire to direct oneself in pursuing perpetual progress and self-transformation with an attitude of practical optimism implemented using rational thinking and intelligent technology in an open society

?I posited that compassion, simple compassion, was an ethical universal, although it might manifest itself in different ways in different cultures and different species

seed

?To accomplish this goal of real computer intelligence, he proposes the notion of ?seed AI,? in which one first writes a simple AI program that has a moderate level of intelligence, and the ability to modify its own computer code, to make itself smarter and smarter

company

wasn

collaborative

filtering
?Had there been a problem at the company where he was CTO ? were they unwilling to implement his latest designs for online collaborative filtering??Had he received one more devastating piece of evidence that the world just wasn?t going to compensate him appropriately for his ideas, that the hypereconomic cyberfuture was far too slow in arriving??As it turned out, his terrible action was more directly motivated by a complicated and painful romantic relationship ? good old-fashioned, low-tech human passionate distress

contradiction

?And this personal contradiction, I believe, cuts right at the heart of Extropian philosophy

opinions

achieved

ratings

?The greater good would be achieved, not by the edicts of an authoritarian government, but by the self-organizing effects of people rating each others productions, and paying each other for their ratings and opinions

?Unhappy lives, horrible deaths, and failed projects have been part of the history of life on Earth ever since there was life; what really matters in the long run is what?s left over

paying

advice

options

?He coined the word ?hypereconomics? to refer to the complex dynamics of an economy in which artificial agents dispense small payments for everything, and in which complex financial instruments emerge even from simple everyday transactions ? AI agents paying other agents for advice about where to get advice; your shopping agent buying you not just lettuce but futures and options on lettuce, and maybe even futures and options on advice from other agents

?Max More, for example, is extremely politically adept in his own way

pay

?The libertarian strain in Sasha?s thinking was highly pronounced: Once he told me, tongue only halfway in cheek, that he thought air should be metered out for a price, and that those who didn?t have the money to pay for their air should be left to suffocate!??I later learned this was a variation on a standard libertarian argument, often repeated by Max More, to the effect that the reason the air was polluted was that nobody owned it ? ergo, air, like everything else, should be private property

The man who got this all started was Max More, a philosophy PhD with a knack for rational argumentation and a remarkably convincing personal style

air

?In the back of my mind is a vision of a far-future hyper-technological Holocaust, in which cyborg despots dispense air at fifty dollars per cubic meter, citing turn-of-the-millenium Extropian writings to the effect that humans are going to go obsolete anyway, so it doesn?t make much difference whether we kill them off now or not

?Nietzsche, like Sasha, was generally an exemplary human being in spite of the inhuman aspects of his philosophy

??This group of computer geeks and general high-tech freaks wants to push ahead with every kind of technology as fast as possible ? the Internet, body modification, human-computer synthesis, nanotechnology, genetic modification, cryogenics, you name it

?Moravec and More don?t agree with each other entirely, and don?t necessarily agree with all their own past opinions

???Working toward the obsolescence of the human race through AI and robots is one part of this; another aspect is the transfer of?human personalities into ?more durable, modifiable, and faster, and more powerful bodies and thinking hardware,? using technologies such as genetic engineering, neural-computer integration and nanotechnology

My final impression of the Extropians??I admire their courage in going against conventional ways of thinking, in recognizing that the human race is not the end-all of cosmic evolution, and in foreseeing that many of the moral and legal restrictions of contemporary society are going to be mutated, lifted or transcended as technology and culture grow

movement

??In 1995, when he received his philosophy degree from the University of Southern California for research on mind, ethics and personal identity, he was already deep into organizing the Extropian movement, bringing his political and technological interests together

?Extropian philosophy is a sufficiently inaccurate abstraction of the course of human and technological progress that it can?t be trusted as a guide for the evolution of the cyberworld

?Dery asked Moravec about the socioeconomic implications of the robotic technology he envisioned

?Given this blatant arbitrariness, it?s very attractive to ignore human values altogether, and focus one?s attention on knowledge, understanding and power -- qualities which seem to have an absolute meaning that morality lacks

?Not that there was anything particularly wrong with his body and brain -- it just wasn?t as good as the best synthetic model he could envision

?Perhaps it?s just my biological heritage, but I can?t shake the idea that there?s a core of ethical truth going beyond the cultural and biological relativity of moral codes??I posed this question once on the Extropians e-mail list, 4 or 5 years ago

governments

?Along the way they want to get rid of governments, moral strictures, and eventually humanity itself, remaking the world as a hypereconomic virtual reality system in which money and technology control everything

?The Extropy magazine had several thousand subscribers before it moved on the Web in 1997; and the Extropy e-mail discussion list is a hugely active one

magazine

I?ve had a few intellectual exchanges with Yudkowsky, Marvin Minsky and other Extropian thinkers, but the only Extropian I?ve known well on a personal level was Sasha Chislenko ? a visionary cybertheorist and outstanding applied computer scientist

Sasha Chislenko

?Sasha?s work, thought and life exemplify the brillance and power and weakness and danger of the Extropian creed in an extremely vivid way

cyberfuture
Sasha equated wealth with fundamental value, and his vision of the cyberfuture was one of a complex hypereconomic network, a large mass of money buzzing around in small bits, inducing people and AI agents to interact in complex ways according to their various personal greed motives

Sasha

 For example, maybe future technology could give you the illusion and the feeling of being loved

 On the contrary! Recent topical themes that have been the subject of wide and lively debate in transhumanist forums include such diverse issues as cloning; proliferation of weapons of mass-destruction; neuro/chip interfaces; psychological tools such as critical thinking skills, NLP, and memetics; processor technology and Moore's law; gender roles and sexuality; neural networks and neuromorphic engineering; life-extension techniques such as caloric restriction; PET, MRI and other brain-scanning methods; evidence (?) for life on Mars; transhumanist fiction and films; quantum cryptography and "teleportation"; the Digital Citizen; atomic force microscopy as a possible enabling technology for nanotechnology; electronic commerce

 An empowering mind-set that is common among transhumanists isdynamic optimism: the attitude that desirable results can in general be accomplished, but only through hard effort and smart choices

Today, space colonization is technologically feasible but prohibitively expensive

Persons frozen with today's procedure can probably not be brought back to life with anything less than mature nanotechnology

 Basically, this means that it would be possible to place bets on all sorts of claims about controversial scientific and technological issues

It may prove feasible to use radical gene-therapy and other biological methods to block normal aging processes, and to stimulate rejuvenation and repair mechanisms indefinitely

 We have today a whole breed of well-meaning biofundamentalists, religious leaders and so-called ethical experts who see it as their duty to protect us from whatever "unnatural" possibilities that don't fit into their preconceived world-view

If we could scan the synaptic matrix of a human brain and simulate it on a computer then it would be possible for us to migrate from our biological embodiments to a purely digital substrate (given certain philosophical assumptions about the nature of consciousness and personal identity)

possibilities

 Clearing away that mental block allows one to see a dazzling landscape of radical possibilities, ranging from unlimited bliss to the extinction of intelligent life

 For transhumanism is more than just an abstract belief that we are about to transcend our biological limitations by means of technology; it is also an attempt to re-evaluate the entire human predicament as traditionally conceived

 These include subject matter as far-reaching as the future of intelligent life, as well as much more narrow questions about present-day scientific, technological or social developments

 The best technology could do is to help you create the conditions under which your love could flourish and grow indefinitely, unencumbered by the erosive forces of current material and psychological conditions

WHAT IS TRANSHUMANISM?Nick Bostrom(Original version appeared in 1998, here slightly revised and with a postscript added in 2001)Over the past few years, a new paradigm for thinking about humankind's future has begun to take shape among some leading computer scientists, neuroscientists, nanotechnologists and researchers at the forefront of technological development

 In addressing these problems, transhumanists aim to take a fact-driven, scientific, problem-solving approach

 Whereas street drugs typically wreak havoc on the brain's neurochemistry, producing a brief emotional "high" followed by a crash, modern clinical drugs may target with high specificity a given neurotransmitter or receptor subtype, thereby avoiding any negative effect on the subject's cognitive faculties - (s)he won't feel "drugged" - and enables a constant, indefinitely sustainable mood-elevation without being addictive

 Much research is required before the physical possibility of Drexlerian nanotechnology can be turned into an actuality; it will certainly not happen in the next couple of years, but it might come about in the first few decades of the 21st century

 A founder of the World Transhumanist Association, he is the author of numerous publications in the foundations of probability theory, ethics, transhumanism, and philosophy of science, including the bookAnthropic Bias: Observation Selection Effects in Science and Philosophy?(Routledge, New York), which is due out in April 2002

Routledge

clinical

 Many transhumanists find ways of applying their philosophy to their own lives, ranging from the use of diet and exercise to improve health and life-expectancy; to signing up for cryonic suspension; creating transhumanist art; using clinical drugs to adjust parameters of mood and personality; applying various psychological self-improvement techniques; and in general taking steps to live richer and more responsible lives

 Transhumanists view technological progress as a joint human effort to invent new tools that we can use to reshape the human condition and overcome our biological limitations, making it possible for those who so want to become "post-humans"

While the wider perspective and the bigger questions are essential to transhumanism, that does not mean that transhumanists do not take an intense interest in what goes in our world today

 In addition to the somewhat intangible risk that we create a ?utopia? where we have forgotten to include the things we care about most, there are various concrete risks of technology being used destructively, either by accident or malicious intent (consider e

An important transhumanist goal is to improve the functioning of human society as an epistemic community

 The transhumanist philosophy is a positive alternative to this ban-the-new approach to coping with a changing world

cryonics

 Even if we could be absolutely sure that mature nanotechnology will one day be developed, there would still be no guarantee that the cryonics customer's gamble would succeed -- perhaps the beings of the future won't be interested in reanimating present-day humans

 Both the number and the procedure for producing it are now beyond human visualization, although the procedure can be understood

 If any two humans share a set of concepts, any structure composed of those concepts that is understood by one will be understood by the other

 The robot encloses the neuron, the axons, and the dendrites with a robotic "shell", all without disturbing the neural cell body

 Whatever impression you got from this page has not been an accurate picture of the far future; it has, unavoidably, been an impression ofme

Our sole responsibility is to produce something smarter than we are; any problems beyond that are notoursto solve

For every axon-dendrite (transmitter-receiver) pair, the inputs are no longer reported by the robot; instead the computed axon output of the transmitting neuron is added as a simulated dendrite to the simulation of the receiving neuron

The Powers are beyond our ability to comprehend

 (Four notes: First, by "neural injuries" I do not mean anything derogatory - it's just that a person missing the visual cortex will not have visual semantic primitives

 Even if a thousand novices try to solve a problem and fail, there's no way to say that a single expert couldn't solve the problem casually, offhandedly

 You can think ofT(n)as representing the largest number conceivable to someone with ann-neuron brain

 With any luck, all persons on this planet who live to 2035 or 2005 or whenever - and maybesome who don't- will wind up as Powers

 What is it that evokesconscious experience, the stuff that minds are made of? We aremadeof conscious experiences

0,there is now officially aSingularity Institute! Coding has not yet begun on the AI project, but work continues onCoding a Transhuman AI 2, and when the design document is complete, wewillbegin coding and wewillwrite a seed AI

 If we extrapolatefortythirtyfifteen years ahead we find computers with as muchraw power(10^17 ops/sec) assomepeople think humans have, arriving in203520252015

 (Perhaps Graham can appreciate it, having written a mathematical proof that uses it

 If certain neural pathways are severed, people not only lose their ability toseecolors; they lose their ability torememberorimaginecolors

 And software is information, the magic stuff that changes at arbitrarily high speeds

 Some of them may be actual researchers or science-fiction writers or other people doing useful things; some of them may be rank-and-file sincerely trying to make it happen who just got caught in the general lack of imagination; and of course, none of them have been to theLow Beyond

primitive

 If you view yourself as carrying out the operation pixel by pixel, it is an unimaginably tedious cognitive structure, but if you view the whole thing in a single lump, it is a cognitive primitive - a point made in Hofstadter's Ant Fugue when discussing ants and colonies

We know that change crept at a snail's pace a mere millennium ago, and that even a hundred years ago it would have beenimpossibleto place correct limits on the ultimate power of technology

I've tried to show the Beyondness of the Singularity by brute force, but it doesn'ttakeinfinite speeds and PTs andws to place something utterly beyond us

All humans who have not suffered neural injuries have the same semantic primitives

6: Getting to the SingularityTo quote an earlier version ofStaring into the Singularity:"Probably a lot of researchers on paths to the Singularity are spending valuable time writing grant proposals, or doing things that could be done by lab assistants

 Looking at stories of instantly healing wounds, or any material object being instantly available, doesn't give you the sense of looking into thefuture

The robot waits until the computer simulation perfectly matches the neuron

usually

 The notation is usually a small arrow, pointing upwards, here abbreviated as ^

You have now been placed entirely inside a computer, bit by bit, without losing consciousness

 Think about the people with damaged visual neurology who cannot remember what it was like to see, who cannot imagine the color red or visualize two-dimensional structures

visual

appreciate

 The variations we see don'thithard enough to make people appreciate what "smarter" means

 Since, by hypothesis, the neuron is being perfectly simulated, this does not change the actual output in any way, only the flow of causality

 Thetotalamount of computing power on the planet is the amount of power in a human brain, 10^17 ops/sec, multiplied by the number of humans, presently six billion or 6x10^9

 I selectedFlowers,out of all the famous stories of intelligence enhancement, because, for reasons of dramatic unity, this story shows what happens to be the correct outcome

 If the system keeps changing, over a thousand years, or a million years, or a billion years, it will eventually wind up in one attractor or the other

 Relativity and quantum physics and buckyballs and object-oriented programming all happened because someone put together a short, simple, elegant semantic structure in a way that nobody had ever thought of before

 But you can't write a character with a higher level of emotional maturity, a character who can spot the obvious solution you missed, a character who knows (and can tell the reader) the Meaning Of Life, a character with superhuman self-awareness

3: Sooner Than You ThinkSince the Internet exploded across the planet, there has been enough networked computing power for intelligence

NOTE:The key assumption of the Moravec Transfer is that we can perfectly simulate a single neuron, whichPenrose and Hameroffwould argue is untrue

 While we need to manipulate an entire precarious pyramid of digits, rows and columns in order to multiply 62305 by 10358, a computer can spit out the answer - 645355190 - in a singleobviousstep

At the old rate of progress, when the original Singularity calculations were performed in 1988 (3), computers were expected to reach human-equivalent levels - 10^17 floating-point operations per second, or one hundred petaflops - at around 2035

 Think about attaching semantic primitives to the pixels, so that one could see a rainbow of ideas in the same way that we see a rainbow of colors

 That project, probably in the field of AI, will be backed by advances in three or four other fields, such as cognitive science, high-speed "ultracomputing" hardware, whatever previous work there's been in AI, and maybe insight-sources such as BCI (Brain-Computer Interfaces)

 TheTranscended doubling sequencedoesn't account for how the faster computer-based researchers can get thephysical manufacturing technologyfor the next generation set up in picoseconds, or how they can beat the laws of physics

 The figure used here is 10^17 ops/sec, derived by assuming 10^11 neurons, 10^3 synapses per neuron, and a firing rate of around two hundred spikes per second, plus a factor of five for good luck, yielding 10^17
An external computer, in continuous communication with the robot, starts simulating the neuron

 Eighteen subjective months of work suffices to double computing speeds

Right now the amount of networked silicon computing power on the planet is slightly above the power of a human brain

 but even the laws of physicsas now understoodwould allow one gram (more or less) to store and run the entire human race at a million subjective years per second

 Puzzles the writer needs months to solve, or to design, the character may solve in moments

 If you're familiar with computers but not Turing Machines, considerT(n)to be the largest number that can be produced by a computer program withninstructions

 In fact, Knuth's arrow notation may not be the most powerful algorithm that fits into C(Knuth) states

 The great breakthroughs of physics and engineering did not occur because a group of people plodded and plodded and plodded for generations until they found an explanation so complex, a string of ideas so long, that only time could invent it

Repeat, neuron by neuron, until the entire brain is composed of robot neurons

If any of the phases seem too abrupt, the transfer of an individual neuron, or synapse, can be spread out over as long a time as necessary

 Written as a function:intarrow(intnum,intpower,intarrownum) { intanswer = num; if(arrownum == 0) returnnum * power; for(inti = 1; i lt; power; i++) answer =arrow(num, answer, arrownum - 1); returnanswer;}// end arrow2^4 = 24= 16

answer

 That'sThe AI Advantage: Simple tasks carried out at blinding speeds and without error, conscious tasks carried out with perfect memory and total self-awareness

 The amount ofartificialcomputing power is so small as to be irrelevant, not because there are so many humans, but because of the sheer raw power of a single human brain

Lenat

 There is probably one researcher alive today -Hofstadter,Drexler,Lenat,Moravec,Goertzel,Chalmers,Quate, someone just graduating college, or evenme- who istheperson who gets to the Singularity

Take whatever future shock this page evoked, and associate it not with the Singularity; associate it with me, the mild, quiet-spoken fellow infinitesimally different from the rest of humanity

 "They'll figure out the semantic primitives necessary and alter themselves to perceive them

gap

 There are some gaps so vast that they make all problems new; and some of them, such as the gap between novice and expert, or the gap between hunter-gatherer and educated citizen, are not even hardware gaps - they deal not with the magic ofintelligence,but the magic ofknowledge,or oflack of stupidity

If so, then our descendants, successors, future selves will figure out the semantic primitives necessary and alter themselves to perceive them

 I may not be modest, but I have my humility - if I can spot anthropomorphisms and gaping logical flaws in every alleged transhuman in every piece of science fiction, it follows that a slightly higher-order genius (never mind a real transhuman!) could read this page and laugh at my lack of imagination

 For more sophisticated calculations, yielding an answer of 10^14 ops/sec, see Hans Moravec'sWhen will computer hardware match the human brain?3: In Hans Moravec'sMind Children

Similarly, computing power doubles everytwo yearseighteen months

 Encoded in the decimal digits of that number, by almost any encoding scheme one cares to name, are all the works ever written by the human hand, and all the works that could have been written, at a hundred thousand words per minute, over the age of the Universe raised to its own power a thousand times

Graham's number is far beyond my ability to grasp

Riemann

For such a Power, to whom numbers were true semantic primitives, Fermat's Last Theorem and the Goldbach Conjecture and the Riemann Hypothesis might beobvious

Fermat

And what would those doubly enhanced minds do? Research methods on triply enhanced humans, or build AI minds operating at computer speeds

impossible

 Move the smallest bit upwards, and some problems will suddenly move from "impossible" to "obvious"

A group of human-equivalent computers spends 2 years to double computer speeds

 Somewhere in the back of its mind, the Power would test each statement with a million trials, subconsciously manipulating all the numbers involved to findwhythey were not the sum of two cubes orwhythey were the sum of two primes orwhytheir real part was equal to one-half

 Think about a visual cortex with trillions of times as many neuron-equivalents

Why would a generic rational superintelligence categorize humanity as meaningless? The only circumstances under which this would be aninevitableconclusion is if human lifeismeaningless, if the lack of meaning is an observer-independentfact

Why was all of this necessary, mathematical aesthetics aside? Because until you understand the hollowness of the words "infinity", "large" and "transhuman", you cannot appreciate the Singularity

 I am counting the primitive link types as being included under "semantic primitives"

Different humans may have different degrees of the ability tomanipulateandstructureconcepts; different humans may see and invent different things

If you project on a graph the minimum size of the materials we can manipulate, it reaches the atomic level -nanotechnology- in I forget how many years (the page vanished), but I think around 2035

"The most we can say about 2035 is that it seems like a reasonable upper bound,given the current rate of progress

2035

 The number is now beyond the human ability to understand, but the procedure for producing it can be visualized

The robot replaces the neuron with itself as smoothly as possible, sending inputs to the computer and transmitting outputs from the simulation of a neuron inside the computer

 A real enhanced human would realize that any simple intelligence enhancement will be a net evolutionary disadvantage - if enhancing intelligence were a matter of a simple surgical procedure, it would have long ago occurred as a natural mutation

atomic

 We have machines - Atomic Force Probes - that can put single atoms anywhere we like, and which have recently [1999] been demonstrated to be capable of forming atomic bonds

comprehend

 To be more precise about it, smartness is the measure of your semantic primitives (what is simple in retrospect), the way in which you manipulate the semantic primitives (what is obvious), the structures your semantic primitives can form (what you can comprehend), and the way you can manipulate those structures (what you can invent)

At some point in the near future, someone will come up with a method of increasing the maximum intelligence on the planet - eithercoding a true Artificial Intelligenceorenhancing human intelligence

 The only folks who have to worry about beingunwillinglydiluted are the first humans to Transcend, and even they may have nothing to worry about if there's a Friendly, AI-born superintelligence to act as transition guide

And the Transcended doubling sequence isalsoa pessimistic projection, not a Singularity at all, because it assumes that onlyspeedis enhanced

 was written by a human - admittedlyDouglas Hofstadter,but still a human - and the concepts involved in it may be Transcended by the very first transhuman

 What would this increased ability be directed at? Creating the next generation of enhanced humans

 We don't suddenly perceive the idea "there is a bear in front of me"; we see a picture of a bear, containing millions of pixels, every one of which is consciously experienced simultaneously

 The power of a human brain is 10^17 ops/sec, or one hundred million billion operations per second (2), versus a billion or so computers on the Internet with somewhere between 100 millions ops/sec and 1 billion ops/sec apiece

limits

The peculiar thing is that most people who talk about "the laws of physics" setting hard limits on Powers would never even dream of setting the same limits on a (merely) galaxy-spanning civilization of (normal) humans a (brief) billion years old

We're all familiar with individual variations in human intelligence, distributed along the great Gaussian curve; this is the only referent most of us have for "smarter"

Beyond- The grey area between being human and being a Power; the domain inhabited by entities smarter than human, but not possessing the technology to reprogram themselves directly and Transcend

 All theologians should face a number like that, so they can properly appreciate what they invoke by talking about the "infinite" intelligence of God

 Maybe the Perceptual Transcends will occur every two consciously experienced years at first, but then will occur every conscious year, and then every conscious six months - get the picture?It's like the "Birthday Cantatatata

 Then they spend another 2 subjective years, or six months, to double it again

maybe

T(1080)is something that only a Transcendent entity will ever be able to calculate, and that only if Transcendent entities can create new Universes, maybe even new laws of physics, to supply the necessary computing power

Pedestrian? Run over? Hand?Carsin ananotechworld? Why not just have a bunch ofapesdescribe the ease of getting bananas with a human mind?In the words ofDrexler:"I would emphasize that I have been invited to give talks at places like the physical sciences colloquium series at IBM's main research center, at Xerox PARC, and so forth, so these ideas are being taken seriously by serious technical people, but it is a mixed reaction

 Not very exciting unless it's Hofstadter explaining it, but there's more to the visual cortex than that

The term "semantic primitive" describes more than just the level at which symbols are discrete, compact objects

 The Transcended doubling sequence models faster researchers

read

stuff

 You can write about super-fast thinkers, eidetic memories, lightning calculators; a character who learns a dozen languages in a week, who can read a textbook in an hour, or who can invent all kinds of wonderful stuff - as long as you don't have to produce the actual invention

 If the current trends continue - if we don't run up against some unexpected theoretical cap on intelligence, or turn the Earth into a radioactive wasteland, or bury the planet under a tidal wave of voracious self-reproducing nanodevices - the Singularity is inevitable

primitives

 When we look at a thought-sequence and see it as beingobvious in retrospect,it is not necessarily a single semantic primitive, but is composed of a very short chain of semantic primitives and link types

 (You'd think that this would all be blatantly obvious - unless, of course, you'd ever read a history book, or talked to other humans, or turned on a television set or something

 The robotic dendrites continue to receive inputs from other neurons, and pass them on to the enclosed neural dendrites

) The following discussion assumes that either (A) the laws of physics are computational or (B) we can build a "superneuron", a trans-Turing computer that does the same thing a neuron does

 Unlike the computer manipulating numbers formed of bits, and like the imagined Power manipulating theorems formed of numbers, we don't lose any resolution in passing from the pixel level to the picture level

 If a million hunter-gatherers try to solve a problem for a century, the answer might still be obvious to any educated twenty-first-century human

Assuming we can simulate an individual neuron, and that we can replace neurons with robotic analogues, I think that thoroughly demonstrates the possibility of uploading, given that consciousness is strictly a function of neurons

 That means, using only this planetary mass for computing power, it would be possible to support more people than the entireUniversecould support if biological humans colonizedevery single planet

 And yet, because the power of higher intelligence is not as publicly recognized as the power of a few million years - because we have nohistoryof naysayers being embarrassed by transhumans instead of mere time - some of us still sit, grunting around the fire, setting ultimate limits on the sharpness of spears; some of us still swim about, unblinking, unable to engage in abstract thought, but knowing that the entire Universe is,mustbe, wet

Despite this, the synapses (links) between robotic neurons are still physical; robots report the reception of neurotransmitters at artificial dendrites and release neurotransmitters at the end of artificial axons

Created:11/18/1996Updated:05/27/2001The short version:If computing speeds double every two years,what happens when computer-based AIs are doing the research?Computing speed doubles every two years

This entire procedure has had no effect on the flow of information in the brain, except that one neuron's worth of processing is now being done inside a computer instead of a neuron

Once we have human-equivalent computers, the amount of computing power on the planet is equal to the number of humansplusthe number of computers

) Even the remarkably steady numbers, such as the one describing the doubling rate of computing power, (A) describe unaided human minds and (B) are speeding up, perhaps due to computer-aided design programs

 To slowly transfer a synapse into a computer, we can use weighted factors of the physical synapse and the computational synapse to produce the output

 Direct neuron-to-silicon interfaces could improve human intelligence or computer intelligence or both

 It is intended to invoke a sense offuture,and I hope that my readers will be inclined to view nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, neurology, and all the other paths to the Singularity in the same way - as part of thefuture

Nanotechnology- the ability to build computers atom by atom and rewire brains neuron by neuron

 I think the all-time low point in predicting the future came in the few brief paragraphs ofUnbounding the Futurethat I read, when they described a pedestrian being run over and his hand miraculously healing

amount

 And yet, even as I write [in '96 - they've improved a bit in '99], folk whoreallyought to know better are arguing over whether transhumans will have enough computing power to simulate private Universes, whether the amount of computing power available to transhumans is limited by the laws of physics, whether someone uploaded into a trans-computer is really the same person or just an amazing soybean imitation, and - least believably of all - whether our unimaginably intelligent future selves will still be having sex

How do we keep the world economy running for at least another ten years? Who's willing to fund an AI project? Who do we need to recruit for an AI project? How can we avoid the standard technophobic backlash? And what do we do if nanotech comes first?These are the practical questions that will be faced in the immediate future

Why is this our concern? Why do we need to know this? Can it not be thatmaybe,justmaybe,these problems can wait untilafterwe're five times as smart and some of our blind spots have been filled? Right now, every human being on this planet has one concern:How do we get to the Singularity as fast as possible? What happens afterward isnot our problemand Ideplorethose gosh-wow, unimaginative, so-cloying-they-make-you-throw-up, and just plainboringand unimaginative pictures of a future with unlimited resources and completely unaltered mortals

 That's not to say that such things areimpossible- it doesn't actually strike me as all that likely that modern-day physics has really reached the ultimate bottom level

arrow

Knuth

If you thought that Knuth's arrow notation produced some fairly large numbers, what about T(n)? How many states does a Turing machine need to implement the calculation above? What is the complexity ofGraham's number, C(Graham)? Probably on the order of 100

 He would have accepted that probability, rearranged his priorities, and acted accordingly until his time ran out - or, more probably, figured out an equally simple and obvious-in-retrospect way to avoid his fate

obvious

 The robotic axon outputs 99% of the received biological impulse, plus 1% of the computed robotic impulse

 To put it another way, one PT from now,the whole of human knowledge becomes perceivable in a single flash of experience,in the same way that we now perceive an entire picture at once

)Flowers for Algernonis about a neurosurgical procedure for intelligence enhancement

 The amount of intelligence available takes a huge jump

I am a Singularitarian because I have some small appreciation of how utterly, finally, absolutelyimpossibleit is to think like someone even a little tiny bit smarter than you are

planet

 The time has cometo stop pretending it doesn't hurt!Our fellow humans are screaming in pain, our planet will probably be scorched to a cinder or converted into goo, we don't know what the hell is going on, and the Singularity will solve these problems

perceive

"To put it another way, one PT from now,the whole of human knowledge becomes perceivable in a single flash of experience,in the same way that we now perceive an entire picture at once

manipulate

 Why should there be only two hard problems? After all, if not for humans, the Universe would apparently contain only one hard problem, for how could a non-conscious thinker formulate the hard problem of consciousness? Might there be states of existence beyond mere consciousness - transsentience? Might solving the nature of reality create the ability to create new Universes, manipulate the laws of physics, even alterthe kind of things that can be real- "ontotechnology"?That'swhat the Singularity is all about

 So a Transcended doubling function starts with 1, in which case it takes 1 time-unit to go to 2

 Shouldn't this improve a bit with thought-sharing and eidetic memories? Shouldn't this improve if, say, the total sum of human scientific knowledge is stored in predigested, cognitive, ready-to-think format? Shouldn't this improve with short-term memories capable of holding the whole of human knowledge? A human-equivalent AIisn't "equivalent"- if Kasparov had had even the smallest, meanest automatic chess-playing program integrated solidly with his intuitions, he would have beat Deep Blue into a pulp

Kasparov

expert

 Imagine whatever field you happen to be an expert in - neuroscience, programming, plumbing, whatever - and consider the gap between a novice, just approaching a problem for the first time, and an expert

 A Perceptual Transcend occurs when the semantic structures of one generation become the semantic primitives of the next

semantic

manipulating

 If I were designing one of the first Powers - and, down at theSingularity Institute, this is what we're doing - I would create an entire subsystem for manipulating numbers, one that would pick up on primality, complexity, and all the numeric properties known to humanity

 If you speak complexity theory, the difference betweenobviousandobvious in retrospect,orinventableandcomprehensible,is like the difference between NP and P

retrospect

 After four years total, the computing power goes to infinity

The PTs may introduce a second Singularity, and a third Singularity, and a fourth, until Singularities are coming faster and faster and the firstw-Singularity is imminent -Or the Powers may simply jump beyond that system

This summarizes the basic principle behind accelerating the Singularity; there is one project, somewhere, that will create greater-than-human intelligence

 When this happens, human history will have reached a kind of singularity - a place where extrapolation breaks down and new models must be applied - and the world will pass beyond our understanding

 The output of the biological neuron passes along the neural axon to the enclosing robotic axon, which reads the output and forwards it to the external synapse, unchanged

neuron

 People state that they are unwilling to give up physical reality, worry about whether or not they will have sufficient computational power to simulate a hedonistic world of their wildest desires, and so on and so onad nauseam

 But why? Computer speeds don't double due to some inexorable physical law, but because researchers and engineers find ways to make faster chips

'" -- Vernor VingeSmartness is that quality which makes it impossible to write a story about a character smarter than you are

 There are ways to optimize this process, and ways to account for intersecting and empty pixels on the new array, but the essence is clear: To perform an operation on an entire picture, perform the operation on each pixel in that picture

picture

 After all, the Singularity is ultimately as far beyond me, the author, as it is beyond any other human, and so my PTs will be as worthless a description as the doubling sequence discarded so long ago

 If the Internet were properly reprogrammed, it would be enough to run a human brain, or aseed AI

speeds

Plug in the numbers for current computing speeds, the current doubling time, and an estimate for the raw processing power of the human brain, and the numbers match in: 2021

sequence

double

That doubling sequence is actually apessimisticprojection, because it assumes that computing power continues to double at the same rate

 In order to explain the proof, one must introduce a new notation, due toDonald E

introduce

 It is a dynamic, creative repository of informaiton regarding the system as a whole, and its relation with the outside world

 The key point is that the psynet model gives us, perhaps for the first time, a trulygeneralway of thinking about the mind -- a scientific framework for modelling mind that applies to both human and digital systems

 While this is a reasonable idea, and it does not contradict my own thinking in any way, it is different from what I am projecting, which is that the Net itself will become a global intelligent system -- a World Wide Brain

 The philosophers have expressed the human meaning of the archetype of the global interconnected web, and the archetype of active emergent pattern; the engineers and scientists, on the other hand, have made these archetypes physical and concrete

 But a bit of reflection reveals that the hierarchical and heterarchical networks are ubiquitous in theoretical psychology and cognitive neuroscience

 By meditating and otherwise increasing our level of individual consciousness, he suggests, we bring the awakening of the global brain closer and closer

 We are seeking to elicit the "language of mood" -- the formal linguistic structures that underly mood shifts

 And in fact, these two types of hypothetical global brain are closely related

 One has the potential for the emergence of a truly new kind of intelligence -- something with tremendous importance for the Web, for science, and for humanity in general

The other theological thinker who is crucial for understanding the Web -- though rarely if ever mentioned in this context -- is Carl Jung

 The justification for humanity as it is, Teilhard declared, lies in what humanity is going to evolve into: a collective, electric mental organism, transcending the boundaries between individuals and the boundary between mind and body

 But the point is that, in principle, modern technology opens the possibility for the Web to act as a dynamic, distributed cognitive system

One thing is noteworthy about this particular thread on the Global Brain Study Group: in spite of our disagreements on details, everyone in the Study Group seems to concur that a healthy, sane global brain would be a good thing

 The various associative links between items stored in memory form a kind of sprawling network

 In order to achieve the full psynet model, one must envision the dual network, not simply as an hierarchy/heterarchy of mental processes, but as an evolving hierarchy/heterarchy ofautopoietic process systems, where each such system is considered to consist of a "cluster" of associatively related ideas/processes

 However, there are certain patterns amidst this endless flux of shifting existence -- and these regularities, these emergent solidities amidst the chaos of magician intercreation, are themselves recognized by clever magicians, who are scanning their environment for patterns

 And those of us who simply use the Web must understand its ceaseless changes and fluctuations for what they are: manifestations of the expansion and world-exploration of a living, growing organism

 The next question is: how does this relate to the overall self-system of the global Web mind? Does the global Web mind have a self?At first one might note that the Web as a whole does not have any peers to relate to; one might conjecture that, because of this lack of social interaction, it may not be able to develop a fully sophisticated self-system

 Together with his colleague John Bollen, he has also experimented with ways of making the Web more intelligent, by making its link structure adaptive, in the manner of a neural network

John Bollen

 The beauty of the dual network is that these two dynamics mesh naturally together: every time programs are crossed over, clusters are moved; and every time clusters are moved, programs are crossed over

 And we humans, as a race, are forever trapped between philosophy and engineering/science-- not a bad place to be trapped at all

 Researchers can now construct computer simulations of complex-systems-theoretic intelligent systems, to use complex-systems-theoretic computational tools to analyze data derived from the mind and brain

 And operationally, in the psynet model, I assume that some magicians can possess a greater "force of consciousness" than others; and that this greater force is represented by an increased influx ofrandomnessin the interactions of the magician

 An insane person in a society is someone who does not "fit in" to the societal mindset, because their self- model and their reality- model differ too far from the consensus

Each MindSite contains a certain store of information, and a collection of links to other pages and other sites

But what, in the end, are we to make of these parallels between Teilhard, Jung and the Net? Obviously, Carl Jung did not foresee the Internet and the global Web mind, any more than did Teilhard de Chardin

 When we focus our attention on something, attaining a peak of consciousness, we are sending information rapidly around in circuits from our cognitive centers to our perceptual centers

 As a first approximation, one may say that perception involves primarily the passing of informationupthe hierarchy, action involves primarily the passing of informationdownthe hierarchy, and memory access involves primarily exploiting the associative links, i

 What we are seeing today is not a perfected, stable system, but a sophisticated, incredibly intelligent systemin the process of being born

 In spite of my skepticism about gods, however, I believe that these spiritual overtones in the concept of the global brain are genuine and important, and should not be mocked or ignored

More specifically, one can envision the global Web mind as leading to a global societal mind a la Russell in two different ways

 Human beings will be drawn into the Web intelligence one way or another, either by mind-downloading or virtual reality, or simply by continual interaction with Web-brain-savvy technology

 But, by contributing to the cultural trend toward depersonalization, they have also taken from us: they have taken a million little opportunities for genuine, rich, physical/mental human interaction

 Site A then asks how the "average" structure of these pages differs from the structure of the site B itself (insofar as this structure is known by site B)

Turchin, on the other hand, agrees substantially with Russell's pessimistic view of human nature and its implications for the mental health of the superorganism

 On the other hand, however, there is the fact that the Web does interact with humanity, and in this regard it may indeed be considered to have some "social" interaction: interaction with the "mind" of society

The psynet model of mind has not been empirically demonstrated in any specific and definitive way, but it has been shown to be consistent with the full range of data about the mind that is available from computer science, psychology, neurobiology and philosophy

 This illustrates the application of complex systems science to the construction of AI systems

What one needs in order to understand the incipient global Web mind, I suggest, is a good, solid general theory of mind -- a theory of mind that goes beyond the specifics of human brains and serial computers, and explains the fundamental structures and dynamics of mind in a way that does not depend on any particular physical substrate

 The image of my site according to sites concerned with fiction would be different yet again

 One requires a highly flexible computer architecture, which allows continual upgrading of components, and relatively trouble-free incorporation of new components, which may be constructed according to entirely new designs

" And furthermore, as biologist Gregory Stock (a member of the Global Brain Study Group) has argued inMetaMan, this kind of attitude is not a quirk of our particular neurochemistry, it is a natural consequence of ourintelligence

 It is possible for intelligent organisms to get locked into relatively stable, steady-state systems, such as Aboriginal culture, which remained basically the same for around 50,000 years

 I believe that awareness is everywhere, embodied in everything, and what we are doing with our formal models of the mind is merely unravelling the particular ways awareness manifests itself inhighly intelligent systems, such as the human organism, or the emerging World Wide Brain

 Because, of course, the self and mind are formed by mirroring the outside!What does this mean for the global brain? View the global brain as a distributed system with many "subpersonalities

 But it is, I suggest, to be found in the science of complex systems -- in cybernetics, cognitive science, and dynamical systems theory

 Making the initial assumption of a Web populated by interacting, intelligent agents, the psynet model tells one how these agents should interact with each other in order to give rise to the global, emergent structures of mind

 Based on this, it can bias the behavior of B's magicians as they search the magicians in A for relevant link

 In fact, one may argue on solid mathematical grounds that intelligent systems should be subject to "threshold effects," whereby processes that are inefficient in systems below a certain size threshold, become vastly more efficient once the size threshold is passed

 The question is, will there be an intelligent Web interacting with humans in a subtle way, or will there be an intelligent societal system incorporating the Web, human beings, and all their interactions

In the psynet model, the mind's magicians are constantly casting spells on other nearby magicians, with the result that the identity of each magician is constantly changing

Because, societies, or better, the social interaction should be a TOOL to enlarge individual power and freedom or, if one prefers, individual survival and development

 As a consequence, one is always implementing AI programs on computers that, in spite of special-purpose competencies, are far less computationally able than one really needs them to be

Mayer-Kress, in this post, did not address the question of whether the global brain would be sane or insane in itself; rather, he defused the question by breaking the chain of reasoning leading from human neurosis to global brain neurosis

 In intelligent systems, there are particular patterns which tend to be associated with powerful consciousness

 This structure must not be static, like a Yahoo category tree, butdynamic-- wrapped up with the self-organizing link-forming dynamics of the individual parts of the system

 In this case the WebMind design as described here will be significantly extended: Web pages will have no inert bodies, they will be entirely dynamic, entirely subject to the fluctuating self-organization of the system as a whole

 One can, however, talk about different systems deploying their consciousness in different ways; and one of the ways intelligent systems deploy their consciousness is by focussing it on specific things, i

 Whatever one's opinion of its ultimate meaning, spirituality is a part of the human experience, and will continue to be as we move into a new era of digital being

Just as the abstract structures of the human mind emerge from webs of neural modules, so the abstract structures of the global Web mind will emerge from networks of Web pages and intelligent Web agents

htmland at Serendip, an interdisciplinary cognitive science site at Bryn Mawr University, full of cool, educational Java applets (http://serendip

Specifically, the most abstract levels of the global Web mind will bear the closest resemblance to the collective unconscious as Jung conceived it

In principle, it would be possible to have a truly intelligent AI agent living within the Active Web

The concept of the collective unconscious has never achieved any status within scientific psychology: it is considered too flaky, too spiritual

 And there is no denying these positives, but even so, there are other ways in which the cultural influence of computers has been terribly negative

So, how to weave an intelligent Web, using the psynet model of mind?We must begin with magicians -- the intercreating form/processes that, according to the psynet model, are the basic stuff of mind

 So the jarring of world- models that characterizes the insane person in a culture is also present within the mind of the insane person

 But Teilhard dispensed with the mythical symbols normally used to describe such events, and replaced them with very abstract, almost mathematical notions

 For instance, if natural language processing becomes a reality, one may see intelligent Web agents that actually write new Web pages, or rewrite old ones

suspect

 True, economic measures are always suspect, and it is particularly difficult to measure productivity in the service sector, which is where computers have had the greatest impact

 The central idea of the psynet model is that the psynet is necessary and sufficient for mind

What, one might ask,has the computer contributed to economic productivity?It is generally assumed that computers have improved our efficiency, but there are no good figures in existence to prove this

com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0231039832/principiacyberneA/), has laid out an abstract, cybernetic theory of evolution, and used it to discuss the concept of an emerging, meta-human "superbeing

The key idea of the dual network is that the network of memory associations (heterarchical network) is also used for perception and control (hierarchical network)

 What kind of global brain will we actually see?My personal belief is that the more radical option will come about: humans eventually will fusephysicallywith the Web, bringing the Web mind and the societal mind together in a very powerful way, and rendering the subtler questions raised by indirect human/global-Web-mind interaction irrelevant

How many times have you heard someone remark that in the old days, there was apersonalrelationship between a business person and their customers? There was an element ofcaringthere, and not merely "caring" in the economic sense of caring about retaining someone's business

 It is important not to fudge the distinction between these two different things: Phase One, the emerging global Web mind; and Phase Two, the Russellian possibility of ahuman-incorporatingglobal bio-digital intelligence

Phase Two of the global Web mind may indeed detach mind from its material matrix; and it may indeed represent a "phase transition," if not an "uttermost limit," in the complexity of the global network of human information

 Human language, with all of its limitations, is sufficiently complex to support the information- transfer needs of an organ- ism never seen before on Earth

 The patterns of magician creation become in turn new magicians -- this is the "twist" at the core of thought, the essential trick of the mind

"At first glance the dual network may seem an extremely abstract structure, unrelated to concrete psychological facts

spirituality

 In doing so, he roused the ire of the Catholic church, and he also -- quite unwittingly -- helped to bring spirituality into the computer age

 In other words, precisely as Jung envisioned, the digital collective unconscious will be involved in forming the thoughts, feelings and activities of human beings' individual consciousnesses

 The point, for now, is merely to illustrate the basicconceptsof WebMind: to give an idea of what, specifically, it might mean for the Web to become an intelligent system

 And so, hypothetically, intelligent magician systems might be structured in any number of possible ways

 Ultimately, it seems almost certain, individual humans will merge in some way with the human-pattern-based alien intelligence that is the global Web mind

 To have an intelligent system one needs not only clever parts, but also clever organization; and this is the essential difference between the Active Web and the global Web brain

 But what is a "magician" in the context of the Web -- in an intelligent system whose components are pages and links rather than neurons and neurotransmitters?In the WebMind design it is assumed that magicians, rather than representing neural modules as in the brain, representWeb pagesoremergent patterns among Web pages

 He believed this vast thinking membrane would eventually coalesce into "the living unity of a single tissue" containing our collective thoughts and experiences

dynamic

 The moving of subnetworks to new locations is a very simple dynamic which is meaningful both hierarchically and heterarchically -- the value of a "move" may be judged simultaneously from the point of view of perception/action (hierarchy) and the point of view of memory (heterarchy)

 One is looking at a multilayered hierarchy of intelligent systems, each one with its own self-system, overlapping but distinct from the self-systems of the intelligent systems within it and containing it

 And so we see that Jung's thought, for all its obscurity and spirituality, was at bottom very mathematical: he viewed the abstract structures of the mind as emanating from various combinations of numbers

The situation is well understood in the language of Jungian psychology: what has happened is that the philosophers and the engineers and scientists have tapped into the same emerging cultural archetype

 In order to grapple with the logic of the global Web mind, one requires new ideas, drawn from the science of complex systems, from cybernetics, cognitive science and dynamical systems theory

 Thekindsof associations involved are extremely various, but what can be said in general is that, if two things are associated in the memory, then there is some other mental process which sees a pattern connecting them

In fact, the idea of a global, emergent intelligence, incorporating all of human society, is not at all a new one, and is not tied to the World Wide Web

This vision of a global Web mind is related to several other visions of the digital future

 Teilhard's evolutionary, information-theoretic spiritual philosophy has reminded many people of modern communications technology; so much so that some have cited his work as a premonition of the Internet

 Science fiction is replete with stories of "hive mind" societies, and of devices which transform human society into such an entity; and a few scientists have seriously explored the idea as well

 Most importantly for the present purposes, it provides a way of thinking about intelligence that is not tied to humans, or tied to bodies of any kind at all, but rather applies tomind in the abstract-- mind in any kind of system, including a globally distributed network of computers like the World Wide Web

 Connectionist AI views mind as neurons, and patterns of activation among neurons

The dual network is a network of pattern/processes that is simultaneously structured in two ways

The relatively abstract focus of the Global Brain Study Group reflects, it seems clear, the collective mind-space of the set of individuals who have, at the present time, published on global Web intelligence

Back then[inThe Global Brain]I argued that there were close parallels between the structure and development of the human brain, and the structure and development of the global telecommunication/information network, which suggested that when the global nervous system reached the same degree of complexity as the human nervous system, a new level of evolution might emerge

 Any system of this type, whether it follows the WebMind design or something different, will give rise to perception, action and cognition

 Magicians with high activation are stimulated to search for new links

And Valentin Turchin, in his 1977 bookThe Phenomenon of Science(seehttp://www

Essentially, Mayer-Kress's point is as follows: saying that humans are "individualistic" is the same as saying that humans represent the "top level" of a hierarchy of systems

Isn't your work derivative of other cybertheoreticians? Francis Heylighen, for example, has postulated the technology- driven transformation of humanity into a "super- being" or a "metabeing

 Cells within individual organisms are individualistic only to a limited extent; they are behaving within the constraints of the organism

 Aself- systemis a subnetwork of the dual network, which is a miniature "dual network" in itself, incorporating perception, action, memory, and numerous Perceptual- Cognitive Loops

 In a mind, there is no room for "deadwood"; everything must be allowed to act, to contribute its own localized intelligence and subjective perspective to the emergent parallel intelligence of the whole

be), which he administers, contains an extensive network of pages devoted to super-organisms, meta-system transitions, global brains, and related ideas

 A typical workstation can simulate a network of hundreds of formal neurons, evolving at a reasonable rate

 Whenever a magician has particularly high activation, this is a clue that it is important, and that its link structure should be paid particular attention -- it should be granted an extra amount of latitude in its movements, so as to optimize its connections

 As in an agent system, there may be a geometry to a mind magician system -- meaning that each magician form/process can only interact with "nearby" magician form/processes at any given time

 The brain has somewhere in the vicinity of 100,000,000,000 -10,000,000,000,000 neurons, each one of which is itself a complex dynamical system

 Related fears have been voiced by Peter Russell himself, who started a thread in the Global Brain Study Group on the striking topic:Superorganism: Sane or Insane

 I think that he is genuinely outraged by the very idea of direct (not through language) brain links

Anyhow, as Heylighen's extensive literature search makes clear, the Unix network hackers of the world have not yet turned onto the idea of global Web intelligence, and neither have the majority of ordinary computer users

 There I showed that, from the perspective of general living systems theory, human society already displays 18 of the 19 characteristics of living organsims (the missing one is reproduction - we haven't yet colonised another planet, although we have the potential to)

 The global brain, once it emerges, will be the top-level system, and will be individualistic -- but, as Russell himself notes, the nature of its individualism will be quite "inhuman" in nature

programming

 Rather than seeking to construct small-scale semi-intelligent systems, as in conventional AI, or seeking to make experimental predictions about human behavior in laboratory situations, as in conventional psychology, I have sought to answer the general questions:By what mathematical and conceptual principles are minds, in general, structured? How, if one were given a sufficiently powerful computer, would one go about programming an highly intelligent mind?These are philosophical questions, perhaps, but I have not sought philosophical answers, but rather mathematical and scientific ones

 Looking backwards, one sees an idea that has been gaining momentum -- emerging from the collective unconscious, if you will -- since the middle of the century

 In Phase One, it will be involved in creating new links on the Web, in creating new Web content, in regulating various real-world and virtual activities based on this content

 When there is enough total awareness in the overall system of humanity, humanity itself will lock into a new system of organization, and will become an autonomous, self-steering, brainlike system

 Psychology, in the abstract, should apply just as well to digital systems as to biological systems

In order that an associative, heterarchical network can be so closely aligned with an hierarchical network, it is necessary that the associative network be structured into different levelsclusters-- clusters of processes, clusters of clusters of processes, and so on

 Furthermore, self-systems are usually divided into multiplesubselves, representing coherent packages of behaviors, beliefs and memories appropriate to particular types of situations

 It represents a digital concretization of Jung's collective unconscious -- an active, living repository of the most abstract and subtle emergent patterns of the modern human mind

 Russell believes that we are on a path toward the emergence of the global brain, and that the Web is just one particular manifestation of this path

 They are not just carriers of content, they are agents that control their own destiny, and contribute creatively to the emergent structures of the intelligent system to which they belong

For example, my own Website consists of a large amount of academic writing pertaining to my theories of the mind, a large amount of science fiction I have written, and also some pictures and essays regarding the actress Julie Delpy (on whom, being as yet a mere carbon-based life-form and subject to various hormonal peculiarities, I have had a crush for years!)

 Just as, knowing that a certain person is interested in rock music but not computers, one will tend to talk to that person about Sonic Youth rather than TCP/IP network routing

Heylighen has done a comprehensive world-wide search for literature on the global brain, and posted the results atPrincipia Cybernetica

 There is something very deeply moving about the idea of an overarching mind that embraces individual human minds, melding them into a greater whole

 But, according to Turchin, a transition is coming, and in the future there will be more and more intelligent memory, perception and action taking place on the level ofsociety as a whole

 If one knew the statistics of the hierarchical network of a given mind, the fractal dimension of this cluster hierarchy could be accurately estimated

 In the short term, however, no individual computer has the power to support human-level intelligence; but the totality of computers connected to the Web, taken together,dopossess this power

uk:80/majordom/gbrain/)At first I viewed the mailing list as an arena in which to work out ideas regardingWebMind, the intelligent Web software product I was in the initial stages of developing at the time

 Cancers have lost their relationship to the whole, and function at the expense of the organism - which is insane, since a successful cancer destroys its own host

 His concept of a metabeing, a single unitary organism, hinges on us physically plugging into a "super- brain

 One can have magician systems which sustain themselves, in that each magician in the system is created by one or more of the other magicians in the system

 What Teilhard offers is a more refined Catholic eschatology, a subtler vision of the spiritual future, with a focus oninformationrather than on good versus evil

Valentin Turchin, like many other systems theorists, speaks of an inevitable rise toward more and more complex forms of life

The change which is about to come upon us as a consequence of the emergence of the global Web mind will be a very large one -- comparable in scope, I believe, to the emergence of tools, or language, or civilization

 If a global Web mind comes about, it will clearly link humans together in a new way, leading to some kind of different and more intelligently structured social order

I wish to stress the difference between the use of artificially intelligent agents to serve functions within the Web, which is part of the Active Web phase, and the achievement of significant intelligence by the Webas a whole,or by large subsets of the Web, which characterizes the global Web brain

The WebMind design represents one particular approach to the general question: how can the universal structures of mind be gotten to emerge from a massive, globally distributed system of interlinked documents? I personally believe that WebMind is the best approach, and that WebMind will turn out to be the design of the global Web intelligence of the future

 And it gives new, concrete meaning to his concept ofarchetypes-- particular mental forms living in the collective unconscious, with particular power to guide the formation of individual minds

 When a new page is entered into a WebMind, or a new pattern is recognized, it must be moved around until it "finds its place" in the network

 In response to a post of mine, questioning whether the Internet might eventually develop a sense of "self" similar to that of human beings, he responded as follows:The question is whether this superorganism will develop its own consciousness - and sense of self - as human beings have done

 The human-created links represent humanly-perceived and identified relations between pages, and the weighted, pattern links represent meaningful relations between pages or categories detected by WebMind itself

 The fact that most of the magicians are recognizing patterns is essential: in the psynet model, the patterns of the mind form from the synergetic activities of a group of inter-transforming, pattern-recognizing agents

 In the case of intelligent Web systems, there are certain peculiarities that arise from the distinction between human-created pages and links and machine-created pages and links -- again, these are specific to one type of intelligent system, and cannot be dealt with by a general theory

 Mind is not made of matter, it is made of abstract forms, or, considered dynamically, abstract processes

 Once the process is done, the pages "nearby" to the newly perceived page should be its natural relatives in terms of content

 The same is true of the study of motor control: a general idea of throwing a ball translates into specific plans of motion for different body parts, which translates into detailed commands for individual muscles

In a slightly different language, a self-producing magician system which is robust with respect to fluctuations is anattractorof mental dynamics

 In this approach, one begins by constructing low-level modules that can carry simple perceptual and motor tasks, and only then constructs modules residing on the next level up in the hierarchy, which loosely regulate the actions of the low-level modules

 Simpson?David Williams' notion of the superorganism as a fungus is humorous, but it also conceals a serious point

 For instance, the depersonalization of business interaction, brought on by the computer, will disappear in the wake of new kinds of computer-mediated human-to-human interaction

It follows from this that, in WebMind, Web pages and patterns amongst them aredynamicrather than static entities

The study of mind using complex-systems ideas is in fact a reasonably old tradition, going back to the the mid-century cyberneticians and General Systems Theorists From this point of view, direct brain-computer links should not be viewed as tools for escape from human reality, but rather as gateways to deeper connection with other human beings

I believe the reason for our collective malignancy comes back to individual consciousness

sites

 When it seeks to update the links contained in one of its pages, it extends its search process outside the pages in its own domain, to pages in the domain of these other, related sites

I myself first encountered the notion of a "global brain" in the early 1980's, when, browsing in a bookstore, I happened upon Peter Russell's bookThe Global Brain Awakens(seehttp://artfolio

But how does this fluctuating mass of magician form/processes give rise to anything coherent, permanent, real -- thoughts, feelings, selves, perceptions, actions,

 A healthy mental system must evolve process systems that balance the two types of dynamics

 Direct, immediate interchange of animations and computer programs as well as large texts, images and sounds

 It is both the ultimate realization of human intelligence and culture -- and the next step beyond

 Are we all going to be absorbed into some cosmic organism, to lose our human individuality, our freedom, our sense of individual feeling and accomplishment? After all, does computer technology not represent the ultimate in de-humanizing technology?The difficulty, of course, is that freedom is difficult to assess

What use does it do MindSite A to have an image of B's image of itself? With this information, it is able to process input from B more speedily

The only "fun" in the interview is the vulgar language, which allows the author to convey his negative emotion

 Just any population of intelligent agents will not synergize into an overall emergent Web brain -- this is no more likely than taking an arbitrary collection of cortical columns, interconnecting them willy-nilly, and obtaining a functioning cerebral cortex

 Andcognition,as discussed above,consists of the creative, meaning-seeking movements of magicians through the network, combined with the patterns of spreading activation

 Do the different componentsof the global brain network all deal with each other in a mutually understanding way, or are they "talking past" each other

The interesting question for me is not whether a global brain is developing

 And, as new pages are being entered into the system, old pages are periodically allowed to move around as well, updating their own positions

 Turchin's vision is one of progressive evolution: as time goes on, one metasystem transition after another occurs, passing control on to higher and higher levels

 We will still have individual freedom, but more and more it will be in the context of the constraints imposed by a greater organism

 Garrido made the following remarks:IF human society is an organism (in the autopoietic sense) and has a (the super) brain THEN most probably we should KILL such a being

Garrido

I have been speaking about the self-system of an individual MindSite

 The neuron-and-synapse metaphor need not be taken too literally; a more appropriate metaphor for the role of a Web page in the WWW might be the neuronal group (a cluster of closely interconnected neurons)

 He applies this principle to the emergence of life from inorganic matter, to the emergence of human intelligence from life, and to the emergence of the global superorganism from humanity

 The general framework given by the psynet model can be used for analyzing existing intelligent systems -- or for designing new ones

 In truth, although the metaphors that Teilhard conceived for talking about hisnoospheredo mesh well with the Web, the Internet itself does not fulfill Teilhard's prophecy, and nor will the emergence of a global Web brain

A Web page, in this view, is conceived as astatic bodyof text, images and sounds, and adynamic bodyof links: WebMind has to do with the way the dynamic bodies of Web pages interact with one anothers

 We are on the very wonderful course of using engineering and science to fulfill our deepest philosophical, spiritual longings

 And it will be an opportunity to understand ourselves more deeply, by seeing the subtle patterns of our own collective mind come to life

 In fact, the idea of a global Web mind is well grounded in contemporary complexity science cybernetics and cognitive science

 Each link between one Web page and another is potentially a "synaptic link" between two neurons

 These various magicians, crystallizing aspects of Web content, are connected to each other by links, and each magician interacts directly only with the other magician it is linked to

 Attention in WebMind, like attention in the human brain, follows the pattern of the a Perceptual-Cognitive Loop: feedback between the perceptual (Web page magician) and cognitive (category magician) levels causes a nexus of activity (high activation and hence high link update activity), and leads to extremely robust pattern-recognition schemes

 As the Web expands, it will allow us to implement more and more intelligent global Web minds, leading quite plausibly, in the not too far future, to a global AI brain exceeding the human brain in raw computational power

 Our goal is to develop - - on the basis of the current state of affairs in science and technology - - a complete philosophy to serve as the verbal, conceptual part of a new consciousness

A key point to remember here is that the global brain can be, to a large extent, real- time engineered by humans and AI agents

For instance, suppose A, B and C are all mental forms

What I mean by a "mind network" orpsynet, then, is a magician system which has evolved into a dual network structure

 Science, perhaps rightly, perhaps wrongly, has no place for an incorporeal realm of abstract forms, interacting with individual minds but standing beyond them

" What about consciousness, awareness, inner experience? InChaotic LogicI have shown that it is possible to account for many phenomena regarding attention and awareness in terms of the psynet model

 However, there is an emerging consensus across the computer industry as to what the ultimate outcome of this phase will be

interacting

In traditional computer science, these interacting, intercreating form/processes that I call "magicians" might be called insteadagents

 This is similar to the way no person carries a complete mirror of another person's mind, but merely a kind of simplified image of the other person's mind, containing information necessary for their own purposes

Currently humans are whole systems, with their own autonomy and intelligence, and human societies display a far lesser degree of organization and self-steering behavior

 The global Web mind, however, will actuallybean incorporeal -- or at least digital -- realm of abstract forms, interacting with individual minds but standing beyond them!Some of the "archetypal forms" that Jung believed we absorb from the collective unconscious are basic psychological structures: the Self, the Anima/Animus (the female and male within), the Shadow

In this perspective, the fragmentation of a MindSite's self into subselves is a matter of computational convenience, rendered possible by the fragmentation of human knowledge itself

 For example, one question that has occupied me for quite some time is:In what sense might a MindSite, or a worldwide network of MindSites, develop a self?The key to answering this question, I believe, lies in the way in which different MindSites interact with each other -- and model each other

 The heterarchical structure of the dual network just means that pages and patterns should be connected to other pages and patterns that have related content: this is what the current hyperlink-structure of the Webattemptsto achieve, and what the internal connection structure of an intelligent Web system will achieve far better

Johan Bollen

 But it soon became apparent to me that, outside of Heylighen, his collaborator Johan Bollen, and myself, none of the group had seriously thought about what could be done on a technical level to make the Web more intelligent

 There is also a metasystem transition between computers and networks: my PC at home is a natural whole, but the networked PC of the year 2000 will be something quite different, in that most of its software will require interaction with outside computers, and most of its behaviors will be incomprehensible without taking into account the network outside it

 If the scientists in Stanislaw Lem's novelSolaris, who encountered an intelligent ocean, had known about the psynet model, they could have used it to help understand what they were seeing, and maybe even whipped up an intelligent ocean of their own!Being so general, the psynet model can never tell a complete story about any particular intelligent system

Stanislaw Lem

Next,actionin the WebMind system is by exchanging information -- by sending a message out, to some other system with which it is interfacing, consisting of a collection of Web page magicians

And Heylighen's bizarre notion that this metabeing is an improvement; delusion! Individual humans are intriguing, sensual, spiritual creatures

Teuvo Kohonen

 The associativity of human long-term memory is well-demonstrated, and has been simulated by many different mathematical models, most notably neural networks such as those developed by John Hopfield and Teuvo Kohonen

John Hopfield

 Potentially, if the emergent systemic structures work out correctly (as is strongly encouraged by the WebMind design), attention-focussing feedback circuits and robust, distributed self-systems will emerge

Up to this point, however, the most notable appearance of the global brain in the popular press has been a satire -- a brief piece by David Williams, which appeared inWiredin mid-1996, calledThe Human Macro-Organism as Fungus(seehttp://www

David Williams

 An intelligent organism is, by its very nature, constantly questing more, constantly striving to exceed itself

 And, from this point of view, Williams' remarks are destructive, pointing the readers ofWiredaway from something genuinely valuable -- they are about as funny as someone going into schools and teaching children that vegetables are bad for your teeth

 But will this growing global brain turn out to be sane or insane? If gt;civilization continues with its current self- centred, materialistic worldview it will gt;almost certainly bring its own destruction

 Perhaps the most important one, however, is the structure called thedual network

 The Web will become more self-organizing, more complex, and eventually the greater intelligence of its parts will lead to a greater intelligence of the whole

perception

 In other words, each subself biases perception, action and cognition, the restructuring of memory, and the focus of attention

 Links are constantly being created, destroyed and modified; and activation is constantly spreading along these links, in turn affecting the pattern of link modification

 It is structuredhierarchically, so that simple structures build up to form more complex structures, which build up to form yet more complex structures, and so forth; and the more complex structures explicitly or implicitly govern the formation of their component structures

 This index could be of the same type that WebMind uses to capture the semantic structure of individual Web pages, or categories of Web pages

This hierarchical structure is the basis of the idea of subsumption architecture in robotics, pioneered by Rodney Brooks at MIT

Rodney Brooks

 These are heuristic laws of cultural development, to which we have seen no major exceptions in human history so far

Despite this conviction that the global brain will be far above and beyond human consciousness and human mental dynamics, however, he is worried that the flaws of individual human consciousness may somehow "poison" this greater emergent entity, and make it fatally flawed itself

 The WWW has the potential to transform the world's collective computer power into a massive, distributed AI supercomputer

 And neither did the engineers and scientists who designed the Internet have any intention of realizing the spiritual ideas of these philosophers

Toward this end, let us envision individual Websites implementing a system like WebMind; let us call these intelligent sitesMindSites

 The WWW took only a few years to dominate the Internet; and Java, piggybacking on the spread of the Web, has spread more quickly than any programming language in history

 In this way, human society will begin to act in a more structured way -- in a way directed by the global Web mind, which recognizes subtle emergent patterns in human knowledge, and creates new information on the basis of these patterns

hierarchy

 This is what I have, inThe Evolving Mind, called the "fractal structure of mind" - although, of course, one does not really have an infinite hierarchy as in mathematical fractals; but rather a finite hierarchy as in fractal pictures viewed on the computer screen

 Russell's hypothesized supra-human intelligence might be called a "global societal mind," as distinct from the global Web mind that is my central topic of interest here

Using concepts drawn from the psynet model, one can derive a very specific programme for guiding the emerging global Web mind toward maturity

 He viewed the collective unconscious as a digital system

On the one hand, Russell believes that the global brain will go beyond individual human consciousness, with all its limitations

 Computers are, in one view, the ultimate conclusion of a century-long trend toward the impersonalization of business transactions

 Over the last year, however, I have become more interested in applications, and I have used the psynet model to construct a fairly specific design for Web intelligence, which I call WebMind

Once one steps beyond the single-machine, single-program paradigm, and views the whole WWW as a network of applets, able to be interconnected in various ways, it becomes clear that, in fact, the WWW itself is an outstanding AI supercomputer

For instance, the analogue of perception in WebMind is the entry of a new Web page into the network

 In one of my own current projects, I am constructing a new computational system called the SEE or Simple Evolving Ecology Model, which incorporates ideas from genetic algorithms and mathematical ecology to form a new kind of learning and memory system, to be used for such applications as automatic categorization, and time series prediction

 But eventually, I propose, most if not all humans will be drawn into the Web mind itself, and the Web mind will become a kind of collective human/digital entity

 But even so, the intelligent mind is always striving out in all possible directions, and as soon as a new direction becomes apparent -- be it computers, civilization or the global brain -- the intelligent mind will seek it out

 The site is accessed by a variety of different people: mostly academics concerned with mind modelling or related ideas, but also a fair number of Julie Delpy fans, and a few aficionados of unusual literary science fiction

 An individualistic system is just one that has more freedom than the systems within it, or the systems that it is contained in

 Using ideas from modern science, one can design Web software that, if implemented today, would help boost the Web out of the larval stage and into the initial stages of true global intelligence

 As I have said above, I believe that the question of whether digital systems can be conscious is a useless one

 At this point traditional ideas from computer science become almost useless -- one is moving into new territory

I will begin with computing: I will explain the role of the global Web mind in the history of computing; and I will give some detailed ideas regarding how one can use ideas from theoretical cognitive science to actuallydesigna particular kind of global Web mind

 Few middle-class parents are going to let their children grow up without computers; and in another decade, nearly every household will have some sort of network computer in it, just as nearly every household today has a television

 But the point is that, if a system of magicians is mutually interproducing in this way, then it is likely tosurvivethe continual flux of magician interaction dynamics

 Perhaps, it occurred to me one morning -- in a rather speculative mood -- perhaps the Web was simply the medium which society was using to re-mold itself as an intelligent, autonomous system! After much thought and many conversations on the topic, with Russell and others, I have concluded that the two ideas are indeed closely connected

 Then, given the current rate of improvement of computer chip technology (speed doubles around every eighteen months), by the time one has finished building one's machine in 1999, its computational power will be the equivalent of only 25,000 top-of-the-line chips

 In my own reply to Russell's message, on the other hand, I attempted to take the bull by the horns and answer the question: What would it evenmeanfor a global Web brain to be insane?About sanity or insanity

 There was genuine pain and suffering in times of cold or hunger or illness, true, but we civilized folk have not exactly eliminated these problems; and we have evolved our own specialized physical difficulties as well: AIDS, herpes, lung cancer,

Even a global societal mind, however, is a fair way off from Teilhard's idea ofThe end of the world: the wholesale internal introversion upon itself of the noosphere, which has simultaneously reached the uttermost limit of its complexity and centrality

Paulo Garrido

 An alternative view was given by Paulo Garrido, in a message on the Principia Cybernetica mailing list, forwarded by Heylighen to the Global Brain Study Group

 The psynet model makes the claim, however, that there are certain abstractstructures of intelligencecommon to all, or at least very many intelligent systems

static

constructed

 The Australian psychologist David Alexander has argued for the neurobiological relevance of this type of fractal structure, and he has constructed a number of interesting neural network simulations using this type of network geometry, including an interesting simulation of artificial bugs evolving strategies to acquire food in an artificial worldIt must be emphasized that neither the hierarchical network nor the heterarchical network is a static entity; both are constantly evolving within themselves, and the two are constantly coevolving together

David Alexander

 The magician activity of WebMind centers around the dynamical behavior of the network of pattern links

 Heylighen's and Bollen's ideas on global-Web-mind-oriented technology development are relatively simple, modelled on neural network theory; whereas I favor a more radical and complex approach based on my work in theoretical cognitive science (as in the WebMind model described above)

 What is required in order to even approximately fulfill Teilhard's dream is, therefore, for humans to becomepartof the global brain, the intelligent Web

 In the psynet model, on the other hand mind is made of magicians -- autonomous, subjective agents with a variety of powers, including the power to transform one another

 Thus we see that the Internet provides an immediate solution to what has always been the most serious problem of the discipline of artificial intelligence: the problem of computing power, or as it is called, the problem ofscale

 Valentin Turchin, for one, was deeply annoyed

Valentin Turchin

 In the process we are making vaguely constructed percepts or concepts more definite, more crisp, more concrete -- more real

Clearly, whatever the cognitive status of the internal processes of the neuron, no single computer that exists today can come anywhere near to emulating the computational power of the human brain

logic

 On the other hand, a standard "formal neural network" model of the neuron as a logic gate, or simple nonlinear recursion, is far less intensive

Gottfried Mayer-Kress

More positive than Turchin or Russell, though less so than Stock, the physicist Gottfried Mayer-Kress expressed the view that, perhaps, the global brain itself might represent thesolutionto the problems of individual human consciousness, rather than merely transplanting these problems onto a different level:Peter Russell writes:gt;The interesting question for me is not whether a global brain is developing

 The global Web mind in itself, on the other hand, is far less speculative -- it is well within reach of current technology to engineer a global Web mind; and the time is not far off when such a thing may emerge spontaneously, in spite of our collective lack of effort to bring it about

 Another example, on a more abstract level, is the role of psychological hierarchy inpersonalitystructure and dynamics

 The key point is that, in the psynet view, all the apparently "solid" structures of mind - - memory and perceptual systems, and so forth - - are actually probabilistic attractors of magician dynamics

 What starts out with clever search engines and webservers, may end up with something truly cosmic and amazing -- a new phase in the evolution of life and intelligence

 And inThe Structure of IntelligenceI have hypothesized that that the heterarchical network improves and maintains its associativity by moving the positions of processes and clusters of processes, to see if the new positions give better associativity than the old

 But when the global Web brain advances to Phase Two, and humans are incorporated into the globally distributed intelligence matrix -- then, at this point, Kreisberg's statement will be better justified, and one will have a digital system somewhat vaguely resembling a Teilhardian "mind sphere

 Assigning computer and communications technology only a minor role, Russell argued that human society was reaching a critical threshold of size and complexity, beyond which it would enter the realm of true intelligence, and human consciousness would give rise to a higher level of collective consciousness

 In this second phase, Moravec's vision will become fulfilled, but with two twists: we will be incorporating ourselves into an "alien" intelligence of our own creation; and we will be partially synthesizing ourselves with other humans, rather than merely downloading our individual human selves into a digital world

 In fact, Jung suggested that all other archetypes could be built up out of the particular archetypal forms corresponding to small integers

 Or, to place the emphasis on structure rather than dynamics, it is a dual network whose component processes are magicians

 In particular, two kinds of dual network dynamics may be distinguished: evolutionary and autopoietic

 The general-purpose search engines of the WWW phase will evolve into more specialized and intelligent individualized Web exploration agents -- "infobots" or "knowbots

"The first key point that Kreisberg glosses over is that Teilhard did not foresee that man wouldcreatea super-intelligent mind-sphere; he foresaw that man wouldbecomeone

The Structure of Web IntelligenceThe notion of emergent Web intelligence is beyond the reach of traditional computer science, not to mention traditional psychology, neurobiology, or philosophy of mind

 The image of my site according to the Julie Delpy Fandom HQ site, or the Julie Delpy Page site, etc

Julie Delpy

The third phase, which I call the Active Web phase, is still in a relatively early stage of development, drive mainly by the dissemination and development of the particular programming language Java

 In fact, the most literal reading of the economic figures tells you that computers have had abadinfluence on productivity

 Gregory Stock, for instance, took issue with Russell's generally negative judgement ofthe psychology of the average modern human

 The hierarchical structure, on the other hand, is a structure of patterns emergent from patterns emergent from patterns

 The psynet model is a model of thestructure of intelligence-- a structure which mediates but does not constitute an intelligent system's flow of experience

The psynet model begins with a newmetaphorfor the mind -- a metaphor, I suggest, which is particularly appropriate to a distributed, heterogeneous, chaotically fluctuating system like the Web

 In the brain , mind magicians are implemented as neural modules -- densely interconnected webs of neurons

 Activation spreads through the links of the network, creating loops of attentional focus as in neural network models

 The new pages inserted into the site by humans, or the queries inserted into the site by humans, represent an implicit model of B according to A

 It will bring together two strands in computer science that have hitherto been mostly separate: artificial intelligence and networking

business

interaction

 Anthropologist Marvin Harris, in his bookWhy Nothing Works,coined the word "dis-service" to refer to the manifold inconveniences caused to modern Americans by computerized inventorying and billing systems, and other technological and organizational developments that divorce business transaction from genuine human interaction

Marvin Harris

" Then the question is not whether it is sane with respect to some outside culture, but whether it is sane WITH RESPECT TO ITSELF (a trickier thing to judge, no doubt)

sane

 My global Web brain and Russell's global societal mind are two different flavors of the same basic concept

 Psychologically speaking, the hierarchical network may be identified with command-structured perception/control, and the heterarchical network may be identified with associatively structured memory

phase

Teilhard prophesied that our current phase of being, in which individual humans live independent lives, would eventually be replaced with something else -- something more collective and more spiritual; something focused on information and consciousness rather than material being

Instead of building a supercomputer that is guaranteed to be obsolete by the time it is constructed, it makes more sense to utilize an architecture which allows the continuous incorporation of technology improvements

 In the first case, one has small AI agents that harness the power of a single computer or local-area network

 The subtler aspect of the dynamics of a WebMind, however, is the creation of links themselves

The psynet model achieves its abstractness by assuming that mind is mathematical

 The Web provides a whole new way of thinking about Jung's concept of thecollective unconscious --a realm of abstract mental forms, living outside space and time, accessible to all human beings, and guiding our thoughts and feelings

 If a society becomes an organism, chances are that individual power and freedom are diminished: to exist as such an organism must limit the degrees of freedom of its components

 So, as the global Web mind surveys this information and recognizes subtle patterns in it, it will bedetermining the abstract structure of human knowledge-- i

 But, observing that we humans ourselves are riddled with neurosis and interpersonal conflict, he wonders whether the collective intelligence that we give rise to is going to be any better off

 The psynet model, on its own, rarely gives enough information to solve a particular problem regarding a particular intelligent system

Francis Heylighen

One of Turchin's most active contemporary followers is Francis Heylighen, of the Free University of Brussels

Turchin

Regarding evolutionary dynamics, inThe Evolving MindI have hypothesized that the brain's hierarchical network evolves new programs bygenetic programming, i

In the end, perhaps the most striking aspect of Teilhard's thought is the way it conjoins spirituality with information and communication

 The answer I have arrived at is a comprehensive mathematical and philosophical system that I call thepsynet model(psyfor "mind";netfor "network")

Russell's book was my introduction to the global brain, but in fact, the concept of a global superorganism has been presented independently by a number of thinkers of different nationalities, over the past few decades

The Active Web is a community of programs, texts, images, sounds and intelligent agents, interacting and serving their own ends

"Certainly, at any rate, we can see how large subnetworks of the Web might develop self-systems, just as clearly as individual Websites

html)Teilhard imagined a stage of evolution characterized by a complex membrane of information enveloping the globe and fueled by human consciousness

 For many applications, people will be able to run small software "applets" from WWW pages, instead of running large, multipurpose programs based in their own computers' memories

 Heylighen believes that the Web will be the instrument that brings about the meta-system transition, leading from humanity to the meta-human superorganism

The biggest potential hang-up, in my view, is the possibility that forces in human society may intervene to prevent the software engineering of the Web mind from be done in an intelligent way

A WebMind system, constructed as I have proposed here or in some other way, would be an independent intelligent entity on its own, interacting with humans, but fundamentally separate from them

 This is true even for the global Web mind as an independent entity; and it will be far more true far more true if, as human beings integrate more and more with the Web, the global Web brain synergizes with humanity to form a global digital/societal mind

 But when it is here, will it necessarily be a boon to humanity? Or will it, indeed, be a fungus, a parasite on man, sucking the life-blood from human-created technology for its own purposes?Heylighen himself appears to have taken the parody in good cheer But not all global brain advocates have been so charitable

 An attractor is simply a characteristic behavior of a system -- a pattern of behavior that seems to pop up again and again, in a huge variety of situations

 It proves that it is at least possible to construct a Web system displaying true intelligence, according to the criteria of the psynet model of mind (which is the only trulygeneraltheory of mind that we have)

psynet

 Cells that make up single-celled organisms, on the other hand, are far more individualistic: they have more freedom than the systems of which they are parts

And then one might ask,what has been the computer's total contribution to culture and the quality of life?Most of us who use computers regularly will probably answer "Huge! Computers have improved our lives tremendously!" After all, how dull life would be without e-mail; how tedious writing was before word processors; how niceDoomandSimCityandFlight Simulatorare on a rainy day; how useful isExcelfor the small businessperson,Mathematicafor the scientist,etc

This type of system, because it is constructed on the basis of a comprehensive model of mind, contains versions of every important psychological phenomenon

 Category structure, however, is only the simplest kind of emergent Web pattern; and the structure of a WebMind will go far beyond what a system like Yahoo can recognize

 Activation must spread from magicians within one MindSite to magicians within another; and magicians must be able to actively, efficiently search for links at other sites, as well as at their own

 As more and more of our leisure and work activities are carried out via the Internet, more and more of our patterns of behavior become part of the potential memory of the global Web mind

 This is a strikingly computer-esque idea: it is a "digital" view of the world, in the strictest sense

 But will this growing global brain turn out to be sane or insane? If civilization continues with its current self- centred, materialistic worldview it will almost certainly bring its own destruction

 And so, in this view, Russell's idea that the global brain might inherit the problems caused by human "self-centredness" is self-contradictory

unconscious

The global Web mind will, I suggest, fulfill Jung's philosophy in a striking and unexpected way: it will be a digital collective unconscious for the human race

Jung

Russell ties the global brain in with new-age, consciousness-raising practices

On the other hand, Hans Moravec and others have envisioned that humans will eventually "download" themselves into computers, and lead bodiless digital lives

 One of these is a circuit joining perceptual and memory processes, called the Perceptual- Cognitive Loop

 Magician systems can have complex, intricate attractors, like any other dynamical systems -- attractors as subtle and intricate as the Mandelbrot set, but existing in such high-dimensional spaces that visualization is impossible

Mandelbrot

 how WebMind might be implemented at a particular site in such a way as to enable communication with WebMinds at other sites

site

structured

dynamics

 The global Web mind is what happens when the diverse population of programs and agents making up the Active Web locks into an overall, self-organizing pattern -- into a structured strange attractor, displaying emergent memory and thought-oriented structures and dynamics not directly programmed into any of its parts

abstract

 Teilhard spoke of progres, of evolution, of an inexorable, natural movement from simple material forms toward more and more sophisticated, abstract forms -- from the mundane toward the spiritual

These different "clusters" of images of my site, as detected by my own site's MindSite program, would be the different "subselves" of my site, corresponding to the different ways that the site presents itself to the Web in general

 It even suggests particular types of software programs that, if implemented throughout the Web, would greatly accelerate the evolution of the global Web mind

programs

 Each Web page, equipped with Java code or something similar, is potentially a "neuron" in a world-wide brain

The dual network, with its linked hierarchical and heterarchical structures, fits in very naturally here

dual

 As in the human mind, randomness and creativity conspire to create rigid structures: consciousness creates subjective reality!If the Web as a whole were to adopt the WebMind system as a kind of "global Web operating system," it would become vastly more intelligent

 More on Mayer-Kress's vision of a global brain may be found, along with his work on complexity science, athttp://www

Mayer-Kress

 So I don't think discussions as to whether the global social superorganism will develop a self akin to ours are that relevant

superorganism

While this kind of detailed work is important and interesting, however, my main focus over the last decade has been on using complex systems science to arrive at a goodgeneral understandingof the nature of mind

 And it is structuredheterarchically:different structures connect to those other structures which arerelatedto them by a sufficient number of pattern/processes

structures

 Furthermore, the Web as a whole must be structured in a simultaneously hierarchical and heterarchical way

heterarchical

And this focussed consciousness is important for, among other things, the emergence of the mental structure calledself

 And in the case of human societies - the components are us! Only one type of autopoietic system should be allowed to emerge as a result of social interactions: the one that enlarges individual power and freedom - for all the individuals

 Both the global societal mind and the global Web mind are specific manifestations of the general concept of a "global brain" -- an emergent, distributed worldwide intelligence

 Forms and processes can berealizedby physical systems, such as brains or computers, but that doesn't make these brains or computersminds

One can view each magician within a WebMind as possessing a certain amount of "activation," as in a neural network

magician

 Years later, however, when the idea of a global Web mind occurred to me, I naturally remembered Russell's concept, and I wondered whether the two ideas were related

insane

 This is a fascinating question, which gives rise to fascinating questions such as "Will the global brain be sane or insane?", and which ultimately leads on to thespiritualimplications of global intelligence

hierarchical

 A simple kind of hierarchical WebMind structure would be a self-organizing version, hierarchical category structure similar to that found in a tree index like Yahoo: on the lowest level, magicians correspond to Web pages; on higher levels, nodes correspond to more and more abstract categories of Web pages

magicians

 Extrapolating these trend lines, Kurzweil infers that a technological singularly is due around the year 2045

, and Great Britain Treasury (2006)The economics of climate change: Stern review on the economics of climate change(England: HM Treasury)

Stern

Does anything interesting follow from this observation? Well, it is connected to a number of issues that do matter a great deal to work on the future of humanity  issues like observation selection theory and the Fermi paradox; cmp

 2 (2009): 41-78][pdf]AbstractThe future of humanity is often viewed as a topic for idle speculation

60The idea of a technological singularity tied specifically to artificial intelligence was perhaps first clearly articulated by the statistician I

 By contrast to extinction scenarios, however, there is a possibility that a civilization that has attained a posthuman condition will later revert to a human condition

 Drexler is even more concerned about the potential misuse of tools based on advanced nanotechnology to control and oppress populations than he is about the possibility that nanotechnology weapons systems would be used to directly cause human extinction; (Drexler 2007), p

 It appears, however, that the physical laws of our universe permit forms of organization that would qualify as a posthuman condition (to be discussed further in the next section)

 If there is any chance that a cycle will either break through to the posthuman level or plummet into extinction, then there is for each period a chance that the oscillation will end

 Another way in which the conjecture could be false is if some important capability can only be achieved through some possible technology which, while it could have been developed, will not in fact ever be developed even though scientific and technological development efforts continue

 However, in order to see that uploading would have wide-ranging practical ramifications, it is not necessary to assume that uploads would have qualia or subjective conscious experiences

 The more recent report by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which represents the most authoritative assessment of current scientific opinion, attempts to estimate the increase in global mean temperature that would be expected by the end of this century under the assumption that no efforts at mitigation are made

68 It covers a vast range of ancillary topics related to radical future technological prospects, but its central theme is an attempt to demonstrate the law of accelerating returns, which manifests itself as exponential technological progress

 Institutional innovations such as prediction markets might improve the capability of human groups to forecast future developments, and other technological or institutional developments might lead to new ways for humans to organize more effectively

(Smil 2006), p

 The relevance of uploading to the present argument does not depend on the answers to these questions

 One way to foresee possible future technologies is through what Eric Drexler has termed theoretical applied science

lines

53 Along similar lines, Jaron Lanier has argued that software development has run into a kind of complexity barrier

Jaron Lanier

 We postpone discussion of transformation scenarios to a later section, and we shall not here discuss the possible existence of fundamental physical limitations to the survival of intelligent life in the universe

Carson

 The credit for having handed the environmental movement its initial impetus is often given to Rachel Carson, whose bookSilent Spring(1962) sounded the alarm on pesticides and synthetic chemicals that were being released into the environment with allegedly devastating effects on wildlife and human health

Rachel Carson

 There are many possible global catastrophes that would cause immense worldwide damage, maybe even the collapse of modern civilization, yet fall short of terminating the human species

 This section focuses on the direct form of extinction (annihilation) occurring within any very long, but not astronomically long, time horizon  we could say one hundred thousand years for specificity

 One conceptual possibility is that development beyond this level is impossible because of limitation imposed by fundamental natural laws

 If the world economy continues to grow at the same pace as in the last half century, then by 2050 the world will be seven times richer than it is today

 It might be easiest to assess the prospect for an intelligence explosion if we focus on the possibility of quantitative rather than qualitative improvements in intelligence

36It seems safe to say that (absent a radical overhaul of our best current scientific models of the Earths climate system) whatever negative economic effects global warming will have, they will be completely swamped by other factors that will influence economic growth rates in this century

 And in order to have an explanation for why humanitys technological development should level off before a posthuman condition is reached, it is not sufficient to show thatsometechnologies run into insuperable complexity barriers

 For more on technology and uncertainty, see (Bostrom 2007b)

,10 Theoretical applied science will not in every instance deliver a definitive and uncontroversial yes-or-no answer to questions about the feasibility of some imaginable technology, but it is arguably the best method we have for answering such questions

 The future of humanity need not be a topic on which all assumptions are entirely arbitrary and anything goes

 Since the design of machines is one of these intellectual activities, an ultraintelligent machine could design even better machines; there would then unquestionably be an intelligence explosion, and the intelligence of man would be left far behind

 While we may not be able to foresee all possible technologies, we can foresee many possible technologies, including some that that are currently infeasible; and we can show that these anticipated possible technologies would provide a large range of new important basic capabilities

 In the actual world, the cyclical view is false because the world had a beginning a finite time ago

 Even theStern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, a report prepared for the British Government which has been criticized by some as overly pessimistic, estimates that under the assumption of business-as-usual with regard to emissions, global warming will reduce welfare by an amount equivalent to a permanent reduction in per capita consumption of between 5 and 20%

70Third, if technological progress is exponential, then the current rate of technological progress must be vastly greater than it was in the remote past

 Less fundamental questions  for instance, about methodologies or specific technology projections  are also relevant insofar as they inform our views about more fundamental parameters

 Strong local directionality is thus compatible with the view that, globally, history moves in circles and never really gets anywhere

scanning

 This would involve the following steps: First, create a sufficiently detailed scan of a particular human brain, perhaps by feeding vitrified brain tissue into an array of powerful microscopes for automatic slicing and scanning

 (A human upload could have an indefinitely long lifespan as it would not be subject to biological senescence, and periodic backup copies could be created for additional security

 When I suggest that qualitative changes might occur, I am not referring to a strict mathematical concept like Turing computability, but to a looser idea of an improvement in intelligence that is not aptly characterized as a mere speed-up

 Other aspects of society and our individual lives are also influenced by technology in many direct and indirect ways, including governance, entertainment, human relationships, and our views on morality, mind, matter, and our own human nature

 Language is a technology in this sense, along with tractors, machine guns, sorting algorithms, double-entry bookkeeping, and Roberts Rules of Order

 A recurrent collapse scenario consequently requires a carefully calibrated homeostatic mechanism that keeps the level of civilization confined within a relatively narrow interval, as illustrated in figure 1

 Alternatively, one might accept the conjecture but believe that its antecedent is false, i

 It would be false if there is some possible basic capability that could be obtained through some technology which, while possible in the sense of being consistent with physical laws and material constraints, is so difficult to develop that it would remain beyond reach even after an indefinitely prolonged development effort
 If uploading is technologically feasible, therefore, a singularity scenario involving an intelligence explosion and very rapid change seems realistic based only on the possibility of quantitative growth in machine intelligence

Homo habilis

 Homo habilis  our first human-like ancestors  evolved some 2 million years ago; Homo sapiens 100,000 years ago

Figure 4:The scenarios presented in previous figures are here represented with a time axis that is slightly closer to linear and a y-axis that slightly better reveals how narrow a band the human condition is among all the possible levels of organismic and technological development

 Suppose that a global societal collapse were to occur

security

 Climate change, national and international security, economic development, nuclear waste disposal, biodiversity, natural resource conservation, population policy, and scientific and technological research funding are examples of policy areas that involve long time-horizons

 Even short of this, if there is some basis for assigning different probabilities (in the sense of credences, degrees of belief) to different propositions about logically possible future events, or some basis for criticizing some such probability distributions as less rationally defensible or reasonable than others, then again there is a degree of predictability

 At some point, Tainter argues, the marginal returns on these investments in social complexity become unfavorable, and societies that do not manage to scale back when their organizational overheads become too large eventually face collapse

 Nevertheless,under the assumption that technological development continues on a broad front, one might expect thatin the long run, most of the important basic capabilities that could be obtained through some possible technology, will in fact be obtained through technology

 From the beginning of the Cambrian period (some 542 million years ago), important developments began happening at a faster pace, but still enormously slowly by human standards

41 The static view would also imply a radical break with several long-established trends

 To argue that stasis and plateau are relatively unlikely scenarios is not inconsistent with maintaining thatsome aspectsof the human condition will remain unchanged

Molecular nanotechnology (aka molecular manufacturing, or machine-phase nanotechnology) is one area where a considerable amount of theoretically applied science has been done, although this has not yet resulted in a consensus about the feasibility of this anticipated technology; see e

5Technology, growth, and directionalityMost differences between our lives and the lives of our hunter-gatherer forebears are ultimately tied to technology, especially if we understand technology in its broadest sense, to include not only gadgets and machines but also techniques, processes, and institutions

 For under the assumption that the Technological Completion Conjecture and its antecedent are true, the capabilities that will eventually be include all the ones that could be obtained through some possible technology

 Only if intelligence growth could exceed the growth in difficulty level for each subsequent improvement could there be a singularity

 Another potential explanation is that while theoretically possible, a posthuman condition is just too difficult to attain for humanity ever to be able to get there

How much worse would an existential risk be than an event that merely killed 99% of all humans but allowed for eventual recovery? The answer requires a theory of value

 Conversely, with sufficiently advanced scanning technology and enough computing power, it might be possible to brute-force an upload even with fairly limited understanding of how the brain works  perhaps a level of understanding representing merely an incremental advance over the current state of the art

 Rather, it would have to be shown thatalltechnologies that would enable a posthuman condition (biotechnology, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, etc

 Joys article focus on the risks from genetics, nanotechnology, and robotics (artificial intelligence); (Joy 2000)

 Since at this point we are not so concerned with timescales, it does not appear that technological difficulty of this kind would make any of the trajectories in figure 2 a plausible scenario for the future of humanity

Ehrlich

 Paul Ehrlichs bookPopulation Bomb, and the Club of Rome reportLimits to Growth, which sold 30 million copies, predicted economic collapse and mass starvation by the eighties or nineties as the results of population growth and resource depletion

Paul Ehrlich

 In this paper, the term is used to refer to a condition which has at least one of the following characteristics:Population greater than 1 trillion personsLife expectancy greater than 500 yearsLarge fraction of the population has cognitive capacities more than two standard deviations above the current human maximumNear-complete control over the sensory input, for the majority of people for most of the timeHuman psychological suffering becoming rare occurrenceAny change of magnitude or profundity comparable to that of one of the aboveThis definitions vagueness and arbitrariness may perhaps be excused on grounds that the rest of this paper is at least equally schematic

38 In their attempts to solve this supply problem, societies may grow in complexity  for example, in the form of bureaucracy, infrastructure, social class distinction, military operations, and colonies

 The fate of such a possible future substitute species, however, would not strictly be part of the future ofhumanity

antecedent

 But if one accepts both the conjecture and its antecedent, what are the implications? What will be the results if, in the long run, all of the important basic capabilities that could be obtained through some possible technology are in fact obtained? The answer may depend on the order in which technologies are developed, the social, legal, and cultural frameworks within which they are deployed, the choices of individuals and institutions, and other factors, including chance events

39 He also suggests four new factors that may contribute to the collapse of present and future societies: human-caused climate change, but also build-up of toxic chemicals in the environment, energy shortages, and the full utilization of the Earths photosynthetic capacity

14Either way, we could characterize the situation as one of eternal recurrence  the extreme case of a cyclical history

 Diamond argues that many past cases of societal collapse have involved environmental factors such as deforestation and habitat destruction, soil problems, water management problems, overhunting and overfishing, the effects of introduced species, human population growth, and increased per-capita impact of people

51Physical impossibility, therefore, is not a plausible explanation for why we should end up on either of the trajectories depicted in figure 2

 While our knowledge is insufficient to narrow down the space of possibilities to one broadly outlined future for humanity, we do know of many relevant arguments and considerations which in combination impose significant constraints on what a plausible view of the future could look like

 The period of rapid intelligence growth would also have to last long enough to usher in a posthuman era before running out of steam

 What happens next? If the collapse is of such a nature that a new advanced global civilization canneverbe rebuilt, the outcome would qualify as an existential disaster

directionality

 Within a period, there is clear directionality; yet each flood of growth is followed by an ebb of decay, returning things to where they stood at the beginning of the cycle

 Technological change is in large part responsible for many of the secular trends in such basic parameters of the human condition as the size of the world population, life expectancy, education levels, material standards of living, and the nature of work, communication, health care, war, and the effects of human activities on the natural environment

 These factors determining the uses and impacts of potential basic capabilities are often hard to predict

 For example, a global tyranny, if it could never be overthrown and if it were sufficiently horrible, would constitute an existential disaster even if the human species continued to exist

 One of them depicts slow gradual growth that in the fullness of time rises into the posthuman level and beyond

Some scenarios in which the human species goes extinct may not be existential disasters  for example, if by the time of the disappearance of Homo sapiens we have developed new forms of intelligent life that continues and expands on what we valued in old biological humanity

 A discussion about the future of humanity is about how the important fundamental features of the human condition may change or remain constant in the long run

 For a visual analogy, picture a box with large but finite volume, representing the space of basic capabilities that could be obtained through some possible technology

 An existential catastrophe is therefore qualitatively distinct from a mere collapse of global civilization, although in terms of our moral and prudential attitudes perhaps we should simply view both as unimaginably bad outcomes

 To assess the singularity hypothesis one must consider more carefully what kinds of intelligence-increasing interventions might be feasible and how closely stacked these interventions are in terms of their difficulty

 Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are accumulating in the atmosphere, where they are expected to cause a warming of Earths climate and a concomitant rise in sea water levels

27 Considering that many of the existential risks that now seem to be among the most significant were conceptualized only in recent decades, it seems likely that further ones still remain to be discovered

33 Estimated sea level rise predicted by these two most extreme scenarios among the six considered is 18 to 38 cm, and 26 to 59 cm, respectively

 In order to produce the trajectories in figure 2, however, the explanation would have to be modified to allow for stagnation and plateauing rather than collapse

 In that case, the long-term future of humanity is easy to describe: extinction

conjecture

 The conjecture expresses the idea that which important basic capabilities are eventually attained does not depend on the paths taken by scientific and technological research in the short term

) Skeptics of the singularity hypothesis can object that whileceteris paribusgreater intelligence would lead to faster technological progress, there is an additional factor at play which may slow things down, namely that the easiest improvements will be made first, and that after the low-hanging fruits have all been picked, each subsequent improvement will be more difficult and require a greater amount of intellectual capability and labor to achieve

 Such improvements would make it possible to create faster-thinking uploads, running perhaps at speeds thousands or millions times that of an organic brain

 Our species has survived volcanic eruptions, meteoric impacts, and other natural hazards for tens of thousands of years

49 Machine intelligence, to be discussed further in the next section, is another potential revolutionary technology

 nuclear holocaust or catastrophic changes in the global environment) or the trend towards globalization and increased interdependence of different parts of the world create a vulnerability to human civilization as a whole

 We must ask what could cause technological development to level off at that stage

 The size of the human population, which was about 5 million when we were living as hunter-gatherers 10,000 years ago, had grown to about 200 million by the year 1; it reached one billion in 1835 AD; and today over 6

ago

A recent popular article by Bill Joy has also done much to disseminate concern about extinction risks

 The view is also consistent with denying any strong version of inevitability of the particular growth pattern observed in human history

 In determining the prerequisites for uploading, a tradeoff exists between the power of the scanning and simulation technology, on the one hand, and the degree of neuroscience insight on the other

existed

 More fundamentally, the reason why the cyclical view is false is that the universe itself has existed for only a finite amount of time

 One interesting pathway to greater intelligence illustrating such quantitative growth  and one that Vinge did not discuss  is uploading

impacts

 The scale of human social organization has also grown, creating new opportunities for coordination and action, and there are many institutions and individuals who eitherdoconsider, orclaimto consider, oroughtto consider, possible long-term global impacts of their actions

 Over the course of human history, the doubling time of the world economy has been drastically reduced on several occasions, such as in the agricultural transition and the Industrial Revolution

 This takes us to the second family of scenarios: recurrent collapse

 In the second phase, lasting roughly from the beginning of the eighteenth century until the second half of the twentieth, worldly expectations in the industrialized world changed to incorporate the belief that the hitherto untamable forces of nature could be controlled through the appliance of science and rationality, and the future became a great beckoning prospect

 For example, if the explanation postulated that powerful new mind-control technologies would be deployed globally to change peoples motivation, or that an intensive global surveillance system would be put in place and used to manipulate the direction of human development along a predetermined path, one would have to wonder whether these interventions, or their knock-on effects on society, culture, and politics, would not themselves alter the human condition in sufficiently fundamental ways that the resulting condition would qualify as posthuman

 A terrible pandemic with high virulence and 100% mortality rate among infected individuals might be another example: if some groups of humans could successfully quarantine themselves before being exposed, human extinction could be avoided even if, say, 95% or more of the worlds population succumbed

 In 1958, Stanislaw Ulam, a Polish-born American mathematician, referring to a meeting with John von Neumann, wrote:One conversation centered on the ever accelerating progress of technology and changes in the mode of human life, which gives the appearance of approaching some essential singularity in the history of the race beyond which human affairs, as we know them, could not continue

Stanislaw Ulam

8 One might find the thrust of this underlying idea plausible without being persuaded that the Technological Completion Conjecture is strictly true, and in that case, one may explore what exceptions there might be

58 This is because the relevant concept for the present discussion is that of a level of technological or economic development that would involve a radical change in the human condition, whether the change was wrought by biological enhancement or other causes

30 One way that civilization collapse could be a significant feature in the larger picture for humanity, however, is if it formed part of a repeating pattern

 The new civilization might avoid collapse; and in the following two sections we will examine what could happen to such a sustainable global civilization

Posner

21 Richard Posner, an eminent American legal scholar, offers no numerical estimate but rates the risk of extinction significant inCatastrophe

Richard Posner

 For a definition of this thesis, and an argument against it, see (Bostrom 2006)

 By contrast, human civilization is introducing many novel phenomena into the world, ranging from nuclear weapons to designer pathogens to high-energy particle colliders

 The universe may not be a finite state system, but any finite part of the universe may permit of only finitely many different configurations, or finitely many perceptibly different configurations, allowing a kind of recurrence argument

 If scientific and technological development efforts do not effectively cease, then all important basic capabilities that could be obtained through some possible technology will be obtained

34 While this prognosis might well justify a range of mitigation policies, it is important to maintain a sense of perspective when we are considering the issue from a future of humanity point of view

71The longer termThe four families of scenarios we have considered  extinction, recurrent collapse, plateau, and posthumanity  could be modulated by varying the timescale over which they are hypothesized to occur

 (2007) "Millennial Tendencies in Responses to Apocalyptic Threats", in Nick Bostrom and Milan Cirkovic (eds

uploads

 These further changes may include qualitative improvements in the intelligence of uploads, other machine intelligences, and remaining biological human beings

 Theoretical applied science  both in its more rigorous and its more speculative applications  is therefore an important methodological tool for thinking about the future of technology and, a fortiori, one key determinant of the future of humanity

Note that the expected arrival time of the singularity has receded at a rate of roughly one year per year

 Provided the challenge can be divided into a sequence of individually feasible steps, it would seem that humanity could eventually solve the challenge given enough time

 The view is also consistent with technological development itself being dependent on socio-cultural, economic, or personalistic enabling factors

65 The harder-to-evaluate prospect of qualitative improvements adds some further credence to the singularity hypothesis

 In fact, the world economy has also been growing at a roughly exponential rate since the Industrial Revolution; but the doubling time is much longer, approximately 20 years

 The other depicts a period of extremely rapid growth in which humanity abruptly transitions into a posthuman condition

 All techno-hype aside, it is striking how recent many of the events are that define what we take to be the modern human condition

The antecedent of the conditional (if uploading is technologically feasible ) includes, of course, assumptions of a metaphysical nature, such as the assumption that a computer could in principle manifest the same level of intelligence as a biological human brain

explosion

 The mere existence of positive feedback, therefore, is not sufficient to establish that an intelligence explosion would occur once intelligence reaches some critical magnitude

 In that sense, it is hardly reasonable to think of the future of humanity as atopic: it is too big and too diverse to be addressed as a whole in a single essay, monograph, or even 100-volume book series

 The recurrent collapse scenario becomes increasingly unlikely the longer the timescale, for reasons that are apparent from figure 4

I use the term qualitative reproduction advisedly, in order to sidestep the philosophical questions of whether the original mind could be quantitatively the same mind as the upload, and whether the uploaded person could survive the procedure and continue to live as an upload

obtained

easy

 The principle allows that we might attain some capabilities sooner if, for example, we direct research funding one way rather than another; but it maintains that provided our general techno-scientific enterprise continues, even the non-prioritized capabilities will eventually be obtained, either through some indirect technological route, or when general advancements in instrumentation and understanding have made the originally neglected direct technological route so easy that even a tiny effort will succeed in developing the technology in question

period

 One might argue, however, that the current century, or the next few centuries, will be a critical phase for humanity, such that if we make it through this period then the life expectancy of human civilization could become extremely high

16From the time of the industrial revolution, perceptive individuals living in developed countries have noticed significant technological change within their lifetimes

50 The impacts of these and other technological developments on the character of human lives are difficult to predict, but that they will have such impacts seems a safe bet

 In the first phase, which comprises all of human prehistory and most of history, the worldly future was envisaged  with very few exceptions  as changeless in its material, technological, and economic conditions

 In order for technological difficulty to account for one of the trajectories in figure 2, the difficulty would have to be of a sort that is not reducible to a long sequence of individually feasible steps

(Bostrom and Ord 2006; Bostrom and Sandberg 2007)49

 First, how does enough unwillingness arise to overcome what at the present appears like an inexorable process of technological innovation and scientific research? Second, how does a decision to relinquish development get implemented globally in a way that leaves no country and no underground movement able to continue technological research? Third, how does the policy of relinquishment avoid being overturned, even on timescales extending over tens of thousands of years and beyond? Relinquishment would have to be global and permanent in order to account for a trajectory like one of those represented in figure 2

56 Fukuyama suggested that Western liberal democracy is the final form of human government, and that while it would take some time for this ideology to become completely universalized, secular free-market democracy will in the long term become more and more prevalent

 If enough computing hardware already exists or could rapidly be built, the upload population could undergo explosive growth: the replication time of an upload need be no longer than the time it takes to make a copy of a big piece of software, perhaps minutes or hours  a vast speed-up compared to biological human replication

(Bostrom 2002b; Yudkowsky 2007)28

 For example, whether and when Earth-originating life will go extinct, whether it will colonize the galaxy, whether human biology will be fundamentally transformed to make us posthuman, whether machine intelligence will surpass biological intelligence, whether population size will explode, and whether quality of life will radically improve or deteriorate: these are all important fundamental questions about the future of humanity

 Tainter notes that societies need to secure certain resources such as food, energy, and natural resources in order to sustain their populations

 Furthermore, one might believe that self-sustaining space colonies may have been established within such a timeframe, and that once a human or posthuman civilization becomes dispersed over multiple planets and solar systems, the risk of extinction declines

 For example, one might believe that superintelligence will be developed within a few centuries, and that, while the creation of superintelligence will pose grave risks, once that creation and its immediate aftermath have been survived, the new civilization would have vastly improved survival prospects since it would be guided by superintelligent foresight and planning

 (2007) "Artificial Intelligence as a Positive and Negative Factor in Global Risk", in Nick Bostrom and Milan Cirkovic (eds

 (1984)Normal accidents: living with high-risk technologies(New York: Basic Books)

pace

69 While machine intelligence features as a prominent factor in Kurzweils forecast, his singularity scenario differs from that of Vinge in being more gradual: not a virtually-overnight total transformation resulting from runaway self-improving artificial intelligence, but a steadily accelerating pace of general technological advancement

 (Bostrom 2003b; Moravec 1999; Drexler 1985; Kurzweil 2005)52

Robert Heilbroner

 Yet the data needed for such comparisons  detailed historical accounts, archeological excavations with carbon dating, and so forth  were unavailable until fairly recently, as Robert Heilbroner explains:At the very apex of the first stratified societies, dynastic dreams were dreamt and visions of triumph or ruin entertained; but there is no mention in the papyri and cuniform tablets on which these hopes and fears were recorded that they envisaged, in the slightest degree, changes in the material conditions of the great masses, or for that matter, of the ruling class itself

 One could imagine systems, institutions, or attitudes emerging which would have the effect of blocking further development, whether by design or as an unintended consequence

25 The greatest extinction risks (and existential risks more generally) arise from human activity

 It is preferable, therefore, to use a more neutral term, such as technological development, to denote the historical trend of accumulating technological capability

 It is therefore practically important to try to develop a realistic mode of futuristic thought about big picture questions for humanity

 Technological development for most of human history was so slow as to be indiscernible

 For reasons paralleling those suggested earlier for the idea that the annual risk of extinction will decline substantially after certain critical technologies have been developed and after self-sustaining space colonies have been created, one might maintain that the annual probability that a posthuman condition would revert to a human condition will likewise decline over time

 The mental life of human beings has been transformed by developments such as language, literacy, urbanization, division of labor, industrialization, science, communications, transport, and media technology

 Of course, a transformed continuant of the human species might itself eventually terminate, and perhaps there will be a point where all life comes to an end; so scenarios involving the first type of extinction may eventually converge into the second kind of scenario of complete annihilation

 The question of upload qualia would be important, though, in assessing the meaning and value of scenarios in which a significant percentage of the population of intelligent beings are machine-based

 A fourth difficulty emerges out of the three already mentioned: the explanation for how the aversion to technological advancement arises, how it gets universally implemented, and how it attains permanence, would have to avoid postulating causes that in themselves would usher in a posthuman condition

 Nevertheless, it does propose that a permanent plateau will be reached not radically far above the current level

 Even if humanity were to spend many millennia on such an oscillating trajectory, one might expect that eventually this phase would end, resulting in either the permanent destruction of humankind, or the rise of a stable sustainable global civilization, or the transformation of the human condition into a new posthuman condition

 The capability of recording, surveillance, biometrics, and data mining technologies will grow, making it increasingly feasible to keep track of where people go, whom they meet, what they do, and what goes on inside their bodies

 The reality is that predictability is a matter of degree, and different aspects of the future are predictable with varying degrees of reliability and precision

 If compress the time scale such that the Earth formed one year ago, then Homo sapiens evolved less than 12 minutes ago, agriculture began a little over one minute ago, the Industrial Revolution took place less than 2 seconds ago, the electronic computer was invented 0

democracy

 In his more recent bookOur Posthuman Future, he adds an important qualification to his earlier thesis, namely that direct technological modification of human nature could undermine the foundations of liberal democracy

 But compared to the recurrent collapse pattern, the plateau pattern might be thought to have a bit more staying power

stasis

 The reason is that the plateau pattern is consistent with a situation of complete stasis  such as might result, for example, from the rise of a very stable political system, propped up by greatly increased powers of surveillance and population control, and which for one reason or another opts to preserve its status quo

increased

 We turn now to the second of these possibilities, that the human condition will reach a kind of stasis, either immediately or after undergoing one of more cycles of collapse-regeneration

62Vinge considered several possible avenues to superintelligence, including AI in individual machines or computer networks, computer/human interfaces, and biological improvement of the natural human intellect

additional

 An important part of both Goods and Vinges reasoning is the idea of a strong positive feedback-loop as increases in intelligence lead to increased ability to make additional progress in intelligence-increasing technologies

29In addition to creating and mitigating risks, these powerful technological capabilities would also affect the human condition in many other ways

 In a cyclical view of history, for example, there can be long stretches of steady cumulative development of technology or other factors

 An all-out nuclear war between Russia and the United States might be an example of a global catastrophe that would be unlikely to result in extinction

 The human species has existed for a mere two hundred thousand years or so, and this is far from enough time for it to have experienced all possible conditions and permutations of which the system of humans and their environment is capable

 What might be somewhat more foreseeable is which important basic capabilities will eventually be attained

2Note that each of the elements Crow and Sarewitz mention as required for the preparation for the future relies in some way on accurate prediction

 Theoretical applied science might also study potential pathways to the technology that would enable the construction of the systems in questions, that is, how in principle one could solve the bootstrap problem of how to get from here to there

13 For many practical purposes, it may not matter much whether the current state of the world has already occurred an infinite number of times, or whether an infinite number of states have previously occurred each of which is merely imperceptibly different from the present state

 The most severe existential risks of this century derive from expected technological developments

 If all the pathways to a posthuman condition required technological capabilities that could be attained only by building enormously complex, error-intolerant systems of a kind which could not be created by trial-and-error or by assembling components that could be separately tested and debugged, then the technological difficulty argument would have legs to stand on

 Eric Drexler",Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists68 (1):55-58

32 In recent years, the spotlight of environmental concern has shifted to global climate change

 One might also believe that many of the possible revolutionary technologies (not only superintelligence) thatcanbe developedwillbe developed within the next several hundred years; and that if these technological revolutions are destined to cause existential disaster, they would already have done so by then

 One might hold, for example, that in a re-run of human history, the timing and location of the Industrial Revolution might have been very different, or that there might not have been any such revolution at all but rather, say, a slow and steady trickle of invention

Figure 3:A singularity scenario, and a more incremental ascent into a posthuman condition

 One problem with this hypothesis is that it is unclear that the development of the technologies requisite to reach a posthuman condition would necessarily require a significant increase in the complexity of social organization beyond its present level

 A non-existential disaster causing the breakdown of global civilization is, from the perspective of humanity as a whole, a potentially recoverable setback: a giant massacre for man, a small misstep for mankind

 Yet an explanation rooted in unwillingness for technological advancement would have to overcome several challenges

 Several possible lines of argument would support this view

 Modern Westerners who are accustomed to viewing history as directional pattern of development may not appreciate how natural the cyclical view of history once seemed

 It seems unlikely that any of these old risks should exterminate us in the near future

 Another part is to work to improve the accuracy of our beliefs about the future (including the accuracy of conditional predictions of the form if x is done, y will result)

 Supposing that some perceptive observer in the past had noticed some instance of directionality  be it a technological, cultural, or social trend  the question would have remained whether the detected directionality was a global feature or a mere local pattern

 Should another such transition should occur in this century, the world economy might be several orders of magnitudes larger by the end of the century

28Superintelligent machines may be the last invention that human beings ever need to make, since a superintelligence, by definition, would be far more effective than a human brain in practically all intellectual endeavors, including strategic thinking, scientific analysis, and technological creativity

 that scientific and technological development efforts will at some point effectively cease (before the enterprise is complete)

 Does that give us reason to think that they will never be developed? Not even in 50 years? 200 years? 10,000 years? Looking back, developments such as language, agriculture, and perhaps the Industrial Revolution may be said to have significantly changed the human condition

 A third possible explanation is that even if a posthuman condition is both theoretically possible and practically feasible, humanity might decide not to pursue technological development beyond a certain level

 Technological development has provided human history with a kind of directionality

 If eventually a sustainable civilization arises, we reach the kind of scenario that the following sections will discuss

11Heilbroner argued inVisions of the Futurefor the bold thesis that humanitys perceptions of the shape of things to come has gone through exactly three phases since the first appearance of Homo sapiens

Heilbroner

 Yet at the same time, the postulated cause for collapse could not be so powerful as to cause the extinction of the human species

trajectory

figure

 The other trajectory in figure 2 represents scenarios in which technological capability continues to grow significantly beyond the current level before leveling off below the level at which a fundamental alteration of the human condition would occur

 Scholars who believe that the threats to human survival are severe might be more likely to write books on the topic, making the threat of extinction seem greater than it really is

 However, it is hard to think of a plausible collapse which the human species survives but which nevertheless makes it permanently impossible to rebuild civilization

 Good, writing in 1965, expected it before 2000

 Alternatively, one might try to build an argument based on complexity barriers for social organization in general rather than for particular technologies  perhaps something akin to Tainters explanation of past cases of societal collapse, mentioned in the previous section

Tainter

 (2005)The singularity is near: when humans transcend biology(New York: Viking) This latter possibility can be referred to asthe singularity hypothesis

 An explanation for such a cycle could not rely on some contingent factor that would apply to only some advanced civilizations and not others, or to a factor that an advanced civilization would have a realistic chance of counteracting; for if such a factor were responsible, one would expect that the collapse-regeneration pattern would at some point be broken when the right circumstances finally enabled an advanced civilization to overcome the obstacles to sustainability

18 There are two different ways in which the human species could become extinct: one, by evolving or developing or transforming into one or more new species or life forms, sufficiently different from what came before so as no longer to count as Homo sapiens; the other, by simply dying out, without any meaningful replacement or continuation

Homo

 Moreover, there appears to be no fundamental obstacle to the development of technologies that would make it possible to build such forms of organization

 This trajectory avoids the implausibility of postulating that we have just now reached a permanent plateau of technological development

 A few hundred years or a few thousand years might already be ample time for the scenarios to have an opportunity to play themselves out

17 Given the technocentric perspective adopted here, and in light of our incomplete but substantial knowledge of human history and its place in the universe, how might we structure our expectations of things to come? The remainder of this paper will outline four families of scenarios for humanitys future:ExtinctionRecurrent collapsePlateauPosthumanityExtinctionUnless the human species lasts literally forever, it will some time cease to exist

67 Inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil has argued for the singularity hypothesis on somewhat different grounds

 The first thing to notice is that the longer the time scale we are considering, the less likely it is that technological civilization will remain within the zone we termed the human condition throughout

Perrow

 Charles Perrow argued inNormal Accidentsthat efforts to make complex systems safer often backfire because the added safety mechanisms bring with them additional complexity which creates additional opportunities for things to go wrong when parts and processes interact in unexpected ways

Charles Perrow

 (2000) "Long-term growth as a sequence of exponential modes",Working manuscript

 (Crow and Sarewitz 2001)3

 In recent years, there have been approximately three serious books and one major paper on this topic

topic

 Kurzweil plots progress in a variety of areas, including computing, communications, and biotechnology, and in each case finds a pattern similar to Moores law for microchips: performance grows as an exponential with a short doubling time (typically a couple of years)

 What features of the human condition are fundamental and important? On this there can be reasonable disagreement

 Yet while the methodological problems of such forecasting are certainly very significant, the extreme view that we can or should do away with prediction altogether is misguided

46 Drugs and other neurotechnologies could make it increasingly feasible for users to shape themselves into the kind of people they want to be by adjusting their personality, emotional character, mental energy, romantic attachments, and moral character

The future of humanity as an inescapable topicIn one sense, the future of humanity comprises everything that will ever happen to any human being, including what you will have for breakfast next Thursday and all the scientific discoveries that will be made next year

 It would imply that we have recently arrived at the final human condition even at a time when change is exceptionally rapid: What we do know, writes distinguished historian of technology Vaclav Smil, is that the past six generations have amounted to the most rapid and the most profound change our species has experienced in its 5,000 years of recorded history

 One could argue that to get an index of the overall pace of technological development, we should look not at a hand-picked portfolio of hot technologies; but instead at economic growth, which implicitly incorporates all productivity-enhancing technological innovations, weighted by their economic significance

permanent

PlateauFigure 2 depicts two possible trajectories, one representing an increase followed by a permanent plateau, the other representing stasis at (or close to) the current status quo

followed

trajectories

43Figure 2:Two trajectories: increase followed by plateau; or stasis at close to the current level

estimate

factors

 The final estimate is fraught with uncertainty because of uncertainty about what the default rate of emissions of greenhouse gases will be over the century, uncertainty about the climate sensitivity parameter, and uncertainty about other factors

climate

52 For example, increasing the number of security personnel on a site can increase the insider threat, the risk that at least one person on the inside can be recruited by would-be attackers

 The history of the universe has its own directionality: an ineluctable increase in entropy

 Traditionally, the future of humanity has been a topic for theology

57 But be that as it may, the thesis that liberal democracy (or any other political structure) is the final form of government is consistent with the thesis that the general condition for intelligent Earth-originating life will not remain ahumancondition for the indefinite future

predictability

Sarewitz

Crow

Daniel Sarewitz

 That view is expressed, to take one example, in a recent paper on the societal implications of nanotechnology by Michael Crow and Daniel Sarewitz, in which they argue that the issue of predictability is irrelevant:preparation for the future obviously does not require accurate prediction; rather, it requires a foundation of knowledge upon which to base action, a capacity to learn from experience, close attention to what is going on in the present, and healthy and resilient institutions that can effectively respond or adapt to change in a timely manner

Michael Crow

7 This view of the important role of technology is consistent with large variations and fluctuations in deployment of technology in different times and parts of the world

hypothesis

59 Proponents of the singularity hypothesis usually believe not only that a period of extremely rapid technological development will usher in posthumanity suddenly, but also that this transition will take place soon  within a few decades

 Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that there seems to be a consensus among those researchers who have seriously looked into the matter that there is a serious risk that humanitys journey will come to a premature end

 Another reason for assigning a low probability to the static view is that we can foresee various specific technological advances that will give humans important new capacities

 Current-day pessimists about the future often focus on the environmental problems facing the growing world population, worrying that our wasteful and polluting ways are unsustainable and potentially ruinous to human civilization

 When technological development was that slow, it could only have been detected by comparing how levels of technological capability differed over large spans of time

significant

 Because of our expanded technological powers, some human activities now have significant global impacts

 Note how the scenarios that postulate that the human condition will continue to hold indefinitely begin to look increasingly peculiar as we adjust the scales to reveal more of the larger picture

61Mathematician and science fiction writer Vernor Vinge elaborated on this idea in his 1993-essayThe Coming Technological Singularity, adjusting the timing of Goods prediction:Within thirty years, we will have the technological means to create superhuman intelligence

 The plateau scenarios are similar to the recurrent collapse scenario in that the level of civilization is hypothesized to remain confined within a narrow range; and the longer the timeframe considered, the smaller the probability that the level of technological development will remain within this range

 The scenario postulates that technological civilization will oscillate continuously within a relatively narrow band of development

 First, we may have a merely local collapse: individual societies can collapse, but this is unlikely to have a determining effect on the future of humanity if other advanced societies survive and take up where the failed societies left off

rapid

Smil

 Vaclav Smil  the historian of technology who, as we saw, has argued that the past six generations have seen the most rapid and profound change in recorded history  maintains that the 1880s was the most innovative decade of human history

Vaclav Smil

66 Uploading would almost certainly produce a condition that would qualify as posthuman in this papers terminology, for example on grounds of population size, control of sensory input, and life expectancy

existential

 As I introduced the term, an existential disaster is one that causes either the annihilation of Earth-originating intelligent life or the permanent and drastic curtailment of its potential for future desirable development

 Human extinction risks have received less scholarly attention than they deserve

 It is relatively rare for humanitys future to be taken seriously as a subject matter on which it is important to try to have factually correct beliefs

 Theverylong-term future of humanity may be relatively easy to predict, being a matter amenable to study by the natural sciences, particularly cosmology (physical eschatology)

recurrent

collapse

 This paper sketches an overview of some recent attempts in this direction, and it offers a brief discussion of four families of scenarios for humanitys future: extinction, recurrent collapse, plateau, and posthumanity

extinction

capability

 One does not have to embrace any strong form of technological determinism to recognize that technological capability  through its complex interactions with individuals, institutions, cultures, and environment  is a key determinant of the ground rules within which the games of human civilization get played out

argument

difficulty

 If the difficulty consisted merely of there being a large number of technologically challenging steps that would be required to reach the destination, then the argument would at best suggest that it will take a long time to get there, not that we never will

As far back as the 1950s, John von Neumann, the mathematician, is said to have talked about a ?singularity? ? an event in which the always-accelerating pace of technology would alter the course of human affairs

??Within 30 years, we will have the technological means to create superhuman intelligence,? Mr

?Other lecturers talk about a coming onslaught of biomedical advances as thousands of people have their genomes decoded

 They believe that technology may be the only way to solve the world?s ills, while also allowing people to seize control of the evolutionary process

 Kurzweil?s work and written a science-fiction thriller, ?Breakpoint,? in which a group of terrorists try to halt the advance of technology

 He says it makes sense for him to gauge technological trends in case humans can one day gain new tools for averting catastrophes

 As some of their favored student creations, school leaders point to a rapid disaster alert-and-response system and a venture that lets individuals rent their cars to other people via cellphone

?A version of this article appears in print on June 13, 2010, on Page BU1 of theNew York editionwith the headline: Merely Human? So Yesterday

A popular network television show,?Fringe,?playfully explores some of these concerns by featuring a mad scientist and a team of federal agents investigating crimes related to the Pattern ? an influx of threatening events caused by out-of-control technology like computer programs that melt brains and genetically engineered chimeras that go on killing sprees

 Such people resemble computer tinkerers from a generation earlier, attendees note, except now they?re fiddling with the genetic code of organisms rather than software

 Kurzweil expects that these documents can be combined with memories harvested from his own brain, and then possibly with Fredric?s DNA, to effect a partial resurrection of his father

 Hessel describes an even more dramatic future in which people create hybrid pets based on the body parts of different animals and tweak the genetic makeup of plants so they resemble things like chairs and tables, allowing us to grow fields of everyday objects for home and work

 Brin sat miles away at a computer capable of remotely steering a robot, the gizmo rolling around here consisted of a printer-size base with wheels attached to a boxy, head-height screen glowing with an image of Mr

?We will transcend all of the limitations of our biology,? saysRaymond Kurzweil, the inventor and businessman who is the Singularity?s most ubiquitous spokesman and boasts that he intends to live for hundreds of years and resurrect the dead, including his own father

 Barry, a Singularity University professor, gives a lecture about the falling cost of robotics technology and how these types of systems are close to entering the home

Barry

 In a world where computers and humans merge, Mr

version

 There are camps of environmentalists who decry efforts to manipulate nature, challenges from religious groups that see the Singularity as a version of?Frankenstein?in which people play at being gods, and technologists who fear a runaway artificial intelligence that subjugates humans

 Kurzweil, thinks that people will use genetic engineering techniques to grow meat in factories rather than harvesting it from dead animals

Executives in the spring program also heard that some young people had started leaving college to set up their own synthetic biology labs on the cheap

era

?The underlying premise of the Singularity responds to people?s insecurity about the speed of social and technological change in the computer era

com, witha writing staffthat reports on radical advances in technology

 Kurzweil posits that technological progress in this century will be 1,000 times greater than that of the last century

Long

Stephen Long

Attendees at the spring session came from all over the globe and included John Mauldin, a best-selling author who writes aninvestmentnewsletter; Stephen Long, a research director at the Defense Department; Fernando A

John Mauldin

AdvertisementContinue reading the main storyThe NASA site, theAmes Research Center, houses an odd collection of unusual buildings, including a giant wind tunnel, a huge supercomputing center and a flight simulator facility with equipment capable throwing people 60 feet into the air

school

 A couple of years later, in college, he developed a computer program that would seek the best college fit for high school students

 Kurzweil?s father, Fredric, died of aheart attackat his home inQueens

 One executive sullenly declines to participate in another robot design exercise because no one in his group will consider making a sexbot

 He writes about humans trumping biology by filling their bodies with nanoscale creatures that can repair cells and by allowing their minds to tap into super-intelligent computers

He began his march toward the Singularity around 1980, when he started plotting things like the speed of chips and memory capacity inside computers and realized that some elements of information technology improved at predictable ? and exponential ? rates

 Page of Google  created a renewable-energy plan for the National Academy of Engineering, advising thatsolar powerwill one day soon meet all of the world?s energy needs

genome

 Craig Venter, a pioneer in the human genome trade and head of Synthetic Genomics, hailed his company?s work as ?the first self-replicating species we?ve had on the planet whose parent is a computer

executive

)During the spring executive program, about 30 people ? almost all of them men ? showed up for the course, which is something of a mental endurance test

hundreds

AdvertisementContinue reading the main storySome of the Singularity?s adherents portray a future where humans break off into two species: the Haves, who have superior intelligence and can live for hundreds of years, and the Have-Nots, who are hampered by their antiquated, corporeal forms and beliefs

Brin

ON a Tuesday evening this spring,Sergey Brin, the co-founder ofGoogle, became part man and part machine

Sergey Brin

 ?There are vast groups of people in society who believe the earth is 5,000 years old

 Kurzweil is currently consulting for the Army on technology initiatives, and says he routinely talks with government and business leaders

course

 Hundreds of students worldwide apply to snare one of 80 available spots in a separate 10-week ?graduate? course that costs $25,000

worldwide

?To prepare for any rocky transitions from our benighted present to the techno-utopia of 2030 or so, a number of people tied to the Singularity movement have begun to build what they call ?an education and protection framework

Day 4 includes test drives ofTesla Motorselectric sports cars and a group genetic test, thanks to a company calleddeCODEme

 About 40 people, all gathered here at aNASAcampus for a nine-day, $15,000 course at Singularity University, saw it happen

 A New York publishing house bought the company for $100,000, plus royalties

 Kurzweil says that he is simply trying to put analytical clothing on the concept so that people can think more clearly about the future

Bobe

 Jason Bobe, who works onthe Personal Genome Project, an effort backed by the Harvard Medical School to establish a huge database of genetic information, points to forecasts that a million people will have their genomes decoded by 2014

Jason Bobe

faster

television

 Kurzweil posits that the computer and the Internet have changed society much faster than electricity, phones or television, and that the next great leap will occur when industries like medicine and energy start moving at the same exponential pace as I

 Kurzweil is the writer, producer and co-director of ?The Singularity Is Near,? the tale of Ramona, a virtual being he builds that gradually becomes more human, battles hordes of microscopic robots and taps the lawyerAlan M

Both courses include face time with leading thinkers in the areas of nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, energy, biotech, robotics and computing

 Yet it also smacked of a future that theSingularity Universityfounders hold dear and often discuss with a techno-utopian bravado: the arrival of the Singularity ? a time, possibly just a couple decades from now, when a superior intelligence will dominate and life will take on an altered form that we can?t predict or comprehend in our current, limited state

 Chief executives, inventors, doctors and investors jockey for admission to the more intimate, nine-day courses called executive programs

Hessel

?Biology is moving outside of the traditional education sphere,? says Andrew Hessel, a former research operations manager atAmgen, during a lecture here

Andrew Hessel

 A former Google chef prepares special meals ? all of which are billed as ?life extending? ? for the executives

employees

 Some of Google?s earliest employees are, thanks to personal donations of $100,000 each, among the university?s ?founding circle

?His fascination with exponential trends eventually led him to construct an elaborate philosophy, illustrated in charts, that provided an analytical backbone for the Singularity and other ideas that had been floating around science-fiction circles for decades

 If they want to slow down progress and prevent the world from changing around them and they engaged in political action or violence, then there will have to be some sort of decision point

co-founder

Continue reading the main storyAdvertisementContinue reading the main storyLarry Page, Google?s other co-founder, helped set up Singularity University in 2008, and the company has supported it with more than $250,000 in donations

Terry Grossman

 His films are just another facet of the Kurzweil franchise, which includes best-selling books, lucrative speaking engagements, blockbuster inventions and a line of health supplements calledRay  Terry?s(developed with the physician Terry Grossman)

 Diamandis hopes that the university can create an unrivaled network of graduates and bold thinkers ? a Harvard Business School for the future ? who can put its ideas into action

 Kurzweil writes: ?Once nonbiological intelligence gets a foothold in the human brain (this has already started with computerized neural implants), the machine intelligence in our brains will grow exponentially (as it has been doing all along), at least doubling in power each year

 Diamandis, who, as chief executive of theX Prize Foundation, doled out $10 million in 2004 to a team that sent a private spacecraft 100 kilometers above the earth

Diamandis

former

Devin Fidler, a former student, is in the midst of securing funding for a company that will build a portable machine that squirts out a cement-like goop that allows builders to erect an entire house, layer by layer

Devin Fidler

 A second, 10-week graduate program will kick off this month with 80 students, culled from 1,200 applicants

 The price-performance of computers has improved one billion times since I was a student

?Dealing with politics means having to compromise and convince people of things and form alliances with people who don?t always agree with you,? Mr

house

graduate

student

 He pitches the graduate student program as a way to train young, inspired people to think exponentially and solve the world?s biggest problems ? to develop projects that will ?change the lives of one billion people,? as the in-house mantra goes

The meat of the executive program is lectures, company tours and group thought exercises

?We are at the forefront today of being able to read out real information from the human brain of single individuals,? he tells the executives

institute

 He says he plans to start a research institute someday to explore artificial intelligence, medicine, space systems and energy

genomes

prize

days

 And a $10 million prize will go to the first team that can sequence 100 human genomes in 10 days at a cost of $10,000 or less each ? which, in theory, would turn an expensive, complex lab exercise into an ordinary affair

exercise

 Kurzweil?s 31-year-old son, Ethan, says his father has always been ahead of the curve

5) We will develop spacetime engineering and scientific "future magic" much beyond our current understanding and imagination

  Eventually we will be able to resurrect the dead by "copying them to the future"

 if we can#39;t prevent the death that is the continued change of our consciousness over time, how can we realistically bring anybody back?While I#39;m open to debate the more fantastical notions of resurrection, I must remind all that even if certain technologies are possible, that we achieve them as a species is evitable

continued

 The idea of a continued existence of consciousness seems to have been so strongly tuned to one of supernatural existence that most scientists flat out ignore the idea of a scientific fulfilment of such a thing

 Whether they succeed in developing the ways and means of reconstructing past lives with sufficient detail to call it resurrection is another matter

 Perhaps we will be able to acquire sufficient information from the past to copy the dead from the past to the future, or perhaps not

Carol Anne, I would argue that the idea of a scientific continued consciousness is absolutely not anthropocentric, although I might be fighting a strawman here; I may have massively misinterpreted your comment

Carol Anne

ReplyDeleteRepliesReplyGiulio PriscoApril 19, 2010 at 1:24 AMMany rationalists have knee-jerk reactions when the idea of technological resurrection of the dead is mentioned

ReplyDeleteRepliesReplysamanthaApril 12, 2010 at 11:20 PMAs you know I disagree that we will be able to resurrect the dead unless this universe is closed under time travel

6) Spacetime engineering and future magic will permit achieving, by scientific means, most of the promises of religions -- and many amazing things that no human religion ever dreamed

The idea of resurrection, to me, is just an upgrade toward my already immortal, present pattern, giving it a better shot at spreading through the universe over time

 This would be very easy to achieve without violation of causation for the system, since it knows exactly when consciousness will cease

In passing note that, if our reality is a simulation running in a higher level of reality, there are conceptually simple resurrection mechanisms (the sysop can copy a pattern to another simulation)

 In this way, a motivation beyond our own, single continued existence is absolutely preserved

8) Radical technological advances will reduce material scarcity drastically, so that abundances of wealth, growth and experience will be available to all minds who so desire

  Others will grow into new forms of intelligence far beyond the human domain

 Of course, this system would value *all* conscious experience, as it#39;s all valuable to incorporate into the mass consciousness network - future humans/the achiever would want to experience, share, and incorporate _every_ consciousness and experience that has ever happened, and connect to every consciousness that has ever existed

joy

9) New ethical systems will emerge, based on principles including the spread of joy, growth and freedom through the universe, as well as new principles we cannot yet imagine10) All these changes will fundamentally improve the subjective and social experience of humans and our creations and successors, leading to states of individual and shared awareness possessing depth, breadth and wonder far  beyond that accessible to "legacy humans"P

ReplyDeleteRepliesReplyExtropia DaSilvaApril 19, 2010 at 7:33 AMWe have archeologists, historians etc who attempt to reconstruct bygone ages out of whatever fragments of a past time they get their hands on

I#39;d love to extend our discussion of technological resurrection

All religions have developed the idea of resurrection, and it is simple to understand why: it is one of those ideas that help people getting through the night

 As a recovered Roman Catholic, though, I find the transhumanist emphasis on resurrection of the dead a bit disquieting--anthropocentric, perhaps egocentric, and most likely Judeo-Christianity centric

 Perhaps by quantum entanglement to the past as Ken suggests (it is known that other times are special cases of other MWI branches), or perhaps by other means

Ken

getting

 It certainly helps me getting through the night, as I don#39;t really expect to see engineered immortality (through biotechnology or mind uploading) in my lifetime

night

#39;ReplyDeleteRepliesReplyTim GrossJune 13, 2012 at 9:33 AMI have always been a very strong proponent of technological resurrection- and personally accomplishing this goal is very central to my being and purpose- I think that the reason that rational ideas about Ancestor Simulation and Quantum Archeology are still on the cutting-edge of the fringe is that the collective psyches of human beings have been beaten down by the seeming inevitability of our mortality- we are like dogs with shock collars- long ago we stopped even thinking about approaching the fence- otherwise as science and technology progressed the idea of resurrection should have become obvious to every scientist and engineer since the thirties brought QM and Church-Turing/:set\AIReplyDeleteRepliesReplyBill DonaldsonJanuary 6, 2015 at 12:28 AMI#39;m in strong agreement with you, Tim GrossTim Gross

 This AGI (I dislike using the word artificial here, as it#39;s misleading in this sense) if sophisticated enough (possibly operating outside the dimensions of our currently known interactive existence - think of #39;Her#39;) could scan through space-time and recognize consciousness - all of it, and do a kind of brainwave synchronization/upload at the moment of death, maybe utilizing space-time constructs and accessing the actual particles of the past

But then what is time to you?  Is immortality boring?  What is there to achieve if everything is at your whim?  What will you do?  Who are you then?PS:  that wasn#39;t a made up experience, it was real and I honestly don#39;t know those answers, or even presume that I could

  We may roam to other dimensions of existence as well, beyond the ones of which we're currently aware

  Suppose our true selves are #39;higher#39; selves of another dimension or other levels of energy, and playing the game of life in these dimensions through temporary selves via reincarnation?Has any transhumanist ever meditated and found they were that higher self, that their presumed human identity was no their real self?The convergences you describe seem likely, but some may not need human tech to take place

selves

I consider the resurrection of the dead as a very remote possibility that may, or may not, be developed by future engineers

And I really don#39;t mean to be Deepak Chopra here as a non-physicist using quantum theory to justify spiritualism, but if some future massively replicated copies of our present day individual consciousness can somehow be entangled with our present versions in such a way that information is transferred, then how is that different than someone praying to the divine and receiving inspiration in return

Deepak Chopra

alive

  I#39;m a fan of the goal, but let#39;s also push to protect those still alive, cryopreserve those not so alive until they can receive treatment, and use our gadgets to visit our ghosts until we can embody them in a way that, hopefully, satisfies their continuity of consciousness (if anybody else in this universe is actually real, hehe)

 And as a student of science, I don#39;t think resurrection is incompatible with our current knowledge of how the universe works

 This will require reformulations of current notions of self, but we will be able to cope

I prefer not to try formulating more precise speculations, and limiting myself to contemplating the idea that, perhaps, our universe may be compatible with resurrection of the dead, and our descendants may be able to achieve it

religions

  If (distant) future spacetime engineering can access *all* past information that was once considered to be transient, like the living consciousness and memories of every creature that has ever existed (why not?), then the monotheistic religions may as well be right about the afterlife

 It was science, and thus it was politi-cal because all science is about controlling not only the experiment itself butalso the world more efficiently by knowing which variables to manipulatetoward something perceived as the greater good

 It is the usefulness of information to bringeffects in the world that already serves to morally, politically, and epistemo-logically justify the pursuit of knowledge in Bacons new empirical science

 Instead, technology participates in an epistemologicalcircuit; it is a stance struck toward the world

 Tech-nology, here understood as Greek techne, is no mere means

Heidegger goes on to note that even Nietzsche, who is much less concernedwith being and much more concerned with becoming, thinks theologicallywhen he thinks the existentia of the totality by proclaiming the eternal re-turn of the same; after all, eternal recurrence is not just the way that the total-ity of entities exists 

Heidegger names this challenging forth as the Gestell, the enframing(Heidegger, 1977, 1923)

 Becoming is essence or ontology; the moment of the return ofthe same is the highest moment in existence

 Nick Bostrom defines transhumanism as:1) The intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and desirabilityof fundamentally improving the human condition through applied reason, especiallyby developing and making widely available technologies to eliminate aging and togreatly enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities

 I have argued that the contemporary metaphysics, another ontothe-ology, is one of the circulation of power

 These twoprinciples act as guiding principles that will both delimit and advance re-search on enhancement technologies

The ethically bad feature of our eugenic history is that these were government-imposed programs to enhance evolution by culling the unfit

 In order to avoid presentingtranshumanist thinking as a caricature, I shall only engage a few writings fromBostrom, because he attempts to engage, in good faith, those who wouldsee only the risk of enhancement technologies

 All is eternal becoming whether by means of cha-otic and creative evolutionary forceontological poweror by the orderingforces of human will

 After all,who can be against relieving the human estate? One becomes ridiculous, aluddite when questioning enhancement

 Leo Alexander, the American medical doctor and observer of theNuremberg trials, writes in his 1949 New England Journal of Medicine articlethat the Third Reich made medical science into an instrument of politicalpowera formidable, essential tool in the complete and effective manipula-tion of totalitarian control (Alexander, 1949)

Leo Alexander

 For Bostrom, Nazi science andBritish and American eugenics movements are instances of bad politicsmeeting bad science (Bostrom, 2005b, 203, 206)

206

 Bishop712education are the appropriate means by which to encourage others to make wisechoices, not a global ban on a broad range of potentially beneficial medical andother enhancement options (Bostrom, 2005a, 206)

 On the one hand, we see the creativeevolutionary forceontologically productive, creative power

 Although John Harris rejects the moniker transhumanist, his overall philosophical stanceappears indistinguishable from those, like Bostrom, who embraces the term (Harris, 2007, 389)

 From human to posthuman: Christian theology and technology in a postmod-ern world

 The human will, an evolutionary achievement, turns to order thechaos of creative ontology, and thereby enacts an ordering theology

Transitional humans have achieved the point of new possibility:This new phase of evolution in which Darwinian evolution, by natural selec-tion, will be replaced by a deliberately chosen process of selection, the resultsof which, instead of having to wait the millions of years over which Darwinianevolutionary change has taken place, will be seen and felt almost immediate-ly

 The greater power of the ordering forcemust be brought to bear on the chaotic forces

 Yet in the contemporary epoch, technology has fun-damentally shifted our metaphysical thinking

The third form of proceduralist ethical constraint in scientific research setout by the Nuremberg Code is that science must be done for the good ofsociety

1969

 Metaphysics is ontology, when it thinks ofbeings with an eye for the ground that is common to all beings as such(Heidegger, 1969, 70/139)

 Theology understood philosophically asks two subsid-iary questions about the being of things: What is that which is? asksboth (1) Which entity is in the supreme, paradigmatic, or exemplarysense? and (2) In what sense is it? (Thompson, 2005, 1415)

 ORDERING TECHNO-LOGICThe relationship between Heideggers early work on metaphysics and hislater work on technology should by now be somewhat clear in transhuman-ist philosophy

 There is always a political directionality to-ward which the scientific question is asked; knowledge is for the purpose ofrelieving the human estate (Bacon, 2000, 60 and 221/Book I, aphorism LXXIIIand Book II, Aphorism, LII)

A transhumanist sees the current state of the human in an evolutionarytransition, on a transitory journey from ape to human to posthuman, andthus its philosophy is called transhumanism

 In other words, our his-tory of attributing final causes to the being of entities is in error

 In other words, there is the eternal circulationof power, with no culmination in being, just eternal becoming

 INTRODUCTIONTranshumanism is an intellectual and cultural movement, whose proponentsdeclare themselves to be heirs of humanism and Enlightenment philosophy(Bostrom, 2005a, 203)

Greek techne then acts to bring forth, without controlling

 It was so politi-cized that the question was not should we proceed for the betterment ofsociety, but that society itself was perceived as a reservoir into which sciencecould tap

 Francis Bacon wasLord Chancellor of the proto-Britain, and a political operative his entire life

 However, this ontological creative force achieves, according toHarris, a new state in human history where evolution is no longer naturalselection with starts and stops, but deliberate selection (Harris, 2007, 3)

All three of these thinkers, as well as others, understood the relationshipof the new science and its technological products to the new politics of Eu-rope

 This viewpoint begs the question that if it were methodologicallysound science, would the Nazi human experiments have been somehowmore acceptable? Of course our answer is still no

 I shall turnto this notion of the ethical and the political in a moment, for it is here at thelevel of the ethical and the political that any real thought is given to technol-ogy by the transhumanists, but even here the ethical is still thought only ininstrumental terms as means

Eugenic philosophy was internalized by those individuals who looked theother way as human beings became the raw material, a human resource fora perceived greater human future

 In-deed, the human will sees its own material being as raw material for the produc-tion of the posthuman, giving new meaning to human resources

 Transhumanistphilosophies, in my estimation, are the coincidence of eternal and creativeforces of becoming just as they turn in the conscious moment towardcontrol, toward mastery

 with regard tothe supreme, all-founding entity (Thompson, 2005, 15)

Indeed, the rights and interests of research subjects are just the rights andinterests of persons and must be balanced against comparable rightsand interests of other persons (Harris, 2007, 194)

 These powers or forces are the will to power that repeatedly bringsforth new life and new possibilities; but will must be understood differ-ently from agency

 On the belief system of the transhumanists and their philosophicaland scientific apologists, the stance that nothing is natural is the same as say-ing everything is natural

 Thus, the biological human may require complete redesign ofthe human organism through genetic engineering, psychopharmacology,anti-aging therapies, neural interfaces, advanced information managementtools, memory enhancing drugs, wearable computers, and cognitive tech-niques (Bostrom, 2003, 6)

 Bodies, humans are transitory things ordered byTranshumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God717a human will with a greater telos; and like all transitory things, these thingswill become materials to achieve that goal

assure

 Thepolitical control of technology exists to assure things like just distribution ofits spoils and the proper use of the technology; that is to say, so long ascontrol does not get in the way of the particular goal of particular humansto achieve their highest telos as that person understands it, ethical and politi-cal controls are a good thing

 Evolutionarycreative poweror will to evolve (Young, 2005)seems to be the mostbasic unit beyond which no more basic unit can be found

 Allthat we need are procedural restraints and to assure that each individual hasmorphological and reproductive freedom (Bostrom, 2005a, 206)

 This ordering forcethis humanwill set to order the powers of creationis transhumanisms theology

 but also their highest mode of existence (as the closestthe endless stream of becoming comes to being) (Thompson, 2005, 16)

 Whether we like it or not, Nazi society was able to convince themajority of people that its political regime and the deployment of its researchagendas were for the good of society

 It should be noted that when Thompson quotes these passages, he has changed the translationoffered by Stambaugh, such that he replaces beings with the word entities (Heidegger, 1969,70/139)

Keywords: Heidegger, metaphysics, ontology, ontotheology,technology, theology, transhumanismEverywhere we remain unfree and chained to technology, whether we passionatelyaffirm or deny it

 According to thequasi-libertarian political slant of key transhumanist figures, ends are de-liberated upon by individuals, means are deliberated upon by politicsNever mind that Harris misses a key point, namely that in Darwinianbecoming something quite different might emerge than what human en-hancement of evolution might produce

Heidegger names the other stalk of metaphysics as theology, whichshould not be understood in a strictly religious sense, but in terms of thegod of the philosophers

Although the means of conducting research is certainly important, theproblem with Nazi research was that the good of society, the relief of thehuman estatethe telos of technology, the political will of societycouldnot be questioned

Thus, the ontology of thinkers like Harris and Bostrom is a power ontology,where power circulates in the stops and starts of evolutionary biology
 Power circulates both biologically and politi-cally; power is directed toward some sort of political future made possiblethrough the creative powers of ontology/biology

 Once we understandbeings as the concatenations of forces in our contemporary ontology, onedoes not transgress, but only transcends human frailty

biopolitics

Hubert Dreyfus

 As Hubert Dreyfus notes, Foucault uses the term biopolitics ina way similar to Heideggers use of technology (Dreyfus, 1992, 812)

5John Richardson calls this circulation of power Nietzsches powerontology and power biology (Richardson, 1996; Richardson, 2004,1213)

 I am sympathetic to Waters narration of how we move from human to posthuman; however, Idisagree with his understanding of the rise of modern science and technology

 The cultural practices deployedby protestant ministers to encourage the hygienic and fit family (Rosen,2004; Hall, 2007) would surely qualify as information and public discussionof the benefits of designed selection

Rosen

 Thompson has here synthesizes the thinking from several of Heideggers later works(Heidegger, 1961b, 64; Heidegger, 1969, 66/134)

A central tenant of Darwinian evolutionary theory is the belief that throughselection, the creative power from whence the origin of species arises even-tually gets it right for the set of environmental circumstances within which itfinds itself as evidenced by the survival of the organism and its possibility toreproduce

Zeit

Martin Heidegger

 HEIDEGGERS CRITIQUESSince Martin Heidegger did not treat his critiques of humanism and technol-ogy with the same systematicity as he did metaphysics in Sein und Zeit(1996)and since his work on metaphysics continued to develop wellbeyond its publicationI shall first have to offer an interpretation ofHeideggers early and later work

 In other words, what if the philosophical defenses pro-posed by transhumanists are already tied up with power ontology?; what ifthe power of delimiting knowledge through scientific and biotechnologicaldeployment of that knowledge is always already tied up with the politicalregime within which it is born?; what if biotechnology is already a biopoliticsbecause already caught up in our contemporary ontotheological meta-physics? (Dreyfus, 1992; Bishop, 2009); and what if transhumanism is alreadywedded to a power theology, a subtle theology of the bermensch?VI

The posthuman being may not look human at all and could be completelysynthetic artificial intelligences or could be the result of many smaller butcumulatively profound augmentations of a biological human (Bostrom,2003, 56)

 From here, Harris articulates a verypowerful conclusion that if research and the subsequent use of technologycan be bounded by these governing principles, one might be able to articu-late a civic obligation to participate in research and that indeed Rawlianfairness itself might require it

Heidegger demonstrates how instrumental thinking has shifted significantlywhen technology comes to deploy the insights of modern physics (Heidegger,1977, 1214)

 Here, however, the god of thesetranshumanist philosophers is the god that orders the creative power towarda new being, a new god, that is to say toward the posthuman

 In evolutionary theory, the creativeand chaotic forces of evolution throws up beings; that power ontologyachieves a new status in the human will, which then turns to order thechaos

 The philosophy of transhumanism seeks to order evo-lutionary becoming

 And this technological attitude,this enframing, I shall argue unfolds a political/ethical understanding aswell

 It is indeed ironic that Nick Bostrom uses a precautionary tale to show how bioconservatives aremerely telling precautionary and false tales about dragons (Bostrom, 2005b)

Heideggers critique of Western metaphysics is that there are always twoanchor points that seek to secure the ground of being: ontology and theol-ogy (where theology here means the theology of the philosophers)

telling

2005b

 To question the posthuman futureis to be ridiculous, to be a bioconservative (Bostrom, 2005a), a priest or sagepedaling in fear, telling precautionary tales, according to Bostrom (2005b)

 With the humanwill to power, we see the creative force becoming the ordering force,directed toward a new telos, the posthuman, the highest of beings, perhapseven Being itself in the singularity, pure mental power (Kurzweil, 2006)

 This achievement is mediated through thedeployment of technology with all of its attendant powers (Harris, 2007,858)

And Heidegger goes one step further in claiming that techneincluding thearts of handicraft, the arts of the mind, and the arts of the fine artsis also asubset of poiesis; they are something poietic (Heidegger, 1977, 13)

 Power/knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings 1972  1977(pp

 The historyof metaphysics, then, is a history of swinging between foundation and abyss,with the overturning of a previous ontotheology by the next ontotheology

 The earthnow reveals itself as a coal mining district, the soil as a mineral deposit(Heidegger, 1977, 14)

 The new process of evolutionary change will replace natural selection withdeliberate selection, Darwinian evolution with enhancement evolution8(Harris,2007, 34)

The challenging forth of technologythe measuring of thingsdelimitsthose things that emerge as things to those features of things that are useful

Thus, I would argue implicit in both the political and natural philosophiesof the Enlightenment is the primacy of bringing effects into being, to controlthose entities for the good of humankind

 For the Greeks, Phusis (nature) was the highest form of poiesis; it isthe bursting forth or the springing forth of something present to the senses

 In other words, entities arealways at a stage of becoming; those entities that exist in the present arethose that have successfully survived by virtue of the creative forces thatsustain them in that momentary state

 And in theenframing of technology, natures creativity comes to be ordered by theforce of human willfulness

 Some may even abandon thehuman body altogether and live as information patterns on vast super-fastcomputer networks (Bostrom, 2003, 6)

The question is ambiguous; the two-fold nature of the question results intwo historically intertwined stalks (Thompson, 2005, 13)

This new stage of becominga culmination in the series of nondirectedcreative forcesresults in different creative possibilities, according to somerecent thinkers (Bostrom, 2005a, 203; Harris, 2007)

 As noted, for Bostrom what makes our eugenic pastso unpalatable was that governments, not individuals defined the telos

 The story goes something like this: Thereis good science, with its own intrinsic criteria; there is good politics, with adifferent set of intrinsic criteria

 I have chosen to examine Harris becausethe analysis here offered speaks not only to transhumanists but also to thephilosophical spirit that animates our current research and the hope for ourbiotechnological future

 Heideggernames these two questions (1) the question of God and (2) the questionof the divine, respectively (Thompson, 2005, 15)

Heideggers interpretation of the recent history of metaphysics, wentsomething like this, according to Thompson:

 As Heidegger notes, [t]echnology is a way of revealing(Heidegger, 1977, 12)

 By bio-politics, Foucault means something akin to power biology (Richardson,2004, 1213)

 Thompson states:For Heidegger, then, Nietzsches legacy is our nihilistic cybernetic epoch of en-framing, which can only enact its own groundless metaphysical presuppositions byincreasingly quantifying the qualitativereducing all intelligibility to that which canbe stockpiled as bivalent, programmable information9and by leveling down allattempts to justify human meaning to empty optimization imperatives like: Get themost out of your potential! (Thompson, 2005, 22)

 The history of the West, claims Heidegger,is a series of bifurcating understandings between Entities as such and Enti-ties as a whole, or put differently, between whatness and thatness, orput differently again, between essentia and existentia (Thompson, 2005,16)

 The biologicalachievement of the human brainthe human willbecomes also the indi-vidual or political power to order that biological material toward greaterposthuman heights

Ontology searches for whatness, essence; theology searches for thatness,existence

 Bishop706have no goal beyond their own self-augmenting increase (Thompson, 2005,22)

 Biologically speaking, that force or power is bothsimilar to the Darwinian notion of selection, and also different from it,as Nietzsche wishes to distance himself from Darwin (Richardson, 2004,1165)

 Because people are likely to differ profoundly in their attitudes towardshuman enhancement technologies, it is crucial that no single solution be imposedon everyone from above, but that individuals get to consult their own consciencesas to what is right for themselves and their families

 To question the posthuman future is toquestion evolution and scientifically grounded ontology; to question theposthuman future is to question our liberty to become what we will

 Bostrom, who would elevatethe individual as somehow separate from the social and political, as well asabove the historical conditions of her possibility, seems to not understandthat cultural forces are internalized and as such animate and assist in theordering of the posthuman

 Yet, Heidegger would claim thatfor us technology is not a bringing forth so much as it is challenging forth

 Nature comes to be understoodas resource of power because it is creative evolutionary force

 As he points out in the Question Concerning Tech-nology, the rise of contemporary science has itself already struck a techno-logical attitude (Heidegger, 1977, 213)

 Moreover, I simply cannot be exhaustive by examin-ing the writings of other transhumanist philosophers like Young (2005) orKurzweil (2006) or de Grey and Rae (2008), only to name a few

Rae

 Both articulate in verystrong terms that, given the enormous power of technology, it should beregulated and controlled (Bostrom, 2003, 2005a; Harris, 2007, 12342)

 On the ordering of things: Being and power in Heidegger and Foucault

 This ordering power takes on a theological character inthe way that Heidegger means theology

Thompson, in interpreting Heidegger, states:By codifying and disseminating an understanding of what things are, metaphysicsprovides each historical epoch of intelligibility with its ontological bedrock

Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God711In its second definition of transhumanism, Bostrom (2003)10notes thattranshumanism is also about controlling technology

nology

Thus, modern technology is manipulation and manufacturing, but it isnever merely the application of physics and chemistry; for medicine, tech-nology is never merely the application of psychoneuropharmacology, or theuse of deep nerve stimulators, or in the future, the deployment of nanobots

 Richardsons (2004, 1165) thesis is that Nietzsche, in his critiques of Darwin, was only trying todistance himself from Darwinian naturalism in order to make clear corrections to the few problem thathe found in Darwin

trans

Thus, the transhumanist is a technological optimist, who seeks to trans-form the human by overcoming merely human limitations

 Humankind produces technology as a means to achieve variousends (Heidegger, 1977, 34), and one merely has to apply the proper ethicsand politics to the various means to achieve the ends (Bostrom, 2005a;Harris, 2007)

 That means technological enframing is already grounded in anontotheology

 The thinkers thatwould produce the new rational and empirical sciences were, after all, also thefigures that produced the new political realities of the West

telos

 And this manifest destiny, this posthuman telos, this as yet un-achieved posthuman dignitywhether articulated as a public or privategoodis part of the enframing

challenging

For us, technology reveals, but it reveals by challenging and coercing thatwhich is not present to us so that it comes into being for us

Yet, I am not so concerned with the balancing of public and private goods;something deeper is covered over in such debates, and can be seen in bothHarris and Bostrom

 Kant thinks theologically when he postulates the subject of subjectivity as thecondition of the possibility of all objectivity, as does Hegel when he determinesthe highest entity as the absolute in the sense of unconditioned subjectivity, that is,as outermost conditions on the possibility of intelligibility (Thompson, 2005, 1516;quoting Heidegger, 1961a, 208; Heidegger, 1969)

politically

RhodesRosamond Rhodes

 Whereas Harris is by no means calls for a kind of con-scription, others, like Rosamond Rhodes, have been more bold in calling for participation in research aspart of the common good bequeathed to us by politically controlled institutions like the National Insti-tutes of Health (Rhodes, 2005)

eduAfter describing Heideggers critique of metaphysics as ontotheol-ogy, I unpack the metaphysical assumptions of several transhu-manist philosophers

Thompsons point is that Heidegger understands the history of the West as ahistory of epochal shifts that come to shape the way things are thought tobe, and how things appear for us

 Bad politics can come to affect good science,and bad science often accompanies bad politics

The earth, indeed, the whole universe emerges as natural resource, as a thingthat can be utilized in order to produce different kinds of power to effectchange

 Earth and its fruits standready as a reserve of power (Heidegger, 1977, 1820) awaiting the next itera-tion of these creative forces

The proponents of transhumanism wish to acknowledge that they desirenothing different than what religious traditions have sought for millennia,namely to transcend human limitation, to commune with the gods

 For many of the early-modernphilosophers, effective control of the world for the good of humankind alsomeant political control, even while political control might have been in-vested in the individual

 It takes the human as its origin and the posthuman as its telosevenwhile it is an ill-defined telos

Differenz

 Here Thompson is providing his own interpretation of Identitat und Differenz (Heidegger, 1969, 139)

To question the posthuman future is to question the theological groundingof transhumanism; to question the posthuman future is to question the posthuman god, a contemporary sacrilege

 Yet, the turning ofpower in the human will to direct these creative evolutionary forces is thetheological grounding of our epoche

It is here, in my opinion, the ontotheology of transhumanism does noteasily permit itself to be open to deep questioning about what counts asdesirable in our posthuman future

Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God701The story goes then that transhumanism is a self-correcting philosophyaimed at improving the human species and is also able to control ormanage the potential risks and to maximize the benefits of enhancementtechnologies

 In short,I shall claim that transhumanism enacts a posthuman god, and that, as such,it deploys not only its metaphysics, qua ontotheology, but also its own ethicsand politics

liberalism

 Bishop718question the posthuman future is to question all the good that has been pro-duced from the Enlightenment, liberalism, and indeed humanism

 The ordering power is the theological arm of thismetaphysics, and for transhumanism the ordering power is the human order-ing, challenging forth to bring into being the posthuman

Michel Foucault designates this relationship between bodies and politics(and the circulation of power within these two realms) a biopolitics

Michel Foucault

relationship

 This shift in emphasis to ef-ficient causation changes the relationship among other causes, such that thetelos or final cause no longer enters into scientific description, but becomesJeffrey P

 After all, humans arenotoriously bad at judging their own best interests and are often in need ofa society, that is the political apparatus, to do so for them (Harris, 2007,191200)

To assure proper development and use of technology, Harris articulatestwo principles that should serve as boundaries for research and use of noveltechnologies

 Transitional beings are reallydirected at some other higher good, whether ones own self-aggrandizementor that of a political power

 In fact, the story of rise of science and technology isintimately tied to the story of the rise of liberalism in the West

 Thehuman animal, as a moment of achievement of the natural circulation ofpower coming into being, harnesses these creative evolutionary forces, high-lighting a different force, an ordering force that turns to order the chaoticforces

techne

 In a passage that can be interpreted as a valorization of Greekthinking about techne, Heidegger briefly describes the relationship of the fourtraditional Aristotelian causes, showing that they cohered harmoniously inwhat he calls an occasioning, a kind of bringing together of causes such thatentities appear in the phenomenological sense

Thus, for Heidegger the history of metaphysics is a history of foundingontotheologies, which were unable to secure their own ground

 As Heidegger notes, in the history of metaphysics the fourAristotelian causes have been thought of primarily in an instrumental way(Heidegger, 1977, 37)

 The new science exists to relieve the human estate (Bacon, 2000, 20,221/Book I, LXXIII, Book II, LII)

 Thus, the story goes that, withthe Third Reich, bad politics skewed the political neutrality of good science

Reich

 For the science to be legitimate, it must first assurerobust informed consent; second, it must be constrained by the standards ofgood science; and third, science must be done for the good of society

In other words, for a time ontotheologies give a perhaps necessary appear-ance of ground (Thompson, 2005, 19)

Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God705Nietzsche pulls the rug out from under this drive to provide foundationsfor essence, on the one hand, and existence, on the other, but the tensionbetween becoming and return is the same sort of tension between ontologyand theology

 I shall now show how the enframing notonly circumscribes what can appear as resource but also circumscribes theway those things that appear can be treated, but only insofar as the posthuman end is not questioned

 I am of course referring to the essays by Foucault in Power/knowledge: Selected interviews andother writings 1972  1977 (pp
 What is clear is that per-haps we have all along been dealing not with bioscience or biomedicinegone awry due to bad politics, but perhaps we have seen and are seeinginstead the inevitable relationship between politics and science/technology,and that precisely because of the metaphysics of technology

 Yet, Heideggerscritique is deeper than saying that our uses of technology are animated byour metaphysical understandings about what things are

Harris and Bostrom seem to part company; for Harris, the public good ofour biotechnological future might dictate that the state can incentivize par-ticipation in research and we may in fact have good reason to promote re-search in a civilized society for the good of the many

Heidegger thinks that, in the history of asking the question of what thingsare, we are asking two related questions: one is a question about the es-sence of the thing and the other is about its existence

 Thompson here is summarizing Heidegger essay on the differences between technologicallanguage and traditional language (Heidegger, 1989, 1998)

 A certain segment of the population was understood as detrimen-tal to the political life of Germany, and these lives were nothing more thanmere life, mere resource of power

All that is, is artifice of the chaotic creative forces of becomingontology;we simply apply a greater force to order the chaostheology

 The posthuman is a future beinga personwhoconstructs herself out of various technologies

 This story claims that if we are just more politically and philosophicallyvigilant, we can prevent the complete politicization of life

estate

 Theyoperate in the spirit of Bacons statement that the purpose of knowledge(and its technological fruits) is to relieve the human estate (Bacon, 2000, 60and 221/Book I, aphorism LXXIII and Book II, Aphorism, LII)

 Heidegger on ontotheology: Technology and the politics of education

 There can be little doubt that, for the natural philosophers of theearly-modern period, there was a certain democratic-ness about science

stage

 (Thompson, 2005, 22)Thus, humans are beings that just happen to be, in this momentary stage ofbecoming, an evolutionary achievement

essence

 Thus, the history of metaphysics, forHeidegger, is a history of onto-theology:What is an entity? can be heard as asking about either what makes an entity anentity (and thus as inquiring into the essence or whatness of entities as such)or about the way that an entity is an entity (and so searching for the existence orthatness of entities as a whole) (Thompson, 2005, 12)

resource
 Even intelligibility becomes technologized, such that all thatthere is loses any meaning in itself and becomes resource standing by awaiting,not the chaotic, creative force, but the calculating force, a force that will cometo normalize and control the chaos

 Thus, genealogy is needed to dig out the nonconcious creative force from the historicallyconstituted telei of conscious power

14Thus, it seems that Bostrom and Harris are attempting to articulate boththe political and the ethical dimensions that would make stronger the weakfoundations of previous progressive philosophical positions of technologicalinnovation

 I claim that they deploy an ontology of powerand that they also deploy a kind of theology, as Heidegger meant it

Iain Thompson

 Given the complexity of interpretingHeidegger, we would do well to take this journey with the assistance of one ofthe clearest interpreters of Heidegger, Iain Thompson

 Rather than the essential force that creates, the essence of all becoming,Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God707the human will seeks to order the creative forces with a greater orderingforce

The transhumanist metaphysical belief is that we human beings are on anevolutionary journey, from human to posthuman; those wise and smartenough to see and understand the transitory nature of human being are thustransitional humans

 The posthuman, although aspeculative projection into the future, will be very different than currenthumans:[Transhumanists] yearn to reach intellectual heights as far above any current humangenius as humans are above other primates; to be resistant to disease and imper-vious to aging; to have unlimited youth and vigor; to exercise control over theirown desires, moods, and mental states; to be able to avoid feeling tired, hateful, orirritated about petty things; to have an increased capacity for pleasure, love, artisticappreciation, and serenity; to experience novel states of consciousness that currenthuman brains cannot access (Bostrom, 2003, 5)

 All that is, is natural, natural resource, raw material forthe ordering force of the human will, the posthuman god

 Thepowerful creative forces of our ontology are married to the powerful, andsubtle, forces ordered by social/political will

subtle

 The harsh power of politi-cal force gives way to the more subtle power of internalized social force inthe myth of the individual

perceived

First, if the Nazi scientists had gotten consent and could document that it wasfreely given, the research would have still been wrong, not because it violatedthe will of so many individuals; what is so appalling about Nazi experimenta-tion was not the violation of autonomy, but the violation of the life and dig-nity of its subjects for the perceived greater dignity of some future Aryan race

 Because physics, indeed already as pure theory, sets nature upto exhibit itself as a coherence of forces calculable in advance, it therefore ordersits experiments precisely for the purpose of asking whether and how nature reportsitself when set up in this way (Heidegger, 1977, 21)

 Nick Agar makes a very similar point in a response to Bostroms claims about the good that theposthuman might engender

 And its rationality is the logic of technology,to move us from human frailty into the realm of posthuman goods

Kass

 It should be noted that Bostrom (2005a) acknowledges that he hopes to avoid caricature ofthose like Kass and Fukuyama, but then he caricatures his detractors in a fable (2005b)

 In other words, ontology looks for the be-ing of entities beyond which no more basic entity can be discoveredJeffrey P

 The will to power as creative and evolutionary force hasno robust telos toward which it is aimed (Richardson, 2004, 2635)

 Things are raw materials ornatural resources, lacking in any inherent value or meaning and only attain-ing meaning insofar as they can be put to some use by the ordering power

 On the one hand, government incentivized participation inresearch might prevent our miserable interpretation of our self-interests toenhance evolution (Harris, 2007); yet on the other, government controlledenhancement may force upon us the unwanted enhancement of evolution,and its flip side of de-selection (Bostrom, 2005a)

 The story goes something like this: we must now, inour enlightened age, articulate our principles of governance to achieve theend

 Modern sciences way of representing pursuesTranshumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God709and entraps nature as a calculable coherence of forces

theology

3Metaphysicsas theology is concerned with the causa sui, the self-caused cause, theunmoved mover, the beingest of beings (Heidegger, 1969, 60; Thompson,2005, 15)

Phusis

2Thus, ontology names the ousia, the proto-substance; yet, ontology takes on different historical character[s]: Phusis,Logos, Hen, Idea, Energeia, Substantiality, Objectivity, Subjectivity, Will, Willto Power, Will to Will (Heidegger, 1969, 66)

 Yet, for those like Harris and Bostrom, thesecreative forcesthis will to powerturns onto itself in human becoming

 Henotes that even while technology is chronologically posterior to modern phys-ics, technology is prior to physics in the sense that the holding sway over whatpresents itself for human reckoning sets nature up in just this way

 The problem, as Harris understands, is thatscience and technology are knowledge and all knowledge is of the general

 It looks for what component element all entities share incommon (Thompson, 2005, 14)

set

 For each, we just need a better political philosophy or set ofethical principles to manage the risks that any great achievement of our post-human destiny might produce, no doubt a noble task to which Bostrom andHarris are committed

 And the relief of the human estate is always al-ready politically defined

relief

force

 Thehuman will is a product of the creative force of becoming, which turns forthe moment to master and control its own becoming

 Wefind in Western discourses on enhancement a rather nave discussion aboutthe nature of enhancement in a free society

 This power ontology achieves anew stage in becoming in the evolutionary history of human becoming, amoment when a human can turn to order the creative and chaotic forces

 For transhumanists, then, humans, as thepinnacle of the creative forces to date, can attenuate their subjectivity to thephusis of creation

2) The study of the ramifications, promises, and potential dangers of technologies thatwill enable us to overcome fundamental human limitations, and the related study of theethical matters involved in developing and using such technologies (Bostrom, 2003, 2)

ontology

The ordering provided by technology, literally the ordering techno-logic,marries together the creative power of evolution with the power of technol-ogy to order this power ontology, to use Richardsons phrase (Richardson,1996, 2004)

 Bostrom is also aproduct of a history, one which elevates the human will, one that seems todirect its power against the material conditions of its own possibility

causes

 Telei or final causes are post hoc additions either throughthe inscription of an individual will or through the addition of a political willor through a balancing of these two wills (Bostrom, 2003, 2005a)

struck

Technology is instead a stance struck toward the world, a way of challengingthe world to produce things for us

 Nor is technology the drive to some posthu-man who more greatly exceeds current humans than we humans exceedapes (Bostrom, 2003)

 The enframing is what allows the objects of tech-nology to emerge as possible objects and tools

enframing

Seienden

Stambaugh

 Again, Thompson translates Seienden as entities, where Stambaugh translates it as beings(Heidegger, 1969, 701)

 In his book Heidegger on Ontotheology (2005), Thompsonadmirably distills Heideggers critiques and deconstructions of Western meta-physics and then shows how these deconstructions are related to Heideggerslater work on technology

insofar

 Thus, it is very difficult to politically gaintraction against the logic of enhancement because it frames the good in neb-ulous future goods that cannot be assessed except insofar as they are prom-issory notes, a promise of capitalization in the posthuman future

In this essay, I shall attempt to evaluate transhumanism with the help ofMartin Heideggers critiques of metaphysics and technology and demon-strate that transhumanism instantiates a metaphysics as ontotheology

1977

forces

Heidegger claims then that prior to modern physics that entraps nature asthe calculable coherence of forces (Heidegger, 1977, 21), there is a stancealready struck toward the world, a stance that holds sway over nature

due

move

 They believed that freedom allowed knowledge to move forward andthe fruits of that knowledge offered more opportunities for people to pursueliberty

 THE ETHICS AND POLITICS OF TECHNO-LOGICFor the most part, a contemporary understanding of technology is that is itmere efficient cause, a means to achieve some given end

 Nietzsche proclaims that thereare no foundations for being, just an unbroken succession of one metaphys-ically grounded epoch arising from the ashes of the metaphysics that pre-ceded it (Thompson, 2005, 22)

Thompson

eugenic

 However, Bostromseems to think the great tragedy of our eugenic past was that society fosteredevolutionary progress by technologically and politically intervening qua gov-ernment, rather than allowing particular individuals to decide for themselves(Bostrom, 2005a, 206)

Harris

 Finally, in an attempt to avoid caricature, I shall also examine awriter who refuses the moniker of transhumanism, namely John Harris, evenwhile his philosophical stance is compatible with the kinds of enhancementthat transhumanists would deployJohn Harris

199) - should be specifically embedded in human biological organisation (which is cognisable by means of biotypology), so that to lead the person optimally towards the execution of their cosmist function (assignment), aimed, ultimately, at Process's wellbeing - at its preservation and continuation (ascent into the emergent future)

In reflection to this situation and intending to resolve the philosophical crisis of contemporary biomedicine and bioethics, I wish to push forward new philosophical bases, which are substantive for the advancement of the true bioethical proposals, capable to treat the individual (personal) health of human individual's health

leads

 ConclusionThat is a common view that monism in ethics and the realm of values inevitably leads philosophy either to a sort of religion with its 'high priests', or : to totalitarian ideology with prescribing 'moral experts' (as it was in the Marxian Soviet Russia), or : to the utopia of 'communistic paradise' or the kind of 'star wars', etc

 Hence, he was a true metaphysicist, who explored the existing (in thepresent) reality as the given and ultimate one, which, however, had its specific (dialectical) origination and development in the past (manifesting historically the self-consciousness of the Absolute)

organisation

 CosmoBiotypology is a positive cosmist law, which states: Every Earth's living subject is a natural (more accurately, in our context, - cosmic) function of the uterine higher subject (organismic level of integrated organisation), ultimately - of Process itself, and thus naturally bears the biotypological intrinsic traits of this functionality and naturally corresponds to the appropriate environment

psychologist

 In this, physician and psychologist (sociologist) treats a patient as an object, aiming at the physiologic preservation and recovery of human health, and also on the disease prevention, treating the harmful influences of the environment
MurphyAllport

 Soon, humanist concepts (of such prominent psychologists as Maslow, Rogers, Allport, May, Murphy, Murray, and other) formed a strong trend in world psychology, which expanded its influence throughout 1960-1990s

macro-evolutionary

 Therefore, our student, basing his activity on the cosmist principles, will preserve his wellbeing (health) during the studentship and further on the vocational level, and also will get more favourable perspectives to realise successfully the further stages of his macro-evolutionary ascendance (to become, for example, a manager : a head of the surgical department)
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 Bioethics of individual's health is claimed, by author, to be the chief : cosmist personalist - direction of rational endeavours in treating the bioethical issues, concerned with healing of chronic non-infectious diseases

 The term 'dialectics', herein, does not naturally relate to logical disputation and have no commitments to either Hegelian dialectical (historical) process, or the Marxian critique of this process

 On the contrary, the third : philosophical : macro-level of the 'doctor of tomorrow' activity realises precisely thesubject-subjectrelationship with a patient

173)'Satisfaction' and 'growth' (and 'adjustment') - these are likewise basic conceptions of pragmatism ethics

ontological

 In other words, instead of the traditional research and reflection of the already (originally posed by science and technologies) ethical issues, I propose a new systemic framework of philosophical assumptions and theoretical deductions: cosmological, ontological, epistemological, and axiological, and thus attempt to ground a novel wholistic concept of biomedicine (and bioethics) in higher order philosophical principles and, thus, to comprehend theoretically the phenomenon of individual's health as the direct object of bioethics

 Henceforth, Process (CEPLE) has as its Past and Present (biological evolution, past and present world social and cultural history), as the Future of its further emergent evolutionary advancement - of the whole mankind

Next, basically, the cosmist epistemology and axiology state the whole-triple origin of knowledge and values: a) knowledge, which is a product of human learning (empiricist disposition); b) knowledge that is prior to experience (rationalist disposition), but which likewise is the knowledge of the present and the past, and which being alike is determined chiefly by the principle of causality; c) the cosmist knowledge and values, which emerge from human's ability to originate the transcendental knowledge and values (primarily - of virtual and abstract essence, but further acquiring the teleological character) of the persons' future (emergent) functional integrated wellbeing

In other words, if traumatic (broadly taken) injuries, or infectious invasions have the external origin and thus are adequately treated by the modern biomedicine - within the current dominating paradigm of biomedical development, based on the naturalistic and metaphysical foundations and thesubject-objectepistemological approach; then the diseases of pathopsychophysiologic etiogenesis (namely, 'civilisatory diseases') are largely depend on the excess amount of the unrealised and non-utilised psychophysiologic (creative) energy, which damages human organismfrom insideand causes the chronic non-infectious diseases

medical

 Due to the cosmist approach, a medical student ought as much to work intensively and successfully to comply with all the requirements of the higher medical school of his education, as, at the same time, he ought to exploit his own free time (above the curriculum) - to actively discover (re-discover) and self-realise his basic intrinsic gratifying functional ability (the latter notion will be characterised below)

 Crudely speaking, the being proposedcosmisttrend constitutes the personalist philosophy and science of 'emergent future and personal (functional) action'

 Author's presentation of this exploration is, as a matter of fact, a direct attempt to recover and translate the basic ideas of Russian cosmism (having their origin mainly in the last decades of the XIX-th and beginning of the XX-th century and represented by creativity of such authors as Vl

 The first was called in the Aristotelian treatise as thePhysica(author correlates the latter, in his context, with the entire naturalism), the second -Metaphysica(with metaphysicism)

Metaphysica

6)Principle of cosmist functionalism- 'every subject of the lower level is a function of the higher, 'uterine', whole organised subject (level, organism)'

 Reasonably, then, a value is revealed through the intrinsic predisposed sense of gratification; it really motivates human conduct, having been, at the same time, basically energised and formed by the need

Naturally, when graduated, the given student certainly will be selected and employed in a manner deeply satisfactory to his basic personal functionality

 Cosmist Dialectics precisely serves the present and emergent future wellbeing of any living subject on the Earth: since a molecule - up to a human being, society, humankind, etc

15)Henceforth, the needed foundations for bioethics (capable to deal with the object of individual's health) apparently should acquire the essence of the wholistic -subject-subject- philosophy of thefuture(of thepersonal emergent future), thereby - of the wholistic personalist process philosophy

 IntroductionAt present, the broadest spectrum of complicated ethical issues is brought into the arena of interrelations of biomedical knowledge and human values

 Indeed, alike with humanist psychology, author finds deep relationship with pragmatism philosophy - in his attempt to frame the bioethics of individual's health

 Furthermore, the very characteristic 'purposive thought' of pragmatists, which strives to explain both meaning and truth of subjective values in terms of the application of ideas or beliefs to the performance of actions that have observable practical outcomes - fully correlates with 'personalist active evolution' character of cosmist philosophy

 In this, the wellbeing of man is largely based on the primary subjective - personally gratifying - functional activity of a subject to re-discover (on the every macro-level of man's ontogenesis) and realise his basic (intrinsic) functionality and to create (to produce) the results and effects of this functionality so far as to expose them for the 'selectioners' from the higher (above, of emergent future) level of the man's wellbeing ontogenesis

 The latter strives to comprehend and embrace the real world in its gradual ascending : emergent - becoming

 In reality, however, these are the two extremely opposite things, for the former pursues the ultimate end of absolutely free and wellbeing Man's personality (treating Society as an instrument for the reaching of this end, and man - a person - as a main motive force of Society's and the whole Earth's Life on-going evolution), while the latter serves to the utmost depersonalisation and subordination of Man to Society (treating, vice versa, Man precisely as an instrument of Society)

execution

 The main point here is the treatment of a patient as HSC - Homo Sapiencecosmicus, whose personal wellbeing is the evolutionaryprocess of processes, with the ultimate stage of the successful execution by man of his basic functional - personalist - assignment to contribute to the wellbeing of Process

treating

 What is the very characteristic point in this case (from author's point of view): 1) scientists from both 'fighting camps' (creationists and evolutionists) had no disagreements in treating the current (present) stage of evolution; but 2) they fiercely argued over the treatment of the origin (the emergent past) of the whole evolutionary process; and 3) they have no interest at all to the emergent future of the one common whole evolutionary process of the life on the Earth

 Therefore, bioethics of today, dealing with these problems, seems to challenge an enormous, even historical task for contemporary humankind

The substantial characteristics of Process are given in author's previous works (on "Philosophical Cosmology", 2001; and "The Doctor of Tomorrow", 2001; the latter is published in the printed and electronic versions)

Edmund Pellegrino

 In outcome, as Edmund Pellegrino judges:"There is today, much confusion now about the nature of the physician-patient relationship

 Crudely speaking, philosophical cosmism is humanist psychology and pragmatism, which are 'turned into emergent future'

 Both cosmism and pragmatism recognise in principle: a) that existence is fundamentally concerned with action; b) the functional character of ideas: ideas are suggestion and anticipations of possible conduct; they are hypotheses or forecasts of what will result from a given action; they are ways of organising behaviour in the world rather than replica of the world; c) human interpretations of reality are motivated and justified by considerations of efficacy and utility in serving his interests and needs

Likewise, in the cosmist context, it is very significant that insofar as Process has its own emergent past and present, there is no logical reason to refuse (Process) to have its continuance in the emergent future

 Pellegrino's claim in "some comprehensive philosophical underpinning for medical ethics that will link the great moral traditions with principles and rules and with the new emphasis on moral psychology

Pellegrino

 Indeed, Whitehead introduces the notion of anactual occasion, which, on his view, is not an enduring substance, but aprocess of becoming

 These -subject-object- interrelations have the mutual character

 In turn, the term 'cosmic' just means that a subject has the origin in Process and ultimately is the function of Process

 In other words,subjectmeans - from the cosmist point of view - every living organism on the earth: molecule, cell, biological organism, biosphere, human being, family, community, social body, society, mankind, and, ultimately, Process itself (CEPLE) - the one common whole cosmic evolutionary process of the life on the Earth

3)Principle of creativity- 'man is a creator': here are introduced and discerned two basic categories of human creativity: a)Adaptational creativity(micro-evolutionary, actual, constructive c

Therefore, in the full accordance with the ACW's principle of theunity of evolutionary levelswe ought to treat, when considering human health, as much environmental (societal), as the personal (cosmist) determinants of individual's wellbeing (health)

Thereby, thecosmistfuture for man is ever open and emergent, insofar as it primarily has its origin (freely and transcendentally) within the man : to be further realised in the man's cosmist (creative) actions and eventually exhibited in the effects and results of this : freely chosen and personally gratifying : functional activity; at the same time, however, the ultimate selection comes as an emergent occurrence - from the higher 'uterine' level of the man's wellbeing ontogenesis

 A patient is an 'object' for the practising physician, but he is simultaneously a 'patient-subject' enjoying full rights within the democratic civilised society of his existence

 As a corollary, man's wellbeing on the coming level of personal emergent future (as well as the present wellbeing of the man, for, that is the result of the previous successfulcosmistmacro-evolutionary process of the whole person's ontogenesis) is chiefly depends on the man's primarily subjective activity and, thus, - on his personal responsibility

Darryl Macer

 Finally, author expresses his sincere gratitude to Professor Darryl Macer, whose active practical attitude to 'Eubios' contributions constantly encouraged me during the entire work

Key Words:Philosophical cosmology, wholistic ontology, cosmist epistemology and axiology, CosmoBiotypology, bioethics of individual's health"Philosophy is a science and therefore, like every other science, it seeks to establish truths that have been strictly proved and are therefore binding for every thinking being and not only for a particular people or nation

 (To the point, 'emergence', in author's context, has the accepted - in evolutionary thinking - meaning: Of the rise of a system that cannot be predicted or explained from antecedent conditions)

 On contrary, cosmist dialectical paradigm considers individual's health as an evolutionaryprocess of processes(adaptational and creative) of the man's wellbeing, ultimately directed towards the macro-levels of the man's personal creative activity

 AcknowledgementsThe author is deeply indebted to two persons: to Jozef Glasa, M

 And the main source of illness (although not the only one) is seen as frustrations (of the basic needs or the B-values, of idiosyncratic potentials, of expression of the self, and of the tendency of the person to grow in his own style and at his own space)" (p

 Henceforth, our student would be largely free (on his next ontogenetic level of vocational activity) from the unfriendly surroundings, thereby - from the harmful (long-term) conflicts and emotional stresses (of external and internal origin), forming hard pressure on psychophysiologic systems of his organism and eventually throwing the man into a chronic ('civilisatory') disease

 Thus, directly upholding pragmatism, I propose the following thesis: Not the function itself, but precisely its successful realisation - the attainment of the needed effects or practical satisfactory results (eventually, realisation of the dominant need) - plays the decisive role for human wellbeing (health)

 In other words, together with the notions of biological and social evolution, the notion of the Personal Cosmist Evolution of the Free Civilised Man is characterised as the present-day forefront of Process

Next, on the bases of philosophical cosmism, the central element of the whole philosophical approach - the system of basic ontological assumptions, named as Absolute Cosmist Wholism (ACW-system) is presented

crisis

biomedicine

 What is the reason of the current crisis in bioethics (in respect to philosophical issues)? To author's view, the gist is that the contemporary bioethics does not possess its own philosophical basis, but obediently follows the mainstream paradigm of the modern Western biomedicine (being, thus, a direct 'science-driven' phenomenon)

7)Principle of evolutionary selection from Above- 'evolutionary selection from the emergent future'

cornerstone

To begin with,cosmist epistemologyandcosmist axiologystate their common cornerstone principle - of the whole-triple nature of human knowledge and values: 1) of human (being HSA) biological and biosocial innate patterns of behaviour and maintenance of physiologic homeostasis; 2) of human (being HSS) social learning to objective realities or predefined norms and, as well, of the lived experience of the person's meanings, relations, values, patterns, etc

 Therefore, the way ofsubject-object(pathocentric) consideration of the 'civilisatory' : chronic non-infectious and non-traumatic - diseases is a 'blind alley' in principle, and, hence, we badly need thesubject-subject(wholistic, health-centric, natural) approach at the scientific consideration of the object of individual's health

In development of this section, it would be relevant to present the definitions of human health, upholding by adherents of the three main (considered) approaches in philosophy and science: Naturalistic, Metaphysical, and Cosmist

 Essentially, cosmist epistemology and axiology treats HSC (Homo Sapienscosmicus) as a positive phenomenon of reality (alike to HSS and HSA)

 Likewise, the detailed characterisation of this system is given in the previous author's work : in "The Doctor of Tomorrow", 2001)

Glynn

Davies

The other prominent example is the recent creationism-evolution controversy in American public education: in the 1999 Kansas State Board of Education voted to delete evolution from State's science curriculum (please, see the references to Belluck, 1999; Davies, 1999; Glynn, 1999)

Belluck

 Reasonably, therefore, scientific knowledge in Human, Social, and Life sciences (including Bioethics) ought to be universal as well

 As a prominent representative of the organismic (or holistic) theory, author highlights and supports the following Maslow's conceptions (relying on Maslow's major workToward a Psychology of Being):1) of emphasising, in a full accord with the basic tenets of organismic theory, the unity, integration, consistence, and coherence of the normal personality: and2) of stressing on the inherent potentials of the organism for growth: "That is, general-illness of the personality is seen as any falling short of growth, or of self-actualisation, or of full-humanness

As we see, in conclusion, both naturalistic and metaphysical philosophies treat human health as astate- the present wellbeing situation, caused by the past occurrences

 Hence, health-seeking behaviour must treat as much the determinants of the sociocultural organisation of health care, as the virtual subjective origination of new cosmist values, guiding creative functional (personalist cosmist) objective searches and further purposeful activities

chiefly

 In other words, Western worldview is chiefly based on the static spatial concepts of the given real - in thepresent- world, and thus, in general, ignores the temporal and novel aspects of the universe (given in man's experience)

 In this discourse it is possible only to give very brief characteristics to them:1)Principle of universal functional integration- 'all living is a whole - functionally integrated subject'

4)Principle of unity of evolutionary levels- 'of man's constant active creativity'

 Process is the objective phenomenon of the Earth's real world and simultaneously the most basic notion in the whole framework of author's cosmist systemic assumptions

In conclusion of this section I emphasise my fundamental position that CosmoBiotypological epistemology and axiology lay claim to rationally link the subjective (satisfying, desirable) intrinsic values of humans with the really existing (given) objective values and demands (i

bioethical

 It is essential that author's novel bioethical system builds on the great potential of the Russian cosmist philosophical tradition of pan-unity and active evolution

 In this comes the task to explore thoroughly the creative evolutionary "process of processes" ofan individual's wellbeing - of the unity of evolutionary levels: of the constant active macro-evolutionary ascent of humans on the successively higher - of the emergent future - levels of their wellbeing and, simultaneously, of the micro-evolutionary adaptational development on the given macro-level - up to the optimal grade of equilibrium and stability with the environment

 At the same time, however, the great address of a naturally healthy (wellbeing) human has been totally lost for contemporary philosophy and science

 At this point, listing them, author firstly states the bio-social determinants of individual's health, profoundly elaborated by Egon Diczfalusy (Diczfalusy, 1997, p

Egon Diczfalusy

 That is the true single-whole "end-goal" - meaning - of human life and, simultaneously, - the leading (of the man's wellbeing) single-whole value and, correspondingly, - single-whole need (of executing the ultimate function) of the entire person's healthy (natural) ontogenesis

 The latter, in turn, has the essence of thesubject-objectrelationship between a doctor and the patient, scientist and the object of investigation, man and the world

 The need to realise this ultimate intrinsic functionality - directly to Process - forms the highest meaning of a subject's life

 The latter is possible exclusively within the equalsubject-subject(_ephilosopher-philosopher') relationship between a doctor and the patient

 Eventually, in the author's firm belief, world philosophy can and should be brought to bear upon the practical issues of individual's health (and life on the whole)

Hegel, a great dialectician - creator of a critical method for the investigation of dialectical process, considered the contemporary (present to him) 'Germanic world' to be the final stage of the evolution of his Absolute

Popper

 Essentially, it largely conforms with Carl Popper'sevolutionary emergentism- the constant production of novel tentative behavioural and cognitive patterns through actual problem solving in the present situation; here, man expediently uses the method of trial and error, as well as he effectively exploits the already existing (of Popper's 'world 3') scientific and cultural material; the means of pragmatism, positivism, rationalism, subjectivism, existentialism and phenomenology are equally relevant herein; human adaptational creative activity ends ultimately in the attainment of the highest level of stability of his existence in the given environment

Carl Popper

At any rate, it is essential to state, in conclusion, that the current (Western) mainstream philosophy and science easily recognises the biological, social, and individual (but within the society) levels of man's ascending development, but they categorically deny the existence of the cosmist - Transcending-the-Society - processes of man's being and wellbeing on the whole and on the every given macro-level of the man's integrated ontogenesis

)The heart of the matter is that a doctor and the patient, man and the world are universal elements of the one-whole process of the Life on the Earth

appropriate

latter

 The latter precisely lead people to the self-actualisation, or provides him with 'workability' ideas : fully appropriate for the problems at hand (at the present)

193)3) The equalising by Maslow the meanings of the notions 'value' and 'need', and thus corresponding the sense of subjective (intrinsic) needs of the man with their extrinsic value projection on the objective reality of surrounding world, thus achieving the possibility "to study this inner nature scientifically and objectively" (p

 In this, Process actually is anautonomoussubject: although having the unknowable - transcendent cosmic - origin, it exists and evolves entirely independent of our interpretation of its origin (God, Nature, Big Bang, Spontaneous Origin, Panspermia, etc

 the performance of actions motivated and justified by considerations of their efficacy, adequacy and utility in serving the man's ontogenetic actual and cosmist (creative) needs

 It is true there is a single, ultimate value or end of life and also it is just as true that we have a hierarchical and developmental system of values, completely interrelated

 It is likewise essential that the author'scosmistapproach andprocessthinking is not merely the speculative reflection on the 'good life' (Eubios, Macer), but it is intended to become precisely the 'real-world' instrument for man in changing the unfavourable reality throughpersonal cosmistaction

Macer

non-infectious

The most essential thesis at this point is the following: If the ascendant evolutionary line of man's ontogenesis is being unrealised (by the person themself, 'from within'), or blocked or suppressed by societal factors - 'from outside', then the being constantly produced creative energy of human ontogenesis stops to be consumed and, being locked (in abundance) inside the man's organism, inevitably causes different psychophysiologic disturbances (including the appearance of the 'civilisatory diseases' - chronic non-infectious diseases)

" Essentially, this definition (similarly to the naturalistic one) treats human health as astate

satisfaction

 It is a creative activity personally gratifying humans, aimed at the production of specific personal effects or results, directed to the satisfaction of the basic human need and thus to be functionally (successfully) integrated into the successively (evolutionary) higher : future emergent, absent in the present reality : macro-level of the ontogenesis of human wellbeing

pragmatism

 Cornerstone Cosmist Law of CosmoBiotypologyFrom all the above stated fundamentals of philosophical cosmology and ACW ontology, and also developing the humanist and pragmatism principles - the basic characteristics of the being deducedcosmistphilosophical and scientific trends follow: of cosmist epistemology and axiology, for the first hand

The other basic notions are:-Emergent future, that is the successively coming integrated macro-level of a subject's (human) wellbeing ontogenesis (the university for a schoolboy; the vocational body for a graduate student, etc

Creative creativityhas the synonyms of "macro-evolutionary, ascending, cosmist creativity"

 From this stand, each value has its hierarchical place as a function of Process (and, naturally, - a function of the subject's wellbeing ontogenesis)

There is one more essential characteristic of the cosmist philosophy : that it is basically the practical philosophy, but not the one of academical level

, who was the first to recognise the validity of the cosmist approach in bioethics and whose assistance was of great significance for me; and to Professor Zbigniew Szawarski - due to his valuable comments on the substance of the exploration

Zbigniew Szawarski

 In this, Cosmist (personalist and universal) bioethics can and ought to become a vital emergent area of practical concern

 In this course the basic notion ofHomo Sapienscosmicusis proposed (HSC, in abbreviation)

 In outcome, reasonably, the human's harmonious (wellbeing, healthy) ontogenesis is solely possible on the road of their basic cosmist assignment (function of Process) execution

cosmological

 In pushing his way, the author primarily attempts to ground bioethics in the higher order philosophical - cosmological, ontological, epistemological, axiological - principles, sufficient for the further advancement of the concept of universal bioethics, capable, in turn, to deal precisely with the object of individual's health

wholistic

 At the same time, this truly wholistic definition has the metaphysical character, insofar as it advances thea priory(speculative, of contemplation) principle (or the ultimate meaning), but lacks any natural law to be based upon (as, in the above, - "to cope with environment") and, hence, is not empirically testable and thus is "beyond the senses"

 The matter is that the contemporary bioethics does not include at all (in its scope) the object of individual (personal) wellbeing of an individual's health

 Moreover, the situation of-today calls for "to balance the autonomy equation with some attention to physician autonomy

 (Pragmatism, 2001)However, there are substantial disparities between philosophical cosmism and pragmatism or humanist psychology

At last, author hopes that his philosophical synthesis will advance some fruitful thinking in the novel (being proposed) field of the bioethics of individual's health or, at least, provide the readers ofEJAIBwith new provocative insights and ideas

 In this, the direct analogy for the cultural development can be traced, that precisely the new philosophical foundations ('from the emergent future') are capable to bring the possibilities for science to unite the primarily controversy paradigms and to explain the formerly unexplainable phenomenon

Crick

 The latter is the incontestable fact of natural sciences, at least since the discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson and Crick in the year 1953, which proves the unity of all kinds of life and the genetic transmission of psychic characters by these molecules

physician

 'Doctor of Tomorrow' (naturally, that is chiefly a family medicine specialist, practising in general medicine), to author's argumentation, ought to be simultaneously physician, psychologist (and sociologist), and philosopher

 Therefore, the wellbeing ontogenesis of man is fundamentally concerned with his personally effective actions

 That is, so called by him, Western philosophical (and, hence, - scientific) 'presentism'

This new physician's status leads to a new branch of bioethics - bioethics of individual's health

 For instance, he could work as an assistant at the surgical unit, there where he feels genuine satisfaction of the activity itself and of the results of his activity (which are observable for the specialists from the higher integrated levels of the man's ontogenesis)

 Henceforth, philosophical cosmism naturally upholds not only the necessity of the 'present survival' and thus - of the adaptational creativity and growth, but likewise grounds the evolutionary priority of the emergent future for a person - to re-disclose, on the every macro-level of the man's ontogenesis, his basic functionality and to realise its functional mode for the successful integration into the higher level of the man's wellbeing ontogenesis

 Hence, at this point, the evidence of the crisis of contemporary biomedicine (bioethics) in relation to philosophical issues is easily disclosed

Herein, author's cosmist approach comes close to the meaning of Maslow's "a single end-goal" - "a single ultimate value or end of life" (p

" In other words and more accurately, individual's health is the 'process of processes' ('ontogenesis of ontogeneses') of man's wellbeing

I will take the naturalistic (evolutionist) definition of health from the Encyclopaedia Britannica (Health, 2001)

405)Cosmist epistemology and axiology give a start in life to CosmoBiotypology - a cornerstone element of the entire framing of the derived cosmist theoretical proposals

 Thus a cell integrates the molecules, a tissue - the cells, an organ - the tissues, an organism - the organs, a human being - the organism, a family (any other social body) - the human beings (persons), a society - the social bodies, etc

 In fact, (post)modern biomedicine and bioethics deals, in principle, with the already diseased or disabled person (secondary to morbid processes), but, never, with the naturally healthy (wellbeing) person

Abstract"Is a comprehensive moral philosophy of medicine possible? Is this still a philosophical enterprise?" Meeting this challenge, the author endeavours to give positive answers to these substantial questions of Professor Edmund D

Finally, author's cosmist approach (originally given in Jozef Glasa'sMedical Ethics and Bioethics, 2000) defines that "individual health is successful cosmist unity of adaptational and creativeprocessesof the human organism and personality

Jozef Glasa

 For man that means, first of all, a) the discovery of his basic functionality and b) its ultimate realisation chiefly on the man's mature creative level of wellbeing ontogenesis

object

 It means that as much a doctor treats his patient as the object, as a patient of-today considers the doctor as the object who ought to provide him with the best possible treatment and in the full compliance with his family's interests, religious values, personal authentical convictions, etc

 Thereby, all knowledge about humans is derived as much from their present and past experience (both of empiricist and rationalist origin), as from the future emergent experience, coming from the transcendental apprehension by a person of the (cosmist) values of their future (emergent) functional integrated wellbeing

 That is exactly the level of the application of thecosmist dialecticalphilosophy and the deduced theoretical proposals and methodologies

 In reality, Process actsautonomouslyandindependently(exploiting biological evolution and, further, man's Mind, Reason, and Action merely as a mean): reasonably, Process has produced Man as the crown of the biological evolution not only for the role of creator of Earth's Society (of the world social and cultural historical process), but on the looser yet crucial role as creator of the emergent future (integrated macro-levels) wellbeing of itself (Process) - one common whole cosmic evolutionary process of the life on the Earth

 Introduction to Cosmist Epistemology and Axiology: Developing the Humanist and Pragmatism PrinciplesDerived from the fundamentals of philosophical cosmology and ACW ontology, the basic characterisation of the deducedcosmistphilosophical and scientific trends follows: of cosmist epistemology and axiology, for the first hand

 Author deeply shares the core values of AHP, especially the first three: 1) dedication to the development of human potential; 2) an understanding of life as a process; 3) an appreciation of the spiritual and intuitive (O'Hara, 2001)

O'Hara

9)Principle of personal functional elitism: 'the meaning of man's life is embedded in the successful ascendant evolution of man through all macro-levels of his ontogenesis for the ultimate attainment, in the period of maturity, of specific (cosmist) personal macro-level of his being, to realise here the man's personal specific (functional, of 'elite selection' - differentiation) contribution to the wellbeing of common whole Process'

proposals

epistemology

axiology

 The author aspires, therefore, that cosmist theoretical proposals (with its cornerstone CosmoBiotypology principle) 'open new land' for the development of a novel integrated (universal) epistemology, axiology, ethics, anthropology, etc

 They are 1) sufficient food, 2) potable water, 3) shelter, 4) sanitation, 5) health services, 6) healthy environment, 7) education, 8) employment, 9) personal security

In his discourse author opposes resolutely to currently dominating (naturalistic and metaphysical) 'Western presentism' a novel philosophical and scientific trend of Cosmist Dialectics

 'Subject' designates the 'integrated functional subject', which ever is integrating itself/himself (to be the functional whole) and simultaneously ever being functionally integrated by the higher organised subject ('organism')

 In this, the fundamental principle for health (natural law) is defined as the man's "ability to cope with environment", and the whole definition is that "health in human beings, the extent of an individual's continuing physical, emotional, mental, and social ability to cope with his environment

 Author considers this Ultimate Functional (Personalist Cosmist) Need - UF_PC_N in abbreviation - to be, in point of fact, the intrinsic subject's evolutionary program ('subject's absolute' - of hierarchically organised ends-goals) of the entire subject's wellbeing ontogenesis

 It is the kind of 'cosmist workability' - the attainment of practical effects, which are noticeable for the functional selection from Above - from the emergent future - of the man's on-going (ascending) wellbeing ontogenesis

results

 That means constant achieving by them is needed - functionally pre-programmed by UF_PC_N : subjectively gratifying effects and results, i

 Thereby, in the current discourse author just itemises the most essential characteristics of Process: itscosmic originand its essence of theascendant emergent self-unfolding evolutionaryprocess

 Hence, wellbeing of any Earth's living subject (including man for the first hand) naturally is a direct function of Process

); b)Creative creativity(macro-evolutionary, ascending, cosmist c

 Hence, author foresees the main objective to his cosmist framing : that the 'universal bioethics : of individual's health' will certainly cause the "fixed future" and the "pre-determined place" for man (and thus - to the loss of personal freedom) in the higher level organisation

 Consequently, in this order, the given practical purposes and long-term goals of a person (in the due - natural, cosmist, wellbeing - course) are just the final stages of the entire process of his appropriate dominant need self-realisation

 One of the 'real world' implications of the cosmist trend in philosophy and science is the formulation of the new status of a physician

At this point, author discloses again his close agreement with basic tenets of Russian philosophy, namely with its main task "to work out a theory about the world as a whole, based upon all the varieties of experience

191);4) that each person has a hierarchy of needs that must be satisfied, ranging from basic physiological requirements to love, esteem, and, finally, self-actualisation, which has one single meaning (in other words, ultimately the individual is motivated by one sovereign drive): "These basic needs or basic values therefore may be treated both as ends and as steps toward a single end-goal

 The latter (internal origin of chronic diseases), objectively calls for a novel line of biomedical and bioethical evolution

 The further wellbeing of one common Process depends nowadays neither so much from the biological evolution (it has reached its high point in the emergence of Homo Sapiensanimalis(HSA), nor from the social evolution (it has reached its high point in the emergence of contemporary Western civilised society and Homo Sapienssapiens(HSS)

 Based on the cosmist philosophy, bioethics of individual's health opens the perspectives for the universal ethical consideration of a patient

adaptational

 The termcosmiststresses chiefly on two points: a) on the inbornsubjective(personalist) origination of the primary perceptions of a person's adaptational and creative creativity; b) thedeliberatecharacter of a person's adaptational and creative activity, aimed at the eventual ascent on the successively higher level of his integrated wellbeing

 In contrast, the author's original (cosmist) organismic (process) philosophy initially is based on positive and objective principles

-Subjectis one more specific notion in the author's special (cosmist) language

10)Principle of subject's individual wellbeing- 'the subject's wellbeing directly depends on the extent of one's belongingness and integration into Process'

2)Principle of universal emergent evolutionism- 'all living - any subject - is the evolutionary process'

 It is essential, that here : on the philosophical level : a doctor and his patient are partners in principle; moreover, the subjective (autonomous) personal feelings, perceptions and cogitation of a patient (a person), relative to the choice of values of their current and the whole route of personal wellbeing have the decisive significance, while the activity of the doctor-philosopher acquires mainly the quality of delicate assistance

5)Principle of cosmist hierarchy of evolutionary levels- 'of the managing priority of the higher integrated level'

reflection

 Traditionally, however, the goal of bioethics is the research and reflection of the ethical issues brought to life by the new developments in the life sciences and ultimately aimed at the clarification of the content of judgements, decisions and policies designed to harmonise individual rights and wellbeing with the common good of the contemporary society

 However, Whitehead's system has basically the metaphysical character - of relying ona priory(speculative) meanings and structure

In 1962 the Association of Humanist Psychology (AHP) was founded, which, by virtue of its members' activities, has inspired many people's quest for personal growth and health

 It is precisely in this : cosmist way - man's zygote needs to become fetus; fetus - newborn; newborn - child; child - schoolboy; schoolboy - student; student - employer; employer - mature professional; mature professional - manager; etc

In contrast to chiefly naturalisticpresentismof humanists and pragmatists, the cornerstone principle of the cosmist approach is to treat man as abio-social-cosmistcreature

civilised

 Further continuation of the evolution is to-be-mission of a new evolutionary active subject - Homo Sapienscosmicus: the man, who, living in a civilised society, is ready to realise his intrinsic creative (basic) specific functional ability and ultimately contribute, as a cosmist person, directly to the wellbeing preservation and continuation of Process

154)5) That the chief mechanism for a person really free choice and for his growth rests on the sense of gratification, "because it tastes good, feels good, gives pleasure or delight" (p

consideration

concerned

speculative

practical

 To author's view, however, the time has come long ago for bioethics to rise above its current 'science-driven' or speculative status and to approach substantially (in the positivist manner) to personal and health-centric consideration of practical moral problems, concerned with individual's health

substance

free

Indeed, since Aristotle, Western world strictly pursues two chief goals for a philosopher and scientist: first, to investigate the nature and properties of what exists in the natural, or sensible, world, and second, to explore the characteristics of "Being as such" and to inquire into the character of "the substance that is free from movement," or the most real of all things, the intelligible reality on which everything in the world of nature was thought to be causally dependent (Metaphysics, 2001)

realisation

ascendant

 Further, however (insofar as man is as much a physical and moral being, as a cosmic one), follows the necessity to assist man in the realisation of his cosmist needs - to make available the man's constant (ascendant) transcendence on the successively higher levels of his wellbeing ontogenesis

In completion, it should be also emphasised, that author does not focus on the innovative philosophical analysis in relation to the interdisciplinary inquiry in the life sciences and the humanities (on the interrelation of biomedical knowledge and human values), but he is seeking precisely for new kinds of paradigmatic exploration and, even, to comprehend the phenomenon of individual's health in the broadest possible sense and thus to present the "breakthrough" article

It is also essential, in conclusion of the cosmological theme, that Process naturally all-embraces the total number of subjects (and natural wellbeing of any subject, insofar as Process - is naturally anautonomousall-embracing evolutionaryprocess) of the life on the Earth

 The heart of the matter is that the cosmist approach is precisely the shift (ascent) of the whole philosophy from the traditional biological, social and individual (anthropocentric) standpoints to precisely thecosmist : personalist evolutionary wholistic -position of the man's wellbeing ontogenesis: of the evolutionary equality and unity of Nature (biosphere), Society and Man : the chief elements of Process

8)Principle of the particular role of modern humans in the being of common cosmic evolutionary Process of the life on the Earth (Process): 'the future wellbeing of one common Process - of Earth's life - entirely depends on the man's deliberate cosmist creative activity'

 : facts) of the surrounding world (physical, ecological, societal), as well as with the biological peculiarities of human's whole organisation (man's biotype)

primarily

Herein, it is very significant to understand that within thecosmistparadigm there is no place for the 'morpho'-determination of the place for a subject (person) in the given environment and time, but, on contrary, philosophical and scientific cosmism is ever primarily the FUNCTIONAL and SUBJECTIVE approach to any subject

Maslow's "holistic-dynamic" (sometimes called - "organismic") theory is of especial significance, for, it utmost approaches author's framing and substantiating the bioethics of individual's health

 Noteworthy, this principle is the core one of the process philosophy of Sir Alfred North Whitehead, namely that "Philosophy will not regain its proper status until the gradual elaboration of categoreal schemes, definitely stated at each stage of progress, is recognised as its proper objective

 Thus, in the cosmist context, the 'fourth world' emerges of human's (personal) gratifying feelings, perceptions, motivations

 I would like to present the distinctions between the terms 'cosmic' and 'cosmist'; and also to make a short historical excursion to the 1950s of the world psychology development (to the emergence of humanist concepts)

personalist

naturalistic

 At the same time, in the light of author's philosophical cosmology and ACW ontology, Maslow's positive naturalistic "self-actualisation" transforms into the positive cosmist notion of man's single basic (ultimate) functionality - of man's ultimate functional deliberate (personalist cosmist) direct contribution to Process's wellbeing

 At present, however, as Roger Sperry fairly judged, "Despite great advances in our knowledge about universe and the ways of nature, current belief systems around the world remain so incompatible that, if we accept as true the cherished beliefs of one people, it follows that many truths upheld as sacred by other peoples must be false and misleading

Roger Sperry

Importantly, Russian philosophical cosmism at present - that is an actually a forgotten layer of world culture, which, to author's firm belief, ought to be restored and actively included into the current world cultural life

Solely, in conclusion of this section, I necessarily highlight the substantial features of the two basic cosmist categories of human creativity: adaptational and creative creativity

 Really, in this, it is according to logic that the physiological apparatus of human satisfaction - of "basic need gratification" (Maslow, p

creator

biosphere

The heart of the matter is that both Humanists and Pragmatists treat human as abio-social-individualcreature - a function of Nature (biosphere), Society (the given societal and cultural environment), and Individual himself - creature of biological nature and social environment, but the owner of his unique inherent potential (hierarchy of needs) and creator of his unique values

self-actualisation

psychology

intrinsic

Clark Moustakas

Next, let us refer to the history of world psychology - to the late 1950's, when a "Third Force" (originally initiated by Abraham Maslow and Clark Moustakas) - Humanist Psychology - emerged on the scientific scene, having soundly pushed forward such novel psychological themes as self, self-actualisation, health, creativity, intrinsic nature, being, becoming, individuality, meaning, etc

Abraham Maslow
From this clearly follows that the individual's health - wellbeing of the entire human's ontogenesis - is highly correlative with the success of execution of their ultimate creative functional contribution to Process's wellbeing

doctor

 To operate effectively in this course, a doctor (bioethicist) could enter the arena ofsubject-subject('philosopher-philosopher') relationship with a patient, relying on the bases of the being proposed cosmist paradigm

 Naturalistic and Metaphysical 'Presentism' versus Cosmist DialecticsIn my view one of the origins of the on-going crisis of contemporary philosophy and science (in respect to individual's health) lies in themetaphilosophicalrealm

unity

It is essential that this approach, which I believe is original, builds substantially on the Russian - but not Soviet (!) - cosmist philosophical tradition of pan-unity and active evolution

macro-level

realise

 In other words, creative activity is the manifestation of the specific ability of a person to realise his gratifying functional inclusion into the integrity of a successively new higher macro-level of the man's wellbeing ontogenesis

precisely

 This level of doctor-patient relationship leads precisely to psychological ('mental') and psychophysiological wellbeing of the person (patient)

 Namely, the author builds his 'cosmist system of axioms' on the principally positive foundation - the phenomenon of Process (CEPLE):cosmicevolutionaryprocess of thelife on theEarth

 In case of interest forEJAIB'sreadership, these issues could become, to author's happiness, the matters of his elaboration and the following discussion

 Equally, every other subject (integrated in Process) has its own times of past, present, and future emergent being - its/his individual (personal) emergent future of the ascending functional integration into the new successive level of the whole subject's (man's) wellbeing ontogenesis

ascent

cosmist

ontogenesis

; 3) of human cosmist (being HSC) -subject-subject- perception of the world and the transcendental realisation of the person's unique successful route of the ascent ('evolutionary selection from Above') on the future emergent level of his wellbeing ontogenesis

paradigm

 (1997) 'In search of human dignity: gender equity, reproductive health and healthy ageing',International Journal of Gynaecology and Obstetrics59(3): 195-206

constant

successful

integration

ascending

successively

specific

integrated

wellbeing

 It comprises:a) the man's successful ontogenetic macro-evolution (the process of the constant man's gratifying activity, directed to the ascending functional integration of the whole man's being into the successively hierarchical levels (of the ascending emergent complexity) of the man's specific (in the given circumstances) integrated wellbeing); and at the same time,b) the regular and necessary man's micro-evolution (process of man's successful development and adaptation, from initial, elementary (infantile) forms up to the mature 'homeostatic' forms and stages of man's integrated wellbeing on the given macro-evolutionary level)

 Cosmological and Ontological Fundamentals of the Cosmist (Universal) Trend in BioethicsApparently, the author's approach has some essential similarities with the "philosophy of organism" (also called as "process philosophy") by Sir Alfred North Whitehead

emergent

bioethics

 In this, my view is that the sole substance exists capable to integrate (and resolve) the existing diversity and controversies (in any sphere of philosophy and science, naturally including bioethics) of the existing positions, values and standpoints - that is the one of emergent 'uterine' future

 We believe that we have a special essence, which we call soul, spirit, or self

 We are *prejudiced!*It is conceivable that the true noosphere of this planet will be built upon the premise that intelligence is accrued by a thinking, information-processing machine

 This special Personalization of Intelligence may be that which is most *precious* in all the universe!Our problem may be that we forget we are children of evolution

Marvin Minsky, THE SOCIETY OF THE MIND

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, THE PHENOMENON OF MAN

 The idea of our giving way to a machine, the idea of a machine superceding us in evolution, is unpalatable

Fifty years ago ideas about such things as the noosphere were considered esoteric

* This special essence is the crowning achievement of intelligence as we know it

 Marvin Minsky has done some real spadework on many contentious traits that make-up our special essence

 We are still debating what to teach the machine, because we are still debating about ourselves!This debate, this work in the cognitive theoretics of AI is--I believe--of significant importance for the evolution of the noosphere

 This meant that although human intelligence may now (at present) be more complex than machine intelligence, machines will gain more in capacity as they become capable of doing more operations in parallel and by using better algorithms

 Marvin Minsky, a premier AI theorist, is a major proponent of the machine approach

 A flood of new ideas far and beyond logical positivism would expand the realm of AI research into a valuable repository of cognitive exploration about human intelligence: about the brain and the mind, about consciousness, and about the self

At this point in time, however, we may be on the brink of beginning to understand this special essence in a fundamentally different way

" Mainly this thesis stressed that machine intelligence and human intelligence were essentially equivalent

But if we are ever to respect other forms of intelligence-- especially our new child, machine intelligence--as genuine sentient entities, we need to overcome both our prejudice and our fear

Home|TheLogosContinuum|TheCosmicPlenum|TheImaginalWithinTheCosmos|ConsciousnessInTheCosmos|ACosmicInitiation|Living In The Cosmos|LogosTalkThe Imaginal Within The Cosmos: The Noosphere and Artificial IntelligenceA half century ago the great Jesuit scientist-theologian, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, while discussing his ideas about an evolving cosmos, said that "under the free and ingenious effort of successful intelligences, *something* irreversibly accumulates and is transmitted, at least collectively by means of education, down the course of ages

 The idea would be to inject biochips into human brains, thus restructuring human evolution by creating "homo-bionic" beings

 If they are successful in mastering factual data and move on into a more intuitive mode--primarily moving from sequential to parallel thinking, they will be machines that "no longer need to consciously think through each step" according to information-specialist Raymond Kurzweil

" Teilhard declared that man was a definite turning point in the upgrading of the cosmic process towards consciousness

stressed

 Those who conceived the human brain and mind as a machine were affiliated with the logical positivists; whereas, in reaction to this position, the existentialists stressed the spiritual and emotive life of the mind

 The next, seemingly natural step towards the noosphere, beyond our current computer networks and capabilities, is the advent of AI

 According to cellular automata and computer-information specialist, Edward Fredkin, the universe may be an information processing intelligence

Edward Fredkin

 This sense of soul-spirit-self is perhaps beginning to be considered as the *Personalization of Intelligence

 The fact that human beings are thinking of and working in AI presupposes such!If artificial machine intelligence, in whatever form, eventually supercedes human intelligence, if it truly becomes the thinking layer of the earth--the noosphere-- moving perhaps on beyond into the cosmos, what will it be like? I suspect a sense of *deja vu

 In respect to complying to rigorous procedures, the computer is consistent and patient; however, the human brain tires and becomes distracted and unreliable

According to Minsky, human beings are "meat machines

" It is about making a machine that has the human powers of reasoning!Thus far there has been only limited success in building such proposed AI machines

Parallel processing machines are only just beginning to enter the scene

An early scholar in the field, Charles Acree noted that AI is a term about the "observed performance of machines as measured by comparison with, or competition with, human intelligence

Charles Acree

 Today there are thousands of interlinking computer networks representing all the domains of the planet

 Aside from his religious interpretations, Teilhard believed that the noosphere would lead to the next step in evolution, beyond the human, to the super-human: the Omega Point

 Remeber Teilhard's idea of Omega, heading toward super-vision, heading toward the super-human

 Rather, if we could conceive of ourselves, along with potentially higher computer intelligence, working as a *team* of sentient entities, then perhaps we could begin to build the noosphere

If we humans are to be part of an effort to build a genuine noosphere of this planet, we need to break-down the chains of ego and control

 The input processing of a computer is insensitive to the extraneous, but the brain is affected by the extraneous and functions best with redundancy

premise

Owen

 Schank and Owen end their premise on creativity with the essential question: How can we program these cognitive skills (of creative behavior) into a computer?Rather than continue with the multitude of theoretics now beginning to expand the AI movement, let us turn to Schank and Owen's question, let us now review some of the current efforts towards developing thinking machine technology such as the work on neural network, parallel processing, and molecular computers

 He noted a connection between human thought and a formal process that can only be referred to as a computation

They encountered a disconcerting fact: *the intelligent brain is a mystery!* Einstein put it well when he noted that "the hardest thing to understand is why we can understand anything at all

 And like a baby, who has lots to learn and understand during maturation, the thinking machine could be educated over time

 Essentially, a molecular computer could be considered a new life form

considered

 Not only are academic researchers and scientists connected, but creative minds of every stripe are connected as well by the computer

 He has struggled hard, in terms of application to machines, to understand better such issues as common sense, emotions, and confusion

Through the efforts of AI researchers and cognitive theorists, we are steadily arriving towards the conclusion that the realm of intelligence may indeed consist of intricate, interlaced knowledge-processing networks housed in what we "label" as machines--whether we call them animal, human, computer, or cosmic

Schank

John Owen

For example, one such attempt--by Roger Schank and John Owen--is to devise an algorithmic definition of creativity

Roger Schank

 This biochip technology could eventually lead to a very "far future" molecular computer

"It was imperative that AI scientists, if they were to build thinking machines, had to maneuver into the quagmire of cognitive theoretics

special

 And here is the nub! Our fear, our terrible fear, of loss of Person (that special essence) is so consciously and unconsciously strong as to prevent us from really investing the possibility of intelligence into other forms

 We need to grow into the idea that all of us, both brain and body, are aspects of the cosmic entity

 The computer's memory is exact and expandable, whereas the human brain tends to be forgetful and approximate

logical

 There were existing, different camps of cognitive theory posited for consideration: such as Plato's theory of pure concepts (the Forms); Kant's *a priori* principle; and Wittgenstein's ideas about logical processes, which focused upon language as the embodiment of what can be said, known, and thought

 Our living, carbon-based human intelligence--as far as we know--is the epitome of intelligence on this planet

 Teilhard called for the human collectivity to erect a "sphere of muturally reinforced consciousness, the seat, support and instrument of super-vision and super-ideas

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, THE FUTURE OF MAN

The idea of a human machine may seem harsh to the uninitiated, but more scientists seem to be coming to this conclusion

In spite of these computer advantages over the brain, they are *not* thinking machines

super-vision

Nevertheless, Teilhard's ideas of super-vision, of something super-human, may remain intact

Following this line of thought, that the relationship between the brain's various networks is thin, Minsky also declares that a ruling "Self inside the mind" is a *myth

" Presently, it must be admited that the application of the neural network computer remains at a mundane, practical level: such as for submarine detection by the military; for identifying weapons or explosives in luggage by airlines; and for determining patterns in financial data by the financial community

 Many of us view with distaste this idea of ourselves, much less the universe, being a machine

" Mankind had to build the noosphere!The noosphere, the "thinking layer of the earth," would be a mega-synthesis of all the thinking elements of the earth forcing an entree into the realm of the super-human

 These machines, however, coupled with the continuing struggle of AI cognitive theoretics to program a true artificial intelligence, are a step in the right direction

66 No amount of human intelligence, wit, will power, creativity, reform, or revolutioncan enable us to dig ourselves out of this hole

Thus, armed with cognitive theories that emphasized computational logic as the link between human and machine intelligences, as well as the advent of modern computer technology, AI researchers began their march in the 1950s

 Perhaps we might want to delude ourselves and call the machine by another, more psychologically acceptable name--such as an information-processing entity

 What does one teach to a thinking machine about intelligence, about understanding? This is the real challenge

 What we have been able to learn highly suggests the prospect that ours is truly an information processing universe

noted
 And even in the early 1950s, just before he died, Teilhard noted the importance of the computer as a helpmate towards the establishment of the noosphere

 That super-human of Omega may be a machine--or wistfully, Man-aided-and-abetted by machines

 But if we be true to the concept of evolution (and perhaps to the idea of quantum leaps in neo-evolutionary theory), we need to become more tolerant to the idea that a future, greater intelligence may be created beyond ourselves

These fledgling AI machines/machine concepts, these little vessels, are far and away from the great *thinking ships* required for the actualization of the noosphere

The computer was little more than a concept when Teilhard realized its potential implications for the noosphere

 The futurist Joseph Pelton explains that the molecular computer would use "biological structures for information processing needs

Joseph Pelton

 Formative, classical AI ultimately sunk its roots into the logical positivism movement based on Ludwig Wittgenstein's early work

Wittgenstein

The concept of an artificial neural network is based on the example of interconnected neurons of the brain

Seymour Papert

 Minsky, along with his colleague Seymour Papert, see the brain as a "network of networks

 They believe that communication between the different networks of the brain is shallow and superficial--in that we seem to be in the dark about ourselves most of the time

" They assume that the brain has only a murky access to its many sub-networks, which were formed by different stages of the brain's evolution

scientists

 The non-results have been disappointing, considering that scientists have been engaged in the quest to build such thinking machines for at least a half-century

 Also, the sense of continuity we experience in our lives comes from our "marvelous insensitivity" to the many changes going on in our brain networks, rather than any real genuine perception

genuine

 Acree points out that computers appear to be superior to the human brain in certain respects

Acree

 The entire universe, according to Fredkin, may be "governed by a single programming rule!"In a sense Fredkin's thesis presupposes that the whole universe may actually be a thinking machine

 In both cases, items are associated because they are appreciated by the same users, and recommendations are generated on the basis of a few personal preferences

What advantages does a GB have oversearch engines?Presently, the most common approach to tackle information overload uses software filters, such as agents or search engines, that only retrieve documents fulfilling certain criteria

Howquickly can these technologies become reality?Apart from the direct brain-computer interface, all these technologies already exist, either as prototypes or as applications working in a more limited environment

 AI's goal is to create an independently intelligent system, whereas GB research tries to enhance existing individual and collective intelligence

 The main mechanism is that individuals and groups taking part in an emerging GB will get such a competitive advantage over those not taking part that the others will have to imitate them if they don't want to be left behind

 The first people to have made the connection between this concept and the emerging Internet may well be G

 Compared to the superorganism as we have defined it, this "Gaian" organism seems very primitive, with a level of intelligence comparable perhaps to the one of a bacterium

 If you have specific questions that are not answered in this FAQ, you may try searching thearchives of the global brain mailing list

 However, such a centralized database would fit poorly with the distributed, self-organizing nature of the GB idea, and is therefore likely to offer only a short term solution

 It would allow our mind to survive long after our physical body has decayed:cybernetic immortality

 The superorganism not only has a nervous system for processing information, but a metabolism for processing matter and energy: resources such as ores, water, oil are converted via various industrial processes into specialized goods and services, transported to the place where they are needed, used, and finally recycled or excreted as waste

Will the GB havefeelings?Cybernetically, feelings or emotions can be understood as the reactions of a goal-seeking system to a situation that may either help it (positive feelings) or hinder it (negative feelings) in achieving its goals

 Events, objects or people that have a strong association with the GB's goals, either positively or negatively, will arouse a lot of "activation" travelling along the GB's virtual neurons, and be able to create a strong reaction by mobilizing people, machines or resources to tackle the problem or use the opportunity

 Others may use techniques derived from artificial intelligence, such as software agents, neural networks or data mining

 This is not unlike the idea of a global brain becoming intelligent enough to improve its own thinking

 This should ensure that a webserver would only get the information that a user X went from page A to page B, without being able to find out who user X is

query

keywords

 Thus, it can discover new documents, that may not contain any of the initially given keywords, but that are still highly relevant to the query

 Similar to many mystical traditions, the GB idea holds the promise of a much enhanced level of consciousness and a state of deep synergy or union that encompasses humanity as a whole

Will the GB make people morehappy?Statistics about life satisfaction in different countries show that people are mosthappywhen their society provides them with sufficient health, wealth, security, knowledge, freedom and equality

pollution

 Thus, people can use the GB to find out how to cure their cancer, protect their community from pollution, or increase the yield of their crops, but they may also use it to discover how to build a bomb, spread racist propaganda, or find kindred spirits to start up a hate group

 Although it is easy to implement web learning on a single web server, creating links between documents residing on different servers requires these servers to agree on a protocol for exchanging information and making changes in their organization

 There are good evolutionary reasons why such a global integration will take place

 It will require a subtle, finely balanced approach that minimizes dangers to the public while maintaining as much as possible freedom of expression and respect for privacy

 Given that preference profile, the agent can locate pages that satisfy the profile, and then use "spreading activation" to find further, related documents

Where can I find moreinformation about the GB?Several books, papers and websites discuss the global brain idea and its many ramifications

 Moreover, as the GB becomes more intelligent, it will become ever easier to use, requiring an ever lower education level for entry

 As the GB will affect more and more technological, social and economic phenomena, it will become increasingly important for such a body to exist

 This explains why search engines often return loads of pages that are not relevant to your query

 Usually the huge amount of neurons in the brain is seen as an obstacle

 The fact that we will never be able to understandeverythingis nothing to be worried about: nobody can claim to fully understand what is going on in society, but that hasn't prevented most people from being relatively satisfied with their life there

 Different websites are visited by different communities, and therefore their links will adapt to the tastes of that particular community, rather than to the taste of the "general public" or to the "largest common denominator"

 This is especially useful when the user cannot clearly formulate the query, but only has an intuitive feel for it

Under what othernames is the GB known?Different people have proposed many different names for this concept of an cognitive system at the planetary level: planetary brain, world brain, global mind, noosphere, social brain, and super-brain are some of the roughly equivalent synonyms

 These technologies are inspired by our understanding of how the human brain works: how it learns associations, thinks, makes decisions, etc

Doesn't web learning impose a "tyranny of themajority"?As web learning algorithms promote links that many users like and weaken links that few users like, it may seem that minority views or non-conformist ideas will be suppressed, thus reducing diversity in the web

 In spite of this anonymity of web learning, the algorithms can still provide personalized recommendations based on the user's preference profile, but this profile is kept strictly on the user's own computer, far from the prying eyes of others

 However, several authors have argued that Gaia and the superorganism will evolve to a state of symbiosis, that may eventually lead to a merging of the two

 However, attention, unlike information, will remain scarce: our brain is simply unable to attend to more than a few dozen messages a day

 For a more gentle, non-technical introduction with more background information you can read books addressed to a wide audience, such as Russell's "The Global Brain Awakens" (emphasis on philosophy and consciousness), Stock's "Metaman" (social and economic evolution), or de Rosnay's "The Symbiotic Man" (new sciences and technologies)

Won't the GB restrict ourfreedom?Another recurrent fear is that belonging to an encompassing, collective system, such as the GB, willlimit individual freedom

 Similarly, it may be necessary now and then to intervene in the evolution of the GB by changing some of its standards, or incorporating novel rules or safeguards in its algorithms

 At the moment it basically functions as a "behind the scenes" steering committee for the Global Brain mailing list, but it may take further initiatives, such as organizingcongressesor publishing books

 This is similar to the algorithms used for digital cash payments, which certify that a certain amount of money has been transferred, without allowing you to track where that money came from (unlike a credit card transaction)

 Setting universally accepted standards for such web learning will be a complex process, fraught with technical, economical and political problems

 If the information processes in the network constitute the "mind" of this system, all people together with their artefacts (tools, buildings, cars, etc

 Automatic recognition of speech, gestures and even emotions will make communication with the web much easier and more intuitive

Heylighen,DateNov 8, 2000(modified)Aug 9, 2000(created)HomeMetasystem Transition TheoryThe Future of HumanityThe Social Superorganism and its Global BrainUpPrev

 This is similar to the way hermits, tramps or adventurers have been living "outside" of society during most of history, or to the rare people in our present society who refuse to use a car, telephone or TV

 When the trend of humans integrating technology on and in their bodies and the trend of artificial intelligence being incorporated into the environment become difficult to distinguish, then human consciousness and technological support will have become a continuous system: Conscious-Technology

exchanges

organizations

 The traditional market is rather inefficient, requiring a huge infrastructure of middlemen, specialized organizations such as stock exchanges and auctions, and communication channels

 As transport and communication become more efficient, different parts of global society become more interdependent

Couldn't the GBsplit into rival GBs?It is also conceivable that different federations of countries will be formed, each following their own set of rules on how to develop a shared intelligent network, while minimizing exchanges with each other

 Thus, the overall goals and values that will guide the GB's decisions will be those of humanity

Should we beafraid of the GB?Doesn't the GB reduce humanity to an insect colony or to theBorg?The use of the terms "collective intelligence" or "superorganism" and the analogy between web learning techniques and the way ant colonies lay out a network of trails may invite the comparison of the GB with a "hive mind", that is, acollectivein which the members all think and behave the same, lacking any autonomy or personal identity

 Some existing partial solutions are web browsers that restrict access to websites that, on the basis of keywords or user evaluations, are deemed inappropriate for children or other vulnerable groups

 Joslyn, is an environment in which communities of agents (human and/or computational) interact with networked information resources

 It is commonly used in web shops, such as Amazon, which for any book or CD in their catalog provide a list of other items bought by the same people, and which even allow you to get a personalized list of recommendations, based on the items that you appreciate

Related ideasWhat iscollective/symbiotic intelligence?Collective intelligenceis the idea that a group or collective can be more intelligent than its members

 To quickly get into the heart of the matter, read this FAQ and the web pages linked to it, and then perhaps some overview papers, such as "The World-Wide Web as a Super-Brain" (short), "The Global Super-organism", or "WorldWideBrain" (both long)

 Thus, even the smallest, most eccentric minorities, such as followers of the Heaven's Gate cult, Trotskyites, researchers in quantum gravity or lovers of sweaty feet, can use web learning to find kindred spirits and cross-connect all documents relating to their idiosyncratic interests, thus effectively increasing diversity

 Second, the links that are promoted by web learning are those appreciated by the community of people that use a particular set of web pages

 The web is a standard that allows network documents to contain information in various media, such as text, pictures, and sounds, and most importantly hyperlinks to other documents

 At present, Gaia and the global superorganism are still largely independent, and the effect of society on the global ecosystem appears unsustainable

 Thus, the GB is a cheap and efficient way to increase the education level, access to information, and economic competitiveness in all regions of the world, helping Third World countries to bridge the gap with the wealthiest countries

 Thinking allows the brain to solve problems, to make decisions, and to be creative, that is, discover combinations of concepts never encountered before

Whatbenefits can we expect from the GB?Why do we need a GB to tackle informationoverload?As more and more documents, services, and people move to the Internet, retrieving, sending and receiving information becomes in practice effortless and free

recommendations

 Finally, even if you do not fit into any of the communities that have shaped the web, techniques such as collaborative filtering or spreading activation still allow you to get personalized recommendations, which are different from anybody else's but still try to use as much as possible of the experience of people with interests similar to yours

 Its main function is to provide an "authoritative" body that can make its voice heard when important decisions need to be made

What is the role of theInternet?Although we could imagine GB processes supported by various types of communication technologies, such as fax, interactive TV, or a centralized bulletin board style system, like the French Minitel, or the former CompuServe, the Internet is particularly well-suited for the GB

associations

 In that respect, this hypermedia architecture is similar to the one of our brain, where concepts are connected by associations, and the corresponding assemblies of neurons by synapses

GB andsocial evolutionCan the development of a GB beavoided?Given the present trends of globalization, increasing importance of communication and information technologies, and increasing interdependence and exchange of ideas between different countries and cultures, it seems likely that something similar to a GB will necessarily evolve, whether we consciously want it or not

 The GB in he narrow sense, as a system of algorithms to make the web more intelligent, at present does not include such a capacity for self-monitoring

 The future will belong to those of our descendants who will build on our existing brain, perfecting, expanding and modifying it, but not replacing it by something completely different, such as today's computer hardware

Is the global brain ahigher level of evolution?Although the analogy between organism and society can be applied even to primitive societies, it becomes clearly more applicable as technology develops

 The GB's intelligence, indeed its "mind" or "personality", emerges from the actions of all people collectively The Global Brain FAQThe following list of "Frequently Asked Questions" is largely inspired by the discussions on the global brain mailing list, although not all participants may agree with all the answers I have written down

 In fact, the web learning techniques at the basis of our present view of the GB can be seen as a first step in that direction, as they are able to build an increasingly accurate model of a user's interests and experiences

 Thus, cognitive processes at the level of the GB must allow all this chaotic, heterogeneous information to interact so that collective patterns can appear What is the Global BrainGroup?TheGlobal Brain Groupis a small assembly of people who are doing high level research about the GB, including most authors who have published papers or books about the concept

 The GB, on the contrary, derives its intelligence precisely from the diversity of the people that take part in it

 Vinge suggested that the trigger for this singularity might be the creation of an artificial intelligence able to create an even more intelligent system

 No person, organization or computer is in control of this system: its "thought" processes are distributed over all its components

 The rapid spread of mobile communication already offers universal access to the web, wherever you are

How does this relate tocollaborative filtering?Collaborative filteringor recommendation systems is a technique by which options are recommended to a user because these options were appreciated by other users with a similar preference profile

Will we able tounderstand the GB's thinking?As the GB will process the knowledge and intentions of millions of people, the conclusions it reaches and the decisions it makes will in practice be too complex for a single person to comprehend

 Thus, the GB would not only form a brain for humanity, but for the whole of Planet Earth

 Yet, there is no in principle limitation on understanding any specific conclusion: it is just that as we ask the GB for all the reasons because of which it made a particular recommendation, the list will grow up to the point where it will become too much for our own, much more limited brain to grasp

 The difference is that web learning takes into account the changing context of web surfing: a page which is relevant for you at this moment, may no longer be that relevant an hour later when you have gotten into a wholly different subject

 However, well-chosen rules will increase rather than decrease freedom

 Perhaps the best analogy is with the market: the goods and services supplied in the economy are controlled by the demand variable, which represents the collective desires of all consumers

 A similar procedure has been applied to the web by J

 Some of the more traditional technologies include the various methods of keyword-based information retrieval

 Johnson, is the idea that intelligence can also emerge from the interactions between essentially different components, such as people and computers (see theSymbiotic Intelligence FAQ)

 This makes it possible for the brain to restore its functioning even after removal of considerable portions of its substance, which would be impossible if it depended critically on a few neurons, like the functioning of our computers depends on every bit in their memory

 This would mark the "metasystem transition" to a higher level of evolution, way beyond present human intelligence

centralized

 This difficulty may be circumvented by creating a huge centralized database that keeps track of all links and their changing weights, and is fed by information about the browsing behavior of millions of users (similar to the databases kept by search engines such as Google, or recommendation services such as Alexa)

Alexa

How is this related toArtificial Intelligence?Although many of the technologies supporting the global brain were first developed by Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers, AI and GB research differ in several basic aspects

support

 Glennproposed the thesis that as we develop ever more sophisticated methods of sensing, perceiving and processing information, the technology to support these processes and the enhanced human consciousness will increasingly merge

 Collaborative filtering can be viewed as a simpler, more static version of web learning with spreading activation

 A higher level of consciousness, self-awareness, would require that the GB could reflect on its own functioning

 Since individual people are organisms themselves, this encompassing system is an organism consisting of organisms, that is, a super-organism

 (note that such a standard does not exist now, in the absence of a true GB, and that many firms do collect such information about their customers and users)

 The best known examples are social insects, such as ants, termites or bees, which are individually dumb, but capable of surprisingly intelligent behavior when functioning as a group

 Thus, the web makes it possible to seamlessly integrate documents that are distributed over the entire planet, and created by people who may not even be aware of each others' existence

 This simultaneous integration and differentiation creates an increasingly coherent system, functioning at a much higher level of complexity

 The GB in the wider sense of the global community interacting via the Internet can decide to adopt general standards, rules, or laws, e

spread

 But it seems universally accepted now that the main functional units of the brain -- the modes of mind -- are spread over all its neurons

drive

 Without such traffic rules as the obligation to drive on the right hand side of the road (or left, in Great Britain), traffic would be much more dangerous and more easily obstructed, effectively decreasing your freedom to jump into your car and drive wherever the roads may lead you

 At the same time, these technologies must take into account that the information on the net is not centrally controlled, but distributed over millions of people and documents, with billions of cross-connections

 Its support for the creation of new knowledge will boost science and technology, and thus help them to solve a whole range of medical, social and ecological problems

 In that sense, the GB will be conscious of all important events affecting its goals

 This would allow you to communicate with the GB simply by thinking, having your thoughts immediately sensed, understood, and enhanced

interact

 If then the user would die, the agent may continue to interact with the web, representing its long-dead owner's personality and desires as if it were his or her immortal "ghost"

 As ideas ("memes") are communicated from person to person, they evolve, assimilating the contributions and points of views of myriads of people

easier

 The ease with which good ideas can spread over the whole planet will make it easier to reach global consensus about issues that concern everybody

GB and thefuture of humanityCan anybodypredict how the GB will develop?Nobody knows what the future of humanity or society will be, and nobody can clearly imagine what an eventual global brain will look like

 What holds these documents together is not their geographic location, but their degree of association: links will connect mutually relevant pages

What roles can softwareagents play?The simplest way to implement web "thinking" is to create a specialized software agent

How does the GB relate to the neweconomy?The market is the collective system of transactions that helps supply to match demand, and thus to fulfill the need for products and services of the collective customer

 It is not an autonomous system that could suddenly decide no longer to obey commands

 Thus, if the public wants to reduce pollution, the GB will lead people preferentially to non-polluting products or services

 The reason is the Internet's decentralized, self-organizing nature, where information will travel through whatever route available, bypassing network nodes that are down, or simply don't allow access to that kind of information

 Heylighen: if two web pages are consulted by the same user within a short interval, either the existing hyperlink between the pages gets a higher weight, or a new link is created

 Its thought processes would always be ready to enhance and extend your own thinking

 This can be extended to the evolution of human society

Will the GB becomeconscious?Feelings can be seen as a lower level of awareness orconsciousnessof what is going on in a system's environment

Who first came up with the global brain idea?As the variety of names indicates, many people have independently developed the idea of society as an organism with its own nervous system, each adding their own insights to our understanding of the global brain

 Simplistic analogies between a social system and the body, such as "the king is the head", "the farmers are the feet", date back at least to the Ancient Greeks and the Middle Ages

unlikely

 Moreover, increasing global exchanges of ideas, goods and services make it increasingly unlikely that strict separations between countries or groups can be created or maintained

countries

 DKS have introduced fundamentally new structures: human-machine interaction at the collective level, not just between a person and a computer, but also interaction within the user/agent community and among the information resources themselves

 By making simple changes to its static architecture, we can implement similar processes on the web, thus spectacularly enhancing its intelligence and overall usefulness

 The problem is that if we wish to give the "narrow" GB such a capacity for self-improvement, we will have to make sure that that will not allow it to develop in a way that we don't want

Isn't there a danger that the artificial intelligence systems we are creating now will eventuallyoverpower and replace humanity?Many publications, from Karel Capek's 1921 book that introduced the word "robot" toBill Joy's recent article in Wired, have warned us that artificial creatures may escape our control and eventually annihilate us

Karel Capek

 de Rosnay proposes, people will live in symbiosis with this surrounding network of technological systems, and out of this symbiosis, a higher level intelligence may emerge

de Rosnay

direct

 In practice, this creates direct links between the pages that are most strongly related, bypassing less interesting detours, and clustering pages together according to their mutual relevance

 The agent can learn the user's preferences simply by observing which pages the user actively uses, or it can receive specific instructions (e

 It does this by "activating" pages in proportion to their degree of interestingness, and then propagating that activation according to the hyperlinks and their weights as learned from other users

 As the dynamics of a DKS is very different from the one of a traditional, centralized computer system, it requires extensive research, using a variety of new methods

allows

 Giving up your freedom to drive on the left hand side of the road seems lie a small concession if that allows you to drive safely and smoothly

What is the globalsuperorganism?The metaphor of the information network as global brain can be extended to the whole of society as aglobal organism

 After a sufficiently long training, a software agent that has assimilated its user's way of thinking might start behaving indistinguishably from that user

 Global media have made this process much more efficient, allowing ideas to spread and evolve in hours rather than decades

 Thinking happens by the activation of concepts and the "spreading" of this activation to related concepts, in proportion to the strength of association

Whichtechnologies are being developed for the GB?To make the global information network function really at a higher level of intelligence, instead of merely storing and transmitting data, new technologies are needed

 This loss of power will understandably be resented by these organizations, but should be welcomed by individuals as it will increase their freedom and autonomy

 Goertzel appear to be the first researchers to have proposed concrete methods that might turn the Internet into an intelligent, brain-like network

Would the GB allowuploading the human mind in a computer, thus making it immortal?At present, the exchange of information between people and computers in the Global Brain occurs through a physical medium connecting our brain with the network

 It is true that for a GB to be effective, the people participating in it will need to agree about a set of common standards or rules to facilititate communication and cooperation

 This organism would be able to regulate its own essential variables, such as temperature and composition of the atmosphere

 Thus, society has some kind of a collective mind, constantly developing new thoughts that cannot be reduced to any individual contribution

 This strongly reduces "friction", making the economy more efficient so that demand can be satisfied more rapidly, more accurately, and at a lower cost

 Like the market, the GB will generally do what people would like it to do, but, being a complex, self-organizing system, its reactions will not always be predictable, or even wholly desirable

 The mathematician and science fiction author Vernor Vinge proposed that if we would represent the development of humanity by a curve and extrapolate this curve into the near future, it would show such asingularity

 However, web learning algorithms do not need to know individual activities

 And as humans use more technologies, such as implants, drugs, or wearable computers to support their body and mind, we become less wholly organic

 Therefore, the GB is a much more universal and flexible instrument for selecting relevant items

 However, the Cold War has shown that two competing blocks, even if they seem roughly matched in size, are unlikely to remain at the same level of development

 Its effect on the economy will directly create more wealth, and indirectly resources to invest in medical care, education, safety measures, etc

 First, it must be noted that web learning only suggests additional links, while leaving the links created by the webpage's author in place

 However, having a much larger "brain capacity" than an individual, the GB will not only try to realize the goals that a majority agrees upon but the myriads of idiosyncratic goals of each of its users

 For example, a sudden danger, such as the appearance of a new virus (computer or biological), will have an immediate influence on all activities going on in the GB, as millions of people will suddenly start looking for information on that virus or discuss what to do about it

 It plays the role of a collective nervous system for the whole of humanity

 Through learning, the brain constantly enhances its organization and increases its store of knowledge

 Wells proposed the concept of a "world brain" as a unified system of knowledge, accessible to all

Can the GB help overcomeconflicts?The GB in principle provides a universal channel through which people from all countries, languages and cultures of this world can communicate

indirectly

 The GB itself will provide universal access to all of humanity's knowledge, and thus indirectly increase people's freedom to choose their own path, while providing them with more equal opportunities

documents

 By starting from the enormous amount of information available in documents and people's heads, the GB approach avoids the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition which has hampered AI

 The emergence of such a higher order system may be called a "metasystem transition" (a concept introduced by V

 For example, a relevant document may use different keywords and will therefore not be found, or a worthless document may contain all the right keywords and therefore be returned as a primary "hit"

What aboutprivacy? Wouldn't the GB become a high-tech version of "Big Brother"?Since the GB becomes more effective by monitoring user behavior, it may seem that it will get to know everything an individual has done on the net, including actions that this user would rather keep private, such as visiting a pornographic site, or communicating with a competitor of his or her employer

 Since the same rules will democratically apply to everyone, the net result will be that dominant organizations, governments, or corporations will have less power to censor or impose their rules on the people who use the net

mailing

How can Iparticipate in GB discussions?If you would like to explore this topic further, you can apply tojoin the global brain mailing list, which is devoted to discussion via email of all social, technological or philosophical issues related to the GB

 To fully harness the power of this global brain, it should be constantly available, requiring a minimum of effort

 Similarly, the GB will help people to reach their goals by providing the most relevant information, whether these goals are positive or negative

 Like a real brain, this network is an immensely complex, self-organizing system, that processes information, makes decisions, solves problems, learns new connections and discovers new ideas

 There are no theoretical reasons why the content of a human mind cannot be treated as any other kind of information that can be copied and stored in various media

 Because technological progress is an ever accelerating, exponential process, small differences in speed of development will lead to increasing gaps, until it becomes for everybody clear that the one block is more successful than the other one

 Thus, the GB's value system will be much more complex than that of any human individual

 Information collected by local observers or by electronic sensors can directly enter the GB, be processed to reveal underlying trends, and be forwarded to the people or institutions responsible for taking direct action

How can the human-GBinterfacebe improved?With these technologies, the web would become a giant, collective memory, which you could consult at any moment to get an answer to your questions, however unusual or vaguely formulated they may be

demand

 The market's overall goal is to satisfy demand, and demand is simply a word for what the public collectively desires

Will the GB have its owngoals and values?As noted before, the GB is not an autonomous entity, but a system emerging from the knowledge, actions and preferences of all people

What is weblearning?In the brain, learning follows the rule of Hebb: if two neurons are activated in close succession, the strength of their connection is increased

 The evolutionary theologist Teilhard de Chardin was probably the first to focus on the mental organization of this social organism, which he called the "noosphere"

 This we can only do by reasoning through analogies with the evolution of similar complex systems, such as the human brain

privacy

majority

restrict
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escapesymbiotic

conscious-technology
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Borg

 The appearance of a global brain, functioning at a much higher level of intelligence than its human components, seems a prime example of such a metasystem transition

 Although I have tried to as accurately as possible render the ideas of other global brain researchers, this FAQ is obviously biased by my own understanding of the issue

algorithms

 If these algorithms would be applied to the web as a whole, a standard will need to be agreed upon to anonymize user data

user

start

 If your submission is accepted, you will start receiving message posted to the list, and be able to send messages yourself

 Speech technologies will soon make the web available even for illiterates, and may teach them to read and write in the process

web

 that most users who visited the "Playboy" site also visited the "Penthouse" site, independently of who these users are

users

Does the GB have aspiritual dimension?Although most researchers have addressed the GB idea from a scientific or technological point of view, authors like Teilhard de Chardin and Peter Russell have explored some of its spiritual aspects

 For example, the present net would not work without standards such as HTML, HTTP, and TCP/IP, and basic rules of "netiquette" such as a restrictions on hackings or the spread of computer viruses and worms

rules

items

relevant

 Therefore, we will need support from a system that is capable to sort through billions of information items and select those that are most relevant to our particular situation and interests

document

 These links allow you to access a related document by simply clicking on a text or picture

 The strength of a feeling, that is the degree of "arousal" or "activation", corresponds to the degree of "unexpectedness" of the situation: routine events will not create much excitement, but a sudden surprise or danger will release a lot of activation

danger

 In Leibnizs own words from hisMonadology(1714):Now this interconnection, relationship, or this adaptation of all things to each particular one, and of each one to all the rest, brings it aboutthat every simple substance has relations which express all the others and that it is consequently a perpetual living mirror of the universe

 The signifying factor is volition, either one chooses an extropic purpose in life, or one defaults to an entropic purpose

term

 72] In a similar vein, the veteran biologist and Nobel prize winner Albert Szent-Gyrgyi proposed to replace negentropy, and its negative connotations, by the positive term syntropy, which he defines as an innate drive in living matter to perfect itself

 Thou, constrained by no limits, in accordance with thine own free will, in whose hand We have placed thee, shalt ordain for thyself the limits of thy nature

 The outline of the contemporary theory of evolution comes from these major concepts and the development of population statistics

 The role of historical selectional forces was absent, but the hierarchical and cumulative nature of life development was articulated

 For example, the liquid realm ontology of Thales (c

Karl Marx

 Hegels (1770-1831) liquid realm ontology devolved into Max Stirners (1806-1856) vaporous nihilism and Karl Marxs (1818-1883) icy materialist dogma

 Ortega y Gasset derived vital reason (as opposed to pure reason) from history, giving meaning to the reality of human life

 Jean Lamarck (1744-1829) inZoological Philosophy(1809), held that organization and external stimulation were keys to life, and that lifes organic movement proceeded from an internal tendency towards more complex forms

 Diderot held that the natural hierarchy was dynamic, it developed continuously

Scientific and Historical MethodologyThere are similarities between history and science in advancing some concepts and dropping others

 They constitute the inseparable procedures by which we attempt to understand and to control the natural world for the benefit and, ultimately, for the survival of humanity

 If we achieve historical abstract truths with imaginative purposes in mind, emotional peaks of meaning lift up

Edited by Max More and NatashA Vita-More

Allan

 Allan Bloom inThe Closing of the American Mind (1987), scathingly points out the devastating effects that the value-fact split had on the coherency of the mission of the university in shaping the future: It turned out that natural science had nothing to say about human things, about the uses of science for life or about the scientist

Allan Bloom

 To understand the conceptual precursors to the idea of progress, an examination of Origens (c

 The root of technicism is traced back to Plato: Art, conceived generally astechn, presupposes a knowing and a making: knowing the end to be aimed at and the best means for achieving the end

 But value is derived from purpose which is essentially coherent or decoherent motion; this synthesis of Democritus and Plato is what Whitehead referred to, in his process philosophy, as the value realized in [a concrete] event

 In short, Darwins view is only a particular aspect of evolution

16 Lines from Goethes poetry inFaust II(1832) point directly towards the extropic ideal of excellence: Hasten into bold adventure, while the common herd wanders hesitantly to and fro! There is nothing a noble spirit cannot achieve, if he understands and seizes his opportunity

 Then the world speaks its meaning through human consciousness

95-55 BC) wrote inThe Nature of Things(60 BC) Book V, Thus time by degrees brings each several thing forth before mens eyes and reason raises it up into the borders of light; for things must be brought to light one after the other and in due order in the different arts, until these have reached their highest point of development

 Baron de Montesquieu (1689-1755) inThe Spirit of Laws(1748) also viewed human nature as mutable

 In such knowledge, the human mind lives into the creative activity of nature

 The impetus to return to ancient wisdom and lost immortality by winding-up, through the means of progress, is our oldest meme-set

 We honor the living history of antiquity to learn the meaning of the ascending characteristics present in humanity

 There, a determination is made concerning which concepts will be deposited into the consensual memory that constitutes our knowledge base

 Unamuno carved out a unique niche in extropic thought by focusing on physical immortality inTragic:The visible Universe, the one created by the instinct of self-preservation, strikes me as too narrow

Max Stirner inThe Ego and His Own(1845), wrote of the unique I:Look upon yourself as more powerful than they give you out for, and you have more power; look upon yourself as more, and you have more

Max Stirner

 Driesch properly transformed the term from Aristotlesahistoric conception to an active principle, from a pulling force to a pushing force

 InThinking in Complexity(1994), he describes the smoothing process:Any intrinsic concept [which is value-laden], in association with the experimental arrangement that allows it to be measured, can be employed as a scientific instrument

 History was described by Hegel as the self-organized boundless expansion of Spirit (or consensual reality), the progress of the consciousness of freedom

So evolution is open-ended and driven by unmeasurable events! This means that new systems of evolution (Darwins version being a mere subset) and new selectional systems capable of adaptation (such as the brain, immune system and genomic system) are open to our creative design capabilities

 Vitalism in the 19th and 20th centuries was prominently represented by the biologist Hans Driesch (1867-1941) and Bergson

Hans Driesch

469-399 BC) knowledge is virtue to Francis Bacons (1561-1626) knowledge is power

 Hofstadter, Albert and Kuhns, Richard, eds

 The destruction of aesthetic forms and conceptual memory (e

 If individuals show the world a new extropic height, and begin the sublime ascent through example, civilization will raise itself, leading to greater technological capabilities for each individual

Leonardo da Vinci

 There have been great individuals who were able to synthesize art and science, such as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), Goethe and Santayana

 The decline in meaning is due to the disjunction between those inventing purposes and those pursuing truth

Roberto Michels

 The classical lite theorists, like Gaetano Mosca (1848-1923) [inThe Ruling Class(1896)], Roberto Michels [inPolitical Parties(1911)] and Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) [inMind and Society(1916)], argued that it is an empirical fact that governments and societies throughout history have been controlled by a ruling class or power lite

Gaetano Mosca

 It is amazing to read Emerson and find so much of his thought and values still current in Americas intellectual tradition

468 BC) wrote: Not seen in visible presence by the eyes of men is Excellence, save his from whom in utmost toil heart-racking sweat comes, at his manhoods height

Luigi Galvani

 Luigi Galvani (1737-1798) referred to a life force and Goethe called itGestaltung

What drives us to complete this massive program? It is the desire to extend empirical scientific methods towards modelling complex human intentionality and recognition strategies (i

 Ephemeral art, such as unpublished poetry, or discarded computer graphics, is analogous to searches in conceptual valleys between peaks of meaning

Definitions: Humanism and TechnicismHumanism is linked to the concepts of chaos, search for novelty, perceptual categorization, imagination, exploration and the metaphysical bridge between subjective reality and consensual reality

August Weismann

Gregor Mendel

 Darwin proposed his natural selection theory inOrigin of Species(1859), Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) formulated the laws of genetic transmission, and August Weismann (1834-1914) conceived that the origin of an organism was in the continuous germ plasm

 Ortega y Gasset, Jos

 Goethe described history as living nature

Perfect speciation or perfect individual mutability to meet all possible environments would ensure the indefinite perpetuation of life itself

 Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) and Spengler both spoke of evolutionary forces in society, alternating phases of culture and civilization

 When the brain switches, it undergoes a nonequilibrium phase transition, which according to Hakens theory, is the basic mechanism of self-organization in nature

 We also see the whole terrain of human existence behind us, the ideas and artifacts still in circulation; such as BachsBrandenburg Concertos, BotticellisThe Birth of Venus, or HomersOdyssey

 It is metabolic in terms of the interplay of search and consolidation phases of consciousnesss directional evolution towards extropy

 More individuals, who live longer, also produce diversity in life purposes and their accompanying worldviews

 In essence, the struggle for existence creates better forms by clearing away older forms, a conception of natural selection as justice

 Historical knowledge cannot provide new purposes for us, only we, as unique individuals can do that; but it can help forecast the probable consequences of various proposed actions on a large scale

 When we make time-consuming extensive searches in concept landscapes, it becomes very difficult to keep the trail tying us to the past in sight

 Downplaying a past individuals concepts and works while promoting a current individuals material, accomplishes the same thing and is an ever-present part of the intellectual life within a civilization

, the appalling episodes of book burning in history and the grinding up of ancient Romes marble monuments to make cement) are frequently attempts to lower peaks of meaning in the distance while raising the peaks in the foreground

 Tom Morrow coined extropy as its etymological opposite and Max More derived extropian from it

Philosophical questions have always proven to be difficult, and thus have generated large numbers of concepts which are then discarded, proposed again, and discarded again because the answers lie in the evolving complex or liquid realm

 This led directly to the development of nuclear weapons capable of destroying all humanity in a general conflagration

 This is not being done with the consent of the rest of humanity, it is simply being done, one individuals decision at a time, and thats that

 Ortega y Gasset inWhat is Philosophy?(1960), addresses the prerequisite of this quest, Truth descends only on him who tries for it, who yearns for it, who carries within himself, pre-formed, a mental space where the truth may eventually lodge

 Jos Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955) inThe Revolt of the Masses(1930), tells us how to recognize the two divisions

 An organisms urge and direction of growth to its destined form was referred to as its primaryentelechy, or soul (psyche)

 A splendid example of proto-extropian principles is this quote by the Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794) fromThe Progress of the Human Mind(1795),In fine, may it not be expected that the human race will be meliorated by new discoveries in the sciences and the arts, and, as an unavoidable consequence, in the means of individual and general prosperity; by farther progress in the principles of conduct, and in moral practice; and lastly, by the real improvement of our faculties, moral, intellectual and physical, which may be the result either of the improvement of the instruments which increase the power and direct the exercise of those faculties, or of the improvement of our natural organization itself?The truest observation about progress I have seen made, based on my own personal experience, is attributed to Samuel Butler (1835-1902), an English satirist and evolutionary theorist who said, All progress is based upon a universal innate desire on the part of every organism to live beyond its income

Samuel Butler

 The second is that the formation and persistence of consensual purposes and intellectual vocations expresses the progression of meaning in history

 Typical questions are: Is there change, or is there constancy? How can there be both motion and rest? How can complex substances, which are extended, be composed of simple substances which are not, since a collection of non-extensions cant make an extension? How can our laws of physics be time reversible when history is obviously irreversible? Why do some structures appear to be definitely irreducible, when it appears that everything is indefinitely reducible? Exactly how is space different from time, or energy different from matter, or force different from mass? Typically, when a difficult liquid realm ontology is proposed, philosophical concepts splinter into the easier realms of chaos or order

is that the emergence of global states in complex systems can be explained by the evolution of (macroscopic) interactions of the systems elements in learning strategies far from thermal equilibrium

 Aristotle (384-322 BC) and Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) are representatives of the philosophy of technicism

1 Those philosophical concepts aligned most closely within the liquid realm of conjunctions, particularly those concerned with meaning, design and learning, will tend to be selected for

Evolution and adaptability, in their older guise as progress and perfectibility, sound remarkably like Leibnizs metaphysical optimism, the best of all possible worlds, and a peak of extropic meaning

Tom Morrow

ComplexityIn the first half of 1988, Max More and Tom Morrow had been discussing political liberty, removal of spatio-temporal restraints, overcoming limits to intelligence, taking self-control of our cognitive, emotional, and physical constitution, and complexity

 No matter how sophisticated our models become, though, we still cannot escape metaphysical assumptions which always leave open paths to new conceptual development

There are so many concepts linked to what can be called, very roughly, an extropic worldview, that I thought a general overview of how they were generated would be of interest

Diderot

Numerous Enlightenment figures such as Bacon inThe Advancement of Learning(1605), and Denis Diderot (1713-1784) in the ground-breakingEncyclopdie(1751-1776), made the case that expanding our scientific knowledge base would result in technological improvements in human lives

Denis Diderot

With it intact, we havefreedom:to judge all aspects of realityto be in conditionto cleanse the doors of perception and to break the mind-forgd manacles on our imaginationto return to ancient wisdomto make of first importance the love of beauty, of honor, grace, courtesy, delicate feelingto pursue extravagant vocationsto hasten into bold adventure and never to cease to strive towards supreme existenceto conceive an extropic worldview so compelling that it forges a culture of advancement without endto creatively design new evolutionary and adaptational systemsto invent tools that will transform our thoughts into realityto pant after the highestto be an insatiable creator, a kindler of fireto ascend, by a glorious stairway, from strength to strengthto live beyond our incometo become so exceptional as to be a law in ourselvesto free ourselves from the earth, rise into the infinite, leave the bonds of the body, and circle in the universe of space amongst the starsto make every solid in the universe

 And therefore theentire Faustian ethic, from Thomas Aquinas to Kant,is an excelsior'- fulfillment of an I, ethical work upon an I, justification of an I by faith and works; respect of the neighbor Thou for the sake of ones I and its happiness; and, lastly and supremely, immortality of the I

the essential thing in the life process is precisely the tremendous shaping, form-creating force working from within whichutilizesandexploitsexternal circumstances- Plato and Goethe are representatives of the philosophy of humanism

 He envisioned a hierarchy to perfection, human conceptions never becoming perfected but directed towards perfection

phases

Vico

424 BC) conceived of alternating phases of love and hate, Lao Tzu of yin and yang, Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) of society being governed by alternating phases of imaginative thought and abstract thought, Comte de Saint-Simon, (1760-1825) of organic and critical periods of civilization

Giambattista Vico

 He is referring here to the interdisciplinary linkage of all scientific and technical knowledge, in combination with everything worth preserving on the humanities side, all connected through hypertext in cyberspace!All human knowledge available on demand to everyone, this was one of the original aims of Western Culture

 He was a leader in developing ideas of nonlinear self-organization and self-reproduction through the theory of cellular automata

 Such an early conception of intellectual progress, was the precursor to all later scientific thought

 Then human language itself can be recognized as rooted in a deeper reality, as reflecting the universes unfolding meaning

 Beyond aristocracy, there is an extropic goal to escape from law, to be so capable of social independence as to be beyond the reach of coerced consent; to became as Aristotle wrote inPoliticsBook III, 

The banality of science is due to its mechanical or plodding methodological nature of smoothing out rough spots in the landscape of knowledge

 Behind every individual closes organization; before him opens liberty,-the Better, the Best

 My evaluations are based on my incomplete knowledge of what the extropic worldview is and the incomplete knowledge of what exactly these individuals really thought

Arthur Koestler

 Much of this history of the development of the concept of extropy was chronicled by Arthur Koestler (1905-1983) in his bookJanus(1978):It was in fact a physicist, not a biologist, the Nobel laureate Erwin Schrdinger, who put an end to the tyranny of the Second Law with his celebrated dictum: What an organism feeds on is negative entropy

 What guidelines can improve our forecasts concerning which philosophical concepts will be selected for? The mechanics of reducing uncertainty in this stream produces order from chaos; we learn to reason, to form meaningful concepts, from valuing truth

AbstractWhat is extropy?A measure of intelligence, information, energy, life, experience, diversity, opportunity and growthWhat is meant by conceptual development?Origin of conceptsReproduction of conceptsAdaptation of conceptsWhat can knowledge of history accomplish?Formation and self-sustenance of consensual purposesExpansion of rationalityWhy parallel development?Negative effects of historical split of value from factPositive effects of conjunction of the arts and scienceWhat is humanism and technicism?Direction of energy in spaceArrangement of matter in timeExemplified by historical individualsWhat are the key concepts? Historical derivation of:ExtropyComplexityProgressPerfectibilityEvolutionWhat drives extropic thought?LeadershipAscending the heightsCivilizationThe eternal question: Wherefore?The founding visionThe unique IAdventure and conquestVolitional freedomLiving history being largely biographical, a representative sample of over 100 individuals (by no means inclusive) and over 50 books are presented

 Michelangelos (1475-1564) work is a continuing cultural high point, a peak of meaning, to which we can always climb to restore our sense of the invaluable worth of the individual and the inherent dignity of humanity

Ralph Waldo

Emerson

Ralph Waldo Emerson

 Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882) stands as the clearest expression of humanist extropic thought between Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) and Nietzsche (who was influenced by him)

 Why suffer, why learn, when science tells us there is no purpose (or value) in the universe and the humanities tells us there is no truth (or fact) in the universe? The extropic solution is not a Third Culture of mediocre pop science drifting through a humanities wasteland, but to raise both sides to new heights

 Driesch thought of vitalism as being the theory of the autonomy of the process of life

 The Good is akin to extropic purpose, the arrow of living creation, it is what explains the coherence and intelligibility of our world

 Hegel viewed history as exhibiting ascending levels of consciousness, through phases of unity and disunity towards excellence and coherency

The requirements for individual perfectibility are: the ability to control the immediate environment at will, to ensure our indefinite longevity under ordinary conditions; and extreme physical and mental mutability, to ensure our ability to master all possible novel environments

 This strongly echoes the earlier sociological ideas of Max Weber (1864-1920) on the roots of social conflict residing in the limitless irreconcilable attitudes toward life

Max Weber

 He saw the great advantage that humanity has, by directing our own evolution, in reducing the catastrophic effects of chance

AestheticsFirst, aesthetics generates concepts through the interplay of our creativity and imagination, the mutability of the human experience

 It is catalytic in terms of the interplay between competitive directions in the social realm and cooperative actions in the physical realm

 Failing to convince Zeus by power of reason that his static Universe is not a world at peace but a desert, Prometheus sets the will of Zeus at defiance, and leads Mankind onward and upward, inspiring his protag and pupil with his own spirit

Brendan

 Brendan OLeary wrote about the power of the self-chosen, those who make great demands on themselves:lite theorists, in historical and political studies, maintain that all forms of complex social organization inevitably become dominated by a small group, an lite (literally the elect, or chosen)

 More specifically, two different initial conditions of a physical system that are completely indistinguishable by any finite measurement precision will sooner or later lead to a total divergence as the system evolves in time or space

 We preserve conceptual forms and conceptual functions because they represent a map or a memory of past peaks of meaning we have scaled on our way forward

 Leibniz formulated his monads imbued with subjectivity and described the mechanistic (non-vitalistic) form of organization that brings unity to a living system, asentelechy

Friedrich

Friedrich Nietzsche inThe Will to Power, describes the historical point of departure from the husk of Western Culture towards a new extropic culture, a synthesis of humanism and technicism:If power has been attained over nature, one can employ this power in the further free development of oneself: will to power as self-elevation and strengthening

Friedrich Nietzsche

aesthetics

 officials Centralized government (greed for power, self-deception, venality  corruption) Extropic philosophical thought Entropic philosophical thought Open society (strongly held minority views, diverse media centers) Closed society (monoculture, drifting public opinion under sway of media) Extravagance of objectives  vocations (resistance to comfortable) Timidity (slackening of willpower and loss of creative opportunity) Technological development (especially in energy, aesthetics  politics) Technological stagnation (declining energy consumption per capita) Fertility (choice of life over urban money  tension, wisdom of how to live) Unfertility (choice of abstraction over life, a turn towards death) Hard work, self-reliance, excellence Laziness, dependence, mediocrity Sense of high aims being worthwhile, cosmological presupposition of eternity Sense of meaninglessness, purposelessness Resourceful artistry of political elite pointing towards new cultural forms Complexity catastrophes, failure of leadership response to challenge Strong family structure (consensual authority and self-discipline) Devolution of marriage from divinely ordained to civil issue to private matter (once anything goes in the family, anything goes in society) High value on truth (development of reasoning and mathementics as aim of education, what do you think? Attack on systematic thought (de-rationalization as the aim of education, what do you feel?) Upholding causality and evidence Deification of chance (superstition)ConclusionThe founding vision, the extropian genesis, was written down back in 1486, long before BaconsNovum Organon

 Likewise, our approach to science is a rational commitment to an objective universe which presents itself to us

 Quines formulation of how scientific choices are made as to which concepts to keep and which to discard, there exists a coherent web of peripheral concepts surrounding a central core of interdefined concepts

brings

Post-WWII humanist thought has been nicely condensed by Richard Tarnas in his chapter on the postmodern mind and his epilogue fromPassion:The human spirit does not merely prescribe natures phenomenal order; rather, the spirit of nature brings forth itsownorder through the human mind when that mind is employing its full complement of faculties-intellectual, volitional, emotional, sensory, imaginative, aesthetic, epiphanic

Ortega y Gasset

 As Ortega y Gasset inRevoltwrote: The specialist knows very well his own tiny corner of the universe; he is radically ignorant of all the rest

Ortega

 My definition of technicism is: Physical (mechanical) mediation between subjective self and objective nature evolving in the direction of their conjunction by means of better approximation of truth (improving maps of objective nature) and as a catalyst for enriching evaluations of truth (interpreting maps of objective nature)

During bursts of conceptual progress, the process of the Inchworm of History always leaves behind, as if washed up on shore, leading concepts that are then assimilated during a consolidation phase

Kelso

 Scott Kelso inDynamic Patterns(1995) pays tribute to Hakens extropic concepts:

Scott Kelso

 Our conceptual capabilities go far beyond our perceptual capabilities

consolidation

 Willful searches for extropic functions must be followed by consolidation of their accompanying extropic forms

 Niccol Machiavelli (1469-1527) profoundly analyzed the consequences of the eternal nature of our drives and the infinite nature of our purposes

 This is the interminable alternating of a closed society and low culture breeding stagnation or breakdown, followed by an open society and high culture fostering bursts of progress; the to and fro of entropy and extropy

The intellectual root of extropy, like so many central concepts, is traced back to where Plato, inThe RepublicBook VI, describes the Form of Good:Now, this power, which supplies the objects of real knowledge with the truth that is in them, and which renders to him who knows them the faculty of knowing them, you must consider to be the essential Form of Good, and you must regard it as the origin of science, and of truth, so far as the latter comes within the range of knowledge: and though knowledge and truth are both very beautiful things, you will be right in looking upon good as something distinct from them, and even more beautiful

 Matthew Arnold (1822-1888) presents a very sound argument inCulture and Anarchy(1869), that knowledge of the best that has been thought and said can provide high standards for intellectual life, resistant to the prevailing nihilism and dogma of any age

Matthew Arnold

central

 The central core of concepts generally have been verified through the physical mediation of technology between value-laden concepts and objective physical reality

 Driesch usedentelechyagain, this time to refer to the force which guides the development of an embryo

Driesch

Max More wrote this about the heights, Let us encourage each other by setting examples of what can be achieved, let us share our discoveries, and accelerate ourselves toward the attainment of individual and cultural excellence

There are no exact duplications of historical situations, yet historically successful consensual purposes remain indefinitely in the conceptual landscape

 In itsAphorisms, he states that, Knowledge and human power are synonymous, since the ignorance of the cause frustrates the effect; for nature is only subdued by submission

Charles Darwin

 Bergson first accepted Charles Darwins (1809-1882) and Spencers version of mechanistic evolution but decided inCreative Evolution, that the evolution of life was better explained by a Promethean impulse, thelan vital, which is continuously developing

Bergson

 The principle of Perfectibility indeed is almost as indefinite a term as mutability in general; it is without scope or goal, and has no standard by which to estimate the changes in question: the improved, more perfect, state of things towards which it professedly tends is altogether undetermined

 The concepts, values, languages, dreams and purposes created by humanity, that originated in the vital impulses of life, in a passionate expenditure of precious time, are venerated by placing them into the worldwide web of memory

Floris

Joachim

Spenglers analysis of the historical nature of the concept of progress, penetrates to the core of Western Civilization:The conception of mankind as an active, fighting, progressing whole is (and has been since Joachim of Floris and the Crusades) so necessary an idea for us that we find it hard indeed to realize that it is an exclusively Western hypothesis

 The most extropic concepts form within the conjunction of chaos and order, in the complex or liquid realm

The importance of the concept of preservation (including history and memory) involves being able to turn around and see the paths we have trod

 Specialized scientific disciplines reach peaks of knowledge in the concept landscape, thrusting into ignorance, but eventually become unable to hold to the steepness of the isolated peak

 Successful consensual purposes never entirely disappear from the conceptual terrain, they represent peaks of meaning

peaks

 The greatest symbol of progress, our machines, are useful to us in directing the world according to our will, they grant us more and more power to expand

Concepts are formed from perceptual categorization, learning and memory

 Baron Cuvier (1769-1832) and Goethe sought for a rational morphology that would explain the mechanisms that generate similar organisms

 Where imponderables are the things of first importance, there is the height of civilization, and if, at the same time, the power to act exists unimpaired, human life has reached a level seldom attained and very seldom surpassed

 The notion of a natural hierarchy of complex life was clearly articulated by Aristotle, followed by the Great Chain of Being of Plotinus (204-270) that held reign from then up through the Renaissance

Why Do We Have Concepts and Why So Many of Them?The strategic battle plans that give us power over necessity and over time are comprised of concepts

 As Toynbee tells it inHistory:Whereas Zeus has no other wish than to preserve his position in a static eternity, Prometheus is an insatiable creator, a kindler of fire, a probing progressive mind-a mythical personification of the growth process, the Bergsonianlan vital

Albert

Albert Einstein (1879-1955) formulated the theory of general relativity and the equivalence of energy and mass

Alfred North

Erwin

 Two of our more perfect philosophers and scientists of the twentieth century, Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) and Erwin Schrdinger (1887-1961), had strong opinions about the centrality of our approach to ignorance through concept generation and selection

continuously

More recently, Leibniz held that animal species were created continuously, without gaps  Thus, the genealogy of extropic concepts must be traced through time (tradition), locality and by vocation

 The setting is the Craftsman explaining what the deal is to man:Neither a fixed abode nor a form that is thine alone nor any function peculiar to thyself have we given thee, Adam, to the end that according to thy longing and according to thy judgment thou mayest have and possess what abode, what form, and what functions thou thyself shalt desire

 In short, I say that as a city we are the school of Greece; while I doubt if the world can produce a man, who where he has only himself to depend upon, is equal to so many emergencies, and graced by so happy a versatility as the Athenian

 Hence, we must focus our attention on the best and brightest during the peaks of meaning, which have only occurred a few times and in a few places in history

LeadershipA self-organized leadership hierarchy is always formed in response to external challenges in the coevolutionary environment

leadership

indefinite

 Indeed, back in 1795, Condorcet expressed an entirely extropic conception of our potential for indefinite longevity:Would it even be absurd to suppose this quality of melioration in the human species as susceptible of an indefinite advancement; to suppose that a period must one day arrive when death will be nothing more than the effect either of extraordinary accidents, or of the flow and gradual decay of the vital powers; and that the duration of the middle space, of the interval between the birth of man and this decay, will itself have no assignable limit?InThe Philosophy of History(1831), Hegel held that humanity has:

 Richard Tarnas inThe Passion of the Western Mind(1991), has recently astutely observed that, Many sense that the great determining force of our reality is the mysterious process of history itself, which in our century has appeared to be hurtling toward a massive disintegration of all structures and foundations, a triumph of the Heraclitean flux

Richard Tarnas

Technicism is linked to the concepts of order, consolidation (turning novelty into the ordinary), memory, abstraction, discovery and the metaphysical bridge between consensual reality and objective reality

 Spengler first defines our quest for meaning and knowledge, All modes of comprehending the world may, in the last analysis, be described as Morphology

, individual physical expressions of inherited high culture, or 

The individual, placed in the hand of our own free will, is the fountainhead of conceptual creativity and technological innovation

 It is from Pico della MirandolasOration, produced at the height of Renaissance humanism, the highest peak of meaning in Western Culture

 Ratherthan fixate things in the past, biblical theologians are inspired to anticipate the new, to lookforward to transformation, to celebrate innovation

perfectibility

Since the latter half of the 19th century, the value-fact split in science led to the concepts of progress and perfectibility being renamed to the less value-laden concepts of evolution and adaptability

The role technicism plays in developing new forms of existence make it the unambiguous source of what is commonly understood as progress

 The successful response to this challenge is the development of an extropic culture

Gain of Meaning Through Conjunction of Art and ScienceThe conjunction of humanism and technicism is closely linked to adaptability, design, and meaning

 Oswald Spengler (1880-1936) inThe Decline of the West(1918-1922), emphasizes the centrality of concepts to our lives: 

 Oswald Spengler explains the origin of extropian exuberance:This first person towers up in the Gothic architecture; the spire is an I, the flying buttress is an I

Oswald Spengler

 Spengler foresaw the course that synthetic biology would eventually take, in its search for the ability to evolve the laws of evolution itself:There is evolution, too, in the evolution-idea itself, which is Faustian through and through, which displays (in sharpest contrast to Aristotles timeless entelechy-idea) all our passionate urgency towards infinite future, ourwillandsense of aimwhich is so immanent in, so specific to, the Faustian spirit as to be thea prioriform rather than the discovered principle of our Nature-picture

Thou shalt have the power to degenerate into the lower forms of life, which are brutish

 Spengler seconded this: Only technics are entirely true, for here the words are merely the key to actuality, and the sentences are continually modified until they are, not truth, but actuality

formulated

 He formulated the idea that any government must be structured in harmony with the given societys consensual purposes, in order to secure liberty under many different historically contingent situations

 Whitehead said inAdventures of Ideas(1933): No science can be more secure than the unconscious metaphysics which tacitly it presupposes

Haken

 Hermann Haken inThe Science of Structure: Synergetics(1984) outlined a more rigorous experimental scientific program than Fullers earlier conceptual work

Hermann Haken

Leibniz

 Gottfried von Leibniz (1646-1716), along with Newton, invented modern calculus and pointed towards symbolic logic, he even argued the relativity of space, time and motion

Gottfried von Leibniz

 The biologist Richard Woltereck called the natural trend towards emergent forms of increasing complexity anamorphosis

Richard Woltereck

Metaphysical AssumptionsDavid Hume (1711-1776) inEnquiry Concerning Human Understanding(1748), echoes the Taoist saying of The farther you go, the less you know, when he discusses the roles of science and philosophy in dealing with our ignorance: The most perfect philosophy of the natural kind [science] only staves off our ignorance a little longer: as perhaps the most perfect philosophy of the moral or metaphysical kind serves only to discover larger portions of it

570-475 BC) wrote, The gods indeed did not reveal everything to mortals from the beginning; but men search, and in time they find out better

 This is the take-off point for extropic thought, the ultimate design of reality is both historical and current, encompassing both motion and rest

EvolutionThe pre-Socratic philosophers originated many of the concepts that would develop through history into modern evolutionary theory

 This launched the greatest reappraisal of humanitys position in the universe yet seen, we are fundamentally different individuals than before this conceptual revolution

thou

We have made thee neither of heaven nor of earth, neither mortal nor immortal, so that with freedom of choice and with honor, as though the maker and molder of thyself, thou mayest fashion thyself in whatever shape thou shalt prefer

 Very individualized pattern recognition thus leads to complex pattern evolution by the self-organizing forces operating within science

vital
 Following Aristotle, there have been many conceptions related to an inner drive, or a vital force that differentiates animate from inanimate matter

 All are related to expanding consensual reality through increasing conceptual connections and trust between greater and greater numbers of individuals

Niccol Machiavelli perceived plainly that the struggle against necessity required that an individual have excellence and freedom as primary life purposes

Machiavelli

Lynn Margulis

This conception of Hegels is compatible with Lynn Marguliss concept of homeorhesis, the honing in on a moving point of purposeful disequilibrium

4 This means: not concepts, not material forms, not human events

 We only create the universe in our mind through our value-laden subjective perceptual categorizations, but then we bring these, in conceptual form, into public view within a professional community

William Godwin

 Prominent proponents of human perfectibility in the 18th and early 19th centuries included Condorcet, William Godwin (1756-1836) and Hegel

 This is why Nietzsche inThe Will to Power(1901), pronounced that: Socrates represents a moment of the profoundest perversity in the history of values

 Such consistent, grand standards act simultaneously to pull up conceptual development to its levels, and to mark the occasion when such development surpasses all previous thought

consensual

purposes

 My definition of humanism is: Social (consensual) mediation between subjective self and objective nature evolving in the direction of their conjunction by means of sharing and remembering human purposes used to evaluate truth (interpreting maps of objective nature) and as a catalyst for approaching ever closer to truth (improving maps of objective nature)

truth

 This is the jump from metaphysics to biological epistemology where knowledge remains incomplete and corrigible

 He articulated the technical will-to-power at the beginning of an explosion of technological progress
 Once the central concepts or basic technologies have been shifted, the mechanical work of rearranging and developing the new web surrounding them proceeds

 History, paleontology, archaeology, anthropology all are aesthetic sciences, the fixing of the human terrain in a map with imaginative legends (i

 All facets of society progress with the creation of technological tools for us to transform our thoughts into reality; sociologically, aesthetically and materially

 Spengler captures the essence of this feeling of expansive technological power:This is the outward- and upward-straining life-feeling

6 Spengler hits upon a historical truth about where to find the strength, or dynamic optimism, for creating an extropic culture from out of this deconstructed flux

Alfred

 Whitehead, Alfred North

 It is analogous to the butterfly effect, one individuals minor action can loose expanding harmful consequences up to and including mass destruction

The Purposes of Historical StudySeeking wisdom is one of the oldest purposes of life humanity has yet chosen

 The value-fact split (the odd notion that science deals only with morally neutral, valueless or objective facts) was hardened on the technicism side by Galileo (1564-1642)

The impulse to achieve this measure of freedom is elitist by default, not everyone makes the volitional turn toward extropy and its accompanying level of strenuous personal effort

 Thou shalt have the power, out of thy souls judgment, to be reborn into the higher forms, which are divine

Another early conceptual forerunner of extropy is Aristotles inner drive of organisms calledentelechy

 His blind emphasis on objective observation and measurement without giving due weight to the role of consciousness in the scientific method or to the strictly vocational nature of science, may have helped discourage ideological contamination early on, but the negative effects have been cumulatively demoralizing within Western Civilization

 Empedocles held that an integrative force produces any number of living forms, some of which are capable of survival and reproduction

held

2Spengler describes something close to my own metaphysics: There is nothing inherently absurd in the conception of a mechanical necessity wherein each individual case is morphologically self-contained and never exactly reproduced, in which therefore the acquisitions of knowledge cannot be put into consistently-valid formul

conception

Fichte

 To battle against the comfortable foregrounds of life, against the impressions of the moment, against what is near, tangible and easy, to win through to that which has generality and duration and links past and future-these are the sum of all Faustian imperatives from earliest Gothic to Kant and Fichte, and far beyond them again to the Ethos of immense power and will exhibited in our States, our economic systems and our technics

Arnold

Toynbee

 Arnold Toynbee (1889-1975) inA Study of History(1934-1961) emphasized alternating challenges to civilization, followed by leaderships responses

Arnold Toynbee

 Nietzsche inPower, describes humanisms role in directing energy, 

 Yes, knowledge of the world is structured by the minds subjective contribution; but that contribution is teleologically called forth by the universe for its own self-revelation

 Such steadiness of purpose coupled with novel circumstances, allows us to see living patterns in history, it is a self-organizational dynamic process

 Spengler prophesied that when we have applied complexity theory and synergetics (what he termed physiognomic science), to every specialized field of scientific reductionism, the vital wellspring of specifically Western science will exhaust itself and a new culture will arise

Spengler

In conclusion, let me emphasize the importance of the invaluable individuals moral choices going into the future, each and every one of us is capable of the turn towards extropy

extropic

 I have judiciously selected a few on both the humanism side and technicism side of life, to exemplify important transitional links to current extropic thought

technicism

 To Goethe evolution meant inward fulfillment, to Darwin it meant Progress

Goethe

 All that's needed for selection pressure to get to work here is a partially heritable slight preference for children who are modestly more temperamentally happy [or less gloomy] than oneself

won

 Just how ambitious should rational agents aim to be in the scope of our reward pathway enhancements - both for ourselves and for other life-forms? What istechnicallyfeasible? What are the potential pitfalls? Could anything go catastrophically wrong if we succeed? Should some state-spaces of sentience be placed perpetually off-limits as too wonderful even to explore?This question won't be answered here

 dying] humans who adopt such a regimen misjudge the risk-reward ratio involved; but if so, the error doesn't reside in a willingness to take calculated risks - merely in their miscalculation

 Thus the impending reproductive revolution of designer babies should lead to "unnatural" selection pressure against some of our nastier genes - allowing us to become smarter, happier, longer lived and, more controversially, perhaps nicer too

 This isn't the place to attempt formal game-theoretic modelling or a treatise on posthuman population genetics

 Ensuring a minimum of well-being for all sentient creatures is an immense enough technical and ideological challenge as it is

 If so, then why not create the substrates of posthuman superbeauty rather than mere artistic prettiness?There's also a sense in which our brains alreadyare(dysfunctional) Experience Machines

 Will post-human experiences thatseemmillions of times more valuable than today's peak experiencesreallybe millions of times more valuable? Or instead, as the moral nihilist claims, are value-judgements by their very nature truth-valueless? In other words, is this debate all just idle opinion, since the fact-value distinction is logically unbridgeable? Here I'll leave the question open; but if, provisionally, we may assume that some of our experiences are more valuable than the best experiences of, say, an earthworm, then one may wonder whether mature posthuman modes of sentience might not proportionately be more valuable than ours

 If we had the slightest idea how to scan, record and digitise qualia, then uploading might be feasible; but alas we don't

 Such selection pressure is already manifest in non-human domestic animals; it will shortly come into play in humans

 Hence we are entitled to speak of an impending post-Darwinian era - not because selection pressure will be absent (on the contrary!) but because we are poised to switch from the era of "natural" to "unnatural" selection

 The mature posthuman route to happiness will presumably continue to embrace environmental improvement; but an environment perceived or simulated through what kind of affective filters? Perhaps posthuman sensory input will be processed via an innately blissful medium of thought

 Will our posthuman descendants eventually decide, to echo Bill McKibben, "Enough!"

Bill McKibben

 To abolish the substrates of social anxiety/low mood/subordinate behaviour might turn us all into potential "alphas"

 Nor is hedonic enrichment some kind of prescription forhowto live posthuman life - any more than being cured of a chronic pain condition dictates how one should lead a pain-free existence

 No, this isn't the gulag; but surely transhumanists are entitled expect more?POSSIBLE RESPONSEAgain, this scenario can't be excluded

 Should one take drugs to suppress REM sleep because our dreams aren't true? Or when awake, should one's enjoyment of a beautiful sunset be dimmed by the knowledge that secondary properties like colour are mind-dependent? [Quantum theory suggests that classical macroscopic "primary" properties as normally conceived are mind-dependent too; but that's another story] If you had been born a monochromat who sees the world only in different shades of grey, then as a hard-nosed scientific rationalist, should you reject colour vision gene therapy on the grounds that phenomenal colours are fake - and grass isn't intrinsically green? No, by common consent visual experience enriches us, even if, strictly speaking, we are creating reality rather than simulating and/or perceiving it

Other things being equal, the most rewarding music, comedy, art, computer game, virtual reality software, personal relationship, etc, is more valuable than its less enjoyable counterpart

 The sophisticated posthuman route to cultivating a fantastic sense of humour is not (just) to be wittier; it's to amplify and enrich the neural substrates of amusement

 Prospective parents will shortly be choosing the personalities/genetic make-up of their future children rather than playing genetic roulette

 It should be stressed that this optimistic scenariodoesn'tmean that posthuman social life will resemble a communal hug-in or an MDMA-driven rave

 Given a mass-upload scenario, the fate of meatware "left behind" is unclear

valuable
enrich

 Well, assuming that a keen sense of humour is valuable, what if we could reset our own propensity to find things funny? Is there an optimum humour-range for a given environment - low and infrequently expressed for brutish Darwinian life, modestly higher for posthumans? Or should the range of our sense of humour be ratcheted up indefinitely when conditions permit? For if we can identify the neural substrates of humour, then we can biologically enrich these substrates indefinitely too

 Genetically recalibrating our hedonic treadmill at progressively more exalted settings needn't promote the growth of escapist fantasy worlds

 Sobeforeembarking on anything so revolutionary, it's vital that we have a compelling theory of consciousness - and a mathematically exact description of its myriad textures - on pain of creating zombies

 But on at least one family of scenarios, everyday posthuman life may consist entirely of gradients of the sublime

 Environmentalist utopias invariably run aground on human nature and the inhibitory feedback mechanisms of the hedonic treadmill

 By contrast, it's contemporary social anxiety disorders and clinical depression that are associated with behavioural suppression and withdrawal

 Given our Darwinian biology, too many forms of admirable behaviour simply aren't rewarding enough for us to practise them consistently: our second-order desires to live better lives as better people are often feeble echoes of our baser passions

 Yet this wonderful outcome won't be - or at least itneedn'tbe - explicable because our descendants are escapists plugged into Experience Machines, but instead because posthuman life is intrinsically wonderful

 Now in one sense, yes, the phenomenal textures [if any] and substrate composition of a hypothetical upload are mere implementation details - functionally irrelevant insofar as the upload has the right functional architecture to support input-output relations identical to its meatworld counterpart

 Such technologies may conceivably become widely available or even ubiquitous - though whether their global use could ever be sociologically and evolutionarily stable for a whole population is problematic

 Transcendentally beautiful experiences on-demand can then be selectively triggered far more potently than today - perhaps managed from a user-friendly interface as intuitive as your iPad, perhaps thought-activated, or perhaps stimulus-driven as now

But by how much? Unlike computing power, an exponential growth of happiness is (presumably) impossible, short of technologies beyond human imagination

 Even if suffering as we understand it today is abolished, then something analogous to anxiety and discontent will surely be needed as the engine of progress?POSSIBLE RESPONSEA counterargument here is that even radically enriching hedonic tone can preserve a full range of negative feedback mechanisms

 As responsible child-planning becomes common, and preimplantation genetic screening becomes routine, severe selection pressure will come into play against genes/genotypes predisposing to the darker modes of human experience

shouldn

 But given the terrible emotional shipwrecks of Darwinian life, why shouldn't we (re)design our personalities to at least exacting specifications that we demand of, say, our cars? Why shouldn't post-Darwinian life be robust, exhilaratingandcrash-proof?6) The 'STUCK-IN-A-RUT' objectionThis is the worry that directly enhancing well-being by neurobiological interventions will lead to a civilisation becoming trapped in a suboptimal rut

 Indeed, perhaps there's an important sense in which nothing can go wrong, in theordinaryunpleasant sense of "going wrong", if you replace the biological substrates of suffering and malaise with adaptive gradients of bliss

 Back in the real world, there are billions of sentient beings, human and non-human, who suffer varying degrees of ill-being - sometimes extreme ill-being

unnatural
billions

 Hence the claim that posthumans may have the innate capacity for aesthetic experiences that are billions of times more beautiful than anything accessible at present - possibly more so after the imbecilic constraints of the human birth-canal are overcome: artificial wombs are no more "unnatural" than artificial clothes

 If we opt to do so, then it seems arbitrary to "freeze" its genetic calibration on the absolute minimum settings necessary to abolish the substrates of suffering - or to "lock in" merely a modest increase in the upper range of hedonic tone beyond that bare minimum

 Likewise, current victims of intractable pain or chronic depression, whose quality of life is meagre (or worse), may justifiably take more therapeutic risks, and explore more experimental treatments, to alleviate their distress than the psychologically robust who already enjoy life to the full - by mediocre Darwinian standards, at any rate

 But even if it transpires there is nothing akin to the final common pathway of reward in the human brain, such complexity wouldn't fundamentally change the technical feasibility of indefinite emotional growth

 Yet given some quite widely accepted functionalist arguments in contemporary philosophy of mind, why not scan, digitize, and "upload" ourselves into silicon or another medium - and then reprogram ourselves? The exponential growth of computing power promises to endow uploads with the self-reprogramming ability to cure ageing, infirmity and disease; attain true superintelligence; enjoy total morphological freedom; and amplify our reward pathways too

 It should betechnicallyfeasible for our descendants to enjoy daily experiences of the divine billions of times more profound than anything physiologically possible today

 But if one truly values one's friends, then surely one wouldn't - surely oneshouldn't- want them ever tosufferon one's account

 Will genetically-underwritten superhappiness rob us of the opportunity for personal growth, character-building struggles against adversity, and the chance to practise heroic self-sacrifice?Well, it was said of the late Madame de Stal that she would throw all her friends into the water for the pleasure of fishing them out again

Madame de Stal

behavioural

 However, globally engineering this kind of lifelong bliss might indeed lead to behavioural stagnation - and a whole civilisation in perpetual stasis - even if it delivers unprecedented spiritual growth

 In future, technologies akin to Experience Machines will probably be technically feasible, perhaps combining immersive VR, neural nanobots and a rewiring of the pleasure centres

It's worth emphasising that the sorts of scenarios for posthuman mood-enrichment explored herearen't, for the most part, an alternative to other transhuman scenarios of our future, notably superintelligence and superlongevity

 But if you create, say, a sculpture or a painting, then its beauty (or conversely, its ugliness) is inescapably in the eye of the beholder; there is no mind-independent truth beyond the subjective response of one's audience

 Measured, incremental increase in normal hedonic tone can allow (post-)humans to engage with the world - and each other - no less intimately than before; and possibly more so

 But in future it should be feasible to derive gradients of richly flavoured bliss from studying sixteen hours a day, or being angelically kind and "insanely" generous

 So for illustrative purposes, try to recall for a moment the most wonderful "peak experience" of your life

This momentous reproductive shift certainly doesn't exclude the likelihood of continuing selection pressure against some modes of subjective well-being e

 Quite the reverse: superenriched reward circuitry promises to make us stronger-minded and therebymoreable to fulfil our life projects - and promote the well-being of others

 Posthuman versions of the Goldilocks zone - "not too hot, not too cold" - couldpotentiallyexceed the hedonic range adaptive for our hominid ancestors by several orders of magnitude, if not more

 By the same token, perhaps victims of chronic low mood or anxiety disorders may benefit from gene-therapies or designer drugs so they can reach an idealised version of today's "normal" mental health - just as growth hormone can help the "abnormally" short

 A critic might mock that one might as well speak of the brain having a "humour centre" - and "enhancing its biological substrates" too

 The advanced way to create awe-inspiring beauty is to use brain-scanning technology, identify the neural signature of aesthetic experience, purify its biomolecular essence and then amplify its substrates

thereby

 Uncontrolled mass mood-elevation - as distinct from emotional enrichment - might indeed provoke socially disruptive hypercompetitive behaviour, thereby worsening global catastrophic risk

 Now in response, one might say: so what? But rather than opting to become constitutionally serene, perhaps policy-makers persuaded by the stuck-in-a-rut objection should instead promote elements of what (very) crudely one may label dopaminergically-enhanced well-being - with its tendency to enhanced novelty-seeking, exploratory behaviour and intellectual curiosity

 But does it even make sense to speak of becoming a thousand times happier - except as a rhetorical device? Can happiness sensibly be treated as a biological category at all? Is emotional well-being really a natural phenomenon that can be objectively measured and quantified? Do happiness and other desirable states of mind really have well-defined neurological substrates that can be selectively amplified indefinitely? Is there even a unidimensional pleasure-pain scale?POSSIBLE RESPONSE"Happiness" is indeed a crude label, evoking everything from the noblest triumphs of the human spirit to a nice day at the seaside

 Assume, more controversially, that utopian neuroscience will be able to identify the complex molecular signatures ofanyvaluable human experience and amplify their biological substrates

taller

 Is happiness best regarded as an absolute good, or as a positional good, like height? Is there an optimal range of hedonic tone that we should all aspire to - both for ourselves and for other sentient beings - just as there is for human body-stature under Earth's gravitational regime? Perhaps the heritable "set-point" of our hedonic treadmill might be genetically raised a little, just as some of us may wish to be slightly taller

 Recall the short section ofAnarchy, State, and Utopia(1974) where Nozick purportedly refutes ethical hedonism by asking us to imagine a utopian machine that can induce experiences of anything at all in its users at will

 Imagine again a nave-sounding bioconservative who insists that what matters for successful uploading is not just the behaviour [and behavioural dispositions] of hypothetical uploads, but also the particular textures [aka qualia: "what it feels like"] of their mental-cum-perceptual states

 For example, a problem with existing so-called antidepressants is not just that they are often ineffective and "dirty"; they can also trigger mania in the genetically susceptible instead of high-functioning well-being

mood-enrichment

 The possible ramifications of radical mood-enrichment for existing social hierarchies are poorly understood because such scenarios have never been systematically modelled

 Others may be recalibrated: the posthuman analogue of boredom, for instance, needn't feel unpleasant to retain an analogous functional role; subjectively, its posthuman analogues need feel onlycomparativelyless interesting than spellbound fascination

" Any potential wonderdrug or gene-therapy that promises a miraculous breakthrough to posthuman nirvana needs to be investigated withbothextraordinary urgency and extraordinary scepticism

More concretely, brainy "Doogie mice" with an extra copy of the NR2B subtype of NMDA receptor suffer from a chronically increased sensitivity to pain

 In future, nerve cell responsiveness to naturally occurring endogenous opioids can be increased via receptor enrichment in the brain too

receptor

 Identifying the molecular correlates of our emotional states in terms of receptor-density and neurotransmitter occupancy ratios, alternate splice variants, phosphorylated proteins, gene expression profiles, etc, is a daunting challenge for computational neuroscience

 The traditional way to produce, say, aesthetic beauty is to create a painting or a sculpture that stirs a rewarding aesthetic response in one's audience

 But this doesn't mean that we're ambitious about everything, for example height

 Enriched posthumans can still be informationally sensitive to good and bad stimuli even if our baseline hedonic set-point is elevated orders of magnitude beyond the contemporary norm

 But emotional enrichment - as distinct from crude pleasure-amplification - is itself presumably a critical ingredient of superintelligence

 Yet one needn't be any kind of hedonist or classical utilitarian to recognize that there are intimate links between the creation of life-long emotional well-being and the creation of value

 Whether a unidimensional pleasure-pain scale exists is controversial

 Yet this neglect is no reason permanently to "freeze" the greater part of humanity in the biology of subordinate timidity - the condition of many "low ranking" social primates in the world today

 It's worth stressing thatnoneof the things that transhumanists so ardently desire - unlimited lifespan, superintelligence, morphological freedom, novel sensory modalities and modes of consciousness, molecular nanotechnology, etc - will leave us significantly happier in the long-rununlesswe also redesign and recalibrate our hedonic treadmill

promote

 In general, episodes of "unnaturally" extreme well-being tend to promote selfishness, egotism, impaired judgement, risk-taking, manic behaviour - and a lack of consideration for others

 resveratrol, selegiline, etc) that increases lifespan and life expectancy in "animal models", but whose efficacy and long-term safety is unproven in controlled longitudinal studies in humans

One worry about such a rosy scenario is worth noting

worth

 More speculatively, we may overcome our anthropocentric biases and enrich the rest of sentient life too

 Unless we wereallto become contemplatives, orallopt to dwell in immersive virtual reality etc, then our descendants will probably radiate out and colonise the accessible universe within our forward light-cone

lifespan

akin

 Is happiness more akin to intelligence or lifespan, something that transhumanists should strive to enhance without limit - with the almost unimaginable implications that such an indefinite increase entails? The Transhumanist Declaration calls for the "well-being of all sentience"

 Evolution has biased our existing perceptual filters in ways that maximised the inclusive fitness of our genes in the ancestral environment; but in future, we can optimise the well-being of their bodily vehicles (i

POSSIBLE RESPONSEIn a post-ageing world centuries hence, reproduction will need to be exceptionally rare and centrally-controlled - regardless of whether or not our quasi-immortal descendants practise hedonic engineering

 But a motivational system of high-functioning gradients of superhappiness may be extremely adaptiveifthat's the behavioural phenotype we want for our children

paradise

 The moral urgency of using biotech to eradicate sufferingshouldbe carefully distinguished from speculative flights of fantasy about "paradise engineering" and so forth

 But instead of the crude neurostimulation of undiscerning mirth, our descendants [or future selves?] may decide to recalibrate the default-setting of their native humour response

 But ultimately, ending the Darwinian holocaust and securing the well-being ofallsentient life entails an engineering mega-project: genomic rewrites, nanorobotics, and ecosystem redesign penetrating the furthest recesses of the oceans

humour

 In theory, given a post-human world without suffering, our descendants could appreciate humour billions of times more richly hilarious than anything possible now

 Gradients of well-being billions of times richer than anything humans experience are neither more nor less genuine than the greenness of grass (or the allure of Marilyn Monroe)

Marilyn Monroe

2) The TECHNICAL objection(s)It's intelligible to speak of becoming a thousand times taller - though the biomechanics might pose a problem

 The credence we assign to such global-rut scenarios depends on the kinds of biologically enhanced well-being, if any, our descendants decide to embrace

descendants

By way of [false] analogy, consider the game of chess

In the meantime, therewillbe intense selection pressure, but there are powerful grounds for believing such selection pressure will work against any genotypes/allelic combinations predisposing to Darwinian unpleasantness in all its forms

8) The SELECTION PRESSURE objectionIt may be technically feasible, in the short run, directly to amplify the substrates of well-being across the lifespan

 Soifvalue can be naturalised and biologically enhanced, then why not plan how to create a sustainable abundance of its molecular substrates by the most computationally effective means? Or at least, before passing judgement on posthuman well-being, let's first discover what we're missing

 If you want "your" upload to achieve supersentience as well as superintelligence, or to enjoy posthuman levels of well-being, to achieve quasi-immortality, or simply to conserve your identity as understood today, then the existential risk posed by uploading is immense - perhaps the biggest existential risk the human species has ever contemplated

 It oversimplifies the issues because for a whole range of phenomena, there is simply no mind-independent fact of the matter that could potentially justify Experience Machine-style objections - and deter the future use of Experience Machine-like technologies for fear of our losing touch with Reality

 "destructive" uploading, the final solution to the organic life problem - then primordial Darwinian organisms will still need to be "rescued" by their postorganic descendants

tone

wouldn

 So for illustrative purposes just imagine: If you were a prospective parent choosing the genetic make-up of your future children, what genetic dial-settings would you opt for? You wouldn't want genotypes predisposing to anxiety disorders, depressive illness, schizoid tendencies, and other undisputed pathologies of mind; but how high (or in theory, how low?) would be the settings you'd prefer for your children's normal hedonic tone? Cross-culturally, parents typically say they want their children to be happy, albeit "naturally" so; but how happy? Redheads may prefer to have red-headed children; but few depressives will want depressive children

 We want unlimited lifespan, unlimited intelligence, unlimited computer power

4) The INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR objectionSome critics are concerned that promoting superhappiness may lead to what one may call, informally, "inappropriate" behavioural responses

 By contrast, genetically predestined superhappiness promises tomorrow's children "larger-than-life" personalities, uncompromising integrity, and a willpower stronger than anything neurologically feasible today

children

 Potentially, we can use a convergence of biotech, nanorobotics and information technology to gain control over our emotions and become better (post-)human beings, to cultivate the virtues, strength of character, decency, to become kinder, friendlier, more compassionate: to become the type of (post)human beings that we might aspire to be, but aren't, and biologically couldn't be, with the neural machinery of unenriched minds

contrast

range

 Optionally, our range of hedonic contrast can actually be increased - even if posthumanity's genetically-predetermined affective floor is set higher than today's affective ceiling

 Posthuman control of our emotions should allow us to amplify the character traits that we regard as admirable, overcoming the limitations of Darwinian minds in ways that environmental manipulation alone cannot match

 The real challenge ahead could be doing so in ways that are socially responsible, intellectually insightful, sustainably empathetic, preserve nurturing behaviour, avoid triggering psychosis or mania, and don't provoke adverse side-effects - either for the enriched individual or for society as a whole

 The particular textures of the pieces, and even the complete absence of any such textures in computer chess matches, are unimportant, since the textures, coloration, and physical composition (etc

 themuopioid receptor, implicated in hedonic tone

 The beauty is no less real, and it certainlyseemsto be a fact of the world; but it is subjective

 Debating levels of posthuman bliss is akin to mediaeval theologians discussing the different levels of the celestial hierarchy - all those angels, archangels, cherubim, seraphim, and the like

 But so what? It's mind-independent facts in the real world that matter - and matter in some sense tous- not false happiness

pieces

textures

 Imagine a misguided philosopher who claims that what matters when playing chess is not just the sequence of moves, but also the particular textures of the individual chess pieces; and that chess games played with wooden or metal pieces, say, or games played online via computer, can be different in character even if the sequence of moves played is the same

] Yes,ifwe were exhaustively defined by our behavioural patterns, then the spectre of inverted qualia, "Martian pain", absent qualia, and so forth, is of no consequence

neuroscience

 Sure, runs this objection, millennial neuroscience may be able to create experiences millions of times more wonderful than anything open to Darwinian minds

However, let's assume for the sake of argument that sentient uploading will in future be technically and societally feasible - perhaps using quantum computers with a non-classical architecture

Brahms

 If you prefer Beethoven to Brahms, or philosophy to pushpin, then enriching hedonic tone can still leave your preference architecture more-or-less intact

behaviour

 "Mirror neurons", for instance, can be multiplied and functionally amplified as well as hedonic tone, thereby enhancing our propensity to cooperative behaviour

Or to use another speculative example: the traditional route to spiritual experience is via meditational discipline and prayer

environmental

 As brain-scanning technology becomes ever more sophisticated and finer-grained, we'll be able to identify the multiple neural correlates of well-being and selectively "overexpress" them in ways that transcend old-fashioned environmental tinkering

 But intuitively, there is quite a narrow optimum for body height

 Otherwise the Earth (or in theory our galaxy or local galactic supercluster, etc) will exceed its physical carrying capacity

superhappiness

 But in the long run, there will be selection pressure against escalating gradients of superhappiness

pressure

 This point is relevant because - given some fairly modest assumptions and even the slightest sense of moral urgency - weshouldbe prepared, if necessary, to take risks to eliminate a terrible scourge, to prevent suffering and cruelty to our fellow creatures, or to act when the risks of inaction are greater than action

 [see also "Touched with Fire: Manic-Depressive Illness and the Artistic Temperament" (1993) by Kay Redfield Jamison] Becoming truly "better than well" entails not just an extended lifetime of feeling on-top-of-the-world, but retaining insight, intellectual acuity and social intelligence

Kay Redfield Jamison

 The same game of chess can be multiply realised in different physical substrates

chess

thousand

 Yet even inSecond Life, or in tomorrow's immersive virtual realities, we don't for the most part want to be a thousand metres tall - despite freedom from the constraints of gravity

And what of mourning? Should grief be abolished before we have conquered death - a far more formidable biotechnological challenge than enriching subjective well-being? Well, if I were to fall under the proverbial bus, then I would indeed want, selfishly for sure, that such an accident diminish my friends' well-being

]However, feasible or otherwise, Experience Machinesaren'tthe kind of hedonic engineering technology we're discussing here

chronic

 Yet there is a fundamental difference between taking risks to alleviate serious disease, chronic pain syndromes or prolonged psychological distress and taking risks to enhance pre-existing well-being

 But intelligent emotional self-mastery will involve re-engineering the mind-brain so we derive the most intense rewards from activities we deem most lastingly worthwhile: i

funny

 Yet exactly the same reasoning holds for information-signalling gradients of bliss; and given even a weak version of the pleasure principle, the adoption of a motivational system based on gradients of bliss is more sociologically plausible than an enhanced propensity to find everything funny

comparatively

 A world with ever more richly rewarding experiences is,other things being equal, preferable to comparatively emotionally impoverished worlds

 Of course it's far harder technically to amplify gradients of complex "thick" social emotions than it is to amplify raw orgasmic bliss, or even spiritual raptures

 Hedonic contrast-ratios can in principle be conserved even if the scale is itself is recalibrated

 A full-blown Experience Machine will presumably provide superauthenticity too: its users might even congratulate themselves on having opted to remain plugged into the real world - having wisely rejected the blandishments of Experience Machine evangelists and their escapist fantasies

 The challenge is to use them wisely on a planetary scale and beyond

 One might think here of long-acting analogues of soma, Aldous Huxley's supposedly ideal pleasure drug, or more refined and globally sustainable analogues of wireheading

Aldous Huxley

 As it happens, I tentatively predict that superintelligent posthumans will be animated by gradients of bliss that are literallybillionsof times richer than anything biologically accessible today; but whether or not such blissful civilisations exist beyond extremely low density branches of the universal wave-function is pure conjecture

lead

 At present, it's notable that the happiest people tend to lead the fullest social lives; conversely, depressives tend to be lonely and socially isolated

tend

 For an aesthete who longs to experience phenomenal beauty, there simply isn't any fact of the matter beyond the quality of experience itself

bliss

 Current recreational euphoriants, for instance, may give their users a faint, fleeting, shallow foretaste of posthuman bliss; but for the most part, they activate the hedonic treadmill - and produce nasty side-effects, insidious or otherwise

ten

 Instead, I want to raise ten objections to the indefinite amplification of well-being - and sketch out ten possible replies

 Instead, the argument here is that super-enhanced well-being would be disruptive of the social pecking-order - the dominance hierarchies on which all existing social primate societies are based

well-being

hedonic

3) The 'EXPERIENCE MACHINE' objectionAccording to this objection, the prospect of "artificially" ratcheting up our hedonic set-point via biotech interventions just amounts to a version of Harvard University philosopher Robert Nozick's hypothetical Experience Machine

Robert Nozick

wireheading

analogues

 Surely, runs this objection, the future of life in the universe isn't foreshadowed by analogues of wireheading, heroin and crack cocaine?POSSIBLE RESPONSEIndeed not

5) The CHARACTER-SAPPING objectionA fifth worry is that gradients of extreme well-being may be bad for our character

gradients

route

substrates

 The futuristic route -ifone thinks spirituality is a valuable dimension of experience - is to identify the neural substrates of spiritual experience, perhaps even the neural substrates of divine revelation and the experience of God, and then amplify them, stripping out the incidental junk and amplifying both their molecular essence and the metabolic pathways that regulate their expression

 Or to give another example: what if neural enhancement technologies could controllably modify our aesthetic filters so we could see 80-year-old women as sexier than 20-year-old women? Is this perception false or inauthentic? Intuitively, perhaps so

 Maybe the critic here is a neo-Buddhist, or a negative utilitarian, or perhaps an enlightened bioconservative who shares the desire to get rid of cruelty and [involuntary] suffering, but doesn't see any need to strive beyond its abolition

beauty

 In the future, why can't the rest of us raise our aesthetic default-settings so that our set-point of beauty-recognition fluctuates around a vastly higher baseline? Posthuman aesthetic appreciation (almost) certainly won't be uniform - an undiscriminating cosmic "wow"

 Or at least, onlyaftersuffering has been abolished throughout the living world should we consider truly revolutionary interventions to enrich our emotional lives

 These machines begin to operate on themselves ?thus accelerating and multiplying their own growth and forming a single gigantic network girdling the Earth? (FUT: 160)

 As organisms and societies (computer networks) become self-aware and self-directing, parts of the universe become aware of the whole universe and their relations to it

 Barrow and Tipler offer a computational interpretation of Teilhard?s idea

)Teilhard?s reasoning about the future is an early example of what Tipler (1995) callsphysical eschatology

Dewdney

 Ideas from the Barrow-Tipler OPT were, in turn, taken up by many transhumanists (see, for example, Moravec (1988; 2000) and Dewdney (1998))

 Similarly a transhumanist might argue that the ethical development of technology is part of our collective process of maturation

 Transhumanism and ChristianityAt the beginning of this paper, I offered five reasons for transhumanists to study Teilhard: (1) Teilhard is one of the first to articulate transhumanist themes; (2) Teilhard?s thought has influenced transhumanism, and several important transhumanists have developed Omega Point Theories; (3) Teilhard works out his transhumanist ideas in a Christian context; (4) transhumanism is likely to need to defend itself against conservative forms of Christianity; and (5) the future success of transhumanism may well depend on its ability to build bridges to liberal and progressive forms of Christianity

 So Teilhard is not interested in leaving the Earth (or solar system) materially

 A study of Teilhard can help transhumanists make beneficial conceptual, and even political, connections to progressive Christian institutions

 The first is the conversion of the solar system into a computer

 Barrow and Tipler write that life will expand outwards from the Earth until it encompasses half of the universe (1986: 675)

 A human person is a living thinking informational process

spiritually

 Hence for a person to escape the Earth spiritually is for that person to break free from his or her material realization, while remaining physically in space-time

 In what follows, I will assume that human civilization will make progress into the fifth and sixth epochs

 Rather, this layer of nanobots is a single living thinking substance

 A self-conscious system is a self-programming computer

 This infinity will be the end of time ? a total and endless presence of all possible finite computational processes (Barrow and Tipler, 1986: 675-77)

 Fourth epoch: information in exosomatic organsMany writers have thought of technology in biological terms

1 Teilhard?s SingularityAlthough Teilhard considers the possibility that the noosphere will expand materially into the universe, he regards this possibility as a dead end (PHEN: 286-87; FUT: 302)

 It is directed towards the production of increasingly complex systems (which we might interpret as the production of increasingly powerful natural and artificial computing systems)

First, Teilhard talks about information-processing technologies

 If we think of the mental content of an organism as software, we can say that a self-conscious system is able to modify its own software

1 The Omega Point as a universal Turing machineTeilhard argues that the universe is convergent (PHEN: 259)

 It takes a more powerful computer to simulate a more complex object

 Teilhard refers to the intensity of information-processing on Earth as the ?psychic temperature? of the Earth

 (Barrow and Tipler, 1986: 659

 Teilhard produced an extensive body of work that may be of interest to them;[4]there is also an enormous secondary literature on Teilhard, much of which may be of great interest to transhumanists

 We might say that every resurrection body runs all the others in its imagination (see Moravec, 1988: 178-79)

 Although biochemistry was primitive in Teilhard?s day, he knew about polymers and proteins

)The material expansion of the noosphere into the universe has several stages

 But Teilhard does discuss genetic and information-processing technologies

 Once again, we can refine Teilhard?s vision by replacing his vague nineteenth-century notion of consciousness with the more precise notion of computation

 He discusses the emergence of a global computation-communication system (and is said by some to have been the first to have envisioned the Internet)

 The soul may be identified with the body-program, as several important Christian thinkers have done (Hick, 1976: ch

 This computational medium could be a layer of silicon covering much of the Earth; or it could be a layer of carbon nano-tubes and nano-switches; or it could be a layer containing both silicon and carbon

 First epoch: information in atomic systemsAt the beginning of the first epoch, the Big Bang produces a vast explosion of radiation

 Some have argued that Teilhard foresaw the Internet (Kreisberg, 1995)

 The psychology of an individual human body is recovered and perfected when the biological program that was running on that body is recovered and perfected

 I understand this to mean that at the critical point future human intelligence will no longer be realized by any network of material particles and forces

The emergence of a global super-machine that directs its own evolution seems to correspond closely to the idea of the Singularity developed by Ray Kurzweil, who defines it as ?a future period during which the pace of technological change will be so rapid, its impact so deep, that human life will be irreversibly transformed? (Kurzweil, 2005,The Singularity is Near, page 7; henceforth abbreviated SING)

 Noogenesis happens everywhere: ?wherever there are life bearing planets in the Universe, they too will become encompassed, like the Earth, with some form of planetized spirit? (FUT: 109)

 Teilhard?s OPT was later refined and developed by Barrow and Tipler (1986) and by Tipler alone (1988; 1995)

 Tipler makes an argument from beauty: (1) the FAP is a beautiful principle; and (2) ?We physicists know that a beautiful postulate is more likely to be correct than an ugly one? (Tipler, 1988: 32; see also Tipler, 1995: 11); therefore (3) the FAP is more likely to be true than false

)Teilhard observes that increasingly complex systems are emerging in our universe over time

 As civilization fills the universe, it will be able to program matter at the most basic physical level

 There will be no distinction, post-Singularity, between human and machine or between physical and virtual reality

, cameras are artificial eyes; computers are artificial brains)

 By studying Teilhard, transhumanists can begin to argue that they are continuing what is best and brightest in the Christian tradition

 The texture of the evolutionary cosmos : matter and spirit in Teilhard de Chardin

 They say the soul is the body-program and that the Omega Point is a super-computer formed in the Big Crunch at the end of time

 But the states of these computers are purely informational, and they can do more than just realize material fields

)As intelligence saturates the matter and energy available to it, it turns dumb matter into smart matter

 Each different self-map is a different lesser self within the Absolute Self (Royce, 1899: 546)

Hart

 Various conservative Christians have already opposed transhumanism (Wiker, 2003; Hook, 2004; Daly, 2004; Hart, 2005)

Daly

)He envisions the synthesis of entirely new forms of life: ?we may well one day be capable of producing what the Earth, left to itself, seems no longer able to produce: a new wave of organisms, an artificially provoked neo-life? (PHEN: 250)

 He writes that when future human intelligence passes through the critical point it ?will penetrate for the first time into the environment which is biologically requisite for the wholeness of its task? (FUT: 51)

Teilhard often speaks of acritical pointin the evolution of human intelligence: ?In our time Mankind seems to be approaching its critical point of social organization? (FUT: 31, 47)

 If human civilization is less complex, it follows that (6) a cosmic civilization will simulate human civilization and will guide its evolution to the cosmic level

 defining the soul to be a type of program has much in common with Aristotle and Aquinas? definition of the soul as ?the form of activity of the body?

 We can define the complexity of an object as the amount of computational work it takes to simulate the object

 contain internal evidence of having been the result of a long computation or slow-to-simulate dynamical process

 Social networks, languages, and technologies all become self-directing

To motivate his theory of the Absolute Self, Royce uses the notion of a perfect map of England, located within England (1899: 502-507)

 History points to ?the progressive genesis of what I have called a ?noosphere? ? the pan-terrestrial organism in which, by compression and arrangement of the thinking particles, a resurgence of evolution (itself now become reflective) is striving to carry the stuff of the universe towards the higher conditions of a planetary super-reflection? (MFV: 180)

 Still, brains are more powerful computers than immune systems; so we?ll focus on brains

 Storage of a self-description is the basis for the evolution of self-awareness

 He says ?there is for us, in the future, under some form or another, at least collectively, not only survival but alsosuper-life? (PHEN: 234)

 Teilhard refers to the emergence of increasingly complex systems ascomplexification

 At most we can argue for some degree of probability that we will reach the fifth or sixth epochs

 It says: ?Intelligent information-processing must come into existence in the Universe, and, once it comes into existence, it will never die out? (Barrow and Tipler, 1986: 23)

 There is exactly one maximal Self that contains every lesser self

3 The resurrection of the bodyFor Teilhard, faith in Christ is the conviction that the cosmic process is tending to a final state in which all persons are saved

 The Singularity will represent the culmination of the merger of our biological thinking and existence with our technology, resulting in a world that is still human but that transcends our biological roots

2 The emergence of the spirit of the EarthAt this point of his discussion, Teilhard has already argued for the emergence of a technosphere

 The technosphere is ?like some great body which is being born ? with its limbs, its nervous system, its perceptive organs, its memory? (PHEN: 245-46)

 The computational capacity of the material universe is finite

 More precisely, Teilhard writes:how can we fail to see the machine as playing a constructive part in the creation of a truly collective consciousness? 

 For more information, see Hick (1977) or Walker (undated)

 4) has argued that human brains and bodies can be scanned and their programs abstracted

Duffy

 Salmon (1986) and Duffy (2001) examine Teilhard?s evolutionary cosmology in light of recent developments in the sciences of self-organization and complexity

 One possible future for the noosphere is that it will superorganize larger and larger arrangements of matter

On the evidence of the four epochs of evolution, Teilhard posits further epochs

The third reason for transhumanists to study Teilhard is that he develops his transhumanist ideas within a Christian context

Royce

 We can link Royce with my computational interpretation of Teilhard by equating Royce?s perfect self-representative system with the Omega Point

 With the emergence of multi-cellular organisms, we see the emergence of the first computer networks

 All living systems are eventually scanned and their body-programs are uploaded into the layer of computronium

Zeilinger
Landauer

 They argue that the deepest level of physical reality is computational (Fredkin, Landauer, and Toffoli, 1982; Fredkin, 1991; Zeilinger, 1999)

 While the genome of an organism stores a static self-description of that organism, its nervous system stores a dynamic self-description

 Although he does not talk about robotics or nano-technologies, we can infer that Teilhard would welcome them

Griffin

Cobb
Arnow

Walker

Hick

Bozeman

 A study of Teilhard?s work may help transhumanists to explore the ways that transhumanism can obtain support from Christian millenarianism (see Bozeman, 1997; Noble, 1999); from Irenaean and neo-Irenaean theodicies (see Hick, 1977; Walker, Undated);[3]from liberal Protestantism (see Arnow, 1950); and from process theology (see Cobb and Griffin, 1976)

 So the Absolute Self is a self-representative system

 However, I believe this danger can be met successfully if both groups stay focused on their common belief that human brains and hands must help build the future

 Teilhard says ?The noosphere, in short, is a stupendous thinking machine? (FUT: 168)

 Just as an infinite set contains infinitely many infinite subsets, so an AUTM can exactly simulate infinitely many other AUTMs

 But it is right to argue that increasing biological complexity is increasing computational power

 Teilhard assigns a low degree of consciousness to cells (PHEN: 87-88)

 The map contains an endlessly nested series of self-copies

contains

 For a perfectly self-conscious mind contains an exact internal representation of its own self; and that exact internal representation contains a further exact internal representation of its own self; and so on endlessly

informational

 We can think of these computers as running the sorts of informational processes that go on in human or super-human bodies and brains

 Teilhard's writing likewise argues for the ethical application of technology in order to advance humanity beyond the limitations of natural biology

 For Teilhard,noogenesisis the emergence of more and more powerful minds

 For Teilhard, the scale of complexity runs from atoms to humans and beyond

 He discusses the spread of human intelligence into the universe and its amplification into a cosmic-intelligence

 And since it takes a more powerful computer to simulate a less powerful computer, more powerful computers are more complex than less powerful ones

The hypothesis that evolution continues in the pleroma enables us to make sense both of Teilhard?s claim that we will leave the Earth spiritually and of Kurzweil?s conjecture that intelligence will ultimately be more powerful than the big impersonal forces of the cosmos

 For Teilhard, it is a radical biological change

Mortier

?TheTeilhard de Chardin Album(Mortier  Auboux, 1966) is an impressive photographic record of Teilhard?s life, including his many research expeditions

As matter self-organizes, systems with the capacity for computation emerge

 Around that time, they argue, the universe will start to converge to a Big Crunch

 These human body-programs can then be run on artificial super-computers

 This computational medium will be like a gigantic rhizome or network that covers the planet?s entire landmass

 The Internet is an early version of this nervous system

 The global system of exosomatic organs is like an organism

 But if spiritcangrow greater without any check, surely that is an indication that itwillin factdo soin a universe whose fundamental law would appear to be ?if a thing is possible, it will be realized??(1974: 109; italics are Teilhard?s)

Teilhard is also aware of the increasing complexity of many-celled organisms: ?The simplest form of protoplasm is already a substance of unheard of complexity

 So the computational power of the universe goes up without bound as time goes on

 Tipler (1995: 249-50) is explicit: ?the Omega Point in Its transcendence is in essence a self-programming universal Turing machine, with a literal infinity of memory  He thus infers from the history of life on Earth that degrees of complexity correspond to degrees of consciousness

 These robots will flock to other planetary systems and convert them into super-computers

 The Absolute Self is analogous to an England that contains many perfect self-maps

 Third epoch: information in brainsTeilhard correctly describes evolution by natural selection as filling out a Tree of Life

? We will be able to convert any material structure into a substrate for universal computation (into computronium)

 Moravec observes that a human body has a recursive sticks-on-sticks pattern

 Conservative Christians stand ready to condemn transhumanism as a heretical sect and to politically suppress the use of technology for human enhancement

 There are several specific reasons for transhumanists to study Teilhard?s work

 We may, however, say that the emergence of the atoms in the periodic table is the emergence of a system of combinatorial possibilities

)Teilhard affirms that there will be a period of rapid technological change that will fuse humanity with technology

Dyson

 The solar system can be converted into a computer first by building increasingly large Dyson Spheres around the sun (Kurzweil, 2005: 350)

 Biotechnology is thus a further step in the rise of evolution to self-consciousness

The second reason for transhumanists to study Teilhard is that his thought has influenced transhumanism itself

 Teilhard also says that Christ has ?a cosmic nature, enabling him to center all the lives which constitute a pleroma extended to the galaxies? (1974: 236)

 If we (or our super-human descendants) learn to program the pleroma, then we can program ourselves into it

)In what follows, I will sketch a technically plausible way for this planetary computation to emerge

2 Informational expansion into the universeAs we consider the evolution of intelligence in the sixth epoch, we must deal more and more with the explicitly religious and speculative aspects of Teilhard?s thought

 He argues that this acceleration will lead to the emergence of a global super-machine: ?all the machines on Earth, taken together, tend to form a single, vast organized mechanism? (FUT: 160)
 Another benefit is that transhumanists may be able to use liberal Christian ideas to further develop their own theories of social justice

 We can plot this emergence on a graph with two axes: a time axis and a complexity axis (Teilhard, 1973, ?My fundamental vision?, page 166; henceforth abbreviated MFV)

 The pleroma is a network of infinitely complex computers

For Teilhard, to leave the Earth spiritually is to enter thepleroma(Teilhard, 1974: 64-75)

 Teilhard explicitly argues for the use of both bio-technologies (e

 Teilhard writes that at the critical point we pass ?by translation or dematerialization, to another sphere of the Universe? (FUT: 298)

 He refers to genetic engineering ?we appear to be on the eve of having a hand in the development of our bodies and even of our brains

 This self-direction of technological evolution is the next type of involution (after self-replication and self-consciousness)

 If our future descendants (or the members of some other cosmic civilization) break through into the pleroma, they will be able to recover every past intelligent living thing by the brute force simulation of all programs (see Moravec, 1988: 122-24; Tipler, 1995: 220)

The material expansion of the noosphere takes us into the very far future

 It simply implies that not every physical thing is a material thing ? physics has deeper levels

 If this is right, then our resurrection bodies are purely informational

At some point, cells appear that are capable of self-replication

htmAbstractPierre Teilhard de Chardin was among the first to give serious consideration to the future of human evolution

 Teilhard argues further that there is a force (radial energy) that drives self-organization (FUT: 70)

 He argues that Christ is at work in evolution, that Christ is at work in technology, and that the work of Christ ultimately aims at the perfection of human biology

The fifth reason for transhumanists to study Teilhard is that they may want to build bridges to liberal and progressive forms of Christianity

 We can easily imagine that human brains and bodies will become increasingly merged with artificial computers (Teilhard already hints at this in 1966: 111)

 Teilhard argues that information technology is accelerating according to a ?geometrical progression? (PHEN: 245)

In principle, the program corresponding to a human being could be stored in many different forms

Transhumanists should also study other forms of liberal Christianity with which they have much in common (such as process theology)

 But it is correct to say that computation first emerges in auto-catalytic networks of polymers

 It will achieve this by reorganizing matter and energy to provide an optimal level of computation 

 First is the Weak Anthropic Principle (WAP): any cosmology must be consistent with the emergence and existence of creatures (like us) who are able to state that cosmology (Barrow and Tipler, 1986: 16)

 He writes that future human intelligence will ?break through the material framework of Time and Space? (FUT: 175)

 Humans thus have a special place in noogenesis (the evolution of increasingly powerful computers)

epoch

 On this account, our descendants here on Earth will evolve to the cosmic level (the sixth epoch)

 Of course, Teilhard is wrong to say that polymers are conscious

 With the emergence of self-consciousness, intelligence becomes self-directing

)For Barrow and Tipler (and especially for Tipler), a particular human individual is resurrected when its body-program begins to run on the material super-computer formed during the Big Crunch

 Every spatial point is an infinitely powerful physical computing machine interacting with an infinity of other points

 These closely resemble the six epochs of complexity described by Kurzweil (2005: 7-33)

1 Kurzweil?s SingularityAs already mentioned, Teilhard recognizes that the pace of technological advance is accelerating

 The spirit of the Earth is the totality of (human and non-human) software processes running on the planetary super-computer:the collectivization of the human race, at present accelerated, is nothing other than a higher form adopted by the process of moleculization on the surface of our planet

 Teilhard considers this option: ?We may perhaps move to Venus ? perhaps even further afield? (FUT: 115)

 The realization of a body-program by some network of machines in the pleroma is the resurrection body

 Since including the whole universe includes more opportunities, the probability that some civilization will reach the fifth or sixth epochs is perhaps higher

 It is a perfectly self-representative system

 For Teilhard, spirit looks very much like energetic information

 Teilhard and Prigogine

 As time goes by, the elements become more complex: ?arranged according to our scale of complexity, the elements succeed one anotherin the historical order of their birth? (FUT: 100-101)

 Teilhard thinks of technology in biological terms

 In the course of the coming centuries it is indispensable that a nobly human form of eugenics, on a standard worthy of our personalities, should be discovered and developed

 Of course, for Teilhard the anthropocentric version of the FAP is a matter of religious faith

[2]A study of his work can help transhumanists develop nuanced strategies for defending against attacks from conservative Christians

 We see the emergence of the first networks ofsocial self-regulation

 He says: ?the physical mechanism of individual resurrection is the emulation of each and every long-dead person ? and their worlds ? in the computers of the far future? (1995: 14, 220)

 Recent observations have, however, raised objections to the Barrow-Tipler eschatology

running

 Accordingly, while running its own body-program, each resurrection body can also exactly simulate every other resurrection body by running it as a sub-program (as a virtual body)

2 The Omega Point as a self-representative systemTeilhard has argued for an increase in self-reference (involution) and self-representation (interiority) at every stage of evolution

 Material particles are self-perpetuating disturbances in these fields (like gliders in the game of life)

 For Teilhard, the future of intelligence lies beyond the material

 Early work on the computational foundations of physics tended to treat the universe as a cellular automaton like the game of life (see Poundstone, 1985)

Poundstone

Many writers at the intersection of basic physics and computer science have argued that the material world is not the deepest level of our physical universe

organisms

As organisms become self-conscious, they become able to consciously modify their own representations (both of themselves and their environments)

Garreau

 Several technologies are often said to be essential to the future evolution of humanity (Garreau, 2005; Kurzweil, 2005)

 the really important part of a computer is not the particular hardware, but the program; we may even say that a human being is a program designed to run on particular hardware called a human body, coding its data in very special types of data storage devices called DNA molecules and nerve cells

 But the materials in which human or super-human computations are realized are not essential to those computations

 My method is to present these ideas in a charitable way using a contemporary conceptual vocabulary, and to show how they have been refined by transhumanists such as Tipler, Moravec, and Kurzweil

 Although smart matter still nominally follows the laws of physics, it is so extraordinarily intelligent that it can harness the most subtle aspects of the laws to manipulate matter and energy to its will

 The states of these computers form various physical fields (e

 It can overcome this limit by the fusion of all computers into a single computational medium

Dupuy

 Dupuy (2000) discusses technology and millenarian thought in Bacon and Teilhard

 Since the end of the universe in a Big Crunch does not seem likely, however, the Barrow-Tipler theory of resurrection does not seem likely either

 Kurzweil describes our expansion into the universe in the following passages:In the aftermath of the Singularity, intelligence, derived from its biological origins in human brains and its technological origins in human ingenuity, will begin to saturate the matter and energy in its midst

As brains develop, they store increasingly complex self-representations

 Our future super-human descendants may be realized by other kinds of materials (e

 At the same time, a study of Teilhard can help transhumanists find potential allies among liberal and progressive Christians

 At each free end, the level 0 stick sprouts two sticks at level 1 (arms and legs)

 Accordingly, the Barrow-Tipler Omega Point Theory appears to be refuted by empirical evidence

At the time Teilhard was writing, many thinkers believed that all material things had some degree of mentality

, genetic engineering) and intelligence technologies, and develops several other themes often found in transhumanist writings

 Self-consciousness evolves in organisms with increasingly complex brains

[7]This is the medium in which individual human persons become ultimately perfected and harmonized

 We can be realized by purely informational processes in the pleroma

 Barrow and Tipler explicitly identify the soul with the body-program:an intelligent being ? or more generally, any living creature ? is fundamentally a type of computer 

 As the cultural profile of transhumanism rises, conservative Christian groups are beginning to notice it

)Kurzweil recognizes that the evolution of intelligence in our universe faces certain material limits

 He equates it with the consummated Christ and insists that those who are saved will be ?physicallyincorporated in the organic and ?natural? whole of the consummated Christ?(1974: 70; italics are Teilhard?s)

The evolution of computation on Earth leads to the conversion of the whole Earth into a planetary super-computer

 The power of a computer is its capacity to simulate other computers

 On this hypothesis, the deepest level of physical reality is an infinitely complex network of infinitely powerful computers (call it theNetwork)

 Transhumanists advocate the ethical use of technology for human enhancement

 They can become infinitely complex (Barrow and Tipler, 1986: 659-61)

 It contains an extensive biography of work on Teilhard from 1980 to 1995

 Some human brains already (in 2006) are directly plugged into computing machines

3 Material expansion into the universeThe noosphere is a living thinking machine with enormous physical powers

 This computronium is composed of self-constructing and self-repairing nano-machines (nanobots)

 He discusses the spread of human intelligence into the universe and its amplification into a cosmic intelligence

 But he also suggests more deeply (and more speculatively) that these material limits might be irrelevant to the evolution of intelligence, that the evolution of intelligence may not be constrained by material forces:My conjecture is that intelligence will ultimately prove more powerful than these big impersonal forces

 For such systems, the software is able to evolve on its own

 A study of Teilhard can help transhumanists to locate and carefully cultivate friends in that network and to locate, and carefully defend against, opponents

Teilhard assigns a low degree of consciousness to polymers

 The pleroma is physical, but its physicality is deeper than material

[4]If you have time to read only one short essay by Teilhard, read ?The formation of the noosphere? inThe Future of Man(1959)

 It?s my hope the dialogue between liberal Christians and transhumanists can enrich and strengthen transhumanism

crunch

 So will the Universe end in a big crunch, or in an infinite expansion of dead stars, or in some other manner? In my view, the primary issue is not the mass of the Universe, or the possible existence of antigravity, or of Einstein?s so-called cosmological constant

 Teilhard argues that individual humans will eventually fuse into a single super-mind (PHEN: 278)

Teilhard identifies the critical point with the Christian notion of theparousia:?the parousiac spark can, of physical and organic necessity, only be kindled between Heaven and a Mankind which has biologically reached a certain critical evolutionary point of collective maturity? (FUT: 267)

realized

According to my computational interpretation of Teilhard, a particular human individual is resurrected when its body-program begins to be realized by some network of machines in the pleroma

 It is a layer of living and thinking material

 the expectation of a perfect unity, steeped in which each element will reach its consummation at the same time as the universe? (PHEN: 294)

)Teilhard?s synthesis of Christianity and pantheism has a remarkably clear and elegant computational interpretation

A historical survey of technological progress justifies the conclusion that technological evolution is accelerating (see Kurzweil, 2005)

 Since Teilhard is clearly in favor of the use of technology for human enhancement, and since his arguments for human enhancement are developed within a Christian framework, a study of Teilhard can help transhumanists defend against religious conservatives

 Since I make extensive use of computational ideas, I am offering a computational model of Teilhard?s thought

 One might say this paper offers a transhumanist reading of Teilhard or even a Teilhardian transhumanism

 They may feel increasingly threatened by transhumanism and come to see it as a heresy (Bainbridge, 2005)

 Each form of self-organization gives rise to the next

 The fusion of humanity with technology is the birth of the noosphere and the emergence of the spirit of the Earth

 The infinite self-nesting of copies is analogous to a perfect self-consciousness

exosomatic

The emergence of intelligence goes hand in hand with three other features: (1) the emergence of social networks (computer networks); (2) the emergence of signaling systems; and (3) the emergence of exosomatic organs (technologies)

 The idea is that of the Earth not only becoming covered by myriads of grains of thought, but becoming enclosed in a single thinking envelope so as to form, functionally, no more than a single vast grain of thought on the sidereal scale, the plurality of individual reflections grouping themselves together and reinforcing one another in the act of a single unanimous reflection

 The history of humanity is analogous to the development of an individual human from childhood to maturity

epochs

 Beyond the fourth epochTeilhard correctly observes four epochs of self-organization: (1) the emergence of stars and stellar nucleosynthesis; (2) the emergence of planets; (3) the emergence of living things and biological evolution; (4) the emergence of intelligence (in nervous systems)

 The emergence of these three features corresponds to the separation of software from hardware (the separation of the program from the computer) and the emergence of computational universality

 It will expand materially into the solar system and universe

2 The Law of Complexity ? ComputationTeilhard correctly observes that the evolution of increasingly complex living things on Earth goes hand in hand with the evolution of increasing mental powers

Norris

 Norris (1995) discusses Teilhard?s work in relation to anthropic cosmological principles, and particularly how Teilhard?s thought was taken up by Barrow and Tipler

 The recovery and perfection of an individual body-program is the resurrection of the body

 We can argue that ifanycivilization becomes cosmic (if it enters the pleroma), then every human will be saved

When human intelligence guides both human evolution and the evolution of novel forms of life, then evolution on Earth will have become self-directing

civilizations

lesser

1995

 The argument goes like this: (1) the emergence of some cosmic civilization is probable in the future of our universe; (2) a cosmic civilization will be able to simulate all civilizations with lesser intelligence; (3) a cosmic civilization is obligated both by ethics and its desire for omniscience to simulate all lesser civilizations (see Tipler, 1988: 44; Tipler, 1995: 245-50); (4) a cosmic civilization is sensitive to its ethical and epistemic obligations; (5) therefore, a cosmic civilization will simulate all less complex civilizations and will also guide their evolution to the cosmic level

The resurrection of the body has long been associated with the disembodiment and re-embodiment of the soul

 If we analyze mentality in computational terms, noogenesis can be understood as the emergence of increasingly powerful computers

 So the scale of consciousness must also run from atoms to humans and beyond

increasingly

 We can thus obtain theLaw of Complexity ? Computation: the emergence of increasingly complex systems goes hand in hand with the emergence of increasingly powerful computers

 We may follow this tradition: the form of the body is the form of the biological computation running in every cell in that body at the molecular level

 It says: ?The Universe must have those properties which allow life to develop within it at some stage in its history? (Barrow and Tipler, 1986: 21)

break

4 The universality of the resurrectionTeilhard believed that human life and intelligence would break free from the constraints of material realization and become spiritual

 Teilhard is almost surely the first to discuss the acceleration of technological progress to a Singularity in which human intelligence will become super-intelligence

 First the vitalization of matter, associated with the grouping of molecules; then the hominization of Life, associated with a supergrouping of cells; and finally the planetization of Mankind, associated with a closed grouping of people: Mankind, born on this planet and spread over its entire surface, coming gradually to form around its earthly matrix a single, major organic unity, enclosed upon itself; a single, hypercomplex, hypercentered, hyperconscious arch-molecule, coextensive with the heavenly body on which it was born

 Teilhard writes that ?in becoming planetized humanity is aquiring new physical powers which will enable it to superorganize matter? (FUT: 171)

 As the complexity of living systems increases, so too does their consciousness: ?the higher the degree of complexity in a living creature, the higher its consciousness, and vice versa? (FUT: 105)

 A serious study of Teilhard can help that engagement and will thus be rewarding to both communities

 Physical eschatology is closely connected to variousanthropic principles(Barrow and Tipler, 1986)

 Teilhard says: ?we have every reason to think that in animals too a certain inwardness exists, approximately proportional to the development of their brains? (PHEN: 144)

panpsychism

Teilhard?s panpsychism leads him to posit the existence of a primitive kind of mentality (pre-consciousness or proto-consciousness) in particles: ?we are logically forced to assume the existence in rudimentary form 

 If this is right, then Teilhard?s Omega Point is Royce?s Absolute Self

The next step in the evolution of greater computational power (noogenesis) is the emergence of cellular systems specialized for computation

 An expanding intelligence will eventually encounter the computational limits of matter (see Kurzweil, 2005: 364-66, 485-87)

Garner

 A study of Teilhard?s writings can help transhumanism embrace a deep conception of social justice and expand its conception of social concern (see Garner, 2005)

 Human cognition is a biological computation running in every cell in the body at the molecular level

)This generalized nervous system (this ?super-Brain?) is an exosomatic nervous system

?If you have time for only a few more short essays, read ?Life and the planets? and ?From the pre-human to the ultra-human: The phases of a living planet? also inThe Future of Man

 If all this happens, then we won?t need to worry about the future material evolution of the universe

 He discusses the emergence of a global computation-communication system, and is said by some to have been the first to have envisioned the Internet (Kreisberg, 1995)

 More recently, his work has been taken up by Barrow and Tipler; Tipler; Moravec; and Kurzweil

 He says: ?evolution moves inexorably toward our conception of God, albeit never reaching this ideal? (2005: 476; see also 375, 389-390)

 At present (2006), this exosomatic nervous system spans the whole Earth and extends into the solar system (via satellites, space-probes, Martian rovers, etc

 A study of Teilhard can help in this defense

 Teilhard suggests that when intelligence hits the computational limits of matter, it must change course

 He further says that ?The only universe capable of containing the human person is an irreversibly ?personalizing? universe? (PHEN: 290)

 He repeatedly says that future human intelligence will leave the Earthspiritually(PHEN: 272, 273, 287; FUT: 116, 175, 303-304)

 In order to show how Teilhard?s vision is taken up by such transhumanist thinkers as Kurzweil, I'll divide Teilhard?s epochs of complexity into the six outlined by Kurzweil (2005: 15)

 Teilhard was working in the early twentieth century, at a time when biology was primitive and computer science non-existent

A self-representative system can contain more than one self-map

 The second stage is the expansion outwards from the solar system

 Of course, Teilhard is wrong to talk about the consciousness of a cell

 As we leave the Earth spiritually, we do not vanish from the universe

 According to Barrow and Tipler, this Big Crunch is a good thing for life, since it means that energy will always be available for computation

[6]Teilhard hints at, but does not develop, an intriguing argument from the principle of plenitude to the purposiveness of evolution

 Hence Royce?s Absolute Self is a model for Teilhard?s notion that at the Omega Point (1) God is all in all and (2) God is all in everyone

 I thereby hope to make his ideas accessible and to encourage further study of Teilhard among transhumanists

 Or we can argue for some degree of probability that some civilization somewhere will reach them

 Teilhard has little interest in the material expansion of the noosphere into space

 The evolution of the intelligence of the whole human species is continuing in the exosomatic nervous system

 He has argued for the emergence of ?a generalized nervous system, emanating from certain defined centers and covering the entire surface of the globe? (FUT: 125)

emergence

Aquinas

De Anima

 A long tradition identifies the soul with the form of the body (see Aristotle,De Anima, 412a5-412b21; Aquinas,Summa Theologica, Part 1, Q 78-84)

conservative

 As the cultural visibility of transhumanism grows, conservative Christians will increasingly pay it their attention

 Teilhard was attacked by conservative Catholics, and transhumanists may have to fight similar battles over similar issues

Teilhard?s writings outline a series of epochs of complexity

 At each free end, each level n stick sprouts 2^(n+1) sticks at level n+1

 These are (1) the epoch of physics and chemistry; (2) the epoch of biology; (3) the epoch of brains; (4) the epoch of technology; (5) the epoch of the merger of biology and technology; and (6) the epoch in which the universe wakes up

, genetic engineering) and intelligence technologies

 These types evolve along different pathways, but always towards greater complexity and more powerful computation

 I agree with Barrow and Tipler that the Omega Point is a super-computer that runs all possible human body-programs

 [T]he ?dumb? matter and mechanisms of the universe will be transformed into exquisitely sublime forms of intelligence, which will constitute the sixth epoch in the evolution of patterns of information

 The Singularity will allow us to transcend these limitations of our biological bodies and brains

The fourth reason for transhumanists to study Teilhard is that they are likely to need to defend themselves against conservative forms of Christianity

 Their lives can be guided into super-human forms and then into forms of ever higher complexity

anthropic

 Creation, cosmology, and the cosmic Christ: teleological implications of the anthropic cosmological principle

 It is the Barrow-Tipler Omega Point

infinitely

 The universe at the moment of the Big Crunch is an infinitely powerful computer

 The laws of physics are not repealed by intelligence, but they effectively evaporate in its presence

 Teilhard?s body of work has much to offer transhumanists, who advocate the use of technology to enhance human capacities and see current human beings as in transition to posthuman forms

 He argues, further, that human intelligence should guide human evolution via genetic engineering

 Since Christianity is an extremely powerful cultural force in the West, it is imperative for transhumanism to engage it carefully

 The body has a level 0 stick (the chest)

 He refers to the critical point as ?the entry into the super-human? (PHEN: 244-45)

 And even if we replace consciousness with computation, it seems wrong to attribute any degree of computation to particles or atoms

computation

 The convergence of genetic and information technologies aims at the perfection of human intelligence: ?Thought might artificially perfect the thinking instrument itself? (PHEN: 250)

pleroma

[7]Since I am not presently concerned with Teilhard?s theology, I cannot enter into a full discussion of his conception of the pleroma

 One computer Xis more powerful thancomputer Y if and only if X can simulate Y but Y cannot simulate X

 Second epoch: information in biological systemsAs planets condense out of the rings of debris around stars, self-organization begins to take place on them: ?the stars cannot carry the evolution of matter much beyond the atomic series: it is only on the very humble planets, on them alone, that the mysterious ascent of the world into the sphere of high complexity has a chance to take place? (FUT: 102-3)

 It is the translation of the body-program into a new medium

body-program

Hans Moravec describes and advocates mind uploading in both his 1988 bookMind Children: The Future of Robot and Human Intelligenceand also his 2000 bookRobot: Mere Machine to Transcendent Mind

 In the uploading scenario, the physicalhuman braindoes not move from its original body into a new robotic shell; rather, the consciousness is assumed to be recorded and/or transferred to a new robotic brain, which generates responses indistinguishable from the original organic brain

 It is also possible that the simulation could be created without the need to destroy the original brain, so that the computer-based consciousness would be a copy of the still-living biological person, although some proposed methods such as serial sectioning of the brain would necessarily be destructive

, 1989, Large scale analysis of neural structures, CSL-89-10 November 1989, [P89-00173]^abATLUM Project^Egan, Greg (1995)

David Zindell

In the "Requiem for Homo Sapiens" series of novels by David Zindell (Neverness, The Broken God, The Wild, and War in Heaven), the verb "cark" is used for uploading one's mind (and also for changing one's DNA)

Homo Sapiens

 In other words, one can "live" a moment in the life of another person, and one can "live" the same moment of his/her life more than once

 Simply reproducing the structures visible by electron microscopy, may not allow replication of the function of a brain, since the function of brain tissue is determined by molecular events, particularly atsynapses

 Max More and Ray Kurzweil on the Singularity

microscopy

[9]Sophisticatedimmunohistochemistrystaining methods may also be required to reveal the protein signatures representative of neural function, and are detectable usingConfocal laser scanning microscopy

 This is the classic philosophical issue of personal identity

[7]Serial sectioningA likely method for mind uploading is serial sectioning[8], in which the brain tissue and perhaps other parts of the nervous system are frozen, sliced apart or ablated layer by layer, and then analyzed

Mind uploading advocatesFollowers of the Ralian religion advocate mind uploading in the process of human cloning to achieve eternal life

Mind uploading in science fictionMain article: Mind transfer in fictionUploading is a common theme in science fiction

 These challenges often cannot be distinguished from those raised by all technologies that extend human technological control over human bodies, e

 When they die they rely on mind transferring to keep on living so that "death becomes a learning experience"

[14]However, mind uploading is also advocated by a number of secular researchers in neuroscience and artificial intelligence, such as Marvin Minsky

 Research is also currently underway[9]to automate the collection and microscopy of serial sections, which is currently a very slow and labor intensive process

 Moravec is referred to by Marvin Minsky in Minsky's essayWill Robots Inherit the Earth?

 However, a number of methods have been suggested to carry out mind transfers in the future

"In the popular science fiction showStargate SG-1the alien race who call themselves the Asgard rely solely on cloning and mind transferring to continue their existence

In the case where the mind is transferred into a computer, the subject would become a form of artificial intelligence, sometimes called an infomorph or "nomorph

 In the film, a scientific team discovers a technology to create a fully functioning virtual world which they could experience by taking control of the bodies of simulated characters in the world, all of whom were self-aware

 Perhaps the best way to explore such issues is to discover principles applicable to current bioethics problems, and question what would be permissible if they were applied consistently to a future technology

Viral mappingAnother recently conceived possibility is the use of genetically engineered viruses to attach to synaptic junctions, and then release energy-emitting molecular compounds, which could be detected externally, and used to generate a functional model of the synapses in question, and, given enough time, the whole brain and nervous system

 The recorded event, which time frame is limited to that of the recording session, is frozen in time on a data disc much like today's audio and video

advocates

continue

 On the other hand, advocates of uploading have made various estimates of the amount of computing power that would be needed to simulate a human brain, and based on this a number have estimated that uploading may become possible within decades if trends such as Moore's Law continue

 This problem is similar to that found when considering the possibility of teleportation, where in some proposed methods it is possible to copy (rather than only move) a mind or person

transferred

backup

 Also, in Egan's "Jewelhead" stories, the mind is transferred from the organic brain to a small, immortal backup computer at the base of the skull, with the organic brain then being surgically removed

Even if uploading is theoretically possible, there is currently no technology capable of recording or describing mind states in the way imagined, and no one knows how much computational power or storage would be needed to simulate the activity of the mind inside a computer

In that case, when a mind is copied -- whether during mind uploading, or afterwards, or by some other means -- the two copies are initially two instances of the very same person, but over time, they will gradually become different people to an increasing degree

[citation needed]Brain imagingIt may also be possible to use advancedneuroimagingtechnology to build a detailed three-dimensional model of the brain using non-invasive methods

sophisticated
Emulation and SimulationA computer capable of simulating a person may require microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), or else perhaps optical or nano computing for comparable speed and reduced size and sophisticated telecommunication between the brain and body (whether it exists in virtual reality, artificially as an android, or cybernetically as in sync with a biological body through a transceiver), but would not seem to require molecular nanotechnology

[5]Other proposals include 3-dimensional computers based on carbon nanotubes (researchers have already demonstrated individual logic gates built from carbon nanotubes[6]) and also perhaps the quantum computer, currently being worked on internationally as well as most famously by computer scientists and physicists at the IBM Almaden Research Center, which promises to be useful in simulating the behavior of quantum systems; such ability would enableprotein structure predictionwhich could be critical to correct emulation of intracellular neural processes

html^More, Max; Raymond Kurzweil (February 26, 2002)

[1]Theoretical methodsTrue mind uploading remains speculation: the technology to perform such a feat is not currently available

concerning

[13]Ethical issues of mind uploadingThere are many ethical issues concerning mind uploading

 Cox, is about the eventual (and, to the authors, almost inevitable) evolution of computers into sentient beings, but also deals with human mind transfer

 This points back to the role of science fiction in exploring such problems, as powerfully demonstrated in the 20th century by such works as Brave New World, Nineteen Eighty-Four, Dune and Star Trek, each of which frame current ethical problems in a future environment where those have come to dominate the society

Dune

The scans would then be reconstructed 3-dimensionally and uploaded by means of an interpretation algorithm to appropriate emulation hardware (i

The idea of uploading human consciousness in this manner raises many philosophical questions which people may find interesting and disturbing, such as matters of individuality and the soul

"[3]On the same page, when asked if he believes a computer can ever be an exact simulation of the human brain, Markram replies exactly as follows:This is not likely nor necessary

 IfKurzweil'sLaw of Accelerating Returns(a variation on Moore's Law) shows itself to be true, the rate of technological development should accelerate exponentially towards the technological singularity, heralded by the advent of viable though relatively primitive mind uploading and/or "strong" (human-level) AI technologies, his prediction being that the Singularity may occur around the year 2045

By many definitions, both copies could be considered the "same person" as the single original consciousness before it was copied

 As mentioned above, this would likely take place as a result of gradual cyborging, either nanoscopically or macroscopically, wherein the brain (the original copy) would slowly be replaced bit by bit with artificial parts that function in a near-identical manner, and assuming this was possible at all, the person would not necessarily notice any difference as more and more of his brain became artificial

 The uploaded people believe that they are "alive", but in reality they are playing elaborate and advanced fantasy games

Blue Brain Project and computational issuesOn June 6, 2005 IBM and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne announced the launch of a project to build a complete simulation of the human brain, entitled the "Blue BrainProject"

 These advocates see mind uploading as a medical procedure which could eventually save countless lives

[2]The project will use a supercomputer based on IBM's Blue Gene design to map the entire electrical circuitry of the brain

 With the use of cortical stacks, which record a person's memories and personality into a device implanted in the spinal vertebrae, it was possible to copy the individual's mind to a storage system at the time of death

If minds and environments can be simulated, the Simulation Hypothesis posits that the reality we see may in fact be a computer simulation, and that this is actually the most likely possibility

 In the movie, a direct link to a remote helmet can also be established, allowing another person to experience a live event

 Viable mind uploading technology might challenge the ideas of human immortality, property rights, capitalism, human intelligence, an afterlife, and the abrahamic view of man as created in God's image

 This was not a choice they made, but a result of the decay of the Asgardgenomedue to excessive cloning, which also caused the Asgard to lose their ability to reproduce

 Revokability of that disturbance may be possible with damage anticipation and correction (seeing the original by the particular damage rendered unto it, in reverse chronological fashion), although this would be easier in a stable system, meaning a brain subjected to cryosleep (which would imbue its own damage and alterations)

 In the episode "Tin Man", SG-1 encounter Harlan, the last of a race that transferred their minds to robots in order to survive

Harlan

 The mind (the information content of the brain) is not copied into an emulated brain in a computer

[4]Advocates of mind uploading often point to Moore's law to support the notion that the necessary computing power may become available within a few decades, though it would probably require advances beyond the integrated circuit technology which has dominated since the 1970s

Raymond Kurzweil, a prominent advocate of transhumanism and the likelihood of a technological singularity, has suggested that the easiest path to human-level artificial intelligence may lie in "reverse-engineering the human brain", which he usually uses to refer to the creation of a new intelligence based on the general "principles of operation" of the brain, but he also sometimes uses the term to refer to the notion of uploading individual human minds based on highly detailed scans and simulations

Olaf Stapledon

 Jones' 1931 short story "The Jameson Satellite", wherein a person's organic brain was installed in a machine, and Olaf Stapledon's "Last and First Men" (1930) had organic human-like brains grown into an immobile machine

 At this point, the patient's brain is immediately "re-mapped" and another piece is replaced, and so on in this fashion until, the patient exists on a purely hardware medium and can be safely extricated from the remaining organic body

novels

Richard Morgan

The Takeshi Kovacs novels by Richard Morgan was set in a universe where mind transfers were a part of standard life

Takeshi Kovacs

recording

The 1995 movie Strange Days explores the idea of a technology capable of recording a conscious event

 moving4Emulation and Simulation5Ethical issues of mind uploading6Mind uploading in science fiction7Mind uploading advocates8Mind Backup9See also10ReferencesOverviewThinkers with a strongly mechanistic view of human intelligence (such as Marvin Minsky) or a strongly positive view of robot-human social integration (such as Hans Moravec andRay Kurzweil) have openly speculated about the possibility and desirability of this

^Marvin Minsky: Will Robots Inherit the Earth?Category:NeurotechnologyThis article is licensed under theGNU Free Documentation License

Anderson

Cobb Anderson

In the 1982 novelSoftware, part of the Ware Tetralogy by Rudy Rucker, one of the main characters, Cobb Anderson, has his mind uploaded and his body replaced with an extremely human-like android body

Rudy Rucker

citation

However, critics contend[citation needed]that, given the significant level of synergy involved throughout the neural plexus, alteration of any given cell that is functionally correspondent with (a) neighboring cell(s) may well result in an alteration of its electrical and chemical properties that would not have existed without interference, and so the true individual's signature is lost

imaging

 Very high-resolution brain imaging (down to the nanometer) is currently available, but it would require destroying the brain by means of a serial sectioning scan as described above

 At the same time, they can be considered distinct individuals once they begin to diverge, so the issue of which copy "inherits" what could be complicated

The fiction of Greg Egan has explored many of the philosophical, ethical, legal, and identity aspects of mind uploading, as well as the financial and computing aspects (i

 SG-1 then discover that their minds have also been transferred to robot bodies

 This might even allow for the replacement of living neurons with artificial neurons one by one while the subject is still conscious, providing a smooth transition from an organic to synthetic brain - potentially significant for those who worry about the loss of personal continuity that other uploading processes may entail

However, it is important to note that according toHenry Markram, lead researcher of the BBP, "it is not [their] goal to build an intelligent neural network

In the popular computer game Total Annihilation, the 4,000-year war that eventually culminated with the destruction of the Milky Way galaxy was started over the issue of mind transfer, with one group (the Arm) resisting another group (the Core) who were attempting to enforce a 100% conversion rate of humanity into machines, because machines are durable and modular, thereby making it a "public health measure

Many Transhumanists look forward to the development and deployment of mind uploading technology, with many predicting that it will become possible within the 21st century due to technological trends such as Moore's Law

 Later philosophers raised various logical snarls, most of them caused by applying Boolean logic, the prevalent logic system at the time

 It has been proposed that modern fuzzy logic can solve those problems,[11]showing that Locke's basic idea is sound if one treats personal identity as a continuous rather than discrete value

series

 The climax of the series centers around the struggle to prevent one character from creating a Universal Computer (under his control) that will incorporate all human minds (and indeed, the entire structure of the universe)

 Neo is disconnected from this dreamworld by human rebels fighting against AI-driven machines in what seems to be a neverending war

 Some more gradual methods may avoid this problem by keeping the uploaded sentience functioning throughout the procedure

 However, this should be considered as virtual reality rather than mind uploading, since Neos' physical brain still is required to reside his mind

 Eventually they learn that their minds were copied rather than uploaded and that the "original" SG-1 are still alive

 Whether one believes that the original consciousness of the brain would transfer to the upload, that the original consciousness would be destroyed, or that this is simply a matter of definition and the question has no single "objectively true" answer, is ultimately a philosophical question that depends on one's views of philosophy of mind

copied

simulating

 movingWith most projected mind uploading technology it is implicit that "copying" a consciousness could be as feasible as "moving" it, since these technologies generally involve simulating the human brain in a computer of some sort, and digital files such as computer programs can be copied precisely

 If necessary, should the quantum computer become a reality, its capacity for exactly such rapid calculations of quantum mechanical physics may well help the effort by reducing the required computational power per physical size and energy needs, as Markram warns would be needed (and thus why he thinks it would be difficult, besides unattractive) should an entire brain's simulation, let alone emulation (at both cellular and molecular levels) be feasibly attempted

Markram

 In Egan'sPermutation CityandDiaspora, "copies" are made by computer simulation of scanned brain physiology

dreamworld

 In The Matrix, the antagonist Neo finds out that the world he has been living in is nothing but a simulated dreamworld

 Once a given person's brain is mapped, it is replaced piece-by-piece with computer devices which perform the exact same function as the regions preceding them, after which the patient is allowed to regain consciousness and validate that there has not been some radical upheaval within his own subjective experience of reality

NanotechnologyA more advanced hypothetical technique that would require nanotechnology might involve infiltrating the intact brain with a network of cell-sized machines to "read" the structure and activity of the brain in situ, much like current-dayelectrode meshes but on a much finer and more sophisticated scale

 Initial efforts are to focus on experimentally accurate, programmed characterization of a single neocortical column in the brain of arat, as it is very similar to that of a human but at a smaller scale, then to expand to an entireneocortex(the alleged seat of higher intelligence) and eventually the human brain as a whole

prediction

Present methods require use of massive computational power (as the BBP does with IBM's Blue Gene Supercomputer) to use the essentially classical computing architecture for serial deduction of the quantum mechanical processes involved inab initioprotein structure prediction

gradualBecause of these philosophical questions about the survival of consciousness, there are some who would feel more comfortable about a method of uploading where the transfer is gradual, replacing the original brain with a new substrate over an extended period of time, during which the subject appears to be fully conscious (this can be seen as analogous to the natural biological replacement of molecules in our brains with new ones taken in from eating and breathing, which may lead to almost all the matter in our brains being replaced in as little as a few months[12])

deals

Fred Pohl

Sigfrid von Shrink

Robinette Broadhead

Frederik Pohl'sGatewayseries (also known as the Heechee Saga) deals with a human being, Robinette Broadhead, who "dies" and, due to the efforts of his wife, a computer scientist, as well as the computer program Sigfrid von Shrink, is uploaded into the "64 Gigabit space" (now archaic, but Fred Pohl wroteGatewayin 1976)

Frederik Pohl

 Many people also wonder whether, if they were uploaded, it would be their sentience uploaded, or simply a copy

 Several new technologies have been proposed, and prototypes of some have been demonstrated, such as the optical neural network based on the silicon-photonic chip (harnessing special physical properties of Indium Phosphide) which Intel showed the world for the first time on September 18, 2006

 Wearing the "helmet" in playback mode, another person can experience the external stimuli interpretation of the brain, the memories, the feelings, the thoughts and the actions that the original person recorded from his/her life

movie

 During the course of the movie, Neo and his friends are connected back into the Matrix dreamworld in order to fight the machine race

Neo

 One plot twist was that if the virtual body a person had taken control of was killed in the simulation while they were controlling it, then the mind of the simulated character the body originally belonged to would take over the body of that person in the "real world"

Another issue with mind uploading is the question as to whether an uploaded mind is really the "same" sentience, or simply an exact copy with the same memories and personality

 The stack could be uploaded to a virtual reality environment for interrogation, entertainment, or to pass the time for long distance travel

 The problem is made even more serious by the possibility of creating a potentially infinite number of initially identical copies of the original person, which would of course all exist simultaneously as distinct beings

sectioning

copy

serial

The issue of copying vs moving is sometimes cited as a reason to think that destructive methods of mind uploading such as serial sectioning of the brain would actually destroy the consciousness of the original and the upload would itself be a mere "copy" of that consciousness

Egan

RecreatingIt has also been suggested (for example, in Greg Egan's "jewelhead" stories[10]) that a detailed examination of the brain itself may not be required, that the brain could be treated as a black box instead and effectively duplicated "for all practical purposes" by merely duplicating how it responds to specific external stimuli

Greg Egan

transfer

LoginRegisterDeutschEnglishFranaisEspaolHomeEncyclopediaMind_uploadingMind uploadingIn transhumanism and science fiction,mind uploading(also occasionally referred to by other terms such asmind downloading,mind transfer,whole brain emulation,whole body emulation, orelectronic transcendence) refers to the hypothetical transfer of a human mind to an artificial substrate, such as a detailed computer simulation of an individual human brain

In the seriesBattlestar Galacticathe antagonists of the story are the Cylons, sentient computers created by man which developed to become nearly identical to human beings

 This method has been likened to upgrading the whole internet by replacing, one by one, each computer connected to it with similar computers using newer hardware

creating

[15]Mind BackupA potential application for mind transfers involves "backing up" a person's mind; that is, creating an exact replica of the person's mind which would be activated upon said person's death

fiction

 The implications for such a technology are featured in science fiction novels Newton's Gate and the Revelation Space series

external

 Although this difference would be undetectable to an external observer (and the upload itself would probably be unable to tell), it could mean that uploading a mind would actually kill it and replace it with a clone

 But the transformation ofthe human heart so that it exudes benevolence and justice requires divine grace

 It will be very difficult because, in the brain, every molecule is a powerful computer and we would need to simulate the structure and function of trillions upon trillions of molecules as well as all the rules that govern how they interact

Philosopher John Locke published "An Essay Concerning Human Understanding" in 1689, in which he proposed the following criterion for personal identity: if you remember thinking something in the past, then you are the same person as he or she who did the thinking

uploaded

Another of the "firsts" is the novelDetta r verkligheten(This is reality), 1968, by the renowned philosopher and logician Bertil Mrtensson, in which he describes people living in an uploaded state as a means to control overpopulation

Bertil Mrtensson

 In either case it might claim ordinary human rights, certainly if the consciousness within was feeling (or was doing a good job of simulating) as ifitwere the donor

replacingmethod

"Cyborging"Another theoretically possible method of mind uploading from organic to inorganic medium, related to the idea described above of replacing neurons one at a time while consciousness remained intact, would be a much less precise but much more feasible (in terms of technology currently known to be physically possible) process of "cyborging"

 The project seeks to research aspects of human cognition, and various psychiatric disorders caused by malfunctioning neurons, such asautism

" In a case where it is transferred into an artificial body, to which its consciousness is confined, it would also become a robot

Uploading consciousness into bodies created by robotic means is a goal of some in the artificial intelligence community

 Carking is done for soul-preservation purposes by the members of the Architects church, and also for more sinister (or simply unknowable) purposes by the various "gods" that populate the galaxy  such gods being human minds that have now grown into planet- or nebula-sized synthetic brains

upload


